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PREFACE.

The philosophy of a people is exhibited to good advantage by
a combined study of its language and archaeology, as the one

frequently elucidates the other. The present work is developed

along these lines, and words bearing on a specific topic have

been grouped together, while the information which has been

added is frequently verified by a list of words in use. Works

already published have not been consulted to a very great extent,

as an endeavor was made to obtain original ^information from

native informants. But as these were much at variance it

became necessary to select only the most reliable and consistent

information, which is here presented in the shape of brief notes.

The illustrations, too, have been largely obtained from native

informants, or drawings made were submitted to them for cor

rections A large number are drawn from actual specimens on

exhibit in the Museum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and

Sciences, Brooklyn, N. Y. , while that of the Navaho Smithy is a

reproduction from the Navaho Silversmiths, by Dr W Matthews.

We also owe some suggestions to the following authorities

who have been cited or consulted: .

H H BANCROFT, Races of Pacific States, 1889.

A F BANDELIER, Final Report on the Indians of the South

west. Cambridge, 1892.

FRAY ALONZO BENAVIDES, Memorial, 1630, in Land of Sun

shine, volume XIII, 1900.

JOHN G BOURKE, the Apache Medicine Man. Ninth Annual

Report of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington,
1887-1888.

STEWART CULIN, Games of the North American Indians.

Twenty- fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of American

Ethnology, Washington, 1902.

PLINY EARLE GODDARD, Morphology of the Hupa Language.

Berkeley, Cal., 1905.
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EDGAR L HEWETT, Origin of the Name Navaho. American

Anthropologist, 1906.

WASHINGTON MATTHEWS, Navaho Silversmiths. Second An
nual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1883.

Navajo Weavers. Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Eth

nology, Washington, 1884. Navajo Names for Plants. Amer
ican Naturalist, volume 20, Philadelphia, 1886. The Mountain

Chant. Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, Wash
ington, 1887. Navajo Gambling Songs. American Anthropol

ogist, volume 1, 1889. The Gentile System of the Navajo
Indians. Journal of American Folk-lore, volume 3, Boston,

1890. Navajo Dye Stuffs. Annual Report of the Smithsonian

Institute for 1891, Washington, 1893. The Basket Drum.
American Anthropologist, volume 7, Washington, 1894. A
Vigil of the Gods, a Navajo Ceremony. American Anthropolo

gist, volume 9, Washington, 1896. Navajo Legends. Boston

and New York, 1897. The Night Chant, a Navajo Ceremony.
Memoirs of the American Museum of Natural History, volume

6, New York, 1902.

COSMOS MINDELEFF, Navajo Houses. Seventeenth Annual

Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1898.

REV. A G MORICE, O. M. I., Notes on Western Denes.

Toronto, 1894. Dene Roots. Toronto, 1892, and others.

GEO H PEPPER, Native Navajo Dyes. Reprint from the

Papoose, New York.

JAMES H SIMPSON, Report on the Navajo Country. 1850.

ALEXANDER M STEPHEN, the Navajo. American Anthropolo

gist, volume 6, Washington, 1893. The Navajo Shoemaker.

Proceedings of the United States National Museum, New York,
1888. Unpublished Manuscript and Vocabulary, by favor of

Mr Stewart Culin.

JAMES STEVENSON, Ceremonial of Hasjelti Dailjis, etc. Eighth
Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, Washington, 1891.

FRANCISCAN FATHERS.

Saint Michaels, Arizona,

April, 1910.
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KEY TO THE ALPHABET.

THE CONSONANTS.

The greater number of consonants have been adapted from

the English alphabet, though their pronunciation in Navaho is

more marked than in English, and each character is given a

uniform value throughout.

b as in English been. h as in English hemp,

d
&quot;

den. j

&quot;

judge,

g
4i

gig. k
&quot;

ken. This

character, unless clicked, is almost uniformly followed by an

aspiration; hence, it is written kh. The aspiration is at times

very guttural, which is indicated by kq.

1 as in like. w as in will,

m and n as in man. y
&quot;

yield.

s as in sit, city. z zone,

p, r, c, v, qu, do not occur as in English, and f occurs only

in foreign words, t does not occur as a single character, but

is either clicked or aspirated.

CONSONANTS PECULIAR TO NAVAHO.

Some sounds of the Xavaho are expressed by digraphs, hence:

ch as in church. dl as in ordinary 1 preceded by d.

dz adze. ds is the surd of dz.

gh, for which there is no approximate equivalent in English.

This is a guttural g to which the rolling sound of r is added.

q represents the sound of gh in Loughlin, Dougherty, or

German ch in lachen. An intermediary between h and q has

been written with h to facilitate reading. Frequently this gut-
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tural aspiration is added to the harder consonants; hence, in

addition to kq, there are such others as chq, tsq, tq.

kw represents the sound of English qu in quick.

qu, however, is similar to the sound heard in when.

1 represents a strongly aspirated 1, for which the English has

no equivalent. The sound is produced by taking and holding

the position for pronouncing an ordinary 1 and pressing the air

through the sides of the mouth. At times this is preceded by

t; hence,

tl is a combination of t and 1.

tl represents a sharp, lateral, exploding sound, produced by

forcing the aspiration through the side of the mouth, closed for

the pronunciation of a combined tl. The expulsion is rapid and

simultaneous with the pronunciation of t and 1. Many mistake

1, tl and tF for kl, thl, and similar oddities.

sh always as in shall.

tq is a strongly aspirated t, or, rather, q preceded by t.

ts as in German zanken, or English pretzel.

wh is a combination of ghw and often interchanges with sim

ple w or gh.

zh as z in azure.

CLICKED SOUNDS.

ch, k, t and ts are frequently clicked, i. e., pronounced entirely

separate from the following vowel; hence, a special character is

used in representing this peculiarity cH, K, t , ts. k, in addi

tion, is very guttural and explosive.

VOWELS AND DIACRITICAL MARKS.

The vowels have the continental sound. Syllabic quantity is

indicated by long and short marks placed above the vowel, thus:

a, se, e, I, o, u, for long vowels, and a, se, e, I, 6, u, for the

short syllables:
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a as in far. a as in art.

se
&quot;

bad. & &quot;

bat.

e
&quot;

date. e
&quot;

debt.

I pique. I pin.

6
&quot;

note. 6
&quot;

done,

u
4i

pool. u
&quot;

pull.

Nasality and syllabic quantity are also indicated by distinctive

marks placed over the vowel a, ae, e, I, o, u, for long nasal

sounds; a, se, e, i, 6, u, for the short nasal sounds.

As no general rules for the accent could be laid down, the

greater stress put upon certain syllables is indicated by a special

mark placed over the vowel or diacritical mark; thus, a, f, e, a,

etc. Secondary accents and pitch are not indicated.

An abrupt close of the vowel sound is indicated by &quot;, placed

after the vowel, while the hiatus preceding a vowel is indicated

by preceding it. In this instance the vowel is sounded to its

full value, as, for instance, a a, where the two have a distinct

inception. When this mark precedes n, the latter frequently

has the sound of dn, as in dnieper.

The hiatus proper ( ) placed after a vowel indicates a fairly

guttural exhalation, which at times is equivalent to h, and even

q. Frequently this sound has been rendered with h.

n indicates an accented n.

Where consonants or vowels are doubled or trebled they

should invariably be sounded as often as they appear. In com

pounded words, and other instances, a duplication of consonants

has been omitted when a fairly careful pronunciation justified

the omission. Moreover, vowels are often interchanged, so that

many words occur in several forms, some instances of which

have been noted in brackets.

In regard to the verb, the past and future tenses have been

added in most instances, and are placed in brackets immediately

following the present tense of which, ordinarily, the form of

the first person singular is given.





Ail Ethnologic Dictionary

of the Navaho Language.

mTRODUCTOKY.

THE NAME NAVAHO. &quot;How and when the name Navaho

originated,&quot; says Dr Washington Matthews, in Navaho Legends,

note 1, page 211, &quot;has not been discovered. It is only

known that this name was given by the Spaniards while they

still claimed the Navaho land. The name is generally supposed

to be derived from ^nwiajaj which means a clasp-knife or razor,

and to have been applied because the Navaho warriors carried

great stone knives in former days. It has been suggested that

the name comes from ^navajo,* a pool or small lake. The Nav

aho call themselves dine&quot;, or dine
1

,
which means simply, men,

people/

The word Navaho, or, originally, Navajo, is first men

tioned and applied to this tribe of Indians by Fray Alonzo

Benavides, O. F. M., in his Memorial to the King of Spain,

written in 1630. After describing the Gila Apaches, Benavides

says that more than fifty leagues north of these &quot;one encounters

the Province of the Apaches of Navajo. Although they are

the same Apache nation as the foregoing, they are subject and

subordinate to another Chief Captain, and have a distinct mode

of living. For those of back yonder did not use to plant, but

sustained themselves by the chase; and to-day we have broken

land for them and taught them to plant. But these of Navajo

are very great farmers, for that is what Navajo signifies great

planted fields.&quot;
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From the expression, &quot;the Apaches of Navajo,&quot; it is evident

that the word Navaho was originally not given to the people,

but was the name of the province or territory in which they

lived, or, in other words, the Indians themselves were called

Apaches, and their country was called Navajo, until later the

name Apache was dropped and the name of the territory applied

to its inhabitants. Just as we say the Pennsylvanians, or the

Texans, instead of the Americans of Pennsylvania, or the Amer
icans of Texas.

As to the signification of the word Navajo* Benavides says it

means &quot;great planted fields.&quot; Not only Benavides, but also

such eminent authorities as Dr Brinton and Bandelier tell us

that the Navaho, when first met by the Spaniards, were tillers

of the soil, erected granaries for their crops, and cultivated their

fields by irrigation. Now, the Spanish dictionary has the word
k

na/va*&quot; meaning a flat piece of land, a plain, a field. From

nava the word Navajo may possibly be derived, just as laganajo

is from laguna, or yerbajo from i/cr/xi* or latin ajo from latin.

The old Spanish suffix, &quot;&amp;lt;//&amp;gt;&amp;gt;,

like the modern Spanish suffix

acho,&quot; seems to give to a word, not only an augmentative, but

also a depreciative signification; thus, Jag ana means pond or lake,

and lagunajo pool or puddle; yerba means herb, and yerbajo

weed; latin means latin, and tatinajo bad, ungrammatical latin.

According to this, since nava means field, navajo would mean a

large, more or less worthless field.

The only difficulty in this derivation is the fact that the word

navajo* as derived above, has the accent on the second last sylla

ble; thus, navajo, while in the proper name, Navaho (or Navajo),

the Americans place the accent on the first syllable, Navaho, and

the Mexicans and Indians on the last syllable, Navajo and

Naweho. Taking the accented syllable as a basis of comparison

and derivation, the following extract of a short article on the

Origin of the Name Navaho* by Edgar L Hewett, in the

American Anthropologist, January-March number, 190(&amp;gt;, page

193, is of interest, and has much in its favor.
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&quot;In the second valley, south of the groat pueblo and cliff vil

lage of Puye, in the Pajarito Park, New Mexico, is a small

pueblo ruin, known to the Tewa Indians as Navahu, this being,

as they claim, the original name of the village. The ruined

villages of this plateau are all Tewa of the pre-Spanish period.

This particular pueblo was well situated for agriculture, there

being considerable acreage of tillable land near by far more

than this small population could have utilized. The old trail

across the neck of the mesa to the north is worn hip-deep in the

rock, showing constant, long-continued use. I infer that these

were the fields of not only the people of Navahu, but also of the

more popular settlements beyond the great mesa to the north

where tillable land is wanting. The Tewa Indians assert that

the name Navahu refers to th* large area of cultivated lands.

This suggests an identity with Navajo, which Fray Alonzo Ben-

avides applied to that branch of the Apache nation, then living

to the west of the Rio Grande, beyond the very section above

mentioned.&quot; See quotation from Benavides above.

These facts may admit of two interpretations the expres

sion, the Apaches of Navajo, may have been used to designate

an intrusive band that had invaded Tewa territory and become

intrenched in this particular valley. On the other hand, the

Navaho may have occupied such areas of cultivated lands,

that their habitat, wherever it was, would have been known to

the Tewa as Navahu,
4

the place of great planted fields. If

the first interpretation is correct, it would doubtless be verified

by archeological evidence at the ruin of Xavahu. It would seem,

at any rate, that the Tewa origin of the tribal designation,

Navaho, is assured.&quot;

Bandelier, in his Report on the Southwest, does not mention

Xavahu as the name of a ruin or village visited by him. But

he has a lengthy description of Puye and other ruins of that

region. The Santa Clara Indians, who are of the Tewa, or

Tehua nation, stated to him that the cause of the abandonment

of the pueblos were drought and wars with nomadic tribes. The
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Navaho still speak of a region, which they call
u

dintqa&quot;

(dine
1

country), and which their fathers occupied before they

came to their present habitat. This region, according to their

traditions, corresponds to the modern Jemez Country, and the

Tewa Country. So the name Navaho may possibly be of Tewa

origin, and brought from dinetqa. It is somewhat remarkable

that both derivations, the Spanish as well as the Tewa, confirm

the interpretation of Benavides.

ORTHOGRAPHY AND PRONUNCIATION OF THE WORD NAVAHO.

In this work the form Navaho is used instead of the older and

more correct form, Navajo. This, for the following reasons:

(1) It has been suggested by several prominent ethnologists that

this form be adopted for this work. (2) Navaho has been

declared by the Bureau of Ethnology as its official form; it is

used in all its official reports and bulletins, and has been copied

by all who are connected with the Bureau, by many authors and

writers of note, and by others. (3) Last and least, the form

Navaho approaches nearest to the English pronunciation, and

offers the least difficulty to the general reader.

In the English pronunciation of the word Navaho, the first a

is short and sounded as a in &quot;hat;&quot; the second a is indistinct:

the h is strongly aspirated; the final o has its natural sound, and

the accent is on the first syllable. Thus, in reading the word

Navaho (or Navajo), the vowels, and the v and h (or j), have

about the same sound as in the sentence, &quot;have a hoo.
v The

Mexicans place the main accent on the last syllable, pronounce

the h slightly guttural, and sound the a as in &quot;ma and pa.&quot;

The Navaho themselves, when using this name, pronounce it

thus, Na-we-h6.

ORIGIN AND STOCK OF THE NAVAHO. For any one who

believes in the unity of the human race, and the divine inspira

tion of the Bible, there can hardly be any doubt that the

Navaho are of Asiatic origin. They are the most southern
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branch of the great Dene nation of Indians, now commonly
known as the Athapaskan stock. All the tribes belonging

to this stock or family speak dialects sufficiently similar in

phraseology, construction, root-words, and other grammatical

peculiarities, to amply justify the inference that they are

descended from one common parent stock. They all call them

selves by a name meaning men or people, which is more or less

similar in all the dialects. Thus, we have dane, dene, dine,

dune, dindje, nde, tinneh, teni, etc.

Of the extent of territory over which the Athapaskan stock

is spread, Father A G Morice, O. M. I., says: &quot;No other

aboriginal stock in North America, perhaps not even excepting

the Algonquian, covers so great an extent of territory as the

Dene. The British Isles, France and Spain, Italy, and two or

three of the minor European Commonwealths, taken together,

would hardly represent the area or the region occupied by that

large family.&quot;

The historian, Hubert Howe Bancroft, in his Native Races

of the Pacific States, tells us &quot;the Tinneh are a people whose

diffusion is only equaled by that of the Aryan or Semitic nations

of the Old World. The dialects of the Tinneh languages are by

no means confined within the limits of the Hyperborean division.

Stretching from the northern interior of Alaska down into

Sonora and Chihuahua, we have here a linguistic line of more

than 4,000 miles in length, extending diagonally over 42

degrees of latitude, like a great tree, whose roots compass the

deserts of Arizona and New Mexico, and whose branches touch

the borders of Hudson Bay, and of the Arctic and Pacific

Oceans.&quot;

Of the northern Athapaskan or Dene Tribes in Canada and

Alaska, Fr Morice says: &quot;West of the Rocky Mountains they

are to be found to the borders of the Eskimo tribes, while

on the east side of the same range they people the immense

plains and forests which extend from the Northern Saskatchewan

down almost to the delta of the Mackenzie River. From west
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to east they roam, undisputed masters of the soil, over the

almost entire breadth of the American continent, though a

narrow strip of seashore country separates their ancestral domain

from the waters of the Pacific and those of the Atlantic. With

this unimportant restriction, they might be said to occupy the

immense stretch of land intervening between the two oceans.&quot;

South of the Canadian boundery, Dene tribes, or remnants of

them, are found in Oregon, Northern California, Arizona, New

Mexico, Texas, and down into Old Mexi&amp;lt;#?, the Navaho (dine),

the Apaches (nde), and the Lipanes (ipa-nde), being the m9st

southern. Thus, there is a complete linguistic line from the

banks of the Gila River in Southern Arizona, northward, almost

to the very shores of Behring s Straits, and from the sunny mesas

and plateaux of Arizona and New Mexico, up to the snow-clad

peaks and plains of the Arctic regions, are found tribes speaking

kindred Dene dialects, which certainly points to an Asiatic ori

gin for the Navaho, as the line of cognate languages and dialects

from the British Isles to India shows the Indo-European or

Aryan stock, and the Asiatic origin of the nations of Europe.

MIGRATION OF THE DENES. None of the Dene tribes have

any clear and distinct traditions as to how they originally came

to the land which they at present inhabit. But a few dim and

vague myths and legends hint at the migration of their fore

fathers in times out of mind.

In 1863 Father Petitot, O. M. I., was told the following by

the Yellow Knives, a Dene tribe at the Great Salt Lake, con

cerning their origin:
44
In the beginning there existed nothing

but a giant, so tall that his head swept the vault of heaven, for

which reason he was called Yakke-eWini. He lived to the west,

and barred our entrance to this desert land. A chase was made

after him, he was killed, thrown to the ground, and his body

fell so as to connect both lands. His body being petrified served

as a bridge for the periodical migrations of the reindeer. His

head is in our island, while his feet are on the western land/
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A few years later Mgr. Tache, Bishop of St. Boniface, found

the same tradition among the Chipewyans of Lake Athabasca.

The Hare Skins, living in the Arctic Circle, call the Rocky

Mountains the dorsal spine of the earth.

In 1874 Father Petitot, visiting a more southern tribe, the

Thi-lan-ottini (People-at-the-Evd-of-the-Head}, heard the same

tradition when inquiring after the etymology of their name, the

only difference being that the head of the fallen giant struck

near their habitat, while his feet rested far away in the north

west.

Scant remnants or traces of this tradition are found among
the Navaho of to-day. In their legends they tell of yei tso, a

big, strong and mighty giant, the greatest and fiercest of all the

alien gods, whose father is said to have been a stone.
&quot;

About

40 miles to the northeast of the top of Mt. San Mateo,&quot; says

Dr Matthews, in Navaho Legends, note 138, page 234, &quot;there

is a dark, high, volcanic hill, called by the Mexicans, El Cabezon,

or the Great Head. This is the object which, according to the

Navaho story-tellers, was the head of yei tso.
&quot; Petrified wood

is still called by the Navaho, yei bitsin; yei, or giant s bones,

and the numerous lava flows of New Mexico are called yei bidil,

or giant s blood.

If sufficient allowance is made for the often trivially vivid and

fanciful imagination of the Indian, it is not difficult to recognize

in this an embellished tradition of their migration from Asia to

America, either over the frozen Straights, or along the Aleutian

Islands. Besides, some of the tribes, as the Hare Skins, Quar-

relers, and others, have traditions of other Dene tribes living on

a western continent. The Navaho, too, have a tradition,

although rather vague, of some people who belong to them, and

who live far away. Although some place their home in the

north, others in another direC^Sp, or do not know in what par

ticular direction to place it, yet there is no doubt as to the

tradition itself, since they have a special name for these people,

calling them dine nahodloni, i. e., they are also dine, or Navaho.
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How or when the Navaho entered their present country is,

and may ever remain, a subject of speculation. According to

some authorities they came in the thirteenth century, while others

place their advent in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. At

any rate, the first Spanish explorers and missionaries found

them Los Apaches de Navajoa in full possessson of their ter

ritory in northern New Mexico, from where the fathers and

grandfathers of the present generation moved farther westward

to the region which they now actually occupy. They have no

traditions about the people who inhabited the numerous cliff

dwellings and ruins scattered throughout their country, which

shows that the rains were already empty and forsaken when they

arrived. Some of the cliff dwellings have, in consequence, been

taken up into their myths as the abodes of yei, or gods. From

this it would seem plausible that the Navaho have their homes

in the Southwest about five hundred years.

The home of the Athapaskans was far to the north; the whole

interior of Alaska is still peopled with tribes of that stock. It

is, therefor, likely that the Navaho, being the foremost of

these roaming, migratory tribes, traveled by slow movements,

and pushed on southward by easy stages, along the eastern range

of the Rocky Mountain region, until they met the sedentary

Pueblos of New Mexico, in their fixed homesteads and permanent

villages, where their further progress was arrested, and where

they eventually established themselves. Later, the Apaches and

Lipanes separated from the main body and went still further

south.

For the manner in which the Navaho themselves explain their

origin, and their coming into their present country, see article

on &quot;The Lower Worlds.&quot;

SITE AND AREA OF THE NAVAHO COUNTRY. The Navaho

country, or reservation, situated partly in the northeastern cor

ner of Arizona, and partly in the northwestern corner of New

Mexico, is at present the largest Indian reservation in the United
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States. It lies between the 35 and 38 degree of latitude and

the 108 and 110 degree of longitude. The original treaty res

ervation has several times been enlarged and extended by the

addition of new territory, the last extension having been made

very recently, so that the reservation now contains 12,360,723

acres, or about 19,313 square miles, or about covers the area of

New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island, with a margin.

Besides, the Navaho still occupy off the reservation 2,304,000

acres, or about 3,600 square miles. In this is not included the

acreage of the Moqui reservation, which is now totally sur

rounded by Navaho land, and upon which almost 2,000 Navaho

are living.

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE LAND. The greater part of the

Navaho country is a bare and barren desert. It is traversed by

a range of mountains from northwest to southeast. The north

western end of this range is called the Lukachukai Mountains

( lukacHugai, white reed patches), the central part is called the

Tunicha Range (tqontsa, large water}, and the southeastern end

the Chuska Range (clioshgai, white spruce}. The higher regions

of this range are covered with a splendid growth of white pine

(pinus ponderosa). At a lower level the pinon (pinus edulis)

predominates, and still lower the slopes are covered with forests

of red cedar (Juniperus virginianus) and juniper (Juniperus

Occidentalis). Patches of scrub-oak are to be found anywhere

on the mountains, while in the canons cottonwoods, box elder,

aspen, alder, walnut, peach, and a few other species of trees,

thrive.

Beside the main range of mountains, there are a few isolated

groups, for instance, the Carrizos (dzil naozili, mountain sur

rounded by mountains) in the northeast, and the dzil Ifjln (Black

Mountains) in the west. The mountains are cut up and reft by

deep-gorged, tortuously winding canons, through which the rain,

falling on the mountains, is drained out into the valleys. There

are no live rivers in the Navaho country, except the San Juan
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in the northeast, and the Little Colorado in the southwest.

On the reservation a few uncertain creeks, springs, and floods

from the canons, must be depended upon for irrigation. In

some localities there are signs of abundant underground water.

The annual rainfall averages from 10 to 14 inches and is usually

confined to two short seasons, in the spring and in the fall. The

greater part of this falls between the latter part of July and the

forepart of September. The spring rains are not reliable, and

both seasons are separated by about three months of absolute

drought.

The altitude averages from 4,000 feet in the lower regions to

6,000 and 7,000 feet in the higher parts, while the mountain

tops are 9,000 and 10,000 feet. Owing to this high altitude

the nights are cool and pleasant all year round, the winters are

long and cold, and the season for maturing crops is short. The

spring is usually very stormy, with high southwestern winds, and

the summer is very hot, although it is always pleasant in the

shade, and the heat cools off rapidly after sunset.

Large deposits of bituminous coal are found in various parts

of the reservation, while other parts present the appearance of

having once upon a time been burnt out. Traces of volcanic

activity can be noticed in many places. No precious metals or

other minerals of value have, till now, been discovered, at least,

not in paying quantities, although considerable prospecting has

been, and is still being done in this territory.

The valleys of the Navaho country, on first sight, present the

appearance of broad, rolling wastes, covered in some places by

sagebrush, cactus, yucca, greasewood, and bunches of grass.

The valleys, as a rule, are destitute of trees, except where irri

gation is practiced, or where a sufficient amount of underground

water is near enough to the surface. In such places cotton-

woods, and other trees, thrive well, as also fruit trees, grains

and vegetables.

For further references see respective articles Flora, Fauna,

Agriculture, etc.
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POPULATION. According- to the latest Government census,

the Navahos number considerably more than 27,000. These

figures are undoubtedly too high, and are the result of averaging

and guessing rather than of an actual individual count. It

would, too, be a very difficult task, in fact next to impossible,

to take an accurate numerical census of the Navaho tribe, owing
to peculiar sociological and topographical circumstances. In

the first place, about one-third or more of the tribe live scattered

about outside of the reservation limits, some being found as far

as twenty miles below Zuni, which itself is almost fifty miles

from the southern boundary line of the Navaho reservation.

The reservation itself is very extensive, and the physical con

ditions thereof are such that it is impossible for the Navahos to

live in communities or villages. Wherever there is a spring, or

a piece of land that can be irrigated, and a crop of corn, squash

and melons, even oats and wheat, raised on it, a Navaho settles

down. His next neighbor may live within sight or, perhaps,

one, five, or ten miles away. Besides this, he may have another

residence at the place where his herds of ponies and sheep are

grazing, and, perhaps, still a third home among the timber,

where he spends the winter with his family. Thus, the greater

part of them have two, some even three residences, where they

stay at different seasons of the year. From this it will easily be

seen, that in taking up a census of the Navahos, some will be

overlooked while many others will be counted twice. In the

wooded mountain regions a census taker may pass by near a

half dozen hogans, or huts, without knowing it, or he may count

whole families twice, since a given place in this strange country

appears entirely different when approached from a different

direction, to one who is not well acquainted. This also shows

how unreliable it is to make an inference or average estimations

from the count of the inhabitants of one region to those of

another region.

According to the census taken when the Navahos were brought

back to their country from Fort Sumner, in 1868, their number
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was estimated at less than 8,000, or about 7,300. However,

it is a well known fact that not all the Navahos were captured

during Kit Carson s invasion of their country in 1863, but that

large numbers of thorn were still roaming at large. Another

census was taken, or rather attempted, in 1869, for the purpose

of distributing sheep and goats among them, which showed their

number to be less than 9,000. Still another census was taken

up in 1900, which gave the number of Navahos living on the

Fort Defiance agenc.v, and on what is now the Ship Rock and

San Juan agency, and in the region north of the Moqui reserva

tion, at 10,000. Herein are not included those living on the

Moqui reservation, about 2,000, nor those living outside of the

reservation limits, upwards of 4,000. Thus, the census of

1900 gave the number of Navahos as being more than 16,000,

or 17,204. This may, perhaps, be nearer the truth than the

latest Government census, and, although probably the most

accurate census ever taken, is still not reliable. There is no

doubt that the Navahos have steadily increased since 1868, and

that at present they number from 16,000 to 18,000 souls.

To say that the Navahos number about 20,000, more or less, is

about as accurate as their number can be given at present.

For their social customs, religious beliefs and ceremonies,

industries, etc., see the respective articles.
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Gosmogony and Natural Phenomena.

THE UNIVERSE.

Navaho cosmology comprises twelve worlds, or under worlds.

The globe which we inhabit is slightly elliptical in shape, with a

flattened base, and is wholly stationary. Moreover, it is en

tirely surrounded by four bodies of water flowing around it, and

emptying into the west through an opening in the sky. The

earth is covered with the sky which, in shape and size, is similar

to that of the earth, and rests on pillars placed at the cardinal

points and the center of the earth. The sky is divided into four

vaults, one above the other, each of which is furnished with

compartments for the various peoples inhabiting them. The

entrance to these vaults is made through openings provided in

the center of each vault. Beyond them, however, is space and

an unknown region.

The sky is considered male, the earth female, and both are in

the relation of man and wife to each other. The earth may also

be considered the mother of all living, insomuch as it produces

vegetable life, and harbors many insects and animals in addition

to being the abode of man.

WORDS REFERRING TO THE EARTH AND SKY.

nf
,
the world, the earth, nfhodilqil, the dark world; nl halchl,

the red world; nPhodotl ish, the blue world divisions of the

lower worlds.
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nfhodilqiJ nakhi bedahunakha, in the second vault or shelf of

the dark world. Similarly, tqago and digo bedahunakha, the

third and fourth vaults.

nfdasakhad, the earth is there, referring to its flat, slightly

oval shape, nfhosdzan (nahosdzan), the earth.

nahoRe^, the land in distinctioh to water.

nfninel a, or nfndanes aji, the borders of the earth.

bida, the rim or edge of the world.

nfkashba, the limits of the earth (at waters edge).

nfdahazlago, to the end of the earth or land.

tqflntqel aqsehinlyi, the broad water flows around and meets.

tqo nseheli, the water flows or encircles continuously.

tqo siyfn (siy!), the water flows quietly.

tqo adahile
,
the water falls, waterfall.

ni ahif, or nahosdza (nahasdz&) alnl, the center of the earth.

nahosdzan qfdes nd, or nahasdz^ naha na
, an earthquake; or

nahasdzjln nahas na, nahasdz^n adesgad, the earth trembled;

nahasd/^n desdo, the earth sounded or burst.

nfqaogai, emergence into the eleventh world.

hajlnai, moving upwards, the emergence into the present

world, the place of emergence.

ya, the upper, the sky.

yadilqiJ, the dark upper, the firmament, sky; yagai, or nahogai,

the white upper, the evening twilight, the white of dawn.

ya ash, or ya ash hoka, in the heavens beyond.

ya nnel a, horizon; tqoMshba, water line which, with ni kashba,

forms the horizon or point where sky, water and earth meet and

are visible to the eye.

ya ahii, the center of the sky, the zenith.

nakhfgo, tqa, digo yaghahoka, the second, third and fourth

opening in (or vault of) the sky.

yatqat a , the shelves or pockets of these skies.
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SUN AND MOON.

Both the sun and the moon are borne across the skies by
divinities. Trails, thirty-two in number, have been created for

their travels, and summer and winter solstice occur as the divin

ities complete the total number and start their return from the

northern- or southern-most trail, respectively.

The sun and the moon bearers are considered masculine.

johona a! (ji hona ai), the sunbearer (bearer of the day), the sun.

sha, the sun (orb), sunlight.

tfehona al (tFahuna af), bearer of the night, the moon.

olje, the moon.

johona ai, or olje binaastle
, encircling moisture, rings around

the sun or moon.

yahadfdlad, sun or moonlight shining through an opening.

adodlal, the sun or moon pierces the clounds.

bikfdldlad, it (sun or moon) illumines an object.

shabikego, sunwise, as the sun goes.

shad&ji, from the sun, or from north to west, to south, to east,

to north.

shandln, sunlight.

shabitFol, johona af bitFol, sunrays, sunbeams.

shabitl a jilchf, sun halo, or basic sun-red.

sha sed6 , the sun is hot, (a hot object).

bilnnM6i, overcome by heat. Sunstroke does not occur.

shsiji seda, se&quot;tqi, sezf, I sit, lie or stand in the sun, I am

sunning myself.

shaji nahastsad, I bask in the sun.

hadichl, the sun burns spots, or shabidilchf, sunburnt.

shablgha, all day (from sunrise to sunset).

shanigha, the shortest day, winter and summer solstice.

TIME.

Time is told by pointing out the position of the sun in the sky.

The day begins with the dawn, and its principal parts are sun-
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rise, midday and sunset, while the intermediary parts of the day,

too, are expressed by positions of the sun. The day closes with

sunset, or rather, with the approach of darkness, which also

inaugurates the night. For the latter, however, no apparent

attempt is made at a division of time beyond a mere guess at

midnight, and the mention of the approach of dawn. The rise

and decline of the moon does not serve as an indication of the time

of night, but reference is at times made to the position of

some constellations, such as the rise and setting of the morning

and evening stars, the position of the Pleiades (dilyehe), etc.

The time at night is occasionally of importance as, for instance,

in indicating the time for reciting the songs at dawn for the

close of a ceremony, and the like.

The complete time circle is herewith given.

hayllkha (nfse), it is dawn.

nane nlkha, or naneinlkha (nt ee), or nandzagai (nt se), it is

daylight.

altso h6s id (ntfae), it is full daylight.

qa fa, sunrise.

shahina, or qina shahidonal, or fado shahinada, shortly after

sunrise (about five fingers above the horizon).

ddhadl a, the sun is well up; nikh&dui, or honidui (honid6i),

it is getting warm (say between 8 and 10 a. m.)

kad alnsee a, close to noon (about 11 a. m.)

alnfna a, midday, noon.

yaadez d, afternoon; yadeya, or dozhdgo yadeyd, or dozh6go

yaadez a, it is declining, in the late afternoon.

qfdidesctiT, toward sunset, in the evening.

qflchT, or qilchThotso, near sunset, towards evening.

hodfneskaz, it is cooling off; h6nlkaz, or sMdoqinada, toward

sunset (about five fingers above the horizon).

shadoqin& da, just before sunset (two fingers above horizon).

bakhagi as a, or bakhagi I d
, shortly before sunset, when sun

touches horizon.
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iTa, sunset.

iTa bitl dba, shortly after sunset.

nihojl, darkness covers the earth, or nihotllsh, the earth is

black (blue), qilljf, after dusk; dozh6go tlqel, it is pretty dark;

chahoJqel, it is dark all around, quite dark.

tl eelni, near midnight (about 11 p. m.)

tFeitni, mid night.

yikhaft aji, leaning towards dawn (probably the milky way is

meant); or s6tso qaya-, the morning star is risen; or Mhailkha,
all three expressions meaning, just before dawn.

hayllkha, dawn, etc., ut supra.

Other expressions are also used, such as the following:

s6tso qavaoro, when the morning star rises; hayUkhago, at

dawn; sha qayago, at sunrise; sha qin& go, after sunrise, etc.

hos Id, hos fgo, at daylight; alkid& h6s id, it was daylight, or

dawn, some time ago.

abfna&amp;lt;ro, or t aabfnago, in the morninor, abfnda (t aftb!nda\ this

(very) morning; alnfna ada, this (past) noon; ya&dez &dft, this

(past) afternoon; yaadez ^go, this (corning) afternoon; t fgo

yaadez d, a little after noon; dljf, to-day; jida, to-day (this past

day); jigo, during the day, at daytime; fa ji, daytime.

t a tl e, at night; tl ego, at night.

sotso iya, the evening star has disappeared; sha iya-, at sunset.

qaish o ai, or qai az &, or qaf holzhish? What time is it?

Where is the sun ? qaish yolkhal, what time of the night is it ?

Clocks and timepieces are not in use, though recently some

expressions have been adapted to indicate the time of the clock.

besh dlstsiT, the clock struck; dukwidi dlstsd
,
what hour did

it strike? dukwigo olkhfl, how many does it point? ashdla

dahalzhin, five black dots (five minutes); ashUVada dahalzhin,

fifteen minutes; nezna di jMago doba a alnl, half-past ten, etc.
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LIGHT.

The Navaho assign the various lights to the cardinal points,

which are often designated in this manner.

Though openings for windows are not provided in the hogan,

a fairly good light enters by way of the smoke-hole. At night

the light of the fire ordinarily suffices for illuminating the interior

of the hogan, as very little work is done by the light of a candle

or lamp. In houses of modern construction, candles and lamps

are being generally introduced.

At public exhibitions, fires are kept burning for illumination.

beadfndln, the light (by wrhich objects are visible).

adfndm, the li -rht.

sha, or
sha&quot;, the light, particularly of the sun.

hayolkhal, first light at early dawn, twilight, which is also

called hos id.

nahodretl ish, azure, the deep sky-blue at dawn or sunset.

nahotsoi, the yellow light at sunset.

chahalqel, darkness, dark light of the north,

chahalqel, it is dark, or chahalqel heldiitlad!, it s dark, strike a

light!

dishtlad, (dflthV dideshtlil), I strike, or make, a light.

SHADE.

In summer shade is obtained under rudely constructed shelters.

(Compare summer houses). Parasols and umbrellas, wrhich are

purchased at the stores, are used in riding and driving. No

special importance seems to be attached to one s owrn shadow.

chaha 6, the shade, a shelter, an umbrella.

bichaha 6, or bichahash 6, his or her shadow.

MIRAGE.

The following
1 are presumably equivalent terms for mirage.

hadahuneyanigi, or bil hadahuneya, increasing or growing

with it, in reference to the optical illusion witnessed occasionally
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in the desert, by which trees, mountains, lakes, and the like,

seem suspended in the distance, but vanish on approach.

hadahunestqln, the undulations of the tropical heat, the evap

orating heat of midsummer.

hadahuniye
1

,
the mirage proper. This is personified, and

accordingly color is assigned to it; hence, hadahuniye
1

lagal,

white mirage; hadahuniye
1

dotl fsh, blue mirage; hadahuniye
5

litso, yellow mirage; hadahuniye
1

dilqfl, dark mirage. These

are assigned to the south, the corresponding colored hadahunes

tqln, being assigned to the north.

hadahuniye
1

also designates a stone similar to agate which is

used ceremonially with other precious stones. Formerly this

stone was a distinguishing feature of the chiefs and was attached

to the hair cord.

ECLIPSES.

An eclipse is caused by the death of the orb, which is revived

by the immortal bearers of the sun and moon.

During an eclipse of the moon the family is awakened to await

its recovery. Similarly, a journey is interrupted and work

ceases during an eclipse of the sun. Songs referring to the

hozh6ji, or rite of blessing, are chanted by anyone knowing

them, otherwise the passing of an eclipse is awaited in silence.

It is not considered auspicious to have a ceremony in progress

during an eclipse of the sun or moon, and a ceremony is often

deferred on this account. The rising generation, however,

pays little or no attention to this custom.

johona ai daastsa, the sun is dead, eclipse of the sun.

olje daastsa, the moon is dead, eclipse of the moon,

johona ai, or olje hanadsa, the sun, moon, recovered, the eclipse

is no longer visible.

PHASES OF THE MOON.

da neitqin, or dahltqa , crescent, new moon,

alnl beelqel (half dark), half moon, first quarter.
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hanfbas, full moon; ji hanlbas, full moon appearing in day

light; tl e hanlbas, full moon after night.

chahalqel nadza, darkness returns, last quarter.

qlsal, the moon is visible after dawn.

olje beedfndln, moonlight.

olje beh61 in (jf nahalin), bright (like day) moonlight.

olje dohozh6 beedfndlda, or behol fda, behot fda, the moonlight

is not very good.

STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS.

The creation of the stars is attributed to hashcliezhini, the Fire-

arod, who also distributed the various constellations, giving each

its peculiar name. As in other instances, so also on this occa

sion the coyote contrived to participate in the work of creation

by robbing the Firegod of his pouch in which he carried the

material for the stars. And after he had placed his own star

conspicuously in the southern skies he scattered the remnants

of the pouch over the entire heavens, which accounts for a

multitude of stars bearing no special name. In consequence,

too, the entire creation of the stars is attributed by some to the

coyote.

Though there are comparatively few constellations the names

of which are generally known, it is none the less well established

that astrology is extensively practiced among the Navaho. The
fact that the class of singers pursueing desff, &quot;looking,&quot; or

astrology, are much in demand previous to the conducting of

any important ceremony, would seem to indicate as much.

Hence it is reasonable to assume that a much wider knowledge
of the various constellations exists than is here indicated. This

knowledge, however, is in possession of some few individuals

who are loath to disclose it, owing to the circumstance that astro

logical pursuits, which require the secret and solitude of night,

are opprobriously classified with witchcraft.

The older shamans were wont to initiate their pupils gradually
into the intricacies of astronomy by pointing out the new constel

lations to them as they appeared on the horizon. And as an
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apprenticeship usually required several years, sufficient time was

had to make the initiation a thorough one. This extended also

to stellar influence on climatic changes, or the destinies of man,

with the corresponding remedies, and the like information.

Certain portions, however, of this knowledge were enveloped in

some mystery, which was lifted only after the most rigid test of V

fidelity. Thus, for instance, words like sa a nayhai, &quot;in old

age walking,&quot; and bike hozhd, &quot;on the trail of beauty&quot; (Mat

thews), are said to signify some important, though well known

constellation, a change in which would prove disastrous to the

existence of the universe. Hence this invocation, which is

attached to a large number of prayers and songs, would seem to

be a petition for the preservation and prolongation of age and

life, while &quot;the trail of beauty&quot; (in the skies) indicates the

proper key to their interpretation.

What may be considered an instance of stellar influence upon

climatic changes is told of 1 ni, thunder, a constellation appearing

in the southern skies, and a companion of the constellation

shash, the bear. When I m beetsOs, the feather or tip of thunder,

approaches and touches the snout (bichi) of the bear, it is a

reliable indication of the return of thunder in spring, with the

renewal of life in vegetation and the animal kingdom.

As a rule each larger constellation is equipped with satellites,

larger stars, which form an integral part of a given group.

Thus, atseets6si beets6s, the feather or tip of Orion; shash

be6ts6s, the feather of the bear. They are also provided with

bokhd, fire or flint of the star, which ignites it, and in other

instances with bizhf, body, bichi, nose, bija, ears, or bitse, tail,

to distinguish and trace the figure. Some of these are men

tioned in the following.

hastqln sakaf, feet ajar, a large, irregular square in Corvus;

hastqtn sakai beets6s, his feather; bizhf, his body; biglzh, his

staff; bokh6, his fire.

shash (so ), the bear; shash bichi, his snout; bija, his ear;

bokhtf, his fire; beets6s, his feather.
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shash lichi, the red bear, between bear and thunder constel

lations.

fnf
,
the thunder; I m bokh6, his fire; beets6s, his feather.

tFistso, big snake, at base of bear and thunder constellations.

atseetso, the big- tail. Others render it the big first one,

appearing in the northern skies after ndizld, the beginning of

the month; the forepart of Scorpion. The legend assigns it to

the southern sky.

nahokhtfs bakha i, the revolving male, Ursa major, the Big

Dipper.

nahokhos ba adi, the female revolving, Cassiopoea.

atseets6si, tailfeather, or the slender first one (?); the belt and

sword of Orion. ets6si, the feather, was the name given by

hashciiezhini, the Firegod, which coyote (atse
5

hashkh, the First

Angry), changed to atseets6si (atsedi ets6si, of the First feather),

with reference to himself; hence, the coyote s feather.

so h6tsTI, the pinching stars, center double stars in lower

branch of Hyades. These are also called baalchfni, children of

dily^he and atseets6si, Pleiades and Orion.

gahat ei, rabbit track, cluster of stars under Canis major.

so bokhd i, large stars scattered over the heavens,

akaisdahi, the milky way, which is sometimes rendered yikhal

sedahi, which awaits the dawn, owing to its approach to the east

toward morning.

s6 dondizldi, no-month star, called also ma i biz6 , the coyote s

star, or Canopus.

dily^he, Pleiades.

hayolkhal beets6s, or sotso bike neilkhaagi, dawnfeather, or

the big star followed by dawn; nahodaBtRsh beetsds, the feather

of the southern blue; nahots6i beetsos, feather of the evening

twilight, evening star; chahalqeJ beetsds, or s6tso chahalqel

beetsds, feather of darkness, or the big star darkness feather.

bitsolehi (?)

so bihi, the deer star; deb tsStqa, mountain sheep.

dasani, the porcupine, Dolphin.
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atseetso bigfsh, the cane of the big first one, probably chief

star in the group of Scorpion.

atsets6si bokh6, the fire of Orion; beets6s, its headfeather;

bitse, its tail.

nahokhos bokh6, the north star.

nahokhds bigtsh, the cane of the north star.

s6
,
a star; so yazhe, small stars; stftso, any star of the first

magnitude; so lani, many stars.

do bendizfdi, or dondizldi, no-month stars, which do not change

their position every month. Of these there are several.

so bilfdi, star with smoke, a comet; so bilfdi qaya, a comet

appears.

so naltsfd, or adahaltsfd (adaltsid), falling stars, meteor.

so hidllyed, or Ilaghdli, running stars, shooting star.

so* halde , the stars appear.

sotso qayd, or qanada ,
the morning or evening star is risen.

CLOUDS.

Navaho mythology also personifies various natural phenomena,

the clouds, winds, fog or mist, rain, thunder and lightning.

The abode of these divinities is in the four skies above whence

they visit the earth inflicting disaster upon its inhabitants. They

are usually distinguished by color, sex being attributed only to

the rain. In this manner they are also invoked in prayer and

song, and sacrifices and prayersticks made for each individual

deity.

k6s, a cloud; kos dilqfl, the dark cloud; k6s dotFlsh, the blue

cloud; R6s iitso, the yellow cloud; kos lagai, the white cloud,

kos qale
1

, it begins to cloud, fleecy clouds,

kos da ndajol, the clouds are few and scattered,

kos dilkhd , it is cloudy, smooth clouds,

kos aqfdahazna , the clouds are collected, cloudy.

k6s tqa a , the clouds are moving.

k6s ishchfn (yishchln), the shape of a cloud, a design.
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MIST OR FOGK

ahi, the mist or fog; a dilqil, the dark mist; & dotllsh, the

blue mist; & litso, the yellow mist; a lagal, the white, mist.

ahi bechaholqel, a heavy fog.

ahi da dlldd, the fog is disappearing.

datq6, the dew, dewdrops.

sho
,

the frost; faigisi sh61gai, a heavy frost (whitening

everything).

sll, vapor hovering over the ground after rain, steam.

WIND AND STORM.

rilcnf din& , the wind people; dlcHI (nflcnT, riltsT), the wind;

rilcHi lagai, the white wind; nlchT litso, the yellow wind; nlchT

dotl ish, the blue wind; rilchT dilqil, the dark wind; rilchT likhfzh,

the spotted winds; rilchT ntl ai, the left winds; rilchT shada ji

nalaghali, the winds which turn on the side from the sun; rilchT

shabikego nalaghali, the winds which turn sunwise; rilchT nod6zi,

the striped winds.

nlyol, the wind, strong wind; uchi, a breeze; deyol, it is blow

ing; nlyol qaya, the wind is up, it is blowing; nadziyoldlsi, small

whirlwind; nadziyoldtsitso, whirlwind.

qaiyseesol, a storm or wind which drives up a rain.

lesh hasal, a sandstorm (blowing sand in every direction).

lesh nadoz, a whirling blizzard, sandstorm.

lesh bil qayol, sandstorm, wind which stirs the sand.

lesh beetl e, sand with night, or lesh bechaholqBl, sand with

darkness, sandstorm darkening the sky.

yo6q6lzhod, the storm is passed, it cleared up.

shadlcHl
,
I take some fresh air; yalchT, let some fresh air in!

RAIN AND RAINBOW.

The rainbow is frequently represented in colored sand paint

ings and ceremonial paraphernalia, and on the shield. The

&quot;trails&quot; of the divinities are usually represented as made of

various kinds of rainbow.
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nltsd (niltsa ), the rain.

niltsa bakha
,
the he-rain, rain accompanied by thunder and

lightning; nltsaba ad, the she-rain, a light, mild rain.

nltsa tl ol, rainray; nltsanajm, the dark streaked rain (and

clouds). These are now represented by horsehair in the decora

tion of the masks.

natsflid, the rainbow; natsllid agttdi, the short rainbow; natst-

lid iyishi, a curved rainbow.

nahaJtqm, it rains; nah61tqa, it rained; nahodoltqll, it will

rain; na dizh61, a steady, fine rain; do dfltqi, a general rain.

nikhfdadiltsf
,

it sprinkles; shikhidestsd
, raindrops.

SXOW AND ICE.

In earlier days children were bathed in the snow to harden

them to the weather and exposure, a custom which is now disap

pearing. Snow is melted over the fire and used for cooking

purposes. Snow shoes are not in vogue at present, though over

shoes, or covers made of burlap and sheepskin, as also foreign

overshoes, are now often designated as snow shoes. In the early

days, however, a roughly shaped shoe of wood was attached to

the foot for walking upon deep snow. A piece of pine or cot

tonwood, and even dried bark, was slightly pointed at both ends

and secured to the foot by means of cords. As some difficulty

was experienced in regaining one s balance in case of a fall, a

knife was indispensible, so that, in case of an accident, the cords

might be severed and readjusted. In consequence, the loss of

a knife in deep snow was looked upon as fatal, and accounts for

the wish expressed by parents in earlier days &quot;that their child

ren may not lose their knife.&quot; At present little or no use is

had for these wooden or snow shoes.

yas, zas, snow; nchll, yidz&s, it snows; nadishchll (nt ae), it

snows again; chll bechaholqst, or chll beetFs, heavy snow storm

which darkens the sky; chll hasal, snow storm blowing the snow

in every direction; chll nadSz, a blizzard; chll bilqayol, drifting
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snowstorm, penetrating every crevice; yisal, a snowflurry.

yasftso, a big snow; yas labai, light snow which disappears

after sunshine; yas ditle, wet snow; yas ylltsai, dry snow; yas

dicHtzhi, rough (top-frozen) snow; yaskha nlkhes, snowcrust,

crisp, shrieking snow; yilskhaaztqa, a firm snowcrust; alukha,

a slippery snowcrust; yiba ,
a snow only in spots.

yas bma akhe, footprints in the snow.

yas blna atqln, tracks or a path in the snow.

na osdlid, the snow melts; tsil na osdlid, it melts rapidly.

yasfkhe, snow shoes; tsikhe
5

,
or tsinkhe

1

,
the wooden shoe, or

yasgo khe
5

,
the snow shoe; alukha sikhe, they (the shoes) sup

port one on the snow; do bil ikha, or baghanakha, one did not

break through with them; tsin daazlligi, any kind of wood;

akh&sht osh, bark; sagani bahasht osh, dried bark.

tqin, the ice.

tqin dilqil, the dark ice; tqin dotl ish, the blue ice.

tqin litso, the yellow ice; tqin lagai, the white ice.

tqin altqas af, variegated ice, called also tqin likhfzh, the spot

ted ice, all of which are purely legendary.

tqin deilkhd , tqin deiltqd , smooth, slippery ice.

tqin bije qadaya, ice whose heart bulges out, bulging ice.

tqin aqididlad, rent ice.

tqin aqidltqal, cracked ice, the ice is cracked.

tquistqm (yistqfn), frozen water; tqin da nestse, icicles.

nloi (niloi), hail.

shinitqfn, I am freezing; sistqfn, I am frozen; shideshtqinl,

I will freeze; bmitqfn, it is freezing; yistqfn, frozen; dotqlnl,

it will freeze; nitqfn (hastqln, hodotqlnl), it is frozen (the ground,

animals, trees, etc.); yishtqfn (deshtqlnl), I freeze an object, for

instance, lice.

nahalyi (naholyf, nahodolyi ), it thaws.

nalyf (nalyf, nadolyf), I thaw out.

nadeshyf (nadishyf, nadideshyi ), I thaw out at the fire.

nashyf (na ilqi, ndeshqi), I thaw it out (a blanket or clothes).
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WATER.

Water is used for drinking and cooking purposes. Clear

water taken from a running stream, or from a pool of rain water,

is always preferred. Snow, too, is often melted to obtain good

drinking water. Along river and arroyo beds the underground

stream is allowed to collect in small holes dug for this purpose

in midsummer. When conditions are otherwise favorable to

advantageous location, water is drawn from pools and water

holes, which ordinarily would not be considered. Cisterns and

wells for collecting water are not made, and the hogan is gen

erally built some distance from the water supply to insure its

purity.

The custom of washing one s self in the morning is of very

recent introduction, and by no means a general one. Lice and

vermin, however, have ever been a source of irritation, which

necessitates a relief found in the yucca bath, with which the hair

is scoured from time to time. Ceremonial baths and waters are

referred to elsewhere.

Canoeing is not in vogue. Along the rivers of the country

flat boats are used to ferry the stream at high water tide. These

are drawn up stream and then allowed to drift with the cur

rent and steered diagonally across it. On the return the same

process is repeated. Fording is done in a similar manner by

selecting a shallow spot in the riverbed and taking a course up,

or against, the stream. In high water the rider often removes

the bridle and drives his animal into the stream. He then

plunges after it, and by holding to the tail of the horse is drawn

across in safety. The Navaho in general are inexperienced

swimmers and usually steer clear of water.

Though the Navaho ordinarily is very particular with regard

to his personal drinking supply, and despises alkaline, filthy

and stagnant water, his stock until recently was ill provided for.

When possible, sheep and goats are now kept from bodies of

water used for watering horses and cattle, and time and labor is

also expended upon throwing up earthwork and dams in localities

suitable for reservoirs for watering stock.
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tqo, water, a river, stream.

tq6 nlf
, running water, a spring; tqo qali, water flows out, a

spring; tqo nltqoli, or tq6 nltsln, clear, crystal water.

tqo nil (nlln) dltsa , the rush of water is heard.

tq6nil ItstV, the dripping of water (water-drops) is heard.

tqo siyln (siyi), a pool, lake of water.

tquntqel (tqo ntqel), the ocean.

tqah6tqel, the water widens out, the mouth of a stream.

tqo nanesdizi, the waters are tangled, spread over the whole

area; tqo blshghiln, the back of water, a wave.

tqo blshgM danlghush, the waves splash and foam.

tqo bishghd nadadida , the waves break.

da nanliighash, it bubbles (boiling water).

da nanshqash (da nanelqash, da ndfneshqash), I boil water,

make it bubble.

tqalawhush qazns , I ll stir soap; tqalawhush qanse
5

(haniisa,

qadlnesel), I raise foam, stir a lather.

qahodibin (qahodebld, qahodidibil), it (a spring or water hole)

is clogged; tqo bidadestl in, a dam or water bank.

tqo bidadinshtlm (bidadltl in, bidadideshtl ll), I dam the water.

dadinshtl in (cladiiiltl in, d&dideshtlll), or dandinshtlln (dandi-

niltl in, ddndideshtril), I dam the water, put in a dam.

dadegish, the dam is broken; tqoklishj^, a crate extending

over the water for watering stock.

DRAWING AND CARRYING WATER OR LIQUIDS.

tqo qahashie (qahalo , qahideshl6), I draw water with a rope.

tqo hashkha (hakha, hadeshkhai), I draw or dip water (with a

vessel); tqo yishkha (tqo nakha, tqo deshkhal), I carry water, or

more frequently, tqo nashkhal (nnakha, tqo ndeshkhal), I carry

water again.

qadishbin (qad&bin, qadideshbil), I fill a vessel.

ya ishkha (ya lkha, ya ideshkhal), I empty it.

yash a (yd a, yeidesh ai), I spill or pour water on something.

kho tqobil yash a, I extinguish a fire by water, or khu tqobil
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naneshq&zh (nanelqsezh, nadineshqiish\ I flood a tire with water.

yaszfd (yeizld, yeidsil), I pour it out, or turn a vessel over

on its side.

nas&s (nasesas, ridesas), I sprinkle water (or sand) with sprinkler.

DRINKING AND WATERING STOCK.

ashdla (eshdla, adeshdlll\ I drink water.

na nszld (narizld, nadesil), I give you a drink, I pour out for

you; sM nzId, pour out for me, give me a drink!

tqayislos (tqayllos, tqadeslos), I water a horse, lead him to

water; tqayish esh (tqayl ezh, tqadesh ish), I water a couple of

horses or more.

tqa nshkhad (tqan6khad, tqadfneshkhal), I drive a few horses

to water, or I herd them to water.

tqa nsod (tqanlyod, tqadlnesol), I herd many to water.

WASHING AND BATHING.

tqaisgis (tqas^gis, tqaidesgis), I wash or bathe it, 1 wash

myself; tqanisgis (tqa nsegis, tqa ndesgis), I wash you.

tqadisgis (tqad&sgis, tqadidesgis), I wash or bathe.

shin! tqanasgis (tqanas^gis, tqandidesgis), I wash my face;

letsa tqanasgis, dishes; ae tqanasgis, I wash clothes.

tqahasgis (tqahos^gis, tqahodesgis), I scrub it.

tqo sedo betqMisht od (betqadft od, betqddidesht ol), I remove

it with hot water, such as hair from a hide, etc.

DIPPING AND THROWING INTO WATER.

tqo benash a (besa a, bedesh al), I dip a hat into water.

tqo benashji(beshe
:

ja , tqo bedeshji), I sprinkle grain with water.

tqo benashM (bes61a, bedeshlel), I put a rope or piece of

leather into water, I soak it.

tqo benashtqi (besetqa, bedeshtqft), I dip a stick or shovel

into the water.

tqo benasts6s (bes^ltsos, tqo bedestsos), I soak a blanket.
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tqobil nnsh a (bil nna a, bil ndesh al), I water plants, or fill

a person with water

tq&yish a (tqayfa, tqadesh al), I soak my wagon, or I throw

my hat into the water.

tqayishja (tqayljtV, tqadeshji), I throw grain into the water.

tqayishle
5

(tqaylla, tqadeshlel), I Pvlt leather or rope in water.

tqayists6s (tqaylltsos, tqadestsos), I throw a blanket or hide

into the water.

tqayishtqi (tqayltqa, tqadeshtqfl), I throw a stick into the water.

tqayishnil (tqaylnil, tqadeshnil), I throw several objects into

the water.

tq&yishqan, or tqaqishqan (tqayllqan, tqayideshqdl), I throw

anything into the water.

tqayishtllzh (tqayftlizh, tqadeshtlizh), I fall into the water.

tqayishgye* (tqaylgo, tqddeshgo), I drop into the water.

tqaltl ayistsos (tqaltl aylltsos, tqaltl adestsos), I drop a blanket

into the water.

tqaltMqishqan (tqaltlaqllqan, tqaltl^hideshq^l), I throw any

thing into the water.

tqaltl ayiltsid (tqaltl ay^ltsid, tqaltFadoltsi}), it drops into the

water, as, for instance, a stone.

Other terms are used ceremonially:

tqaltl ayishnil (ylnil, tqaltMdeshnil), I drop several things into

water or tqaltlayishne
5

(yllne , deshnil), I throw or drop them,

into water, or tqaltlayishdel (yftdel, tqaltlMeshdil), or tqaltlay-

isht ^ (yllt e ,
desht eJ), I drop an animal into water.

FLOATING AND WADING.

nash el (nas^ el, ridesh ol), I ride in a boat.

yish 61 (1 el, Mesh ol), I drown.

dish el (d^ el, desh 6l), I ride a boat.

naSsh el, or nash el (nas^l el, nddesh oJ), I row or ride in a boat.

naashkh6 ( nase lkho&quot;, nddeshkhol), I swim.
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tqayisha (tqanse\va, tqadeshal), I go into the water, I ford a

stream.

tqayi nasha ( tqayi nas^ya, tqayfndeshal), I wade in the water.

ts^ naYishal ( tse^na nlya, ts^ na deshal), I ford, cross a stream.

MODERN.

nlyol tq6qayile , the wind draws the water, a windmill.

WEATHER AND TEMPERATURE.

Air and atmosphere are not distinguished from, but designated

by, the wind. The condition of the weather is ordinarily indi

cated by the description of a storm, or by simple qualification,

such as cold or warm, pleasant or disagreeable weather. The

temperature of water is described in a similar manner.

nlcnT , the air, atmosphere; ncnT a breeze.

desdiii, it is warm; deskaz, it is cold; nest fgo deskaz, it is

chilly; nestfsro desdui, it is quite warm; ( nest fgo, hidden).

naholtqa, it ceased raining, it has rained.

dobahadzidignt ego nfyol, a terriffic wind or sand storm; simi

larly, dobahadzidignt ego hashtllsh, or do-sohodobezhda hashtl fsh,

a very heavy road, a muddy road.

yooqolzhod, it has cleared off, clear weather.

dflkas (deskaz, dolkas), it is cold.

nldui (desdui, doldo ), it is warm.

shinidl! (sisdlf, shidlnodlol), I am cold.

honesgaf or honigai (nfse), it (the sun) is hot, warm.

ctiohonaga (chdhunnagai, ctiohodlnoga*), it is warm.

cH&do (cnlnldui, ctifdoldo ), the sun is hot.

niyoltso, a windstorm, it is windy.

tqobil nchil, or tqobil deizhchll, rain and snow, a wet snow.

yishd!6 (nt se), I am chilled.

qay61 (qayol, qadoyol), the wind is up; d!y&amp;lt;51 (deydl, doy61),

it is blowing; dicHf (deshcHf, dochT), there is a breeze; or Iy61,

(tydl, doy61), there is a wind, and ncnT (fchT, adocHi ), there is
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a light breeze; nlyol (nt ge\ it blows.

lesh hatsqas (nt se), the dust is stirred (by a herd); or lesh

da ojol (nfse), a volume of dust rising; or lesh da ogo (nt se), the

air is thick with dust, a rain of dust; or lesh yanllzhe (nt se), a

drizzling-, &quot;fringed&quot; dust; lesdzosf, or leshjosf (lesh adzlsi
,

les azdosi \ dust left in their track, or lesh oj61 (i ijol, idojol),

a rolling line of dust; lesh og6 (I igo , idog6 ), a gradually

falling line of dust.

t a kos, or t?a ask6s, it is cloudy; kos da ojol, a line of scat

tered clouds; kos da slltsos, a line of fleecy clouds, or kos da ogo

(nt se), a falling or drooping cloud; kos dasakhad, hanging cloud;

kos bechahalqel, or betl 6, dark, heavy clouds.

ahi da ojol (nt se), scattered mist, it is foggy. Similarly, ahi

da sfltsos (nt se), strung out over a valley; ahi da ogo\ falling

mist, drizzling; ahi dahikhal, enveloping fog; am&quot; bechahalqel,

or betl 6, dense fog.

nltsa da oj6l (nt se), it is raining in spots, or nltsd da og6

(nt*\ rain is falling (along a distant line); nltsa betl e, or

bechahalqel, a heavy rain clouding the atmosphere.

nltsa oj6l (i ljol, idoj6l), and nltsa og6 (i lgo , idogO ), rain

along the entire horizon.

Similarly, yas da ojol and da ogo (nt se), snow drifted by the

wind, drift snow, and yas oj6l and og6 , etc., snow drifting in

all directions.

chll da go and da ojol (nt se), snow is falling, it is snowing
here and there; chll oj61 and og6 , it snows everywhere.

chllda ji, facing the snowstorm; binashda ji, or niyolda ji,

facing the wind (Cf. also snow, wind and storm).

had6
, the heat; hakaz, the cold (weather).

honesd6
,

it is (intolerably) hot.

(nlcHf) yahot ^ , the weather is fine.

nahuntla , the weather is bad.

yisda qiiye , it is close inside. (Cf. fresh air, under storm).

nahasho, it is damp.

hasgan, it is dry, there is a drouth.
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tq6 sedo
, warm, hot water; tq6 sakaz, cold water; tq6 sizili,

or tqo aitslsigo sed6 , lukewarm water (Cf. ice).

DIRECTION AND DIRECTIONAL ASSIGNMENT.

The Navaho recognize the following directions:

East, qa d*.

South, shada a .

West, se ae a .

North, nahokhos.

Middle, alnl; ya alnlgi, the center of the sky, the zenith.

ni alnf, the center of the earth.

Upper, dego or w6da .

Lower, or down, yago oryttyadi; bin& shi or ayai des &igi,

are probably equivalents for the nadir.

The order here mentioned is followed in most ceremonial

functions, the preference being given to the east. Thus, the

heads of sand paintings always point eastward, and the patient

is seated upon them facing the same direction. Numerous other

instances enjoin the same order of sequence, as in entering and

leaving the ceremonial hogan, in preparing the wreaths for

unravelling, in marking and tracing lines with pollen, or admin

istering the latter, all of which is begun at the east end, thence

to the south, to west and north, completing the circle at the

point in the east. This course is called

shabikego, sunwise, or with the sun, while,

when reversed, or beginning at a point in

the north, thence to the west, south, east

and north again, the order is called shada -

ji, towards or facing the sun.

too, direction is indicated by color. Thus, the

dawn is assigned to, and indicates, the east, the skyblue the

south, the evening twilight the west, and darkness the north.

Hence, the symbolic color of the east is white, that of the south

blue, of the west yellow, of the north dark or black. In conse-
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quence sand paintings, for instance, of the sacred mountains are

decorated in these colors, sisnajini (Pelado Peak), white, tsO-

dzit (Mt. Taylor), blue, dookoslld (San Francisco Mountains),

yellow, debgntsa (San Juan Mountains), black. Sacrificial stones,

too, are assigned according to the color of the direction: white

shell (yotsrai), to the east, turquoise (dotl fzhi), to the south, aba-

lone (dTchili , to the west, cannelcoal (bashzhini), to the north,

red- white stone (tselchii), to the center.

The legends make early mention of directional assignment.

Thus, previous to the creation of the sun and moon, the light

arose in columns of white in the east and of yellow in the west,

for the day, while similar columns of blue in the south and black

in the north, indicated the return of night. The direction was

indicated by the course of these columns of light, and the turn

from riifht to left, and vice versa, which now indicates the course

with and from the sun respectively, originally indicated the turn

with or against the light (shabikego, shada ji).

In accordance with the general ritual preference for the east,

which is also manifested in the prototype of the hogan, the exit,

or doorway, of the Navaho hogan is always placed in the east,

which is even observed in some modern structures. Possibly,

too, this is done to facilitate the observance of the numerous

rubrics with reference to direction. Similarly, the opening of

the corral for public exhibitions is placed on the east side, while

that of the sudatory is optional, some preferring the west to the

east side, though usually the heated stones are placed on the

north interior of the hut.

Intermediary points of the compass are ordinarily not speci

fied, but are indicated in general terms, such as eastward for

southeast, and so on. The direction to or from a point is gen

erally indicated by adverbial particles attached to the name of a

place, as ma itqodse, from Houck s Tank, yotqogo, to Santa Fe,

ayakhinji, towards Moqui, etc. Indefinite expressions, as, I am

going north, coming from the south, are not generally used.
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Words referring to direction.

qa aji, eastward; shada aji, southward; se ae aji, westward;

ndhokhosji, northward; or to the east, in the east, in an easterly

direction, etc.

nitsfji, before, ahead of me.

shikhedse, behind me; nikheshdaj, behind.

shalkls, aside of me; balklsgi, aside of him; yaikis, aside of it

shinagi, around me; shikfdse, above me; shiyadse, below or

under me; sits aji, away from me.

da ji, against, facing, as childa ji, facing the snow. Against

may be expressed in other ways: bistqal, it (a stone) struck

against the wall; binistse*, I brace, place against it.

bikegi, or bike
1

, after, behind it.

blgha gi, alongside of, as yfgha/gi yilaghul, he runs along it

(for instance, a fence).

atqa , between, amid, as dine
5

bitqa , among the people.

biyf , within, inside, among, as dine* biyf , among a crowd.

gun6 ,
in here, inside; tF6di, or tl Ogi, in the open, outside.

tFogo, towards the open.

biyfdi, the interior; bakhai, the exterior or uppermost.

shinal (nt se), in my presence, I attend.

qonandi, or wunanji, beyond.

binedi, in the rear of it.

bits^nagha (bizenaghadi), around its point.

bitsiji, at its base, near it.

ntzad, far away.

da aqani, or da aq&nji, it is near by.

t ayldi, t ayfdiji, close, near by.

kw^ e, or da kwe&quot; e, here; da khodo, or khod6, right here, here.

aji, over there; adi Idn, there.

qaji, qajfsha ,
or qadi, qadisha , where, whither?

qadse, from which direction ?

qadjfc ntl, or qadse lantt, whence do you come?

qagola or qagosha ,
or qagosh dinlya, whither are you going?
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khujf, here, this way.

yushd&, or khushdSe, this way, towards me.

nla ji, or nla di, yonder; nledi, or nleyse, yonder, some distance.

bila di, on the other side of it; yttwodi, beyond it.

baghadi, on top of it; baghago, up above.

dego, upwards; yago, downward, below.

THE CALENDAR.

The year is primarily divided into two seasons, winter and

summer. The intermediary seasons, spring and autumn, are

referred to in conversation.

naqai, the year, literally another winter, since the year begins

with winter.

qai, winter, or qaigo, in winter.

shi, summer, or shfgo, in summer.

da, or dago, in spring; aakhad, aakhadgo, in autumn.

naqaida, or naqaiyseda, last year, but qaidd, last winter; shida,

last summer; qaiji, winter-, shfji, summer- (denoting assignment,

such as winter- and summer-chants or animals).

daji, towards spring.

naaqa, it is winter again; naash!, summer is here again; or,

ananiqago, when winter returns; ananishlgo, when summer

returns; d5 nahazli, spring returned again.

The year is divided into twelve months, a division attributed

to the coyote, who questioned the wisdom of assigning twelve

months each to the earth and sky. Upon this suggestion the

Creators then assigned six months to the sky for winter, and six

to the earth for summer. The coyote, moreover, ordained that

contentions should arise over the exact period of the first month,
which they called:

ghaji, &quot;back to back,&quot; namely, when the white of winter and

yellow of summer meet, turning their backs to each other, the

one to proceed, the other to retrace its steps. The month of

October, with which the winter months and the year begin.
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nttditddsi, or nlcBftsdsi, the light or slender wind, November.

nltsftso (nlcoTtso), much or big wind, December.

yas rilfes, probably melting snow, January.

atsa biyazh,
&quot;

eaglets,&quot; February.

wozhcHfd, March, the meaning of which is obscure.

The following are the summer months (shfji):

d&cHil, short corn, April.

d&tso, tall corn, May. Various versions are given of the

meaning and pronunciation of the last two words. Some render

f&cHil and fatso, tiny and tall leaves (bitfi), others fa cHil and

fa tso, small and large feathers (bifa/, feather) of eagles.

ya ishjashchili,
4t
l insert the small grains,&quot; this month being

designated by some as the month for planting, June.

nseeshjastso, &quot;the big sugar cane,&quot; July.

bininfilts6si, light ripening, August.

binint &tso, the great ripe, or harvest, September.

The month be grins with every new moon, and frequent differ

ences of opinion as to the proper month prevail. The calendar

is set aright as the season progresses, comparisons often being

made with the American mode of reckoning. No specific num

ber of days is assigned to the year or month, and the days of the

week are not designated by a special name. A man s age is

reckoned according to the winters he has lived (naqai, an addi

tional winter), the number being added. In tracing their age

some event is mentioned and the number of years before or

thereafter is given. Thus, two or more years before or after

the return of the Navahos from Fort Sumner, etc. Few resort

to placing a mark each year on some secluded rock, though this,

too, is done.

In modern times the Sunday has been recognized as a fixed

date and calculations are made accordingly, so and so many Sun

days hence, two days from and after Sunday, etc.

da neitqihi, new moon.
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nahidizldi, the month (is filled or over). The preceding word

inaugurates, the latter completes the month.

damlgo (Sp.), Sunday; damigo biskha, Sunday s tomorrow,

Monday; nakhiskhago damlgo, in two days Sunday (Friday);

damlgo nabiskhanaeda, last Tuesday; nakhiskhago damigo (damou)

yseda, last Friday; tsebl iskhago, in eight days; tqa iskhago

damlgo, Sunday occurs in three days.

naaqafgo, in a year (from now); naqaid, last year (at this

time); nakhi naqaid&, two years ago; dlsdln naqaiyseda, forty

years ago; tqadin shi shinaqai, I am thirty years old, etc.

iskhdgo, tomorrow; nakhiskhago, two days hence.

nakhiskhanda&quot;, two days ago; iskhanda, yesterday.

There are no such expressions as next or last week, the num

ber of days always being mentioned. Though the months are

designated by special names, one does not use such expressions

as last April or next March, etc.

nihidlgai, it is whitened (blooming).

ddahotso, it is yellow (autumn).

nihiditsfn, it (the fruit) has wood, it is ripe.

khohot eda, last summer or winter at this time.

khunahodzai, next summer or winter at this time.

ostse shida&quot;, or naostse
8

shida&quot;, two summers ago.

ostseqaida , or n&6sts4 qaida (naostsaqaidS), two winters ago.

t okhunaghandiji, just a while, for some time.

LIGHTNING AND THUNDER.

Lightning and thunder are often referred to promiscuously.

&tslnltFish, the lightning, zigzag lightning,

hatsolaghal (atsolagha}), sheet lightning,

hajilglsh, flash lightning (in summer).

b6 6s ni
, struck by lightning.

tsin bo ds nP, plants growing in the vicinity of a tree, or any

thing struck by lightning.

Im
, the thunder.
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fnr diiqfl, the dark thunder; fnf dotMsh, the blue thunder;

I nf litso, the yellow thunder; I m lagaf, the white thunder;

I m nod6zi, the striped thunder; I nf ntl ai, the left thunder;

I nf likhfzhi, the spotted thunder.

adi nf (ades nf , adido nll), it thunders.

adildil, a peal of thunder.

q6 6s nf quisqi, or f nl quisqi, he was killed by lightning.

njilgish qadahachi, the lightning flashes at night.

atsfnltl ish ftndahatqa ,
the lightning strikes or descends into

the ground.

tsin bil&dolctiil, the lightning struck a tree.

l&dolcHil, the lightning strikes somewhere.

adolcHil, or lendllcHil, a rolling thunder.

THE LAND.

nahoke
1

, the land.

lesh, the ground, dust, dirt.

lesh nadadlgo ,
or qaya, a cloud of dust raised by the wind.

lehogyed, a pit, cellar; q&hogyed, a dugout, posthole.

a an, a burrow; ndhodits6 , a bog.

hashtFlsh, mud; hashtllsh hodije, the mud clings.

hashtUsh ditsldigi, sticky mud.

lensht a (lenesht a, ledfnesht al), I prostrate myself, I lie prone

on the ground.

leyish a, I put (money) into the ground, bury it; leyishja, I

bury corn; leyistsos, I bury a blanket; leyish &sh, I bury two

horses; leyishM, I bury leather; leyishtqe , I bury an animal or

person; leyishnfl, several objects; leyishtqi, a gun or stick;

Ieyisl6s, I bury a horse.

MOUNTAIN AND VALLEY.

dzil, a mountain, which at times occurs as dzll, as in yolgai-

dzil, the white shell mountain,

da iskid, a hill; dddaskid, bluffs.
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dzilglzh, a mountain pass.

dzilghil, dzilbaghadi, or simply baghMi, the top or summit,

on the summit of a mountain, on the mountain.

dzil latqa, or dzil bilatqa, the summit, or highest point of the

mountain; dzilnit a, the side of a mountain; dziltfad, the base of

a mountain; dzilbadi, or dzil binani (binanidi), dzil alnli, on the

slope or grade of a mountain.

dziltqat a, dzilbitqat a, in a pocket of a mountain, a shelf on

the side of mountain; dziltla ,
or nastl a

,
a rincon or recess of

a mountain or canon.

dez a , a promontory, point of mountain.

dzil bine^, or simply binedi, behind the mountain, on the rear

side of a mountain.

dzil bitslndi (bitsfdi), at the base of mountain, at its foot.

dzllgo, to the mountains; dzil bichT
,
in the direction of the

mountains; dzilyf, dzil biyf ,
in the mountains; adllkha, a dark

nook in the mountain; dilkha biyf, in the mountain nook.

tqe, the valley; tqegi, in the valley; tqe giiya, down the valley.

X STONE.

Early Navaho implements were usually made of stone or wood,

as iron and its value were little known. Accordingly, stone

knives were used for cutting, whittling and scraping, while the

name applied to the modern wood axe is suggestive of an earlier

axe of stone. Stone knives, in shape like the arrowpoint, or

elliptical, are still largely prescribed for ceremonial purposes, in

cutting sacred buckskin, in unravelling knots, and the like.

Yet the word besh (stone knife) is now generally applied to

iron and metal, or anything made of it, unless from the connec

tion a stone implement may be designated, such as nayenezghani

bibesh, the (stone) knife of the Slayer of enemies; besdolaghas,

the serrate (stone) arrowpoint, etc.

Rare stones are employed as ornamental assets, and as sacri

ficial offerings in some rites.
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Stone is not used as building material, except in modern

structures, and in building dams or walls. Stones are heated

preparatory to entering the sudatory.

A stone gristmill for grinding corn, coffee or wheat, is still

in use by some. Presumably, the gristmill is a survival of early

intercourse with the Pueblo. Indeed, some legends, in speak

ing of that period, introduce the women as occupied, side by

side, in grinding corn on a metate, much as may be witnessed

in any Pueblo to-day, and as being accompanied by a drummer,
or flute player, timing them. At present the Navaho women do

not do this in common as then, neither is the gristmill a station

ary household fixture, as with the Pueblo. But when occasion

requires, a large and convenient flat stone is sought in addition

to one of smaller size and fairly rounded, which will easily roll

over the larger stone, and the grains are crushed between them.

The stones are then put aside or discarded, especially as flour

and coffeemills may be purchased at a small cost. Petrified

wood was sometimes used in sharpening the upper millstone by

indenting its wornout surface; otherwise, little use is had for it.

The griddle still in use for baking meat and cakes, is a flat,

round stone, which is placed over the fire and heated.

Various other references to stone will be found in the course

of the several articles.

tse&quot;
, a stone or rock; besh, a stone knife.

tseagh6si, flint rock; chezhini, malpais rock, lava.

ts6aw6zi, a pebble; tsezaf, gravel; sal, sand,

ts&tso, or tsetsotqa , boulder, river boulders.

ts6 dok6zh, (salt rock), almogen (impure alum),

teekho
, native ochre; tseje, (rock pitch), amber,

tsenastqd (tsenastqani), petrified wood, sometimes called yeitso

bitsfn, bones of yeitso.

tse^ndas, (heavy stone), iron bearing stone, quartzite.

tsenl ai, coal croppings; tse&quot; dotHzhi, perodots.

tsaghadindlni, transparent stone, rock crystal.
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ts6 lichi, rubies, garnets; tselchif, red-white stone.

dotKzhi, turquoise; tseso , (rock star), white stone, glass.

ts& dinse, the growing stone; tsg* dild6i, (the exploding

stone), limestone; tse dilid, burnt limestone; tsSdadilldigi, lime.

tsetsagi, stone croppings, mica, isinglass; tse bijekhal, a stone

rosin; natsilid bich&, (mythical), stone rosin.

ts6 qaha nfligi, a modern quarry; tse
1

qahash nil (qahanil, tse
1

qahideshnil), I quarry stone.

tse nalaghuii, or tse
4

beekdshi, modern grindstone.

CANONS.

bokh6 ,
or tsekho , a canon, rock canon, gorge.

chashke&quot;, an arroyo, a gulch.

tsekho bidagi, the edge or rim of a canon.

tsyf ,
or bokhd gunS , in a caiion; ts^kh6 (

biyf ,
in a canon.

tsekho cHfnlfnigi, where the canon flows out, mouth of a

canon; bihilf
,
or tse ill (tsehilf), or tsekho ilf

, where it flows

into the canon, the head of a canon.

tse*tqa , (between rocks), in or at the head or mouth of a canon.

tseni , pocket of a canon, a bench of a canon with ruins.

tsStqata , a ledge or covered shelf of a canon.

tse &n, a cave; tsMzis, a cavity in the rocks, rock tanks.

tsehachi, a cliff; tsetla , a pocket or enclosure of a canon.

tsekis, a crevice in the rock.

ts6 isd6 , the rock is burst, a crack in the rock.

ts istqal (yistqal), a crevice or crack in a rock.

tse&quot; isdlad (yishdlad), the rock is rent asunder, rock fissure.

ts^bihodits^, a noise in the rocks, or ts^bihodidlad, the echo.

y MINERALS.

The Navaho do not mine. Brass for buttons was obtained

from the Utes, and copper for bracelets and ornaments from the

Mexicans and traders. Silver has superceded copper long since,

and is purchased in Mexican coin from the traders.
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61a(Sp.), gold,

besh litso, brass,

besh iichl, copper,

beshlagai, silver,

besh dotRsh, iron.

chl dotFish, specular iron ore (hematite); tse ndas, iron ore.

Is liyin, oil croppings, indications of oil; akakhii, oil (modern),

lejin, coal, which is not used as fuel. The same is true of

lejfn bit esh, coke.

. CLAY.

Various kinds of clay are used by the Navaho ceremonially

and otherwise.

dlesh, white clay, is used as spice with foods, or in painting

the masks. The fire dancers paint their bodies with it on the

night of the performance.

tqaitlahafa , a clay gathered from a waterbed.

bis, adobe; bis lichi, bricks, both of which are not used as

building material.

bis dotl fsh, blue clay or adobe.

deschi, red clay (reddle?); letsoi, yellow ochre, brimstone.

lezh Jezhlni, dark, black clay or ochre.

khu diditl fsh, a yellow clay used as an incense.

tqanl , alkali, alkaline earth. This is also expressed by leya

sell, it turned alkaline.

VFIRE.

Aboriginally fire was produced by

means of a drill consisting of a whirl of

hardwood, and a tinderbox of pine or

cottonwood. This box was a stick about

an inch wide and thick, and about eight

inches in length. Small holes, sometimes

four in number, were cut into it, so that the friction caused by
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spinning- the whirl between the hands ignited the fibres in the

cavities, which were then set ablaze by blowing upon it. The

fire drill is now in use only at certain rites.

Subsequently steel and flint superceded the drill, and in turn

were entirely displaced by matches, purchasable anywhere.

These are carried in the pocket, or occasionally in the leather

shoulder pouch. At home and at social gathering s the embers

are raked from the fireplace and held between the fingers, or

placed before the smoker in lighting a cigarette.

Ordinarily cedarwood is preferred for cooking- in the open

fireplace of the hogan, though for heating and illuminating pur

poses pine and pifion are substituted. Cottonwood, owing to its

painful smoke, and hardwoods generally, are used only when

other kinds are beyond convenient reach. Coal is not mined as

it is not in demand for domestic purposes.

The light of the fire is generally sufficient for illuminating the

interior of the hogan. In houses of modern construction, how

ever, candles and oil lamps have been introduced to a great

extent.

Fire also figures ceremonially, and is then sometimes referred

to as &quot;the pokers,&quot; from the leading feature of placing pokers

at the cardinal points around the fire. Heaps of firewood are

placed at each side of the entrance inside the hogan, which is then

closed with an additional blanket hanging in front of the ordinary

blanket curtain. The singer, patient, and all present, strip to

the breechclout (women remove the jacket only), and sit or lie

around the fire, which is kept going until all of the firewood,

previously carried inside, has been consumed. After producing
emesis by means of a concoction and a feather put into the

throat, the patient and those present repeatedly walk around the

fire, and finally two of the men jump over it from each of the

cardinal points. Thereupon all leave the hogan for a few minutes

to sun themselves and rub their bodies with sand, and then return

to the hogan for the close of the ceremony. This usually takes

place in the forenoon, and during its progress none of the inmates
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of the hogan may leave it. One of the family remains outside

to assist with anything that may have been forgotten.

In some instances, too, ashes figure ceremonially, as well as

in the preparation of bread, or spicing of some herbs. Ordin

arily, however, they are removed from the hogan and thrown

outside.

Signalling by fire was done from some favorable point of

vantage. A blanket was held or passed repeatedly over the fire

to intercept the rise of the smoke. Little of this early warfare

measure seems to be remembered at the present day.

(Cf. also fire dance, use of charcoal as color, the shinny stick,

et alibi.)

kmV, or kh6 , fire.

wolka, fire drill, the tinderbox.

beolka, the drill-stick or whirl, which is also called nayiz, or

dilyfzi, the drill, or hogfshi, the stick.

didishje* (dsedllja, or didllje, dideshja), or dedishje (dedilja,

dedide*shja), I kindle a fire, carry fuel.

dishtlad (dfltla, dideshtlil), I light a fire, make a light.

dishlfd (dllid, dideshlil), I burn something.

beshtFel, steel flint; tsetl el, stone flint; tsintFel, wood flint,

hence tsintFele, a match.

tFelkhu , fire struck with a drill or flint.

diltlf , a flame; chizh, fuel (wood); destsln, pine; dilkfs, cedar;

lejin, coal; beshbikhu, a modern stove; ctiilayf, a smoke-hole,

chimney.

lid, smoke. A volume or cloud of smoke is expressed by

lid bechahalqel, darkness; Hd betFe, night is caused by smoke;

Hd yat f (yadatT), a column of smoke ascending upward; lid

dahfkhaJ (nt se), a stationary streak of smoke, or lid da slltsos

(ntfse), a fleecy cloud of smoke, or lid d& ojol (nt se), a scattered

cloud of smoke, as is often seen on a quiet morning.

lid dilga, or lid ylgai, a signal by smoke; lid dishgai (dtlga,

dideshga), or lid yishga (yilgai, yideshga), I give a signal by smoke.
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fesh, charcoal; t esh dishlid (dilid, dideshlfl), I make charcoal.

dilid, it is burnt; hoghan dilid, or (hoghan) adikan, a burnt

hogan or house.

leshctii, ashes.

had6 , heat.

hogishi, the pokers; ReReholtqad sazi, broken off and knotted

yucca for unravelling (used in connection with pokers).

actildidolje, the fire will take place (lit. the fuel is stacked).

actiidsedilja, the fire has been made.

sll, the steam (of boiling water).

COLOR.

The various methods of preparing dyes for wool and leather

are described elsewhere. Similar use of color is made in the

decoration of the arrow, of the shield, pottery, and gourd rattles,

while the decoration of basketry is obtained with vari-colored

twigs.

The prayersticks are colored white, blue, yellow, black, red,

speckled, spotted or striped, according to ritual prescription, to

represent the divinity worshipped. The colors are a mixture of

water with surface coal (lejfn) for black, water and yellow clay

(letsoi) for yellow, white clay (dlesh) for white, while the soft

turquoise, or a similar stone (adishtllsh), is pulverized and mixed

with water for the blue color. The spots and stripes for some

prayersticks vary according to prescription, and are obtained

with any of these colors, one of which is the prevailing color on

the body of the prayerstick. The colors are applied with

brushes made of yucca strips.

Ret a yishdlish (shMlezh, deshdlish), or Retfa beshdlfsh (beshg-

dlezh, bedeshdlish), I paint the prayerstick.

tsazi ntqeli, the yucca (brush),

adishtrfsh, soft turquoise,

letsoi, yellow clay, brimstone,

lejln, surface coal.

/f^
fN&&quot; **^H^ *f^*

4
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dlesh, white clay.

lagaf, white; Mtso, yellow; dotFlsh, blue; dilqil, dark; lizhln,

black; Kchl, red; ket & dinlchf, the brown prayerstick with black

and red stripes at ends.

biket &n dis6s, glittering prayerstick, black body rubbed with

red clay (deschl).

biket &n nod6zi, its prayerstick is striped, or likhfzh, spotted,

as for instance, the prayerstick of the skunk or puma.

The ingredients for the colors of the sand painting are some

times mixed with sand or dirt to allow them to flow more readily

in drawing the lines. White is obtained with a kind of gypsum

(ts^
4

lagai), which is pulverized, yellow with yellow ochre (tse*

litso), and red with pulverized red sandstone (tse* licht). Black

consists of charcoal (t esh), obtained from burnt scrub oak

(cHecHil ntllz), or, for the night chant, from dry cedar charcoal

(dilkfs bit esh), which is mixed with dirt (lesh). Blue is obtained

with a mixture of pulverized charcoal and gypsum added to the

dirt. Vari-colored pebbles, however, are not used for the sand

paintings.

These preparations are put on bark trays from which a pinch

is taken between the index finger and thumb, and allowed to drop

on the layer of moist sand, or the &quot;altar,&quot; forming the founda

tion of the drawing. The singer usually superintends the work,

directing and correcting his assistants, of whom as many as five

and more are at work on the larger drawings. These are made

in the hogan, and vary in size and number for the individual

chants of which few, if any, are entirely without them. The

patient is seated upon the finished drawing which, after various

invocations and rites, is erased, and the dirt and sand removed

from the hogan.

ts* yik&n (ikiin), pulverized stone,

tse yishka (yfka , deshkal), I grind or pulverize stone,

tse
*

lagai, native gypsum, white ochre; tse lichl, red sand

stone (ochre?); tse
5 *

Htso, yellow ochre.
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t esh, charcoal; checnil ntFf/ bit esh, scrub oak charcoal;

dilkfs bit esh, dry (red) cedar charcoal; lesh, or daaKdi lesh,

dirt from the farm; sai ditle, moist sand.

ikha, the sand painting.

ishkha (isekhai, ideshkha), I draw a sand painting.

n& ashnil (nasnil, na deshniD, I pass through my fingers.

ikha nashnil (nasenil, ndeshnil), I draw (lines of) a sand painting.

ikha ashle, I am making a sand painting.

ikha nnasdzld (nnazezid, nnadeszil), I erase the sand painting.

For directional assignment of color see article on directions.

In accordance with this assignment the representations of the

sacred mountains, which accompany many sand paintings, are

decorated in that color, namely, white for the mountain of the

east, blue for that of the south, yellow for that of the west, and

black for the sacred mountain of the north.

In summer the face and forehead is painted with a mixture of

red clay and tallow to protect the skin from the heat of the sun,

while in winter this is done as a precaution against chapped skin.

adishchi (adeshchl, adideshchi), I redden my face, paint it red.

chi, red clay; tla, grease; aka
, tallow (goat or sheep tallow).

hanichf, the face is painted red.

hanlt ezh, the face is painted black, as is done at the war dance,

or as the gamblers do when the moccasin game is played after

sunrise.

Animals are often distinguished from one another by their

color.

ma i, the coyote; mA i dotFfsh, the kit-fox; ma i litso, the

yellow fox.

nashduitso, the mountain lion; nashddilbai, wild cat.

nashddilkhizh, spotted puma.

wolazhini, the black ant; wolachl, red ant; wolachlltsoi, yellow

(red) ant.

debe
1

lizhlni, black sheep; debelchi, red&quot; sheep (brown);

deb&gai, white sheep, etc.
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Klgai (fi lagai), white horse; Ji dotl ish, blue (gray) horse;

fi Htsoigi, yellow horse; fi lizhfnigi (lishzhin), black horse;

fi lichligi, red (sorrel) horse; 1! likhfzhi, spotted (pinto) horse;

fi nilqfnigi, (oily) mouse-colored horse; fi dinlchligi (dinilchl),

bay, light brown horse; II dinlzhinigi, dark bay (brown) horse;

K laba igi, roan horse.

Or its color is indicated by its mane.

bitslgha lagaigi, white-maned (cream or buckskin colored)

horse; bitslgha lizhfni, black-maned ; bitslgha lichl, red-maned.

Similarly, minerals, stones, clays, and a host of other objects,

are either described or differentiated by their color.

To summarize, the different colors are designated as follows:

lagal (-Igai, -gai, -ga), white.

litso (-Itsfii, -tso), yellow.

dotFtsh (dotl fzhi, -tUsh), blue.

lizhfn (-zhln, -Izhf, -jin), black.

laba (-Ibaf, -ba ), gray, roan.

lichl (-chi, -Ichl), red.

likhfzh, spotted, which is used for any kind of spots; red, or

black and white, white and yellow, etc.

lizhln be likhlzh, black-spotted, etc.

yistl fn, freckled, dotted (very small dots).

nod6z, striped (vertically); nslgo nod6zi, striped (horizontally).

lichi benod6zi, red striped, etc.

dinlchl (dinilchi), light brown; dinlzhfn (dmilzhln), dark brown.

dfnlgaf, light yellow, white with an admixture of yellow, a

tinge of yellow; hch! dinlgal, pink, or red with a tinge of white;

dinlba
, stone gray, white with a tinge of black; dinltso, yel

lowish, a pale yellow.

dilqll, a dark, usually black color.

dis6s, glittering color, speckled; bisdllid, glossy; bisdilidgo

ashM, I give it a gloss, brighten it; bitsa dinlid, or bitsa dinaka,

a bright color.
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nltqoli, silvery; nilqfni, oily, mouse-colored,

tqatlid nahalfnigi, like water scum, green,

tsedide nahalfnigi, like four-o clock, purple,

debelcht nahalfnigi, like the color of a red sheep, subdued red

or brown. Other comparisons are used in a similar manner,

t ayisi lichl, crimson, or t ayisi lizhfn, true or fast black, etc.

The object colored is designated in a similar manner.

yllzhi, colored black; yiltstu, colored yellow; dlltltzh, colored

blue, etc. Variegated objects are designated by qualifying

adjectives, such as,

al il at eli, as, agha al
!

afeli, vari-colored wool, or altqas af,

vari-colored; altqanastsi, mixed colors.

The condition and progress of vegetation, the variety of color

in a blanket or cloth, variety in a landscape, and similar qual

ities, are usually described by their color.

nadd yichl, (corn is red), the awn appears, corn is in blossom.

nihidlgai, it is white, flowers are blooming, it is spring.

ndahotso, they (the fields) are yellow, it is autumn.

ylba , it is gray, the ground is covered with snow in spots.

da fchl, mixed with red, a strip or line of red runs through

the body of it, etc.; da lba , a little mixture of gray; da lgai,

of white; da ltso, of yellow; da Ttllsh, of blue; da fjin, of black,

or jfjin, a black line (on the breast of an animal).

dadzagai, a strip of white soil; dadzteo, of yellow; jichl, a

strip of red soil; dajfjin, of black; dadzeba
,
of gray; dazhdre-

tllsh, a strip of blue soil; tqaba jfjin, black watermarks; tqaba -

dsagai, white; tqaba dzftso, yellow; tqaba jfdgetllsh, blue water

marks, caused by the splashing of the waves.

dzillfjm, black strip mountain. (Cf. also local names).

The particles ho (qo) or ha prefixed to color usually indicate

a large circumference of landscape.

hotso (hots6i), a meadow; haltso, a green patch or field.
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ni halchl, the red (lower) world; nfhodotl fsh, the blue world,

nfhodilqfl, the dark world.

Words Referring to Measure and Distance.

The length and breadth of an object is measured by the span,

by the width of the fingers, or by stepping off.

yideVes, a pace, as dlsdin dideVes, forty paces.

bil kidesni, the reach, of the extended arms.

hagdn bikaVago, arm s length, from socket to tip of middle

finger; agiln aqadit &n (ga hadltf&do), elbow s length, from the

elbow joint to finger; halatsin, wrist s length.

hala nezhi, the length of the middle finger; Mia tsostsMi, the

index finger; atqa i, the fourth finger; Mia yazh, the little

finger; halatso, the thumb.

halazhozh, fingers taken collectively. The measure is usually

from the knuckles up. Expressions like anhiaes or aq&nHso, as

large as, are used in this connection, as Mia nezhi iilnffis, so long

as the middle finger, etc.

halazhozh atq& i, the joints of the finger, usually the middle

joint, the particular finger being mentioned in that connection.

dalaf biks, tqa bike
1

, one or three fingertips long, for instance,

a prayerstick. This counts up to ten, neznd bike
1

, ten fingers,

or the width across the knuckles of both hands, which, in turn,

is equal to a span.

ylla dests6d, finger span, from tip of thumb to that of the

middle finger. Blankets, poles and other objects are measured

by this span. When another finger is used for the span this is

mentioned, as ylla dests6d ylla tsostsedi be, spanned with the

index finger, etc; ylla tsostsedi aqanila, folded index finger, the

span from the thumb to the second bent joint of index finger.

Another measure is from the bent fingers (blla ba a ago) of the

left outstretched arm to the right nipple (bibe&quot;). Other lengths

are paraphrased by showing the size on the finger, or with a

small stick and kminltso, so large, or some similar expression.
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Distances, too, are indicated by comparison, such as the

distance between two well-known points, or by pointing out the

time required to cover the distances, as for instance, sha bigha

njaghago, by walking all day. At times the distance is indicated

in a very indefinite manner, by words such as nfzad, far.

tse&quot; setqa, the milestone, a mile, is now used by some in desig

nating the distance from one point to another; thus, tqa tse
1

setqa, three miles.

Words Referring to Surface and Solid.

By way of illustration, and as an aid to memory, lines are

sometimes drawn on the sand. Various figures are designed in

blankets and depicted in sand paintings or on prayersticks, and

are now also seen on cloth and paper. The Navaho do not

tattoo, neither do they write, draw or design on paper or leather.

gehesdon (kehesdon), or tsahasddn, straight, in a straight line,

vertical.

nanlgo (ndgo), across, horizontal.

nasbas (nazbas), round, circular, a circle.

n&smas, round, spherical, globular; numazi, round, globular.

alkmdsbas, a double or encircled circle.

n&zhahi, pronged downward, semicircular (pendant).

dijol (dijoli), round, ball shaped.

dahitqd, crescent shaped.

alResgiz, spiral, like a corkscrew; alkehenetse, spiral, coiled,

like the tendril of a vine; hanotse, coil (a flat or conical helix,

like the native basket); n&nistse, a coil.

bahada azhd, hemispherical, curved.

bihalts^ , concave, hollow, as the interior of a basket.

ndltllsh, or nanishtllsh, zigzag or winding like a snake.

qets6s, pointed, cardate, elliptical; noltFlshgo qdhashchl,

oblong, with waving or zigzag lines; q&hashchl, oblong and

tapering; istla , angular; dalalgo IstFa
,

a single angle; dfgo

IstM
, quadrangular, in the shape of a zigzag.
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dakhti (nahalin), card shaped, is used for square, accordingly

dakhani, quadrangular, a cube or square.

des a, pointed, projecting, such as a stone or mountain, or

the lobes of a leaf, as digo des a, four lobed (clover), or the

four angles of a square; tqago des a, triangular.

dalafgo des a, a right angle.

nod6z, or donod6z, vertically striped lines; ngo nodoz, hori

zontally striped lines; ahianodSz, crisscross, when the cross

stripes are easily distinguishable; alnanediz, crisscross, where

the lines cross too close for distinction, consequently they are

twisted or tangled.

tsm alnaozid (tsf atnaozid), crossed.

alnf na fdzo, merely denotes a line intersecting a cube verti

cally or horizontally, or a cross inside; if diagonal lines are

added it is alnf yilnadaosdzo, or the center with lines.

dakha nahalin qahasht esh, or yistl in, checkered.

nadtkf, parallelogram; qahashchi, is a diagonal line through

it; alnfgo dazhnlltFlsh, a square with zigzag lines in the center,

or aq&nigo dazhniltKsh, with waving lines close together, or

aqanigo neltFish, closely winding.

qahashchi altsitji, or qets 6s aitsdji, drawn out on both sides,

as in a diamond figure; beditlf nahalin, diamond shaped, or

shaped like the native slingshot.

K6s ishchln, cloud effect, p-i
a triangle set upon a square.

ndesghas, cogged, serrate; nahinestse, flat coil.

shezha
, crooked; dezha , or deshzha, pronged, as a horn.

ddeshglzh, forked; altqanetse, interlocked, clutched, like the

fingers or thorns, or a comb in use; nanotse, the comb in the

warp; aqfnlkhanediz, interlocked (the upper part of interlocked

fingers); nazha, crescent shaped, curved; alctifhazha
,
curved

toward each other, as ( ); altsanazha
,
curved from each other,

as ) (. Similarly, bahazha , hemispherical, curved, as ^
aide* baqa i a, semicircular, with points upward, as &amp;gt;^ .

alctifshdae bahabas, intersected semicircles, as O .
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aqlhazha ,
two semicircles of this shape:

)

alnlgi, the middle, center of anything.

altsa hunltsogi, the same size all around, the center of a

spherical object.

dictiizh, a rough surface; dilkh6, a smooth surface.

nelza , ridged, as in tsin nelza ,
a ridged line of timber, the

wavy outline of trees; qanadiz nelza
4

,
the eyelashes are spread

out; tqonelza ,
a drizzling rain; daistl 6 nelza

,
the woof is

undulating in appearance.

ntqel, wide; h6tqel, a wide surface; t o ntqeli, it widens.

baghahodza, it is punctured, perforated; baghadaas a , it has

been perforated with an instrument, a hole.

aqfdfa, an angle or point on a hard object.

aqfdlfi ,
an angle on a soft surface.

aqidadldlfnigi, an angle of streams, the meeting of arroyos.

aqldaditqinigi, the fork of a road.

nizhunigo 6qola, it is nicely made or arranged; lago adet sego

ayolit, he makes various new designs; nizmlnigo d olll, he makes

beautiful things, he executes well.

THE NUMERAL SYSTEM.

The Navaho follow the decimal system. The numerals to four

differ little from other Athapascan languages, which also present

additional similarities of construction at least. (Cf. Goddard,

Morphology of the Hupa language, vol. 3, page 32-33.) No
additional terminations are used to distinguish the number of

persons and things, the number being added to the object

expressed, as is done with any ordinary adjective. The same

exceptions, too, as with the adjective obtain with the numeral,

which is placed before nouns denoting coin, nezna beso, ten

dollars. Frequently the number of objects is expressed by the

dual and plural forms of the verb making specific mention of

the numeral superfluous.

Few ordinal numbers exist, as the order of sequence is usually
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not referred to, or if it is, the terminals are specified as first and

last with the intervening objects or persons preceding or follow

ing them. Ordinarily, however, the object is specified sufficiently

by description. Multiplication and repetition are indicated by

the particle di added to the numeral, as, for instance, with the

numerals from two hundred upwards.

Counting is usually done on the fingers beginning with the

little finger of the left hand to the thumb, and continuing with

the little finger of the right hand up to ten. If over ten the

same method is repeated. At times the fingers of both hands

are extended and the exact number of objects is indicated by

turning the surplus number of fingers down. By way of illus

tration, the sequence of events, or the number of objects, is

pointed out on the fingers usually by turning them down from

the little finger upward.

In the moccasin game sticks, and in the stick dice game stones

are used as counters (see games). Very few persons record their

age by marks cut in stone, or any similar manner. Whenever

occasion requires, however, some well-known historical event

forms the basis for computing one s age, though recently more

attention is given to the American method of computing the

number of years.

THE NUMERALS.

dalal, or l& i (la ), one. latsada, eleven,

nakhf, two. nakhitsada, twelve (nakhi-

tqa ,
three. dzada, tqadzada, etc.)

di, four. tqatsada, thirteen,

ashdld
, five. ditsada, fourteen,

hastqa (qastqa), six. ashdla ada, fifteen,

tsdstsid (tsostsM), seven. hastq& ada, sixteen,

tsebi, eight. ts6stsedtsada, seventeen,

nahast af, nine. tsebltsada, eighteen,

nezna, ten. nahast aits&da, nineteen,

nadin, twenty; nadin la , twenty-one; nadin nakhl, twenty-

two, etc.
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tqadln, thirty; tqagi la
, thirty-one; tqagi nakhl, thirty-two;

tqagi tqa , thirty-three; tqagi di, thirty-four, etc., or tqadln

doba a dalai, nakhl, tqa , thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three, etc.

dlsdin, forty; dfzi la
, forty-one; dlzi nakhl, forty-two, etc.,

or dlsdin doba a dalal, forty-one, etc.

ashdladln, fifty; ashdla la
, fifty-one; ashdla nakhl, fifty-two,

etc., or ashdiadin d6ba a dalal, fifty-one, etc.

hastqadln, sixty; hastqA la
, etc., or hastqadln doba a dalai,

etc., sixty-one.

tsostsMdln, seventy; tsostsed la
, etc., or tsostseMdln doba a

dalai, seventy-one, etc.

tsSbldin, eighty; tsebi la , eighty-one, or tsebldin doba a

dalai, etc.

nahast adin, ninety; nahast al la , or nahast adin doba a dalal,

ninety-one.

neznadin, one hundred; nezn& la , one hundred and one; nezna

nakhl, one hundred and two, etc., or neznadln doba a dalai,

nakhl, one hundred and one, and two.

nezna nezna, one hundred and ten; nesna latsada, one hundred

and eleven, etc.

nakhi di neznadin, two times hundred, two hundred. Other

numbers are added, as nakhi di neznadin doba a dalal, (two

hundred and one), or nakhi di neznadin dob& a nezna (two

hundred and ten), and so on with the following.

tqa di neznadin, three hundred; dfdi nesnadln, four hundred;

ashdla di, hastqadi, tsostsMi, tsebidi, nahastaldi neznadin, five,

six, seven, eight and nine hundred.

neznadi neznadin, or dalaldi mil, one thousand.

nadln di neznadin, twenty times hundred, or nakhi di mil,

two times thousand, two thousand, and so on indefinitely, though
the higher denominations are not frequently used.

ORDINALS.

atse* , or atsed (atse*di), the first one.

naakhede, the next one; nabikhede, the one after that, etc.
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atqagi zezlni, or atqaigi, the one in the middle, or between

two others.

akhede zezlni, or akhedeigi, the last one of a number.

lal, or la hazll (azll), once, or that s once; na ald6, another

time, or nakhidi azlf, that s twice; tqadi, dldi, etc., three and

four times, etc. ; blgha hazlf
, that is sufficient, or the last time.

do qatda, that is not enough ( something more is to be added).

bedest f, it is the first in order, it begins with this, as for

instance, a series of songs at a ceremony, or a certain sound

(or letter) at the beginning of a word.

bed^ltf (nt se), I begin it with this.

beyisht f (nt se), I continue with this; beyitff (nt se), this follows.

benrilt i (nt se), I close it with this (song).

benritf (benmt f), this is the closing or last one.

Unity, accompaniment, repetition, multitude, fewness, and

like divisions of number, are often expressed by adverbial

phrases or adjectives, such as the following.

t asaha, alone, singly.

fata dinsht ehe, I do it singly, for instance, I travelled alone.

Other similar expressions are: nakhl, tqa, dl, nilt e
1

, there are

two, three, four, etc., of us.

la , some, another; nana, or na ald6, again, once more; nanala ,

another one; la !, many, several, not a few, or la (as dine
1

la ),

many persons; t ooqoydi (or emphasized, t ooqoyui), very many,

innumerable, a large number.

do Idda, few, not many; alctifndi, just a little, few.

al d, divers, various, or al d at eli, divers kinds; altqas al, or

altqanastsi, various, all manner of; bit tqacha, along with,

together with; tfaaqa, together, in a body; danlltso, all of us

together; dan61tso, all of you together; alnaho j&, exchange

alternately! bil ilnahasht ash, I alternate with him.

t aazlfigi, any kind, or dadolei, sundry things.

la is also used for any. At times any is expressed by da hu!6,

have you any?
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Words Referring to the Various Parts of the Body.

The Navaho does not practice surgery, nor is he skilled in the

anatomy of the human body. As no differentiation is made in

regard to the different parts of the human and of the animal

body (except the specific parts), the words here listed are

applicable to both.

hatsis hazhl al a adoly^hego, the various anatomical parts.

THE HEAD.

sitsitsln (sitsltsln), my head. atslyahaldsfsi, the cavity in

tsitsfn, the skull. the rear of the head,

tslfad, crown of the head. aMnlt f
,
the rear cartileges

atsigha, the brains. from head to neck,

atslya ,
the occiput. atqa ,

the forehead,

atslyashjash, (lower) back bitsltsln sitl e
,
a flat head,

of the head.

THE HAIR.

The hair is scoured with yucca suds and dried in the sun. It

is then dressed with a whisk made of mountain grass, and twisted

and tied in a bundle on the back of the head, where it is secured

by means of a hair cord. The queue was formerly wrapped and

hung over the neck after the fashion of the Pueblo Indians.

tslgha, the hair. tsnshcHfli, curled hair.

sits! , my hair. tslnses, long hair.

tsida yanllzhe, (hair stands tsidiyug, short (cut) hair,

up), the cowlick. tsl dicH6sh, stiff or stubby

bits! dadeshzha, dishevelled hair,

hair (stands on ends). bits! betfod, (peeled off),

tslba , gray hair, or turn- bald,

ing gray. tsifad dadalchi, baldheaded.

tslbalagai, white hair. bits! danaskhad, hair tuft

tslghaiizhin, black hair. on a bald head.

tslishbfzhi, braided hair. tslzls, the scalp.
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tsighashchin, a wig (which

is made of horsehair and used

occasionally in ceremonies).

tely&l, the queue.

bitslyel ntsai, a large queue.

THE FACE AND FEATURES.

an! , the face.

shin!
, my face.

anfked, (cavity of the eye),

the features.

anf dahishcKfl, contracted

features.

anlshja , the cheekbone.

shinitsf, my cheek (flesh

of my face).

atla , the temples,

ntshzhm, a dirty face,

anf silts6si, a wrinkled face,

bin! nojf, a wrinkled face.

THE EYE.

ana, the eye.

shina, my eye.

anat esh, the eyebrow.

ftnadis, the eyelash.

anadaadis nnaes, long eye

lashes.

&nashzhm, the pupil.

anagai, the white of the eye.

anazis, the eyelid.

anatsin, eyebrow bone.

anatqa , between the eyes,

bridge of the nose.

nfkishtq6, the tears.

anfked, the cavity of the

eye.

anfked qadadeshtl ish, I ll

give you a black eye (I ll make

your eye cavity blue).

shinakis, the grove of my
eye.

binakisi, or nakisi, a one-

eyed person.

na dotFIzhi, blue eyes.

nashzhin, black eyes.

nalchl, pink eyes.

bina lichl, bloodshot (red
from want of sleep).

nats6ho, big, bulging eyes.

natslhi, small eyes.

nashcHil, squint-eyed, con

tracted eyes.

nadigisi, cross-eyed.

shinadiges, my eyes are not

straight (crossed).

nayai, a mark below the eye.

nakeldohi, pink or running

eye (of a horse). This is used

to designate an albino. The

Navaho have no albinoes.

bina denl, a good eyesight.

biriJke
5

hulo, a defective or

poor eyesight.

shinfRS nanfi (ntfse), I am
blindfolded.
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THE EAR.

aja ,
the ear. ajet ish, the eardrum,

shija , my ear. ajechln, the earwax.

ajatsin, the earbone. shija natT, my auricle.

THE NOSE.

achi , the nose. chi Mini, a flat, very flat

shichf , my nose. nose.

chish yazhe, a small nose. chi haRaii, aquiline nose,

chi nzi, a long nose. achishgesh, the nasal bone,

chish dili, a fat nose. anf , the nostrils,

chish tqeli, a round, broad chisht a , the interior of the

nose. nostril.

chi deda ani, a pug-nose. bichf bilatqai, the tip of

chishcliid, a flat nose. the nose,

chishqali, a club nose. nseshtqll, mucus (snot).

chishch6, a ball nose. bin! hoditl 6, hair in nose.

THE MOUTH.

size, my mouth. ndlsdsi, the breath,

atso, the tongue. azhe, froth or foam,

azahat agi, the palate. she , spittle, saliva,

azagi, the esophagus.

THE TEETH.

awh6
,

the tooth, molars. awh6shtl aofi, the last tooth

awhokis, tooth groove. (appearing at the age of

awh6tsi , the gums. twenty-one).

awh6shzha, the eyetooth. awh6chan (awh6chqan), tar-

atqawho, the middle tooth, tar.

aside of the eyetooth. nltsln, bright or crystal,

awhoshtM
, the interior of the glaze of the teeth,

the cheek.
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THE VOICE.

, the voice. bizhf dadeshzha, a rough,

bizhf
,
the voice. unmusical voice.

bm& nzhuni, a clear, pleas- bizhftso, a loud voice.

voice. bizhf altsosi, a weak voice,

bizhf bigis, a good voice. bizhf nlchtin, an ugly voice,

bizhf nchu i, a poor voice.

THE LIP.

sizaba, ( the rim of my ayaigi ada , the lower lip.

mouth), the lips. dagha (shidagha), the mus-

ada , the lip. tache.

adaigi ada
,
the upper lip.

THE CHIN.

The hair of the chin are scrupulously removed by means of a

pair of tin tweezers. The beard is exceptional with the Navaho.

ayatsIn, the chin or jaw- of the jaw (below the ear),

bone. bidagha (dagha), his beard

shiyatsin, my chin. (in reference to Americans).

ayatsln des &igi, the tip of baghadanaskhad, a tuft of

the chin. hair below the chin.

dyatsln bihi ahigi, the joint

THE NECK AND THROAT.

khos (K 6s), the neck. az6l da dij61i, (trachea), the

k os nses, the long neck. windpipe.

sok 6s, or sizenagha, my adajozh. the epiglottis, the

neck. tonsils.

adayf , the throat. fit dg, the collarbone.

az61, Adam s apple, and oshg^sh, the cartileges.

vocal chords. khos, the cough.

&zagi, the esophagus.
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THE ARM.

agitn, the arm.

shag-sin, my arm.

awh6s, the shoulder,

agastsin, the shoulder-blade.

acMiya, the armpit,

agalf/, the upper arm.

agayai, the forearm.

ad6 , the muscles,

ozhla , the elbow,

acliozhla
,
below the elbow,

the crazybone,

alatsln, the wrist,

alatsin, the wristbone.

yila , the hand.

alatl a, the palm of the hand.

halatla haldzis, the cavity

at the base of the thumb.

shila/, my finger.

alatso, the thumb.

hdla tsostsMi, (the seventh

finger), index finger.

hala nSzhi, the middle fin

ger.

halatqai, the fourth finger.

hdla yazh, the little finger.

alashgan, the fingernail.

ats6s, the veins.

THE BODY.

azhf
, the body.

shizhf , my body.

atqa ,
the body.

sitsa
, (box), my body.

sitsis, the frame of my body.

sitsdoz a
, the members of

my body.

atsf , the flesh.

akhashtl ol, the hair on the

human body.

achin, the pores, or the dust

that settles in them.

dil (shidil), the blood.

tsin (tsn), the bones.

oshg^sh, the sinews.

atsfd, the sinew.

aqadit an (aqadadit a), the

joints, ligaments.

aw61 (awdl), the marrow.

ts5s (ats6s), the veins and

nerves.

ats6s, artery, vein.

ats6stso, the arteries, larger

veins.

aMshja, the hip, the ilium.

ats6skid, the thigh, the leg

above the knee.

akal (shakaf), the hip.

ayfd, the breast ( sternum

with ribs).

shitqel (atqel), my bosom,

breast or front.

shinj^ de, my back.

shinaghade, (from) my
back.

sh6shkls, or sikfs, my side.
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ajeitsm, the chest, the bust.

ditF6, hairy.

ats&, the nipples,

atsd, the ribs,

ats, the navel,

akhdgi (shikhdgi), the skin,

bitqahodichlzh, rough skin,

bitsfn, a skeleton,

sagdn, bony (dried out),

abfd, the stomach, the belly,

ach&gi, the abdomen,

achug, the genitals,

achug bizfz, the scrotum.

ziz (bizfz), is also used for

the penis.

azfz bakhagi, the foreskin,

achug biyezhi, the testicles,

jozh, the vagina,

ajilchi, the anus.

lish, the urine.

cha, ordure.

atM
, the buttocks.

tFid, the gas.

Ighdn, Ishgh^n (shigh^ln),

the small of the back, the

spinal column.

IshghiinshMn, vertebras and

spine.

Igh^n aqadet &ni, vertebral

joints.

Ighdn detsdgi, the ribs con

nected with spinal column.

anagha, the back.

anaghahi, the loin.

ani
, the waist.

sees, a wart.

qis, the pus.

THE VITALS.

ajai (shijei), the lungs.

ajeilz61i, the lobes of the

lungs.

ajeidfshjol, the heart.

jeidfshjdl bizfs, the pericar

dium.

aghds (sdghas), the esoph

agus (lower).

atsd, or atsdgi, the bowels.

abfd, the stomach.

acHf, the intestines.

abfd ikhfni, or abfd dishjoli,

the small intestines.

azfd, the liver.

ats&shjish, the liverbag.

atsashkdshi, the kidneys.

atl ish, the gall.

atl ish bizfs, gall bladder.

alizhzfs, the bladder.

atsll, the womb.

choyin, menstruation.

atslstqln, the fetus (also

used for abortion).

awe biyalaf, the placenta,

afterbirth.
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TTRV LEG.

ajad (shijad), the leg (femur). ats6stso (tsOstso), the arter-

ajaskhis, the lower leg. ies of the leg.

acH6sh, the calf of the leg awh6d (showh6d), the knee,

(tibia). awhdd dast an, the kneepan.

ajastqis, the shin (fibula).

THE FOOT.

khe (shikhe), the foot. akh4 yazh, the little toe.

akheni
,
the instep. khsegddi, short-footed,

akhgtfti, the sole. kh6 yistqln, a frozen foot,

akhetqal, the heel. khe\shgiili, clubfootod.

akhetsln, the ankle (bone). kheVhuz, a bunion,

atsatsid, tendo Achillis. kheba ntl fsgo da naznfligi,

akhe\shgan, the toenail. (the ridges of the toes are hard)

akhezhozh, or akhe
1

dinibl- corns,

ni, the toes. kheRe , footprints.

akhetso, the big toe. bikhetso adin, a missing toe.

akh4 nezhi, the second toe. bikhe sitl e, a flat foot.

akh6 nfi
,
the middle toe. kh^jol, a ball foot,

akhetqa i, the fourth toe. akh6tsi or beh^tsf, ankle.

Words Referring to Disposition and the Faculties.

yaaqalya ,
he is careful and sensible.

do-aqaly&da, careless, foolish; t odf)6qalvdda, he has no sense.

t obfnf adin, a brainless fellow, a dunce.

tsldesyis, timid, or I am frightened.

do-inlniada, or t oqodigis, absent-minded.

attqahanashdonil, an unsettled, changeable disposition.

do-bfneshdl!da, I take no interest.

do-adfnredllda, he takes no interest, has no ambition.

adfnredlf
, ambitious, he has ambition.

ayditVgo yfnaedli , he takes much interest.

s^ id, I am nauseated, disgusted.

as^ id, complete nausea, I am disgusted.
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aide! (property) yicM yid^lnf, an avaricious, miserly person,

one who amasses a fortune.

qago shi alai yolil, insatiate, unusual desire for wealth.

biln&huntl a , or t 6digis, an awkward person.

hantsfkhies adin, he has no brains; ntsikhaes, a thought, an idea.

bentsfkhaes, his mind or opinion; shi ntsfkhgesi, what I had in

mind; bikego nts&skhaesi, my soul, that is, that which prompts

me to think; ntsfsilkhaesi, through which I think, my soul.

bantslskhres (bantsisekhfes, bantsfdeskhos), I think, as in qat ish

bantsfnikhres, what do you think of it?

nissfn, or nsln (nt se), I think, I desire.

baaqtensin (baaqsenizf, baaqaedlnesil), I am grateful for it.

Isensin (teenizl, laedfnesil), I am jealous of.

shil bsehozm, I know it; shil bsehozin, I knew it; shilbgeho-

dozil, I will know; shilbsehozin dolel, I shall kave known.

shilbsehozin nt se, I used to know, I have known.

shil brehoz! lana, I wish I knew; shil bsehodozil datsi? may I

learn what it is?; nil la bsehodozil, you may!

Usually these forms are abbreviated: do-ba sinda, or do-bse-

sinda, I know him or it; basinfsh? do-ya?h6zinda la! know it? it

isn t known! nobody knows; shsehodilzin (shsehodllzin nt se, shtfe-

hodidolzil), I am, was, and will be known.

shaeh6zin (nt se), this is known to me, as do-naeh6zmda la, you

are not known here.

qa dinsh l (qa d^l I, qa didesh ll), I learn his character, I find

him out; bidinshl, I learn of it.

qd shidill (qa shideTi, qa^shididol !}), I am caught in the act.

shij shidijil (shija shfdijil, shija shididojfl), I hear of it in

time, or shija f&amp;gt;zni,
I took the hint, I got news of it.

qadishchld (qadeshchid, qadideshchil), I make a gesture.

nashchld (nshelchid, ndeshchfl), I make gestures; naqaishchid

(naqailchid, naqaadeshchil), I point out to another; naishchid

(nailchid, naadeshchil), I point at it.

aqeshkhad (aqis^khad, aqldeshkhal), I applaud, clap my hands.
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SEEING.

yish i, I see it; neTi, or yiltsa, I saw it; yidestsel, I will see it.

yistse
8

(yiltsa, yidestsel), I see it.

deshl (de i, dideshll), I look at it; t aji desh f, I look back.

cHaeqadesh f, I overlook, or search in vain for it.

qadish i, I search for it; tqadish f, I go about searching,

hanshtqa (hanetqa, hadineshtqal), I look for it; ctisehanshtqa,

I could not find it; nakhanshtqa, I look for you.

nesh i (n& i, dineshll), I look at it.

adinesh f (adinesh I, admesh il), I look at myself.

nailtse
5

,
it appears, it is seen at times,

shidotfi, (shidiltsa, shididoJtsel), I am seen at a place.

HEARING.

adistsd
,
I hear, I know; adistsf (adisetsa, adidestsll), 1 hear it.

Isistsa (Fut. idestsil), I listen; Isinltsd , listen!

, they pay attention.

is also used in the meaning of &quot;it is reported,&quot; as

quisqi ylstsd, his death is reported or rumored.

na iltsd assezi, or yiRa Ittsa ,
a gossiper, eavesdropping.

z6z Itsa
,
a buzzing sound.

na ashcliizh (nt ae, and nash^lclilzh, na deshcHizh), I make a noise,

aqodisze (aqodtze, dqodideszi), I am quiet, noiseless.

TOUCH.

nlshnf (nseni, ndeshnf), I feel it, I have the sensation,

nanshni (naneni, ndineshni), I touch it or him.

bidinshnl (bldinshni, bidideshnf), I touch or feel it.

nnshish (nnshish, ndeshish), I touch with a stick,

nnstse* (nntsi, nd^stsi), I touch or poke with a stick,

nanshqll (nan^yil, ndlneshqil), I push or shove him.

nannshqil, I shove you.

bidlshni (bideshni, bldideshni), I caress or rub it.

adidishni (adideshnl, adidideshnl), I rub myself.
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disdsil (desdsil, didesdsil), I lift it, pull a string,

ndas, it is heavy; yilzholi, it is light.

shakashja adishni (adeshni, adide*shni), I hold my hands akimbo,

ainandinshni (ainandinshni, alnandideshni), I fold my arms.

qanashcHld (qanacHid, qadeshcHil, or qanadeshcHfl), I scratch

it out with my fingers.

SMELLING.

yishchfn (sh^lcha, deshchfl), I smell it.

bitqa ashchfn (bitqashelcha, bitqadeshchfl), I sample foods by

smelling; lakhan shilhalchin, it smells good to me.

do-halchinda, he can not smell, or, it is odorless.

lakhan halchin, it has a sweet smell; doR6zh halchin, it has a

sour smell; dicHf halchin, it smells bitter (such as tsa , sage

brush); dildzid halchin, it has a rotten smell; Ilkh6 halchin, its

smell produces a sensation of vomiting (as with rank food, etc.)

TASTE.

yishtf (self, deshtf), I taste it; ashli (nt se), I taste of.

bitqaashM (bitqas^lf, bitqadeshli), I sample by tasting.

do-halnlda, it or he is tasteless.

lakhan halni ( nt se), it has a sweet or pleasant taste.

Other words are formed similar to those listed under smelling,

such as dokfizh, sour; dicnl, bitter; dlldzid and !lkh6 halni,

decay and vomiting taste.

dama, or dibfd, an appetite; do-damada, do-diblda, without

appetite; dinshbld (nt se), I have an appetite; chiyft b^shbid (nt se),

I have a very good appetite; chly& y^lbid, he has a good appetite.

EATING.

ashd (iya, adeshil), I eat; ash al (1 al, adesh al), I chew; yish al

(yfal, desh al), I chew it; astsg (iltse\ adestse ), I eat a gruel;

lishtle (iy^tle, diy^tld), I eat gruel; tq^dishi (tqadlya, tqadideshll),

I eat very little, I taste of food.
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nanstsOd (nariitsod, nadestsoJ), I give you food,

tsin bshqash (b&ghazh, bideshqash), or tsin bidisht a (bidesht d,

bididesht a), I gnaw at a bone.

yishnad (yllnad, deshnal), I lick it.

nanshnod (nan^nod, ndfneshnol), I lick it.

nannshnod, I lick you.

yishcMl (yilcMl, deshcHal), I lap (water).

(Cf. Navaho Foods.)

SWALLOWING.

ishne
5

(Una ,
adeshna ), I swallow it; chaeishne

5

(nt se), I tried to

swallow; cHsedahishna (nt se), I cram my mouth.

aqishne
5

(aqelna , aqideshna ), I gulp the food.

ildisdsi (ildesdsl, ildidesdsi), I stifle with food.

shiyf blcliish (shiyf blshcHish, shiyf bldocKish), food irritates

my throat; shldltqa (shidltqa, shldidotqa), I hawk it up.

adiqaho didishkh6 (nt se), I clear my throat.

shidayf nansdzid (nan^ldzid, ndinesdzil), I gargle my throat.

SPEAKING.

yashtqi (yaltqi, yddeshtqi), I speak.

do-yaltqida, he is dumb; bits6 yeyaltqi, he stammers, he speaks

with his tongue, or do-hatsi yashtqida, I lisp; biyfgro yaltqi, he

whispers. Whispering is not practiced frequently.

qasdsl (hasdsf, qadesdsl), I reply, answer; shicMl handsf, speak

to me, answer!

bilqashni (bilhueshni, bilhodeshni), I tell, inform him.

dishn! (dlnld, dideshnil), I say, tell; ndishnl, I tell or order

you, as hakho nlni, he tells you to come; at a* shilnl jin, he says

he asks me to wait; jini, or jin, they say, it is reported.

alt ansdsi (nt se), I stammer.

lidishch! (nt se), I coax him.

Mahash ni (Mahosis ni, ddahodesh ni), I boast of myself.

qadish a (qadl a, qadidesh al), I intone a song.
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dfcHal, the talker; qadishcMl (nt se), I talk much.

sad, a word, language, speech.

dine* bizad, the Navaho language; nakhaf bizad, the Spanish

language; belagana bizad, the English language, or dineke,

nakhaike, belaranake, in Navaho, Mexican, English.

hanf, a story, a legend; basi hanf, legend of the games.

diylnkego hanf, the legends of the holy ones, etc.

bizhi, a name, a word; yinshi (ylzhf, yideshil), I utter.

nizhunigo, yat ego yuzhf , he articulates, pronounces well.

bizhf nchu i, coarse language; bizhf desh^hd
, coarse, inde

cent language.

sad altqahanashdlil (nt se), I change my language, or sad altqa-

hanayodlil, he is freakish, inconsistent, capricious, whimsical.

SIZE AND DIMENSION OF BODY.

nesel (neya, dinesel), I am growing.

ninnse (ninnsa, ndinesel), I continue to grow, I grow larger.

Jinshkaf (nt ), I gain flesh; bitslni, it is thin; sag&n, it is dried

out, bony; joba ,
it is poor, emaciated.

nanshchad (nanichad, ndfneshchal), I am satiated (swollen again).

yaashne
1

(yaasdsa, yaadeshnil), I stoop, lower myself.

yayistqas (yayltqas, yadestqas), I stoop.

t ayistqas (fasetqas, t dyidestqas), I bend my back, bend back.

ntsi dinshgy^ (iitsidin6g6, ntsfdideshgo), I bend my knee, I

kneel; nikhldins es (nikhidins ez, nikhfdides is), I genuflect.

WORDS REFERRING TO VARIOUS ACTIONS.

SITTING.

nshdd (neda, dlneshdal), I am seated, I take a seat.

ni ginshda, I sit on the ground; nanshdd, I resume my seat, I

sit down; bikida nshdd, I mount a horse.

nshkhe
1

(nekhe, dfneshkhel), I sit down with you.

Similarly, ni ginshkh^, I sit on the ground with you; nanshkhe,

I sit aside of you; bikida nshkhe, I mount with you.
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seda (nt se), I am sitting, or a bird is sitting, roosting; or, it is

there; setqi, it is there (a shovel or gun); sela, it is there (a rope).

sakhad, it is there (a melon, or bunch of grass or trees).

sa a, it is there (a single object, as a tree, wagon, box).

seltsos, it is there (a blanket); K sezi, a horse is there.

shijad alkldayishle (alkidasela, alkidadeshlet), I cross my legs.

ts^ ya nshtqe
1

(setqi, dineshtqel), I lie flat on my face.

tse daig setqi, I lie flat on my back.

ndishda (ndisdsa, ndideshdal), I arise.

nadishda, I am convalescent; sezi (nt se), I am standing.

nashd (naseya, ndeshal), I go, walk.

Kbe nasha, I go horseback; shise be nasM, I wear these clothes.

cftanasha, I leave; fado cHanashahi, I did not leave home.

acHanasha, I separate quarreling parties, mediate between them.

bikenasha, I follow him; bikfnasha, I step on it.

tqayfnasha, I wade a stream; banasha, I do something, I am

busy; do-banashalda, I am doing nothing; tsfnasha, I am drunk,

crazy (from worry, drink, etc.)

fayfdigo nasha, I passed close by; at a nasha, I go to warn

another, I warn him; anld (am ) nasha, I am young.

nashda (nasdza, ndeshdal), I go.

yaanashda, I enter slowly; adanashda, I come down, descend.

hoM hanashda (haz^sdza, hadeshdal), I go up a hill or mountain.

nashdal (nansdza, nadeshdal), I return.

disM (dlyd, deya, deshal), I go, walk; cHsedisha (cHaedeyd,

cHa^deshal), I am tired; tsfdisha, I am drunk, crazy.

tqadisha (tqadlyd, tqadideshal), I go or wander about.

cHinsha (cHmiya, cHideshal), I leave, go out for.

naghango cHinsha, I pass your house.

shinisha (shiniya, shideshal), I arrive.

ndanshd (ndaniya, ndadeshal), I head you off.

ntsasM (ntsaniya, ntsddeshal), I leave you, separate from you.

nikhinsha (nikhinlya, nikhfdeshal), I go or leave for home.
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nikhenshda (nikhensdza, nikhedeshdal), I leave for home.

cH*enshd& (cliaensdza, cKaedeshdal), I step outside.

yoish& (yolya, yoadeshal), I go away, leave (abandon my wife).

ncKaisha (ncliaiya, ncBaideshal), I save or protect you.

qasM (qaya, qadeshal), I come up, or out of.

nanigo qasha, I walk aside.

akhasM (nt se), I visit a brothel.

takhasM (nt re), I roam or tramp about.

bagha, or hoM hash (haseya, hadeshal), I go on the mountain.

yisM (yiya, deshal), I go, walk.

shi blyishd, I go in my coat, I wear my coat in going.

tqayisha, I enter the water, I ford a stream.

yishal (niya, deshal), I go, walk; t anf (danf) yishal, I foot it.

tse^na yishal, I cross a stream.

shikhe yadT ago yishal, I go on tiptoes.

adasM (adayd, adadeshal), I dismount.

binf t ashd (binft aseyd, bmft adeshal), I walk or foot it on an

impassable road.

nildish ash (nilna azh, nildesh ash), I go with you, we leave or

go together.

nilda ash (nil t azh, nildesh ash), or nilnash ash (nilnsha azh,

nilndesh ash), I accompany you, or nilnansht ash (nilnansht azh,

nilndesht ash), I go with you, for instance, nilni nansht ash, I

enter the ground or a mine with you.

nilnikhensht ash (nilnikhenshtazh , nilnikhddesht ash), I return

home with you.

nilclia^nsht ash, I accompany you outdoors.

nil aldansht ash, I meet you.

nil aqansht ash (nil aqanshfazh, nil aqadesht ash), I come to an

understanding with you.

nilyish ash (nilna azh, nildesh ash), I accompany you, I walk

with you.

(nil)qanasht ash (qashisht azh, qddesht ash), I go up with you.

nilt ndesht ash (nilt nansht azh, nilt ndesht ash), I return with you.
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WALKING AND STEPPING.

didis es (dideVez, dideVis), I step off, I measure with steps.

ndins es (ndins ez, ndides is), I step; ridinshtqal (ndinshtqal,

ridideshtqal), I make a step, I walk.

yis fs (ris iz, ndes is), I walk slowly, noiselessly.

nas is (nsis iz, ndes is), I walk about noiselessly.

lyestsf (nt se), I walk on tiptoes; naistsf (nt &), I walk about

on tiptoes; nanshtllsh (nt se), I wriggle; nadlnshkhad (nt se), I

sway; yishctial (nt se), I bound.

shilnahasyis (shihmhayiz, shilnahodoyis), I am perplexed.

qotnahdsyiz, he gyrates (in a snow storm).

nanshtl a (nt se), I have a defect, I am awkward in walking.

ba danahaz ani, physical defects.

RUNNING.

ishyed (ishwhud, ideshwhul), I run.

tqaltla ishyed, I run in or under the water (rarely and cere

monially); yoishyed (yoeshwhud, yoadeshwhul), I run or go away.

ndishyed (ndishwhud, iidideshwhul)? I run.

adishyed, (adishwhud, Mideshwhul), I beat him in running.

nadishyed, I beat you in running.

azls bedishyed (bedeshwhud, bedeshwhul), I run a sack race.

nshyM (nshwhud, ndeshwhul), I run it down.

ninshyed, I run you down.

nashyed (ndshwhud, ndeshwhul), I run.

nanashyed, I run again; yaanashyed, I run in, re-enter.

nashwhul (nanshwhud, ndeshwhul), I run, for instance, ho-

ghango nashwhul, I run home.

yishwhui (nshwhud, deshwhul), I run, for instance, nts^ji

yishwhul, I run from you; nikhe yishwhul, I run after you, or

bikegi yflaghul, he runs behind him, or yii aqa aqinolchel, they
run a tie, they run together, he runs with him.

nil alghddisht ash (nii alghadeshtfazh, nil alghMideshtfash), I run

a race with you.
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dijad, fleet of foot; dinshjad (nt se), I am strong- on my feet.

dilawho , very fleet; dinshwh6 (nt se), I am a good runner.

da nshjfd (da ne*shjid, da dfneshjil), I jump.

t aji da nshjfd, I jump back.

nahashcM (nahisfscha , nahideshcha), I hop.

FINDING.

bikinsha (biklnlya, bikldeshal), I tind a thing.

Frequently words denoting &quot;picking up&quot; are employed in

expressing &quot;to find&quot; an object.

ndish a (ndl a, ndidesh ai), I find a hat, pick it up.

ndishle* (ndila, ndideshlel), I find a rope; ndishja (ndlja ,

ndideshji), I find some corn; ndishtqi (nditqa, ndideshtqfl), I find

a gun; ndish nil (ndfnil, ndidesh nii), I find several objects;

ndishtqe
5

(ndiltqi, ndideshtqel), I find a horse; ya ndishtqi, I

pick lice; ndists6s (ndlltsos, ndidestsos), I find a blanket.

Similarly, nadish a, etc., are used to express finding or pick

ing up again.

qananishtqa (qanansetqa, qanandlneshtqal), I find it again.

nakhananishtqa, I find you again.

shinahosht e (shinahis^tt e
, shinaidesht el), I locate it finally.

BRINGING.

yish al (na a, desh al), I bring a box or coin.

qanf yish al, I bring the gossip or news.

yishja (nja , deshji), I bring grain or sugar.

yishM (ula, deshlei), I bring a piece of leather.

yislOs (nlos, des!6s), I bring a horse.

yish esh (nfezh, desh ish), I bring two horses.

yishkha (nakha, deshkhal), I bring a liquid.

yishqel (niyi, deshqel), I bring or carry anything.

yishtqll (ntqa, deshtqil), I bring a gun.

yishOl (ilshod, desh61), I bring a bulky object.

yishj61 (nljol, deshj6J), I bring a bundle of hay or wool.

yishtqel (nltqi,deshtqel), I bring or carry a baby.
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yishjll (dljid, deshjfl), I pack anything-.

yists6s (riltsos, dests6s), I bring a blanket.

CARRYING.

nash al (nana a, ndesh ai), I bring or carry a box.

nashjf (narija , ndeshjf), I carry sugar; nashgel (narishgi,

ndeshgel), I haul a load.

nashlel (narila, ndeshlel), I carry leather.

nas!6s (narilos, ndesJ6s), I lead a horse.

nash fsh (nanfezh, ndesh ish), I lead two horses.

nashkha! (nandkha, ndeshkhal), I carry a liquid.

nashtqfl (naritqa, ndeshtqfl), I carry a gun.

nash61 (nanshod, ndesh6J), I carry a bulky object.

nasts6s (nanltsos, ndestsos), I carry a blanket.

nashj61 (nanljol, ndeshjol), I carry hay or wool.

nashtqel (nanltqi, ndeshtqel), I carry a mutton or beef, or baby.

GIVING.

nansh a (nana a, ndesh al), I give you a coin.

nanshja (nanja , ndeshji), I give you some sugar.

nanshle
5

(narila, ndeshJel), I give you a quirt.

nans!6s (nadlos, ndes!6s), I give you a horse.

nansh e*sh (nanl ezh, ndesh ish), I give you a pair of horses.

nanshnil (nannil, ndeshnil), I give you a variety of things.

nanshtqi (nantqa, ndeshtqll), I give you a gun.

nansts6s (nanltsos, ndests6s), I give you a blanket.

nanshtqi (nanltqf, ndeshtqel), I give you a sheep or horse.

Similarly, nanansh a, etc. , I return it to you.

ACQUIRING, HAVING, KEEPING.

nash a (nasa a, ndesh al), I get a coin in one way or other,

nashja (nasheja , ndeshji), I have some grain.

nashle
1

(nasela, ndeshlel), I possess a quirt.

nas!6s (nas^los, ndes!6s), I get a horse.
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nash esh (nashe&quot;ezh, ndesh ish), I have two horses at my disposal.

nashnil (nas^nil, ndeshnil), I acquire several things.

nashtqi (nsetqa, ndeshtqll), I possess a gun.

nashtqe
5

(nas&tqf, ndeshtqel), a horse came into my possession.

nasts6s (naseltsos, ndests6s), I have this blanket.

fa nash a, etc., expresses I keep it (after acquiring).

ASSORTING, SELECTING, SEPARATING, ETC.

altsash a (altsa a, altsadesh al), I sort coins.

altsashja (altsaja , altsadeshji), I sort grain.

altsaslos (altsalos, altsMeslos), I separate a horse from a herd.

altsash e
;

sh(a}tsa ezh, altsadesh ish), I separate a couple of horses.

altsashkha (altsakha, altsadcshkhal), I pour liquid in either

vessel.

altsashle (altsala, altsddeshlel), I put a whip aside.

altslshtqi (altsdtqa, altsMeshtqil), I separate a shovel from

others.

altsashod (aitsazhod, altsddeshol), I sort pumpkins, select some.

altsashnil (altsanil, altsddeshnil), I separate several objects

from a number.

aftslstsi (altsaltsi, aitsadestsi), I remove a hair or two.

altsasts6s (altsaltsos, altsadestsos), I sort or select a blanket.

altsashtq^ (altsaitqi, altsadeshtqel), I select a sheep.

altsashjol (aitsdljol, altsadeshjol), I sort wool.

altsashkhal (altsalkhal, altsadeshkhal), I splice a stick. (Cf.

Navaho houses et alibi, for additional words.)

altsdhashjol (altsahaljol, altsaideshj6}), I sort wool.

altsayish a, I assort hats; altsayishle
5

, I assort leather. For

additional roots and past and future forms cf. blyish a, under

&quot;Placing/

altsanshnil (altsannil, altsMeshnil), I put several things apart.

ndash a (ndasa a, ndadesh al), I set stones apart. Similarly,

ndashja (ndash^ja, ndadeshji), grain; ndashle* (ndas^la, ndadesh-

lel), two ropes; ndashtqi (ridas^tqa, ndadeshtqll), two sticks;
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ndashod (ndasheshod, ndadesh61), melons; ndashnil (ndase*n!l,

ndadeshnil), I scatter, or set several things apart; ndasts6s (nda-

s&tsos, ndadestsos), I put blankets apart; ndashtqe* (ndaseltqi,

ndadeshtqel), I drive two sheep from a herd.

PLACING.

nnsh d (nna a, ndesh al), I place a coin.

nnshjd (nrija , ndeshji), I place grain.

nnshkha (nndkha, ndeshkhal), I place a vessel with liquid.

nnshle* (nrila, ndeshJel), I place a rope.

nns!6s (nrilos, ndes!6s), I lead a horse to a place.

nnish esh (nnfezh, ndesh ish), I lead two horses.

nnshnil (niiil, ndeshnil), I place several objects.

nnshtqe* (nilltqi, ndeshtqel), I place a beef.

nnsts6s (mlltsos, ndestsos), I place a blanket.

The above are similarly qualified as follows:

cliinnshtqe , etc., I put a horse out, eject it.

nl di nnshtqe , I lead it yonder.

najf, or na di nnsts6s, I put a blanket away, etc.

bl nash a(b! na a, bl ndesh al), I place a stone in a box or wagon.

bl nasl6s (bl nalos, bi ndcsl6s), I lead a horse into a stable.

bi nash esh (bf na ezh, bl ndesh ish), 1 put two horses into a

stable.

bi nashja (bl ndja , bl ndeshji), I put sugar into a sack.

bl nashM (bl nala, bi ndeshJel), I put the quirt into a box.

bl nashgy^ (bl nashgi, bl ndeshgel), I carry it into the room.

bl nashtqi (bi natqa, bi ndeshtqil), I carry a stick into the

wagon.

bi nashnil(bl nashnil, bi ndeshnil), I place several things into it.

biyish a (blyf a, bldesh al), I place a stone into a box.

biyishle (blyfla, bideshtel), I place a strap into a box.

blyishja (biylja\ bideshji), I place grain into a sack.

blyishtqi (blyltqa, bldeshtqlJ), I put a gun into a box.

blyisl6s (blytlos, bldes!6s), I lead a horse into a field or stable.
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biyish esh (blyfezh, bidesh ish), I lead two horses,

biyishnil (blyfnil, bldeshnil), I place several things into a box.

blyists6s (blyiltsds, bldestsds), I put a blanket into a sack.

biyishj61 (biyiljol, bldeshjol), I sack wool.

blyishtqe
1

(biyiltqi, bideshtqel), I put a mutton into a sack.

bihishj61 (blqeljol, blhideshjol), I sack wool or hay.

Jeyish a, and other forms, express placing in the ground, bury

ing leather, sticks, grain, blankets, etc.

REMOVING, TAKING OUT, EXTRACTING.

bikinash & (bikina a, bikfndesh al), I take a stone out of a

wagon.

For various other forms see bl nash a, placing into a receptacle.

ghansht d (gharisht a, ghadesht al), I remove a box, take it away.

ghanshdle
1

(ghanshdla, ghadeshdlel), I remove a quirt.

ghanshja (ghanshja , ghadeshji), I take the grain away.

ghanshtqi (ghanshtqa, ghadeshtqil), I remove a gun.

ghanshgy6 (ghanshgi, ghadeshgel), I remove a sack of wool.

ghansh nil (gharish nil, ghadesh nil), I remove a variety of

objects.

ghanshtqi (ghSnshtqi, ghadeshtqel), I take a horse away.

ghanshj6t (ghaiishjol, ghadeshjdl), I remove a bale of hay.

ghansts6s (ghanstsos, ghadests6s), I remove a blanket.

shicM 4

naqoish a (naqo l a, naqoadesh al), I take my hat off.

qash a (qa a, qadesh al), I dig a stone out.

shawho qash a, I extract a tooth.

qashja (qaja , qadeshji), I take or dig out grain.

qashkha (qakha, qadeshkhal), I draw water.

qas!6s (qalos, qadeslos), I lead a horse from a field.

qash esh (qa ezh, qadesh ish), I lead two horses.

qashnil (qanil, qadeshnil), I take several things out of.

qashj! (qaji, qadeshji), I take sugar from a bowl.

qashM (qala, qadeshlel), I take a saddle from a wagon.

qashtqi (qatqa, qadeshtqll), I dig a post out.

qash ntsh (qanlsh, qadesh nish), I pluck weeds or feathers.
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qashgyed (qagyed, qadeshgol), I dig a ditch.

qasts6s (qaltsos, qadestsos), I take a blanket out of a room.

qastsl (qaltsi, qadestsi), I pull a hair out.

qashtqe
5

(qaltqi, qadeshtqel\ I take a horse from a corral.

tqo qahashle
1

(tqo qahalo , tqo qahideshlo), I draw or pump
water.

lesh qahashgyed (qahagyed, qahideshgol), I excavate, remove

the- dirt.

qahasts6s (qahaltsos, qahidestsos), I take a blanket from a

wagon.

qahashj61 (qahatjol, qahideshjol), I carry hay or wool from

a house.

(Cf. also Redeeming from Pawn, under &quot;Borrowing.&quot;

INVERTING.

nahidesh a (nahide a, nahididesh al), I turn a coin over.

nahideshja (nahideja , nahidideshji), I turn grain over.

nahideshM (nahidela, nahidideshlei), I turn leather over.

nahideshnil (nahidenil, nahidideshnil), I invert several objects.

nahideshtqi (nahidetqa, nahidideshtqfl), I turn a shovel over.

nahideshtqe
1

(nahid^ltqi, nahidideshtqel), I turn a horse or beef

on its side.

nahideshqe
1

(nahideyi, nahidideshqel), I turn a large sack of

wool over.

nahidesht e
5

(nahid&lt e , nahididesht el), I turn a mutton over.

nahidests6s (nahid^ltsos, nahididests6s), I turn a blanket up.

SUSPENDING.

dahidish a (dahidl a, dahididesh al), I hang up a saddle,

dahidishja (dahidlja , dahidideshji), I hang up some sugar.

dahidishM (dahidlla, dahidideshlel), I hang up a rope,

dahidishtqi (dahidltqa, dahidideshtqfl), I hang up a gun.

dahidishqe* (dahidlyi, dahidideshqel), I hang up a sack of hay.

dahidishnil (dahidlnil, dahidideshnil), I hang up several things.
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dahidishf# (dahidift e , dahididesht el), I hang up a mutton.

dahidists6s (dahidiltsos, dahididestsos), I hang up a blanket.

dahidishtqe
1

(dahidiJtqi, dahidideshtqel), 1 hang up a beef.

LOSING.

yoish a (yoTa, yoadesh al), I lose a coin.

yoisl6s (yo ilos, yoadeslos), I lose a horse.

yoish esh (yo fezh, yoadesh ish\ I lose a pair of horses.

yoishle
1

(yo Ila, yoadeshlel), I lose a rope.

yoishja (yo ija , yoadeshji), I lose some sugar.

yoishtqi (yo ltqa, yoadeshtqll), I lose a shovel or gun.

yoishnil (yo lnil, yoadeshnil), I lose several things.

yoishtqi (yo lltqi, yoadeshtqel), I lose a sheep.

yoists6s (yo ittsos, yoadestsos), I lose a blanket.

yoishn&amp;lt;r (yo ilne
, yoadesh nil), I lose an article.

yoishdel (yo lldel, yoadeshdil), I dropped and lost something.

yoisht 6 (yo llt e
, yoadesht et), I lose or get rid of something.

CLIMBING, CRAWLING, CREEPING.

yish na (rish na, desh na), I crawl, creep.

bayish na (baiish na, badesh na), I climb up.

Similarly other words are formed: ts^ na yish na, I climb or

creep across something; bitsfgi yish na, I crawl along the base

of it; bitqat a yish na, I creep along a projecting shelf of a

mountain or precipice; biy&gi, or bitFa gi yish na, I crawl under it.

batqis yish ne
1

(yish na, desh na), I climb over.

ftdanash ne
1

(adanash na, adadesh na), I climb down.

(tsin) banash na (bansfs na, bandesh na), I climb a tree.

CLOSING.

shila rishjol (neljol, dtneshjol), or shila lismas (nelmas, dfnes-

mas), I close my hand or fist.

shila alcni ishl^ (ishla, adeshlil), I close my hand.

Similarly, nalts6s alcHf ish!4, I close a book or letter.
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nishdill (nishcliil, dlneshcliil), or neshcliil (nt se), I close my
eyes, I squint.

dadlsh nod (dadlsh nod, dadidesh nol), I close my lips.

qadishbm (qad&bln, qadideshbiJ), I close an opening, fill it.

dandinshtHn (dandiriltl in, dandideshtl ll), I close a wall, dam

an opening.

dandinshje (dandfnlje, dandideshja ), I close a corral (with logs).

dandinshkhai (dandlnikhal, dandideshkhal), I close a door, or

dandinsh nll (dandinsh nll, dandidesh nil), I close several.

ndfzldgo (nclezid, ndidozil), at the close of the month.

altso n&qago, at the close of the year, or ylq (ylqai, doqd), it

is the close of the year. (Cf . also close of ceremony. )

nishk61 (neshkol, dineshkol), I wink.

adish nf (nt se), I close my eyes,

LOCKIN G- AND CO-RELATIVE WORDS.

yfnstsag (nt se), I cling or hold to it with my teeth.

s6tsag (nt se), it (a dog, for instance,) clings to me with its teeth.

shidfnitsa (shidfnestsa , shidfnotsa ), or shidfnilaghash (shiclf-

neshghash, shidfnolaghash), it clings with its teeth, sinks its teeth

into my flesh.

shidfniji (shidfneshjl , shidfnoji ), it sinks its claws into me.

de* aqfdllid (nt se), they locked horns.

hashtl fsh hodilje (nt se), mud (rosin, glue, etc.) clings, or hash-

tl fsh h6dilid, it clings fast.

tseso, glass, or akhal b6t od, leather clings (when moistened

and held to stone or glass).

aqldllje, or bfdilje, it holds fast, it is welded or glued together.

hodzlznf
, (squeeze), he clinched it.

yinstsd (nt se), or ylstsa (setsa ,
dests& ), I cling to it, hold an

object with my teeth.

dadish nod (dadlsh nod, dadidesh n61), or dadlnsh nod (nt se), I

hold it with my lips.

dadlstsa (dadestsa , dMidestsa ), I clinch my teeth.
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BREAKING AND CO-RELATIVE WORDS.

kinshtqi (kiritqi, kfdeshtqi), I break a stick or wagon.

aJts&nshtqi, I break it into.

dlshtqa (dfltqa/, dideshtqa), I break it up, break it to pieces,

shatter it.

ditqa (ditqa , didotqa), it is burst, broken.

ntfini (ntlnf, iitldoni), it is in fragments.

dishdd (deldo, dideshddl), I burst or explode it (for instance,

a gun or bladder).

desd6, it is burst (it exploded).

yistsii (s&tsil, destsil), I break a pot or glass.

sitsfl, it is broken (a plate, saucer, and the like).

qisht od (qt od, qfdesht ol), I break it off, such as a piece of

dough, wet paper, and the like; dit 6di, fragile, easily broken or

torn, such as wet paper, chalk, etc.

do-ntHzda, it is not hard, but soft and breakable.

aqinaldas, it fell in, such as a house or wagon.

baghanldas, the ice broke through.

ke^ldo (ge^ldo, or keeltqo), kfdoldol, it is broken, it will break.

yishd6* (s&do , deshdd ), I burst a bottle; yild6 (yisd6 ,

dold6 ), it is burst.

nadlltsfd (nadlltsid, nadidoltsil), the mud breaks off, or nadll-

tqal (nadiltqal, nadidoltqal), the (dried) mud falls from the wheels.

nadigha* (nadiyi, nadidogal), a horse or dog breaks away.

K yish6 tv
T

lzh5d, desh61), I break or tame a horse.

SPILLING.

yandkhad, it is spilt.

yandokhal, it will be spilt (from a small vessel).

yanlldzid (yandoltsil), it is spilt (from a jar).

wo aldas, it is spilt; woadoldas, it will spill (by shaking).

ya ishkha (yalkha; yaideshkhal), I spill it, I empty a vessel.

yash a (ya a, yeidesh al), I pour off.

yaszld bT

eizId, yeidesil), I pour out.
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STRIKING-.

nanshqaJ (nanelqal, ndfneshqal), I strike him with a club.

nanshne
5

(nanelne ndfneshnil), I strike him with a stone.

nanrishqal, I strike you with a club.

nanrishne
,
I strike you with a stone.

nanstsqis (nan&ltsqas, ndfnestsqis), I whip him.

naniistsqis, I whip you.

nandfshqal (nandilqal, nandideshqal), I club you.

nandishne
1

(nandilne , nandideshnil), I stone you, or strike you
with a stone.

nandfstsm (nandiltsin, nandidestsil), I strike you with my fist.

nandistsqas (nandiltsqas, nandldestsqis), I give you a whipping.

nikhindisht e&quot; (nikhind^lt e
,
nikhfndidesht el), I floor you.

nildsidistsin (nildsid^itsin, nildsididestsil), I punch you.

nikhidishgo (nikhidego , nikhidideshgo ), I strike the ground
in falling.

lejishne
1

(ledsllne , leshdeshnii), I strike the ground with a

hard object.

naabidsfstsin (naabidslltsiri, naabizdestsil), I prostrate him

with my fist.

naabijishqal (naabidsflqal, naabizhdeshqal), I prostrate him

with a club.

nnagha ajishkhad (adsikhad, azhdeshkhal), I strike you once

across the back, or when done with frequency, nnagha ajishkhad

(adsiyekhad, azhdiyeshkhal), I strike you several times across

the back. Similarly, the following are formed: ntslya ajishkhad,

I strike the back of your head; nja tVajishkhad, I box your
ears for you.

ajishgy (adsigo , azhdeshgo ), I ram with my head, butt

another with my head.

adistsel (adetsel, adidestel), I strike (the moccasin).

yinstsel (yinltsel, yidestsei), I strike it.

yis6 (s4z6, des6), I strike a match.

tl el yishkhal (s^khal, deshkhal), I strike a flint or match.
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yishtqal (setqai, deshtqaJ), I kick it; adishtqal (adslygtqal,

azhdiyeshtqal), I give it a kick; ajishtqal (adsltqal, azhdeshtq&l),

I give it several kicks; nlshtq&l (nsetqal, ndeshtqal), I kick you;

nanshtq&l (nan^tqal, ndfneshtqal), I kick it again; nannshtqal, I

kick you again.

sisqe* (selqi, diyesqel), I kill it.

TEARING, DESTROYING, ETC.

isz6s (Iz5z, adeszds), I tear.

yiszds (nz5z, deszds), I tear it; ba yisz6s, I husk corn.

yishchd (yllchd, deshchdl), I destroy or spoil it, or hashchd

(holcho, hodeshch61), I destroy it.

nehestfz (nehezftz, nihideszdz), I tear a cord.

nehesqas (neh^gh^tz, nlhidesqas), I crumble it with my hands.

klnishnish (kinnizh, kfdeshnlsh), I tear a rope.

do-naha nada, it is immovable, you can not budge it.

Isdlad, it is riven; baghandlad, rent into, torn; Rindldd, a cord

is torn; nehestfod, it is in shreds (for instance, a coat).

tqa6sh nit (tqais6nil, tqaidesh niJ), I tear it down, destroy it.

tqan&osh nii (tqaneis^s nil, tqaneidesh nil), I tear it down again.

SICKNESS AND DISEASE.

Sickness, disease and corporal injuries are treated in the light

of chastisement by the offended divinities. The source of sick

ness is therefor to be found not so much in any physical cause

as in some magic influence, which must be removed by the power

of a specific chant by making a propitiatory sacrifice to the

offended holy person, or by employing the greater power of a

higher divinity in removing the witchery and malevolent influ

ence of an inferior one. Should the sickness continue after a

given ceremony, such a fact can not be attributed to the impo

tence of that ceremony, but clearly shows that the offense has

not been properly traced and must be sought elsewhere. In

consequence there is often no end of singing in one form or
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other until death ensues or relief is obtained, as the method of

dispatching a chronic patient by means of poisonous herbs or

drugs is now practiced with ever decreasing frequency. Death

is, of course, beyond human calculation, yet should ordinarily

not interfere with an effort to obtain a prolongation of the

period of life by invoking the aid of some chant. When the

approach of death is certain, however, every ceremony sub

sides, and the officiating singer withdraws before the inevitable

issue.

Withal, the singer is the man of medicine, as Navaho thera

peutics are effectively applied in the course of the rites only.

Logically, too, the knowledge and specialty of the singer is

gauged, not so much by his familiarity with the sanative qualities

of herbs, as by his greater or lesser knowledge and dexterity in

performing a given rite. In fact, when it is known that his

medicine pouch is possessed of paraphernalia of some antiquity

and difficult to acquire at present, or when others have been

cured of a similar disease through his services, the demand for a

given rite and singer becomes greater regardless of the disease.

That the suffering of some patients, especially when rich in

wealth, is unduly prolonged through the chicanery and greed of

a clique of singers bent on their exploitation, is unhappily true,

but scarcely avoidable in the face of an equally general credulity.

And though the uninterrupted continuation of singing is usually

productive of physical exhaustion and high fever, this fact can

little be considered when the chant is all-important. Moreover,

a glance at the list of harmless herbs and the manner of applying

them in most ceremonies lends color to the opinion that medicines

are of very minor and secondary importance throughout. In

addition, too, medicines obtained from American physicians do

not deprive the ceremony of its primary importance and inherent

power, and are often taken while a ceremony is in progress, or

subsequently to it, without apparent detriment to its success.

Obviously, then, the subject of disease is intimately connected
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with that of religion and the chants through which a remedy is

sought. The present chapter, however, is devoted to diseases

and afflictions regardless of their religious character. A list of

popular remedies frequently applied independently of a cere

mony is also added, though many of these are no longer in

vogue. Regarding the native recipes for poisonous snake bites,

hydrophobia, or similar cases, nothing of value could be obtained,

as such information is the property of a chosen few who scru

pulously safeguard it even from their own tribesmen, and would

divulge it with extreme reluctance.

The contagiousness of some diseases is well known. Thus

smallpox is much dreaded, the patient being hastily deserted in

the hogan and locality infected with the disease. In recent

years few cases of it have occurred. Diphtheria, too, was

checked by close quarantine no other remedy being known.

Modern diseases, such as pulmonary and tubercular troubles,

though formerly unknown, are now very prevalent, and words

have been coined to describe them.

While surgery is not practiced the Navaho readily submits to

the surgeon s knife when the necessity for it is explained.

The singer as a rule does not act as accoucheur, but assists

sometimes in supporting the laboring woman. Immediate

assistance is offered by neighboring female friends of a woman

in confinement, and obstetrics as a specialty is unknown.

daatsa, he is sick, or bedridden.

nalni, a disease, or germ of disease.

naldsid, or ndldsid nasdll, decay has set in, it is incurable.

tsltqaba, dandruff.

sitsltstn dinl, my head aches, headache.

bin& dinf, sore eyes; dinl or hodinl and nesgal are often used

to express local afflictions, thus, hachf dinl, a sore nose; jeyi

(shij&yf) hodinl, earache; habld dinl, pain of the stomach, etc.

bina
a&amp;lt;lini, a blind man; bijekhal, deafness.

ana Ilchosh, a sty, or pimple on the eye.
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cHlsh is sometimes used for catarrh; nsedii, nose bleeding, or

shinseMil, my nose bleeds.

shije iqes, my ear is scabby, pus is settled on my ear; shijeyf

Iraqis, I have a running ear.

who dinl, toothache. Similarly, adayf hodinf, a sore throat;

siz^nagha, or sokh6s dint, my neck pains me; sitso, (my tongue

and throat); shinltsf, (my cheek); shinlshja, (my cheekbone);

shiyatsin dinl, my jaw aches; showh6tsi dinl, or hodinl, my
gums ache.

diskh6s (nt se), I cough, have a cold, but more frequently,

dokh6s shidilne (shidolna, shldidolna), I catch a cold.

bizaba, or shida nasdlad, my lips are (torn) chapped, or shida

aqidoltqal, my lip is burst on the whole surface, or shida istqaJ

when burst in center only. Similar expressions are used for

chapped skin on the hands; shlla nasdlad and shlla aqidoltqal,

chapped hands.

bin&digls, cross-eyed; binalchi, his eyes are bloodshot, though

this idea is usually paraphrased.

SPECIAL DISEASES.

ayadini, diphtheria; ayayd dahazlf, goitre, which occurs rarely.

yanahaskhad, the planting of lice, the ringworm.

khadaguni, the smallpox, for which lodtso, big sores, is also

used.

lod donadsihi, an incurable sore, the cancer; lod, or bilod, a

sore, an inflammation.

chachosh, syphilis, shanker.

billzh bo nf
, stricture.

lichlgoqa hadajeigi, red spots appearing, the chickenpox and

measles.

ishchld, or quishcnld, the itch (a prostitutional disease).

hatqahodigyes, the body is curved, apoplexy, paralysis.

nanchad, swelling, dropsy (?).

jei ad in, no lungs, is used by some for pneumonia or pulmon-

ray troubles.
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dideshchl, or dadeshchl, blood poisoning.

agfsi, the gout, rheumatism. This is also expressed by ch6yin

(choyfni), menstruation, as the touch of a menstrous woman is

said to cause stiffness and the hunchback. Hence, the three words

are identical, choyin, menstruation; choyini, a hunchback; choyfni,

rheumatism, a stiff back.

GENERAL INDISPOSITION.

ntqash dohatslda? does your body ache? what ails you?

shitqa do-hatsida, I feel bad, I am slightly indisposed, or

shitqa dooqaly&da, I have no feeling in my body, I am not sick,

yet not well.

tqahunlgai, or shitqahonesgai, I have a fever; aklneshfa (nt se),

I am indisposed; aklnet a, he is feeling bad.

nasd6
,
I am stiff (from work); nsfsdo

,
I am sore, my muscles

ache; tsmld6 &amp;lt;

,
he is very sick. Usually reference is made to

incurable diseases, as lichi tsmld6 , sick with smallpox; hayaya

dinigo, diphtheria; but occasionally, also, dokh6s tsmldd
,
a severe

cold; hatqahonlga, a raging fever, etc.; tsinid6 shi bisqi, he

probably died of fever. Hence, the expression, do-dsosba da,

death is inevitable, is applicable to all of the diseases just men

tioned, with the exception of tqahonlgd, fever.

saghas naha na
, my esophagus palpitates.

jal dltsa
, palpitation of the heart; ja! dim, heartburn.

ilkh6 , vomiting; nashkhui (nsakhui, ndeshkho ), I vomit.

jldini, he is hurt (lying).

shilnahodagha (shilndhodeyd), I am giddy, dizzy.

disie (deza, didesd), I belch, gastritis.

shidilcH^ , food is repulsive to me, nausea.

shichd shse e nf , I am constipated.

sitsanaalyol, or nansdl, I am flatulent; cHse ishtFld, the colic;

chaxiil, I pass blood, or sitsanalclil, I have painful diarrhoea, or

shich^ shaghdnli, I pass water. Hence, shizhf din!, my whole

body pains, and shibld, my stomach; shicHl, my bowels; shillzh

dinf, my urine aches, diuretic trouble.
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do-ishqazhda, I can not sleep, insomnia.

dil sit e^, boiling blood, blood spitting, or litsoi, yellow, from

the color of the phlegm.

ayf dedil, a hemorrhage; dil shahali (nt se), I am bleeding;

dil t%a, he is covered with blood; dil quisqi, he bled to death.

hatsa tqfdil i, a pain in the abdomen.

tqldajina , impaired vitality, indisposition, which may be caused

by a fall from a horse, wounds, bruises, weariness, soreness, etc.

badaqo a
,
an accident; II nashllgo , the horse threw me;

II sistqal, the horse kicked me.

nilkf (neski, dfnolki), a clot of blood.

sid, a scar; sses, a mole; ngeetsa, a pimple; naachl, small

pimples covering the entire arm or body.

cEtizh, or Ilcli6zh, a boil; tqudisol, a blister; tq6iltqa, a tumor

or blood blister; ishtl ish, an abscess; Iq&s, itching.

ditsqlz, a shiver, trembling.

danatsa, or danatsahi, fits or spasms; na icBahi is also used for

this, but particularly expresses insanity or mental derangement

due to intermarriage of close relatives. It is said to be charac

terized by attempts to plunge into the fire after the manner of

a moth ( icHahi), from which the term is borrowed.

qis, the pus; qis istqal, an open sore; qis qali, an open leg.

nanshqiid, I limp; aneshqul, I limp slightly.

kayiT hokani, bowlegged; jad hokhali, knockkneed.

shlla tsihfldas (tsihildas, tsidoldas), my hand is bruised.

Similar expressions are: shlla tsihit od (tsihit od, tsidot 61),

the skin is peeled, or tsihishclild (tsihichid, tsideshchil), I scratched

my hand, or shfla tsihishki (tsihiki, tsideshkil), for a long bruise,

or shfla/ tsihisqas (tsihlghas, tsidesqas), the skin is rasped (as

from a bite). Cf. also hashilkid, I was scratched; naseldas, I

am bruised or skinned; tsisao-nas, I rasped or bruised the flesh.

nsedlad, I am bruised (from riding); shitFa yisi, I lost my

buttocks, is figurative for the same idea.
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aqanishina a, a cramp; shfla , or shikhe digyes, a cramp in the

hand or foot; aqishkash, I sprain my ankle.

hake ilchf, he has nightmare; hatsa yajfltqi, he speaks in his

sleep.

adfskhes (adeskhses, adideskhds), I choke; adolkhses, it will

choke me.

ndisdsi, I gasp, breathe; ham asdid, he is unconscious.

adslsdln, he is breathless, ausgespielt.

yisda
4

ylntdsil (nt se), his lungs are good, long-winded; yisda

nsin (nt se), out of breath, or yisda nan6go ,
his breath failed him.

yisda nanshg6 (nandfego , ndfneshgd ), my breath fails me.

yisda nisf (nizf, dinesil), or qahidishqi (nt se), gaping, breath

fails me; ylsda qoye (nt se), it is very close (in a room), or sultry.

tsistqln (nfse), unsound, broken-winded; also used of a horse.

yinf bilqe
1

(bisqi, bidiyolqel), he died broken-hearted.

dochohoji Ida, he is nearing his end.

hakhiiji hazlf, he had a close call (from sickness or accident).

shikhaji hazll, I had a close call.

nasdsi (nasdsl, ndesdsi), I am recovering (my wound is

recovering).

bi quneshllgo, startled as a deer, nervous and alarmed person.

atsa qa el, premature birth; atsdstqln, an abortive.

esdzdn ajilchigo, a woman in confinement.

kheVhos, a bunion; kheba ntFfzgo da naznfligi, corns.

shikhe shilclif , my feet smart; shikhe nl el, my feet perspire.

hadat es, inflammation betwreen the toes, or below the arms.

shikhe hadast e
1

, my feet are mushy and soft, or kh6 dlkosh,

sour feet, malodorous, or khelchun, bad smelling feet.

shijad nesgal, or shijad dinf, my legs are sore; dodinshjada, I

am not a good pedestrian, am weak in the legs.

k&amp;lt;5zh, saline (from doR6zh, alkaline), excessive perspiration

below the arm leaving its mark on the shirt.

APPLIED TO SURGERY.

alkfhonishgesh, I dissect, cut open.

hatqagojishgish, amputated limbs; hagdn, (arm); hala
, (the

hand); hajad kishnlgizh, the leg, etc., was amputated.
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hatqago hadsist 6d, all his limbs were pulled out, or hagdn

dsfsqal, the arm is clubbed off; hagdn dsistqi, the arm is struck

off; hagdn jishne
1

, the arm is cut off (with a knife).

do-quj&hozindala, or do-qusehosfzid it seda, or do-qusehodsosld

jit seda, he is mutilated beyond recognition.

REMEDIES.

baaqashya (baaqashyant a?), I take (or took) care of a sick.

bisSlda yisda, I remain with a sick person.

Dandruff (tsitqaba) is said to be removed by the application of

red juniper ( rad ni eli) and a grass called tl ole
1

, which are rub

bed well in after bathing the hand. It will be remembered that

the hairbrush (beezho) is provided with a branchlet of the juni

per (gad nf e*li), presumably as protection from evil influence.

Snuff (nlTnfl) was largely used for headache and nose trouble

(cHish aze, catarrh medicine, and hachi dinfji aze, sore nose med

icine). Some plant names indicate this purpose.

For headache a snuff prepared from a Gentian (inzld cliil) was

said to afford some relief. For nose troubles dried and pulver

ized herbs were used, such as blue eye grass (aze tl 6hi), the

Zinnia (nlTnil ntsaigi), and another called nl i nll tso, tall snuff,

or the aster, and the silkweed (tllsh ildei ts5s), and Apoplappus

(tl1sh Ilawh6i), and the Solanum (naltsui), which latter was also

a remedy for sore eyes (na dinfgo aze).

Earache medicine (j&yi hodinf aze) was prepared from the

pulp of a tree (tsisdisi) found in the San Francisco Mountains,

which was pulverized and mixed with water (tqahikh&go, powder
in water) and small quantities dripped into the ear.

Deafness was said to be partially relieved by burning balls of

tree rosin (jesa) on hot embers, allowing the fumes to pass into

the ear. A kind of stone rosin (tse* bijekhal) was applied in

the same manner.
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Toothache medicine (wh6 aze) consisted of a mush prepared

from crushed leaves of alum root (whotsfni aze) and hastse
1

}-

tsl (?) and Apoplappus (tllsh ilawhfii) mixed with water. The

mush was held to the aching tooth with a heated stone (awh6

bidfnildo , the tooth is heated). As alum root was also chewed

to relieve the sore gums it was called whotsfni azd, tooth-gum

medicine.

No remedy was known for the measles, smallpox or diphtheria.

Blood poisoning is cured with a poultice prepared from a plant

known as ndochl (?) and placed on the swelling (dideshchl aze,

blood poisoning medicine).

Medicine for the itch (dishcHld aze) is made of gag baka 4

,

crows fat, with which the skin is well rubbed.

Pimples (nseetsa) were removed by rubbing them with the

leaves of a plant called nseetsa aze, pimple medicine.

A liniment made of the leaves and branchlets of the cancer

root (ledol gezi) was employed for sores in general (lodgi aze,

sore or boil cure).

Diuretic troubles ( halfzh dinfgi aze) were removed by a bev

erage prepared from such plants as Whitlow grass (alfzh beidz61),

or the hummingbird food (dahitqfhida tsos), or the &quot;weed which

kills (cHll aghani).

Swellings (nanchad) were removed by applying the plant of

this name, Thellipodium Wrightii (nanchad aze).

Syphilis was supposedly removed by a beverage (yidla) of

syphilis medicine, Cordylanthus ramosus (chachosh aze) and the

buttercup (hetso Ilja 6), which were powdered and taken in water

every morning.

The gout tonic (agfsi aze) was a beverage made from the

crushed leaves and branchlets of the Gaillardia pinnatifolia

(tsis n& da&quot;),
added to lukewarm water, and applied internally and

externally.
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Rheumatic stiffness was cured by a tonic (choyfni aze) boiled

from the leaves and branchlets of the barberry (tsiya cH^cHil),

or Corydalis aurea (hasbfdida).

Medicine for bronchial and troubles of the esophagus (aghas

az) was found in a tea made of the crushed and boiled leaves

of Oxytropis (debe
1

haichfdi ntsaigi).

Blood spitting (dil sit e
1

or Iits6i aze), was relieved with the

leaves of white sage (ga tsodd), which were slightly boiled,

adding a pinch of salt to the concoction.

Mormon tea (tl o aze) was used for stomach troubles in general

(habld dinfji aze). Other herbs used as a remedy in similar cases

were: ndlyfli nlchfni (Verbesina enceloicles), dahitqihida (Gilia

attenuata), dahitqihidatso and dahitqihida laba igi (painted cup),

chil ab6 (milkweed), and nlTnil ts5s (Townsendia strigosa).

The usual method was to crush the dried leaves between the fin

gers and stir them in a bowl of water.

Pain in the abdomen caused by colds, loose bowels, or lifting

a heavy weight, was removed by a special preparation (hats

tqidil igo aze, medicine for pains in the abdomen) made from

unidentified herbs, ni tsdsi, ni ts6sitso and aya ai.

A universal tonic or remedy is designated as &quot;life medicine,&quot;

and is still largely applied in cases of indisposition or &quot;impaired

vitality&quot; (tqfdajlna ). A provision of this life medicine (qind

aze, or insiji aze) is usually kept in stock, and carried on jour

neys for eventual use. The stem and leaves of various herbs

are gathered in their season and dried, in which condition the

medicine is called aze tsm, medicine twigs.

In the event of their use a small handful is crushed with the

fingers, mixed in water, and applied internally and externally

(tqahitsedgo yidlft, crushed and taken with water). The life

medicine is usually taken independently of (and previously to

applying for) the chant. Foreign drugs are treated much in the

same manner and are often designated as such. Some of the

herbs designated as life medicine are herewith subjoined.
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The milk vetch (aze dilqil), sensitive brier (azetsos nts&igi and

laba igi), also aze lakhan, and aze haldzid (of the Composite),

and milfoil (aze lltsal), and plumed thistle (aze hokhanitso), and

the sow thistle (aze hokhani laba igi), and a kind of sagebrush

(aze ndogaf), and the cudweed (aze disds), and the rayless golden

rod (azewho ), and a crucifer (aze qagai), and the false wallflower

(azetso), and the bladderpod (azetsos), and the pennycress (azetsos

altsfsigi), and the rockcress (aze labaigi), and the cress or Gen

tian (aze dotl ish), and false mallow (aze ntFfni), and goosegrass

(aze ntl lnitso), and the Eriogonum (aze nfbaghantT), and Eriog-

onum alatum (le aze), and white medicine (aze lagai), and red

medicine (aze lichl), and thick medicine (aze diff), and aya ai (?),

and aze bijlchihigi, which is also used at childbirth, and the

evening primrose (aze sesf), and another primrose (aze litso), and

Gaura parviflora (aze saMz), and a geranium (aze qina), and the

willow herb (cHil latqa ats6s), and evening primrose (tl eylgai

laba igi\ and the stoneseed gromwell (aze nanesdizitsos), and

meadow rue (tqazhi nlchln), and the Mentzelias (iltFfni and

iltl fnitsos), and yarrow (hazafltsei), and the aster (ctiil nilqlnigi),

and Frasera (ctiil beh^tFol iitsoigi, and cHil behetFol nnsezigi),

and Asclepiodora decumbens (jadlldei), and cattail flag (tqel), and

flag (tqel bit ^l lanigi), and sagebrush (tseSzhf), and others.

Spurge is chewed and used as a liniment for pimples, hence

its name, naachf aze, pimple medicine.

Similarly, for boils (cHozh aze), a remedy is found in the

shape of a liniment (bet!6) made of such plants as the Euphorbia

(khtsi halchl) and aze behgtsi halchl.

A remedy for vomiting (ilkhtfgi aze) is found in the rubber

plant (nseeshja IlkheM) and the broad-leafed medicine (aze ntq^li),

the leaves of which were pulverized and added to water (itsedgo

tqasakhago jidla). The lather (tqalawhush) of the broad leaf

just mentioned is said to relieve heartburn (jai dinlgo aze).

Medicines for confinement (esdzan alchthigi aze) consist of bev-
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erages prepared from plants called awse biyalaf yilbezh (which

boils the placenta), or ayan billzh halchfn, and slender milkweed

(cHil abe
5

altsftsigi), for purging. Birth medicines (ajilchf aze),

of which there are several: watercress (tqalkha dahikhal) is used

as a tonic after deliverance; silkweed (do-bichTjilchf , preventing

birth) is used for that purpose; greasewoods or sagebrush (tsa

and tsetqatsa ) aid deliverance; Townsendia (aze n&oltqadi, of

which there are several kinds) accelerate deliverance.

A remedy for alarm and nervousness (bi quneshflgo bichT

also called nldzlji, corral medicine) is made of New Jersey tea

(bi da, or dinje e cHil), and of Colombo (bihlljai), which are

applied both internally and externally.

Corns are ordinarily removed with a knife. A liniment made

of wormwood sagebrush (tqdikhal) is sometimes spread over the

wound.

A foot ease was prepared from a plant known as aze dishoigi,

which was applied to the foot in the shape of a liniment and

placed in the moccasin to remove the bad odor. In recent years

some seek a remedy for bad-smelling feet in the warm sheep

manure. Immediately after removing the paunch from the

slaughtered sheep the feet are placed into the manure until it has

cooled off. This, if repeated two or three times, is said to

effectively remove all sweating and bad odor from the feet.

A liniment made of cocklebur (aitq&natsehi) was held in the

armpit to remove excessive perspiration (kozh aze ada ashne\

I hold the medicine in the armpit).

To remove the effects from the bite of a spider a tea was pre

pared from the bladderpod (nashjeida laba igi). The effects from

swallowing a spider were removed by the spider medicine (nashjei

aze), which was prepared with Ambronia fragrans (kinsedllshidd).

When ants were swallowed a medicine (wolachl bichT aze) was

prepared from the inner bark (bitqat ahi) of Findlera rupicola

(tsltl iz), which was pounded to a pulp, mixed with water, and
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taken internally. The sting of ants (vvolachi ishlshgo aze) was

treated by chewing dodgeweed ( tsildilyfsi), or greasewood (du-

wuzhilbaf), and placing the pulp on the swelling caused by the

sting of an ant, bee or wasp. WolachI be$, antidote for ants,

was used to a similar advantage. The plants called I neln^ji

ctiil and I ni gi ctiil are applied internally and externally in cases

of a stroke by lightning, or the bite of a snake.

Some Words Referring to the Preparation of Mediciiie.

aze hanshtqa, I am looking for a medicine; clisehanshtqa, I

did not find it; aze ishle*, I am preparing a medicine; aze ada-

ashM, I mix a preparation.

aze setld, a liniment; aze ik (ikjin), a powder.

aze istsld (yltsed), I pound or crush medicine; aze ishka , I

grind, pulverize it; aze dfnishqish, I crush it between my fin

gers; or, bit il, or bilatqa i dlnishqish, I crush the leaves and

flower of an herb; aze tqaishkha, I put it in water. Grinding

and stirring in water is ordinarily expressed by one word, as

tqahitsedgo, pounded on a stone and added to water, or tqahi-

kh&go, the meal or powder added to water (tqasakhago, after the

powder has been added).

aze ada ashne , I prepare medicine for my personal use.

aze adishne
5

,
I prepare it for myself and others.

aze ishdld, I drink the medicine, take it internally.

aze adeshtld, I apply it externally; ishtla
,
I anoint or rub.

binabin, an antidote; aze Idlnildo ,
a poultice.

aze shinf e eshnil, I snuff a medicine.



\Vords Referring to

Persons, Places, -A.iii.mals and Plants.

NAMES OF PERSONS.

Persons are designated as follows:

awse , a baby, infant; shi awse
, my child.

ashkhi, a boy; (pi. shikhe, or ashikhe, boys).

at ed, a girl; (pi. at edkhe or at ekhe, girls).

alchlni, children; sha alchlni, my children; ba alchfni, his

children.

tsilkhge, or dzilkh^ (plural probably tsilkhe), a youth, young

man; dinse, a young man.

jikhse (pi. jikhe), a maiden.

dine
,
a person, a man.

hastqln, a man, a husband; bahastqfn, her husband.

asdzani, or esdzan, a woman, wife; beesdzd, his wife; ba ad,

his wife, is less frequently used, though it occurs in composite

words, such as ba akhe Mni, polygamous.

hastqtii, the old folk, old men; shahastqtii, my ancestors or

tutors, the old men of my lineage, those with whom I take

counsel.

sani, the old women.

kha adini, a virgin, an unmarried girl. This expression is

also used in designating a widow, just as ba d admi designates

a widower. A better expression is bizh nagha, one who is

alone, hence, a widow and a widower. Professed bachelors are

unknown to the Navaho.

&Rfs, a friend; sikls, my friend; sikis6! my friends!
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PRONOUNS.

shi, I; ni, thou; bi, he and him; niqf, we and you (two);

daniqi, we and you (more than two); bi, they (two); dabf, they

(more than two).

PERSONAL NAMES.

In some families the uncle of a boy is invited to give his

nephew a name, which is usually suggestive of war. Still a

goodly number are indifferent to this custom, the parents naming
the child as they would, and while warlike names for children

are not infrequent, especially for girls, we now meet with such

epithets as the fat or fine boy, the red or nice girl, etc. No

special festivity, however, accompanies the naming of a child,

which is a purely private affair.

Some maintain that the war name is in reality a secret name

known only to closer relatives and never divulged to outsiders.

An occasion for its use is had at the blackening during the war

dance, at which the name of the patient is proclaimed and inserted

into the songs celebrating his victory. It is learnt previously

from the relatives of the patient, and changed only in the event

of an identity of names of patient and herald. Others attach no

importance whatever tq this name, which is given by the family

in distinction from the better known name given by acquaint

ances and friends at first opportunity. At any rate the name of

early childhood is usually superseded by some sobriquet invented

to suit the habits or physical peculiarities of the individual.

Patronymics, or family appellations, are not in use, the nearest

approach being names of children retaining the parent s name

owing to some distinction of the latter. It is not uncommon,

however, to refer to a person as the son of so and so, or the

daughter of the late so and so, in addition to some other name

which, perchance, is not equally well known. This is especially

true of women whose name, being property of the family circle,

is not readily and properly exposed to outsiders, and who are,
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therefor, as a matter of decorum, ordinarily referred to as the

daughter of Mr N. N. , or after marriage, as the wife of this or

that man.

Navaho decorum does not permit of addressing a person by
his name, or of disclosing it upon direct inquiry. The address

is made in terms of familiarity, such as my friend, my brother,

grandfather, my daughter, and the like, while the name of a per

son is learnt from others. Custom varies with regard to

disclosing another s name in his presence, some being averse to

information of this kind given within hearing of the party

concerned.

The following presents a partial list of the personal names of

children, of men, and of women, to which, as a matter of record,

the names of early distinguished chiefs have been added. This

is followed by a list of names given to Mexicans, Pueblos and

American residents.

NAMES OF BOYS.

Boys are given names suggestive of war, such as the chief,

the speaker, the warrior.

nat ai yii yigal (nat ailyigal), the chief or speaker who walks

in addressing them.

nat d yilyaltqi, the speaker addressing them.

haskhel nadal, he returns with the warrior.

hashkhel yigal, the warrior walks while addressing others.

ba yil chiniya, he is bent on war.

ba yil naiya, he went out to war (again).

Frequently other descriptive adjectives are added, as hashkhe

yazhe, the little warrior; nat a ts6si, the slender speaker; nat a

tso, the large speaker; natfa naes, the tall speaker; nat alchl, the

red speaker, etc. ashkhi hozh6ni, the beautiful boy; ashkhi

neska, the fat boy; ashkhi dijol, the round boy; ashkhilchi, the

red boy; ashkhi bina dotl fzhi, blue-eyed boy; ts6si, the slender

one; tsilbahi, roan hair, or some similar sobriquet.
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NAMES OF GIRLS.

Names of girls are, with few exceptions, commemorative of

war. Even now, in peaceful times, the custom of indicating

some feature of war by the name given to girls is generally

followed.

bazhnabai, she came to him in war.

alklnabai, she met war (born on the battlefield).

yine&quot; nasba, she surrounded the country with war.

yitqanaba, she mixed in war.

yilnaba, she arrived with a war.

nanaba, returns with war, or war returned with her.

dezba, going to war.

d6ba, there was no war.

kel ndba, a mild war.

yildezba, they went to war with her.

yanaba, she meets the enemy.

alnaba, wars passed each other (war raged in two places and

opposite directions).

nadli naba, the chieftainess of war.

nadli seems to be an equivalent for queen or chieftainess,

hence, nadli ts6si, the slender queen; nadli yazhe, small queen;

nadli ba, the girl queen; nadlflchl, the red chieftainess; nadli

laba 4

,
the gray queen; or nadli is also used with the above names:

nadli yildezba, the queen with whom they went to war; nadli

nanaba, the chieftainess with whom war returned; nadli nazba,

who was surrounded with war, etc.

It is not unusual to find two names for one person. Thus, in

addition to the above, esdzan tso, the large woman; esdzSn

na?z, the tall woman, or at ed yazhe, the small girl, etc.

NAMES OF MEN.

Names for men are suggested by some physical distinction or

defect. The word hastqln which is often prefixed corresponds

to our
&quot;

Mister.
1
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hastqln y&zhe, Mr Small, or the small man; hastqln tso, Mr

Large, or the large man; hastqln nses, or snses, Mr Long, or

the tall man; hastqln altsdsi, Mr Slender; hastqln altslsi, or

altsfhi, Mr Little; hastqln dll, Mr Heavy or Fat, the heavy-

set man; hastqln zhln, Mr Black; hastqln sgdhi, Mr Dried;

hastqln Itsoi, Mr Yellow; hastqln Itsoi ts6si, Mr Yellow Slender

(Mariano).

dine
1

y&zhe, the small man; dine
1

lizhlni, the black man;

dine
1

altsfsin, the late little man; dine
1

chili, the chunky or dwarfy

man; dine
1

ts6si, the slender man; dine
1

lagaini bitsoi, the late

white Navaho s nephew; dine
1

aytii, the nice man.

jani, John; chala tso, Big Charley.

tslishclifli, Curly Hair; tsiishcHili tso, Big Curly; tslishchlli

ts6si, Slim Curly; tslishblzhi, Plaited Hair; bitsl lichl, Red Hair;

bitsllgai, or bitslghalagai, White Hair; tsl litsoi, Yellow Hair;

tsi tsosi, Slender, Sparse Hair; tslch6shi (chlch6shi), Stubby

Hair; tqagi litsoi, yellow hair hanging over forehead; tqagi

Htsoini biy^ , the son of the late yellow hair on forehead; bitsiysel

ntsai, he with the large queue.

bina adini, the blind one; binakis, the one-eyed one.

bin! Mini, he with little or no sense.

daghansez, the long mustache; da^halbai, the gray mustache;

d&gha Mni, or bidagha Mnigi, he with the full or heavy mustache;

d&gha y&zhe, the small or thin mustache; d&ghadasakhad, whose

mustache stands in clusters; bidagha nd^sqeligi, who has a dark

mustache.

tl a, the left-handed one; tl a y&zhe, the little lefty; tla tso,

the big lefty.

n&nlqudi, he who limps.

khe yistqlni, he with the frozen feet.

kh^shguli, clubfooted; khe gttdi, short-footed.

hastqln bogtidi, Mr Kneecap (he with the defective knee).

gaagMi, he with the short arm (having lost the forearm).

bfla agudi, the fingerless one; choyini, the hunchback; doydl-

tqi i, the dumb one; bijekhal, or hastqln bijekhal, the deaf one;
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bowhoglzhi, he who lost a tooth; wh6sin, the late &quot;shoulder&quot;

(Lomo); ctiozh adini, he without the calf (of the leg); jad sh&zhi,

knotty legs; glshi, or hastqin gfshi, the man using a cane;

glshlnbiye&quot;, son of the late glshi; gish neitqlni, he who carries

the cane; ashkhistl ini (yistl lni), the freckled boy; tq61i (nltqOli),

clear or crystal color (of the eyes).

Occupation and trade are additional sources of names.

adakhai, the gambler; yoadakhai, the gambler with beads.

adildlli, the gambler at the stick game; adild6ni, the shooter

or marksman, or naalf6i, the arrow shooter.

adilgashi yazhe, the little witch, or bean shooter; hatqali yazhe,

the little singer; hatqalilgai, the white singer; hatqali tso, the

large singer; hatqali nadloi, the laughing singer; hatqali naes,

the long or tall singer; hatqalinses binali, the uncle of the tall

singer; hastqin chu i, Mr Ugly (probably meaning chanter for

witchcraft).

nat ani, the chief; nat ani ts6si, the slender chief; dicHali, he

who speaks often.

be*shtagai, or beshlagai il fni, the silversmith; be*shlagai il fni

alts6sigi, the slender silversmith.

atsidi sani, the old blacksmith, who was also named besh il ini,

the man working in iron. He is reputed to be the first black

smith of the tribe (Sp. Herrero).

atsidi yazhinP biye
1

, the son of the late little blacksmith.

tqayoni , the kneader (baker); ba il fni, the baker (of bread).

atsidi biy , the smith s son.

hastqin ditsd i, Mr Interpreter (the interpreter, both of Eng
lish and Spanish).

hastqin nalzh6h6, Mr Hunter; nalzhehe tso, the tall hunter;

nalzhehS nnses, the long hunter; nalzhehi ts6si, the slim hunter.

Some names indicate the possessions or habits of the bearer,

such as riding a particularly colored horse. They also allude to

some special incident which occasioned the name.
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ashkhi bill Mni, the boy (man) with many horses; bill lizhfni,

black horse (he who rides a); bill daalbal (bilflbai), roan horse

(the owner of roan horses); bill likhlzhi, pinto or spotted horse.

hastqln begashi, Mr Cow; hastqln hashkan, Mr Hashkan

(yucca syrup); debe
1

Jizhfni, black sheep; tflzi tso, big goat;

tl fzi lani, many goats; tl izilga!, white goat; tl fzi daghalgai,

white-bearded goat.

jfshinbida , the nephew of the late man with the medicine pouch.

wtidabizhe e , the father of wudy.

na nll Mni, numerous slaves.

bistleni biye
5

,
the son of him who wears leggings.

hashkh yazhe, the little warrior.

hastqln hashkh^he, the scolding man.

dine
1

yiyisqlni, he who killed a Kavaho.

belagana yiyisqlni, he who killed an American.

tl 6* tsaf, he who lives near this weed (or large grass [?]).

hastqln dflaghushi, Mr Howler.

hastqin dilaghiishin bits6i, the grandchild (nephew) of the late

Mr Howler.

cMhi, the man with the hat.

hashkh^ tqadeya, who seeks war.

nikakei, wounded face.

ndishba ni biy^ ,
the son of the late warrior, also called

ashkhi dilagh6i, the fleet boy.

na ishfshi, he who was stung.

dlad (?). nalyishi (?).

The names of the clan to which one belongs are often adopted.

Tribal names indicate the descent of the bearer. See gentile

system.

tqachini, &quot;red water people,&quot; or tqachlni tso, the big tqachmi.

tqabaha, &quot;on the shores,&quot; a tqabaha.

honagha ni naes, the tall honaghani.

tq6tsoni biye
1

, the son of a tq6tsoni (big water).
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tslnajlni, a member of this clan (the standing charred or black-

streaked tree).

nakhal dinSfe e&quot;
,
Mexican clan.

khin lichlni tso, the big red house (clan).

dzil tFani, crevice or canon in the mountain.

chfshi, the Chiricahua.

nashgali, the Mescalero.

naashfezhi biye* , the Zuni boy.

tl lzi Mni, many goats.

tqodicliini ts6si, the slender tqodiclilni (bitter water man).

NAMES OF DISTINGUISHED CHIEFS AND WARRIORS.

hastqfn nabahi, the man of (constant) war.

natfillel, the orator (&quot; he who will speak&quot;), who was also called

hastqin khe ntsai, Mr Big Feet (Sp. sarcillo largo, large ear

rings).

hastqin nafanin, the late Mr Chief (Narbona).

tqaqanan badani, the son-in-law of the late Texan (Manuelito).

The universal respect in which he was held is shown in his other

name, ashkhi diytni, the holy boy.

kakein, the late wounded by an arrow (Cayetanito), brother of

Manuelito.

cM ditFoi, plushy hat (another brother of Manuelito).

bisende, chief Vincent.

bits6 yeydltqi i, the stammerer, Guanamuncho, who was also

known as tq6tsoni hastqin, the tq6tsoni man.

china , or tq6tsoni hastqin bida , the nephew of Guanamuncho

(Chino).

bidaghai, the bearded one, or hashkheicHf dahilawho, who

hurries to war (Barboncito).

gishdilidnf , the late man whose cane burnt (Armijo).

masln, the late masi (Tomas [?]).

bise lizhlni, black shirt or garment (Mariano Martinez).

diwakhan (meaning unknown), Chapaton.

II neinlhi, who distributes horses.
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II neinihin biy ,
the son of the late distributor of horses

(Chiquito).

bfla nayiskhali, whose fingers were shot away.

hashkhe
1

nafdiltqini, the warrior who grabs the enemy (in

a charge).

nage neitqfni, the shield carrier, who uses the shield well.

kh^sini biye
1

,
the son of the late

4t
tender falling stick.&quot;

bill dotllzhi, blue horses and his brother, bilf daalzhlni, black

horses, both of whom Avere killed on the same day.

Jesus Albrizzo, the official interpreter for the Navaho signing

the treaty with the United States Government at Fort Sumner

in 1868, gives the names of those Navaho chiefs as follows:

Barboncito, actildahilawho, who hurries (to war).

Armijo, gish dllidin, the late burnt cane.

Delgarito, cMcliosh naez, long chancre.

Manuelito, tqaqanan badani, the son-in-law of the late Texan.

Largo, bogud bija, ears in his knees (because he frequently

put his head between his knees).

Herrero viejo, atsfdi sani, the aged blacksmith.

Chiquito, cha lani, many hats or head bands.

Muerto de hombre, dichin bilqehe, dicing with hunger.

Hombro, hastqln bowh6sin, Mr Shoulders.

Narbona segundo (?).

Guanamuncho, tq6tsoni bilf lani, the tq6tsoni (his clan), with

the many horses.

NAMES OF AMERICAN RESIDENTS.

American residents and traders are usually given a descriptive

name after a brief residence.

natsoho, the man with big eyes.

beshbowhoi, iron tooth (who has gold-filled teeth).

nakhai sani, the old Mexican.

nlkhaeznlli (nakhaeaznfli), the man wearing glasses.
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daghalchl, the red mustache.

nakhai yazhe, the little Mexican (American speaking Spanish).

kos nsez, the long neck.

ba il fni tso, the big baker.

atsfdi, the blacksmith.

khegudi, short-foot.

bfla likhfzhi, spotted hand (tattooed).

chishqal, club nose.

nihizhlhi, the sawyer or carpenter.

nalts6s il ini, the clerk; nalts6s nses, the tall clerk.

nafani, the agent; natfani snses, the tall agent.

besh bise, the iron shirt (worn by early Texas rangers).

hastqln nses, the tall man; hastqln Ibal, the gray suit man;

hastqln hoshk^di, the squaw man.

aze il ini, the doctor.

ednishodi (sendeishodi, who drag the dress), priests and minis

ters. They are also given individual names, such as the large,

the small, the tall, etc.

esdzani, or belagana esdzani, American women (slender, tall,

large, etc.

TRIBAL NAMES.

The intercourse of the Navaho with other tribes was very

limited.

dzitghd, the White Mountain Apache, who were also called

tsastqisi, shins.

chishi, the Chiricahua.

gwayall, the sleepy one, Geronimo, the Apache.

II t disii, he who checks his horse, Victorio, the Apache chief.

nashgali, or mashgali, the Mescalero.

bseqaf, the Jicarilla.

naktl ai (flatfooted enemies), the Pima. This name is also

applied to the Yaquis of Mexico.

noda a, the Ute.
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bayodzin, the Paiute.

dilzh&&, the Yavapai.

goqnfni, the Coconino.

na Mni, many enemies, the Comanche.

khawa, the Kiowa.

dine
1

,
the Navaho, also Naweho, or naweho fnlzhini, Navaho

Indians; or, goyode (probably corruption of Spanish coyote).

khis ani, the Pueblo Indians (general name).

ma ideshglzhni, the coyote pass people, the Jemez.

khfnlichlni, the red house people, the San Juan.

tqoga ni, the Cochiti.

natqoho (an&), enemies at the water, the Isleta.

tqowhul, the Taos.

tqo Mni, much water people, the Laguna.

debe
1

Hzhfni, the San Felipe (black sheep people).

tI6&amp;lt;ri, the Zia.

tqo haji!6ni, people who draw water, the Santo Domingo.

khin iagalni, white house people, the Sandia.

klsh chlnt i, a line of alder (strung out), the Pajuate.

naasht ezhi (blackened enemies), or zhtini, the Zuni; chilyo aH,

the scarabee, a noted Zuni chief of some sixty years ago.

ayakhfni, people of underground houses, the Hopi, who were

also designated in terms showing genuine contempt for them, as

m6gi (monkey), Moqui; tseest e iyani, paper-bread eaters; hon-

Iga! iyani, hominy or stew eaters; bichai shijei, who live in

dung; bitla, bedisd6ni, spanned (taut) buttocks; bilizh yetqadi-

glsi, who wash with urine; bits! bitqagigudi, who wear short

hair in front.

The Oraibis were named ozaf.

nakhal lizhtni, a black Mexican, or nlyili, the negro.

nakhaf, the Mexican (general name). They were also called

nakhai diylni, the holy Mexicans (ironically); or nakhai doda-

tsaida, who do not die, the immortal Mexicans; or ba ditl 6gi, fluffy

bread; or nakhai ditl oi, hairy or plushy Mexicans, or tsibala,

shawls. Names like nakhai tso, the big Mexican, and nakhai
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sll, the steaming Mexican, and nakhai kaRe*i, wounded, and nakhai

dis6s, the sparkling Mexican, are presumably names of individ

uals.

gamali, or mamali, Mormons.

bictia nnsezi, long hats, or the old Mexicans.

The old Texas rangers came in for the following names:

besh bise, iron shirts, or tqaqana (Sp. tejana), or akhal bistlei,

leather leggings.

belagana, the general name for Americans. Other designa

tions were beshiya, baqsina (Texans), nasiliyani, probably cor

rupted from the Spanish; nadotHzhi, who have blue eyes, which

was the Zuni name for Americans.

The following are descriptive of the first or early American

soldiers:

bija yenjai, who sleep on their ears; nago dild6ni, who shoot

from the side; bogdd doMli, who burn their kneecaps (at the

fire); shabidilchi, sunburnt, and tqaji ndes ai, whose forehead

protrudes, so called from the shape of the cap.

WORDS.

t ayisi nlzhi i qa! inlye
1

? what is your real name ? (referring to

the name given by the family).

yfzhi ishle
5

(ishla, ideshlil), I give it a name, I name a child.

qailaba? whose daughter is she?; or qaila bicHw , or bitsf?

whose daughter?

yinshye
1

(nt ae), I am called so and so; qat ish olye
1

? what does

it signify ? what is it called ?
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NAMES OF PLACES.

The geographical knowledge of the Navaho is practically lim

ited to his immediate surroundings. Local names, therfor,

designate places in or around the Navaho country.

A butte, peak or a projecting point in a mountain and mesa is

frequently suggestive of a name for a locality.

dzilnaodili, Huerfano.

dzilnaodili clilli, (small) Huerfanito.

tselgishi, rock pass, Angel s Peak.

dzilditl 6i, stubby mountain, Black Mountain (near Red Lake).

ts^zhini, black rock (near Fort Defiance).

tsetqa , in or between the rocks, the Haystacks (though, too,

the head of a canon, or a group of lone-standing, isolated rocks,

are called tsetqa ).

ma itqo tsetqa, Coyote Spring in the canon (of Black Mountain).

tselchldahaskhani, red round rock, of which there are several.

A locality on the north side of the liiRacMgai mountains is

generally meant.

tsenakhdni, the lone round rock, Round rock.

blsdotl is des ahi, blue adobe point, near Roundrock store.

blsdaiitso, two yellow adobes, Two Gray Hills (Crozier, N. M.)

tsealcHT nagai, the white rocks meet, place about eighteen

miles northwest of Two Gray Hills.

tse bidahi, the winged rock, Shiprock (peak).

tselagai dez a
,
white rock point, Bluff City, Utah.

tsenajin, black peak, Cabezon, N. M.

doliOn, or ya nilzhln, Los Torreones.

tsenashchi, the red round rock, Hunter s Point.

chezhin dez a
, malpais point, St. Johns, Ariz.

nanzhozh (nanizhozh), bridged, Gallup, N. M.

nf haldzis, a basin or cavity by natural formation, Bule s Park.

sal ets6si, the pointed or conical sand dune.

tse ets6si (tsehetsdsi), the pointed or conical rock.
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Springs and bodies of water, often far between, are distinctive

landmarks, and are sometimes indicated by meadows, old ruins,

or trees and plants thriving in the vicinity of water.

aba 4

tqo, last water, Willow and Deer Spring s, Ariz.

cha bina tqo, beaver s eye spring.

chltqo, red clay spring, Emigrant Springs, Ariz.

duwhuzhibitqo, greasewood water.

dzil tqo binses ahi, water around the point of a mountain.

haltso, tho meadow, San Mateo, N. M.

ts6hotso, the big meadow, Cienega, now St. Michael s, Ariz.

kai sa ani, willow mat, Tanner Springs, Ariz.

Raijineltrd, braided willows, La Jara, N. M.

luka ntqel, wide reeds, Ganado, Ariz. Some render this

hlka khintqel, the wide ruins in the reeds.

lukadeshjin, ashy reeds, Keam s Canon, Ariz.

lukanagai, lone white reeds, a spring at Hunter s Point.

maitq6, coyote s water, Houck s Tank, Ariz.

nazfsetqo, gopher s water, Nacimiento, N. M.

natqo sakai, Grants, N. M., which is also called besh dadikhal,

the closed iron door (probably Old Fort Wingate, near San

Rafael, N. M.)

nadaka kedilyedi, where they plant cotton, Moencopie Wash.

san bitqO, the old man s water, or noda a bitqo, Utes river,

the San Juan River.

nakhai bitqO, river of the Mexicans, or sem!tq6, the Rio Grande.

The Rio Grande is tqo ba ade, female river, the Rio San Juan,

tqo bakha e, male river.

shash bitqO, bear spring, Fort Wingate, N. M.

tqah6tqel, where the water spreads, Largo, N. M.

tq&hotqel nlfni, Canon Largo.

tsid bitq6, glowing coals spring, thirty-five miles west of

Nacimiento.

tsid bitq6 bokhoi, coal spring canon, Canon Blanco, N. M.,

also called tsebaalgai, white rock edge.
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tq6tqa\ between rivers, Farmington, N. M.

tqo dicHl, bitter water, spring between Cabezon and Canon

Bonito, N. M.

tfls nasba , warpath cottonwoods, near Four Corners.

tls ndeshgish, forked cottonwoods, near Two Gray Hills,

Cottonwood Wash.

tqo doR6zh, salt spring, Sulphur Springs at Bennet s Peak.

Salt springs, of which there are several, are also designated

by tqo doR6zh.

tfls ntsa cHelf ,
it flows toward a large cottonwood, Bluewater,

N. M.

tse*kistq6he, spring in the crevice af a rock, Cubero, N. M.

t lsyakhin or flsya, houses below cottonwoods, Holbrook, Ariz.

tils nasbas, cottonwood circle, Bosque Redondo, N. M.

hueldi (Sp. fuerte or huerte, fort), Fort Sumner, N. M.

tq6sedo , hot spring, Navajo Springs, Ariz., and San Rafael,

N. M.

tqelcKfntT, a line of tulips or flag iris, Oak Springs.

tqel sakhad, cluster of flag iris, Gallegos Canon.

tsina el dasa a, at the boat, Lee s Ferry.

tqolchlkho , red water canon, Little Colorado River.

dzil labai bokh6
, gray mountain canon (at the junction of the

Little Colorado and San Juan rivers), Grand Canon.

tqo nanesdisi, tangled waters, Tuba City, Ariz.

tqo naneshzhe, fringed water (Black Mountain district).

tqo ts6si, slim water, Concho, Ariz.

tqunltsili, crystal water flows out, Crystal, N. M.

tse&quot;ilf (tsSyf ill ), it flows into the canon (de Chelley), Tsehili

country.

cHlnli
, it flows out, the mouth of Canon de Chelley, Chinlee,

Ariz.

tq6tso, the big spring, on the south side of the Lukachukai.

fis biyagi, under the cottonwoods at Chinlee.

tflsya Jani, under a cottonwood grove.

yotqo, bead water, Santa Fe, N. M.
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oljetqo, moon spring, Oljeto, Utah.

nasfsitqe, Rio Puerco of New Mexico.

khintqeldae nlfni, which flows from the wide ruin (Aztec,

N. M.), the Animas River.

tsdd\fr6i nllni, flowing by the projecting rock (butte), the

La Plata River.

khintqel, wide ruins near Pueblo Bonito, another near Man

uelito, and also on the Colorado Wash.

tsiyf khlntqel, the wide ruins in the woods, a place south of

Gallup.

chflchin bitqo, or kllchin bitqo, Sumach Spring in the Black

Mountains.

checliizhi tq6, rough rock spring.

lo qalf ,
fish spring.

sha tqoi, sunny or south spring, several springs on the south

side of various mountains.

naazlfni, the crooked spring, between Ganado and Chinlee.

hasbfdi tqo, turtledove spring.

jaditq6, antelope spring, Jettyto Spring.

tsaghanlf, the water flows through the rock (Black Mountain

district).

Other names are descriptive of local peculiarities and otherwise.

gad sakhad tsetqa ,
a cluster of junipers in the canon, McCar

thy s, N. M.

tl 6chini, wild onions (which were numerous at), Ramah, N. M.

tl 6chin naholye, which is also called wild onions, Gallo, N. M.

tq6jihuidzo, which plant was plentiful there, Woodruff, Ariz.

aqoyoltsid, a tank of water, Jacob s Well.

khin nana a, the walled house, ruin built across a canon, Box

S Ranch.

b&s senil, stacked rails, Winslow, Ariz.

dlesh ndlgai, almogen point, Allantown, Ariz.

khin hocho 6
,
the ugly house, Manuelito, N. M.

khin lani, many houses, Durango, or other towns in the vicin

ity of the Navaho country.
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khin Mni dokooslld biyag-i, many houses below the San Fran

cisco Mountains.

beeldll dasenil, at the place of the peals (bells), Albuquerque,

N. M.

bokhohodotl ish, Blue Canon.

tsebiyahani ahi, a wall below a projecting rock, Pueblo Bonito.

ts^yf, in the canon, Canon de Chelley.

in the rocks (near Cabezon).

tseyi ,
the rear canon, Canon del Muerto.

tsihidzo bihilf
,
the flow of the fluted rock, Monument Canon.

tsin beekhini, wood houses.

tqayidelzha (?)

glni bit 6 ,
hawk s nest.

del nazfni, standing cranes, both places in the vicinity of the

San Juan River.

tseya chahalqel nlfni, which flows along
i 4

darkness under the

rock,&quot; Chaco Wash and Valley.

tsehotso, meadow in the canon, Fort Defiance, Ariz.

tsetqa cHinllnigi, the mouth of any canon, where water flows

out; tqe, a valley or puerco.

tsetsiltso (cMcBiltso), the big oak.

so sela , the twin stars, starlike buttes, Washington Pass.

flsbal bitqo, cottonwood spring (Black Mountain district).

bitsihuitsos, a knoll at the base (of Black Mountain).

ts&lwse, the baby rock, a small, lone pinnacle.

tse abedi, at the milk rock.

tsahotsoi biyazhe, small canon meadow, near Marsh Pass.

tqo adin daazkha, the waterless peak.

In Canon de Chelley: tse ntqel, broad rock; jaabani, the bat

(pillar); tqo sakha, pool of water.

tqe nde, where they fall into the pit of water. The place of

this name in the Black Mountain region was formed by the fall

of water, and was formerly a much frequented watering place

for game. The smooth surface of the abruptly descending walls

of this pit oftered no sufficient foothold, but entrapped the game
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much after the fashion of the early native pit traps.

tqo danastqani, or tqo dahastqani, where the water is dammed,

tqo bidadestl in, where the water is walled up.

NAMES OF THE NEIGHBORING PUEBLOS.

The names of the neighboring pueblos are of long standing,

ayakhini, people of the kiva or underground houses, the

Hopi pueblos. The individual pueblos are named as follows:

East Mesa Villages: nashashi, the bear people, Hano; atqa

khini, the people of the middle houses, Sichomovi; ayakhini

(presumably nfya khmi), people of the kiva, Walpi.

tqalahoghan is possibly indentical with the destroyed village of

Awatobi, while ade^gi khfni, the people of the houses yonder,

near adgi tqo, yonder spring, designates an extinct villaire one

mile south of Hano.

Middle Mesa Villages: tsetsokid, the hill of boulders, Mash-

ongnovi; khftslli, meaning, probably, the houses in ruins, or

houses resembling ruins, Shumopovi; khinazt f, the houses

strung out in a line, Shipauolovi.

Western Mesa Village: ozaf, Oraibi. Some suggest a deri

vation from od zaf, numerous eagle traps (?).

ozaf biyazhe, little Oraibi, Moencopie. To this should be

added, nadaka Redilyedi, the cottontields, Moencopie Wash.

hako ni, people of Acoma.

tqo Jani, much water. Laguna.

tqo lani biyazh, the offspring of much water, Acomita.

tqo hajilf/, they draw water, Santo Domingo,
saf behoghan, sand houses, San Felipe,

tqoga , Cochiti.

tl 6gi, Zia.

khin nod6zi, striped houses, Bernalillo.

tqo hajil^he (?)

khin lagaf, white house, Sandia; khin lagai is also used for

Navaho station.
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khin lichl, red house, San Juan,

tqdwhfi}, running or swift water (?), Taos.

natqoho, enemies at the water, Isleta.

md ideshgizh, coyote pass, Jemez.

klshcRint i , line of alder, Pajuate.

kishjin, black alder (?), Cebolleta.

naasht ezhi, blackened enemies, Zuni.

tsehoghan, Thunder Mountain.

tsModon, two peaks southeast of Zuni.

NAMES OF MOUNTAIN RANGES.

Names are also given to the neighboring mountain ranges.

cHushgai (cH6shgai), white spruce, Chusca Range.

tqttntsa, large water, Tunicha Range.

lukachttgai, which is rendered by some as the reeds at the

white spruce, Lukachukai Mountains. These three are names

of one and the same range.

dzil naozili, the mountain surrounded by mountains, Carriso

Mountains.

dzilHjIn, the black streak mountain, Black Mountains.

nadsis an, the enemies hiding hole, Navajo Mountains.

In addition, a mountain is sacred to each of the cardinal points.

slsnajin, (woman s) standing black belt, Pelado Peak, north of

Jemez pueblo. This is the sacred mountain of the east.

tsodzil, mountain tongue, Mount Taylor of the south.

dookoslid, San Francisco Mountains of the west.

debentsa, large sheep, San Juan Mountains of the north.

Other sacred mountains are the Carriso (dzilna6zlli), and the

Huerfano (dzilnaddili), and cHol i (?), and dzil esdz&, the moun

tain woman (?).

The mountain of the east, sfsnajln, Pelado Peak, is also called

yolgafdzil, or the white bead mountain, and its color is white.

That of the south, tsodzil, Mount Taylor, is yodotllzhidzll,

the blue bead (turquoise) mountain, and its color is blue.
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That of the west, df&amp;gt;6R6slld, San Francisco Mountains, is

designated as dlchflidzll, haliotis mountain, with the color of

yellow.

The mountain of the north, debentsa, San Juan Mountains, is

the bashzhinidzil, or cannelcoal mountain, and its color is black.

dzilnaodili, Huerfano, is ntl is dzil, or mountain of precious

stones.

ctiol f is yddidzil, mountain of variegated beads. The latter

two mountains are probably the mountains of the upper and

lower directions (ya ahi! and nf alnf, middle of heaven and

earth, zenith and nadir), the color of which is either tselchf I,

redstone (red), or altqas af, varicolored.

The sacred mountains were brought from the lower worlds

and placed in their respective positions by First Man. The

mountains of the east, south, west and north also figure in

various sand paintings, which they surround in their respective

positions and colors.

The two last mentioned mountains, dsilnaodfli and chol i, the

latter of which is probably only legendary, do not figure in the

sand paintings, but in songs and prayers. This is especially the

case in the hacHaeyatqei, prayer to the divinities, which usually

begin from the summit of one of the sacred mountains.

WORDS.

baghddi, or hoK&di, on the mountain; bagh&dsfc, from the

mountain; dzil bilatqadi, for instance, cH6l ! bilatqadi, on the

summit of the mountain; bitsfdi, or bitsfji, at the base of the

mountain; bineMi, or bine ji, in the rear of the mountain; bine^go,

to the rear of the mountain.

The locality from or toward which one travels is indicated by

means of prepositions affixed to the name of the place, thus

the affix
&quot;go&quot; corresponds to our to, ydtqogo deya, I am

going to Santa Fe; tsahotsogo deshai, I shall go to Fort Defiance;

tseyfgo nseya, I was at the Canon (de Chelley); tqogo iya, he

went to the river (meaning any of the larger bodies of water).
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The affix ji is used similarly; khin hochfrji, towards Manuelito.

d& corresponds to our from, nanzhozhdte, from Gallup.

di indicates in or tit a place, shash bitqodi, at or in Fort

Wing-ate.

qagola, or qayrosh dini.va? whither are you going? qagosh

nsiniya? where have you been?

qadish nikheya, or qadish naghan ? where is your home or

house ?

qadsesha ,
or qa(Ja?sh nt f? whence do you come? nlzad&,

from afar off.

Itad nlkhfniya, I return now, I return home; Kad nikhedeshdal,

I will return or O home presently.

tqtintqel bila di, or bila go, over the ocean, indicates every

country and city beyond the ocean. Similarly, tqtintqel bila dse,

from beyond the ocean.

washindon, or y&shindon, Washington, is sometimes used to

designate other cities, and also as a distinctive landmark, thus,

washindon bila di, yushjishgi (yushcKishgi), beyond or this side

of Washington.

Cities like Chicago, St. Louis and Los Angeles, which have

been visited by some, also cover many unknown localities.

NAMES OF ANIMALS.

Animals are classified as follows:

naald!6shgi, which walk on fours, quadrupeds.

na na (ndaha na ), they creep, the lizzards, the reptiles, to

which is added, na na nald!6shdo, which creep and walk.

tqayf naldei, or tqaltlanaldei, which inhabit the water, water

animals.

This latter group also embraces fishes of which few varieties

are differentiated. This is probably due to the scarcity of tish
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in the Navaho country, and also to the taboo placed on them, so

that little if any attention is given to the varieties.

naat agi, winged animals, birds.

Zoolatry is an important factor in Navaho religion and very

few animals are excluded from worship or ceremonial use. In

many instances witchcraft is attributed to these deified animals

who therefor require propitiation by sacrifice and a smoke. On
these occasions their secret or sacred name is used in addressing

them, a list of which has been added at the end of list of insects.

THE QUADRUPEDS.

THE BEAR. The bear is assigned to the mountains. The

origin of the various species is attributed to creation out of the

several organs of mythical monsters, like shash nalkhai, the

tracking bear, and esdza shash nadlehe, the woman transformed

into a bear. Presumably this belief accounts for the reverence

shown the bear, insomuch as the bear is ordinarily avoided.

The regulations governing the meal of venison or bear are

recorded elsewhere. (See Foods.)

shash, the bear.

shash tso, a large bear; shash lagai, the white bear; shash

likhfzh, the speckled bear; shash bagh&ga hadsisbaf, the silvertip;

shash bikhe ntqel, the bear with wide feet.

(shash) nashkhddi, (whose feet are spread), the black bear.

(shash) bighannsezi, long back, grizzly (?).

shash deishja (?).

bija yadizlni, whose legs stand up (?).

bitqamlntezi, long body.

y&tsoi, yellow chin, cinnamon bear.

shash biyazhi (biyzh), cubs.

tset 6hi, stub tails, a general name for bears.

DEER. Deer and elk, as also animals allied to them, are

hunted for their hides and sinew, which figure largelj in the

manufacture of the costume and ceremonial appliances. (Cf.
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articles on the Chase, Tanning, Shoemaking, Leather work,

Masks, Hats and Costume, the Hoe, Awl, etc.) The deer family

is, of course, assigned to the mountains.

hi*, the deer; bi yazh, fawn; bi kha
,
a buck.

bi daalchlni, the children of the deer, as which the following-

are designated : jadi, antelope; detqel, broad horn (male of ante

lope); dze , the elk; tsse, small horn deer; debs tsetqa ,
the big

horn; naghashi, the male bighorn.

FELINES. The felines, too, are found in the mountains. The

aboriginal Navaho used the skins for their costume, though at

present little use is found for them. Occasionally a quiver made

of mountain lion skin is still to be seen.

nashdtti (nishdtii, nshdui, noshdui), the wildcat; nashdui din^ e,

the lynx people.

nashdmlbaf, the lynx.

nashduitso, the mountain lion.

nashddiJkhlzhi, the puma.

nashduitsolkhizh, the leopard (extinct).

The following are probably mythical only: tsetqa nshdtu,

the canon lynx; tl o nshdui, the grass lynx; halgai nishddi, the

meadow lynx.

musi (mosi), Sp. , the domestic cat. Very probably the domes

tic cat is of recent introduction, and its name, rmlsi, is a corrup

tion of pussy.

THE COYOTE. The coyote, a natural roamer, is given free

range in mountain and valley without any specific district.

Ordinarily the coyote is left unharmed, and frightened off or

trapped to his death by a gun-trap.

The kit-fox is sought and highly prized for its skin, which

figures as an ornamental dress of the masked personators, as well

as of the masks.

ma i (nanshma, I roam), the coyote,

ma itso, the wolf.
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natFeitso, wolf, mythical name for.

ma istsdsi, slender coyote,

ma i dotFfsh, the kit-fox.

miTi litso (ma iltsoi), the yellow coyote, small coyote, which

is also called tselalgai, the white (tail) tip.

THE RABBIT. Rabbits are hunted or trapped for their meat.

Originally the fur was braided with yucca, and served as a rude

covering or wrap. The fibula of the rabbit is still used in pre

paring a ceremonial whistle. (See Whistling.)

ga , or galbaf, the rabbit, cottontail.

ga/tso, the jackrabbit; ga tsogal, the white jackrabbit.

ga fli, the flufty or woolly rabbit.

THE SQUIRRELS. The squirrel, an inhabitant of the mountains,

is eminently fitted for the role assigned to it in various legends,

of prying into the secrets of the enemy.

dl6dzilgai (d!6zilgai), pine or gray squirrel.

cll6zishzhm (dilqlli), black pine squirrel.

d!6zishzhin binagha dadllchfigi, squirrel with reddish back.

hazai, chipmunk; hazaltso, small squirrel; hazaf altsisigi,

small chipmunk; hazafsts6si, ground squirrel.

tsidit fni, rock squirrel.

tseki nastqani, ground squirrel.

nadobo fni, invisible to the enemy (or eye [?]), small ground

squirrel.

THE RODENTS. Rodents have their abode underground. The

ermine figures in decorations at various chants.

Isetso (from Isenu, a nest in the ground), the rat.

na astsdsi, gray mouse,

ji Ini fhi, the day thief, black mouse,

leni bitqini, underground track, field mouse.

nahoshcHali,, the jumper, small field mouse,

chinsnezi (chishnezi), long snout, field mouse,

dlu i (dld i), the weasel, ermine; dlu ilgai, white weasel; dlu i

litso, yellow weasel.
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dl5 (dlu ), prairie dog.

naazlsi, the gopher.

naasht ei altsligi ( nahasht ehi), small field rat,

naasht eitso, the kangaroo rat.

THE BADGER, SKUNK AND PORCUPINE. These inhabitants of

the mountains figure in decorations of some ceremonial requisites.

The bite of the skunk is poisonous, and the animal is ordinarily

avoided.

nahashclifd (nashclifd, naashctifd), which scratches out, the

badger.

da sani (da sa a), which sits up in a tree, the porcupine.

wolfzhi (gollzhi), which urinates, the skunk.

wolfzhi tso, the big skunk; wollzhi altsfsigi, the small skunk.

wollzhilkhfzhi, the speckled skunk.

MODERN ANIMALS.

bisode (Sp.), the pig. The hog is not indigenous, nor do the

Navaho raise any except in very few cases. It was most likely

first brought to their country from Old Mexico as the name,

bisode, a corruption of the Aztec pitsotl, seems to indicate.

bichfyediltsqfsi, which whips with its snout, or bichiyedilqali,

strikes, or yedi!6he, which ropes with its snout, the elephant.

II blshghd dsiskldigi, hunchbacked or hillback horse, the camel.

II ndadeshkhlzhigi, the horse with speckled stripes, the zebra.

THE DOG. The dogs found at every Navaho camp are a

sorry looking set of mongrels but an invaluable asset in herding

flocks of sheep. As a rule they are lean and mean, illfed and

mistreated. Pups are early accustomed to the herd, and are

frequently nursed by a goat of the herd.

Echdi (lechdi, lechai, from II, pet, and cha, ordure), the dog.

lechastsdsi, the hound,

techai bin! ditl 6gi, a fluffy dog.

astsfli, or lechastslli, a very small, dwarfy dog.

hasdfli, a medium-sized dog.
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Kchai bichf deg sa anigi, with turned-up nose, a pug or bulldog.

Mchai bija ntqeligi, broad-eared dog, a spaniel.

lechai lichl, red dog; lechalbaf, gray; lechazhin, black; lecha-

Igaf, white; lechaltsoi, yellow, and lechalkhizh, speckled dog.

Mchaitso, the American dog, which is usually larger, therefor,

the big dog.

THE Cow, SHEEP AND GOAT. Cows, sheep and horses were

originally obtained through raids upon the neighboring Pueblos

and Mexicans, and later through rations issued by the Govern

ment. At present practically every family is possessed of a

flock of sheep in addition to a band of cattle and horses, making
their condition one of comparative affluence.

bSgashi (vacca or bacca shi), the cow; begashi yazh, the

calf; begashi de altsfsi, small horned cow; begashi bich6 Mini,

a steer; dola (toro), a bull.

ayani, the buffalo, robes of which were obtained through

barter from the Plains and Pueblo Indians.

debe\ the sheep; debe
1

bichu admi, a wether; debe
1

dolkoli,

marino sheep; debe
1

yazhe, a lamb.

den^stsa (dolkoli), horns turned downward, a (marino) ram.

trizi (tllsi), the goat; tllzi dit!6hi, or tl fzi fli (de fli), angora

goat; tFizi chu
,
or tHzi kha\ buck.

tllzi lizhfn, black goat; tFfzi dotllzhi, blue goat; tl Izilgai,

w^hite; tHzilkhfzhi, speckled; tllzistl Ini, freckled; tl fzilbd i, roan;

tllzishtllshi, copper color; tlfziltsoi, yellow; ti izilchfi, red goat;

tllzi ydzhe, a kid.

THE ANATOMY OF ANIMALS.

Illustrations are taken from various parts of the horse and

sheep. For comparison see
&quot;

Anatomy,&quot; page 80.

debe
1

bitsdnlai, the various anatomical parts of the sheep,

bitsltsin, its head and skull. bichi, its nose,

bide, its horns. binf, its nostril,

bina, its eyes. binaked, its eyegroove.
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bija, its ear (lobe).

bijeyf , its inner ear.

bize, its mouth.

bida , its lip.

fi biydda ,
the lower lip of

a horse, or its chin.

bowho , its tooth.

bizahatd , its palate.

bitso, its tongue.

II bakhdgi, or debe
5

kh&gi,

horsehide.

bitsf ,
its flesh (venison, mut

ton, beef).

bidll, its blood.

bagdn, its paws.

bijad, its legs.

bitse, its tail.

bijilchi, its anus.

biziz, its penis.

bicmig, or b!ch6 , its testi

cles.

bichJi, its dung.

bilfzh, its urine.

akaf, the rump.

abe&quot;, the udder, or the

milk.

bishgh&n, the backbone and

back.

biyid, its breast.

bits!, its hair.

bitslghii, its mane.

bagha, its wool or fur.

bitsln (bitsn), its bone or

carcass.

, the fat or tallow.

tslghi, the brains.

aqddit dn, the joints.

bikhe, its foot.

bikh^shgan (beheshgSn), its

claw, hoof or cloven-foot.

bikhetso, for instance, bi -

bikhtso, a toe or cloven-foot

of the deer.

beh^tsos ( bikhgtsos ), its

ankle sinew, the small toe on

foreleg of sheep, cat, deer, etc.

biz61, its windpipe.

bizdgi, its crop.

aghds, the gullet, esoph

agus.

bij&shkash, the kidneys.

bibfd, its stomach.

bitsd, its ribs.

bizfd, its liver.

bijei, its lungs.

bijaidfshjol, its heart.

abid dagi, the orifice of the

stomach, pylorus.

abld ikhfni, or abld dfshjoli,

the lesser intestines.

abid &nt f , the spleen.

bicHl, its entrails.

acKl tsqas dtfi i
,
the colon

and larger intestines.

acHi dotl fzhi, the midriff

(diaphragm).

bicHi nahinestsei, the inter

locked entrails (probably the

same as lesser intestines).
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bits&amp;lt;V azfs, the placenta of adsego, the marrow of the

sheep and goat. horn (of deer, mountain sheep,

ats6s sis, sweetbread (pan- etc.)

creas). habfd jigal, the tripe.

WORDS REFERRING TO ANIMALS.

ma i nald!6sh, the coyote trots, which is said of most animals.

nagha, it walks, is said of most quadrupeds.

ndziff , it rushes or runs quickly, is used of lizzards, rabbits,

rats, etc.

tFlsh na na , the snake crawls.

shash baghan, a bear s den; baghan, a lair; a &n, a burrow.

h6nsh 6 gi, a bear s den.

ma i doldl6shi, a fleet coyote.

duitslda, it is mean (a bear).

nashdui beikha, the sand painting of the wildcats.

bitsfn, or tsin, a carcass.

di fl, or ditstfs, bushy; ditF6, fluffy; di fl, ditsos and ditl 6,

may be said of bedding (yatqel), blankets (beeldladi), and other

objects, while ctiosh ditl 6i, or di fl, may be said of a caterpillar,

but not cH6sh dits6s.

THE HORSE.

Horses are kept for breeding, riding and driving purposes.

They are rarely fed, being turned out at large after use. Even

when at work little or no feed is provided, as the Navaho is

indifferent to the needs of his horse. Yet they thrive where

others of their kind might starve, and in addition give remark

able tests of endurance.

Horses are usually broken at about the age of four. They

are then singled out from among the wild herd and hitched to a

post for a day and night without food or drink. Driving horses

are hitched with a broken horse to a wagon, and in course of

time learn their lesson, which is anything but thorough, since
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the Navaho is as poor a driver as he is a horseman. After a

riding horse has been starved in the above mentioned manner a

saddle and bridle is forced upon it, the rider mounts and allows

the horse all liberty to rear and jump and buck until the animal

relaxes from sheer weakness. It is then tied to a post and given

to drink, only to remain hitched there throughout the night.

It is gentler when mounted next morning.

Words referring to the horse and riding.

II, a horse.

Hlgai, a white horse.

II dil, a large, strongly

built horse.

li dotFfzhi, a blue (gray)

horse.

II Hchii, a red (sorrel) horse.

II litsoi, a yellow horse.

II laba i, a roan horse.

llzhln (II lizhinigi), a black

jiorse.

II yistllni, a freckled horse.

K Jikhizhi, a speckled horse.

II dinilzhfni, a brown horse.

Klqfni (ti nilqlni), a mouse

colored horse.

lishtllshi (yishtllshi), a cop

per colored horse.

(bi)tslghalizhini, a black-

maned horse (color of body

light).

tslghalagai, a white-maned

horse.

tslghalichi, a red - maned

horse.

}\ chttgi, a stallion.

II bakha
,
or II bichug q&-

a nili, a gelding.

II ba ad, or K tsa i, a mare.

le yazhe, a colt.

K iskha i, a three or four-

year-old foal.

K yashcnid, filly foal (three

or four-year-old).

K dozh6hi, an unbroken

horse, a bronco.

K izh6d, a broken, gentle

horse.

tqeUi, the burro.

tqeUabal, the gray burro.

jan^z (dzansez), long ear,

the mule.

tstqa M, a mustang.

I! daalchini, wild (unbroken)

horses.

II na iyehi, a saddle horse.

}I nalbasi, or tsin neilbasi,

a driving or work horse.

II nashiye ,
K shoydl, I am

horseback.

llbe nasha, I travel horse

back.
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fi bikidaseda ,
I am astride.

Mshil nald!6sh, I ride horse

back (trots with me).

K nalgyed, the horse bucks.

nalgyedi, a bucking horse.

aqadestqal, he steps evenly,

paces.

bagal yat e ,
his gait is good,

easy gaited.

II nalja , the horse leaps.

fi n6ltqfl, the horse lopes.

yild!6sh, the horse trots.

H shil ndzit f , or K shiltqa-

dilyed, the horse runs (with

me).

atl a dahalne
1

, he raises be

hind, he bucks (in the rear).

K yoselaghud, a runaway.

K dllawhd
, a fast horse.

H neldzidi, a shy, plunging

horse.

II biyanahalyfzi, a shy horse.

11 shildesyiz, the horse shies

with me.

II nashflg6 , or II shsendsfl-

qal, the horse threw me.

K sfstqal, the horse kicks

me.

li aditqali, a kicking horse.

K shildadestsm, he paws at

me, a rearing horse.

fi shfshiiash, the horse bites

me.

1! shikidlltqal, the horse

stepped on me.

II alkfdasSda , I ride with

another on a horse (two sit

together).

K shidi ni, the horse is siz

ing me up,&quot; watches me.

II beh^tl ol (bikhStl ol), the

hobble.

II behetsf beestF6
, the horse

is hobbled.

II a al, the horse is eating

grain.

II ilch6zh, the horse grazes.

II dahashtl 6
,
I hitch a horse

or tie him to a post or tree, I

stake him out (H dahastl 6
, he

is tied), or II danahashtl 6 (da -

ndahashstl 6, many), I hitch or

tie a horse again.

bannshja, I feed grain.

bannshjol, I feed hay.

II yis!6s, I lead or bring a

horse.

11 yish esh, I bring two or

more horses.

Jl yahanaslos, I lead a horse

into (a stable).

K yahanash esh, I lead two

or more horses.

II tsinslos (II cHmsh esh), I

take or lead them out of a sta

ble or corral, or field.

K tqahislos (tqahish esh), I

water horses, bring or lead

them to water.

II baghan, a stable or shed.
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li bichtig qashnil, or acmig li bitqin, a trail,

qashnil, I castrate a horse or II bikhe, a horse track, or

animal, which is done with an hoof, or shoe,

ordinary pocketknife.

THE SADDLE.

A gentle horse is ridden bareback for a short distance, but

very few riders show any desire of taking chances with a saddle-

less bronco. Riding, therefor, is usually done with a saddle and

bridle.

The Navaho saddle consists of a saddle-tree covered with raw

hide, and usually studded with several rows of brass-head tacks

along the borders. The saddle-bar is made of cottonwood (tls),

the cantle and peak of pine (ndishchl). The peak is not pom
melled but either rounded or squared. Two pieces of rawhide

covering the bar and peak are overlapped by another piece cov

ering the cantle. Two straps lapped over the girth rings are

then tacked to each side of the peak and cantle, whereupon the

cinch or girth is attached to the right girth ring by means of a

piece of rawhide, and the cinch strap to the left girth ring. The

stirrup straps are usually fastened directly to the saddle-tree.

The old box stirrups, which were formerly very general, have

now been replaced by iron ones. The crupper, which in the

early days was connected to the rear of the saddle by a wide belt

of rawhide, has almost entirely disappeared.

For lassoing purposes the Navaho saddle is inadequate and

was never intended for that. The Navaho, moreover, is not

very skilled at handling the lasso, which he does afoot. After

corralling or cornering a horse (steers are rarely lassoed) the

rope is whirled above the head towards the neck of the horse.

If successful the operator drops on his seat allowing himself to

be dragged along until the horse stops when he is approached

with much caution and timidity.

American saddles are at present much in demand. Ropes, too,

are either purchased or made of buckskin, and sometimes of
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horsehair. In dismounting the bridle reins are thrown over the

pony s head and left dangling to the ground, or the rope is strung

out within easy reach, or tied to a tree.

Girths or cinches are mostly purchased, but were also woven

of yarn and plaited with horsehair. The saddle blankets are, of

course, of native fabric. The hobbles, which are invariably tied

to the saddle, are made by the Navaho of rawhide. The blanket,

and sometimes a sheep pelt or two, are secured in a bundle in

the rear of the saddle. Cantinas and saddle-bags are usually

added to modern saddles.

Words referring to the saddle.

II biytel (horse s pack), the saddle.

ayasenil tslnigi, the saddle-tree, or the wood including peak,

bars and cantle.

ayasenil, rawhide cover of the bars and peak.

fnashjei, the snugly fitting cover of the cantle.

asenil, the girth rings for the cinch and strap.

II biysel biklnazt f, the two straps saddled to the girth rings.

achoshtl 61, the girth or cinch.

achoshtFol bdsenil, the rings of the girth.

achoshtl 61 beekhTdidhV, (which draws it together), the cinch

strap.

bldeVes, the stirrups; bideVes bitl 61, stirrup straps.

K biysel bikede ha a
, the saddle-bags.

akees6nfli, or akeesiltsOsi, the small cantinas.

II biysel biglsh, the saddle seat.

aglsh dasiltsosi, the small seat blankets used in riding.

besh tichi il adalkhaii, the brass tacks for decorating the saddle.

akldahi nlli, or akhadaha nlli, the saddle blankets.

bitsa at fgi, the crupper and belt attached to rear of saddle.

K biygel alna I ahigi, the crossed saddle, the pack-saddle. This

is not much in use since light transportation, such as of wool,

flour or eatables, is done with the ordinary saddle.

M biysel bida daqa a, (projecting saddle rim), the pommel, sad-
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die horn on modern saddles. Navaho saddles are not decorated,

but bikinashcM, decoration or design, is used for the American

saddle.

II bikfdahashnft, I saddle a horse.

bikfda nshdd (bikfdanseda, bikfda dfneshdal), I mount.

adasM (adayd, adadeshal), I dismount.

THE BRIDLE.

Bits are made by native smiths of old

horseshoes and iron scraps. A hackamore

ring is attached to the lower part and is often

decorated with chains dangling
1 from it as

shown in accompanying cut. The headstall,

consisting of brow band and cheek straps, is

often made of common rawhide, decorated

with heavy silver plates, and is a great fav

orite with women on festive occasions.

Bits and headstalls are now usually purchased

at the stores.

A rope is sometimes looped over the nose of a horse and serves

as a bridle without a bit.

azatV, the bit and bridle.

azat f ntqeligi, the wide bit, the old Navaho bridle bit.

II bizastqdn, the bit (across the mouth of a horse). This word

is rarely used.

azatf binitl 61, (face strings), the cheek straps.

azat i bitl 61, the reins or lines.

atqanantV, the brow band.

an! kfdaan, the halter.

azandst i igi, the neck strap.

ayada basa &, the hackamore ring.

ayada ndnt f, the chains below the bit.

THE QUIRT (WHIP).

The quirt is indispensible in riding and is swung continuously,

in addition to vigorous jabbing of the heals into the horse s flanks.
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The quirt is slipped over the wrist by means of a loop by which

it is also slipped over the pommel of the saddle in dismounting.

Spurs are not generally used.

beetsqfs, a whip, or quirt,

nansteqis, I quirt or whip it.

THE HARNESS AND WAGON.

Harness and wagons of any kind were not in use by the early

Navaho, but are of quite recent introduction. They are issued

by the Government, though many prefer to purchase a better

grade of wagons and harness, including light rigs and buckboards

for driving. The farm wagon is used for freighting, hauling

wood, and often for travelling.

With the introduction of harness the plow, harrow, scraper,

mower and rake rapidly followed.

THE HARNESS. Words referring to the bridle will be found

on preceding page.

akinaztV, &quot;put around,&quot; the harness.

azat f bitl 61, the lines or reins.

azsedetqani, (put on the neck), the collar.

azsedeinfli tsfnigi, (wooden things for the neck), the names.

oshkish rifl igi, (side line), the traces.

choshtTol (achoshtl 61), the girth.

binlgo a batqis ittgi, the harness saddle.

blshgMgo ntfligi, the back strap connecting with crupper.

bitsa atfgi, the crupper.

bitFaya nantfligi, the (rear) bridging.

K bichf, the horse s nose, the nose-bag.

baghadish nil, or II bikina ashtF6, I harness a horse.

K banadeshnll, or akinazt f banddeshnil, I unharness a horse.

THE WAGON and its parts.

tsinabas (tsin nabas), the wagon.

adagi danaskh^sigi, or tsinabas bidagi danaskhesigi, the neck-

yoke.
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\\ bitqago na ahigi, (which extends between the horses), the

wagon tongue.

atFaya dasenfli banana ahigi, the double-tree.

atlaya dasenili, the single-tree.

atlaya dasenfli bilTahigi, (the vertical pin of single-trees), the

wagon hammer (queen bolt).

tsfnabas bitsa banana ahigi, (which extends for the box), the

bolster.

tsfnabas bitsa banana ahigi bilTahigi, the king bolt.

tsfnabas bijad, a wagon wheel.

tsfnabas bijad tsin binaz ahigi, (wood around the wheel), the

felloes.

tsfnabas bijad binaneskhaligi, (lock the wheel [?]), the spokes.

tsfnabas bijad besh binaz ahigi, the tire.

tsfnabas bijad bitsltsin, (the head of wheel), the hub.

tsfnabas bijad blnalaghuligi, (in which it turns), the axle-box.

tsfnabas bijad bil anagfsigi, (around which it turns), the axle.

tsfnabas bijad banana ahigi, (which extends for the wheels),

the axle-tree.

tsfnabas bijad bebfndid!6igi, (which binds the wheel), the brake

and the axle nut.

tsfnabas blshghan, (its backbone or spine), or tsfnabas bigish

nana ahigi, (which extends at its division), the reach or coupling

pole.

tsfnabas blshghan bilTahigi, the coupling pin.

tsfnabas bijad bebfndid!6igi bitqanana ahigi, (which is between

the brake-shoes), the brake-beam or bar.

tsfnabas bitsa , the wagon box.

bikfdahasdaigi, the seat.

tsfnabas bikestqiigi, the wagon cover.

tsfnabas bitsa, (ribs), the wagon bows, or tsfnabas bitqfsi

das ahigi, (projecting on the sides), the bows.

na asbas, I drive.

nana asbas, I turn.

nanlgo qa asbas, I turn aside; nat qd asbas, I return.
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qel, a load of freight.

tsfnabas bl qel 6 eshle
1

, I load a wagon.

tsfnabas bl qaishqe
1

, I unload a wagon.

ndeshqel, I haul freight.

ba ndeshqel, I haul for another (mentioning for whom).

tqadimfl dahidedlogo ndeshqel, I will haul three thousand

pounds of freight. The Navaho do not know the value of

weights. Expressions referring to hauling and weights are

comparatively recent and coined to meet the requirements of

traffic.

dukwi ba ilfgo ndeshqel, I will haul for so much, or for how

much shall I haul ?

fishnil, I put in, I load several things.

bi yishja, j put grain into the wagon, also other forms as the

object put in requires: bi yish a, a box; bi yishjdl, hay or wool;

bi yishtqe
1

, beef; bi yishtqf, a pole or shovel; bi yishle
1

,
a rope.

tsfnabas bije, axle grease.

tsfnabas yishje, or na ishje, I grease a wagon.

sitsfnabas Reeltqo ,
or sitsfnabas sitsfl, my wagon is broken.

tsfnabas dijadi, a buckboard, buggy or light rig.

tsfnabas yazhe, a wheelbarrow.

nabal, a canvas wagon cover.

besh aghadas a igi, a bolt; besh daholzhai, a chain.

aqinaldas, fallen apart, a broken wagon.

HORSE DISEASES.

Diseases of the horse are not treated as a rule, but are allowed

to take their natural course.

1! daatsa, the horse is sick.

K bina dinf, or nesgaf, sore or running eye.

K bizahat a dinf, or nesgaf, sore palate, the lampers. The

horse is thrown by winding a rope around its feet, fore and aft,

and slipping them under it. The lampers are then cut out with
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a knife. A similar process is observed in castrating sheep,

horses and bulls; acho (acmig) qashnll (qa ashnil), I castrate.

fi bakhagi bitqat a qo a, or I! bakhagi dahadlsol, or da dilcttll,

loose skin, hidebound.

11 bilfzh yikhahanaldzil, (causes groaning [?]), gravel or

kidney trouble.

II bilfzh bee nf , (presses), the colic.

II bichd na alizh, (urine excrement), or II bichd bagharina ,

(flows), diarrhoea or dysentery.

bilod, saddle galls, which are removed with a knife, or washed

occasionally.

nanlqvid, he limps.

bikhe nesgaf, sore or tender feet.

l! bits6s qishgy&sh (q^gizh, qfdeshglsh), I cut an artery, I

bleed a horse.

II bizahat a yishgish (sh^gizh, deshgish), I cut the lampers.

HORSE RACING.

Horse racing with light betting is frequently indulged in. On
festive occasions betting is very heavy, losses being sustained

with as much indifference as gains are accepted with joy and

laughter. The Navaho is as cheerful a loser as he is a winner,

and often stakes his most treasured possessions on a single issue.

A fleet horse is better cared for than the usual run of horses,

and is often practiced and trained long before the race.

K neiltqihi, a horse race; 1! shilyiltqe
1

,
I race a horse.

11 niqil al^hadlt ash (a}ghdltfash), I race with another, we race

together.

nihinshda
,

I bet; beso, etc. benihinshda, I bet money on

anything.

K benihinshda
,
I bet a horse, and on a horse.

Idida benihinsdsa, I have bet heavily.

shahunezna
,
I lost a bet; l! shahunezna

,
I lost a horse.

K behunelna
, my horse won (on which I had a bet).
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tsahunezna
,
or H sitsaji adllaghud, (ran from me), I lost the

bet, the latter expression meaning also, I lost the race.

H sha adllaghud, (ran for me), I won the race.

REPTILES.

What has been said of the quadrupeds in regard to worship,

is true also of the reptiles. The snake, with the exception of

that listed as the track snake, each has its prayerstick and cor

responding song and ceremony, while the track snake figures in

the sand painting, which it encircles.

The snake is ordinarily brushed aside, and its venomous bite

remedied with native herbs. The cure is applied with good

results to both man and animal, but is known only to a select

few, who apply the concoction without ceremonial ado. A
dead snake is not looked upon, and the skin shed by the snake

is not touched.

Names of reptiles.

na ashdi is sometimes used to designate any creeping animal,

but refers more properly to the lizzards.

tl Ish din^e e, the snake peo- tllshka, the arrow snake,

pie. tFlsh adiiqdshigi, the snap-

tFlsh, a snake. ping snake.

diyOsh, a noiseless snake, tFish dilqfl, the black snake,

the bull snake (garter). tFlsh dotMsh, the blue snake.

tFish do ritfTf, the track tFlsh Iits6, the yellow snake,

snake (a long, green and speck- tftsh lagal, the white snake,

led snake). tFlshdis6s, the silvery snake.

ch^zhi tRsh, the malpais tFistso, the horned snake

snake. (copperhead).

tllsh anfnigi, the sounding bich6i (tFish bichtS i), the

snake, the rattlesnake. grandmother snake.

tFlsh (do) nftt agi, the flying tq6tlTsh, the water-snake,

snake.
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LIZZARDS.

The lizzard, specifically the Gila monster, is the god or medium

of divination by sensation in some rites, as in the wind chant.

na ash6i dichizhi, the horned naashui qa ichidi, the lizzard

toad. which scratches out.

nashuilbal, the gray lizzard. tsRinaaz61i, which makes a

nashuilbai dilawh6igi, the noise on the rocks, rock liz-

fleet lizzard. zard.

nash6i dotUsh, the blue Hz- ts^kinaaz61i laba i, the gray

zard. rock lizzard.

nashuilgai, the white liz- nahadlfi, a small lizzard (?).

zard. tqinla! (ice layers [?]), the

nash6i nalnodi, the large, Gila monster,

green lizzard.

WATER ANIMALS.

Water animals are sacred and figure in many rites. The skin

of the beaver and otter were used in making highly prized head

bands, while the fur of beaver and muskrat still decorates some

rattles. It is said that these animals were quite plentiful on the

banks of the rivers, and the skins were often bartered from

neighboring Indians.

tqaltl a naldehi, the water animals.

tqabastqln (tqabaastqm, probably from tqaba, the shore and

aetqi, it lies), the otter.

tsostqfni (litso setqfni), the yellow otter (?).

cha, the beaver.

tqaba ma i, the muskrat.

lo\ the fish; lotso, a large fish.

Id bowho qa aigi, with teeth turned downward (extinct).

The following fish are probably mythical.

lo dilqfl, the dark fish; lo Iits6, the yellow fish; }o lagaf, the

white fish; lo bakha and ba ad, the male and female fish.

cHal, the frog; cMl dicHlshi, or cMltso, the toad.
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dial nnifezi, the green fro?; cMl ydzhe, the small frog.

tsilagha , the water-dog: tsilagha bokh6sdo hanolzhei, with

the fringed neck; khdtsTn, (woody skin), similar to a water-dog.

tqaikhadijadi, water-bugs.

tso sani, tadpole, which are Hzhfni and lichlgi, black and red,

also ts6 sani bitsa hu!6ni, basket shaped tadpole, and tso sani

aqlnlaigi, which fold.

cHaedaghahi, which is tired, the turtle.

tsistqel, the tortoise.

yocK6shi, a turtle valued for beads made from its shell.

The shells of turtles are used as medicine cups.

NAMES OF BIRDS.

Birds in general are called nat agi (nahat agi), which fly.

Apparently birds are not classified in distinct groups, with the

exception perhaps of the eagle, with which the hawks are usually

identified. Many birds derive their name from some physical

distinction, such as color, in many instances also from their call,

as the transliteration will show.

Quite a number of birds are sacred and anthropomorphic, and

consequently have a prayerstick and sacred name assigned to

them. Chief among these are the atsa din^ e, eagle people, who

inhabit the yaghahoM ,
or heavens above, depositing their plu

mage and walking about there in the form of beautiful youths

(dzilkh^e). The Navaho do not kill eagles and hawks allied to

them. These are caught at times but released after the desired

feathers have been plucked. No hesitancy is felt in using the

feathers of a dead hawk or eagle for the arrow shaft and other

than ceremonial purposes.

An offense against the eagle, or any illness which is felt to be

due to their influence, must be remedied through the bead chant

(y6se hatqal), known also as the eagle chant. The eagle people

are said to have taught this chant to one dulniklhi, who is there

for its author here. The sand painting commemorating his
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assumption by eagles into the celestial regions is one of the

distinctive features of the bead chant.

THE EAGLE.

atsa, (it clinches its food), the eagle.

atsagai, the white eagle; atsazhin, the black eagle; ats&lba i,

the gray eagle.

daltso (daltsoi), the yellow beak, or t &jiltsoi, yellow beak.

(atsa) t djilgai, the white back eagle.

atseltso, or atseltsui, the yellow tail, the red-tailed hawk

(Buteo borealis).

gtni, which calls gi, gi, a hawk (applied also to Cooper s hawk).

This is also called ginilbal, the gray hawk.

glint-so, a larger size of this hawk.

ginitso dotl ish, the big blue hawk.

ginitso dilql}, the dark hawk.

cHiltqat agi, which flies among the weeds, the marsh hawk.

tsiyalzhahi, which hunts below the trees, the bird hawk.

tsiyalzhahi tso, the large bird hawk.

tsiyalzhahi bina lichligi, the red-eyed bird hawk.

dzlli, which cries dzil, dzil, the sparrow hawk.

THE OWL. The owl is sought for its feathers and many do

not hesitate in killing them. The owl is mentioned frequently

in the role of a spy, and is sacred.

nseeshja, the horned-owl; nseSshja hastqin and nseSshja esdzan,

the Owl Man and Owl Woman.

nseeshja ba n^ ai, which sit side by side, the American hawk-

owl.

dlutqa nseeshja, owl amongst prairie dogs, the burrowing owl.

neshja khali, the owl which makes the noise, khal, khal.

nak nf, an owl.

tsidilddi (tsidild6ni, or tsindiJd6hi, from its noise, do, do), the

small screech-owl. Of these there are also tsidilddi lagai, dotFtish,

litso and dilqi}, the white, blue, yellow and dark screech-owl,

respectively.
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THE CROW, AND OTHERS. Crow feathers are sought for the

arrow shaft and for use in ceremony. The buzzard is not

molested, and both are sacred.

jesho, the turkey buzzard; gage, the crow.

tqazhi, the turkey.

nadzed!6zi, the road-runner.

daldani, the quail.

a & i, the magpie. The turkey, road-runner, quail and magpie

are patrons of dest f, star reading, dest l binatqo, eyewater for

star reading, consists of a mixture of the eyewater of these four

birds, tqazhi baeezho, the turkey s tassel, the feathers of which

are used in making sacrificial cigarettes (Ket &n). tqazhi bit a ,

turkey feathers, and tqazhi bitse, the turkey tail feathers, are also

used ceremonially. tqazhi bikhe, the turkey s track or foot

prints, tqazhi Ilkhei, like the turkey s track, designates the

thongs or claws on the pole of the hoop and pole game.

SMALLER BIRDS.

ayazh, or ayazh altq&s af, various small birds, is a general name

for the smaller varicolored birds which have no special name.

They are said to have been produced from the feathers of the

monstrous eagle, tsenahale . Their feathers, and those of the

blue and yellow bird are added to the ket &n, prayersticks, to

the masks, and otherwise,

doli, the bluebird.

tsfdiltsoi, the yellow warbler.

ayashilch! is said to signify the red back. It should probably

be derived from ayash ilchl, the small redbirds, which is also true

of the following kinds: ayash dilqil, the small, dark birds; ayasil-

tsoi, the small, yellow birds; ay&shilkhfzh, the small, spotted birds,

WINTER BIRDS. The following group was dressed for winter

at the creation, and also figures ceremonially.

chfshish&shi (from its call, ctilsh, ctiish shqS), a small, crested

bird.
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chlshibezhi, (from its call, cHlshi, cKishi, b& be), the chicadee.

dllt 6shi, the titmouse (snow-bird).

tsinlkhali, (from the noise, khal, khal, produced in picking), the

sapsucker.

tsinlkhali tso, the woodpecker,

nlke nl, similar to an owl.

WATERFOWLS. The greater number of waterfowls and shore

birds are sacred. The Navaho do not eat them, with the excep

tion of the turtledove.

del dinaVe, the crane people.

del, or deli, the sandhill crane.

tqaltla hal^
,
the blue heron.

tqaitla hale
1

iagaigi, the white heron.

tqojindlgai (tqoktndlgai), the snowy egret.

tqojinolnji (it crawls in the water), the roundbill crane.

daki, twig bill (white breasted, gray backed), crane.

yahazhjol, crop or ball neck crane (the swan [?]).

qoz, a crane.

tqabasdisi, (which bores into the shore), the snipe; tqabasdisi

altsisi, the small snipe; tq&basdisilbal, the gray snipe. Their

call is bss, bss.

naTeli, (which floats), the duck; naTeli dilqiligi, the dark or

black duck; nal eli dotl fzhigi, the blue duck; nal eli litsoigi, the

yellow duck; nal elitso, the mallard; nal eli do-nat agi (donat dhi),

the non-flying duck, the goose; nareli donat agi dilqfl, dot llsh

and lasraigi, the dark, blue and white wild geese.

hasbldi, (from its cry, bid, bid), the mourning dove; hasbfditso,

the large, and hasbfdi altslsigi, the small, wild dove; hasbfdilgai,

the piereon.

tqashjlzhi dina^ 6, the swallow people.

tqashjizhi, the swallow; tqashjfzhi ndllkfsi, (from its cry, kis,

kis), the cliff swallow; tqashjizhilbai, the gray swallow.

d61ilchi, the redbreasted bluebird found near streams.
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ADDITIONAL SACRED BIRDS.

ja abani, the bat; ja nltsfli, the crystal ear bat.

bfzhi, the bull-bat or night hawk,

jozhghali (chozhghali), a large, yellow bird.

d& tqoinoghaH, which shakes the dew, the marsh wren (?).

dahitqfhi (dahitqi), the hummingbird.

OTHER BIRDS.

tsidilbahi, a gray bird; tsidiltsoi likhizhigi, the speckled yel

low bird.

jag lt odi (jaklt odi), from its cry, jag
1

!, jag l, t od, t od, the

titmouse.

chfshi Kineshbfzhi, (resembling corn dumplings), a small bird.

debeniT, (from its call, shbshao, shbshao), Say s phcebe.

tsishgaf, white head, the nuthatch.

na^ezhln, the black-breasted woodpecker.

neshchl biya , pine louse, a small sap-sucker.

t ayalchl, red breast, the yellow-hammer.

zahalani (zad lani, many words), the mocking-bird.

tslya w6zhi, prickly head, the meadow-lark.

cHishgahi, the western robin.

yahalzhin, a black spot on its neck, applied also to the sparrow.

kai blsi, (which calls bis, bis), the willow-bird.

hoshd6di, (which calls, wiiwu, wiiiw, wuwu, wiuw), the whip-

poor-will.

jinfi, (its call, ji, j!), gray bird with red-spotted neck and head.

tsldi chilnihi, the bird which announces the snow (gray with

white wings).

chozhzhdegi (jozhzh^egi), from its cry of zh&, zh& (?).

chdshtlahalzhln, black calf of the leg (?).

nak& n& ijini, black eyebrows.

ayatsl dishK4ni, whose side hair project.

tsil haz&si, (burnt tail [?]), yellow, reddish tail.

jadidlu i (jadishdld i), snow-bird, seen in flocks in winter, but

scattered in summer.
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tsenaolch6shi, the canon wren.

tsenaolcHoshiJchl, the rock wren.

cMgi, (from its call, cHag, cMg), the blackbird,

cliagitso, the large (yellow winged), blackbird,

ctiagiibai, a small, gray blackbird.

BLUEBIRDS.

tsan Mni, many tsan, also called qash ai (from its cry, a i, &
r

i),

the chapparal jay or pinonero.

tsandilzh^i, (its cry, zhi, zhi), which is also called tsandistqlsi,

the tsan with the shins, the small bluejay.

J6gi, (from its cry, jog, jog), the bluejay.

doli (dol, dol), the bluebird.

MODERN.

nah6qai (naq6qai), the chicken. The Navaho do not raise

chickens, nor do they, as a rule, eat eggs.

nah6qai baghan, a chicken nahoqai ba ad, a hen.

pen. nah6qai biyezhi, an egg.

nah6qai bakha, a rooster. nahoqai biyazhi, chicks.

Words referring to the anatomy of the bird.

The words used in designating the various parts of the bird s

anatomy are practically identical writh those used for the human

body. The bird, however, has no face (bin!), no teeth (bowho),

and nose (bichf), and chin (biyatsin).

tsfdi, a bird. tsfdi bize\ the bird s mouth.

tsfdi bina, the bird s eye. bize h6tsa, large mouth

bina tqel, broad eyes (like (such as that of the bull-bat

the owl). and whip-poor-will).

tsldi bida
,
a bird s bill or bitsO, its tongue,

beak. bijeyf, its ear.

bid& ylshish, a curved or The bat (jaabani) has bija,

hook bill (such as the eagle s ear lobes and bowrh6
, teeth,

or hawk s). but no legs.
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bokh6s, its neck.

bit a , its wing feathers.

bits6s, the small and down

feathers.

bit a yaTa, the crest.

bita astsfn, the wing.

bitse, its tail and tail feath

ers.

bitsltsin, its skull and head.

beeya, the back of its head.

bits!, its hair.

bijad, its leg.

bijastqis, its shin.

bakhagi, its skin.

tsfdi bfla , the bird s fingers,

(its toes).

bilashgan, its claws.

bilashgSn naes, long claws

(such as the hawk s).

bibfd, its stomach.

bitsa, its ribs.

bitsa , its abdomen.

bicHl, its entrails.

bizld, its liver.

atl ish, the gall.

bijei, its lungs and heart.

bijashkashi, its gizzard.

Words referring to birds.

Birds are not endowed with the faculty of speech excepting

in their mythical character. The zahalani, mocking-bird, alone

is said to speak (yaJtqi). Neither do they sing, properly speak

ing (hatqai, he sings, being used of humans). Their song, cry

or call is universally expressed by

tsfdi an! (adanf), the bird gfni bit 6 ,
a hawk s nest,

says or sounds. and so on.

tsldi bikhe, a bird s track,

tsfdi, or ga deildel, they eat

birds or rabbits (such as owls,

hawks, etc.)

cHosh deildel, worm-eating

nat a 4

,
or yita , it Hies.

yaata
4

, or naat a 4

,
it flies or

scoops down (like an eagle).

alk^yikha, or nanakha, it

Hies in a circle.

tsinshtqazh, it picks the

wood, like the woodpecker.

tsfdi bit 6 , any kind of

bird s nest.

birds.

tsfdi biy^zhi, bird eggs,

tsfdi biyazh, or biyazhi,

young birds.

The eggs of birds are not eaten. Some birds, as the turkey,

the bluebird, the yellow warbler, the mourning dove, and some

snow-birds, are occasionally eaten.
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tsldi bildedel, (bildishdel, I catch), I caught a bird in my hand.

tsfdi yinishle ,
I ensnare a bird.

tsfdi bewodlehi, a birdsnare.

tsfdi bit a hanshtqa, I hunt bird feathers.

Birds are varicolored, some being likhfzhi, speckled; dinlzhfn,

black mixed with red (or black spots^; dinlba
,
brown spots;

dinlgaf, white spotted; clinlcht, with a tinge of red; diniltso,

with a tinge of yellow; and dinoltl ish, a tinge of blue.

NAMES OF INSECTS.

Insects are divided into two general groups, cHosh ndat ahi,

flying insects, and ctidsh biyazhi ndajeigi, the small insects, which

walk. The former group may be subdivided into dadishfshi,

which sting, as the bee and the wasp, and bida yedaasts6s idat e\

which suck out with their lip, as the mosquito. The other group

also includes mere worms, or bijad daadin, which have no legs.

BEETLES (Coleoptera).

kinaedlfshi (ginidlfshi), the stink-bug. Of these there are also

kinsedllshi tso, the large stink-bug, and kinaedlfshi altsisigi, or

yazhe, the small one, and kinsedlfshi bitse hu!6nigi, the one with

a tail.

ma ichan, coyote dung, the scarabee; ma ichft altsfsi, the

small scarabee; ma ich^l bijad bfdadsigaigi, the beetle with

white legs.

tqalcha, or ch41cha (litsoigi, yellow), June-bug; chelcha

nod6zigi, the striped beetle; tqalcha altsfsigi, the small beetle;

chelcha dilqfligi, the dark beetle.

nltsa go (the rain splash, from the noise it produces in alight

ing), the wood-beetle; also nltsa g6 lizhlnigi, the black, nltsa go

altsisigi, the small, and nltsa g6 adaltsisi daalzhlni, the very

small, black wood-beetles.

chSneilqfzi, a scarabee (found in corrals); nda ,
or ddni

chSneilqizi, the humming (brown) scarabee; chSneilqlzi altsisigi,
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the small scarabee; tseyo ali, or tsene fthi (labaigi, gray), the

stone carrier, scarabee, also tseyo &li lizhfnigi, the black one.

tqel tsitsoi, the pinching-bug.

w6dae etsahi, the snapping w6 , pinching bug; wodte etsahi

dilqil, the dark pinching beetle, wo is said to be the noise

produced by walking on the ground, and occurs frequently in

the names of insects.

wo ntl fsi, the hard wo.

wdnalcHfli, the small beetle (minnow [?]).

wonalctifli Iits6igi, the small yellow beetle.

w6shlyfshi, the hooked beetle (curved back).

tqo bicH6sh, the water beetle.

tqo bicti6sh likhfzhigi, the spotted water beetle.

ctiil dilyfsi bicH6sh, the scare-weed beetle; cKfl dilylsi bicliOsh

lichligi and labaigi, the red and gray scare-weed beetles.

ndiyfli bich6sh, the sunflower beetle; ndiyfli nlchlni bicH6sh,

the beetle of this species of sunflower.

iltl ihi bicMsh, the rubber-plant beetle.

wa bicH6sh, the bee-weed beetle.

tFeshi Hkhfzhi, the spotted horsefly.

jehighahi ntsasigi, the large beetle which enters the ear; also

other species, as jehighahi lichligi, dotFfzhigi, lizhfnigi, the red,

blue and black beetle, and jehighahi naat agi litsoigi, the yellow

one which flies in a circle.

neshch! biya, the pine louse, pine weevil.

tsinayai (tsin iya ), which eats wood, the wood-borer ( ?).

tsin dotllzhigi, the blue borer, and tsin lagaigi, the white one

(similar to an ant).

nahacHfdi, which scratches with its feet (?).

wd* daalchfhi, the squash-bug.

GRASSHOPPERS, LOCUSTS, ETC. (Orthoptera, fan-winged).

w6neshchlndi, (which makes the shrill noise of cH!), the locust.

w6neshcHldi tso, the big locust; w6neshcHldiJgai, the white

locust; w6neshcfiindi bin^L lichligi, the locust with red eyes;
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w6neshchindi bina dotllzhigi, with blue eyes; w6neshcRlndi

bijekhaii, the deaf locust, which is also called w6neshclilndi

aitsfli, from the sound, tsil, tsil, which it causes by boring into

the wood.

nahachagi, which hops, the grasshopper; nahachagi tso and

yazhi, large and small; nahachagi dilqlli, dark; dotllshi, blue;

nahachagi hashtl fshi, the mud-colored grasshopper; nahachagi

ilt esi, the sizzling or midsummer grasshopper; nahachagi iltfes-

ilchi and iWesi dotFizhi, the red and blue of this kind.

nahaklse, the cricket.

WASPS AND BEES (Hymenoptera, four-winged).

w6na altqehi, which picks up, sand-wasp; wona attqehi dotl izh-

igi, the blue sand-wasp; w6na altqehi Jichiigi, labaigi, hzhlnigi,

litsOigi, red, gray, black and yellow sand-wasps.

tsis nd tso, the bumble-bee.

tsis na ltsoi, the yellow wasp; tsfs na Hsoi numazigi, the round

wasp; likhfzhigi, speckled; tsis na Jbahi, the gray wasp.

tsis na yazhe, the honey-bee; tsis na lizhfnigi, black wasp:

tsis na&quot; bijad nneesigi, the long-legged wasp.

FLIES (Diptera, two-winged).

do tso, a large fly.

tseed6i, the housefly; tsee&quot;ddi yazhi, the small fly; tseed6i

adilqdshigi, the biting fly; tseed6itso, the large fly (housefly).

tl ezhi (dl^zhi), the horse- or cowfly; tl ^zhitso, the larger one;

tF^zhllbai, the gray horsefly; tl^zhi yazhi, the small one.

1! bitsls nd
,
the horse bee (which lays its eggs below the hide

of a horse).

tsii tso, a small horsefly.

bits nnsezi, the long tail, robber-fly.

tsTi, the gnat.

tsldansezi, long-lipped gnat, the mosquito.

tsiyani, meat eating gnats or flies.

finlt ani (?), the sacred bug of the Navaho. A small bug with
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green spots on its wings and abdomen. Usually found in corn

fields.

anhfanitso (nlt anitso), the harvest bug ( ?).

wtf nalchidi, which skips, the skipper-bug
1

.

BUTTERFLY AND MOTH (Lepidoptera).

kaldgi, a butterfly; kalugihrai, white butterfly; kalugitso,

yellow butterfly.

kalugi tso, large butterfly, wrhich is varicolored, such as

kalugitso lichl, the large, red butterfly, etc.

kaltigi yazhi lizhfni, the small, black butterfly. The small

butterfly is also Hcht, red; lagaigi, white; litsoigi, yellow.

TcHahi (icHai), the moth (ishcHa, it falls into the fire).

TcHaitso, the large, and IcHahi yazhe, the small moth.

DRAGON-FLIES (Neuroptewi).

tq^niral, which is spread out on the water, dragon-fly.

tqanll af dotFfzhi, the blue dragon-fly.

tqamTaf yazhe (dotFfzhigi, blue), the small dragon-fly. Other

small dragon-flies are HtsOigi, yellow; labaigi, gray; nilqfnigi,

greasy; lichfigi, red; iagaigi, white; lizhlnigi, black.

jad neizh6di (janishodi), which dmgs its feet, and also jad

neish6di tso, and jad neishodi yazhi, the large and small one.

cHosh nod^zigi, speckled bug (?).

cHosh hzhin adihiashigi, the black biting bug.

WINGLESS INSECTS (Aptt-ra).

naashjei (nashjei), the spider.

nashjeitso, the large spider (also used to designate the tar

antula).

nashjeitso labaigi, the large, gray spider.

nashjei yazhe, the small spider.

nashjei nahachagi, a small, jumping spider.

nal &shi, the spider which plods along, the tarantula.

nal ashi tso, the large tarantula.
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naashjei tslzlsi, the head basket spider. The abdomen sug

gests the carrying basket. The domestic spider.

nashje i tslzfsi bijansezi, (long legs), daddy long legs.

nashjei tslzfsi labftigi, the gray spider, and nashjei tsizisi

bin&gha lichiigi, the spider with the red back.

Ieez61i, the spider which blows the dust.

naaz6zi, the small, red sand spider which stings badly.

saigd ,
the scorpion.

jad Mni (jalani), many feet, the centipede.

w6 dllnlhi, which feels its way (before walking).

ANTS.

wolachi, the red ant; wolachi dilqil, the dark- red ant.

wolachi yazhe, the small ant.

wolachiltsoi, the yellowish- red ant.

wolazhini (wolazhin), the black ant; wolazhfni tso, the large

ant; wolazhinilts6i, the yellow-black ant.

wolazhini bije jilchiigi, with a red front; wolazhini nalltsa agi,

the listening ant (which turns its head toward any noise), and

wolazhini nichunigi, the stinking ant.

LICE.

ya\ a louse; ya ashchi, red louse; yazhfn, black louse; yaigai,

white louse; ya lbai, gray louse; ya stslli, from tsll, the noise

made in smashing them.

dine
1

biya ,
lice found on the person.

1! biya , horse lice; K biyalgai, white, and II biya stslli the large

horse louse.

aya , the tick; debe
1

biya , sheep lice; ya dotl fzhi, blue sheep

louse; debe
1

biya stslli, the large sheep louse.

Similarly, lech&i, dlu, ga , jadi biya ,
lice of the dog, prairie

dog, rabbit and antelope.

bf biya dotl lzhi, the deer louse.

nah6qai biya ,
the mite on chickens.

w6sits!li, the bedbug.
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tsedai, the rim-louse (similar to a bedbug).

tl 6 nadd biya ,
the cinch-bug.

WORMS AND GRUBS.

cHdsh, the maggot.

w6saekidi, the tobacco worm (these are varicolored, speckled,

gray and black).

w6saetsini, the grub.

w6sizini, the
&quot;

standing bug&quot; (?).

muht bictiosh, the cut worm.

nada bicH6sh altslsigi, the small corn worm.

ctiosh bokh6i, the fire-bug; ctiosh dotl fzhi, the blue worm.

cHdsh yldeltqdhi, the smooth worm.

ctidsh ditF6i, the hairy worm.

tsekiyahi ahi, a small, brown, horned worm (grub or pupa [?]).

Words referring to insects and their anatomy.

blhodz&ndi adin, a mere passage, applied to the stomach and

intestines of reptiles, fish and insects.

cHdsh bita , the wings of an insect; bitsitsin, its head; bakhagi,

its skin; bina, its eyes; bowhD, its teeth; bijad, its legs or feet;

bije, its forepart; bilashgan, its claws (of beetles); bfla
, its man

dibles, or toes.

biz6z, its sting; biz6z dahu!6ni, such as have a sting.

dadishfsh, they sting.

bltsdgal (bitse aghdl), the rattle of a snake.

w6neshcfilndi bakhagi, the locust s shell.

biyizhi, the pupa of most insects.

wolazhin, ants, have both biyazhe, pupa, and biyezhi, eggs.

naashjei biyazhe bizfs, spider egg bag; naashjei biy^zhi, spider

eggs; nashjei bitFol, cobweb; naashjei ndist?! , fan or web

enclosure.

nal ashi baghandi, the tarantula s nest.

cHdsh yi na, worms and bugs creep; cnosh nafa*, or yitfa ,

some fly.
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wolachi Ilaghiil (yilaghut)* ants and similar insects, bedbugs,

lice, etc., run.

nashjei Ilaghiil, the spider runs.

nal ashi yigaJ, the tarantula walks.

tslT sltsds, a gnat bit me; tseed6 i ftjishishqash, a fly bit me.

w6nahqei shfshlsh, a wasp stung me.

bild&lel, I caught a fly or insect.

Lice infest both the body and head, and are probably due to

the utter disregard of cleanliness. They are removed in a very

matter of fact way by submitting the clothes to a careful scrutiny,

or searching the hair for them. The latter is especially done by

the mother, and is very common with the female members of a

family, who exchange the courtesy. Spasmodically, too, a more

energetic campaign against these parasites is carried on by some

exasperated individual, as the following words and expressions

would suggest. The results obtained are very good indeed, but

rarely permanent.

ya shfdTlaghud, I feel lice creeping over the body or head.

adishcnfd, or ya ishcfifd, I am scratching myself (owing to lice).

ya shinilqf, I am lousy.

ya shfshqash, I am bitten by lice.

ya qadish f, I am searching for lice.

ya ndishtq, I am catching lice (ya ndiltqf, I caught lice).

ya akfidishga, I kill the lice; ya s&tqi , I killed a louse.

ya sltqal, I smashed a louse.

ya dasettqln, I froze the lice (by exposing my clothes at night).

ya ishbezh, I boil the lice, that is, my clothes.

shiya adin, or ya sha adin, lam rid of lice.

In earlier days lice were exterminated by means of an instru

ment called y& bega, the louse killer. This was made of a hard

wood, tsftFiz (Ft ttdiem rupicola\ and required five smoothly

polished thin sticks, one edge of which was beveled and slightly

sharpened, with their tips tapering to a point. Near the upper
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end each stick was punctured with two holes through which a

cord was laced, and the ends crossed in the rear, so that in oper

ating the sticks overlap and close snugly, as with a fan. A loop

at the lower end of the sticks was provided to receive the hand

and hold the instrument in position. In operating- it the points

wrere passed under the hair, hard to the skin, and by pressing

the lower ends of the sticks and drawing the two strings

together, the teeth or beveled edges were brought into contact

and crushed any vermin falling between them. The louse killer

is no longer in use, but is made only at a certain ceremony for

dispelling filthiness. ya hastqin, the Louse Man, designates a

monster, in other words, the louse, or filthiness personified.

SACRED NAMES OF ANIMALS.

Navaho zoolatry includes practically the entire native fauna,

which accordingly enters largely into ritual and worship by the

use of skins, feathers, claws, tissues, and the like. Then, too,

the figures of many animals appear in the sand drawings, as that

of the eagle, the deer, the antelope, prairie dog, turkey, and

others. Still, the most general method of animal worship consists

of a sacrifice in the shape of a prayerstick, the colors of which

correspond with those of the animal, and which subsequently is

deposited near its habitat. The stick is therefor &quot;dressed&quot; for

the animal, that is to say, it is colored and decorated with

plumes, fed with tobacco, which is symbolically lighted, and then

placed into the hands of the patient or, if there be many prayer-

sticks, they are lined in their order of precedence in the cere

monial basket. The singer then proceeds to dedicate them by

song and prayer, in the course of which he invokes the divinity

by its own sacred name. A list of these names is herewith pre

sented, with such translations as were available, though fre

quently their meaning becomes clear only through a detailed

legendary account.

The names of the male and female usually correspond, except

ing that jikh^ natf&ni, maiden and chief, is substituted for
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dzilkh^ nat ani, youth and chief. The list represents only names

of animals for which a prayerstick is dressed, while some birds,

as the whip-poor-will, mocking-bird, Say s phcebe, and insects,

as the gnat, weevil, etc., are not recognized by ritual.

BIRDS.

The crow (gagi), rilchT dilqiK n&biyoJtqeli dzilkha^ nafani,

turned on his side by the dark wind, tine young chief; or,

tqalcha nadlehe dzilkha^ nat ani, which name is said to originate

with the bi nlt dni, the deer grower, who used the crow as a spy

for his victims of witchcraft.

Th#3?uzzard (jisho), dzilkhd doft&li dzilkh^ nat ani; or, simply,

dzilkha^ dokdli, the fine young chief who sways in his flight

above the mountain.

The eagles (atsa naghai).

The eagle (ats&), daltsoi dzilkh^ nat ani, yellow beak, youth

and chief; daltsoi jikh^ nat^ni, yellow beak, maiden and chief.

The others are invoked in a similar manner:

The black eagle, atsazhln dzilkhse nat ani.

The spotted eagle, sag dzilkha^ natfani.

The white eagle, atsagai dzilkhse nat ani.

The gray eagle, atsalbai dzilkhse nat ani.

The marsh hawk, atseltsoi dzilkhse and jikhd nat ani.

The uglier eagles, atsd danch6igi:

The black hawk, glnitso dilqil dzilkha^ nat ani.

The blue hawk, jrfnitso dotl fsh dziJkhse nat^ni.

The gray hawk, ginlbaf dzilkhfe nat ani.

The sparrow-hawk, dzfli dzilkhse nat ani.

The white back eagle, t &jils-ai dzilkhde nat ani.

The turkey (tqazhi), dzilkh^ dsot ihi dzilkhse nat ani, the fleet

youth and chief.

The owl (nseshja), hayolkhdligi biyf neyani dzilkhse nat ani,

the youth and chief raised within the dawn; or another name:
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tsin alnf qinaha dzilkhse nafani, living in the middle of the

woods, the youth and chief.

The screech owl (tsidiM6ni), comes in for four names, both in

the feather (ats6siji) and in the night chant (tFeji): hayolkh&h

biyazh dzilkhse naf&ni, the little one of the dawn, youth and

chief; nahodsetUsh biyazh dzilkhse nafani, child of the celestial

blue, etc. ; nahotsoi biyazh dzilkhse nafani, child of the sunset

yellow, etc. ; chahalqel biyazh dzilkhse nafani, child of the dark

ness, etc. In the night chant the invocations are identical except

ing that biyazhi, offspring, child, is substituted for biyazh, thus:

hayoikhal biydzhi dzilkhsfc nafani, child of the dawn, youth and

chief, etc.

The snipe (tq&basdlsi), tqdbadsdflhi dzilkha^ nafani, running

at the edge of the water, youth and chief.

The twigbill crane, t ak! dzilkhse natfani.

The blue heron, tqaitlaqaale dzilkhse nafani.

The snowy egret, tqojindigai dzilkhse nafani.

The roundbill crane, tq6jinolna dzilkhse nafani.

The ball neck (swan [?]), ydhashjdl dzilkhafe nafdni.

The crane, qoz dzilkhse nat ani.

The duck, naTeli dzilkhse nafani.

The teel (?), nal eliibai dzilkhse naf&ni.

The goose (wild), do nafagi dzilkha^ nafani.

The mud-hen, tqtiidozdsi dzilkhse nafani, drawing a line of

water after it.

The woodpecker, tsllkh&li dzitkhse nafani.

The meadow-lark, tslyawdzhi dzilkhse nafani.

The quail, daldani dzilkha^ nafani.

The small birds, ayastsdsi dzilkh^ nafani, feathers of which

are largely in use for decorating the masks, prayersticks, rat

tles, etc. Others of this description are:

A very small bird, aya shilch! dzilkh& naf&ni.

A blue-crested bird with large bill, ayash dotHsh dzilkhse

nafani.
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A bird similar to an owl, ntke nl, or nakSnt, and active at

night, is invoked as tsendesbagi bida dotfish (naken!) dzilkhse

nafani, he of the curved gray rock and the blue lip (bill), the

youth and chief.

Another night-bird is invoked as nakhidolaghushi dzilkhse

nafani, the youth and chief who calls twice.

The bull-bat (bizhl), yafa
4

hoghangi k6s dilqil behoghandi k6s

dilqil yf neyani dzilkhse nafani, at the celestial home in the house

of dark clouds where he was reared, the fine young chief.

The bat (jaabani), tsetqahatsogi ja nltslli esdz& niyel Ishla

nadihila, Bat Woman of the mouth of the big canon, I have

made a sacrifice to you, your smoke (cigarette) is ready. (For a

male patient Bat Man is substituted for Bat Woman. )

INSECTS.

The grub (w6ssetsini), niyf hazli dzilkha^ nafani do qin&n

dzilkhse nafani, created in the earth, thou youthful chief, and

living youth and chief.

The grasshopper (nahachagi), nikehil ash dzilkhse nafanf (?).

The caterpillar, nihats6s dzilkhse nafani.

Small beetle, w6nalchili dzilkhse nafani.

The centipede, ja lani dzilkhse nafani.

The scorpion, salgd dzilkhse nat^ni. Another similar to

scorpion, tsildilqashi dzilkhse nat^-ni.

The spider, nashjeitso dzilkhse nafani.

ANIMALS OF THE LAND.

The bear (shash), dzilyi neyani dzilkhde nafani, reared in the

mountains; or, (kilyf nnadahi dzilkhse nafani, roaming in the

mountains, etc.
; or, tsin yf nnadahi dzilkhee nat^ni, roaming in

the woods, the fine young chief.

The porcupine (dasani), cHid& naskidgi dzilgha nadaha dzilkhse

nafani, the fine young chief who penetrates the mountain at the

hill of the thorn-bush (the male); cHlda ndskidgi tsegha nadaha

jikh^e nafani, the fine maiden chief who penetrates the rock at

the thorn-bush hill (female).
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The deer (bi ), tqonehelfgi nihodasgai dzilkhse nafani, the youth

and chief of the white patch (?) at tqoneheli (a sacred spring).

The antelope (jadi), tqonehelfgi nfhodastso jikhsfe nat ani, the

fair maiden chief of the yellow patch ( at tqoneheli.

The big-horn (tsetqadebe*), tqonehelfgi kldahuidzogi nihodash-

jlni dzilkhse nat ani, the fair young chief of tqoneheli, at the

black spot in kida huidzohi (a peak in the Black Mountains).

The female big-horn, tqonehelfgi kfdahuidzogi nihodashtFfzhi

jikhse nat ani, the fair young maiden chief of tqoneheli, at the

blue spot of kidahuidzohi.

The wolf (ma itso), natl eitso dzilkhse nat ani.

The mountain lion, nishdttitso dzilkhse nat^ni.

The wildcat, nishdtiilbai dziikhse nat^ni.

The puma, nishduilkhlzh dzilkhse nat ani; also tFo nshdili

dzilkhse nat ani, the meadow wildcat.

The badger, nahaschid dzilkhse nat ani.

The skunk, wolizhitso dzilkhse nat ani.

Tha spotted skunk, wollzhilkhizhi dzilkhse nat ani.

The gopher, nitqat a/ naghai niyenahidi nahi (naazlsi) dzilkhse

nat ani, the fine young chief walking in the bowels of the earth

and shaking the earth in his course (thou, o gopher!)

The coyote (ma i), qa a biyaji khaitqa dilaghdshi dzilkhse nat ani,

the fine young chief howling in the dawn beyond the east.

The dog (lechai), khintqelgi dobidinshdidahi hashcH^ltqi bill

dzilkhse nat ani, that fine young chief of the wide house, the

inseparable companion and pet of the Talking God.

The yellow fox (ma iltsoi), bilnfqodidezK dzilkh^ nat ani, the

chief and youth created with the earth.

The kit-fox (ma i dotHzhi), bildaake ndahazlai dziJkh& nat^ni,

the youthful chief of the bordered fields (?).

The jackrabbit (ga tso), hajlnai ga tsogai dzilkh& nat^-ni, the

chief and youth of the emergence (the white big rabbit).

The rabbit (ga lbaf), hajlnai ga* dzilkh^e nat ani, the youthful

chief rabbit of the emergence.
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The prairie dog, hajinaf dl5 dzilkhfe nat ani, the youthful

chief prairie dog of the emergence.

The rat, hajinaf Isetso dzilkh& nat ani, the youthful chief rat

of the emergence.

REPTILES.

The rattler (tFlsh anfnigi), ni alni hoghangi, dlad dilqll beho

ghangi, dlad dilqil niy! neyani dzilkh& nat ani, the youthful

chief reared in the earth with dark moss (duck-weed [?]), at the

house in the center of the earth, the house made of dark moss.

The females differ slightly: ni alni hoghangi, dlad lagai beho

ghangi, dlad lagai niyl neyani, jikhdk nat ani, the maiden chief

reared in the earth with white moss, at the house in the center

of the earth, the house made of white moss.

The bull snake (diy6sh), ni alni hoghangi, dlad litso beho-

ghangi, dlad litso niyf neyani, bitsls tqadidfni, dzilkhsfe nat ani,

the youthful chief, whose body is of pollen, and who was reared

in the earth with yellow moss, at the house in the center of the

earth, the house made of yellow moss.

The arrow snake, tllshka dzilkhsfe nat ani.

The water-snake, tq6tFlsh dzilkhc nat ani.

The track snake, tllsh dont ihi dzilkhsfe naf&ni.

The copperhead (?), tFlstso dzilkh^ nat ani.

The horned toad (naash6i dichfshi), ni alnf hoghangi, dlad

lagai behoghangi, dlad lagai niyf neyani, dzilkh^ natfani, the

youthful chief reared in the earth with white moss, at the house

in the center of the earth, the house made of white moss.

The gray lizzard (naash6ilbai), ni aim hoghangi, dlad litso

behoghangi, dlad litso niyl neyani, dzilkhs natfani, the youthful

chief reared in the earth with yellow moss, at the house in the

center of the earth, the house made of yellow moss.

The common lizzard (naash6ilbaf), ni alni hoghangi, dlad lagai

behoghangi, etc., as for the horned toad.

The large lizzard, nash&amp;lt;5i nalnodi, dzilkh^b nat ani.

The rock lizzard, tse
:

Rinaaz61i dzilkha^ nafni.
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The green lizzard, shainizezfni dzilkh& nat ani, standing in the

sun .youthful chief.

The Gila monster, tqmlai dzilkh& nat ani.

The tobacco worm (wosaekldi), shaitqa dzilkh& nat ani, the

.youthful chief (?).

WATER ANIMALS.

The otter, tqabastqln dzilkhse nat ani.

The water lizzard (?), nahodlo dzilkh& nat ani.

The beaver, cha dzilkh& nat ani.

The turtle, (tortoise), tsistqel dzilkh& nat ani.

The turtle, disedaghai dzilkhafe nat ani.

The dark fish (16 dilqii), tqaltldnaldoi dzilkh^ nafani, the

youthful chief slowly creeping in the waters.

The male fish (16 bakha), tqatkhanaldoi dzilkhife nat ani, the

youthful chief slowly creeping on the waters.

The toad (dial dicBfzhi), tqaltrahoghangi dlad dilqii biyfneyani

tqabasddi dzilkhafe nat ani, the youthful chief of the house in the

water, he who was reared in the dark moss, and sits at the shore.

The green frog (dial nn&zi), tqiiidolR61i dzilkhgj nat ani jin,

they call him who draws the water after him youth and chief.

The skipper, tqalkhadijadi dzilkh&amp;gt; nat ani jin, and he that walks

over the waters they call youth and chief.

The tadpole (tsosani), tqadilqil yenahidi nahi dzitkhie nat ani,

the youthful chief who stirs the dark waters (male); tqadotl ish

yenahidi nahi jikha? nat ani, the maiden chief who stirs the blue

waters (female).

In addition some generic names are used for various groups,

such as nahoke
1

naldei, animals creeping on the ground, or rep

tiles: dzilke
5

naldei, the animals of the mountains; tqalthV naldei,

water animals.

Mythical animals, too, occur, such as tqholts6di, the water

ox; tqell, the water horse: lo dine
1

daiyani, man-eating fishes,

which are white, blue, yellow and dark.
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Some chants and myths have special sacred names for a num
ber of the animals already mentioned.

The coyote, hayolkhal yitqadilaghushi ma i lagai, the white

coyote who howls in the dawn; nahotsoi yitqadilaghushi ma i

litso, the yellow coyote who howls in the evening twilight;

n&hodaetFEsh yitqadilaghushi ma i dotl lsh, the blue coyote who

howls in the sky-blue (of the south); chahalqei yitqadilaghushi

ma ?

i dilqfli, the dark coyote howling in the darkness (of the

north).

The otter (tqabahastqm), tsenasi, sitting by the stone; tsin&si,

sitting by the log; khiinasi, sitting by the fire; tqon&si, sitting

by the water.

The porcupine, (male and female), dzilbanat a dzilkh& natfani,

who carries the mountain.

The cat (m6si), khe doditsafda, the noiseless foot.

The chipmunk (hazafstsosi), diyf yoslni, versed in divine things.

The arrow snake (tllshka), niqahonotse, the coil ( ?) with the

colors of the earth.

The flying snake (tllsh nat agi), nihonod6z, changing in the

colors of the earth.

The snake (tllsh), bitsis yenaghai, who walks with his body

(the male); bitsis yeosh6shi, who crawls with her body (female).

The bull snake (diyosh bakha, male) bitsis ghaiyetfT, he with

the transparent body; the female bull snake, bitsis tqadidfn, the

pollen body, These names, however, are not complete.

The tadpole (tsosani), nakeli, who floats above, or tquinabeli,

who swims in the water.

The skipper-bug (tqalkhadijadi), dichfli yinahidi nahi, the aba-

lone moving from one side to the other.

The yellow fish (lo litso), tqokenaldoi, slowly creeping with

the flow of water; the white fish (lo lagai) tq6kenalagh&li, turn

ing over and back in the water.

The nadle, or hermaphrodite, doing male and female work, is

dlad bil adlli nfkidoyfsi, drawn with water scum, and moving on

the ground.
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PLANT LIST.

The flora of the Navaho country is rich and diversified so far

as species as well as variety of color and form of plants and

flowers are concerned, and the following list of plant names

shows that the average Navaho possesses a fair knowledge of the

flora of his native country. There are probably very few plants

for which the Navaho have not distinct, well chosen names, and

of whose physical and physiological properties they have not

made some observations. This knowledge, however, is by no

means general, which is true especially of the younger genera

tion, who, owing to varied circumstances, do not pay particular

attention to herbs, flowers, seeds and roots, as their forebears

were wont to do. The older people, on the other hand, seem to

be well versed in plant lore, and usually agree as to the name

and properties of a plant, and its present or past use.

The physical and physiological properties often give the

observing Indians a clue for the name of a plant. Thus they

have plants with red roots, broad leaves, slender stocks, flowered

or feathered tips, striped seeds; plants that grow on the shore,

in the water, in the sand, or bind the border of adobe; plants

that taste saline, bitter or sweet; plants that bloom at night;

plants that have a pleasant or a disagreeable odor, or have the

odor of spruce, buflalo, rat, sheep, etc.; plants that are big,

slender, large or broad; plants that are rough, smooth, glitter

ing, thorny; plants that have red, white, blue, yellow, or other

colored flowers; plants whose leaves or fruit resemble owl s feet,

snake s fangs, antelope s horns, etc.; plants that climb or creep;

plants that serve, or are supposed to serve, as food for humming

birds, frogs, snakes, bees, and other animals, etc. A glance

over the list will fully illustrate this.

By far most of the species are designated as &quot;aze,&quot; medicine,

and are known for their medicinal properties. It might be said,
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in truth, that this is the keynote to the plant lore of the Navaho,

since non-medicinal plants are designated as &quot;t?6cHil,&quot; or merely

plants. On the other hand, their observations of the medicinal

properties have in reality accounted for the discrimination of the

various species of plants, and while many of their medicines

are traditional only, tradition has preserved the name, although

the object, and often the significance of the word, is obtained

with difficulty.

Some of the medicinal plants are applied as remedies, while

others, with few exceptions, are used ceremonially only, and

since all their ceremonies are supposed to be curative, plants

thus used are also designated as &quot;aze,&quot; medicine, although they

may not possess curative or medicinal properties.

In studying the plant lore of the Navaho, it will be found

that the knowledge of plants and their properties is by no means

the exclusive trust of the shamans or medicine men. True, their

knowledge is quite extensive, especially so far as plants used

ceremonially are concerned. Yet it is none the less true that

ordinary laymen often exceed them in the knowledge of med

icinal and phenogamous, or flowering herbs, although the knowl

edge of the latter may frequently be feigned in order to conceal

their mortifying ignorance.

Studious care has been exercised in identifying the various

species of plants. Indeed, it will be noticed that many have

been merely recorded for want of proper identification. An

endeavor has been made to transliterate accurately. This feature

not only illustrates the working of the Indian mind as regards

discrimination of species, but also furnishes striking illustrations

for language study and construction of words. In many instances

the basic idea of the Navaho technical term is quite obvious, while

in others it is obscure, which has been noted, especially where,

for instance, comparisons seem far-fetched. And, while the list

makes no pretense at completeness, it is hoped that many sugges

tions, especially for the student of philology, will be found

therein.
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There can hardly be a question as to the facility of the Navaho

mind for particularization. As to generalization, the Navaho is

certainly not devoid of it, and while there seems to be no trace

of botanical orders, as our text books present them, we find

unmistakable proofs of observation, which group certain species

under one order. Such, for instance, are grasses, tFo; seed-

dropping grasses, tFode; tobaccos, nat o; spruces, cH6; junipers,

gad; cactuses, qosh: foods, da, etc. In these and similar groups,

the general name of the plant is applied to all, but a word expres

sive of some peculiarity is added to designate the species or

variety. For illustrations see list.

Since so many indications of generalization are extant, an

effort was made to seek further evidences of this kind by group

ing the plants according to the Navaho classification. Beyond
the general designation of aze,&quot; however, nothing definite

could be obtained. This plan, therefor, had to be abandoned,

and the present one, of grouping them according to the accepted

orders, resorted to. These, with their various species, have

been alphabetically arranged, and a transliteration of the Navaho

names has been added in brackets.

And since it was desirable to have the list as complete as pos

sible, not only indigenous plants have been entered upon the list,

but also such grasses, shrubs, fruits and vegetables as have been

introduced and to which the Navaho have given names.

AMARANTACEAK (Amaranth Family).

chil deinfni, (sharp or cutting plant), Russian thistle, Salsola

Kali rar. tragus. (Chenopodiaceae [?])

naskhadi, (spread out), rolling or tumble weed, Amarantus

blitoides.

tFo
4

deiskidi, (hilly seed grass), Amarantus retroflexus. The

leaves and seeds are edible when mixed with grease.

tlo denayfsi, (turning or rolling seed grass), tumble weed,

Amarantus albus.

ANACARDIACKAE (Cas/iete Family).

chllchin, (abbreviated from lichl. red, and nlchfn, odorous),
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is said to be so called from the strong odor of the seed. The

aromatic sumac, Rhus aromatica rar. trilobata.

Another name for it is Ri, by which the small stick or twig is

meant, which was sharpened and driven into the reed-shaft, and

fastened there with sinew. The arrow point was secured to this

stick, which was therefor called bikl, its stick, or simply Ri, as

in expressions like ki hasha, I am going for ki, or sticks.

The word is also rendered and used by some as tslnlchin

(tsilchin, tsilchm), in which sense it would point to the odor of

the shrub or wood.

ishlshjld, poison ivy (?), Rhus toxicodendron.

ASCLEPIADACEAE (Milkweed Family}.

dObicRijilchi , (do, negative particle; bicHI
,
towards or for it;

jilch! ,
or yilchi , give birth, therefor, birth preventing). Silk-

or milkweed, Asclepias Hallii.

jadlldei, (jadi, antelope; ll, or yll, like it; de, horn, therefor,

like antelope horns, i. e., leaves), Asclepiodora decumbens.

tl Ish Ildei tsos, (slender, snake-horn like), silk- or milkweed,

Asclepias verticillata.

The latter two are referred to as abe hu!6, milky.

aze jighal, (whitish medicine), Asclepias verticillata.

AURANTIACEAE (Orange Family),

cHil litso Jakhdnigi, (sweet yellow plant), orange, Citrus

aurantium.

chil litso dok6zhigi, (sour yellow plant), lemon, Citrus limonum.

Oranges and lemons are known to the Navaho only as fruit.

Both are called chil Jitso, yellow plant, but many acquainted

with both make a distinction by adding lakhanigi, sweet, for the

orange, and dokozhigi, sour, for the lemon.

BERBERIDACEAE (Barberry Family).

tslya cti^chil, (tsiya, or tsinya, under the trees; cRecHil, or
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tsecliil, rock plant), barberry, Berberis Repens.

BORRAGINACEAE (Borage Family}.

aze qajini, (aze, medicine; qa, from out of ground; jin, black,

i. e.
,
black-streaked stock), gromwell, Lithospermum angusti-

folium.

aze qajini laba igi, (grayish-black stock), gromwell, Lithosper

mum multiflorum.

Ijehe, (which is gummy), Echinospermum Redowskii.

Ij6he laba igi, (gray gummy one), Krynitzkia crassisepala.

The test two named species are commonly called Ijehe.

aze nanesdizi ts6s, (slender, winding medicine), stone-seed

gromwell, Lithospermum canescens.

tqazhi nlchln, (turkey odor), meadow rue (?), Krynitzkia

glomerata.

CACTACEAE (Cactus Family}.

The cactuses are designated as qosh, or whosh, thorn, spine.

The ribs are called bitf, leaves, and these are either round,

numasi, or, as in the spreading or prostrate species, ntqeli

num&sigi, wide- roundish. The various species have been grouped

here without reference to their technical terminology. They are

probably mostly varieties of Cereus.

dichi bowhOsh, (hunger cactus).

ji nayogisi, (twisted heart), so called because when eaten it is

said to make one feel as if his heart were twisted.

ka bfzhi, (braided arrow), so called from its interbraided

leaves.

q6s detsahi, (awled cactus), named after its long, awl-like spines.

qos detsahi tso, (big awl cactus), cane cactus, Opuntia arbor-

escens.

qos detsahi tsos, or qostsos, (slender awl cactus).

qosh, (a thorn), the common red cactus, Opuntia rutila (?).

q6sh dananes dhi, (cactus with thorny rim).

qosh diltqdhi, (smooth cactus).
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q6sh dinesbfni, (squatting- cactus), a large number of round

heads forming dense hemispherical masses, Cereus Phoeniceus.

qosh doR6zhi, (saline or sour cactus), so called from its taste;

small orbicular.

qosh Rfneshbizhi, (broken braid cactus), so called from its sim

ilarity to the food preparation, Rineshbizhi, braided dumplings.

q6s litsoi, (yellow cactus).

q6sh ntqeli, (broad cactus), prickly pear, Opuntia Missouriensis.

qosh ntqel Jaba igi, (grayish broad cactus).

q6sh sedahi, (sitting cactus), one or few heads with conically

shaped apex, Cereus conoides.

q6stso, (big cactus), Opuntia Comanchica.

CAMPANULACEAE ( Campanula Family).

tqadidfn dotlfsh altsfsigi, (small blue pollen), the harebell, bell

flower, Campanula uniflora.

CAPPARIDACKAE (Capa Family).

wa
,
the bee-weed, or spider flower, Cleome pungens (Son-

[?]).

CAPRIFOLIACEAE (Honeysuckle Family).

ts^tsokin, the snow-berry, or Indian currant, Symphoricarpo.

ndashjin, or tl o dei, marsh elder, high water shrub, Vibur

num.

CARYOPHLLACEAE (Pink Family).

aze tF6hi, (grass medicine), the sandwort, Arenaria aculeata.

dziJ ndt o tsDs, (slender mountain tobacco), the catchfly,

Silene Douglasii.

tqakhasakhad , (standing on the water), the mouse-ear, Ceras-

tium arvense.

CHENOPODIACEAE (Goosefoot Family).

cHil beshndlezhi, (plaster plant), a saponaceous plant.
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cliil lichfigi, (red plant), the common beet, Beta vulgaris.

duwttzhi, or duwdzhizhfn, black greasewood, Sarcobatus

vermiculatus.

duwiizhilbal, gray greasewood, Atriplex canescens.

ga tsodd, (jackrabbit food), white sa^e, or winterfat, Eurotia

lanata.

lechai yikechi, (dogs defecate upon it), a variety of Sarcobatus.

ma istqei, (coyotes rest there), another variety of Sarcobatus.

fakozh, (salt- weed), or tfakOzh yiddnigi, (edible salt- weed),

Atriplex argentea.

tfakozh sSzfni, (standing salt- weed), Atriplex expansa.

takozh deinlni, (sharp salt- weed), Atriplex confertifolia.

tFo dei, (seed grass), pigw
r
eed, Chenopodium Fremontii.

tFo del ntFizi, (hard seed grass), Chenopodium.

tfd deltso, (big seed grass), lamb s quarters, Chenopodium

album.

tqo ishi, (water blackens it), Chenopodium leptofillum.

tslya tFo dei, (seed grass under a tree or log), Chenopodium

cornutum, or Teloxis cornuta.

COMPOSITAE (Composite Family).

altqanetsehi, (interlocking plant), cockle-bur, clot-bur, Xan-

thium strumarium var. Canadense.

atsanlchln, (odorous of the eagle), the aster.

aze disds, (glittering medicine), so called probably on account

of its glossy root, cudweed, Gnaphalium Sprengelii.

aze d!6hi, (laughing medicine), the yellow thistle (poisonous),

Cnicus Neo-Mexicanus.

aze hokhani labd igi, (gray terraced medicine), the sow thistle,

Lactuca or Sonchus asper.

aze hokhdni tso, (big terraced medicine), the plumed thistle,

Ochocentrus.

aze lltsaf, (dried medicine), milfoil, Achillea.

aze lakhan, (sweet medicine), Actinella scabiosa.

aze ndoltqadi, (unwinding medicine), Townsendia serica.
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aze naoltqadi atts6sigi, (slender unwinding medicine).

aze naoltqadi tso, ( big unwinding medicine).

The above three are so called from their use in connection

with ceremonial knots, woltqad. The herbs are chewed and

spat upon the knots, which are then unravelled; hence the name,

unwinding medicine.

aze ndogal (white stalk medicine), a sage-brush, Artemisia

franserioides.

aze ntqe li, (broad medicine).

aze haldzid, (decayed medicine), Xymenopappus filifolius.

azewho
, (tooth-leafed medicine), the rayless golden rod,

Bigelovia Vaseyi.

bilqazhchT, (odorous with the breeze), because its fragrance is

carried on the breeze, the thoroughwort, Epatorium occidentale.

cliil dilyfsi (tsildilylsi), dodgeweed, Gutierezzia euthamiae.

ctiil lichli, (red plant), the radish, Raphanus sativus. The

same word is also used for tomato and beet. These vegetables

are not indigenous, but after being introduced they became

known to the Indians by their color. In like manner cabbage,

turnips and white radishes are called cBil lagai, white plants.

cHil tsos, (slender plant), Aplopappus lanuginosus.

cHil wh6shi, (thorny plant), the bur-marigold, Bidens.

ctiilzho (ilzholi, limber, limber plant), Actinella Richardsonii.

cfilndi cHil, (evil spirit weed), Bigelovia graveolens.

hazailtsei, (like a squirrel s tail), yarrow, Achillea millefolium.

jadi nat 6 , (antelope tobacco), or din^ e cHil, (people s weed),

Lygodesmia rostrata.

kaldgi da, (butterfly food), fleabane, Erigeron flagillaris.

kasda begd, (an antidote for arrow poison), thoroughwort,

Eupatorium purpurium. The poison was usually added to the

arrow-point fastened to the shaft, kasda.

kiltsfli, (yellow twig), the rayless golden rod, Bigelovia

graveolens var. albicaulis.

klltsoi ntsaigi, (big yellow twig), Bigelovia albicaulis.

ma i cHil, (coyote plant), golden rod, Solidago nemoralis.
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na 6M yilt ahi, (leaves like the bean), marigold, Spanish needles,

Bidens bipinnata.

na^eshja Ilkhei, (like owl s claws), sneeze weed, Helenium

Hoopesii.

nashjeida laba igi, (gray spider food), garden daisy, Bellis

integrifolia.

ndlyfli, common sunflower, Helianthus.

ndlyfli tsos, slender sunflower, Gymnolomia multiflora.

ndlyfli tso, large, cultivated sunflower.

ndlyfli nlchfni, odorous sunflower, Gymnolomia (?).

ndiyfli nlchfnitso, large, odorous sunflower, Helianthus Nutt-

allii.

niTnii tso, (big snuff), aster, starwort, Aster canescens.

ni i nil ntsaigi, (large snuff), zinnia, Zinnia grandiflora.

ni i nil tsos, (slender snuff), Townsendia strigosa.

qosh beldei, (spine brush), groundsel, Senecio Douglasii.

CONVULVULACEAE (Convolvulus Family}.

naqoyaf (nahuyaf), the name of an unidentified plant with a

fleshy, tuberous root. In some places this name is also applied

to the sweet potato, which is not raised here, but is known

through the whites. Many now call them

mimasi tso lakhanigi, sweet potato, Batatas edulis.

tsighajilchi, (red hair), the dodder, Cuscuta umbellata.

CRUCIFERAE (Mustard Family).

alfzh beidz6l, (it splurts the urine), whitlow grass, Draba

montana.

az dotFish, (blue medicine), watercress, Nasturtium obtusum.

aze laba igi, (gray medicine), rockcress, Arabis communis.

aze ladilt ^hi, (scattered medicine), so called because it does

not grow in clusters, but singly, rockcress, Arabis Holboelii.

aze qagai, (medicine coming out white), that is, with a white

stock, Stanleya pinnatifida.

azetso, (big medicine), false wallflower, Erisymum asperum.
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azetsos, (slender medicine), bladderpod, Vesicaria alpina, or

Phlox Douglasii, (Polemoniaceae).

azetsos altsfsigi, (small slender medicine), pennycress, Thlaspi

alpestre.

cliil lagai, (white plant), cabbage and cauliflower, which have

been introduced by the whites. Both are varieties of Brassica

oloracea.

nanchad aze, (medicine for swelling), Thelipodium Wrightii.

nanodozi, (striped seeds), pennyroyal, Thlaspi (?).

nashjeidS, (spider fowl), or hastseltsi, (hair like the gods),

bladderpod, Vesicaria Fendleri.

ostsW, hedge mustard, Sisymbrium incisum.

tqalkhadahikha}, (spreads on water), watercress, Nasturtium

alpinum.

tsabi (?), Physaria.

tsahaltsa
, (a receptacle like the paunch), pepper-grass, Lepid-

ium niontanum.

ts^yahatiial, (it sings below the tree), so called from the noise

it produces when shaken, hedge mustard, Brassica campestris.

CUPULIFERAK (Oak Family}.

checliil (ts^tsil, ts^cHil, rock plant), the oak, Quercus

undulata.

cH^cHil ntllsi, (hard rock plant), scrub oak, Quercus undulata

pungens.

cH^cHil ntllzi bakha e, male of preceding, Quercus undulata

brevifolia.

kish, alder, Alnus incana var. virescens.

klshzhini, iron-wood, hornbeam, Carpinus Americana (Cory-

laceae, mastworts [?]).

CUCURBITACEAK (Gourd Family}.

da neskani, cantaloupe, muskmelon, Cucumis melo.

nayfzi, naylzilchf, squash, pumpkin, Cucurbita.
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t echlya (t ejiyani, which is eaten green), watermelon, Cucumis

citrillus, Citrillus vulgaris.

EUPHORBIACEAK (Spurge Family).

cHil abe&quot; altsVSsigi, (slender milkweed), Euphorbia montana.

khe tsi halchf, (red near the root), Euphorbia Pringlei.

naachl aze, (pimple medicine), spurge, Euphorbia montana.

nashjeida, (spider food), or naashte hedli; (gopher food), Croton

Texensis.

FILICES (Fern Family).

ja nltsilidd, (bat food), lipfem, Cheilanthes lanuginosa.

FUMARIACEAE (Fumitory Family).

hasbfdi da, (turtle-dove food), Corydalis aurea rar. occidentals.

GENTIANACEAE (Gentian Family).

bi hlljai, (like deer s ear), Frasera speciosa.

ctiil beh^tFol litsOigi, (plant with a yellow root), Frasera.

ctiil behetFol nnffizigi, (plant with a long root), Frasera spec

iosa.

Inzld cHil (inizi cnll, witch plant), Gentiana affinis.

GERANIACEAE (Geranium Family).

cH61chm Ilt ai, (leaves like those of the phlox), geranium

incisum.

dzfli bilashgan, (claws of the sparrow-hawk), alfilaria, storks-

bill, pin-grass, Erodium cicutarium.

GNETACEAE (Joint-firs).

tF6 az6, (grass medicine), Ephedra trifurcata. Some mistake

this for Equisetum, horsetail.

GRAMINEAE (Grasses).

dakhaz lakhanigi, (sweet stalk), sugar-cane, Saccharum offici-

narum.
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ll nadd (K bid, horse corn), oats, Avena.

hikiT (d!6ka , arrow grass [?]), reed, Phragmites communis.

lukatso, the cane-reed, Phragmites.

nadd, corn, maize, Zea mays, Phalareae.

ndidlfdi, (scorched), so called because the seeds were obtained

by scorching it, mountain rice, Oryzopsis cuspidata.

zeilawhdi, (it runs into the throat), so called for its tendency

to slip down the throat, wild rye, fox- or squirrel-tail grass,

Hordeum jubatum.

baeezho, the broom. There are several varieties of these

grasses, of unidentified species. The stems grow from six to

fifteen inches high, and when dry are very stiff, for which reason

they are employed in making native hairbrushes and brooms.

A bunch of the dried grass is tied firmly together so that the

butt ends present a flat surface. A twig of cedar (gad m eli) is

inserted into the hairbrush as a talisman.

bjfeezho, rush-grass, Aristida oligantha.

dlu bseezho, (prairie dog broom), so called because it is

observed to grow near prairie dog colonies, Sporobolus cuspidata.

tsetqa beeezhd, (canon broom), which is also called ats&

breezho, (eagle broom).

bieezhf) shazhi, (knotted broom), from the numerous knots on

its stem.

neshchlya bseezho, (broom under the pines), where it is usually

found.

tl ish baeezho, (snake broom).

beeezho ndneskhali, (coiled broom), from its propensity to coil

around the top of the stem.

tl 6
, grass, hay in general; tl 6 K ilch6zhigi, grass upon which

horses graze. Under this caption all forage grasses and shrubs

are classified. Some are given here, others may be found under

their respective order, for instance, alfalfa and clover under

Leguminae.

tl 6 dicMzh, (rough grass); tl 6 beets6s hu!6nigi, (plumed

grass); tl 6 daastsfni, (grass with leaves like wood); tl 6 tsahi
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(tFo tsal, awl-grass), which is probably indentical with tl 6

dahlkhaH; tFo tso, (big grass); tl6 Iits6i, (yellow grass); tl6 le&quot;,(?).

tFo nadlt, (corn-grass), wheat, Triticum vulgare.

nishchiya tl 6 , (grass under the pinons).

tsfya tFo , (grass which grows under logs), meadow-grass,

Phragmites andina.

tFo ts6si, (slender grass), rush-grass, Sporobolus cryptandrus.

tl 6 nastqdsi, (bent grass), grama grass, Bouteloua hirsuta.

hazeilddi, (like squirrel food).

tl 6 ilshihi, (salty grass), because of its salty taste.

tFo qosh, (prickly grass), bur-grass, or hedgehog grass, Cen-

chrus tribuloides.

a!6s (Sp. arroz), rice, is known only as a cereal purchased at

the stores, Oryza sativa.

HYDROPHYLLACEAE ( Waterleaf Family).

aze nchlhi labd igi, (gray angry medicine), Phaselia glandulosa.

IRIDACEAE (Iris Family).

tqel bit d Mnigi, (broad, with many leaves), flower de luce, or

flag, Iris Missouriensis.

tqel nlyizi, broad flag, Iris.

JUGLANDACEAE (Juglaiul Family}.

qaalts^di, the walnut, Juglans.

JUNCACEAE (Rush Family).

altqtn jikazhi, (bow grinder), rush grass, Juncus.

LABIATAE (Mint Family).

aze nchlhi, (irritating medicine), dragon s-head, Dracoceph-

alum parviflorum; or sage, Salvia ( ?).

aze ndot ezhi, (medicine which is laced), horse-mint, Monarda.

cMl dS, (frog food), sage, Salvia canceolata (Lygodesmia

grandiflora, Compositse).
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tFo nlehfni, (odorous grass), American pennyroyal, Hedeoma

Drummondii.

tseRi naalcKfzhi, (which rubs against the rock), hedge hyssop,

Lophanthus urticifolia.

LEGUMINOSAK (Puht Family)^

altqanetsehi tsos, (slender interlocking), Glycyrrhiza lepidota.

aze ba ade, (female medicine), Lupinus brevicaulis.

aze ba ade tso, (big female medicine), rattleweed, Astragalus

Matthewsii.

aze bakha e, (male medicine), Lupinus.

aze bakha e tso, (big male medicine). The larger of the two

species is always male. Reference is here made to the use of

these plants as medicines in the male and female chants of arrow

shooting.

aze dilqil, (dark medicine), milk vetch, Astragalus Mortoni.

aze tsos laba igi, (slender gray medicine), sensitive brier,

Shrankia.

aze tsos ntsaigi, (large slender medicine), sensitive brier,

Shrankia.

cfii dd tsos, vetch or tare, Vicia Americana.

chil nanesdisi, (medicine twisting along the ground), Hosackia

Wrightii.

cHozh aze, (boil medicine), lupine, Lupinus Lyallii.

daaghali, (rattling), rattlepod, Astragalus.

deb haiclildi ntsaigi, (the larger one of those that the sheep

scratch out), Oxytropis.

deb nat 6 4

,
or deb4 da, (sheep tobacco, or sheep food), Oxy

tropis.

hastqdi tsiy&l, (old man s queue), prairie clover, Petalostemon

candidus ra/r. occidentalis.

ma ida, (coyote food), also called Rfshzhini, the wild cherry,

Astragalus.

ma i naoljil aze, (medicine for hydrophobic coyote), Oxytropis.
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na&ststfsi Ilj&i, (like mouse-ear), clover, Trifolium erroceph-

alum.

na/61i, the bean, Faba vulgaris.

na oli Ilt di, (leaves like the bean), everlasting pea, Lathyrus

polymorphus.

ni 61i numdzigi, (round bean), the pea, Pisum sativum. The

large brown bean, or Mexican frijoles, are now raised very

extensively.

nt 6 4

wai, (wa tobacco), Psoralea tenuiflora.

nibeshje, (pasted to the ground), Hosackia.

tF6* waigi, (wa grass), alfalfa, lucerne, Medicago sativa.

tFo wa nahalfnigi, (grass resembling wa), white clover, Tri

folium repens. The latter two are of recent introduction, and

their names are taken from the resemblance of their leaves to

those of the spider flower, wa .

tqahdlchdshi, (the forehead pops it), as the pod is easily burst

when pressed to the forehead, rattleweed, Astragalus triflorus.

tqaholchdshi tsOs, a slender tqaholchoshi (tqa ilchoshi).

belagdna neshchi, (American pinon nuts), peanuts, which may
be purchased at the stores, Arachis hypogoea.

LEMNACEAE (Duckweed Family).

tqdtlld, (water scum), duckweed, Lemna minor.

LILIACEAE (Lily Family).

alchfni da, (children s food), Oalochortus Nuttallii.

altsfni, mariposa lily, Calochortus luteus.

altsfni tso, hog s potato, or death camass, Zygadenus vene-

nosus.

aze tF6hi, (grass medicine), blue-eyed grass, Sisyrinchium

mucronatum.

tl 6 chini, (smelling grass), wild onion, Allium Palmeri.

tl6 chin tso, (large onion), the large, cultivated onion, Allium

cepa.

tF6 chinlchl, (red onion), or gage tl 6 chin, (crow s onion),

the nodding onion, Allium cernum.
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Four varieties of yucca are mentioned:

tsazi bide, (horned yucca).

tsazi ntqeli (sazi ntqeli, broad standing awl), Spanish bayonet,

Yucca baccata. As the roots of this species furnish a rich

lather the plant is frequently referred to as tqalawhush, soap.

Its fruit, too, is eaten, and the plant is then called hashk&n,

yucca syrup.

tsazi tsos, (slender yucca), Yucca glauca (Nuttall), or Yucca

angustifolia (Pursh).

yelbitsazi, (yucca of the gods), Yucca radiosa; Trelease Whip-

plei (Matthews), or elata (Engelmann).

LINACEAE (Flax Family).

aze ntllni laba igi, (gray gummy medicine), Spheralcea angust-

ifolia.

din^ e cHil alts6sigi, (slender people s plant), yellow flax,

Lineum rigidum.

latqahadijol, (round blossoms), flax, Lineum rigidum.

LOASACEAE (Loasads).

ctii halchin, (odor of cni [?]), Mentzelia nuda.

iltl ihi, (tenacious), because its leaves adhere to one s clothes,

Mentzelia rnultiflora.

iltlihi tsos, (the slender species), Mentzelia pumila.

LOBELIACEAE (Lobelia Family).

dahitqihi Ildahi, (like hummingbird s lip), cardinal flower,

Lobelia splendens, or cardinalis.

LORANTHACEAE (Loranth Family).

da tsa , (by syncope from w6da*, above, basket on high),

mistletoe, Phoradendron juniperum.

MALVACEAE (Mallow Family).

aze ntllni, (gummy medicine), false mallow, Malvastrum

coccineum.
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II da, (horse food), mallow, Sidalcea malvaeflora.

MORACEAE (Mulberry Family).

hashkan, (the tig), which is known only as a commercial

article, Ficus carica. See also Phoenicidae and Spanish bayonet

under Liliaceee.

NYCTAGINACEAE (four-o clock Family).

Rinsed Ifshi da, (stink bug food), Abronia fragrans.

kinaedlfshi da laM igi, (gray stink bug food), Abronia (0-

tl Ish natfo , (snake tobacco), four-o clock, Mirabilis oxybaph-

oides.

tsedide, (probably which works itself into the rock), four-

o clock, Mirabilis.

tlehlgai ntsahi, (the large one which blooms at night), four-

o clock, Mirabilis multiflora.

OLEACEAE (Olive Family).

din&-& cHil, (Indian plant), Menodora scabra.

ONAGBACEAE (Evening Primrose Family}.

aze beh^tsi halchf, (medicine which is red near the root),

evening primrose, Oenothera tenacetifolia.

aze iitso, (yellow medicine), evening primrose, Oenothera

grandiflom.

azd sakaz, (cold medicine), Gaura parviflora.

azS sesf (az6 has!, crampy [?] medicine), evening primrose,

Oenothera pinnatifolia.

ctiil latqa atsos, (feather flower plant), willow herb, Epilo-

bium coloratum.

qosh chi itso, (great angry spine).

qosh chfitsos, (slender angry spine), willow herb, Epilobium

origanifolium.

tl ehiga i labd igi, (the gray plant blooming at night), evening

primrose, Oenothera csespitosa.
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tsetqa debe
5

cHll, (big-horn plant), willow herb, Epilobium

spicatum.

OROBANCHACEAE (Broom-rape Family).

ledol sezi, (footprints in the dirt), from its distant resemblance

to a moccasined foot partly sunk into the ground, cancer root,

Aphyllon fasciculatum.

PHOENICIUAE (Phoenix Family).

hashkan, (syrup), date, Phoenix dactylifera. Known to the

Navaho only by the fruit bought at the stores. The same name

is given to the fig.

PIPERACEAE (Pepperwort Family).

aze dictii laba igi, (gray sharp medicine), black pepper, Piper

nigrum. Known only as a commercial article.

PLANTAGINACEAE (Plantain Family).

aze it ^1 (?), plantain, Plantago gnaphalioides.

POLEMONIACEAE (Polemon ium Fam ily).

atsa nat 6 , (eagle tobacco), Gilia longiflora.

chdlchln, (spruce odor), Phlox csespitosa.

dahitqihi da, (hummingbird food), Gilia aggregata rar. atten-

uata.

POLYGONACEAE (BuchwKeat Family).

az&amp;lt;3 nibaghdnt i
, (medicine which winds through the ground),

Eriogonum alatum.

nibaghant i- ntsaigi, (the large one), Eriogonum racemosum.

aze qa ogizi, or atk^sgizi, (twisted medicine), Eriogonum

microthecum.

bilnaaf6 i, (which is mixed with the tobacco), Eriogonum

Jamesii.

bfsndochi, (adobe is red with it), so called, probably, because
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it gives the landscape the appearance of red adobe, Eriogonum

fasciculatum.

bfsndochi ba ade, the female species, which is smaller in size

than the preceding
1

,
and is probably identical with it, Eriogonum

microthecum.

chat lni (jat fni), sorrel, Rumex hymenosepalum, occidentale.

le aze, (earth medicine), Eriogonum.

wolachi da, (ant food), Eriogonum.

RANUNCULACEAE (Crowfoot Family).

cHil na atl 6i tso, (big winding plant), virgin s bower, Clematis

ligustifolia.

Reh6tqeli, (it spreads over the ground), larkspur, Delphinium

scaposum, or bicolor. As this plant is used extensively as pol

len, the plant is also called tqadidln dotl fsh, blue pollen.

Ijetso iljae, (which is like the ear of a rat), buttercup, Ra

nunculus cymbalaria.

tqazhi nlchln, (turkey odor), Thallictrum Fendleri.

RHAMANACEAE (Buckthorn Family}.

bf da, or din 6 cHil, (deer corn, or people s food), New Jer

sey tea, Ceanothus Fendleri.

ctti da (?), Ceanothus (Fendleri [?]).

ROSACEAE (Rose Family}.

awffitsal, (baby s bedding), the cliff rose, Cowania Mexicana.

aze hokha, five fingers, Potentilla gracilis.

aze ntFfni tso, (big adhesive medicine), goose-grass, or five

fingers, Potentilla strigosa.

bis daashcHil, (the plant which binds the rim of adobe). This

plant is closely allied to mountain mahogany.

ctiil na atl 6i tso, (the big weaving plant), the prune, Prunus

domestica. The prune is known only as a commercial article,

and derives its name from its resemblance to the grape.

cho (chu ), the wild rose, Rosa Fendleri.

dzidz6, the choke-cherry, Prunus virginiana.
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dzidze* dit odi, (soft berry), service-berry, Amelanchier.

dzidze
5

dok6zhi, (sour berry). This name is also applied to

the apricot of commerce, Prunus Armeniaca.

dzidz&tso, (big choke-cherry), the peach, which is grown in

large quantities at Canon de Chelley, and other localities with

facilities for irrigation, Amygdalus Persica, sub-order Drupaceae.

ma idd, (coyote food), the wild cherry, Prunus demissa, For

estiera Neo-Mexicana.

kinjil dhi, the currant, Purshia tridentata.

tseesdazi, (heavy as stone), mountain mahogany, Cercocarpus

parvifolius.

tseesgizi, (twisted stone), June-berry, Amelanchier alnifolia.

SALICINEAE ( Willow Family}.

kai, the willow, Salix; kailbal, the gray willow.

tfls, the cottonwood, Populus Fremontii, or angulata.

tlsbai, (gray cottonwood), aspen, or quaking asp, Populus

tremuloides.

t lstsDs, (slender cottonwood), Populus angustifolia.

SAXTALACEAE (Sandalwort Family).

cliil
abe&quot;, (milk plant), bastard toad flax, Comandra pallida.

SAPINDACEAE (Soapwort, or Maple family).

sol, (by syncope from ilzholi, fuzzy), box elder, Negundo
aceroides.

sol diclifshi, rough elder (?).

SAXIFRAGACEAE (Saxifrage Family).

belasana, a corruption from the Spanish manzano, the apple,

Pirus malus.

belasana bitse hul6ni, (apple with a tail), the pear, Pirus com-

munis. Few apples are grown in the Navaho country, and the

pear is only known as the canned article of commerce.

cliil koqyehe, (coffee plant), because formerly a beverage was
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prepared from it. Usually it is called whotsfni aze, (tooth-gum

medicine), which is the alum root, Heuchera bracteata.

tse*tqa sakhadi, (clustered in canons), Tellima tenella.

tsftFiz, (hard wood), Findlera rupicola. tsfntFiz, hard wood,

is the general term for all hard woods, like tseesdazi, mountain

mahogany; chu , wild rose; kinjil ahi, currant, and numerous

others. As the Findlera rupicola is a hard wood plant, some

use both tsltl iz and tslntl iz to designate it.

tseesdisi (tseesgizi, twisted stone), currant, Ribes.

SCROPHULARIACEAE (Figwort Family).

aze nchlhi tso, ( big irritating medicine), beard tongue,

Pentstemon azureus.

aze nlali, beard tongue, Pentstemon glaber.

aze qina, or Inaji aze, (life medicine), Pentstemon ambiguus,

or laricifolius. Cf. also Geraniaceae. A large variety of herbs

are designated and used as qina aze, healing medicine or tonic.

chacliosh aze, (glandular swelling medicine), Cordylanthus

ramosus.

dahitqihi da tso, (big hummingbird s food), painted cup,

Castilleya integra.

dahitqihi da laM igi, (gray hummingbird s food), painted cup,

Castilleya parviflora.

dahitqihi da tsos, (slender hummingbird s food), beard tongue,

Pentstemon barbatus var. Foreyi.

dishchld aze, (itch medicine), Cordylanthus Kingii.

nat 6 nlchin, (smelling tobacco), Castilleya minor.

SOLANACEAE (Nightshade Family).

aze dfctii lichligi, (red sharp medicine), chilli, or red pepper,

Capsicum. The Navaho do not cultivate chilli.

bihilde, (leaves like deer horns), ground cherry, Physails

lanceolata var. lanigata.

cti6hojilyaf, jimson-weed, or thorn apple, Datura stramonium.

dzil nat 6 , (mountain tobacco), wild tobacco, Nicotiana atten-
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uata. Tobacco is used extensively in ceremonies, and the fol

lowing designations are presumably due to this feature.

debe* nat 6 , (sheep tobacco), found in malpais districts; dlu i

nat 6 , (weasel s tobacco); kos nat o , (cloud tobacco); tllsh nat 6 ,

(snake tobacco); shash nat 6
, (bear tobacco), all of which are

probably identical with wild tobacco.

nat 6 wa i, (wa-tobacco), designates wild tobacco found in the

valleys.

hashcH^ da, (food of the gods), boxthorn, Lycium pallidum,

tribe Atropese.

naltsdi, (yellow seeds), nightshade, Solanum heterodoxum.

numazi, (globular), wild potato, Solanum.

numasitso, (the big round one), the cultivated potato, Solanum

tuberosum.

tllsh da, (snake food), nightshade, Solanum triflorum.

TYPHACEAE (Cat-tail Family).

tqel, (broad), cat-tail flag, Typha latifolia.

ULMACEAE (Elm Family).

jilqazhi, hackberry, Celtis.

UMBELLIFERAE (Parsley Family).

aze nlchln, (odorous medicine), peppermint, Cymopterus

alpinus.

chahasht ezhi (chasht ^zhi ), gamot, Cymopterus montanus.

cHil Iits6i, (yellow plant), carrot, Daucus carota.

hazaale (?), gamot, Cymopterus glomeratus.

hazaal^ tso, Ferula multifida.

nanod6zi, (striped seeds), caraway seed, Carum.

URTICACEAE (Nettle Family}.

kishlshjish (gishlshjish), nettle, Urtica.

VERBENACEAE ( Vervain Family).

az6 hadfgai, (medicine producing soreness), vervain, Verbena

stricta.
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aze nchi i, (irritating medicine), Verbena Aubletia.

VIOLACEAE ( Violet Family).

tFeji chi, violet (?), Viola,

tqdlchin, (odor of water).

VITACEAE ( Vine Family).

ctiil na atr6i, (weaving plant), Virginia creeper, Ampelopsis

quinquefolia. The same name is also applied to the grapevine,

Vitis vinifera.

ZYGOPHLLACEAE (Beancaper Family).

shash nat 6 , (bear tobacco), Tribulus maximus.

UNIDENTIFIED PLANTS.

The following plant names were not identified, and the trans

literation only is given.

aja ku halchin, whose seed has the odor of the ear (?).

at d tso, big leaves; at tsos, slender leaves.

atsa aze, eagle medicine.

&wife biyalaf yilbezh, which boils the placenta.

ayan bilizh halchfni, which smells of the urine of the buffalo.

ay& af, which is standing up (?).

aze bijlchligi, the core of the root of which is red.

aze blniT, medicine of the mind, in reference to its bewitch

ing effects.

az6 dit f, thick, mud-like medicine.

aze dishoigi, plushy medicine.

aze lagaf, white medicine; az6 lichl, red medicine.

bfla ashdla i, five fingered.

cHil ab4 alts6sigi, slender milkweed.

ctiil aghani, the plant fatal to flies, ants, moths, and the

like, which alight upon it; cttll aghani, the deathly plant, is

another species fatal to both man and beast.
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dihidfa i, an incense.

deb^ Rti halchin, whose seed smells of sheep.

dinas (?); dinastso, large dinas, mesquite (?).

dzilkhelchin, the odor of a youth.

jikhelchln, the odor of a maiden.

1 nigi chil, thunder plant; I nelne jl cHil (?).

nseetsa aze, pimple medicine.

nakaetqi, put into the cavity of the eye.

nakheyili, which is whirled along.

najfshozhi, turned on its side.

ndochf, red downward, a plant with a large red root.

nftsdsi, the veins of the earth.

ni ts6si tso, the large veins of the earth.

silatso (shilatso), my thumb.

tqojfquidzo, which extends out of the water.

tsllchin Ilt ahi, leaves like the sumac.

tsisdfsi, coiled nose, a tree found in the San Francisco range.

wolachl bega, antidote for ants.

za hozfhi (za hosl [?]).

Words referring to plants and their parts.

beh^tl ol (bikhetrol), the root of a plant or tree.

khetsi (beMtsi), its base.

bitsfn, its stalk; bitsln, its pith.

bizhi
, the pith (of some plants).

halglzh (dahalglzh), or bfdadi a
,

its branchlets.

bit li, its leaves, which are described as ntqeli, broad; alts6si,

slender, long; qosh hu!6ni, prickly, etc.

cHil bit a, a blade of grass.

bilatqahi, its flower.

bilatqa daalgal, white flowered plants, or cHil bilatqa igai, the

plants are in blossom (white).

bilatqd daaltso, yellow flowered plants.

bilatqd daalchl, red topped flowers, or bilatqa/ichi, they are

in blossom (red).
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bilatqa dadotl ish, blue flowered plants.

bitqaitsoi, yellow interspersed, pumpkin or melons, etc., in

blossom.

biz61, its tassel, as of corn, wheat, etc.

bokd (bokfi), or bilastsf, its seeds. The former is used for

stone fruits, apples, melons; the latter for smaller seeds.

cHil bina, plant seeds, or seed bearing plants.

cKil bichdg, or bich6\ catkin of plants.

bitFol, its vine or tendril, as of the grape, pumpkin, etc.

cHil, a plant, grass or weed.

nanse , vegetation, plants.

t 6 cHii, merely a plant (with no special purpose).

cnil sakhad, a cluster of weeds, a bush, tuft of grass.

cfiil naskhadi, creepers, such as some gamots, wild potatoes,

etc., or describing them as t 6 sfikhad, a small cluster, or naskhad,

a cluster spread out.

tsin, a tree.

tsin beh^tFol, the root of a tree; bizfd, or bitstn (bitslnigi),

its pith, pulp; biz&s, punk (outgrowth on pine); dastqal, exuda

tion (from the fissure of the rind); akhasht Osh (bakhasht osh),

the rind; atqat ahi (bitqat ahi), the inner bark; azhi (bizhi )

dried bark fibre (as of the cliff rose, or of cedar); je ( bije),

rosin; khe tsi, beh^tsi, base (of a tree); bag&n, or bitsaoz a
,

its

limbs or boughs, or bfdadl a
,
its branches; bit ^l, its leaves; acMg

(bichdg), catkins of willow, cottonwoods, etc.

11 (bi fl), needles of conifers (and their boughs).

bina, its fruit, as cHecRil bina, acorns; neshchl bina, pinons.

halglzh ndeshgizh, the fork of a tree, as tls ndeshgizh, a

forked cottonwood.

cHil yishde , (yllde, deshda ), or qashd^ (qolde , qod^shda ), I

pick flowers, grub weeds.

cHil hanshtqa (hanetqa, hadfneshtqal), I look for plants or herbs.

cHil beh^tl ol nashged (nas^gyed, ndeshgol), I dig roots.

Mosses are variously designated: dlad, a covering, or moss on

stone or wood, and even meat, as atsf dlad sell, the meat is musty.
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ts&Hful, rock-moss, lichen; tsinba dlad, tree moss; nfhadlad,

moss covering the ground; nahas^s, moss found in hummocks;

ctio bidftrha, moss of spruce.

Toadstool, or mushroom, is called ablshja .

ndflkhal, the wild gourd.

naylzi, the squash, is designated as ab^shkhani cho (beshkhani

tso) in the night chant and others.

NAVAHO FOODS.

The early Navaho subsisted chiefly on corn, which to-day

still furnishes their chief sustenance. Owing, however, to con

ditions of war and constant change of domicile, it was not always

possible to obtain corn, so that numerous seed bearing plants

were drawn upon for a substitute. Whenever possible, too,

small patches of beans, squashes and melons were raised, which

with an abundance of venison, furnished sufficient variety of

diet. Water furnished the usual drink with an occasional tea

made from native herbs.

At present much of this early food has disappeared. The

various grass seeds are no longer harvested, and venison has

been almost entirely displaced by mutton and beef. Coffee, tea

and goat milk have been added to the regular fare, while modern

flour and cornmeal are usually preferred to the laborious task of

grinding native corn. Squashes, pumpkins, melons, beans and

potatoes are raised for the table wherever conditions permit, and

in many districts wheat is turned into flour for domestic purposes.

Although some of the food preparations here listed are no

longer in vogue, many of them are still largely preferred to the

more expensive and less substantial modern store goods. The

list comprises the various food preparations of corn and esculent

herbs, to which is added a list of modern foods and beverages.

The most convenient method of preparing a food was a mush
or porridge, which was made of green corn or of cornmeal.

ditl 6gi, or les Si ditl 6gi, green corn mush baked in ashes.
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Green corn is ground on the inetate and worked to the consist

ency of stiff dough, and then imbedded in layers of corn leaves

or husks. These are placed in the fire and thoroughly covered

with hot embers until baked. The noise produced in grinding

and slapping the green corn on the inetate suggested the name,

ditF6gi, in imitation of tl og, tlog.

tqabijai, the three ears, is mush boiled in a single corn leaf of

which three pockets or ears have been formed. The corn leaf

is wound once around the finger, and the opening thus formed

filled with mush (tqa nil) of green corn. Just opposite another

pocket is made in the same manner, while the third pocket over

laps the other two. The pockets are then wrapped with the

remainder of the leaf that they may retain their shape in boiling.

ntsfdog6i, which bend their tips, designates a mush of green

corn, replaced into the corn husk, the tips of which are then

turned down. A number of these are placed side by side into

a small trench, thoroughly heated, and covered with hot embers

until well baked.

Mush is frequently prepared of cornmeal, thus:

tqa nil, stirred, is a gruel prepared by stirring cornmeal in

boiling water or milk. Cedar ashes are added to the meal. At

times this is omitted, when the gruel is designated as gad adin,

no cedar.

tqoshchln, born to water, designates cornmeal mixed in an

equal proportion of water; tqaskhal, cracked (corn) with water;

tqanashgizh, mixed with water, a mush of the consistency of

mashed potatoes; ad61a, a very thin gruel (borrowed from the

Mexicans).

tqana nil, re-stirred, is a mush made of saliva-sweetened parched

cornmeal. This is stirred in boiling water and allowed to freeze

over night, in which shape it is consumed. It was much relished

in the winter months, but is at present little in vogue.

tqo ihi nil, put in water, is a porridge made of parched corn

ground to meal. The water is stirred constantly while adding

the meal, and the porridge is eaten after cooling.
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tqa boAstlttni, tied three times, is a very stiff mush placed on

corn husks, which are then folded and tied in the center and at

the ends, and boiled in this shape.

The facility with which gruel was prepared suggested its use

for the journey, and accordingly cornmeal was carried along for

this purpose.

yist eltrai, the white provision, was prepared by boiling the

corn sufficiently to allow the hull to be easily removed by rub

bing it on the metate and then grinding the meat to a tine meal.

On journeys it could be taken in this shape, or moistened with

water.

tsalbaf was a general term for provisions of meal taken on

journeys. The corn was parched usually and then ground. At

times it was soaked slightly and then ground, adding a pinch of

salt to preserve it, in which shape the meal was designated as

tsalbaf daMne, the gray meal provision.

alkbiriaka, sweetbread meal, a provision consisting of sun-

dried morsels of sweetbread (alkhtld) ground to meal.

Ifs d bisgi, sun-dried bread, is still made by some for the

journey, though more frequently as a provision for the winter.

Morsels of bread- rolls, baked in ashes, are placed on the sunny

side of the hogan to evaporate, when they are stored away. In

winter they are boiled in water or milk and served as a stew.

These provisions for the journey are frequently designated by

the general term, tsalbaf, or sist
e&quot;,

bist e
1

, my or his provisions.

ts^banalzha, shucks between stones, is a griddle cake made

by the Zuni. The mush is spread over corn shucks and then

baked between two Hat stones over a fire.

Corn also furnished the breadstuff for a variety of prepara

tions. Saliva furnished the glucose insomuch as a small portion

of the meal was chewed previous to mixing it with the batter.

When green corn could be had it was parched before grinding

and boiled slightly before adding the glucose. Otherwise cedar

ashes, and at times salt, furnished the only ingredients. Usually

the meal or flour is kneaded to a stiff dough.
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alkhiid, small cubes, is a corn cake baked in small, under

ground ovens or pits previously heated and lined with corn

husks. The dough is poured over the corn husks and covered

with a second layer of them and a light layer of dirt, over which

a fire is kept through the night. When thoroughly baked the

cake is cut up in small squares. It is required at the vigil of

the night chant, and figures also at the nubility ceremony when

it is supplied by friends of a poor family.

lehilzhozh, lined up in the ground, is very popular during the

harvest. Corn husks, filled with dough and tied at the butt and

tip with yucca, are lined up in a heated trench and covered with

dirt and hot coals until thoroughly baked.

naezmazi, round cakes, are made of green corn, and baked on

the stone griddle. Milk is now frequently substituted for the

water formerly used in preparing the batter.

Corn, and at present also wheat, ground on the metate, in

addition to flour bought at the stores, furnish the material for

the following:

les n, put in ashes, is bread of the shape of the upper mill

stone, and is baked in hot embers. les dotl lzhi, blue bread,

which has the admixture of cedar ashes; les algaf, white bread,

without the addition of the ashes; les a lani, many breads, which

are made in the same manner, in the shape of biscuits, and either

with or without the addition of the cedar ashes.

tse ast e*
, baked on the stone, designates the well known paper

bread. The batter is spread over the heated stone griddle with

the hand and baked.

ts ast e
1

lagal, white paper bread, is made of white corn; ts6

astfe
5

dotl fsh, blue paper bread, is mixed with cedar ashes; ts6

ast ettsoi, yellow paper bread, contains saliva-glucose; tse Sst e*-

Ichf, red paper bread, is made of blue corn without the cedar

ashes.

naneskhadi, slapped again, a griddle cake, owes its name to

the manner in which the dough is passed in easy fashion from

one hand to the other, and then tossed on the stone griddle to
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bake. When the batter is salted they are sometimes designated

by doR6zhi, salted cakes. At times, too, the finger-marks of

the operator are distinctly visible on the finished cake, hence the

additional name, nogazi, finger-marks. Cedar ashes are fre

quently added to the batter, especially when made of ground

wheat.

hashcliezhln binaneskhadi, the cakes of the Firegod, are four

small round cakes about three inches in diameter and perforated

in the center. They are baked for the Firegod, who strings

them with yucca and attaches them to his right arm on the ninth

day of the night chant, when he begins his slow journey from

sunrise to sunset.

nanoyezhi, which are laid or spread out, is a small cake about

the size of a silver dollar, which is offered to the Sun at the

wind chant by persons taken ill during an eclipse of the sun.

The cake is baked on coals outside the hogan, and is offered as

a sacrifice in addition to precious stones.

Rfneshbizhi, broken braids, are small dumplings made of

dough. This is rolled between the hands in slender strips, from

which in turn small pieces are broken off and rolled in the shape

and to the size of small marbles. These are thoroughly boiled

in water, after which they are thrown out and picked up with

small sticks and eaten. The customary cedar ashes may be

added, klneshbizhi doR6zhi are salted dumplings, somewhat

larger than the preceding, as the operator works as much dough
as she can conveniently knead in one hand; klneshbizhi tso, large

dumplings, are made of parched corn ground to meal. In size

and shape they resemble an apple, the two dents made at either

end adding to the similarity. Saliva-glucose is also added to

sweeten them, while they, too, are gathered and held with sticks,

and preferably oaten when hot.

nadii sit ego, or leshibezh, roasted corn, roasting ears, which

are placed on the coals and turned occasionally until fairly well

colored, neshjfzhi, another form of roasting ears, were left in

the husks and roasted in a pit (leyf leshibezh) and allowed to
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bake until mornin&r, when the corn was shucked (yllzho) and

eaten.

Breadstuffs were also obtained from seeds, and various food

preparations were made of esculent herbs and seed bearing- plants.

Thus, the seeds of some species of pigweed, tlo dei, tl 6 deiq6shi,

tl odeilbaf, were ground and prepared in precisely the same man

ner as corn. The glucose, too, was obtained by parching a

handful of the seeds jmd chewing a portion of the seed meal.

Another pigweed, tFo deintl fzi, was usually prepared in the shape

of a stiff porridge, tqanashglsh. The seeds of the pigweed, tl 6*-

deitso, were washed previous to boiling them. The foam appear

ing on the surface was removed and fresh water added until no

trace of foam was visible. The boiled seeds were then spread

out to dry and treated after the manner of corn.

Rfneshbfzhi, dumplings, les sin, rolls, and naneskhadi, griddle-

cukes, were prepared from tlo tso, tlo tsdsi, tl o dahikhali, all

species of mountain grass. The seeds of ndidlfdi were collected

by holding a bunch of the grass over the fire and allowing the

seeds to fall at the base of a flat stone placed slantingly against

the fireside. Hence the plant derived its name, &quot;that which is

scorched.&quot;

A stew, beeltse
,
was frequently made of wa\ bee-weed, tl 6

4
-

chin, wild onions, and hazaal&quot;. a gamot. These were boiled

with a bit of tallow, or morsels of meat, and eaten by dipping

bread into them, dzidzetso, dried peaches, and nuVtti, beans,

were also prepared in this fashion.

The leaves and small branchlets of the bee-weed in its early

growth were boiled, and after adding a pinch of salt, were served

as greens. The remnants of these were allowed to dry, and

were cooked in the shape of small dumplings with meat or

tallow. The bee-weed was not found serviceable after attaining

a considerable height owing to the difficulty in removing
1

its pun

gent odor.

To obtain the use of the hedge mustard, ostse^, the seeds had

to be parched in a pan or skillet. Formerly they were placed
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with live coals in a basket and tossed upward until well parched.

They were then ground and a soup (atqO) or stew was prepared

from the meal. The ittFihi, gummy plant, and telghajllchl, the

dodder, were treated in the same manner, but were used very

much like dry cornmeal.

ntimasi, the wild potato, \\ hich could be found almost any

where, was baked or boiled. A pinch of dlesh, almogen, was

added to prevent vomiting.

naqtfyai, or nahuyaf, a tuber, was prepared in the same man

ner, while the tuberous root of the plentiful chahasht?zhi, a

gamot, was peeled, baked and ground, as an occasional substitute

for cornmeal. altsini, which resembles the wild potato, was

eaten green.

jilt 6i, which is sucked, was baked and the pith sucked from

the stalk. Hence its name.

The fruit of the broad-leafed yucca, tsazi ntqeli, is used to

much advantage. When fairly ripened it is baked in hot coals,

but when the seeds have fallen out the flower or fruit is placed

on a large, fiat stone, over a fire, and dried. After that it is

ground and the meal is kneaded into the shape of small putt s,

which, in turn, are slightly roasted on the stone. This done,

small pieces are broken off and laid in the sun, allowing them to

evaporate until practically every trace of moisture has disap

peared. They are then sprinkled with water and worked into

roll-cakes of various sizes. Finally, a stick is forced through

the entire length of the cake, which later is removed, leaving an

opening to prevent the cake from souring. As much time and

labor is required to obtain the fruit in this form, many families

journey to districts in which the plant is abundant, spending

often as much as ten and fourteen days in the field. The finished

cakes are often stored for winter. Small pieces are then broken

up and mixed with water, making a thick gravy or syrup of it,

which is eaten with bread, meat and other dishes. The yucca

fruit or flour is designated as hashkan, the dried jellycake as

nesdug.
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qdsh, the pitahaya, or prickly pear, is gathered by means of

cactus pickers, qosh bew6be
:

he, or a forked stick. The thorns

are removed by rubbing the fruit in the sand with

the foot, after which it is cut into and sun-dried.

It is usually served as a stew, beeltse
,

like dried

peaches, nayfzi, or nayizilcht, the squash or pump
kin, is boiled and mashed to a stew. They are also

cut into strips, which are baked on coals in the

usual fashion, or they may be evaporated and stored

for winter. na oli, beans of various kinds, are

usually boiled.
Cactus Picker.

With some few exceptions native berries, fruits and nuts were

not especially prepared but eaten when picked. Thus, chu
,
or

cho, the wild rose; Rinjfl ahi, the currant; dzldz, the choke

cherry; dzidze
1

, unidentified; dzidze
1

dit 6di, the service berry;

dzidze dokozhi, the wild cherry; da whosh, the raspberry; dinas,

unidentified; chilna atl^i, the wild grape; da neskhani, sugar

melon; t echiya, green food, the watermelon; qa altsedi, the

walnut.

dzidzetso, the peach, is boiled or sun-dried; chlichin, the sumac

berry, is dried, ground and boiled, as also jilqazhi, the hack-

berry; hocHa and lichli, unidentified berries, were boiled and

served as a gruel.

cHechil bina, acorns, were boiled like beans, or roasted on

coals; neshchi, the pinon nut, is roasted in skillets or pots, and

sometimes mashed, making a kind of butter called atlish.

After the introduction of sheep, horses and cattle, and more

especially after the Navaho had settled down to a pastoral and

peaceful life, mutton and beef contributed to their regular bill

of fare, while horseflesh, too, was occasionally eaten. These are

prepared in various ways.

The meat is at times boiled, atsf shibezh, and the soup, atqo,

is eaten with a spoon or soaked up with bread, hanlgal (hanlga,

meaning, probably, the dawn rises upon it), is a stew consisting
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of whole corn and meat in a lump, which is boiled sufficiently to

allow the meat to peel from the bone. It is kept boiling for

about the space of a night.

Meat is also roasted arid fried. tsinbesit ego, roasted on a

stick. The meat is pierced with a long stick and held some dis

tance over live coals, allowing it to roast slowly. When well

done a little salt is sprinkled over it, and the burnt portions are

removed with a knife. tsld bakha sit ego, roasted on coals, is

the roast placed directly upon live coals; leshibezh, when the

meat is placed on the fireplace and covered with live coals. The

roasts are flavored with salt after baking. Prairie dogs are

usually fried in this manner. After removing the entrails of

the dog, the interior is sprinkled with salt and closed. It is then

thrown on the tire and covered with embers, after which the

hair is removed with a knife, and the dog is salted and eaten,

dsa nasdzld, mixed in the pot, designates morsels of meat fried

in a pot.

To preserve the meat in the hot summer months it is frequently

jerked, alkfnilgish, (sliced and stretched). The meat is cut in

thin slices, which are well stretched and then hung on a line to

cure and dry. This gives the meat a hard rind, impenetrable

to the sting of flies, and may be kept indefinitely. In order to

render it pliable again the jerked meat is placed on live coals

for a few minutes, then sprinkled with water and pounded with

a stone. It is now usually fried in lard until thoroughly per

meated with it. It may also be cut up and fried in lard, and is

then allowed to cool off and carried in traveling. This is known

as dchu.

Meat is also prepared in the shape of sausage. Thus, ndshgosh

designates a sausage made of chopped meat with which the

entrails of a sheep or cow are filled and boiled in water. Blood,

too, is at times thoroughly mixed with tallow and the entrails

filled with it. This is then either boiled in water, dil shibezh,

or roasted on hot coals, dil leshibezh.

Lard is sometimes obtained from melted tallow and preserved
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in paunches, aka dol.vf, melted tallow. The liver, azfd, is

usually cut open and baked on live coals, and is then eaten with

a slice of roasted,mutton tallow. Now and then the head of a

sheep is baked on coals and the brains, eyes and tongue are then

eaten, a dish known as atsi* leshibezh, meat roasted in embers.

The paunch is at times used in the preparation of a soup made

of crushed tallow. When thoroughly boiled the paunch is cut

open and the soup is eaten by dipping bread or morsels of tal

low into it. Formerly a glucose was added in the shape of

chewed tallowr

,
which accounts for the name still in vogue, akd

abld bldofal, tallow-glucose in the paunch. Tallow is also men

tioned in other preparations, thus achf bikfdesdiz, twisted with

entrails, consisting of a piece of tallow wound with entrails and

roasted on the coals; akhft^i aka bmflsro, tallow in the hide, is

similar to this. By applying warm water to the sheep hide

shortly after the slaughter the wool is easily removed, after

which the hide is cut into strips which are then wound around

a folded piece of tallow and roasted on coals. When done it is

cut into slices like roll-cake.

Venison, such as of deer and antelope, is prepared in pre

cisely the same manner as mutton and beef. The meat of the

cottontail, ga , and the jackrabbit, ga tso, is either baked or

boiled. The turtle-dove, hasbldi, is plucKed and the entrails

are removed after which it is baked on coals or fried on the stick,

and a little salt added to flavor it. The yellow-bird, tsfdiltsoi,

the snow-bird, jadidlu, and the bluebird, doli, are prepared in a

similar manner. The Navaho also eat wild turkey, tqdzhi, and

at present even ducks, naTeli, to which formerly many objected.

Such as are cognizant of the rites of eagle trapping, (ats& aql nili

8eh6sini), also partake of the flesh of various eagles and hawks,

ats&, atseltsoi, gini, ginitso, etc., though the ordinary Xavaho

taboos (bahadzkl) them. The crow, gage, the dog, lechai, and

the coyote, nid i, to which the Zufii and Hopi do not object, are

not touched by the Xavaho because of the habits of these animals

of feeding upon human flesh, (dine
1

i.v&ni). No such objection,
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however, was felt to the flesh of the bear, shash, the mountain

lion, nashdtiitso, the wildcat, nashduilbai, or the wolf, ma itso.

In the earlier days, too, such animals as the rat, Isetso, the por

cupine, dasdni, and the badger, nahashcHid, were frequently

eaten. The usual method of preparing them was to boil or bake

the venison on live coals. The meal of bear meat must be pre

ceded by a sacrifice to the bear. Porcupine was preferred to

badger, and was prepared much in the same manner as the

prairie dog. After scorching the quills the entrails were

removed and the interior sprinkled with salt. The animal was

then covered with pinon boughs over which a huge fire was kept.

Some surrounded the fire by a stone wall to insure the proper

heat.

The flesh of the horse, K, of the mule, dzantez, and of the

burro, tqli, is considered the equal of turkey meat (tqazhi

daaqihaln! bits! , meat just as sweet as the turkey). At present

horseflesh is still eaten, while the burro and mule are rarely

touched.

Of the water fowl and animals, the duck has already been

mentioned. The otter, tqdbaastqin, and the beaver, cha, alone

were permissable, which was true also of the turtle, tsistqel,

cHaedaghai. While at present many do not object to canned

fish, the more conservative still hold that fish and water fowls

should not be touched in any shape or form.

Withal, the abundance of mutton and beef have practically

excluded all other kinds of meat, wrhile the facility with which

flour and bread and a large assortment of canned goods may be

purchased, has at present limited the various native dishes to a

comparative few.

WORDS.

nadd, corn; nadd bit S, corn leaf; daat a, corn husk; nest ,

ripe; nt d (nest d, dmo t il), it ripens.

nad yishqizh (ylyizh, deshqish), I pluck corn; nad yishdlad

(ylldlad, deshdlal), I tear the ear from the stock; nad b^shdlad
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(beMlad, bfdeshdlfti), I husk corn, or nad& yisho (yfsho, desho),

I shuck the corn.

nadJi yishkd (yfka, deshkai), I grind corn; ctiil bina yishka ,

I grind seeds: akan, flour, meal, cornmeal.

nadd tqaoshnf (tqais4ni, tqaideshni), or tqa osh ni (tqa iseni, tqa -

ideshni), I knead dough; gad, cedar, juniper: gad adin, without

cedar; t eshchf, or leshcHl, cedar ashes.

bi ndot al, saliva-glucose; idft al, it is chewed and added to it;

bil eTfni. baking powder.

yishbezh (she.lbezh, deshbish), I boil corn; nadjl yist ^s

*, dest fs). I roast corn.

tqoshchin ishl^ (ishla, adeshlit), I prepare a stiff mush. With

few exceptions ishl^ is used for preparing food: tqani nll ishle
5

,

I make frozen mush: tqabeestl oni ishk^. I bake corn in husks.

tqa ash nil (tqa lsh nil. tqadesh nfl), I mix with water: tq& nll.

gruel, porridge.

tqana ashgizh (t(ia nsh^g!zh. tqa ndeshgish), I make a stiff mush

(cut the water [?]): tqanashgizh, a stiff mush.

tq6 Ihlsh nil (tqo Ihfnil, tc]6 Idesh nil). I stir in water; tqo ihl-

nil, a porridge.

ba yishkhsed (yishkhld, deshkhil), I eat bread; or, lehilzhozh

yishkhse-d, I eat baked corn-bread: naneskhadi yishkhld, I eat

griddle cakes; les &n yishkhld. I eat roll-cakes; dil yishkhffid,

I eat blood sausage; belasana yishkhsed, I eat an apple.

kfneshbizhi yishdel (yishdel. deshdfl), I eat dumplings: dzi-

dz^tso yishdei, I eat (a number of) peaches.

tqa nll yistsaV (ylltse*, destsd ), I oat mush or porridge:

beeltse IstsW, I eat a stew, of which there are various kinds:

wa* beeltse*, a bee-weed stew; tF6chin beeltse ,
onion stew;

dzidzetso beeltse , peach stew; or, dzidz^tso Tsts s&quot;, I eat peaches

stewed: ha/aale&quot; beeltse . a gamot stew: na 6li beeltsC&quot;, a bean

stew.

nadji yish al (yfal, desh al), I eat roasting ears.

atqO yishdl^ (yishdla, deshdlfl), I eat (drink) soup.

atsf yishghdl (yishghal. deshghal), I eat meat of any kind.
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deb bitsf, mutton ; begashi bitsf, beef; II bits!
, horseflesh;

tqdzhi bitsf. turkey meat; shash bitsf, bear meat; j&di bitsf,

antelope meat; ga bitsi , rabbit meat, and so on with any kind

of venison.

sha nrinll, evaporated, dried in the sun; sha ninishnil (sha ni-

nlnil, or sha nnnil, sha ndeshnil), I place it on the sunny side.

tl 6*, a grass; cKil, a plant; cHil bina, or cliil bflastsl , seeds;

chil bina nanshdc (naiilde ,
dfneshda ), I shake out seeds, tsin,

or bitsfn, its stalk; bitsln, its pith.

yinshbe (.yfbi, yideshbel, or yideshbll), I gather, pick fruit;

dzidz^tso yinshbe^, I pick poaches; cHil bina ylnshbe ,
I gathri

seeds; hashkan ylnshb^ ,
I gather yucca fruit; qosh ylnshb^ , or

qosh whtishbe (yfbi, yideshbel), I pick cactus; qosh bewObehe,

cactus pickers.

nesdilg, dried yucca syrup; jinldiig, it is pressed in a heap;

nishclug (n^ldug, dlneshdo ), I make a heap of it with my hands.

atsf alkfnishgesh (alklnilidzh, alkidineshgish), I slice and

stretch, I jerk meat; alklnilgish bdnastT, a line of jerked meat;

alkfnilgish bdnaasht i (banseltT, bandesht D, I hang jerked meat

on a line; alkfnllgish sagdn, the jerked meat is dried; atsf ItseM

aka blndsnil, jerked meat pounded and fried in lard; achu,

cooled fried jerked meat.

Isa na &sld (ns^zld, nd4s!J\ I mix morsels in a pot.

atsf yishbezh, I boil meat: atsf yisfes, I roast or boil meat.

COMMERCIAL ARTICLES.

ba, bread; ba dakhfii, square bread, crackers; ba lakhanigi,

cake; basdel (Sp.), pie; mantlegfa (Sp. ), butter; g5so (Sp.), or

ab^
?

neski , cheese.

yadizfni, which stands erect, canned goods, a tin can; belasana

(Sp.), apple; bitse hu!6ni, or belasana bitse hu!6ni, the apple

with a tail, canned pears; dzidz^tso, canned peaches; cliilnfr-

atl 6i, canned grapes; chilnaYitl oitso, prunes; hashkan, hVs, dates;

dzidz^ dok6zhi, apricots.
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cHil. lettuce, or any unknown vegetable; chil la^aigi, cabbage,

cauliflower; chil lichligi, a tomato, radish, beet; cliil lltso iakhan-

igi, an orange; ctiil iitso do6zhigi, a lemon.

niimasitso, a potato; ndmasitso lakhanigi, a sweet potato.

dakaz iakhanigi, or akhaz lakhani, sugar cane, syrup.

alos, (Sp. ), rice.

na 6H numizigi, peas.

alkesdisi, candy; alkgsdis (alkis^ldiz, aikidesdis), I twist it.

ashi, salt; dshihikhan, sugar; aze dichl, pepper.

BEVERAGES.

tqolbaf (tqolbahi\ grayish water, is a native intoxicant brewed

from corn, and probably of Chiricahua-Apache introduction.

Matured or slightly matured corn is buried r.ntil it begins to

sprout, after which it is ground to a very fine meal. To this

herbs are added with water, and the mixture is then boiled for

four or five days, after which it is put aside again to cool off.

Fermentation soon sets in, and the sediment of corn and herb

mixture collects at the bottom of the kettle, while the gray fluid,

tqolbaf, is gathered from the surface for drink. It is said to be

very intoxicating, and was brewed in the fall and spring of the

year.

Owing to the facility, however, in obtaining whiskey at close

range and less expense and labor, the native beverage is rarely

made at present. In addition, the Navaho are very fond of

whiskey, and purchase it almost at any price, especially at their

public dances, where women usually carry on a lively traffic.

Ordinarily a drunken person is not abused or molested, and no

disgrace seems to attach to habitual drunkenness. Beer, wine

and cider are not despised, while soda pops are in some demand.

Coffee and tea, with sugar and goat milk, are served at every

meal.

tqo, water; ashdld. (eshdla, adeshdlll), I take a drink; yishdlft

(yishdla. deshdlfl), I drink it; shanakha, or shanzld, give me a
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drink; nanshkM (niinkha. nadeshkhal), I give you a drink:

n& nsfd (na nfzkl, naVlesil), I pour it out for you.

tqolbaf, corn whiskey; nadii dinsego, sprouting corn.

nna laghash (mvn&laghazh, or nnfelaghazh, ndfnolaghush), it

ferments.

tq6dilqil, dark water, whiskey; tq6dilqil, or tqolbaf yishdld,

I drink whiskey, or corn whiskey: tq6dilqf} altqahidzld, a cock

tail; tqodilqfl altqansfd (altqarizld, aJtq&destt), I mix a cocktail.

tsfdeyd, or tqftdilqfl (tqolbaf), ye tsfdeya, he is drunk with

whiskey.

J6dl&, or odl, he drank too much, he is drunk; shil n&hodeya.

I am dizzy from the effects of drink.

nashkhui (nsekhui, ndeshkho), I vomit.

yoadish d (yoadf a, yoadidesh aB, I put it aside, I quit drinking.

koqy^ (koqwe\ kofw^), coffee; cHil koqy^he, or de (Sp.), tea:

ab^
, milk; bizhe hu!6ni, beer; chilna atrdi bitqO. wine; belasana

bitqf), cidar; dilchOshi, or tqo dilch6shi, water which pops, soda

pop; tq6zis, a bottle.

COOKING UTENSILS.

Cooking utensils were very meagre owing to the nomadic and

predatory life of the Navaho. Ovens were not in use, except

ing the underground oven mentioned previously, for baking corn.

In modern times ovens, similar to those in

use among the Pueblos, have been intro

duced for baking purposes. Mush and

stews were boiled in earthen bowels, and

gourds or earthen spoons of convenient size

were used as dippers. The mush or stew

was stirred by means of slender sticks made

of black greasewood (duwdzhishzhin), and

in odd numbers, from one to eleven, some

preferring the larger number to the lesser Cwkin Pot.

for convenience.
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Corn was ground on the millstone, consisting of a large, flat

stone, upon which the corn was rubbed and ground by means of a

smaller, slightly rounded stone of oblong shape. At present the

millstone is used for grinding corn, and at times also for coffee,

though coffee-mills are purchasnd at a very moderate cost. A
flat stone is still largely used as a griddle for frying cakes and

paper bread, though much bread is also bought, and modern

pans, pots and skillets, too, are quite general.

Dishes, in the shape of plates, knives and forks, are not con

sidered indispensible, and the old custom of eating from a pan

or bowl, and using the fingers, is even at present not objected

to. Two or three will also share in a single cup of coffee when

cups are not plentiful. Gourds, earthen cups, burnt out pine

warts, or a worn and hollowed millstone chipped down to a con

venient size, furnished fairly convenient drinking vessels, all of

which have long since been displaced by china and tinware.

khuke (khunlke ), the fireplace.

tsedashje, the metate, lower millstone; tsedashchfni, the upper

millstone.

&sa , the cooking pot; ts&amp;lt;3t es, the stone griddle.

hashtl fsh letsa
, earthen bowl.

hashtFlsh ade, an earthen spoon; ade, the gourd dipper; tsin

bizs, pine wart; beelM, cup made of the worn millstone;

be Idl&ni, a drinking vessel; beqa izhahi, a cup.

adestsln, the stirring sticks.

Stirring Sticks.

bes esa
,
a pot, pail, bucket; besh beibezhe, or bida hu!6ni, a

coffee-pot; bitse hu!6ni, a skillet or griddle; beshblkhu i, a

stove; letsa
,

a plate, saucer; besh, a knife; bilatqai, a fork;

be*sh ide, a sqoon.
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SAYING G-RACE.

Meals are still served on the floor of the hogan. In the early

clays the meal was preceded by grrace, which was said by the

head of the family. The stirring- sticks were removed and

cleaned, and an invocation made while holding- the sticks upward.

This was considered indispensible at a time when the Navaho

relied completely upon the yield of corn and herbs, whereas at

present every one should be in a position to provide for his own

without the assistance of the Unseen. The custom, however,

has not entirely subsided.

adestsln, the stirring- sticks; sodiszin (sod&zln, sodideszll), I

say grace, pray.

koqye
5

shibezh, the coffee is boiled, the meal is ready.
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WEAVING.

Weaving has been carried to a high degree of perfection by

the Navaho. The art as it exists among them to-day is not an

invention of their own, as nothing similar is found among any

other tribe of the Athapascan stock. It is pretty safe to say

that the Navaho learned the art of weaving from the Pueblos.
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Their own legends, however, account for it in their own way.

The hanelna^heke hanf , or moving- upward chant legend, records

that the art of weaving was taught by the Spider Man and Spider

Woman in the following manner.
4

The Spider Man drew some cotton ( ndaka ) from his side

and instructed the Navaho to make a loom. The cotton-warp

was made of spider-web (nashjei bitl 61). The upper cross-pole

was called yabitl ol (sky or upper cord), the lower cross-pole

nf bitl ol (earth or lower cord). The warp-sticks were made of

shabitl dl (sun rays), the upper strings, fastening the warp to the

pole, of atsfnltlish (lightning), the lower strings of shabitMjilchl

(sun halo), the heald was a ts&ghadindfni Isenil (rock crystal

heald), the cord- heald stick was made of atsolaghal (sheet light

ning), and was secured to the warp strands by means of nltsatl ol

billdestl6 (rain ray cords).

The batten-stick was also made of shabitl ajilchl (sun halo),

while the beidzoi (comb) was of yolga! (white shell). Four

spindles or distaffs were added to this, the disks of which were

of cannel-coal, turquoise, abalone and white bead, respectively,

and the spindle-sticks of atsfnltl ish (zigzag lightning), hajilglsh

(flash lightning), atsolaghal (sheet lightning), and nJtsatl ol (rain

ray), respectively.

The dark, blue, yellow and white winds quickened the spin

dles (beedlzi) according to their color, and enabled them to

travel around the world.&quot;

Presumably, this legend accounts for the now vanishing tra

dition that weaving should be done with proper moderation.

Overdone weaving (akeitl 6) is ameliorated by a sacrifice offered

to the spindle (beedlzi). Its prayerstick (biketf&n) consists of

yucca, precious stones, bird and turkey feathers, tassels of

grass (tl o zOl) and pollen, and forms part of the blessing rite

(hozh6ji). The hacHeyatqeU, or cHseyatqei (prayer to the gods),

is recited with the sacrifice. The custom withholding maidens

from weaving before marriage, which was formerly observed,

is also explained by the fear of overdoing weaving. Little
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or no attention, however, is paid to this tradition to-day.

In 1849 Lieut Jas H Simpson had this to say about the Nav-

aho blanket: &quot;It seems anomalous to me that a nation living in

such miserably constructed mud lodges should, at the same time,

be capable of making probably the best blanket in the world.&quot;

He then quotes the words of Gregg on the same subject:
4

They

(the Navahos^ now also manufacture a singular species of blanket,

known as the Serape Navaho, which is of so close and dense a

texture that it will frequently hold water, almost equal to gum
elastic cloth. It is, therefore, highly prized for protection

against the rains. Some of the finer qualities are often sold

among the Mexicans as high as fifty or sixty dollars each.*&quot;

And in the Indian Commissioner s Report of 1854 we read:

They (the Navahos) are the manufacturers of a superb quality

of blankets that are waterproof, as well as of coarser woolens.&quot;

These quotations show that more than sixty years ago the

Navaho blanket was an object wrhose quality and artistic execu

tion excited the attention and appealed to the aesthetic tastes

of cultured and educated men. Nor is the modern Navaho

blanket behind its predecessors of sixty or seventy years ago,

but has rather improved since then, although its reputation has

suffered a little in late years by coarse, inferior work, made to

sell, and by the introduction of strange, sometimes hideous

colors. However, blankets of that kind are not and never have

been the rule, and wherever traders and buyers refuse them, and

insist upon getting good ones, poor blankets are seldom found.

The Navaho is a trader by nature and instinct, and if he sees

that he can get an equally good price for an inferior and poor

article, as he can for one upon which he has expended much care,

time and labor, he will do just about what his palefaced brother

would do.

But, despite all this, the Navaho blanket to-day is the only

thing of the kind in the world. No other people, white, red,

black, brown or yellow turn out a textile fabric that can be

placed beside it. It is true, oriental rugs are woven in much
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richer patterns than the Navaho blanket, hut, while the former

bewilder the eye by their over-rich and over-crowded designs,

the latter, by their very barbaric simplicity of design and well

chosen colors, please and rest the eye at the same time.

In the following- paragraphs an attempt is made to describe

the making of the Navaho blanket in all its details.

SORTING THE WOOL. After shearing, the wool is carefully

sorted. All coarse and long-haired wool is put aside to be used

for the warp-strands. The less coarse wool is the n separated

from the very tine or very short-haired. The latter is not used

for weaving, but is sold or used otherwise. If any burs be in

the wool, as is often the case, they are picked out while sorting.

agha altsddashjdl (altsadash&jol, altsadadeshjol), I sort (sepa

rate) wool.

agha altsa nadashjol, 1 resort the wool, or sort the wool again.

tqansetsehi agha bawoshbe (baytbi bayideshbeJ), I pick burs

out of the wool.

agha dicHlzh, coarse wool; agha ilzh61i, less coarse wool;

srrha zaf, very tine, short wool.

WASHING. The wool, having been sorted, is spread upon a

slanting rock. Water, into which soap or yucca root has been

put, is brought to boil, and poured while hot upon the wool.

This is repeated until the wool is thought to be clean. The hot

water takes the dust, sand and grease out of the wool, and run

ning from the slanting stone, carries it off. The wool is then

allowed to dry in the sun, either on the slanting rock, or spread

over bushes. If it is not considered clean enough the washing

process may be repeated. Owing to the scarcity of water, and

the rarity of sheep dips, and to the fact that the sheep are never

kept under cover, but always in the open, the wool, as a rule,

when taken from the sheep is not very clean, and may require

more than one washing. The washing of the wool is very sel

dom neglected, since unwashed wool will not take the dye readily.
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and if the blanket is woven in natural colors it can not be easily

sold or disposed of if the wool is still dirty or greasy. In wash

ing wool the saponaceous root of the yucca plant is preferred to

soap, and since there are no greasy or fatty substances in it, it

is said or believed to have a greater cleansing power.

In the last few years the Government has established sheep

dips in various places on the Navaho reservation, which greatly

aid in keeping the sheep clean, as the Indians are compelled to

dip their sheep at certain seasons.

agha yisgis (s*gis, desgis), I wash the wool.

agha naneisgis (riasiegis, nadesgis), I wash the wool again.

agha chqln (bichqin) de.ya, dirty wool.

a&amp;lt;jha aka deya, greasy wool: agha hashtFish deya, muddy
wool; agha tesh deya, dusty, dirty wool; agha sal deya, sandy

wool; agha tl 6 deya, wool full of hay; agha tqo deya, wool full

of water, wet; agha tqanaetsehi deya, wool full of burs.

agha nastsa (naltsai, nadestsi), I dry the wool.

agha nanastsa (nanaltsai, nnadestsi), I dry the wool again.

agha yiftsaf, dried wool.

nadishbal (nadelbal, nadideshbal), I spread it (over bushes).

deb tqanagis, a sheep dip.

debe* tqan&sgis (tq&ns&gis, tqandesgis), I dip sheep.

CARDING. After the wool has been washed and become dry

it is gathered up and put into a sack. When a woman has made

up her mind to weave a blanket she takes the wool out of the

sack, a handful at a time, and begins to loosen it up by pulling

it apart with the fingers, as the water has caused it to become

matted in places. Each handful is then placed between two

wool-cards, with which the wool is combed from one card to the

other, until the hair all He in one direction. These wool-cards

are of modern construction, can be bought at the stores, and

consist of a thin rectangular piece of wood, about four by-

seven inches in size. On one side a short wooden handle

is attached, while the other side is covered with leather con-
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taining tine wire teeth. They look something like a large,

square hairbrush, with the handle attached to the back and stick

ing out on the side.

agha azls bi.yishj61 (biyiljol, bideshjol), 1 put wool into the

sack; agha azfs qahasts6d (qahatsod, qahidestsdl), I take wrool

out of sack (small quantity); agha azls qahashj6J (qahaljol,

qahideshjol), I take wool out of sack (large quantity).

nadestsl (nadiltsi, nadidestsi), I pull (pinch) apart.

beqanilchadi, wool-card.

agha qanishchad (qanllchad, qadfneshchal), I card (loosen)

wool; agha qananishchad (qananilchad, qanadlneshchal), I card

the wool again; agha qanolchad, carded wool.

agha danijol, or danimas, matted wool.

SPINNING. Now conies the spinning. Spinning in Navaho

style is a long and tedious piece of work. Although the spin

ning wheel was introduced and used at an early date by the

Mexicans of the southwest, and although the Navaho had often

seen them use it, and had plenty of occasion of buying, con

structing or of acquiring spinning wheels, yet their imitative

inclination did not assert itself in this particular point, but they

preferred and held on to the tedious, tiresome distaff of the old

Pueblos.

This distaff or spindle consists of a smooth round stick, about

two feet in length, pointed at both ends, and of a whorl, a small,

round, flat disk of wood about four or five inches in diameter,

with a small hole in the center. The stick is passed through

this hole and the whorl is securely fastened about five or six

inches from the butt end of the stick. The stick of the distaff

is usually made of a twig of Kinjil ahi (currant), although any

other stick or twig of hard wood may answer; the whorl is made

of any kind of tsin neheshj! (board or lumber).

The woman does her spinning, as also all her other work

which does not necessarily require a standing position, sitting,

or rather squatted Turk fashion or tailor style, upon the ground.
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In spinning, she takes the distaff in her riyht hand and a piece

of the carded wool in her left. The top end or tip of the distaff

is stuck into the wool, and with a few turns it catches fast in it.

By pulling and working
1 the wool with the ringers of the left

hand it is stretched out into a long strand; at the same time the

distaff is twirled with the fingers of the right hand. The distaff

rests during this operation with its butt or lower end upon the

ground and is in a straight line, or nearly so, with the strand of

wool. After the bunch of wool has been lengthened and straight

ened out, or the strand has reached the length of the woman s

arm, the distaff is brought into an acute angle with the strand,

and while the woman keeps on turning it, she winds the strand

up and down upon the stick. This is repeated until the stick

becomes quite bulky, when the wool is unwound from the stick,

wrapped into balls, and put aside. This process is repeated as

long as the wool lasts, or until the woman thinks she has enough.

For ordinary blanket purposes the wool is usually spun three

times. After the first spinning a thick, loose, fluffy strand is

obtained. This is not in a shape to be used for weaving, and is

therefor spun a second time, when a pretty loose but firm strand,

about as thick as a little finger is produced; this is the woof

yarn. Another spinning gives a tight, strong, bristly cord about

as thick as ordinary binding twine; this is used for the warp.

Of course the quantity of yarn depends upon the size of the

blanket the woman intends to weave, also upon the firmness and

compactness of the blanket, which may make still another spin

ning necessary.

asdfz (as&diz, adesdis), I spin.

agha yisdiz (sifediz, desdis), I spin wool; na ftsdfz (na as&diz,

na adesdis), I spin again, respin; agha nasdiz (nas^diz, nadesdis),

I respin wool.

beedfzi, distaff or spindle (with which one twirls or twists).

beedfzi bitsln, handle or stick of the distaff.

agha qahasdiz, loosely spun yarn (after the first spinning).
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qahasdis (qahadix, qahidesdls), I twirl or twist out (refers to

the first spinning); agha qa isdis (qayaMiz, qadiyesdis), I spin or

twist out wool (refers to the first spinning).

agha qahastsod, tightly spun yarn (after the second spinning).

qahasts6d (qahaltsod, qahidestsol), or agh& qa IstsDd (qayeltsod,

qadiyests61), I stretch the wool out (refers to the second spinning).

agha n&nolzhe, warp yarn (after the third spinning).

agha nlsmas (n&smas, dlnesmas), I wind wool into a ball.

agha nJmas, a ball of wool.

nanolzhe yisdiz, I spin the warp.

COLORS AND DYES. After spinning the wool is either left in

its natural color or dyed any desired color. Sometimes the wool

is dyed before spinning, but, as a rule, it is first spun and then

dyed. Undyed wool is distinguished according to its natural

color, into black, white, gray, etc.

Dyes are of two kinds, native and artificial. Owing to the

very elaborate and careful process in preparing some of the

Navaho dyes, American dyes have been introduced, and are at

present used almost exclusively in blankets made for the Ameri

can trade, while for their own use many insist upon blankets

woven of native colored wool. Since many colors of modern

invention were unknown to the Indians, they had no idea of

putting them harmoniously together with their known colors, in

consequence of which one sometimes sees blankets which have

been fittingly designated by some writers as hideous.

The following is a list of colored wool and dyes.

agha al ft at eli, all kinds of wool.

agha Jagai, or aghalgai, white wool; debe* lagai bagh&, or debe-

Igai baghl, white sheep s wool; agha.lizhmi, black wool: deb

lizhfni bagha, black sheep s wool; agha lab& i, or aghalba i, gray

wool; debe
1

Jabd i bagha, or debelbd i bagha, gray sheep s wool.

agha tichl, or aghdlchi, red wool, dark wool with a reddish

tinge; debe
1

Jich! begha, or deb&lch! bagha, red sheep s wool.
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dotFfzhi, blue wool, a mixture of black and white.

beilchihi, red dye, with which it is made red.

beilts6i, yellow dye, with which it is made yellow.

beiljfhi, black dve, with which it is made black.

beeditl fzhi, blue dye, with which it is made blue.

dinilchligi, reddish, or red-brown color, also used for brown,

and sometimes even for orange.

dinilchl beilchihi, reddish, red-brown (brown or orange) dye.

tqatlid nahallnigi, green color, which resembles water scum.

tqatlid nahalfni beeditl fzhi, green dye.

tsedide nahallnigi, purple, which resembles a tsedide, or four-

o clock; tsSdide nahalfni beilchthi, purple dye.

tsin beyilchl nahalfnigi, a deep, dark red color, which resem

bles the tsin beyilchl, a plant from which a deep, rich (ox-blood)

red color is obtained; tsin beyilchl beilchfhi, deep, dark red dye.

debelchl nahalfnigi, like red-brown sheep.

deb&ba i nahalfnigi. like gray sheep.

tsitFol nahalfnigi, or beSdlltl lsh, indigo; beedtltl fzhi Jizhfnigi,

navy blue; deb licht nahalfni beilchihi, reddish-brown dye.

There are no special names for the analine or other artificial

dyes, if a distinction is necessary this would be expressed by

prefixing the word belagana, American.

DYEING OF THE WOOL. For making native dyes the Navaho

dyer needs the vegetable and mineral ingredients required for

the specific dyes; a pot in which to make the decoction of barks,

flowers, twigs or roots, for which their own native pots are pre

ferred, probably because the acid of the mordants will not act

chemically upon earthen vessels as it will upon tin or iron; a

skillet, or frying pan, to prepare certain of the ingredients, and

a few thin, slender sticks to immerse the wool with, or take it

out of the dye, and to spread it out to dry.

Each dye consists of at least two ingredients, a coloring mat-

tor and a mordant, usually some acid substance to fix the color

fast.
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BLACK. To make this dye the twigs, with leaves and berries

of tsilchin, or ki, are gathered and crumpled together into small

bunches. A pot of water is put over the tire and as many of

the bunches as possible crowded into it. This is brought to boil

and allowed to continue so for from live to six, or more hours,

when a strong decoction is obtained.

While the twigs, leaves and berries are boiling some pinon

gum (je) is put into a skillet and allowed to melt over a slow

fire. When melted it is strained to remove dirt and other

impurities, replaced in the skillet, and brought to a high degree

of heat. Then some native ochre (tskh6\ which has been pow
dered between two stones, and roasted to a light brown color, is

slowly added to the hot gum. The pasty mass which results

from this mixture must be constantly stirred since it will be

spoiled if allowed to burn. Great care must also be taken that

the mass does not catch tire since the pinon gum or pitch is

inflammable, for that would spoil the whole mass, and the work

would have to be begun anew. While thus seething and being

stirred over the fire the pasty mass gradually yields up its mois

ture, becomes dryer and dryer, until finally a fine black powder

remains. This powder, after cooling off somewhat, is thrown

into the decoction of sumac, with which it readily combines, and

forms a rich blue-black fluid. This continues to boil for about

a half-hour when the wool is immersed in it, allowed to boil a

short time, and then taken out. The color produced by this

dye is a jet black, and is still used for dyeing yarn, buckskin,

and women s dresses. It is a very fast color and never fades.

Dr Matthews says of this dye that it is &quot;essentially an ink, the

tannic acid of the sumac combining with the sesquioxide of

iron in the roasted ochre, the whole being enriched by the carbon

of the calcined gum.
r

YELLOW. The flowering tops of klltsoi, golden rod, Bigel-

ovia, of which several species grow in the Navaho country, are

boiled in water for about six hours, until a decoction of a deep
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yellow is produced. When the dyer thinks the decoction is

strong enough she heats over a fire, in a pan or earthen vessel,

some native almogen called tse doR6zh, saline rock, a kind of

native alum or rock salt, until it is reduced to a somewhat pasty

consistency. This she adds from time to time to the decoction,

and then puts the wool in the dye to boil. Ever and anon she

inspects the wool, until in about one half-hour from the time it

was first immersed, it is seen to have assumed the proper color.

The tint produced is nearly that of lemon color.

Another process of making a yellow is a decoction of the root

of a plant called chattni, or jat lni, with tse doR6zh, native alum

or salt rock, chattni is a plant, or rather a weed, belonging to

the Pogonaceae, or buckwheat family, of the species Rumex,

commonly called dock or sorrel. Dr W Matthews calls it Rumex

hyiiienvstpalum, and Dr Geo H Pepper says it &quot;is commonly
known as canaigre&quot; It has a long, fleshy tap-root, not unlike,

a slender parsnip, throws out a dense bunch of almost lanceolate

leaves, from the midst of which there rises a slender stem, some

times two or three, with a long spike of blossoms and seed.

The plant is a perennial and besides multiplies fast by seed. It

is difficult to eradicate, which can be done only by digging out

the root.

The fleshy roots of this plant are gathered, bruised on a

metate or between two stones. While the crushing is going on

ts6 dokfizh is added and ground with the roots into a paste.

The cold paste is then rolled between the hands and rubbed and

worked into the wool. If the wool does not seem to take the

color readily a little water is dashed on the mixture of wool and

paste, and the whole is slightly warmed. The entire process

does not occupy over an hour, and the result is a color much

like that known as old gold. This process was witnessed and

described by Dr Matthews.

Dr Pepper describes a third process of making yellow dye, in

which the bruised roots of chat fni are boiled and ts doR6zh
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added during the boiling. The wool or yarn to be dyed is

boiled in this solution.

RED. This is a purely vegetable dye, all the ingredients

beinsr plants or parts of plants. To make this dye the woman

first burns some twigs of the juniper tree, Juniperus occidental-its^

called gad. The root of tseesdazi, Cercocarput purvifoliu^ a

kind of mountain mahogany, are crushed and boiled. To this

is added the juniper ashes and the powdered bark of the black

alder, Ah)us incana var. rirescens, known as kish, together with

a plant called nfhadlad, a moss, which acts as a mordant. After

this mixture has boiled until it is thought to be right it is

strained and the wool or yarn is soaked in it over night. The

result is a tine red color.

The dull reddish dye is made of the powdered bark of kish

and the root bark of tseesdazi, which makes a tine tan color on

buckskin, but produces a rather pale shade on wool.

The brilliant red which constitutes the ground color of many
of the older Navaho blankets was made entirely of bayeta.

Bayeta is a very bright scarlet cloth, much finer and more bril

liant than the scarlet of the Indians. It was originally brought

into the Navaho country from Mexico by the Spaniards. The

Navaho unraveled this cloth and rewove it into their blankets.

In 1881 Dr W Matthews wrote that &quot;the Navajos were still

largely using bayeta, which was being supplied to the trade

from our eastern cities. Since then the American yarn has

become pretty popular with the Navajo weavers, and many very

beautiful blankets are now made wholly or partly of German -

town wool.*&quot; Since this was written the bayeta has been totally

replaced by Germantown yarn and analine dyes.

In former years the Navaho had a native blue made of adish-

tFlsh, a kind of blue clay which was pulverized and boiled with

sumac (ki) leaves to obtain a mordant. Later this was entirely

superseded by indigo (beediltllsh) obtained from the Mexicans.

Urine, preserved in large Zuni pots, was used as a mordant into

which the indigo was poured and the wool dipped. This was
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then allowed to stand from five to ten days after which it was

removed from the vessel and after drying was ready for use.

Green was made by mixing the native yellow with indigo;

orange, of the root of the dock or sorrel mentioned above.

The store dyes, or analine dyes, are prepared by dissolving the

dye-stuff thoroughly in a cup of water, which is then poured

into a pot of boiling water. The wool or yarn is moistened

before being dipped into the solution.

For dipping and extracting the wool the woman makes use of

two thin, slender sticks.

agha daaldfn yisdfzigi, already spun yarn.

chflchin (kl) yishbezh (shlbezh, deshblsh), I boil the sumac.

je yist es (s^lfe\ dest is), I roast the gum.
tsekho yist es (selt e , dest is), I roast the ochre.

je, gum, pitch; je tqashnil (tqanil, tqadeshnil), I mix the gum.

je tsekho bil tqashnil, I mix the gum with the ochre.

je diitla, the pitch caught fire, burned.

tsekho, ochre; tse dok6zh, a kind of native alum or rock salt.

chaffni (jat fni), dock or sorrel; tseesdazi, mountain mahogany;

tseesdazi behetFol, root of the mountain mahogany; tseesdazi

behetFol bakhagi, mountain mahogany root bark; tseesdazi bitqo,

mountain mahogany juice or decoction.

gad, juniper; gad didlfd, burnt juniper, juniper ashes; kish,

black alder; kish bakh&gi, alder bark; kflts6i, golden rod;

nfhadlad, moss.

bi ijihi, pot in which black dye is boiled; bi ilchlhi, vessel in

which red dye is boiled; bi ilts6i, pot in which yellow dye is

boiled; bi idltFfzhi, pot in which blue or green dye is boiled.

ishi (ishl, ideshil), I dye black; na ishi, I dye black again;

agha yishi (yishi, yideshil), I dye wool black; agha naneishi, I

dye wool black again.

ishchf (ilchi, ideshchf), I dye red; na ishchl, I dye red again;

agha yishchl (yilchi, yideshchf), I dye wool red; agha naneishchf,

I dye wool red again.
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istso (iltsoi, idestso), I dye yellow; na ists6, I dye yellow

sixain; agha yistso (yiltsoi, yidestso), I dye wool yellow; agh

naneists6, I dye wool yellow again.

adishtFfsh (adiltFizh, adideshtHsh), I dye blue; agha dishtRsh,

I dye wool blue; agha nandishtRsh, I dye wool blue again;

nadishtlish, I dye blue again.

tqatHd nahalfngo adishtffsh, I dye green; tqatlid nahalfnigi

ashle
1

,
I dye (make) green.

debelchi nahalfngo yishchl, I dye the color of red-brown sheep.

deblchi nahallnigi ashl, I dye (make) the color of red-brown

sheep.

tsedide nahalfn-.ro yishchl, I dye purple, color of four-o clocks.

tsedide nahalfnigi ashi, I dye (make) purple.

tsin biyilchi nahalfngo yishchi, I dye a deep red color, like

tsin biyilchf; tsin biyilchi nahalfnigi ashle
1

,
I dye (make) a deep

red (ox-blood) color.

agha yilzhf, wool dyed black; agha yilchi, red dyed wool:

figha yiltstii, yellow dyed wool; agha diltllzh, blue dyed wool;

agha dinilchl, pale red wool; Sgha dinilji, pale black wool; agha

dinilts6i, pale yellow wool; agha diniltl fzh, pale blue wool.

agha fayisi yichf, wool dyed a bright red, very red; agha

t ayisi yizhf, wool dyed very black; agha t ayisi yilts6i, wool

dyed a bright yellow; agha t ayisi diltllzh, wool dyed a bright blue.

neiba 4

, faded, it got gray again.

neigai, faded, it got white again.

beilchf bitl ajani, sediment of red dye; beijf bitl ajani, sediment

of black dye; beilts6i bitMjani, sediment of yellow dye; beiltl fzhi

bitl ajani, sediment of blue dye.

adestsln, stick for dipping in and taking wool out of dye pot.

agha bibiistse
1

(yeltse, diyestse), I put (poke) the wool into the

dye with the stick.

agM qabiistse
1

, I take the wool out of the dye with the stick.

agha tsin bakha nibistse
1

,
I spread the wool on a tree with the

stick; agha cliil bakha nibistsg, I spread the wool on a bush

with the stick.
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PUTTING UP THE LOOM. After dyeing sufficient yarn comes

the important work of putting up the loom. No special cere

monies or rites are connected with the erection of the loom.

Two posts or saplings (1)*, which may or may not be forked at

the top end, are planted firmly into the ground. No particular

kind of wood is required for them, but any poles or posts of

sufficient size and strength will answer. Sometimes two trees

growing sufficiently near each other are selected for this pur

pose, or a tree and a post, whichever is most convenient. To

these two upright posts or trees are lashed horizontally two

crossbeams or braces (2), one above and the other below. The

lower one is either totally or partly imbedded in the ground, and

is sometimes used in place of the weights, of which later.

Next the warp is stretched. This is done separately. Two

poles or saplings or logs (3 and 15), whichever is handiest, are

laid parallel to each other upon the ground. Near the ends of

these two logs the two blanket poles (4 and 5), round, smoothly-

shaven sticks, seven or eight feet long, are tied so that they form

an oblong square with the logs. The warp (12) is then wound

up and down, under and over these two blanket poles, in one

continuous strand, in such a way that the strands form approx

imately the shape of a much elongated figure 8, since they cross

each other at the center.

Next the end strands (9 and 11) are put on, one at the upper

and one at the lower end, just next to the blanket pole. These

end strands consist of a strong, tightly woven cord, which is

doubled when put on, both ends being crossed over each other

after every warp-strand.

The blanket poles are then pulled out of the warp and again

tied to the two logs an inch or two further away, and another

strong cord is wrapped spirally (7) around the blanket pole and

the end strand. This done at both ends, another beam or pole (3),

which might be called the yard-beam, is attached with ropes to

the upper blanket pole, while the lower one (15) is similarly

*The figures in this and following refer to illustration on page 221.
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attached to the lower crossbeam. The just mentioned yard-beam

is then connected by means of a spiral rope (6) with the upper

crossbe/un, and the whole warp frame is raised to a perpendicu

lar position between the two uprights, after having been detached

from the two logs lying on the ground. The warp-strands are

made tint and rigid by pulling tight the spiral rope (6) which

connects the upper crossbeam with the yard-beam.

When no lower crossbeam (15) is used, or when it is not used

as described above for holding tight the lower part of the

blanket, either logs, stone s or boxes and bags of sand or stones

are attached to the lower blanket pole (5), and sometimes

anchored into the ground to keep the warp-strands stretched.

Now the border strands (8) are put on, one on either side.

These are two heavy, strong cords which, with the end strands,

form the edge of the blanket. Usually they are made to end in

a tassel at the four corners of the blanket.

After this two long, slender sticks (13 and 14). a little longer

than the blanket is broad, and which might be called healds, are

attached to the warp-strands. The upper one (13) lies loosely

in the upper part of the elongated figure 8 of the warp, while

the other (14) is attached to the outside of the warp by means of

a looped string (10), by which the rear warp-strands are fastened

to the stick. By pulling this heald stick, or any portion of it,

towards herself, the woman brings the rear warp-strands forward

beyond the front strands to pass through the yarn.

da istl 6, or yistl 6, loom. .

(tsin) bada istW ba i ahi, uprights; (tsin) adas^tqa, crossbeam,

(tsin) da ?

na!6 i, or ada nalchali, yard-beam,

(tsin) bikldesdlzi, or atl 6tsin, upper and lower loom poles.

Itl oJ) beda istl6 (bedahistl 6), spiral beam rope,

(tl ol) be&qfda istltt, loom rope, by which upper blanket pole is

tied to yard-beam.

abanat f (banatV), border strands; beildestlV), end strands,

(tl ol) bedandilts6hi bebiidestfd, looped string on heald stick.
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(tFol) beekfdesdlzi, spiral end yarns; bijanil, end tassels.

nanolzhe, warp.

isinil (fsenil), the two heald sticks.

adeg eetqa, upper heald stick; beda ndTltsohi, lower heald

stick: beedandildzoi, lower heddle.

(tFol) ledastTi, string by \\ hich the lower letm pole is tied to

weights.

tsazi ledastTi, same as foregoing when yucca fibres pre used.

tsin akfsetqani,
* 4

log lying on,&quot; used as weight on lower loom

pole; tsin akfsinfli, two logs used as weights on lower loom pole;

tsin akfsiyfni, more than two logs used as weights on lower

loom pole; tse akisetqani (akisinfli, akisiyfni), stone used as

weight; lesh akisetqani (akisinfli, akisiyfni), ground used as weight.

a setqa, or fsetqdni, lower crossbeam.

da ishtl6, I get the loom ready, am putting it up.

da istfd, da hastl 6, the loom is ready.

naneshshe (na nishshe, nadfneshsha), I put on the warp.

adests6d (adeltsod, adidestsot), I stretch, tighten.

nanolzhe dests6d, I stretch or tighten the warp.

beekfdidiz, shuttle, twig shuttle.

WEAVING. The foundation of the blanket is now laid and

the woman gets ready to build upon it. After spreading a sheep

skin or a saddle-pad in front of the loom, and placing her yarns

and implements within easy reach, she squats down upon the rug,

just in front of the loom, her legs folded under her with soles

turned upward. The warp-strands hang perpendicularly before

her, and she weaves her blanket from below upward. She uses

neither drawn, nor painted, nor stenciled patterns to guide her,

but arranges her figures and designs as she progresses in her

work, and works them out with such colors as she has on hand.

Each color has a separate ball or skein of yarn, so that at times

a half-dozen or more yarns are hanging down before her from

the warp, but she never gets them mixed, nor makes a mistake

or a miscalculation as to which one is to be used next.
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Now, since she never changes her position, but retains her

squatting position until the blanket is finished, it is evident that

after some time, when the weaving has progressed to a certain

height, further weaving will become inconvenient, or totally

impossible, unless there be some contrivance attached to the loom

by which the work can be kept within convenient reach. At

such stages of the work the spiral rope (6), by which the yard-

beam is held to the upper crossbeam, and which has been tied

u ithin easy reach of the weaver, is untied and the rope let out.

The spiral loops of the rope are thereby naturally enlarged, which

causes the yard-beam, and with it the whole warp, to lower down.

When it has been lowered to the desired level the rope is firmly

retied, a fold is made in the already woven part of the blanket,

which is tightly sewed with a large darning needle or a sack

needle to the lower loom pole with a stout piece of yarn. The

weights at the bottom are readjusted so that the warp-strands

are again taut and rigid, and the weaving is reassumed until

another lowering becomes necessary.

The marks of this sewing down can easily be seen on all new

blankets and often, too, on old ones. They run like a large welt

across the \\ hole width of the blanket, and may be noticeable for

years, even until the blanket is worn out.

da ishtl 6 (daiy^tl o, daYliyeshtl ol), I put up the loom.

daistl 6, the loom is up, ready.

ashtl 6 (as&tl o, adeshtl 6}), I weave; beeldle! yishtl 6 (s^tl o,

(leshtl 61), I weave a blanket; beeldle la nanashtr6 (nas&tl o,

nadeshtF61), I weave another blanket.

qaashtl 6 (qasa^tl 6, qadeshtl 61), I begin to weave, put in first

yarn; istl d bohosh a (bohol in, bohidesh al), I am learning how

to weave; ashtl 6 (yishtl 6) b8e(qas)sin, I know how to weave.

atl 6 bina nshtqin (bina n^ltqd, bina dlneshtqll), I teach weaving.

ashtl 6 binishtqd (binetq&, bidfneshtqa), I am practicing weaving.

cti^eadishtl 6 (ad^tl o, adideshtl ol), I am trying to weave (but

do not succeed); the past tense, cHseadetro, conveys the mean

ing, I am tired of weaving.
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aqoslstld ashtFo h^e, I am quitting to weave.

alaji ashtF6 (yishtl 6), I always weave.

daakwi ji ashtF6, I weave every day.

beeldle ninshtl 6 (nritFo, ndeshtFol), I finish the blanket.

ashtFogo (yishtF6go) shilyaat^ , I like to weave.

ashtF6go (yishtF6go) do-shilyash6n-da, I do not like to weav&amp;lt;v

naneszago yistF6, loosely woven.

dohozhd nanesza da, not very loosely woven.

naneszago ashtF6 (yishtF6), I am not weaving very loosely.

aqinestqfgo yistF6, tightly wr

oven; aqinestqfgo ashtF6 (yishtl 6),

I am weaving tight; do-aqinestqi-da yistFtf, not tightly woven.

do-aqinestqfgo ashtF6 (yishtF6), I am not weaving tightly.

qanashnit (qanashnil, qadeshnil), I unravel.

aba adinshkhal (adinfilkhal, adineshkhal), I make a fringed

border; ajanil ish!4, I make (put on) the end tassels.

beeldle do-ilinigi, or do-yaat ehigi, a poor blanket; beeldle ilfni,

or yaat ehi, a good blanket; beeldle ntFfzigi, a hard blanket;

beeldle ilzh61igi, a soft blanket; beeldle detq^nigi, a thick

blanket; beeldle alt ahigi, a thin blanket; beeldle ntsaigi, a large

blanket; beeldle altsfsigi, a small blanket; beeldle nna^zigi, a long

blanket; beeldle alts6sigi, a narrow blanket.

beeldle baba, the border of the blanket.

beeldle chosh alch6zhi sell, a moth-eaten blanket.

beeldle nehest od, a torn (worn-out) blanket.

beeldle anldi, a new blanket; beeldle hastqf, an old blanket.

ab& neltqil, or nelkaligi, a fringed border.

yaadists6s (yaadiy^ltsos, yaadiyestsos), I lower down the warp.

yanadists6s, I lower down the warp again.

nadists^d (nadSltsod, nadestsol), I stretch or tighten it again.

nashkhad (nas^lkhad, nadeshkhai), I sew it.

yaadistsos nashkhad, I sew down the blanket warp.

beeldle nadists6s (nadiltsos, nadidestsds), I take down the

blanket (from the loom).

beeldle dahidishle (dahidllo, dahidldeshl6), I weigh the blanket,

beeldle aqa nishM (aqa nila, aqa dineshlel), I fold the blanket.
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beeldle a la danishlS, I fold the blankets.

beeldle yisdis (s&diz, desdis), I roll up the blanket.

beeldle dalsdis, I roll up blankets.

beeldle noshtqad (naiseltqa, na ideshtqal), 1 unroll the blanket.

beeldle ndoshtqad (ndaiseltqa, ndaideshtqal), I unroll the

blankets.

beeldle hanishchad (qanilchad, qadfneshchai\ I card the blanket.

beeldle hadanshchad, qadanelchad, qadadfneshchftl), I card the

blankets.

beeldle yishsho (.yishsho , deshsh6), I brush the blanket.

beeldle yishde (yilde , deshda), I clean the blanket.

beeldle dashde (dalde , dadeshda), I clean the blankets.

beeldle yishqad (yighad, deshqal), I shake the blanket.

beeldle dashqad (dag-had, dadeshqal), I shake the blankets.

beeldle Ihists6s (Ihiltsos, Idestsos), I put the blanket away.

beeldle Ihishnil (Ihinil, Ideshnil), I put the blankets away.

beeldle nahashni (nahalni, nahideshni), I sell (or buy) the

blanket; beeldle shanahazni, the blanket is bought from me.

beeldle yishtl in (s^tFin, deshtFlnl), I pile up the blankets.

beeldle sha iHs6s (sha iltsos, shadoHsos), 1 borrow a blanket,

(pi. nil.)

beeldle shayihs6s (shayiHsos, shadottsos), a blanket is given

to me. (pi. nil.)

beeldle nansts6s (narfltsos, naVlestsos), I loan you a blanket.

IMPLEMENTS USED IN WEAVING. The most necessary and

important tool or implement used by the woman in weaving is

what might be called the batten-stick (beniktniltlish, usually

pronounced benkinltlish) with which one rams or falls down on it.

This batten-stick (17) consists of a flat piece of wood, scrub

oak or any other hard wood, about three feet long, three inches

wide, and a half-inch or less thick. It is shaped at both ends

like the prow of a boat, and has a thin, blunt lower edge. With

this batten-stick the woman separates the warp-strands by insert

ing it alternately between them. After the batten-stick is
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inserted into a part of the warp-strands so that one- half is on

either side, in alternate order, she gives it a twist which turns it

Hat-wise. This naturally opens the strands the width of the

batten, or about three inches, which is sufficient to pass through

the .varn. The yarn being thus placed in position, the batten-

stick is again turned edge-wise, and with three or four vigorous

downward blows it is driven tight into the bristly warp-strands.

Upon the force and energy with which the batten-stick is used

depends, to a great extent, the hardness, firmness and durability

of the blanket. Frequently the web is rammed down so tight

as to make the blanket waterproof, so that water can be carried

in it without any danger of its leaking or soaking through, or

the blanket may be used for a lifetime as a floor-rug, and in such

places where a whole family is obliged to walk over it several

times a day with well-shod feet.

As the batten-stick is only about three feet long it will be

easily understood that the yarn is never passed through the

whole width of the warp at one time, but only through that

space which has been opened with the batten-stick. To facilitate

the insertion of the batten-stick between the warp-strands, or

when it is desirable to put in a longer piece of yarn, the healds,

described in a preceding paragraph, are brought into use. If

the yarn is to be run through the warp-strands for some length

it is wrapped around a small, slender, smooth-shaven stick or

twig, which is passed through after the manner of a shuttle.

Besides the large batten -stick the woman usually has several

smaller ones, sometimes as many as five or six. all of different

sizes, which are used as the blanket approaches completion, when

the large stick can not be used to advantage. When even these

small batten-sticks can no longer be used the yarn is pushed

through the warp and pressed tightly in place with very thin,

long, slender sticks, or wooden needles, called be inaalt f I .

Another important implement of the Navaho weaver is what

might be called the batten-comb (beedz6i), which is a combina

tion of a comb and an awl (Iti). It is made of a piece of hard
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wood, about six or eight inches long, one and one-half inches

hroad, and one-fourth of an inch thick. At one end five or six

cuts are made into the wood, forming six or seven teeth or

prongs resembling the teeth of a comb; the other end is whittled

down to a sharp, slender point, scraped and polished off smoothly,

resemblin &amp;lt;r an awl. The coivb end of the beedx6i is used to

press the yarn, after being inserted between the warp-strands,

into position before rammiii&quot; them home with the batten-stick.

This is done by holding the instrument as one would hold a paint

brush, and by striking gently downwards upon the yarn. The.

awl end is used either to regulate any uneven or irregular distri

bution of the yarn, or to loosen any part rammed too tight.

The beed 6i is, therefor, especially employed when making

loosely woven or soft blankets or rugs.

benikiniltlish, or beeRfnltllsh, batten-stick.

benlkiniltlish altsosigi, slender (small) batten-stick.

benitl 6, very small batten stick, used when near finishing.

be inaftttV, long, thin polished twigs, used in place of batten-

stick at the finishing of the blanket.

tsin ts6si, wooden sticks or needles, for passing through the

yarn, shuttle needles.

bcnaakha, or benaadlo, large darning needle, for sewinv down

the blanket while weaving.

beetl 6, balls or skeins of yarn of various colors, for weaving.

niklnlshtHsh (nikineltiish, nikidineshtlish), I ram down.

beniklnishtlish, I ram down with it.

dahandTlM, very small batten-stick.

beed/6i (beidzoi), batten-comb and awl.

asdz6 Uzo, adesdz6), act of rubbing a notched stick with another.

naasdz6, repetition of foregoing.

tsin yisdzo (szo, desdzo), I rub a notched stick.

MATERIALS OF TOOLS AND IMPLEMENTS. As a rule no espec

ial material or wood must be used to make any particular tool

or implement, and whatever is most convenient or handy is made
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to answer. However, there are certain kinds of trees and shrubs

whose wood is preferred if it can be had.

For uprights any posts will do, but cedar and pinon are pre

ferred. Pinon is preferably employed for beams and loom poles.

For the stick or handle of the distaff, tseesgizi, duwdzhizhln,

tsftKz or kinjir&i are used, while the whorl may be made of any

kind of flat wood, board or lumber. For the heald sticks,

Rai, duwtizhizhin, tseesgizi, tsftFiz, or any slender twig is taken.

The tsin ts6si, beedz6i, benltl 6, be inaaltl ,
and in fact all small,

slender sticks used in connection with weaving, may be made of

the same material as the stick or handle of the distaff, although

tsltl iz is preferred. The batten-sticks are made of scrub oak,

or any hard wood (tsintffz).

gad, cedar: cha 61, pinon: duwdzhizhin, black greasewood;

tsfntl iz, any hard wood: tsftFTz, FinfllerH rupwola; kinjil ai,

wild currant; cfiecRil (ts^chil), oak: kai, willow; tseesgfzi, a kind

of mountain mahogany: tsin neheshji, a board of any kind.

KINDS OF WEAVE. On her simple and primitive loom the

Navaho woman, by deft and dexterous manipulation, is able to

weave blankets and rugs in five or six different styles.

1. yistrtf. This is the method described previously, in which

the woof-strands are drawn horizontally through the warp and

rammed tight with the batten -stick. Two healds are used in

this mode of weaving.

2. yishbfzh. This word means braided, but is used in connec

tion with blankets to designate a peculiar figure or run of the

web, which runs diagonally across the blanket, giving it the

appearance as if it were begun in one corner and woven to the

opposite corner. The position of the loom and of the weaver

is the same as in No. 1, but more healds are used.

3. i imas. This weave has a very peculiar appearance; the

whole blanket seems to consist of diamond shaped fields inside
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of which are other diamond shaped figures, sometimes of a

different color, seemingly woven about a spot in the center.

This weave, too, depends upon the number of healds used, and

is mostly employed for making saddle blankets, although occa

sionally one sees a larger blanket woven in this style. The word

i imas means, or rather designates, contiguous squares.

4. diyugi, or dfy6gi. This is really not a special style of

weave since it is the same as No. 1, only that soft, loose yarn is

used, which makes the blanket look thick, soft and fluffy, and

that is expressed by the word diyugi, or diy6gi. Here might

also be added Germantown blankets, or blankets which are woven

of Germantown or machine-spun yarn, and bayeta blankets, in

the manufacture of which the unraveled strands of the bayeta

cloth were used. Bayeta blankets are not often made.

5. dits6si. This word, meaning fuzzy, downy, is applied to

a species of blankets or rugs the one side of which looks very

much like a long-haired sheep pelt, with the wool in small tufts.

When the woman weaves this sort of blanket she has a quantity

of long-haired wool near at hand. She first weaves about an

inch, then taking pinches of the long-haired wool, inserts them

between the warp on the top of the woven part, leaving a tuft

of about two inches stick out in front. When the whole row is

thus tufted she rams it down with the batten-stick, weaves another

course of about an inch, inserts another row of tufts, and thus

continues until the blanket is finished. When finished it has the

appearance of a shaggy pelt.

6. alne&quot;estrdni. This is a double or two-ply weave, which

shows a different design on either side. In weaving in this

style as many as eight healds are used. By manipulating them

in the right way the desired result is obtained. In order to

understand just how it is done one would have to see a woman

at work, and pay close attention to the manner of weaving, and

to the arrangement and the use of the healds.
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yistFd, it is woven, regular weave.

yishbfzh, it is braided, diagonal weave.

i imas, rounded within, a complex of squares.

diyugi, or di.v6gi, soft, fluffy.

clitddsi, fuzzy, downy.

alne^estl dni, woven on both sides, a different design on

either side.

yishbfzhgo ashtF6, I weave in braided style, diagonally.

beeldle yishbizhgo yishtl 6, I weave a diagonal blanket.

i imasgo ashtl 6, I weave in iinias.

beeldle i imasgo yishblzh, I weave a blanket in iinias style.

diyttgi agha be&shtf6, I weave soft and fluffy.

beeldle diy6gi agha beyishtl 6, I weave a soft and fluffy blanket.

ditsdsi agha beashtl 6, I weave downy or shaggy.

beeldle ditsdsi agha beyishtl 6, I weave a shaggy blanket.

aine^estl dni agha beashtl 6, I weave doubly.

beeldle alne^estl dni agha beyishtl 6, I weave a double blanket.

tFol beestFdni, a Germantown blanket.

tF61 beeshtl 6, I weave with (Germankwn) yarn.

beeldle tl ol beyishtl 6, I weave a Germantown blanket.

nakaichf qahaddsigi, bayeta cloth.

nakalchl qahaddsigi beestFdni, woven of bayeta.

be^ldle naMlch! qahaddsigi beestFdni, a bayeta blanket.

nakaichf qahaddsigi beashtl 6, I weave with bayeta.

beeldle nakalchf qahaddsigi beyishtF6, I weave a bayeta blanket.

THE USE OF THE LOOM.

The following presents a list of the older blankets, and of such

patterns as have given the blanket a special descriptive name.

The older patterns were few in number though the design was

a matter of option and varied according to taste.

bll, woman s dress, was originally woven in black and blue.

The black color, which is a fast jet black, was made from a

mixture of sumac, pitch and native ochre, called tsekhd je ki,
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while the bine was indigo (bedlltl fsh), obtained from the Mexi

cans. The top and bottom of the blanket alternated in font-

lines of blue and three of black, with

the body of the blanket, or its cen

ter (alnf), a plain jet black. The

whole was bordered (banat f) and

tasseled (bijanil) in blue.

With the introduction of bayeta

red was substituted for the blue in

the body of the blanket, though the

blue border and tassels were retained

(dotl fsh beqaotl 6 ,
the weave runs

out in blue). The solid black cen

ter, too, was retained, and gradually

various designs of red and blue were woven with the black

(lizhln bildestlV) ) at each side of the center belt.

ba dotllzhi, or bil baba dotllzhi, blue borders. This was a

woman s shawl, and owes its name to the two borders of blue

which flanked the center of black. While the bil, or woman s

dress, was of two pieces, which were sewed at the top and sides,

leaving an opening for the head and arms only, the shawls were

made in a single pattern and used after the manner of a shawl

or wrap, much as the men use the blanket.

bil lagaf, white shawl, was so called from the alternating

white and red color which was woven horizontally in narrow

strips throughout. The border and tassels were blue. It was

the only woman s garment in which white was used, and was

therefor appropriately designated. The woman s dress and the

shawls are not used to-day though some are made for the market.

n5go nod6zi, horizontally striped, a blanket woven in alterna

ting stripes of black and white, with an occasional narrow strip

of red added in the center, and the end belts of black. Red

tassels decorated each corner.

A similar blanket, and one much in demand by the Utes, was
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known as aim na ijlni, or the blanket with the black (s ivak) belt

in center. While the body of the blanket was laced with strips

of white and black, the center was mounted with a wide black

belt, with additional red and blue stripes woven in between.

Similar belts were woven in equidistant intervals between the

center belt and the ends, though they were narrower than the

center belt. The corners were decorated with black tassels,

making a very attractive blanket.

nakhai bichfdi, the Mexican rug or pelt, was a pattern bor

rowed from the Mexicans. The center was woven in a belt of

blue Hanked by narrow strips of black, the remainder of the

blanket alternating in belts of white, black and bine, interspersed

at optional intervals. The design was a very plain one and made

for the Mexican trade.

The hanolchade, or carded blanket, which is now designated as

the cjues blanket, is probably the chief of blankets, though it

can hardly be said to have been worn by the chiefs exclusively.

Here, too, the original idea of alternating stripes of black and

white is retained in the body of the blanket, though as a distinct

ive feature three zigzag diamonds made of small cubes of blue,

red and black yarn are set in the center of a wide belt of black.

The interior of each diamond is a perfect white surmounted by

a red cross in the center. The top and bottom of the blanket is

finished in similar half diamonds. The patterns of modern

blankets are lanrely variations or modifications of this one.

baghaftl oni, slit-weave. No special design seems to have

been assigned to this blanket, but any blanket might be woven

so as to leave a slit about four fingers wide in the center of the

blanket, which was afterwards laced with blue yarn. It is gen

erally stated that this weave had to be occasionally resorted to

in order to avoid overdoing weaving. Yet it has also been

advanced that this blanket was worn by the men just as the

women used the bil, or woman s dress, and that to avoid ridicule,

the above version of overdoing the weaving has been attached
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to the &quot;slit-weave.&quot; But this seems rather far-fetched.

The above are said to be the old style blankets. Other blankets

especially designated are:

beeldle, or beeldladi, the warp, any kind of blanket.

diyfigi, or beeldle diytigi, soft, fluffy blanket; beeldle ditsdsi,

downy or shaggy blanket; akfda I nlK (akidahl nlli), &quot;which are

laid on something/ the saddle blanket.

beeldle ah^estftfni, doubly-woven blanket.

bee&quot;Idle tl ol beestl 6ni, Germantown blanket.

beeldle nakalch! qahatsdsi beestl dni, a bayeta blanket.

beeldle yishblzhgo yistl 6ni, diagonal weave.

beeldld i imasgo yistl 6ni, blanket woven in squares.

beeldle dotllzhi, blue blanket, whose prevailing color is blue

with occasional red and black stripes interspersed.

The loom was also used for weaving shirts for the men:

a1 dotl izhf, blue shirt, from its prevailing color.

a1 ndadeshchf, red striped shirt, from the red stripes which

ran through the body and sleeves of the shirt. The sleeves were

Blue Shirt. Shirt with red stripes.

woven separately, laced together and sewed to the shirt, which

in turn was laced down the sides. These shirts are no longer

woven.

Other articles woven on the loom were:

sis, or esdzdn bizfs, woman s sash. Originally this was woven
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of black yarn with a blue band in the center. Since the intro

duction of bayeta they are now exclusively woven of red yarn

and are, therefor, designated as sis Hchligi, red girdle. These

are belts about four inches wide and six or more feet long, woven

in red, with small white designs, and long fringes at each end.

The sash is still in use.

janezhi (jad nezhi ), or yistle (yistl 4) tl ol, garter strings, used

in fastening the leggings, are bands about two inches wide and

two feet long. They were of red, black and blue colors, though

red is now preferred.

The tsItFol, hair-cord, used in tieing the hair, is of the same

pattern as the garter strings. At present several strands of

common twine are used instead.

achdshtFol (acnoshtl Ol), or K bichoshtl 61, girth or cinch, is

about five or six inches wide and two and one- half feet long, and

is provided with stout fringe at both ends to secure the iron

rings. They are usually made in red with a row of diamond

shaped figures in white and other colors.

aghasis tl f)l, wool girdle rope, because it is woven like the

sash.

dabala (Sp. taparo), is the shawl of Mexican introduction, and

is not woven by the Xavaho.

While the ordinary loom was used for all of the above-men

tioned fabrics, smaller devices for the manufacture of garters,

hair-cords, sashes, cinches and cradle cords, have gradually come

into use. The loom for the sash and cradle-band is the ordinary

loom in miniature. Similarly, the prongs of a forked pole

now answer the purpose of uprights in the garter and hair-cord
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looms, while the warp for the cinch is fastened immediately to

the cinch rings, which in turn are lashed to a tree or post in a

manner most convenient for operation. The warp, heald, shut

tle, in fact all the various parts of the smaller looms, are desig

nated by the same names as those used with the larger loom.

The smaller looms, however, have special names.

tsltl dl ylstl 6 ,
hair- cord loom; jan^zhi, or ylstfetFol y!stF6 ,

garter loom; esdzan bizis yistl 6 ,
sash or belt loom.

K bichoshtl ol. or achoshtl dl yTstl o ,
cinch loom.

DESIGNS. When weaving a blanket the Navaho woman does

not have before her a plan or design, carefully worked out in

detail upon paper or buckskin, nor even roughly sketched upon

the sand. She may have the figures, even the whole design in

her mind before beginning to weave, but, as a rule, the design

develops with the work. Most of the figures seen in a Navaho

blanket are stationary, that is they reoccur in similar or differ

ent combinations, or with slight changes, in other blankets, and

have set names by which they are known. There are no circles,

arches or round corners in a Navaho blanket, but all corners are

sharp-pointed at angles of various degrees, and all lines are

straight, oblique, zigzag, serrated, etc.

There is no system as to the use of the different figures, that

is, they are not arranged into any kind of hieroglyphic order by

which a woman could weave her life s history, or any other his

tory or story, into the blanket, as has been asserted by some

writers. The Navaho blanket, therefor, is a human document

only in so far as it shows the untiring patience and diligence,

the exquisite taste and deftness of a semi-barbaric people, and

the high art and quality of their work, wrought with such

simple tools and materials.

As for designs in modern blankets, which by some are inter

preted as replete with religious symbolism, such interpretations

merely attach an undue idealism and importance to the design

which it does not contain. A glance at the names for some of
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the designs will bear out this point and show that these names

designate figures found on paper, cloth, or anything else. Then,

too, it will be remembered that Navaho women are devout and

faithful clients of their religion, possibly more so than the men,

and would scarcely trifle with religious symbols, many of which

may be viewed in effigy in the course of certain rites, and at

certain seasons of the year only. This conservatism is pre

sumably responsible for the taboo (bahadzid) placed upon the

following and similar designs: f nf, thunder; atsfnltFish, zigzag

lightning; -tqdholtsodi, the water ox; tqell, the water horse;

delgyed, a horned monster; tsenahale , a monster eagle; 16tso,

a monster fish; tsistqel, a tortoise; ctia&amp;gt; daghai, the turtle; nia i,

the coyote; lechai, the dog; cHal, the frog; nasmVi dicHlshi, the

horned toad; tFfstso, the bull or blow snake; tFlshRa, the track

snake, and snakes in general, in a word, anything harmful.

On the other hand, designs of the natsllid, rainbow; s6tso,

big stars; atsOlaghal, sheet lightning; Ra, the arrow; nahotsoi,

evening- twilight; nahodeetFlsh, celestial blue; chahaiqel, dark

ness; or of the sacred mountains, or anything of a beneficent

character, may be designed with impunity.

The following are the names, with translations and descrip

tions, of some of the figures used in modern blanket designs.

These are only some, to gather all the different figures, and to

describe them, singly and in combination with others, would

alone fill a volume.

1. dakha nahalin, (card-like), a square.

2. beeditl f nahalin, (slingshot like), a

diamond, also called so tso, big star.

3. beeditFihi, (slingshot), an elongated

diamond. X
4. tsin ahiaozid, (sticks crossing each 5

other), Roman cross.

f&amp;gt;. so, (star), St. Andrew s cross.

6. tqago dez a, (three points), a triangle.
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7. s6 deshzha, (pointy star), four lines crossed so as

to form a figure with eight points, or a St. Andrew s

cross drawn through a Roman cross. If made some

what larger than ordinarily, it is also called so tso

deshzha, big pointy star.

8. tslyel nahalin, (like a queue), two triangles

touching each other with their apices.

9. tqago dez d be dfgo des a, (four points with

three points), four triangles touching with apices, a

Maltese cross.

10. nahokhos, said of large, long objects in hori

zontal rotation, a swastica cross.

11. dakha nahalingo nahokhds bi nisa a, (a nahokhos

within a card-like figure), a swastica surrounded by a

square.

12. dakha nahalfnigi bealqi az a, (card-like figures

within each other), square inside of another square.

13. beeditl i nahalfnigi bealqi az a, (slingshot-like

figures within each other), diamond within diamond.

14. noltllzh, a zigzag line.

15. be ndastlago noltl Izh, (cornered

zigzag), irregular zigzag.

16. dana azkhago noltllzh, (a row of

empty places in zigzag order), a line

resembling the crown of a battlement.

17. yistl fn, (freckled), small dots.

18. dokhfsh, (spotted), dots larger than

the yistl fn.

18
19. dadestso, spots somewhat longer

than dokhfsh.

20. beeditl i baba dolaghas, (slingshot

with serrated edge), diamond with ser

rated edge.
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21. d61aghas, a serrated line; be*sd6-

laghas, (ancient knife of chipped flint).

22. kos yishchin, (cloud image), a ter

raced figure on side of blanket.

23. hokha, (a large empty place or

receptacle), a large terrace-edged diamond

usually in the center of a blanket.

24. hokha bealkheaznil, two hokha

following each other.

25. honakha, a hokh with u half

hokha on either end.

26. noltlTzh alnfaznil, a figure with

zigzag edge in the center.

27. d61aghas bealkheaznil, two figures

with serrated edees following each other.

28. alkhe ndazha, (pointed ones fol

lowing each other), a row of small figures

with points, for instance, v-shaped figures

not too near together.

29. anfkhe, (tracks), a double row of

alkhe ndazhd.

30. aqidelnago ndazha, (sticking in

opposite direction), same as anlkhe only

that the figures of one row are reversed.

31. atkldot ezh, (touching each other),

a row of small figures, one touching the

other, for instance, a row of small flat-

based triangles, set on edge, so that the

apex of the one touches the preceding one

at the center of the base.

22

o
23

DUD H H
28

29

30
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32. alkheyit ezh, (following and touch

ing each other), a row of small figures

connected by short lines.

33. alkheyit ezh dakha nahalfngo, a

row of small squares connected by lines

between them.

34. delzha, battlement- like elevations,

especially along the border.

35. If another color is woven next to

delzM, and the intervening spaces are

left a distinct color, they are called i nil,

enclosed, encased.

36. alqlhadot ezh, (touching, following

within each other), said of a succession of

small figures, usually along the border,

of such a form that the space between

them is a reverted reproduction of same. .. . . . .

37. so aqade nil, (two stars together),
. . . . . .

two large diamonds in center of blanket. -3

38. hoshdddi, the name of the whip-

poor-will, strewn with spots.

39. ahii azi, (standing in the middle), said of any

central figure of extraordinary shape.

40. aqidinlnago dana azkha, (spaces

opposite), a succession of small figures

whose intervening space shows the same

figure inverted or opposite.

41. aqSdzeMba , means a gray stripe

or border all around. This is used with

other colors: dzegai, white; jichl, red;

dzets6, yellow; jfjin, black; jfdaetl izh,

blue.

naashcli& (nasheclia, nadeshcM), I make a design.

nashcHa, designed, a design; ndeicHa, they design.

benashcKa, designed in (with); naashkhd, design, figure.

40
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i nashclia, a fluffy blanket with a design.

ditsosi nashclia, a shaggy blanket with a design.

likhfzh zo nashclia, a spotted design.

yistFfn^o nashclia, a speckled design.

beeditFi benashclia, designed in diamonds, (see tig. 41.)

dakha nahalingo benashclia, designed in small squares.

nodoz, striped; dotl fsh benod6z, blue stripes; lichl dego beno-

d6z, red striped upward: laba yago benod6z, gray stripes down

ward; Htso nanigo, or na ro benod6z, yellow horizontal stripes.

altsaji noltFtsh, zigzag figure on either side.

dotFfsh beqaotl 6 , blue is woven out, a blue border.

Hzhfn, etc., bildestFo ,
other colors woven with black (on a black

background).

KNITTING.

Knitting is practiced by the Navaho to quite an extent. Like

weaving, this, too, was originally borrowed from the Pueblo

Indians. At present only steel needles are used in knitting,

which are either purchased at the trading post, or made of wire

or the ribs of an umbrella (bechaha ohi). These are broken to

the proper length and slightly rubbed upon a stone to obtain

a smooth blunt point. The paint or enamel is worn off in the

course of time by constant use of the needles.

Before steel and iron was available, knitting needles were

made of wood, for which the slender twigs of tsftFiz, Findlera

nipicola, or of duwftzhizhln, black greasewood, were used.

Both are very hard and susceptible of a smooth, slick polish.

For knitting, blue, white and black yarns are used, and the

present output of the knitting industry is limited to leggings and

gloves. The latter (lajish) are made with a separate thumb,

although in late years some have also been knitted with all five

fingers separate.

Leggings (yistle) consist of long footless stockings, encasing

the leg from kneecap to instep. At the top end a raised rim,
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about one-half to one inch wide, is knitted by using- left stitches,

that is, the yarn is passed from left to right instead of the usual

way. This rim affords a hand grip, and also adds to the wear

and tear. in pulling on the legging. To distinguish the right

from the left legging, and the inside from the outside, a line or

ridge is knitted down along the outside of the legging in relief,

like a raised seam, by using left stitches at this point. At the

lower end of the leggings a knitted or plaited wool cord is fas

tened, which passes under the foot below the instep, to keep the

legging from working upward. The foot and lower legging

is covered by the moccasin.

The stitch in knitting is closer and more tightly drawn than

our own. Special care is paid to this feature to insure strength

for long and hard usage.

Since leggings were always considered a part of the male

attire (women have begun to wear them only in recent years)

knitting was and still is mostly done by the men. The yarn

leggings were not made or worn for riding purposes, for which

they made leggings of leather or buckskin, and both were worn

at the same time.

ashtl 6 (as^tl 6, adeshtFol), I knit, weave.

yistte yishtlo (s&tFo, deshtl 61), I knit leggings.

lajish yishtl 6, I knit mittens.

yistl e, (covering), legging; khetqll, (footgear), stocking s.

lajish, (handbag), mittens, gloves.

yistl6 dotl ish, blue leggings; yistle/hln, black leggings.

yistMlgai, white stockings (leggings).

bida na astl 6, (reknitted lip or rim), finished rim.

khiitqin, or qaatqin, (road on or out of), ridge along the side

of legging.

bakhadi, (on top), outer side of; biyl i, (inside), inner side of.

didzfdgo ashtl 6 (yishtF6), I knit strongly, closely; nldzllgo

ashtl 6 (yishtF6), I knit tightly; nanesz&go (yishtl 6), I knit loosely;

nizhunigo ashtl 6 (yishtl 6), I knit nicely.
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yistle
1

beetl fthi, (with which one knits), knitting- needles,

biclfi nahineshzhahigi, fringed rim at top of legging,

badildzid, (it dropped), I dropped a stitch.

SHEEP RAISING.

The Xavaho country is especially adapted to sheep raising, and

the Navaho equally well fitted for pastoral life, a coincidence

which practically has placed him on a self-supporting basis.

Sheep, horses and cattle are unquestionably of Spanish introduc

tion, so that references to them in legend, song and prayer are

of comparatively recent date, and are held as such by many
Navaho. It is also pretty well established that previous to the

advent of the American, and even sometime thereafter, the Xav

aho was not given to pastoral life, but to less peaceful pursuits,

such as raiding and marauding, and as a matter of fact, droves

of horses were kept for this very purpose. Subsequent to the

return from Fort Simmer, sheep and cattle were 1 issued to them

by the Government, and increased by honest, and often by dis

honest means, though the stringency of the law has at present

put an end to the purloining of cattle.

While their method of herding sheep leaves much to be desired,

a steady improvement is nevertheless to be noted, as for instance,

in the judicious selection of rams of good quality, in the careful

culling of old stock, in the separation of goats and sheep by

some sheep owners, in dipping, and the like points. The herds

are ordinarily under the supervision of children and women, who

keep them on the move from early morning until sunset, when

they are returned to the corral for the night. By constant

travel over the same course much of the grazing is wasted and

accounts, to a great extent, for the scarcity of vegetation in

these localities. No provision is made for the winter as the

herds feed on the withered grass and sagebrush, or when the

snow is very deep, pifion and cedar branches are cut off for the

sheep to graze on. Shearing; is done in the spring and fall with
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foreign shears, and some care is taken to postpone the spring-

shearing until the warmer months to avoid the storms of spring.

During the lambing season the sheep and their young are taken

to mountainous districts, or to such as offer good facilities for

grazing and water, until the lambs nre quite strong enough for

travel.

Less attention is given to the cattle and horse herds, which

are driven to the mountains where sheep are excluded. Occa

sionally the owner makes an inspection of them, or with some

assistants visits and rounds them up for the purpose of branding

them. While sheep are usually the property of the wife, cattle

frequently belong to the men. Often, too, fathers and mothers

divide a portion of their property between their small children,

branding or earmarking the stock and their produce to better

distinguish them. Branding is done after American fashion,

with branding irons obtained at the agencies, or otherwise pur

chased from blacksmiths.

debe*, a sheep; debe
5

bichO adini, a wether.

debe* yilts&n. sheep goinyf with young.

debe* tsa i, sheep having young ones.

debe* dolK61i, merino sheep.

tl fsi, a goat; tl fsi de Hi, angora goat.

debe* nshta (deb nelt d, deb6 dfneshfil), I grow sheep: bela-

sana, apple, K, horse; dzidzetso nsht 6, I raise poaches.

deb (begashi, K), nse
5

(nesa, dinesel), I nurse a sheep (with

goat s milk). Discarded lambs are often kept at the hogan.

debe neya, or ninnsa, the lamb grows; debe
1

ndnshkhad (nan^l-

khfid, nadlneshkhal), I herd sheep (or cows and horses).

tqanishkhad (tqanlkhad, tqadfneshkai), I water the herd.

naneshkhal (naniilkhad, ndineshkhai). I return (home) with the

herd.

antV bmshkhad (binllkhad, bldineshkhai), I drive the herd

into an enclosure.

deb baghdn, a sheep corral.
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debe! baghan naneskhfd, the gate of the sheep corral.

yahananshkhad (yahanarilkhad, yahanadineshkhaJ). I drive the

herd into (a corral).

aya\ a tick; ya dotffizhi, bliv&amp;gt; (sheep) lice.

debe
1

bSt od (bet Od, bilot ol), scabby sheep.

deb tqanasgis (tqanse^gis, tqandidesgis), I dip sheep.

debe
1

tqanagis, a sheep dip.

deb6 daad!6 (daxdlf, dadodloi), sheep are chilled.

hakaz baghd (bigha, bidoghdi), or hakaz nabiltsgd (nabistsed,

nabfdoltsil), the cold kills them, the sheep are fro/en to death.

deb4 bichiclilsh, the sheep suffer from catarrh.

deb6 bfdokhos, they sneeze.

tqadishgyesh (tqadfgish, tqadideshjrish), I shear sheep.

besh aqeklili, or betqadigy^shi, sheep shears.

tqadigyeshgo, shearing season (in general); tqadadigyeshsro,

shearing season (when on in the whole neighborhood).

agha, wool; deb^ bagha, sheep wool: debe! dolk61i bagha,

merino wool; tllsi bagha, goat wool; tl fsi do fli bagha, angora

goat wool; aja Il, or aja gha, wool of the leg.

shf shi bed id ltd, my brand; be id Id lid, a branding iron.

AGRICULTURE.

In addition to sheep and cattle raising agriculture is one of

the chief industries of the Navaho, and was apparently pursued

by them from the earliest times. The accompanying labor, how

ever, was shunned and usually assigned to captive slaves, so that

the hastqin, or lord, might be enabled to devote his time in some

noble raid or in complete inactivity. This condition, however,

has undergone a complete change, the slave has disappeared to

a great extent, and each family is now possessed of a small farm

where corn, melons, squashes and beans are raised. Gradually,

too, such products as oats, hay, wheat and alfalfa are being

added to the list.
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VARIOUS KINDS OF MAIZE.

nad&, corn, corn seed.

nadalgai, white corn; nadaJtsoi, yellow corn; nada dotl fsh,

blue corn; nadlshzhln, black corn; nada
1

aftq&s af, variegated

corn; nod6zi, striped corn; nadalchi, red corn; naddlbaf, gray

corn; nad astlfni, freckled corn; nad&lkhizh, speckled corn;

naddtso, large seeded corn.

neshjahi, sweet corn, which is also higaf, white; dotl lsh, blue;

Htsoi, yellow; lizhfni, black.

nada bakhd i, male corn (grooved); nada
1

dij61i, female corn

(a tilled ear of corn without regular rows); naclast &n (?), prob

ably with husks.

noshjahi tso, large sugar corn, which is also called nad& mes,

long corn, when it is matured or hard.

nadii dilch6shigi, popcorn or hardened sweet corn.

dzilgM bidd, Apache maize.

destqali, an ear with wide grooves, widely grooved corn.

daachan (dachan), russet corn.

tsl nshtqeli, wide top ear of corn.

d6hunot fni, invisible cob, because it is covered \vith corn.

zah&fadi, the cavity of the mouth, corn with extraordinarily

wide grooves.

PARTS OF THE PLANT.

nada
1

bikhetl ol (behetl ol), the root of corn.

da&kas (nada bakdz), the stalk,

daakas lakhdnigi, (sw
reet stalk), sugar cane,

bit d (bitln), or bfhodijil, the leaves.

bfhodijil, the several leaves on each side of

the stalk; bit d, the single leaf,

nadd biz61, the corn tassel,

daya an (aya an), unripe ear.

da atfan (dat^in). cornhusks and fodder.
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bitslifha, its awn (beard); daatsin, an ear of corn.

daatsfn (nadd bitsfn, corncob), the pulp of the cob.

nadsl bikh&qftl, the ankle or butt of the cob.

nadsi bowhokis (?), the grooves of the ear.

ia* tFe ntf ,
which thrives at night, corn (sacred name).

bitsighd da ichf, the awn is red: nad yichi, the corn is red

(ripening); nadsi sitsabin!&amp;lt;ran, my corn (or plants) are drying up

(from the wind or drouth).

neshj&hi, sugar corn, sweet corn (see supra).

nad yishde , I pick corn; akaz yishde, I pick corn wTith stalks.

dshdlad, I husk corn, or dat a yishdlad, I tear the husks off.

nadsi ttlya, the harvest is done.

kidishle*, I plant (anything). Planting is usually done in the

months of April and May.

BEANS.

na*6}i, beans; na Olilgaf, white beans: na 6lilchf. red beans:

na 61istrfni, freckled beans; na 61ilkhizhi, speckled beans; na 6li

ood6zi, striped beans; na 6Hlts6i, yellow beans; na*61iibaf, gray

beans; na 6Hshzhfni, black beans.

na ?

61i behSgudi, hoe-shaped beans, lima beans: na 61i nfimazi,

peas; binest d
, (it is ripe), the pod of beans.

PUMPKINS AND MELONS.

nayfze (naylzi), the pumpkin.

naylzilchl, the squash; ade*, the gourd.

nayfzi tsei, the tail or pear-shaped pumpkin: nayizi ts^i (atsae,

the navel), navel-shaped pumpkin, black pumpkin with a double

tip; naylzi ndestfaM, yellow, flat pumpkin.

t a nayfzi, a mere pumpkin, the real pumpkin (to distinguish

from others of American introduction).

la jintff, which thrives during the day, the pumpkin or squash

(sacred name).

nayfzi bitqa^Itsoi, (the pumpkin is yellow at intervals), it is in

blossom.
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t Pji.vani (daat Sgo jiya, eat them as they are, eat them green),

watermelon; fejiyan ritl fsi, hard, small watermelons.

da neskhani (naneskhdni, globular), mushmelons, native can

taloupes: da neskhani dicliizhi, rough melons, American sugar

melon.

nayfze sakhad, a pumpkin plant; nayfze bitl dl, pumpkin vine;

nayfze bit a, pumpkin leaves; na.\ fze behetFol its root; nayfze

boku, or bi lasts!, pumpkin seeds.

GRAIN AND HAY.

tlVY, hay: tl 6 wai, alfalfa.

tl 6 nada. wheat; tl 6 nad^ biz61, wheat tassel, the sheath

of wheat.

tl 6 1

nandr61igi, hanging
1

down, or II bitl 6 nada, oats.

WHEAT.

In districts adapted to wheat raising the grain is usually sewn

broadcast and reaped in harvest by cutting it with a knife or

sickle. Eventually the stacks of wheat are unloaded into a small

corral and scattered there. A number of horses are then driven

into the corral, to trample and thresh the grain, after which the

straw is removed and the grain swept in a heap. The chati is

separated from the grain by collecting a quantity of it into a

basket and running the grain through the fingers some distance

over it, and blowing the chatf aside, or allowing the wind to do so.

tl 6 nad& qishgyesh (qegizh, qideshgish), I cut the wheat.

tl 6 nad bicHfl, the stalk of wheat: bits6s, the sheath.

tl 6 nadd hadaditso, wrheat is ripening (turning yellow).

tlV nadft digal, wheat is ripe.

tf6 nad& behiir&shi, a sickle.

tl6 nad& hashM , (halka, hadeshkaJ), I thresh wheat.

hashcKfd, (hachid, hadeshcHIl), I rub the wheat (between my
hands).

K qa eJ es (qa i fl os. ((a fdol Ts), the horses trample the wheat.
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bizhf)!, the chat!.

bizh6l bahisd* (bahfsol. badesol\ I fan or sift the grain (by

blowing).

bizhol hahoshcHf (bahishelcni, bahideshclii), I winnow.

bizh6l baashtVshJ (baasht &shla, baasht edeshlft), I winnow

the wheat.

nasas (nsesas. ndesas), or mkheshkhad (nikh^lkhad. nikhklesh-

khal), I sew broadcast.

FARMS.

What may be designated as the ceremonial way of planting is

not observed to-day by many. This requires that the corn be

planted in the form of a helix, winding- the several rows sunwise.

In the center of a large field, and facing east, the first grains are

planted, followed by others a step or two east, south, west and

north of the central plant in the order mentioned. The second

row is continued from the northern plant so as to encircle the

five plants. The men and women planting are careful to advance

ahead of one another, but never outside the circle once begun.

Thus the winding continues increasing the periphery of each

circle until the twelfth has been reached, where the final plant is

on an exact radial line with the eastern plant of the initial five.

This farm is known as the circle farm.

daake
,
a farm: daake hOtqel, a wide field or valley.

sha bikego, sunwise.

daake nahasbasi, the helical or circle farm.

Another ceremonial farm was divided into blocks of twelve,

running north and south, which must be planted sunwise. To

do this the two blocks at the southern end were planted facing

westward, after which the entire upper half was planted facing

northward. Turning to the east, and facing southward, the

lower half was then planted, finishing the circle at the point of

inception. This farm was known as:
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daake hazla
, probably the flat or block farm, and was also

called ndelt d daake&quot;, the bordered farm. Other farms are called

tqaba hodisds, the silvery or speckled shore, or farm, from

the variety of vegetables planted there. A place bordering on

other farms was selected for this purpose.

daake njokheli, a small farm in addition to others.

al atso, small spots of arable land selected at random.

These distinctions, however, are gradually disappearing and

almost any spot, whether it be the bottom land of some arroyo

or the loamy soil of a valley, is designated as daake
, farm,

whenever it is used for agricultural purposes.

daake h6?.hod, a clean field.

IRRIGATION.

Irrigation is practiced on a small scale at points where water

is available, such as the Little Colorado and San Juan rivers,

Tseili, Whiskey, Chinlee, and other creeks and arroyos. Since

these stream beds run dry in midsummer, the fields are com

pletely immersed in the early spring, small banks being thrown

up around the fields to hold the water. Permanent dams and

reservoirs are not very common.

bis nnaes anatT, a dirt bank enclosure, such as surround a

field for irrigating. This is also called hodildds.

ndelfd
, banks intersecting a field for swamping.

dahastqa, a small plot or garden, a field divided into small

squares by low banks of earth.

dadinshtl in, I throw up a bank or dam.

yishtlln (sStim, deshtlll), I build a wall.

lesh altsdneheshgyed, I dam or bank, throw the dirt on both

sides; blya hanishged (bfya hanilged, blya hadfneshgoi), I dig

under it or below.

nanishqesh, I irrigate or soak the ground.

tqohashgyed, I take out a ditch; tqohagyed, or tqtugyed, a

ditch; nanzhozh, or ts^ na nanzhozh, a bridge; bfyahanl a, a
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brace, support; blyahanistse (biyahanitsf, blyahadfnestsl), I

brace it.

tqo nlfni, a stream, or flowing water.

bokh6, a canon or arroyo; chashkhe, an arroyo.

chinlfnigi, the mouth of a canon, or where the water flows out.

beekid, a pool or lake; tqo siyl, a body of water, is also used

for lake.

LAND TENURE.

In many districts land is held in severalty by members of one

or affiliated clans to the exclusion of all others. Each family

selects a portion of the tract, indicating the boundary by a heap

of stones, or a footpath, or a fence. Large settlements, and

much less villages, are not formed, the general tendency being

to live as far apart as possible. This plan is found more con

ducive to domestic peace and conjugal fidelity. Where small

settlements are formed the ditches are common property and are

maintained by the several tenants. The farm is, as a rule, prop

erty of the husband who disposes of it before death.

PLANTING AND PLANT^Nd STICKS.

In sandy soil corn is planted by means of a plant

ing stick, which is of two different shapes. The

straight stick is a branch of greasewood

( duwuzhlshzhln ), slightly pointed. The

other is a stick provided with a projecting

limb just above the point and is used to

press down with the foot. The small open

ing is made to preserve as much moisture

as possible. The holes are dug by the men,

followed by the women, who drop the ker

nels into and close the holes with their feet.

Where the soil is loamy the holes are now

dug with a mattock. The value of plowing
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the ground is also being more and more appreciated,

gish, a planting stick.

HOES.

There were two different types of hoes in the earlier days.

The straight hoe was made of wood hewn down to the thinness

of a board, one end of which was bev

eled on both sides. A small hole was

provided near the center of the board

and a grip near the end. In operating

the hoe was grasped in the. palm of

the right hand, passing the four fingers

through the opening in the end, and

the thumb of the left hand through

the small hole near the center. In this manner it was scraped

forward, the operator, in a sitting position, covering the radius

within his reach. This hoe was called attsaji behe&quot;gudi, either

side hoe, because it might be used that way, or because the

operator might clear the ground on any side from one position.

Another hoe of the same type, and used in the same manner,

was made of the shoulderblade of an elk or deer and was known

as agastsln behegud, shoulderblade hoe.

The other type of hoe was also made of wood and was used

in a standing position after the manner of a scythe.

It consisted of a curved blade to which a wooden

handle was secured with a thong of elk (dze bakhagi).

It was grasped in the left hand while the thumb and

index finger of the right hand passed through a

thong of elk secured to the rear of the blade. This

hoe was known as nabehegudi, or ndgo benahagudi,

the side hoe, or with which one hoes from the side.

At present hoes of American make are purchased at the stores

and are called behjEgiid, hoe.

nahashgnd (nahogyed, nahodeshgol), I hoe.
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GRANARIES.

The ordinary hogan is not adapted to storing supplies of gniin

beyond the daily requirements. Accordingly, the winter supply

of corn, wheat, melons, squashes, pinon nuts, and the like, is

stored in pits of the shape of a wicker bottle. These are dug
near the summer residence, or in the field, and the small opening

is then bridged over with sticks, bark and dirt to conceal any

tr.jce of it. Formerly the digging was done with the planting

stick.

nuke , underground pit, or granary.

nuke qahashgyed (qahogyed, q&hodeshgol), I dig a pit.

nada. etc., nooshchf (noshelchi, nodeshchli), I store corn,

pinons, wheat, etc., underground.

dda hunsld (dda hunnzld, id& hodesll), I cover the pit (level it

with ground).

MODERN IMPLEMENTS.

The hoe and planting stick were originally the only farm

implements used, but are now being displaced by modern imple

ments with increasing rapidity.

benahulldladi, a plow.

nfhuishdlad (nihuyeldlad, nihudiyeshdlal), I plough.

hotKsgo nfhuishdlad, I have hard ploughing, or holzh61igo

nfhuishdlad, easy, and giiya go nfhuishdlad, deep, and da bakhagi

nfhuishdlad, I plow the top of ground (say three inches deep).

bis benahatsedi (benatsedi), clod breaker, or besh nalzh6di,

(dragging iron), a harrow.

bil yinahilbati, a scraper.

bil yaneheshbal (biiyaneh&bal, bilyanihideshbal), I scrape the

dirt,

Jesh beqahalkhadi (behalkhadi, or lesh ben^halkhadi), a shovel.

lesh beqahalkhadi alts6sigi, a spade.

tesh beqahashkhad (beqahilkhad, beqahfdeshkh&l), I shovel dirt.

UN!V
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lesh beqahash d (beqaha a, beqahidesh &l), I put the dirt there

with a shovel, I shovel dirt.

Jesh beqahashkh& (beqahakha, beqahidesbkhal), I carry with a

shovel, I shovel dirt.

ahsddeinfni, a pick.

altsddeinfni beqahashgyed (beqahagyed, beqahadeshgul), or

bena aahgyed (benasegyed, benadeshgul), I dig or work with pick.

tl 6 beyilzh^he, hay mower; tl 6 nest d, hay is ripe; tFo ntsa ,

the hay is thick; tl &amp;lt;V sagan, or bisga, the hay is dry.

tl 6 beyigeshi nn&zigi, or tl 6 behllaghali, a scythe.

tl 6* qishqal (q^jal, qfdeshqftl), I cut the hay with a scythe.

tro yishe (yfshe, deshf), I cut the hay (with mower).

(tlV5 ) benahuidzldi, a rake (hand or horse rake).

ndhuistd (nahuy^zld, nahodiyesil), I rake.

tl 6 aqdnehesfd (aqanehezid, aqanihid^sll), I rake the hay

together.

bilatqai. three-tine hay-fork; biladf, four-tine.

tl 6 benalj61i (benahalj61i), a hay- fork.

tl 6 aqdneheshjol (aqanehetjol, aq&nihideshjol), I cock hay,

turn it up; aqaftsh} (aqa ashla aqaadeshlil), I haul away.

tl 6 bil aqaniisbas (aqan niiy^lbas, bil aqandiyesbas), I haul

the hay away, or tl 6 meheshqe
1

(neh&yi, nihideshq^l), or tFo*

acjdn neheshq^ (aqaneheshq^, aqaneh&yt, aqdnihideshqel), I haul

hay away; tl 6 Thishjol (iqeljol, ihideshjol), I haul hay.

tl 6 bilniisbas (niiyelbas, nidiyesbas), I haul away, or home.

tl 6 ya aqishq^ (ya aqseyi, ya aqideshqg}), I haul and store the

hay inside (of house or barn).

bekfdily^he, or altsddeinfni ntqeligi, a mattock.

MODERN TOOLS.

In addition to the implements mentioned in the preceding,

modern tools are used for repair work in general. A list of these

tools is herewith given, as also a partial list of new words for

modern contrivances.
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besh dollish, iron.

besh ntFlzi, steel.

besh dit Odi, cast-iron.

besdolaghas, serrated iron,

as the edge of a saw, file, or

cog-wheel.

besh alts6sigi, wire, bailing

wire.

beshadeshzhai, barbed wire.

besh aqedili, scissors.

besh be igfsi, a metal wash-

tub.

besh bikeegfsi, or bakhai-

gisi, a washboard.

besh beekeldoi, a flatiron.

bitqadigisi, a washbasin.

besh nalkhadi, a sewing

machine.

tsa ts6si, a needle.

tsa ts6si benalkhad, sewed

with a needle.

besh anfnigi, a call bell.

besh binaghoi, or binaghoi,

a clasp-knife.

besh be Ilkhali, cold chisel.

beetsfdi, a hammer.

bseectilshi, a file.

il adalkhali, a nail.

il adalkhali aitslsigi, a tack.

besh bebaghdda nfli, an iron

bit.

besh bebaghadadzilnehe, a

center-punch.

nil, a stone ax.

tse nil, a modern ax.

ts^nil yazhe, a hatchet.

tse nalaghuli, or tse be
1
-

ikashi, a grindstone, whet

stone.

tstnabas .vazhe, or tsfnabas

bijad dalaigi, a one-wheeled

wagon, a wheelbarrow.

tsintq6shje, a barrel.

tsineheshji, a board.

tsm qahashjfi^i, sawdust.

tsin beeclilshi, a rasp.

tsin beedilkhoi, a plane.

tsin bebaghada a nfli, a brace

and bit.

tsin beqahalzhfshi, a chisel.

tsin bakhahaskhaligi, chips.

tsin bakhaqashkhal(se
:

khal,

deshkhal), I make chips.

tsin biqa otsel, a log trough.

tsin beni ichlshi, a saw.

ni izhihi, a sawyer.

ni ishf (ni iyezhl, nfdiyeshf),

I saw.

altsadashi ( altsadash^zhi,

altsadadeshi), I saw boards in

two.

altsashi (altsazhl, altsade-

shi), I saw a board in two.

kinshf (kinizhl, kideshf), I

saw it otf.

altqddinishf ( altqadlnizhi,

altqadineshi), I rip it in two.

altqahi dinishl (altqahi dlni-

zhi, altqahi dlneshi), I rip

three or four strips.
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do-deinfda, it is not sharp.

deinllan, it is sharp.

do-bidelnlda, it does not

cut it.

do-shid&nlda mfti X it dors

not cut (for me).

do-sha ijilda ( do-sha ijflda,

do-shaadojilda), I can not pen

etrate it, for instance, with a

knife or nail.

tF6
4

ishbiy.h, burlap, gunny -

sack.

8B bahoghan, clothing store.

uze bahoghan, a drug store.

dagha Ilzhe bahoghan, a

barber shop.

ts6d!zin bahoghan, a chapel

or church.

be\so bahoghan, a bank.

cha bahoghan, a latrine.

nalyhe bahoghan, a store.

lejin qagysd, a coal mine.

tq6 qahadle, a pump.

besh tq6 be nlfnigi, a pipe

line, water pipe.

besh nt i , a rail track.

khunatbasi, a train.

besh halniigi (talking wire),

the telegraph.

besh biyatqiigi (into which

you speak), the telephone.

besh njitfligi, or tsfnabas

ndzitfigi, (the iron or wagon

which moves rapidly), the

automobile.

tsi lzi, the bicycle.

johona al, a clock or watch.

tsin dllzhoi, a sled.

tsfnlaghal, a drum.

tsinlaghal bendnlaghali, a

drumstick.

beekelchfhi, pencil or pen.

bikeshchi, a drawing or

print.

besh be bikeelchfhi. print

ing press, type.

nalts6s, paper, a note or

book.

tsinshdlosh, a chair.

ts!nshd!6sh yiw6digi, or

tsinshd!6sh nadiniw6dlgi, or

atl a atsiiofi, a rocker.

tsfndilni, an organ, violin,

or other musical instrument

of wood.

beeezho, a native broom.

benahalzh6i, a broom.

nahash6 (nahosh&sho , naho-

desh6), I sweep.

cH6hunsh6 ( ctiohunisho ,

cB6hodesho), I sweep out.

akakhu ,
a lamp.

akakhu tq6igi, kerosene,

gasoline oil.

akakmV be itfigi, a wick.
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SILVERSMITHING.

When aud how the Navaho acquired the art of working
1 metals

is unknown, but there are reasons for supposing that it was intro

duced among them, or at least more developed and improved

upon by them, since the time they have occupied their present

country.

According to the sayings of some of the old silversmiths of

the tribe, the art of working silver was introduced among them

by the Mexicans about sixty years ago, or about the middle of

the nineteenth century, when a Navaho blacksmith, known by

his own people as atsidi sani, or the old smith, and by the Mex
icans as Herrero, or the smith, first learned the art from a

Mexican silversmith named Cassilio, who is said to have still

been living in 1872 1873. An old silversmith, beshlagai

il ini altsosigi, or the slender silversmith, who is still living

(1909), and who at one time was considered one of the best, if

not the best silversmith in the tribe, is said to have originally

learned his craft from Mexicans.

The Xnvaho silversmith, therefor, is a comparatively modern

product. Lieut. Janus H Simpson, who accompanied an expe

dition into th&quot; heart of the Navaho country in 1849, and who

gives in his report good descriptions of the country and people

as they then were, mentions their peach orchards, farms, herds

of ponies, flocks of sheep, their beautiful waterproof blankets,

etc., but has nothing to say about their artistic silverwork.

Th art then, as it exists to-day, probably developed since then,

or within the last sixty years. In the following paragraphs a

description is given, first of the tools and implements used by

the Navaho silversmith as Or Washington Matthews found them

in the early seventies, and as they are to-day, and secondly of

some of their work.

The tools and implements used by the Xavaho silversmith are

few and simple.
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THE FORGE is a square structure of stones and adobe mud,

built up to a convenient height, with the rear slightly elevated.

The center is provided with a round, bowl-shaped depression for

the fireplace. Two wooden tubes, uniting into one, and termin

ating at the fireplace, are walled into the rear elevation. These

A Navaho Smithy.

tubes are made by carving a groove into two pieces of cotton-

wood, hackberr5
T or box elder, and then fitting the pieces together

with the grooves facing each other. They are usually lined

inside and outside with adobe to keep them from burning or

charring. Sometimes tubes of clay are molded instead of these

wooden ones.

atsldke, (pounding place), smithy.

dahaznil, or atsfdke dahaznil, the forge and bellows.

beelz6H biz6l, the air tubes leading to the fireplace.

khonlke, a fireplace.

tls, cottonwood; jilq&zhi, hackberry; sol, box elder.

BELLOWS are made of sheepskin. The sack is about eighteen

inches in diameter, and held distended by three or more hoops
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of willow twigs. One end of the bellows is firmly secured to a

nozzle and fitted snugly into one of the tubes leading into the

fireplace. The other end is closed up by tacking it to a round

disk of wood which is provided with a leather valve in the center

and two arms, the longer of which projects downward. In the

original forges two of these bellows were employed, which

secured an even and continuous draught and prevented the fire

from being drawn into the bellows. In working the bellows,

the lower or longer handle is firmly rested upon the ground, and

the upper one is moved to and fro in a horizontal motion. The

two bellows are compressed and distended alternately, which

causes a motion similar to that with which a boy works his Irish

Mail.

beelz6li, (with which one blows), bellows,

bas, (round like a wheel or hoop), hoop,

da na at agi, (that which waves or flaps), valve.

debe
1

bakhagi badid6zgo, sheep hide in sack shape.

as61 (isol, adesol), I blow, work the bellows.

beelz6Ji ashle\ I make a bellows.

AN ANVIL may be either a hard stone, a piece of iron from a

plow or wagon, a pick head, an ax blade, a wedge or a bolt

the latter generally driven into a log or block of wood. Soft

iron, like the head of a bolt, is first tempered by heating it and

cooling it off in water: then the bolt is driven through an iron

ring or washer into a block of wood, the ring or washer keeping

the head of the bolt from working itself into the wood.

bikeetsfdi, (upon which one pounds), an anvil.

CRUCIBLES for smelting the silver are made of clay and baked

hard in the fire. They are about the size of ordinary tumblers,

with rounded bottoms and an outward curved rim which is pro

vided with one or more spouts. Their crucibles are not very

durable, but soon become porous and brittle and fall to pieces.
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Very few, if any, are made at present, as good, strong and

lasting- crucibles may be obtained at the stores.

THE MOLDS in which the Is avaho silversmith casts his ingots

or molten silver are cut or chiseled into soft sandstone, iron or

wood, or they are formed of clay. They resemble as nearly

as possible the article which is to be wrought out of the

molten silver, and are greased with mutton tallo\v before the

silver is poured in. The molds for silver beads are usually cut

into iron or hard wood.

bladilyihi, (in which it is melted), a crucible.

biyayidsidi, (into which the molten silver is poured), the mold.

yd mimazi beeTfni, (with which round beads are made), or

yo numazi bl el fni, (in which round beads are made), the

bead mold.

FOR SMELTING FUEL they use charcoal, which they prepare

in this manner: They build a large tiro of juniper logs and

branches, and after the flames have died out and nothing but

a heap of glowing embers remain, they cover these up with

earth to smother them, and let them cool oft.

gad, juniper, cedar; t esh, charcoal.

t esh dishMd (dliid, dideshlil), I burn charcoal.

nistses (niltsiz, dinestsis), I smother, put out, extinguish.

THE BLOWPIPE is now purchased, but was formerly made by

hammering out a piece of brass or copper wire, which they

then bent into a tube with a curved, tapering end. This tube

is used in soldering, in connection with a lamp or a wick of

twisted cotton soaked in mutton tallow.

beelz6li beaqfdiljehe, a blowpipe for soldering.

FOR SOLDERING they use borax, which they purchase at the

stores, saliva, and silver dust. Before the introduction of borax

it seems they formerly mined a certain substance in their own
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country, probably a kind of native alum, for this purpose.

For whitening the tarnished or oxidized silver they use tse

doR6zh, rock salt, which can be easily obtained in its natural

state, especially in the Zuni country. The tse doR6zh is dissolved

in boiling water and the articles to be whitened are thrown in.

For polishing and smoothening they use sandpaper or emery

paper purchased at the stores, which has taken the place of

the sandstone, sand and ashes of former days, and buckskin.

For chasing and engraving they use knives, awls, shears, files,

or any sharp- pointed iron tool.

Beside the already mentioned tools they use shears, hammers,

vices, nippers, pliers, tongs, punches, steel stamps, etc., all of

which are of comparatively modern introduction, and can easily

be obtained at the trading posts.

beaqfdiljehe, (with which one pastes, glues or solders together),

borax.

bike nfli, (which is sprinkled on), borax, or any powder used

in soldering.

tse doR6zh, (saline rock), rock salt.

bina ilgahi. (in which one whitens), bowl, dish or receptacle

used in soldering.

sai, sand; t esh, ashes; abani, buckskin.

nalts6s beecHfshi, (paper with which one rubs off), sandpaper.

nalts6s beeshcHfsh (be lcHizh, be adeshcHish), I sandpaper.

yishga (yllgai, yideshga), I whiten; na ishga, I whiten again.

adishkh6 (adllkho, adideshkhol), I smoothen. polish.

neidishk6, I smoothen, polish again.

besh, knife; tsa, awl; besh aqeYlili, scissors; besh aq&dili tso,

shears; beecHfshi, file; beecHfshi bfdazneskanigi, three-cornered

file; beecHfshi niyisigi, round or rat-tail file; beecHfshi ntqeligi.

Hat file; beecHfshi ntsasigi, large file; ashcHfsh (ash&cHizh, adesh-

cHfsh), I file; yishclifsh (ytcKizh, deshcliish), I file it; nadishcHfsh

(nadlcHizh, nadideshcHish), I file off: biyfdeishcHIsh, I file inside,

inner surface; beetsfdi, hammer; beotsagi, pliers; beotsagi tso,

vice; beotsdgi beyayikhahi, tongs for taking crucibles out of fire.
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beotsagi kh6 benajahi, tongs to take fire with.

atq&shja be il fni, (with which eyelets are made), small button

pliers; beaghada a nfli, punch; bikfji aghada a nfli, or bikfji agha-

da alyehe, a piece of iron with a hole in it, which is used as a

set punch; beaghada alyehe, auger; bijiqailkhali, bowl or vessel

used to put in filings and other waste material; tse doR6zh

bina nlli, bowl or vessel for the tse dokftzh; tse dok6zh bizls,

sack or receptacle for the tse dokdzh.

begelchlhi (beekelchfhi), stamp; beaghadadiltqazi, drill.

The Navaho have no silver mines in their country but pur

chase Mexican silver dollars, which are worth from forty-five to

sixty cents of United States money. These Mexican silver dol

lars, or smaller coin, are either molten and molded, or cut and

hammered into the desired ornaments and trinkets. Frequently,

too, United States silver coins, dimes, quarters and half-dollars

are used.

Before silver was plentiful copper and brass were used instead,

and were purchased at the trading posts in the form of wire or

small sheets, or taken from kettles and pans issued by the Gov

ernment, or bought from the whites.

beshiagai, silver. beshiagai aqidishje, I solder.

besh lichl, copper. beshiagai dishqt, I melt it.

besh litsoi, brass. beshiagai yistsfd, 1 hammer

naakhai bebeso, Mexican silver,

silver coin. beshiagai ginshne
1

( kinsh-

belagana bebeso, American ne&quot;

1

), I cut silver,

silver coin. beshiagai nahashni, I buy it.

beshiagai qagyed, a silver beshlayfai beadilyihi biyas-

mine. sfd, I pour silver into mold.

beshiagai qashgyed, I mine beshiagai nazbas ashM, I cut

silver. silver into circles.

beshiagai nishga, I heat it. beshMgai nazha ash}, I give

beshiagai ntqel ashle
1

. I flat- it crescent shape,

ten silver. yilkfd, ridged.
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beshlagai dzildsis aside*, I beshlagai ndilkh6, polished

give it a semi-tubular shape. silver.

blhaltsa, bowl-shaped.
beshlagai dolyf, molten sil-

alkesgis, twisted.

beshlagai yijf, oxidized or

blackened silver. bfehtegai nabed6tsed, ham-

beshlagai na ilga, whitened Inerecl silver,

silver. ba na chlzh, dust, tilings.

After having supplied himself with a sufficient quantity of

silver, and made up his mind as to the size, shape and design of

his projected work, the silversmith bends his whole energy upon

his task. Frequently he receives orders for special articles,

trinkets or ornaments from the traders, who submit to him the

shapes and designs required, otherwise he works out and follows

his own plans and designs, or copies them from other work.

beshlagai dsitsld, silversmithing.

be*shlagai yitsfdi, or beshlagai il fni, silversmith,

beshlagai yistsld, I pound silver, I am a silversmith,

beshlagai ash i, I make silver, I am a silversmith,

atsfdi, a smith; astsld, or yistsfd, I pound, hammer,

ntl fz ashl, I harden, temper.

One of the most curious and interesting, and at first sight,

most puzzling pieces of work wrought by the Navaho silversmith,

are the necklaces of silver beads. These beads are round and

inwardly hollow. They are of different sizes, and so arranged

that the top beads, or those resting on the neck or collar-bone,

are quite small; they gradually increase in size until those rest

ing on the middle of the breast are almost one-half inch in diam

eter. When seen and examined for the first time one wonders

how these savages manage to manufacture these neat silver,

hollow globelets.

In the making of these silver beads different methods are

employed by different smiths. One of these methods is the
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following
1

: The smith takes a Mexican silver dollar, or any

other silver coin, and beats or hammers it out until it has the

required thickness, or rather the desired thinness. This sheet

of silver is placed upon an iron die, into which holes of various

sizes have been made. These holes go all the way through the

die and are slightly funnel-shaped. An iron punch, usually

consisting- of a bolt with one end rounded off hemispherically,

is set square over one of tho holes and struck with a hammer.

The strokes with the hammer force the silver into the hole, the

rounded end of the punch give it a hemispherical shape, and

since the punch is not thin enough to be driven into the hole, it

cuts oft the hemisphere with a fairly even edg-e on the rim of

the hole.

When taken from the die or matrix the edges of the hemis

pheres are smoothed and leveled down with a tile, and then per-
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forated by driving the point of a file or other iron tool through

them. Two are then strung upon a wire, the concave sides are

Htted together so as to form a globe, which is wrapped with

some very thin wire, and the seam is then soldered with borax,

saliva, and silver dust.

When arranged upon a string or thong, each necklace contains

from fifty to sixty the finer, smaller specimens often number as

many as one hundred beads. Usually they have a large cres

cent-shaped pendant in the front center, and in the lower half

of the strand small silver crosses, and other flower-like orna

ments are strung after every second or third bead. Necklaces

of this kind are very much prized by the Navaho, and are cer

tainly very ornamental.

yo numazi, (round bead), silver bead.

beyijih&idadsilnehe, (in which it was struck, cut out), matrix.

behaidadsiln^he, (with which it is struck, cut out), bead punch.

bedajishne
1

,
I strike or cut out.

yo numazi ashM, I make silver beads.

yosdfsi, oval-shaped silver beads.

n&zhahi, crescent-shaped pendant; chil bit dn, flower-like bead.

tsin alnaozid, cross-shaped bead; nahokhos, swastika pendant.

besh ts6si bikfdesdis, I wind thin wire around.

yo yish esh, I string beads.

The simplest kind of silver ornament made by the Navaho

silversmith is buttons. Of these the most common form is the

silver hemisphere described in the preceding paragraph, with an

eyelet of copper wire soldered underneath into the cavity. Fre-
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quently an eyelet is soldered on to a dime, quarter or half-dollar,

and the coin used as a button; sometimes the coin is rounded

into a hemisphere with the imprint of the die left perfect. From

plain to ornamental buttons is but a short step. The simplest

design is a star, which is obtained by filing a number of concen

tric rays upon a button. Outside of this, buttons of every size,

shape and design are made, some of really tasteful and artistic

workmanship. The Navaho makes a much more extensive use

of buttons than his white, civilized brother. They do not suggest

button-holes to the Navaho, but are almost exclusively used for

the purpose of decorating. Moccasins, leggings, belt, pouch

and pouch strap, pistol holster, gun scabbard, saddle skirts,

bridle, coat, vest and hat are ornamented and set oft with them.

yo nlchini, button; t alaf dotllsh yo nlchlni, a dime (quarter,

half-dollar) button; yo nlchfn dahatsOs, a cone-shaped button.

yo nlchln na desghas, button with concentric rays.

yo ntchfn deshzhdhi, several buttons of slender, pointed, oval

shape, joined together. Used for moccasins.

q&hidsensez, oval; qahashchi, pointed; ndsbas, round.

dakha nahalin, card-shaped, square.

nasdain&z, form of a parallelogram, elongated square.

A favorite silver ornament, worn with much pride and show,

sire leather belts, upon which are strung from ten to twelve

plates or disks of silver. These disks are usually of oval shape,

have a scalloped edge, are slightly arched in the center, measure

about four and one-half inches in length and three inches in
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breadth, and are often beautifully chased and engraved. The

belt is closed in front with a large, highly ornamental buckle.

Each disk averages about three dollars in weight, so that a belt

of this kind often contains silver to the value of forty dollars or

more. On the lower side of each disk one or two cleats of cop

per wire is soldered for passing through the strap.

sis, belt; beeicftfdidlo, buckle.

Silver headstalls were formerly manufac

tured quite extensively and are not particu

larly handsome, but costly and showy. They

consist of broad bands of silver, large and

numerous enough to almost entirely conceal

the leather, with more or less heavy pen

dants dangling on the cheek straps, and

Concha*.

large conchas or bridle buttons at each side

of the brow band. These bridles cost from

twenty-five to thirty dollars, or their equiv

alent in sheep, ponies, or other stock. Silver Bridle.

azatff beshlagai, silver bridle: anitl Ol, silver bridle.

atqa setqani, brow band.

atFa sinil, or azatT bitla sinili, concha, bridle button.

The most popular forms of jewelry are bracelets and rings.

The wristlet of leather, worn on the left wrist, is now frequently

ornamented by a silver disk or plate of from three to four dollars
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in weight, some of which are real works of art. Bracelets, too,

are strictly ornamental, and are made in multifarious shapes and

designs. There are simple round circlets, usually tapering a

little toward the ends, and marked with file cuts; others are made

Bracelets.

of a triangular bar of silver, bent in a circle, which leaves a sharp

ridge in the center, alnf yilKid; or of a square bar with a groove

along the center, am! yildzis; or a flat plate in the middle with

a slender piece on either side to encircle the wrist, aln! gintqel;

others are double or triple ridged, or consist of two or three

ridged circlets joined or soldered

together; then there are flat silver

bands of diverse breadth and thick

ness, weighing from one to three

dollars, some marked with file cuts,

indentations, scallops, leaf-like, and

a variety of other shaped figures,

often executed and arranged with a

taste and skill that would reflect

credit upon any one of our eastern

silversmiths. Bracelets are worn

upon both wrists, sometimes two

and more on each wrist. The two ends of the bracelet are not

brought together but a space of about an inch is left open; the

wrist is pressed sideways through this space, and with a twist

the bracelet is brought about the wrist and squeezed to fit.
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ket 6, wristlet; latsini, bracelet.

beshiagai latsini, silver bracelet; besh lich! latsini, copper

bracelet; besh Iits6i latsini, brass bracelet.

latsini ntqel, broad bracelet; latsini altsdsi, slender bracelet.

latsini nlyis, round bracelet, made of a round bar.

latsini alnf yildzis, grooved bracelet.

latsini alnl gintqel, a bracelet broad in the center.

Idtsini alnl yilkid, a bracelet ridged in the center.

latsini ne etse, a bracelet with two or more ridges, in one piece.

latsini aqeshje, two ridged bracelets soldered together.

latsini aqidashje, three ridged bracelets soldered together.

latsini aqdna d, two ridged bracelets soldered together at a

few points, leaving for the greater part a narrow space or slit

between them.

latsini aqddana a, three bracelets soldered together in the pre

ceding manner.

latsini tFlsh beelya, a bracelet made in the form of a snake.

latsini alkesgiz, a twisted bracelet.

latsini bikeeshchtni, a bracelet with a design.

latsini do-bikeeshchfni, a plain bracelet, without design.

Finger rings are, perhaps, more in

use than bracelets, and their variety as

to size, form and design is astonishing.

Like the Navaho blanket, no two rings

seem to be exactly alike. The men, as

a rule, are content with one or twro

rings, but the women frequently wear

a half-dozen on each hand.

yostsa, a ring; besh Hchf yostsd, a copper ring,

yostsa ashM, I make a ring; yostsd deshzhazh, worn down ring,

yostsd geeUdo, a broken ring; yostsa enldi, a new ring,

yostsa qastqf, an old ring; yostsd ntqel, a broad ring,

yostsa aitsdsi, a slender ring; yostsa ntsa, a large ring,

yostsd altsfsi, a small ring: yostsd na ilgai, a polished ring.
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yostsa yijl, a blackened, oxidized, tarnished ring-.

yostsa do-bikeeshchlni, a plain ring-.

yostsa bikeeshchfni, a ring with a design.

yostsa alkesgiz, a twisted ring, made of slender silver wires

twisted and soldered into something like filigree work.

yostsa bitsd, a ribbed ring, made of several slender wires

brought together on the lower side.

yostsa tseso bina
,
a ring with a glass setting.

yostsa dotllzhi bina
,
a ring with a turquoise setting.

yostsa bina
,
the set of a ring.

yostsa tllsh belya, a snake-shaped ring.

Earrings are worn exclusively by men. Silver earrings con

sist of a smooth piece of silver wire slightly tapering toward the

ends, bent into a circle of about one

inch and a half in diameter. A sliding

silver bead is frequently strung upon

this kind of earring, and sometimes

this bead is flanked by two smaller

beads.

Beside these, many other ornaments are made of silver, such as

single and double crosses, stickpins, buckles, hatbands, tweezers,

etc. Spoons, forks, butter-knives, sugar-shells, etc., are of very

recent introduction, and are made for the whites. Rings, belts,

bracelets and pendants are often set with turquoise, garnets,

peridots and other stones, and with glass. This, too, is a com

paratively recent innovation.

jaghana ahi, a silver earring.

jaghana ahi yo numazi bae (or bil), a silver earring with a bead.

ctta binazt f, a hatband.

dagha beyi nfzhi, tweezers, (with which the beard is plucked out).

be*shlagai ade, a silver spoon.

The Navaho silversmith is quite fertile and inventive with

regard to forms, shapes and designs, or perhaps we should call
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him a deft and clever imitator or copyist. The different designs
on his silverwork are as numerous and varied as those in the

blanket woven by the women. A description of his work will

hardly do it justice, it must be seen and examined in order to

be rightly judged and appreciated. Most of the names of

fig-urea and designs in the following list have already occured in

some of the preceding paragraphs.

chil bitflii, plant leaf.

nazhahi, pendant.

dahitqd, crescent-shaped.

so tso, big star.

s6 tso deshzha, big- pointed

star.

dOlaghas, serrated.

tTlsh beeMya, s n a k e - 1 i k e

made.

nazbas, round.

nazha, pronged.

dzildsis, semi-tubular.

yilkfd, ridged.

ne etse, with several ridges.

blhaltsa , bowl-shaped.

alk&sgiz, twisted.

nfyiz, round (like a stick).

bitsd, ribbed.

atll, feather.

numazi, globular.

dakha nahalin, card-like.

qahidaensez, oval.

nasdaensez, parallelogram-

shaped.

deshzha, pointed, bristly.

qahashchl, elliptical.

dahatsds, conical.

na desghas, a pattern with

concentric lines.

beekelchfhi, steel stamp.

bikeeshchfni, with a design.

do-bikeeshchfni, plain, with

out a design.

yostsa ashle* di bikhe go, I.

make a ring after this design.

POTTERY MAKING.
t

Unlike most of the neighboring Indian tribes, the Navaho

are not conspicuous as potters and make a very rude and inartistic

kind of pottery, which in every respect is vastly inferior to that

of the Pueblo. Their traditions, however, point to a time in

which pottery is said to have been in nowise inferior to that of

the Pueblo with whom they lived. With the exception of cook

ing pots other fabrics, such as waterpots, waterbags or bottles,
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bowls and earthen spoons or dippers, were all beautifully deco

rated with figures of birds, rainbows, deer, antelope, rabbits,

ducks, cloud effect (kos ishchfn), or any figure not tabooed, as

snakes, lightning-, bear, badger, hawks, and the divinities.

As in the decoration of the basket, so also the decorative line

encircling the body of the pot was left open for the reason that

the potter, like the basket weaver, supposedly encircled herself

with this decoration and, lest she trifle with her life, must not

close this circle about her, but leave an exit for herself.

The early waterpots were shaped much like the wicker bottle,

with two loops or eyelets on the sides, and were similarly carried

on the back. One side of the rounded body of the pot was made

flat so that in carrying it might rest better. These waterpots

have now entirely disappeared, though the legends speak of the

white, blue, yellow and dark waterpots for conveying the sacred

waters of the cardinal points.

The water bottle was provided with a loop, or finder handle,

near the neck, so that it mi^ht be conveniently grasped in pour

ing oat its contents. They were shaped much like an ordinary

pitcher, omitting the spout and handle, and with a narrower

neck than that of the waterpot. Later they were

entirely abandoned and displaced by bottles pur

chased from the Hopi and other tribes whose

fabrics, though slightly differing from the Nava-

ho ware, were found just as serviceable. Of

these many were provided with an additional

loop near the bottom of the bottle so that it might easily be

suspended from a cord and carried in traveling. Some maintain

that the Navaho never made water bottles but always purchased

them from the Pueblo. Early history and tradition, however,

discredit this strongly, though at present Navaho made water

bottles are very scarce.

Earthen spoons or dippers were in shape like the gourd ladl

and were, like it, used for the purpose of dipping out liquids.
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The bowl would seem to have been

a substitute for the basket at the home.

Its name, }ets*a\ earthen basket, indicates

both its shape and purpose.

While all of these were ornamented

with beautiful figures, the asa\ pot, was

completely devoid of ornamentation since it was used for cooking

purposes, and in the preparation and boiling of dyes or medi

cines. No particular care was taken to form them shapely, and

though made in different sizes, all were made after the same

pattern with rounded bottoms, a hardly preceptible neck, and

a slightly flaring rim. A serpentine line, or a few scallops along

the outside rim, in addition to depressions made into the body
of the pot with the finger or a stick, were the only decorative

features about these pots, which in substance remain unchanged

to this day.*

The crucibles now in use by the silversmiths of the tribe are

in effect cooking pots in miniature, and are provided with one

to three spouts at the rim for pouring the molten silver into the

matrix.

The ceremonial pipes are conical in shape, and stemless, as

the smoke is drawn through a small hole provided in the bottom

of the pipe.

This comparatively small variety of pottery made by the Nav-

aho, and their apparent indifference to the art, finds a ready

explanation in the great facility with which more shapely and

serviceable pottery could be obtained from the neighboring Pueblo

Indians. More recently, too, brass, tin and enameled wares

promptly found favor with them as far superior to, and less

difficult to acquire, than the native or extra-tribal pottery, so

that comparatively little earthenware is used at present.

*See illustration on pa^e 218.
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Pottery making* is a woman s industry, and to-day the Navaho

potter may still be found among the older women of the tribe.

As the molding
1 and drying process require a large amount of

attention and care some unoccupied hogan, or other secluded

place, is selected, where the potter might be undisturbed. As

a material for most earthenware, a very sticky mud and white

clay are used, which may be found almost everywhere, while for

the pots a blueish clay, which in certain localities may easily be

dug out, is preferred, and from its use in making pots is known

as pot material. Small pieces of broken pottery, with which

the Navaho country is in places fairly strewn, are crushed and

ground to a fine sand, and added to the clay. The whole is then

mixed with water and thoroughly stirred until a stiff mud of

equal consistency throughout is obtained. A lump of this mud

is then taken between the hands and rolled out into long, slender

pieces, or ropes; this done, a flat, round cake of the desired cir

cumference is made of a lump of the mud, and serves as the

bottom of the pot around which one of the rolls of mud is wound

and made fast by pressing and gently kneading with the fingers.

A vessel containing water is kept near by into which the fingers

are occasionally dipped to prevent the mud from clinging to

them, as also to prevent the finished work from drying too

rapidly. Another roll is added and fastened in the same way,

by which process the potter is enabled to give the pot the desired

shape and size.

The molding completed, the whole is then thoroughly smooth-

ened by rubbing the exterior with a corncob, while the back of

a gourd dipper is used in smoothening the interior surface of

the pot. When still moist small indentations are made in the

body of the pot with the thumb or a small stick, and such scal

lops made around the rim as strike the fancy of the potter, who

at times substitutes a narrow serpentine line made of thin strips

of mud. No other decoration is added. The whole is then

covered with a coating of gum to further its density, after which

the pot is placed over a slow fire, made of sheep or cow dung,
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and allowed to remain there for several hours until thoroughly

baked, after which it is ready for use.

After baking, the pottery (excepting cooking utensils) was

decorated with colored figures, the color being applied with a

brush of yucca fiber, and prepared from black, red, yellow and

white clays or earths, mixed with water. This, however, has

long since been discontinued as too tedious.

The cooking pot is still largely in use, both for domestic and

ceremonial purposes. In the well-known war dance the pot is

quickly converted into a drum by stretching a piece of goat-,

sheep- or buckskin across the mouth

of the pot and securing it just below

the flaring rim. This is tapped

with a small round stick producing

a dull sound which is kept up in

cessantly during the entire dance.

The earthen pot is also required in

the preparation of medicines pro

ductive of emesis in the course of some ceremonies.

LIST OF WORDS.

tq6sa&quot;, or tqoasa , the water-

pot.

tq6/ls, the water bottle.

tqO/is yazhe, small bottles

or cups.

qashtl ish tq6zis, earthen

water bottle, designates the

Hopi or Pueblo ware.

letsa&quot;, earthen bowl.

hashtl fsh ade ,
earthen dip

per.

bladilyihi, in which it is

melted, crucible.

nat ftstse , pipe.

asa , cooking pot.

(asa ) bikeeshchl, it is dec

orated.

lejfn, black earth.

Iets6i, yellow earth.

dlesh, white clay.

chi, red clay, which were

used in the preparation of

the colors.

asa&quot; yazh, a small pot.

asaltsoi, a brass kettle.

asa bidagi, the spout of the

pot, also its rim.

asa bitl dhi, bottom of pot.
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dsif tl a i, the half (broken)

pot.

nt.viz, round, (a slender,

tapering object).

nfimaz, globular.

bitse hul6ni, the skillet, or

griddle.

bes &sa (bes fca ), a bucket,

pail, kettle.

tsin asa
,
a wooden (candy)

bucket.

tsitsa (tsmtsfO, a wooden

box.

naaldoni, large oil cans.

naaM6, it sounds (like a

drum).

Isa&quot; tqeli, wide pots, large

Hopi pots used for cooking-

purposes.

dsa&quot; aside* ,
I make a pot.

Asa&quot; all
, pottery material,

a blueish clay.

hashtllsh ditsfdigi, sticky

mud, mud which clings.

&sa al f qashgyed (qagyed,

qadeshg6l), I dig out clay.

khftsll, or asatsil, broken

(ancient) pottery.

ana dsa i, bits of ancient

pottery.

Isats
1

!! nslhashlft (nahdlii, ?ia-

hideshM). I gather broken

pottery*.

asats Tl yistsfd (yftsed, des-

tsft), I crush broken pottery.

dsatsil yishM (ylRA
4

,
desh-

kat), I grind broken pottery.

khftsil dsa alT bil tqd6shnf

(tqais^m , tqdideshni ), I mix

broken pottery with the pot

tery clay.

nisqfs (nilqis, din&sqis), I

roll (mud) between my hands.

ndnesni
, it is kneaded.

nanshni (nan^ni&quot; nadfnesh-

ni ), I squeeze it.

ftsa* biyo\ the scallops, or

decorative serpentine line on

the pot.

dsa biyO ashM, I make the

scallops on the pot.

dsa yishje
1

(sh^je\ deshjd ),

I coat the pot with gum.

je , pitch, gum.

dilkhd , it is smooth.

qa ashtie. it is moistened

thoroughly.

nad& bitsfn, the corncob.

dow61igi, indentations made

with the fingernail.

be!gashi t
or deb^ bichji, cow

or sheep manure.

sa yist es (s^lt e , dest is),

I bake the pot.

bikeeshchf ddin, without

decoration.

clioh6tT nil, an exit is left

(on pottery decoration).

bitqilshja , the loops on the

waterpot and water bottle.
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See Wickerwork for words

relating to transportation of

them.

asa yishal (naa\ deshal),

I carry a pot (in my hand).

&sa nash d* (n tas&^ , ndesh-

al), I carry, pick up a pot.

hashtFfsh asa ,
earthen pot.

asa* beltqazhi, the pot-drum

stick.

asa dadestF6\ the pot drum.

asa dadishtl o (dada&amp;gt;tl 6, da-

dideshtl ol), I tie the pot (with

a skin).

asa yishqalvytlqal, deshqal),

I strike the pot-drum.

dsa yishdon (yfidon, desh.

dol), I sound the pot-drum.

asa* yishtqash ( ylitqazh,

deshtqaxh), I tap the pot-drum.

BASKETRY.

Singularly enough, the number of Navaho basket weavers is

very limited. Yet their fabric is superior in strength and dura

bility to that of the neighboring Apache, Coconino, Pueblo or

Pima, and no apparent effort was ever made to displace the native

basket by the products of other tribes which offered a larger

variety in design and shape. The Paiute alone conformed to the

requirements of Navaho ritual, and make a basket which in

design, shape and texture is identical with the native patterns.

Apropos of this coincidence, many hold that the Paiute borrowed

the art from the Navaho, as previous to their association with

the latter their textile industry was confined to a rudely con

structed wicker bottle (tq6shje). Some also advance that the
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Navaho basket is recognized by the sewing of the final stitches,

which the Paiute can not accomplish, and therefor distinguish

between baskets of Navaho pattern made by the Paiute (bayodzin

bitsa ) and those made by the Navaho (dine
1

bitsa ). Others con

sider them identical in every particular, an opinion which is

favored by the use of the Paiute basket in any ceremony. But

leaving such questions aside, it is apparent that, for reasons of

their own, the Navaho are perfectly agreeable to the competition

of their neighbors among whom basketry flourishes sufficiently

to allow the Navaho weaver to retire.

Basketry is a woman s industry, which is also pursued by the

nadle (he changes), hermaphrodites, or men skilled in the arts

and industries of both men and women. Basketry, however, is

not classified with textile fabrics (yistl 6), but with sewing

(ndlkhad). It is of interest also that, while the basket is in

progress, the sewer is untouched and avoided by the members

of her family. The material, too, of which the basket is made
is placed beyond the immediate reach of the household. Finally

the sewing is accomplished with the utmost expediency, and is

undertaken by skilled sewers only. Should an unskilled person

tamper with this occupation, it is believed that sickness and

rheumatic stiffness affects the wrists and joints. This is remedied

by the singer who, in the course of a ceremony, clothes both

arms of the patient with the skin of a fawn (bi* yazh), whereupon
a hole is broken into the south side of the hogan through which

the patient extends her hand and wrist. As soon as the wrist

appears on the outside, her younger sister takes it between her

teeth, pressing them lightly into the skin, which supposedly

removes the stiffness (nasd6 ). At present this rite is rarely

necessary, but suggests a reason for the taboo (bahadzid) placed

upon anything connected with basketry, and for the readiness

with which the Navaho decline to pursue the industry.

The dimensions of a basket often exceed twelve to fourteen

inches in diameter, and are usually a fraction more than three

inches in depth. As a material, the twigs of sumac (ki, or chfl-
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chin) are used. A triple incision is made into the butt end of

the twig-, one part of which is held between the teeth while the

other two are torn otf with the fingers. Each part is then scraped

clean of its bark with a knife or piece of tin, and the twr

igs to

be dyed are laid aside in a heap, while the natural color of the

twig furnishes the lighter shades of the designs.

The dyes used are identical with those used for coloring wool,

though, obviously, the mordant of boiled sumac leaves (kl)

becomes superfluous. Cedar ashes supposedly add luster to the

color and contribute to its adhesive quality. Black was obtained

from surface coal (lejln), added to boiling sumac leaves (RI), or

from a sulphurous rock (tsekho), slightly roasted (ilt es) with pine

gum or rosin (je
4

)- When ready this was added to the boiling

twigs giving them a lustrous black color similar to charcoal

(t esh nahalin). The root of juniper (gad behetfdl) and mountain

mahogany (tseesdasi behetl ol) are boiled together, after which

the ground bark of alder (kish yikago) is added to obtain a pale

red, into which the twigs are immersed. At times the joint tir

(tl 6* azehi, EpJitdra trifurcata) is substituted for alder bark,

while cedar ashes add luster to the color.

Blue was frequently obtained with indigo, though a native

blue is also prepared from a blueish clay or ochre called adish-

tl lsh, which is pulverized and mixed with water. Various shades

of yellow are obtained with plants like Bigdocla (kfltsoi), the

sneeze weed (ng&eshja Ilkhei, Helenium Hoopesit), or the sorrel

(jat fni), the flowers of which are crumpled and boiled, with cedar

ashes thrown in. (Cf. Weaving.)

The dyeing done, the twigs, both colored and uncolored, are

placed in water to render them moist and pliable. The butt &amp;lt; mis

of the first twigs are wound around a small stick known as the

bottom of the basket, and secured there with yucca. An awl,

made of deer-bone (bi* bikh^tsInK is now used in sewing the

basket for which an iron awl is found impracticable. The sew

ing is always done sunwix?, or from left to right, giving the

basket the shape of a helical coil when finished. Much deftness
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and constant application are required to obtain a close weave

which will hold water after a few minutes moistening, while

baskets of inferior quality require moistening- much longer.

The designs are, of course, woven with the colored twigs.

Yellow and blue, however, are now rarely used, and the usual

pattern is a band three to six inches wide, woven with zigzag

edges in black with a line of red running through the center,

and set, as it were, on a light background made of the natural

color of the twig. Or, this band is sometimes displaced by a

set of four or more square figures woven at intervals, with a

colored circle entwining the lower part of each square. The

colors in this and the first pattern might be distributed at will,

and the colored band of the first pattern might be increased to

two or more according to taste. Both patterns are designated

as tsa
, basket, without reference to their designs. Of the two

extinct patterns, the tsa netse
,
or coiled basket, presented a

design of vari-colored coils following each other, while the tsa

h6khani, or basket of enclosures, presented a set of four triangles

whose apices rested on the center or bottom of the basket. From

the base of each of these triangles three squares, increasing in

width, extended to the rim of the basket, giving the whole design

a shape similar to the Maltese Cross. While no special rules

were laid down with regard to the blending of colors, or the

number of figures and circles in a design, it was essential that

every design be broken or intersected by a line of uncolored

twigs. In baskets with circular designs this was comparatively

easy, but in the tsa h6khani, or basket of enclosures, it was

found necessary to intersect one set of squares in order to make

this line quite apparent. It was therefor called qaatqln (qatqin),

the way out, or cli6h6t i
,
the line leading out, and was prescribed

lest the sewer, in bending all her energies and application upon

her work, enclose herself and thus lose her sight and mind. A
parallel is found in overdoing weaving, singing, in amassing a

fortune, or in the opening left in the figure of the queue and

bow. (Cf. War Dance.) This intersection always runs in a
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radial line with the close of the seam on the imbricated rim of

each basket, which in turn serves as a guide in the directional

assignment, as the close alwT

ays faces eastward. Hence the singer

always looks or feels for the closed rim, designated as bida

astl 6, where the rim is woven (instead of sewed). The details

involved in mending this rim, as well as the taboo placed upon

the wearing of a basket as a headgear, the legends of the origin

of the basket, and relative subjects, are beyond the scope of the

present work. Suffice it to say, that the basket is made exclu

sively for ceremonial use, and is an integral part of every rite,

as none is holy (diyfn) without it.

The strength and elasticity of the Navaho basket renders it

serviceable as a drum, in other words, It /* turned down and

beaten with the drumstick. Should it be turned up again before

the close of the ceremony, it indicates that the singer has sus

pended the continuation of the ceremony. The basket is also

used as a receptacle for the rattles, prayersticks, stones, herbs,

medicines, and like ceremonial paraphernalia. The ceremonial

bath is administered in the basket. The mask of the Fringed

Mouth (zahadolzhai) is supported on a basket from which the

bottom has been cut out. At the marriage ceremony a new

basket is required in which to serve the porridge. As it is fre

quently impossible for the couple to consume its contents, the

basket is passed around to the visiting guests. Whosoever

consumes the final portion of the porridge also takes possession

of the basket, wherefore baskets thus obtained are designated

as tsa na obdni. or the basket which was won. It is otherwise

referred to as danakhSn bi od&ni, the basket from which they eat

the porridge. The so-called wedding basket is therefor unknown.

In the early days baskets were woven of yucca braid. The

pith of the yucca leaf was extracted and dyed in the same manner

as sumac twigs to-day. It was also permissible to use the

designs of the basket in the decoration of the uppers for mocca

sins made of vucca.
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The remnants of twigs used for baskets are employed in con

structing
1 the so-called owls (nseshjfi). Of. Bugaboos.

WORDS REFERRING TO THE BASKET.

tsa
, the basket; tsa nashkhad, I sew or make a basket.

Ki, or chflchin, sumac.

ki qasha (qase/va, qadeshal), I gather sumac twigs.

tsazi ntqeli, yucca (broad-leafed); kish, alder.

ki yllzhl, blackened sumac (for dark color).

kish beyilchl, reddened with alder.

bakhagi bahishe (bahfshe , badeshi), I scrape the bark off.

ki yfshdlad (yiidlad, deshdlal), I tear the sumac (in strips).

tsa bitl ahi, bottom of basket (center of helix).

nahinestse
,
helical (coil); bida astl 6

, imbricated (woven) rim.

bida ashtl 6 (s&ti6, deshtl ol), I close (weave) the rim.

nftshcHa, a design (in basket).

noltltzh bikeeshchi, zigzag (line) design.

tsa alnf na tchl, red line in center (of basket).

qatqln, the exit, the intersecting line of the design.

n&dle, a man performing woman s work.

naltlogo, or nalzho, moistened writh water.

tqo do-baghdgyed-da, water-tight, water does not flow through.

tq6 baghddahazlin, it leaks, water flows through.

tsa nashtle (ns^ltle, ndesht!6), or tsa nashd (nsh^sho, ndesho),

I moisten the basket.

tsa aq&tqi, the basket is tightly woven, or tsa aqfnestqi, a

tight basket; tsa nanesza , a loosely woven basket.

tsa yasetqa, the basket is down, or yanadaatqi, the basket is

turned down.

tsa yanshtqi (ya ritqa , ya ndeshtqll), I put the basket down

(for the drum), hence, tsa\ the basket drum.

tsa yishkhad (ylkhad, deshkhal), I strike the basket (drum).

tsa beyikhad, the drumstick, which is made of tsaz! ntqeli,

broad-leafed yucca; tsa beyikhad ishle:, I make a drumstick, or

rather tsT beyikhad bikfdisdiz (bikidMiz, bikfdidesdis), I wind
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the drumstick. The yucca is wound around two folded yucca

leaves in about four sections. The ends of the winding string

are secured within the folds and corn pollen is inserted; tsa

beyikhad nada aze bitqa ile, medicine of corn inserted in (or fed

to) the drumstick.

tsa bltqadaagis biniye
1

, basket for bathing (ceremonial).

tqa nil tsa bihikha, mush put into the basket (for the nubility

ceremony); bihishkhd (bihikha, bideshkhai), I put into a recep

tacle; tsa tqa nil besakha , the mush is (now ready) in the basket;

tqa nil tsa bljihashkha (bljihakha , bijihadeshkhal), I put the

mush into the basket; tqadidtn biylsts^ (biyiltse , bldgstsa ), I

put pollen on the mush and eat; tqadidfn bldziltse (bidzfttse ,

bizdoltsa ), pollen mush is eaten, indicating that the ceremony

will take place; (tsa biy!) tqadidln alnaosnil, pollen crossed in

the basket; alnaoshnil (alnaisenil, ahia ideshnil), I cross it, put

it across each othe.r.

WICKERWORK.

In addition to the basket just described, the water bottle and

carrying basket are the only other objects of wickerwork made

by the Navaho.

tq6shje is probably a contraction of tqo, water, and yishje, it

is closed with gum, from the fact that the wicker bottle or jar

is covered with a layer of gum or pitch. These bottles are made

of, or sewed with sumac, willow, or other pliable twigs, in the

shape of a large vase with a rounded bottom,

a globular body, and a long, narrow neck

with a flaring rim. A small loop of plaited

horsehair is woven into the jar at either side.

An awl is the only instrument used, and no

particular care is taken to weave very closely,

as the jar is rendered water-tight by a cov

ering of pine or pifion gum over the whole

inner and outer surface. The gum is heated

and poured into the jar, and by inclining and turning is brought
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in contact with the whole inner surface, after which the surplus

pitch is poured off. A heated pebble is then thrown inside and

vigorously shaken, which is said to remove any hardened lumps,

and gives the interior a smooth surface. The exterior, too, is

now covered with gum, which in addition is daubed with red

clay to obtain a reddish hue. Any unevenness is then removed

from the surface by pressing- a heated pebble over it.

These jars have no lid, but a bunch of grass or sage bark is

stuffed into the neck of the jar to prevent the water from splash

ing out. A cord or rope attached to the loops on the sides of

the jar is slipped over the shoulders, or across the forehead, with

the jar resting on the small of the back, so that it can be conve

niently carried in this manner for a considerable distance. Their

capacity is from one to two gallons, though the larger sizes have

n greater capacity. They are not plentiful, and are being dis

placed more and more by the modern pail and bucket.

In earlier days a waterbag was also used. This consisted of

a piece of buckskin stretched over a hoop to form a bottom, with

the ends of the buckskin brought upward and

secured to a very small hoop for an orifice. It-

was called tq6 azis, waterbag, or tq6 abid, water-

paunch, as later the paunch of a cow or sheep

was employed instead of buckskin. The modern

bottle is called tq6zis.

The carrying basket is even less frequently seen than the

water jar. tsizis (tsT, hair, and zis, or azls, a bag or pouch, from

the mode of carrying it over the hair of the forehead) is used

at present for gathering the hashMn, or yucca fruit, for syrup.

The baskets are plaited of willow twigs much after the style of

our own baskets, but have neither handle nor finished rim.

Instead, a cord is fastened to two of the staves or bows, and the

basket is carried exactly like the water bottle, but the cord is

preferably slipped over the forehead or scalp. At times they
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are strapped as a pack to either horse or burro, one basket

dangling from either side.

A basket of the same type is sometimes

made on the field for conveying the yucca

fruit. It consists of two staves or bows

made of oak twigs, crossed in the center

and brought upward, where they are

attached to a hoop. This rude frame

work, in turn, is covered with goat or

sheepskin, which is sewed to the hoop,

while a cord attached to two of the staves

completes the temporary equipment of the basket.

WORDS.

tqdshje, wicker bottle, water jar.

RI, sumac, etc., see Basketry; kai, willow.

tq6shje ashM, I make a water jar, or tq6shje nashkhad (nas^l-

khad, ndeshkhal), I make, sew a water jar.

tsagai be tq6shje nashkhad, I sew the water jar with a bone awl.

je dishqf (dilqi, dfdeshqi ), I melt pitch or gum.

je delqlgo, melted gum.

tq6shje bl isid (bl fzid, bldesil), I pour (gum) in wicker bottle.

tq6shje tse av\6zi blnansdzid (blnaneMzid, bl ndlnesdzil), I

shake a pebble in the wicker bottle.

tq6shje deilRoligi, the grooves or crevices of the jar.

tq6shje yishjd (sheje, deshja), I glue or cement the wicker jar.

This expression is used for covering the exterior (bakhadrc) with

pitch.

tq6shje yishcht (shechi, deshchf), I color the water jar red.

Red clay (chl) is mixed with water and spread over the layer

of pitch.

dadadeshja , it is water-tight, it is cemented, from dadeshja

(dadelje ,
da didolja ), it is glued, soldered with gum.

bitqashja , the loops, or more exactly, K bitse yishbfzhgo bi-

tqlshja , the loop of braided horsetail hair on either side.
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bidagi, the rim of the jar.

tqo qadishbin (qadelbin, qadideshblJ), or tqo ;ish} (ashJa,

adeshlil), I fill it with water, I get some water.

tl6
, grass; tsa bizhl, bark of sagebrush; iinadinrijol, or

adadinrijol, a bunch of grass (etc.) for a lid, both words from

anadinshjol (anadtnljol, anadldeshjol\ and adadinshjoJ (adadinljol,

adadfdeshjol), I close it with a bunch (of hay).

tq6shje naljid, the water jar is carried on the back.

tq6shje nashjid (nash&ljid, ndeshjil), or tq6shje yishjf} (riljid,

deshjtl), I pack or carry the water jar on my back. This is also

definitely expressed as folio AS: shitqa be nashjfd, or sits! be

nashjfd, I pack it with my forehead; sowh6s be nashjid, or yish-

jfl, I pack it on my shoulders; tq6shje bitl 61, the water jar cord.

tsfzis, the carrying basket; hashMn benaljid, yucca fruit is

carried with it; baghant igo ba a It fgo benaljid, it is carried by

a line (string) passed through an opening and around (the staves

or bows).

tsizis bitl 61, the cord of the basket; tffzi khagi tslzis, goat-

pelt basket; debe
1

khagi tstzis, sheep-pelt basket.

nasbas, a hoop; bida guna naskhad, sewed in the rim (the hoop

of the pelt baskets), otherwise the basket is not said to have

bidagi, a rim.

li (tqeli, burro) tsizis badasenil, basket on either side of a

horse, baskets used as a pack. Other expressions for carrying

or packing are the same as for the water jar.

K bitse yisdlz (s$diz, desdis), I twist horsehair ( for loops).

tsizis yishtl6 (setlo ,
deshtl oJ), I weave, make a carrying basket.

tsizis ashl^, I make a carrying basket (of sheep- or goat-pelt).

tsizis banas agi, the (four) staves of the carrying basket.

tsizis bida nas ahigi, the staves extending over its rim.

tsizis bitl ahi, the bottom (crossed staves) of carrying basket.

BEADWORK.

Beads for necklaces are frequently purchased from the Pueblo

Indians, notably the Zuni, the value of a strand depending largely
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upon the consistency and age of the shell. Beads of hard stone,

such as turquoise, red stone, olivella shell, etc., are added to

these strands of white shell according to individual taste. These,

and beads made of conch, or tortoise shell, purchased from the

traders, are perforated with a kind of bow-drill consisting of a

slender drill-stick of hard wood, and a crosspiece of soft wood,

to which a string- is attached at both ends and passed with a sin

gle twist through a hole in the upper end of the drill-stick.

The crosspiece is provided with a hole in the center large enough
to receive the drill-stick and allow of a free move

ment up and down, while the string is passed through

two small holes at each end of it. A small stone

disk is fitted near the lower end of the drill-stick to

steady its motion, and the point, usually secured

with sinew, generally consists of a strong wire nail.

A few twists between the fingers entwines the string

about the drill-stick, which is then set over the

stone, or small shell disk, and made to spin by

working the crosspiece up and down. In this man

ner the string is twisted and untwisted until the

perforation is made.

Comparatively few spend their time and patience

in making beads, as shell and coral beads are easily

purchased or exchanged. The bow-drill is still in use for per

forating hard stone, especially turquoise. These are polished

and smoothened by rubbing on sandstone before perforating

them.

yd bebaghada nfli, bead perforator, bow-drill; bitsln, the drill -

stick; bitrol, the string; ba nasetqanigi, the crosspiece.

yo bebagha nshnil (baghannil, baghadeshnil), I perforate beads.

jatFol, turquoise ear pendant (hajetl ol); jaghana ahi, (round),

silver earring or pendant; ja baghahodza, pierced ear.

yo lichf, coral beads; yo lagal, white (shell) beads.

bize deje, necklace of coral bead strands; bize naztfi , any

necklace of coral or silver; daiai ntff ,
a single strand of beads.
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LEATHER AND RAWHIDE WORK.

Formerly the hide of deer, antelope, elk, the bighorn, and

other animals, were tanned with studious care, and used in the

manufacture of the costume, of pouches, shoes, and similar

articles. Yet, as the early Navaho despised and shunned labor,

and preferred to barter with the neighboring Utes for well tanned

hides, so, also, the present sreneration feels no hesitancy in

abandoning laborious and tedious native industries in favor of

a serviceable and ready-made ar icle, which accounts for the

comparatively meager product in leather and rawhide work.

Son:c of these are mentioned and described in the following.

TAXNING.

Tanning is done in the following manner. The hide is allowed

to soak in water, without any changes, for about a week or so,

when it is pinned slantingly from a post to the ground, and the

hair and remnants of flesh are scraped off with a scraping stick.

It is now soaked again, after which it is secured to a beam or

tree and twisted by means of a stick. After remaining in this

twisted condition for a day or so it is untwisted and again soaked

and retwisted. This is repeated for several days, after which it

is spread out and covered with sand to make it pliable and moist.

Meanwhile the smoke-hole and entrance or doorway of the hogan

have been covered with blankets to exclude the air as much as

possible. The hide is now brought in and stretched quickly,

after which it is thoroughly rubbed with the brains of sheep and

allowed to dry. If robes are desirable, the skin is dressed in

exactly the same manner with the exception, of course, that only

the surplus flesh is removed. Deer, elk, antelope, goat and calf

skins are treated in this manner, wT
hile goat, cow, sheep and

horsehides are merely hung up to dry or pinned down and cov

ered with dirt and dried.

The ceremonial skin is also treated or dressed in this manner,

the difference being in flaying the animal. After drawing a line
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with pollen along the breast and stomach, as also along the arms

and legs of the deer, a symbolic incision is made with rock

crystal and the hide is then cut with a stone knife.

WORDS REFERRING TO TANNING.

bi
4 nash a , or na ash d

, I

skin or flay a deer (nse^ jT. I

have skinned it).

beeldze
5

, (the tanning stick),

scraping stick, which is much

the shape of a batten-stick.

bakhaaldze
5

, scraping frame.

asdze
1

, I remove the hair.

beddhandltqdsi, the twisting

stick.

dahadltqas (dahadlstqas), I

twisted it up.

ledistsos, I put it into the

ground.

atslghd, sheep brains.

eeshni, I rub with brains.

asse, I tan or dress a skin.

bi bakhagi yiss, I dress a

deerskin.

akhagi, an undressed hide.

ylldzd, an untanned hide

with the hair removed.

abani, a dressed hide.

Ig&l, a dressed elkskin.

asga, a dried skin.

bi
1

bakhagi, n deer robe.

li, begashi, debe
1

and tFfzi

bakhagi, horse, cow, sheep

and goat- pelts.

tFlzi bisga, etc., a dried

goatskin.

ilze, a smooth pelt, which

has been freed of wrinkles.

ayan bakhagi, buffalo hide.

chfdi, a buffalo robe.

DYEING OF LEATHER.

The uppers for the moccasins are dyed with native colors in

black, red and a light yellow. The preparation of these dyes

is in substance identical with that described for the wool, though

they are not applied in the same manner, and no attempt is made

at substituting analine color s.

BLACK DYE. The ingredients for the black dye are sumac,

pitch and ochre. The twigs of sumac (kl) are boiled in an earthen

pot, after which they are removed and the solution retained.

The pitch and ochre are then slightly roasted and slowly added
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to the solution, which is placed over the tire again and contin

uously stirred while the grim-ochre is being- added, and until it

has completely dissolved with the sumac solution. The concoc

tion is then allowed to cool off, after which it is applied to the

surface of the leather with a tuft of wool for a brush.

RED DYE. The root of juniper and mountain mahogany

serves as an ingredient for the red dye. This is well crushed

and boiled, after which the solution is poured off and a mixture

of pulverized alder bark and cedar ashes added to it, when it is

replaced over the fire and allowed to boil ayain. It is then

applied warm to one or both sides of the leather, which at times

also is immersed in the solution.

YELLOW OR ORANGE DYE. To obtain the yellow dye the

flowers of the golden rod (klHsoi) are boiled, to which a quan

tity of rock alum (tse
4

doR6zhi), previously roasted in ashes, is

added. This, with a pinch of paper clay (nfhadlad), is again

boiled, and when thoroughly dissolved and cooled off is applied

with the wool brush, producing a light orange color.

WORDS.

ki shibezhgo, the sumac is boiled; je dllidgo yit esgo, the

pitch is burnt and roasted; rida tsekho aido yit ls, sit ego, and

ochre, this, too, is roasted and boiled; akho lizhin ile
1

,
in this

manner black (dye) is made.

dzitsfd, it is crushed (from yistsld, I pound).

diza! He
5

,
it is crumbled, pulverized.

ki bitqo, or bitqoe, the solution of sumac.

altso ndo 61 (ndf el, ndido 61), it is entirely dissolved.

ndajishi abani, they dye buckskin black.

kish, alder; sagango yikago, dried and ground.

tsehesdazi beh^tl ol, the root of mountain mahogany.

yitsedgo t a bizhan, this is well crushed.

gad dilid (leshchf), burnt cedar (ashes).

bijijf, they put in (from blyishjf, I add granular objects to

others).
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Riltsoi, bigelovia; ts/ dok6zhi, rock alum.

leshibezh, roasted in coals; nf hadlad, blue clay, paper clay.

nike&quot;* (nezke\ dfnokel), cool, cooled off.

nishke
1

(nelke*, dfneshkel), I cool it off, allow it to cool.

abani (or akhal, leather) yishf (yishf, yideshfl), I dye buckskin

black; abani yishchf (yilchl, yideshchi), I dye it red; abani yists6

(yiitsui, yid&stso), I dye it yellow or orange.

yllzhi, the black dye; yllcht, the red dye; yiitsui, the yellow

dye; yilzhf beshtlo (besette , bfdeshtlo), I spread the black, etc.,

color over it, or yllzh! bfdinshqish (bidin&yizh, bidlneshqish),

I rub black, etc., on it.

SHOEMAKING*

The art of shoe- or moccasin-making is a very simple one and

practically confined to the men, most of whom are able to make,

or at least to repair, the moccasin. The tools used are few in

number, only an awl and a knife being necessary, and these are

very often combined in a two-bladed pocketknife, whose smallest

blade has been rubbed down to form the awl. The primitive

bone-awl, made of deer-bone, and known as tsagai, the white

awl, and other bone awls (tsintsa) are rapidly disappearing, being

displaced by the needle (tsa ts6si), which is driven into a wooden

handle, or fastened with sinew or cord between two sticks of

a convenient size. As a practical instrument the stone knife,

too, has long since disappeared, and is now confined exclusively

to ceremonial purposes.

In the manufacture of a moccasin three materials are used, a

rawhide for the sole, buckskin for the uppers, and the loin-sinew

of sheep, goat or deer, though the latter kind is rapidly disap

pearing. The primitive footgear consisted of a sole made of

yucca, with uppers of badger or wildcat skin, which later was

entirely displaced by buckskin. The thick neck of both deer

and badger were used for the sole, which at present is almost

*For much of the data contained in this article we are indebted to

some unpublished MS. of the late A M Stephen.
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exclusively of rawhide. A piece of rawhide of a suitable size

having been procured it is at first pounded with a stone until it

becomes somewhat flexible, when the hair is scraped off, with no

particular care of removing it entirely. It is then buried in

moist ground or sand for two or three days to render it soft and

pliable. When taken from the ground the Navaho sets his or

her foot upon it to obtain the size of the sole, which is cut out

about half an inch larger than the size of the foot, and leaving a

margin of an inch extending at the toe. The cut-out soles are

then held to the fire and thoroughly rubbed with tallow or fat (on

the hair side).

The shoemaker now fits the sole to the exact size of the foot,

bringing the edges well over the sides of the foot, and the tip

well over the big toe. By kneading and pressing the edges \vith

the fingers and the teeth the exact impression of the foot is made

on the sole. The uppers usually consist of but one piece of

buckskin, which method is found more practical than securing

two pieces with thongs as is sometimes done. However, the

uppers are fitted and cut out to enclose the foot snugly, yet

without compression, leaving the ends sufficiently long to wrap

one end well around the ankle, overlapping it with the other, in

which fashion it is secured with silver buttons or thongs on the

outer side of the foot.

The measures taken, the shoe is ready for sewing. A few

fibers of sinew are then torn from a supply usually kept on hand,

passed through the lips to wet them, and rolled on the knee to

a stout thread. Two of these, each sufficiently long for one

shoe, are rolled and tied together. It is often more convenient,

too, to fasten the uppers and sole at the top and sides by means

of a few temporary stitches. This done, a hole is bored through

the sole at the tip, and both threads are passed through to the

knot. With one of the threads the left, with the other the right,

side is sewn. There are, however, various styles of stitches used.

The most simple stitch is that known as bikfdesdizi, it is wound

around, which in process is the same as winding a thread around
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a stick, hence the name. The outer rim of the sole edge is com

pletely hidden by the upper, which fits snugly over it. Holes

are punctured close together and simultaneously through both

the upper and the sole, while the thread is always passed through

from the side of the sole. The stitch is therefor clearly visible.

It is used in sewing the heel, even when another style of stitch is

used for the forepart of the shoe, and is ordinarily employed for

repair work. The moccasin sewed in this style is called (kh6)

bikfdesdizi, or khe bikfdesdizgo naskhadi, shoe sewed in winding.

Another stitch, usually made with two threads, very much

resembles the stitch used by saddlers in sewing leather. Both

the sole and uppers are punctured, and the threads passed through

and fastened from either side. Accordingly, this is alnahaotsi,

stitched through the center, or cross-stitched.

A third style of shoe is made by passing the thread through

the outside rim of the sole, and making a short longitudinal

stitch on the surface of the upper near its edge, drawing the sole

to the upper. Hence, bil yaadlo naskhadi, a seam which draws

it together.

An invisible and fancier stitch is obtained by passing the

thread through the inner rim of the sole, and making a short

stitch on the surface of the upper, and drawing both together.

The seam is thus hidden in the joint of the upper and sole, allow

ing the surface of the rim of the sole to extend slightly above

the seam edge. This seam, however, is discontinued at the

instep an 1 another employed in its stead, so that the instep and

ankle present a flat, close edge. This style of shoe is known as

khe bitqat a itsi, the shoe seamed in the groove.

Similar to this is another style called khe bakayi* ftsi, the shoe

with the inside surface seam, which is obtained by longitudinal

stitches made on the surface of the upper and the inner surface

of the sole, which brings both flush together and makes the

seam invisible. The edge of the sole, too, extends over the

seam, though from the manner of sewing, the edge is not drawn

toward the seam as in the preceding stitch.
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The shoe is always sewed and repaired after moistening: the

leather. Accordingly, the torn moccasin is buried in sand for

a night or so, and the process repeated if the leather prove

insufficiently pliable.

Silver buttons, fastened with thongs, are now generally used

instead of mere thongs for securing the shoe at the ankle. At

home the moccasin is often discarded, as also in wet weather,

while in winter it is protected with wraps made of gunnysacks,

or the pelt of a kid, lamb, sheep or goat, with the woolly side

turned in. The latter are known as khe chtigi, shoes or over

shoes which make the noise, chug, chug, in treading the snow.

(Of. snowshoes under Snow.)

The ordinary moccasin is used at public dances, as also for

the moccasin game (q. v.)

In an article entitled, &quot;The Navaho Shoemaker&quot; (Proceedings

of the United States National Museum, 1888, pages 131 etseq.),

the late A M Stephen exhibits a so-called Navaho dance shoe.

This figure, however, represents a type of shoe now no longer

in use, but which, previous to the introduction of buckskin, was

quite generally used in war and raids, and was made of yucca

strands or other pliable grass. The yucca was treated as in

ordinary yucca fabrics, that is, it was boiled and ground to a

pulp to extract its pith. This was then woven (yistl 6) and

braided (bitqat a yishblzh), both for the uppers and the sole,

unless badger or other hides could be had for the latter. In

this case the upper and the sole were sewed with field rat or

badger sinew, otherwise yucca strands were employed in sew

ing. When convenient, porcupine quills were inserted into the

yucca seam, weave and selvedge for decoration. Two lobes, made

of hide or twisted yucca, were furnished on the sides of the

uppers to facilitate slipping the shoe over the foot. At the heel

a spur of twisted yucca was secured for the purpose of effacing

one s tracks in war, as this odd type of shoe was made for no

other purpose than to elude an enemy. Hence, after the intro

duction of the present moccasin of buckskin, the yucca shoe
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(tF6kh6) was not altogether discarded, but was frequently made

and carried on raids and in war. Some specimens are still

extant, but are kept as family relics, like the shield and spear.

The present type of moccasin was originally furnished by the

Utes, who were better skilled in tanning and buckskin work, and

at one time were not hostile to the Navaho. These early

moccasins were frequently decorated with beads and porcupine

quills, which later, however, disappeared entirely. Accordingly,

then, no specially designed moccasin was prescribed for dancing,

as the rites seem to disregard the footgear entirely. Tradition,

too, takes no offense at dancers appearing in their every-day

moccasin, while on the other hand it is regarded as an unwar

rantable innovation that some of the younger dancers set aside a

pair of nicely finished buckskin moccasins for no other purpose

than to appear at the yeibichai or other public exhibitions.

WORDS.

khe eshl, I make moccasins (shoes).

khekhaJ, the sole, sole leather.

akhal, a hide; akhal yishe (yishe\ deshl), I shave, scrape the

hair from leather.

khgkhal ledishM (Jedila, Jedideshlel), I bury, put the shoe

leather in the ground.

khgkhal yisg (yisa% des&), or khkhal yistsid (yltsed, destsfi),

I pound shoe leather.

Idishgyesh (Idilgizh, idideshgish), I cut out (sole); khgkhai

fdilgizh, a sole cut out; adldishgyesh (adfdishgizh, adidide*sh-

gish), I cut out (leather) for myself.

khelchi, or khelchi (khe) binid^, the uppers of the moccasin.

khelchi fdishgyesh, I cut out the uppers.

tsagai, white (deer-bone) awl; tsntsa, bone awl; bestsa, metal

awl; besh benaakha, metal needles, and tsin benaakh&, wooden

needles (made of rosebush), were used to sew selvedge and tassels

on saddle blankets.

atsfd, sinew (usually deer); ditsld, tough, strong.
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tl fzi bitsid, goat sinew; atsld ntsqas (go yisdlz), heavy (twisted)

sinew, which is used in the stitch called bitqat a ftsi, the groove

stitch; tsa ts6si, the needle, also the awl made of a needle or

darning needle; tsa ts6si benalkhad, sewed with a needle, a sew

ing needle.

na ashkhad (nas&kh&d, nadeshkhal), I sew.

baghanstse (baghantsl, baghadestsi), I puncture, perforate.

baghada astsi (baghadasetsi, baghadadestsi), I puncture, make

holes.

baghansht e
1

(baghanlt f, baghadesht f), I put (sinew) through

the hole.

baghada asht f (baghadase^t f, baghadadesht f), I put (sinew)

through; dists^d (deltsod, dests61), I stretch or pull (the sinew).

khe bikidesdizi, or khe bikfdesdizgo naskhad, shoe with winding-

seam; alnahaotsi, or khe alnahaotslgo ndskhadi, shoe with the

cross-stitch seam; bilyaadlo naskhadi, or kh^bil yaadloi, which is

drawn to the sole; (khe) bitqat a ftsi, hidden seam shoe; (khe)

baMyrftsi, inside surface seam shoe.

bikhetqal, the heel of the moccasin; bikheni, the instep of the

moccasin; hakhelad, hakhe ladi (shikh^ ladi, my), the tip of the

moccasin (inside); hakhe
5

bilatqai, the tip of the moccasin (outside).

khe bikhedse, the heel leather, or wrap around the ankle.

baghaglzh, buttonhole; yd nlchfni, button, silver button.

khe dahashcha (dahalcha , dahideshcha ), I tie the moccasin

(with thong); yo nlchln bedahashcha (nt se), I button it.

khe yilzhf, blackened (upper) shoe; khe yllchi, red (upper)

shoe; khe yilts6i, yellow (upper) shoe; kh^tslni, (men s) low

moccasins; khe ntsai, (women s) high moccasins; awe, or atchfn

bikhe, baby or children s moccasins; khe bikfdesdizi, footwraps

of women (leggings); kh^ndotsosi, shoes (American); kh^ndotsosi

bidagi nn^zi, or kh^ndotsosi dego nn&zigi, (which are long

above), boots (American). Shoes and boots are purchased.

khe shfgha (nt se), the shoe fits me well, or t a shigha; khe shse

nltso, the shoe fits my foot, or shineTa (nt se), my size, or t a shse

nltso, t a shtnePa
, just my size; do-shighada, it does not fit, and
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so on of the other two words; khe shinestqi (nt se), the shoe is

too tight; khe dasho al (nt se), the shoe is much too small (too

tight a lit).

shikhe baghazhash (baghanzhazh, baghadozhash), or baghat od

(baghant od, baghadot ol), my shoes are full of holes.

shikhe nehezhiish (nehsezhazh, nihido^hash), or nehet od (nehez-

t 6d, nehidot ol), my shoes are torn, worn out.

shikhe naodlad (naosdlad, na idodlal), or naozhash (naozhazh,

neidozhash), or naot od (naozfdd, neidofol), my shoes (its seams)

are torn.

biddndinsh a ( bidandina a
, bidandidesh al), or bfdadinsh a

(bidadina a\ bidadklesh al), I close, repair the shoe.

khe asht eln^ (asht elya, asht ^dolnit), or khe alya (pr. aln^
,

adolnil), the shoe is finished, done.

khe analne (analya, andolnll), the shoe is remade, repaired.

khe shije (kheshije), the moccasin game (q. v.)

kh^chugi, overshoes or wraps; tsikhe
5

,
or yasgokh^, wooden

shoe, or snowshoe; tl o kh^, grass shoe, the yucca shoe.

LEATHER WORK.

In addition to the manufacture of saddles and shoemaking, a

variety of articles are made of leather and rawhide.

The Navaho make leather pouches from five to six inches

square, with a flapping lid extending about two inches over the

pouch. These serve as receptacles for tobacco, matches, pocket-

knife, money, and other small articles, as in the earlier days

they contained the steel and flint, corn leaves and tobacco, pollen,

and the dice used in gambling. The pouch is occasionally worn

by some of the older members of the tribe, though the younger

generation discard them, preferring modern clothes, which are

usually well supplied with pockets. It is carried on the left hip,

and is attached to a strap passing over the right shoulder. Both

pouch and strap are often decorated, the latter especially, with

a profusion of small silver buttons.
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The belt, consisting- of an ordinary leather strap, is usually

hidden under massive silver disks, and buckled in front with a

silver or other buckle. The belt is worn by men, women and

children, and is adorned accordingly, with from seven to eight

of these silver disks. The cartridge belt, however, with pro

fusely decorated holster, containing a pearl-handled six-shooter,

appeals very favorably to many of the younger Indians, so that

the use of the silver belt is confined almost exclusively to women

and maidens. They are worn by the women on journeys and

festive occasions, and in addition to the sash.

The wrist- guard consists of a piece of leather about three

inches wide, which is laced with buckskin thongs on the inner

side of, and tightly fitting, the wrist of the left hand. A heavy

silver plate, often of exquisite workmanship, and with beautiful

turquoise setting, decorates the guard on the outer side, as the

wrist-guard largely has no other than an ornamental purpose.

This is equally true of the headstalls which occasionally are

used in riding. They are made of an ordinary leather strap,

and heavily ornamented with oblong silver plates, which are

clasped to the cheek straps and the head-band. In addition, two

conchas of silver are fastened with thongs at each end of the

head-band, while two silver pendants dangle at the sides of the

headstall. Silver bridles are much in favor with the women

who use them on public occasions. More frequently they are

placed in pawn with the storekeeper, as ready-made headstalls

may be purchased at a small cost.

WORDS.

dS* nayizi, (which shake or move in walking), leather pouch,

da naylzi aqanbfnshgyesh (aqanbfnlgizh, aqanbldeshgish), I

cut out (leather for) the pouch.

da* nayfzi nashkhad (nasglkhad, ndeshkhal), I sew the pouch,

da nayizi ishle
1

(ishla, adeshlil), I make a leather pouch,

(da nayizi) bikedfltsosigi, the flap,

dd nayizi bildasa anigi, the pouch button.
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da 4

nayfzi bitF61, the pouch strap.

da nayfzi bitfol b&hasnil, or yo nlchln aghaghdhaztTigi, the

silver buttons decorating the shoulder strap.

sis, the belt, also the silver disks.

beSldd bizis, a holster, cartridge belt, gun case.

beelcKldidlo, a buckle.

sis dolyeli, or holye^i, a buckled (belt) strap.

yo nlchin nojfhigi, ornamental silver buttons of a smaller size,

as seen on moccasins, holsters, pouches, and so on.

sis ashfe nbinshgySsh (asht e nbfnlgizh, asht e nbfdeshgish), I cut

a (long) strip for the belt.

sis qashgyesh (qalgizh, qadeshgish), I cut the belt out (of a

strip of leather).

sis ashle*, I make a belt; sis nashkhad, I sew the belt.

be&ctiididlo biidahish a (bildasaT, bildadesh al), or badahish a

(badasa a , badadesh aJ), I adjust the buckle, put it on the belt.

beelchfdidlo bfdishkhad (bfdllkhad, bidideshkhal), I sew the

buckle on.

akhaszis (akhaslszas, akhadeszis), 1 girth myself.

sizls ke ish ag (kel a
,
kfdesh al), I ungirth myself.

nahidishle
1

(nahidfla , nahidideshlel), 1 buckle, fasten something.

ndhizhdidle (nahidily^), or anahizhdidle, it is buckled, conse-

sequently sis doly^li would mean the belt which buckles.

kef6 , (which breaks the shot), a wrist-guard; ket 6 qashgye*sh,

I cut a wrist-guard; ket 6 ashle
1

,
I make a wrist-guard.

ket 6 bitFol, the thongs for the wrist-guard.

yo nlchfn kef6 , the silver plate of the wrist-guard.

PLATTING.

Horse hobbles are made of rawhide strips about two or three

inches wide, and about two feet and a half long. A button knot

is braided of the spliced rawhide on one end, while a slit is cut

into the other end to receive the button. When still green, or

moistened, six or seven twists are made with the rawhide, leaving

a loop at either end to receive the foot of the horse. It is
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then placed in the sun to dry, after which it will retain its shape

unless too frequently exposed to rain. When desired, the hobble

is untwisted, the center part is passed around the foot above the

hoof, the twist refolded, and the two ends are buttoned around

the other foot. This kind of hobble is very durable and may be

conveniently strapped to the saddle.

Though it is now usually preferred to purchase quirts, or

riding whips, and ropes at the various stores, many Navaho are

skilled in plaiting these articles, and produce a very neat and

durable fabric. A bone or hard wood awl is the only instrument

used in platting. Formerly the quirt was made of a strip of

rawhide, the center of which was wound around a stick, while

the spliced ends, or the four strands, were platted to form a

convenient rod. At the end of this, or near it, a hole was pro

vided for the purpose of slipping a strip of rawhide through it,

so that the quirt might be carried on the wrist. The platting

done the quirt was dried in the sun, after which the stick was

removed and a lash fastened in the loop, when the quirt was

ready for use. At present black or tanned leather strips are

used in plaiting, the larger and better made quirts requiring

from eight to ten and sixteen strands. The interior is made up
of a piece of twisted and sun-dried rawhide which, in addition,

is often wound with cord or cloth to increase its size. Around

this the leather strips are platted so as to conceal their ends and

present a neat and smooth surface. The grip usually terminates

in a plaited knot with a sling for carrying the quirt.

Occasionally, horsehair is substituted for leather in plaiting,

and a very attractive quirt of alternating white, red and black

horsehair is made for the market.

They also plait lariats, or horse ropes, of buckskin, using from

three to eleven strands. Owing to the scarcity of buckskin,

however, goatskin is often substituted. They are very durable,

and wear well for ordinary purposes, though for lassoing the

ordinary hemp rope is preferred as less expensive. Lariats are

also plaited of horsehair, wool, and recently also of rawhide.
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WORDS.

T\ beh6tl 6l, the hobble; K behMol ishl, I make a hobble.

II behetl ol aqanbfnshgyesh (aqanbfnlgizh, aqanbfdeshgish), I

cut the leather for a hobble.

II behetTol yishjish (nt a?), I make a knot on the hobble.

II behetsf beeshtl6 (besMo ,
bedeshtl 61), I hobble a horse.

ii behMol bil danat ahi, the knot of the hobble.

beetsqfs, the whip, or quirt.

beetsqis yishbfzh (shebizh, deshbfsh), I make or plait a quirt.

yishbfzh is used for three or more strands, thus: tqago yish

bizh, di^o, ashdldgo, hastq&go yishbfzh, etc. , a plait of three,

four, live, six, etc., strands.

nfyizgo yishbizh, a round plait, it is plaited round.

bfdaznesMgo yishbizh, briided or plaited in a square, quad

rangular plait.

daka, a square.

alkesgiz, twisted; alklsgiz (alkis^lgis, alkfdesgis), I twist a

(single) strand; alkestqas, twisted; alkistqas (alkis^ttqas, alkfdes-

tqas^, I twist (two strands).

aqinlkhadaszid, chain plait, used in making quadrangular quirts.

aqfnlkhadasld (aqmlkhadase\sid, aqmlkhadadesil), I draw both

on it, because the ends are exchanged through the opening and

drawn together like a saddler s stitch. The chain plait is meant.

yishj&sh (nt se), I make a knot.

yishash (shezhash, deshash), I make a knot, plait a knot.

aklji yishjash, it is knotted (the plait).

bikfdesdizgo yishjashi, a knot, which in addition is wrapped

or wound with leather.

nadshtqad (naiseltqa ,
na ideshtqal), I unravel, untie (a knot).

na6sh ad (naisd a
, na idesh at), I untwist.

abantl ol, a buckskin, or goatskin rope.

ft bitsetlol, a horsehair lariat (horsetail hair).

aghftsis tl ol, a woolen rope.

aghdsis tl o} yishbizh, I braid a woolen rope.
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abani yishbfzh, I plait a buckskin rope; or, describing the pro

cess: tl fzi khagi yildzago do yllzdgo ado nehest dzdo, ndlda yish

bfzh, after removing&quot; the hair from the goatskin, tanning and

cutting it in strips, it is plaited.

akhal, rawhide; akhal yilzhl, blackened rawhide, leather.

IMPLEMENTS OF WAR AND THE CHASE.

The spear consisted of a stout shaft, about seven to eight feet

in length, to which a point of flint, and later of iron, was fastened

and decorated with a tuft of eagle feathers.

tsldltqan (tslditq), the spear; tsldltqan bitsln, the spear shaft.

ts!ditq& yistsld (yltsed, destsll), I pound the spear point.

tslditqa yishkash (yikash, deshkash), or tsiditqil baba yishkash,

I whet the edges of the spear.

tsiditqd (baba) yishchish (ylcHlsh, deshcHlsh), I rasp or roughen

its edges with a stone or file.

tsiditqa qahashkash (qahakash, qahideshkash), I grind or whet

its tip; tsiditqd qahashcHish (qahactilsh, qahideshchlsh), I rasp

the tip of the spear.

tsiditqd ashle
1

(Ishla, adeshlil), I make the spear (handle).

kis tsos, slender alder (for the handle).

atse, the tail (made of atsa bitse, eagle toil feathers), tuft of

feathers decorating the spear.

tslditqa be idishlsh (nt se), I prick (stick) with a spear.

tslditqa be yistsT (nt se), I wound slightly (with spear).

tslditqli na ishgyed (na ilgyed, naadeshg6l), I pierce with spear.

tslditqli naghanshgyed (naghanlgyed, naghadeshgol), I run

you through (pierce) with a spear; tslditqa qa ishgyed (qa ilgyed,

(iaadeshg6l), I pierce him with the spear; tslditqli ninasts! (nin-

s^tsi, nindestsf), I ram (thrust) you with the spear. The thrust

was made downward and rarely from the side.

tsiditqa nahanlshtqi (nahanatqa , nahadeshtqil), I extract spear.
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tsiditq& nahanasdzis (nahanadzis, nahadesdzis), I jerk it out.

dlshlsh (dshizh, dld&shish), I stick, thrust at.

deilzhlzh, spear wounds, or scars.

Some maintain that the shield was elliptical in shape, others

know only the round shield shown in the accompanying cut,

which was made of horsehide, and later of rawhide. This was

burnt slightly, placed over an anthill and covered with a heavy

layer of dirt to give it the desired shape,

when it was placed in the sun to dry.

The entire outer rim of the shield was

decorated with eagle feathers, to preserve

which many shields were provided with

a crease in the center, so that they might

quickly be opened and closed by stepping

on them. In addition, the outer surface

of the shield was richly emblazoned with

figures relating to war, such as figures of

the sun, half sun, rainbow, crescent, a

bears foot, and the Slayer of Enemies.

In action the shield served to guard against attacks from either

side, for which purpose it was carried through a buckskin slinir

on the left arm, while again it could easily be brought to the

front or rear by means of the buckskin band which was attached

to the shield and passed over the right shoulder. With the

introduction of modern firearms, however, few were found dex

trous enough to constantly hold the shield at such angles at

which a bullet should glance from it, so that both shield and

spear became worthless. Shields may still be found among the

family relics.

nage (nagye), (which is carried on the back), the shield,

atsa bitse, eagle tail feathers.

nage ish!4, I make a shield; tsin bil daashkh&l, I tack it down

with wooden pegs.
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The bow, always carried in war, was made of oak, tseikhani

(a very hard wood), cedar, or sumac, and is now also made of

black greasewood. The lower or inner side of the bow is flat

tened, while the other side is made smooth and slightly rounded

at the edges. The stick is then heated over a

fire, after which the foot is firmly planted on the

center, and both ends of the stick are turned

inwardly. Both ends of the stick are in turn

pressed against the knee, so that when finished

the stick has a slightly serpentine appearance.

The extreme ends and the center, where the foot

has been planted, are now wound with sinew of

bighorn or deer (now also of goat, cow or other

sinew) to the length of about three or four inches,

to strengthen these points. Finally the whole is

covered with pitch.

The bowstring of twisted bighorn or deer (goat,

cow or other) sinew is securely wrapped about

the end of the bow, while the loop at the oppos

ite end of the bowstring may be easily slipped

over the notch provided on the bow. When not

in use the string is unslipped to release the ten

sion. The bow is not decorated.

The shaft of the arrow is made of one or other

species of hard wood like wild currant, black

greasewood, Findlera rupicola, etc. Sticks of

these are well cleaned of their bark, smoothly

polished and straightened, which was done by

pressing them between the teeth, or running them

through narrowly grooved stones, or a punctured

horn of the bighorn. A small notch to fit the bowstring is then

made at one end of the shaft and a double zigzag line, with two

intervening straight ones, representing zigzag and sheet light

ning, are marked across its entire length. A triple fletching of

eagle, hawk, crow or turkey feathers is then added and secured
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with sinew. A narrow colored line of red and blue at the tip

of the fletching completes th,1 decoration of the shaft. The

arrow-point of chipped white flint

(besh ilgal) or flint (bes est ugi), and

at present a piece of iron rubbed

down to a triangular flat point, is

Arrow Plane.
set into the spliced end of the shaft

and secured there with sinew.

Bow and arrow are still in use for small game and

birds, and also in the game of arrow shooting. In

practice, a blunt, pointless arrow is used, and at times Arrow

a shaft made of reed and decorated in the above

described manner may still be seen. Prairie dogs are frequently

shot with a barbed arrow made by driving a nail, or piece of

strong wire, just below the usual arrow- point. The barb pre

vents the animal from extricating itself, and facilitates extracting

it from its burrow.

In dispatching the arrow, the bow is firmly grasped with the

left hand, and after adjusting the arrow, is held vertically in

front of the archer. With the index finger and thumb of the

right hand holding the arrow in position, and resting the shaft

on his left hand, the archer draws the string toward himself

with the middle finger of the right hand. After sighting along

the shaft of the arrow he releases it with a snap in the direction

of the object. To protect the wrist against the cutting sting of

the bowstring a guard, or small strip of leather, was worn around

it. To-day, though it still serves this purpose, it is mostly orn

amental, and is often decorated with a heavy silver plate with

turquoise setting.

altqfn (altqf), the bow; altqfn yisteel (yftsel, destsfl), I make

(chop) a bow; altqfn bitqel distsel (d&sel, destsfl), I give the bow

a front (flat, inner side of bow).

bitqel dishe (deshe, deshi), I shave (polish) the front.

altqfn ishl^, I (now) make the bow.
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altqf hab6 6l ez, (where the foot has stepped), center of bow.

atsfd yisdiz, I wind the sinew.

altqin tl ol, the bowstring-; altqln bitqi a osht 6 (bitqi a is&ff ,

bitqi a idesht f), I attach the bow-string.

aJtqf bitqi a iseWi, the bowr

string stretched.

altqln yishje
5

(sh^je, deshja ), I cover the bow with pitch.

ka\ the arrow; kabesh, the arrow-point.

besh ilgal, white flint; besh, iron; bes est 6gi, flint, chipped

stone point, arrow-point; besdolagMs, serrated arrow-point.

kiv asMe
1

, I make an arrow.

tsaka* (tsIKa ), the arrow-shaft,

tsaka yishqlzh (yiyizh, deshqlsh), I break (twigs) for the arrow-

shaft; yishtqf (yltqf doshtqf), I break (tw
r

igs) off.

bakhagi yish^ (ylshe , deshf), I shave bark off.

yisf (yfzf , desf), I scrape, polish the twig.

askas (ikaz, adeskas), I straighten it.

bakal, the notch.

bakal e eshgy^sh (I igizh, Ideshgish), I make (cut) the notch.

bikinojt(igi), the lines on the shaft.

biki rnshf (biki nizhi , biki din^shi ), I mark it with lines.

bit aya adaashM (adashM, ddadeshHl), I color it.

asht a (as^lt a ,
adesht dl), I add the fletching.

bibezh ddaashl^, I attach the point.

kabesh bikfdesdiz, the point is wound (with sinew).

altqintl 61 dists6d, I stretch the bowstring.

adisht 6 (nt se), I shoot an arrow.

ajisht 6 (adzflt 6 ,
azhdesht 6 ), I shoot well, understand, often

shoot arrows.

adzisl (adzisi azdesi ), I missed the mark.

nadisht 6 (nadisht 6 , nadidesht 6*), I play arrow shooting.

bakasda, an arrow wound (also for spear and gun wounds).

kakei, one wounded by an arrow.

qakhal, grazed (by a shot).

lukaka
1

, a reed arrow.

Ra beekashi, arrow-shaft straightener.
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Bows and arrows were carried in a quiver made of mountain

lion or goatskin, and provided with two pouches to receive the

arrowrs and bow. In time of peace it was girthed around the waist

and hung down the right side, while in war it was strapped to

the back, over the right shoulder, so that the archer might con

veniently reach back, and also protect himself with the shield
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from attacks on the front. The quiver has not entirely disap

peared, though most archers prefer to carry a few arrows and

the bow in their hand, gathering each arrow after its discharge.

The stone ax was used at close range.

Rayel, the quiver; Rayel ashM, I make, and Rayet nashkhad,

I sew the quiver.

Raiizis, the pouch (in the quiver) for arrows.

altqlzis, the pouch for the bow.

Raysl qashgyesh, I cut (the hide) for the quiver. Similarly,

Ra azis and altqlzis qashgyesh, ashl6, nashkhad, I cut, make and

sew the leather for the pouches.

Rayel bakhaszis (bakhasfszas, bakhadeszis), I girth myself with

quiver (hanging down), but Rayel yishgye
1

(yishgf , yideshgei),

I carry the quiver (strapped to my back).

nil, or tseniJ, stone ax.

GAME TRAPS.

The following trap was used in former days for four- footed

game.

A forked post (2) is planted into the ground and a strong

stick (3) placed in the fork. Against one end of this stick a

stone slab (1) is leaned, while

a rope is tied to the other

end, which is wound several

times around the forked post

near the base. At the other

end of the rope (4) there is

a small stick (5) used as the

trigger of the trap. Another stick (6) is placed from the base

of the stone slab and braced against the small stick at the end of

the rope. On this last named stick the bait (7) is attached. So

soon as the animal disturbs the stick (6) the latter falls to the

ground, releases the trigger (5), and unwinds the stick (3), so

that the stone (1) falls and crushes the game.
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Traps of this kind were used not only for larger game, but

also for rabbits, mountain rats, or any other four-footed animals.

At present they are rarely used.

beeljfzhi, (that with which one smashes), a game trap.

ashjizh (asheJjizh, adeshjish), I smash,

yishjfzh (sheljizh, deshjish), I smash, crush it.

ga* yishjizh, I trap (crush) a rabbit.

SNARES FOR BIRDS.

The following snare is still used for catching birds. The stalk

of a sunflower, about three to four feet long, is procured, the pith

well taken out of the upper part, and the rim polished perfectly

with a stone. A small hole (7) is cut in the stalk, about three

inches below the rim, and another smaller hole (8), sixteen to

eighteen inches below the rim. Into the smaller

hole a twig of greasewood (2) of the thickness

of the little finger is thrust. At the end of

this twig is fastened a string made of two

horsehairs and twisted (3), with a sliding loop

(4) at the end. Just below the loop a very

short stick (5) is tied with the horsehair string.

Another small stick is cut by splitting a piece

of reed (6), fitting it across the top rim of the

stalk (1), and turning it up at both ends to

keep the loop from falling over or being caught

by the rim. All parts in contact with the

snare must be polished perfectly smooth.

The stalk is stuck into the ground in or near a cornfield, or

other place frequented by birds, the twig of greasewood is bent

in a bow and the snare is passed through the upper hole across

which the small piece of reed is laid. The very small stick below

the snare is placed so that one end rests on tjie rim of the stalk

and the other on the reed, while the snare is arranged about

the rim of the stalk within the upturned end of the small piece
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of reed. A bird alighting upon the stalk will disturb the arrange

ment; the small piece of reed, slipping from its place, will

release the short stick on the snare; the twig of greasewood, in

straightening out after the release, will pull the snare with the

bird s foot into the hollow stock.

Usually a number of these traps, sometimes as many as ten

or twelve, are set up in a place. Early in the morning or late

in the afternoon is considered the best trapping time. Dung
burnt at different spots on the place is thought to attract the birds.

tsfdi bewudlehe (beodlehe), bird trap, snare,

tsfdi wushle
5

,
or yishl (yll6 , yidesh!6), I trap (snare) birds,

ndlyfli, sunflower; II bitse alkesdis, twisted horsehair; luka,

reed; 16, snare, loop; duwuzhilbaf, greasewood.

BOOMERANG.

The boomerang is made of oak and whittled down to the shape

of a battenstick, when it is heated and bent over the knee to

give it a slight curve on the edged side. In hunting rabbits it

is hurled after the animal, the object being to break its legs.

tsaqal, the boomerang, or tsaqal nalkf, sailing boomerang.

tsaqal ashle
1

,
I make a boomerang.

tsaqal beejishqal (beedzllqal, beezhdeshqal), I hurl boomerang.

lesh bitqazhdishqal (bitqazdilqal, bitqazhdideshqai), I skip it

along the ground.

lejishqal (ledzllqal, lezhdeshqal), I strike the ground.

ga naabijlshqal (naabidzllqal, naabfzhdeshqal), or ga ridishqal

(ndilqal, iidideshqa}), I strike a rabbit.

ga/ bitqaquishqal (bitqaquyelqal, bitqaqodiyeshq&l), I strike it

between (its legs).

SLING-S.

A toy gun is sometimes made by boys and used to shoot birds

with stones, nails, small arrows, or bullets. It is made of a
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grooved stick in the shape of a gun, with a small bow attached

to its muzzle, and a string fastened at either end of the bow.

In shooting, this bowstring is passed over a notch in a wooden

trigger, with which the string is released, sending the missile

forward at a good speed.

Boys also make rubber slings of a forked stick and a rubber

band attached to a piece of leather for shooting birds.

Similarly, the slingshot, consisting of a diamond-shaped piece

of leather to hold the stone, and two cords, one of which is

released in swinging it, is also used in killing birds, or throwing

at the sheep when herding.

altqf beediltqashi, (bow with which one taps it), toy gun.

blyildzis, a groove.

biidishk (blid&Re, blideshkf), I cut a groove into it.

jelgish, it is cut out, or altqmtl 61 ba algizh, the notch for the

bowstring.

benahaltqahigi, the release, trigger.

beejishtqash (beejiltqazh, beSzhdeshtqash), I shoot with it.

beedfshtqash (nt se), I shoot frequently.

naats6di, (the stretcher), rubber sling.

beditl ihi, slingshot.

adishtll (nt se), I throw the slingshot.

ajishtlln (adzltl in, azhdeshtHl), I throw (put) the slingshot.

THE GUN.
j-

The modern gun has largely displaced the native

weapons and few Navaho are without a sixshooter

or rifle. Shotguns are not much in use.

A powderhorn was made of the horn of a goat or

cow and the opening covered with goatskin. These

are no longer in use.

Words have been coined for the various parts of

the gun.
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beeld6, a gun, rifle.

beeld6 yazhe, a sixshooter.

beeldd nngezigi, a rifle.

beeld6 nn&zigi bidaznes-

kanigi, the barrel of a rifle.

bee&quot;Id6 bizol, the magazine

of a rifle.

bikhedilt 6hi, front sight.

bik6hedilt 6hi d6g hot aligi,

rear sight.

beeld6 bija , the hammer.

beeld6 beaitqlntl ol, trigger.

beeldd bitsln, gun stock.

beeld6 bitl a, the arm rest

(curve in the stock).

beSldd baka
,
the cartridge.

beeldo baka beeql nfligi,

the ejector (lever).

beeld6 baka aqi nfli gune ,

the breech of a gun.

The ejector is also called

beeld6 baka qaha nfli de.

The breech block, beeld6

baka lyl nlli qa InfJigi, which

extracts the cartridge put into

the barrel.

besh lichli desd6n, a brass

shell, empty cartridge, which

is also called besh lichli bitsa ,

the pocket of the shell.

beeldd baka
,
a loaded shell,

or simply do-desd6da, not fired.

be6ld6 blnatsi, a ramrod.

besh lichli neinltqashigi, the

percussion cap.

baka bihish a (bihla, bl-

desh al), I load a gun, I put a

cartridge into the gun.

blhinash a (blhana a, biha-

desh al), I unload, or take the

cartridge out of the barrel.

nnshgyesh (nnfgizh, ridesh-

gish), I cock a gun.

beeldd dandkqed yitsa ,
the

click of a gun.

nna nshgyesh ( nna nigizh,

nna deshglsh), I leave the trig

ger down.

aqishtqad (aqiltqa, aqidesh-

tqal), I pull the trigger (on

empty gun).

dishd6n (dld6n, dfdeshdol),

I shoot, pull the trigger on

cartridge.

beeldd baka disdinigi, car

tridge forty caliber.

beeldd yisht od (yit od, desh-

t 6J), I wipe or clean a gun.

beeld6 biqaasht od (blqat-

t od, blqadesht ol), I clean it

out (insideX

blqaasdls (biqa lldiz, blqa-

desdis), I clean a gun (with a

rod).

beeld6 bmaastsi (blna s^tsi,

bl ndestsi), I ram (clean) a gun.
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NAVAHO HOUSES.

The primitive dwelling of the Navaho is described as a mere

dug- out, with a rude covering of a grass and yucca mat secured

with yucca cords. This was entered

by means of a ladder, which was

drawn inside after use. When a

change of domicile was made both

the ladder and grass roof were taken

along, the latter being rolled together

in a convenient bundle and carried

by a handle provided for this purpose.

With the growth of the tribe this

primitive dwelling was entirely abandoned

and the present types of the hogan, modeled

after legendary patterns, were adopted.

These are miserable, uncomely structures, in

striking contrast with the high sense of

harmony and beauty exhibited by the Nav

aho in his beautiful blanket and attractive

silverwork. Presumably, this is due partly to the nomadic

life of the Navaho, a trait which has undoubtedly had some influ

ence upon his art as well as his dwelling. He has neglected, for

instance, the art of pottery making as cumbersome, whereas it

appeals strongly to the more sedentary Pueblo, and has carried the

art of weaving to a remarkable degree of perfection, insomuch as it

is not impaired by an occasional change of domicile. Thus, too,

the Navaho house has every mark of a temporary and valueless

structure, which is easily and quickly constructed, while afford

ing just sufficient protection against the vehemence and severity

of the weather. At a very recent date, however, the old type

of dwelling is being partly displaced by a more commodious log

or stone structure of the flat roof type. Whilo these are fur-
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nished with chairs, tables, and other modern furniture, the Nav-

aho hogan dispenses with these luxuries, and is ready for occu

pation immediately after its completion.

The Navaho house is devoid of any decoration. Still, in the

description of the legendary prototypes of the various hogans,

the Navaho selects all that is gorgeous, splendent and precious

in nature for their construction. The poles of the conical hogan,

for instance, were made of precious stones, such as white shell,

turquoise, abalone, obsidian (cannel-coal), and red stone, and

were five in number. The interstices were lined with four shelves

of white shell, and four of turquoise, and four of abalone and

obsidian, each corresponding with the pole of the respective

stone, thus combining the cardinal colors of white, blue, yellow

and black into one gorgeous edifice. The floor, too, of this

structure was laid with a fourfold rug of obsidian, abalone, tur

quoise and white shell, each spread over the other in the order

mentioned, while the door consisted of a quadruple curtain of

dawn, sky-blue, evening twilight and darkness. As a matter of

course the divine builders might increase its size at will, and

reduce it to a minimum, whenever it seemed desirable to do so.

Similar prototypes are mentioned for the other patterns in

vogue to-day, as also for some others whose distinctive features

are now added to the ordinary hogan in the course of various

ceremonies. And since these details can not be supplied upon

the modern stone or log structure, the ceremonies are ordinarily

conducted in a distinctively Navaho hogan, which is built in

addition to the modern structure. It is quite conceivable then,

that originally the rubric required an especial hogan for every

ceremony, though at present it is restricted to the so-called

medicine lodge, sometimes in use at the night and other chants.

Custom does not seem to require a special dedicatory cere

mony for the hogan, whether it be for daily or ceremonial use.

It is indeed good religion to sprinkle the cardinal posts with

meal or pollen, yet this may be done by anyone, or rather, it is

the duty of the head of the family to do so, and the hogan is
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then ready for occupation without further ado. The case of the

medicine lodge forms no exception to this rule, since the sprink

ling of meal is performed before the entrance of the singer into

the lodge. In addition, there are other rites which may be

interpreted as dedicatory for a special occasion. Thus, the

insertion of twigs of wild cherry, oak or sumac, and of the

pokers above the logs at the cardinal points, are evidently in the

nature of a dedication preceding a ceremony. And the house

songs (hoghan biyfn), which by some authors have been mentioned

in support of a custom of house dedication, are only incidentally

such, and are essential to the vigil (do-Ighazh) or rite of blessing

(hozh6ji). This ceremony is performed frequently, and in one

and the same hogan, to renew the blessing upon the members of

the family and all their possessions, and since some twelve invo

cations (songs) are made upon the hogan on this occasion, they

are referred to as house songs. Moreover, it is in accordance

with good custom to have other ceremonies performed in a new

hogan previous to the invocation of the house songs. In fact,

this custom suggests that at times the new hogan is built for the

purpose of having a desirable ceremony performed. For, while

greater convenience makes a summer and winter home desirable

at different points, and such natural causes as scarcity of range

and water frequently decide in changing a location, this change

is at times due to an evil spell which may haunt a vicinity.

Should this continue despite all efforts to dispel such influence,

a new dwelling is erected in some other locality, and its

occupation inaugurated with some effective and purifying cere

mony. Similarly, too, the hogan, which has been occupied

by a deceased person, is instantly vacated and destroyed, and a

new one erected in a different locality.

There are two distinct classes of residences, the summer and

winter residence. The summer home is situate near the farm,

while the winter residence is located at some point which offers

facilities for fuel as well as range for the herds. More care,

too, is expended upon the dwelling for winter, which .is in
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reality the home of tho family, with such permanent fixtures

as corrals, etc., added to it, while the summer residence often

resembles an open air camp. Ordinarily, then, the term kheqaf,

winter place, indicates the permanent home, and kheshi, summer

place, a spot selected for farming- purposes.

Of the various types in vogue to-day, the conical shaped hogan

is generally preferred as typical and better suited for ordinary

purposes, and is called aicHf des af, interlocked points, from the

three forked poles which support the entire structure. When a

new hogan has been decided upon, the head of the family selects

a suitable site, situate some distance from water, to insure its

purity, and not too close to red ant-hills, a pest very much

dreaded. This site is cleared of brush and weeds, and fairly

leveled. With the assistance of two or three friends the various

poles needed in the structure are then hewn. Special care is

taken in the selection of three symmetrical forked poles, whose

length and thickness vary according to the desired dimensions of

the hogan. In addition to these, two straight poles of about

the same thickness and length are cut, and a number of smaller

timber for the sides, including two forked posts for the door

way, are added. All timbers are trimmed of the bark, the

smaller timbers often being spliced in two, where wood is scarce

and distant. These are then left until ready for transportation.
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The felling and trimming, which was formerly done with rude

stone implements, is now done with an ax, and the logs and

timbers are now transported by means of wagons.

The dimensions of the hogan are then obtained by placing the

north and south pole in temporary position, and stepping off an

equal distance east and west. A circle within the space thus

obtained is now excavated to a depth of from six to eight inches,

and a margin of eight to twelve inches wide left all around. This

depression forms the floor of the hogan, while the margin serves

the double purpose of strengthening the base for the poles and

timbers, as well as furnishing a shelf or recess for depositing

various household goods. Just outside the circumference holes

are dug at the cardinal points in which to sink the timbers.

This done, the two forked poles for the north and south sides

are raised, locked and held in position, while an assistant braces

them with the third forked timber from the west side, firmly

locking it under the forked arms of the other two. The three

poles thus firmly set in the ground practically support the whole

framework, and accordingly studious care is exercised to have

the arms firmly clutched and the base securely set. Another

timber is then placed from the east side and rests upon the south

pole, while the fifth, or dummy, just opposite, rests upon the

north pole. The two poles just mentioned are set far enough

apart to form a convenient doorway which always faces east

ward. The four poles (taking the eastern poles as one) form

the frame or skeleton (sa di) of the hogan, to- wit, the eastern,

southern, western and northern pole. The spaces intervening

between the five poles are filled with smaller timbers, which rest

on the three forked poles or on each other. They are set side

by side, as closely as possible, leaving only the space for the

doorway open. Here the two forked posts are firmly set in the

ground just inside the base of the two eastern poles. When in

position they are about four feet high, with a straight stick

resting in the forks. Parallel with this lintel, and at a point

about three feet from the apex, another stick is placed horizon-
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tally across the two eastern timbers. The space between is

covered with small sticks laid horizontally across two additional

supports, or parallel from lintel to cross-stick. This forms the

roof of the doorway, which projects slightly from the sloping-

sides of the hogan, much like a dormer window. The space

between the doorposts and the inclining eastern poles, too, is

filled with small timbers. The space, however, between the

apex and the upper crosspiece of the doorway is left uncovered,

and forms the smoke-hole, which frequently is reenforced at

the lower end by a rude cribwork of ordinary sticks of wood to

insure proper draught.

The crevices which appear between the small upright timbers

are now filled with narrow strips or sticks of wood, and the

whole covered with a layer of cedar bark. Starting then at the

base, the whole is walled up with a generous layer of ground or

mud to insure a water- and wind-proof structure. A curtain

made of an old blanket is fastened to one of the posts for a door,

which in cases of severe storms is doubled by an additional

blanket attached to the sloping poles inside. The entry into,

and exit from, the hogan is, of course, made in a stooped posi

tion owing to the small doorway. The hogan is now ready for

occupancy. Many observe the custom of sprinkling cornmeal

upon the posts at the cardinal points, or comply with it subse

quently when it has been forgotten. A short invocation, such

as hozho dole}, or hozh6 at i, may it be well or blessed, accom

panies the sprinkling of the meal. This also applies to the

other types of the hogan.

The round hogan. Another type much in demand is called

ya dahaskhani, under the round (roof), and is preferred when a

spacious dwelling is desirable, or if long timbers are not avail

able. Four forked timbers are firmly set into the ground

forming a square. Heavy cross timbers resting in the forks

north and south support two additional ones stretched east and

west, the whole being the skeleton or framework (sa di) of the
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structure. The sides are walled up with smaller timbers set

slightly slanting
1

in the ground, and close together, with their

tips resting on the cross timbers. The doorway structure pro

jects in the same manner as with the preceding hogan, with the

roof resting on the cross timber toward the east side. The roof

proper is constructed of terraces of small timbers converging

into an opening at the center, which serves as a smoke-hole.

Thereupon the roof and sides are covered with cedar bark and

dirt as with the preceding hogan.

This type of hogan is selected for the niirht chant whenever

the ordinary hogan is considered too small for the paintings and

other requisites of this chant. The specially built hogan is then

designated as hatqal biniye hoghan, or the hogan for a ceremony

(ceremonial hogan). And while some do not hesitate to occupy

it after the close of a ceremony, others object to its use on

religious grounds, for which reason, and owing to its dimensions,

many ceremonial hogans remain unoccupied.

tsfnditFin, walled logs, designates the heptagonal or octagonal

structures which are occasionally built in mountainous and other

districts where timber is available. The logs are slightly hewn

down at the angles where they cross each other, to obtain a

firm lock. Several layers are built on top of each other to a

height of from five to six feet, and support a roof of the same
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type as in the preceding
1

began. At the entrance piles are driven

into the ground on each side of the wall of timbers to hold these

in position. A crosspiece over the outer of the two posts

finishes the framework of the door. The crevices between the

timbers are closed with small sticks of wood and mud-plaster,

while the roof is finished as in the preceding type. This hogan

is the most spacious of Navaho types since it is devoid of all

uprights inside, though at present many add this feature.

The square loghouse is comparatively modern, and is desig

nated as tsfn beekhin, house of logs. The timbers are always

trimmed, and at times hewn square, so as to make a snug fit

requiring very little plaster at the joints.

At a recent date houses of stone, of a single story and flat

roof, are much in favor, and are designated as tse beekhin, house

of stone. They are built by Navaho masons of native rock and

mud mortar.

Shelters, called chah& 6, shades, are constructed during the

warm season for the sake of convenience and shade. Four posts,

usually forked, are set into the ground with crosspieces stretched

from post to post. This framework is sometimes limited to

two, and even one forked post, to receive the ends of cross-
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pieces, which rest in the branches of a tree or on the ground.

The top and sides are covered with boughs of cedar or pinon,

stalks of reed, or dry grass, or a blanket. A rapidly constructed

hogan or shelter (hoghan shichfdi) sometimes consists of a rude

framework of small timbers set up after the fashion of a conical

hogan, and covered with boughs of pinon and pine bark. In

the rainy season a rude framework supports a layer of branches,

or stalks of reed, against which the soft mud taken from the

surface is shoveled from the base up. When dry the hard

plaster affords sufficient protection against the sun and the light

showers of midsummer. Shade is at times obtained by planting

cedar or pinon boughs in a circle, without any covering or roof,

and with only a blanket secured at the entrance (il bechaha 6).

In journeying, herding sheep, or freighting, a wind-break or

corral of cedar boughs, erected on some sheltered hillside, or

below a shady tree, often serves as a temporary abode (Unazt f).

The permanent corral (anaztV) is usually constructed of posts

set side by side in a circle near the hogan, and is used for pro

tecting the herds at night. Stables for the horses or cattle are

not built.

The enclosure for public dances is erected after sundown, and

is constructed of cedar and pinon boughs, with one entrance in

the east. It is therefor called Ilnazt f, circle of branches, or

Ilnashjin, dark circle of branches.

WORDS REFERRING TO THE HOUSE.

kheqaf, winter place or res- tehogyed, a modern cellar.

idence. alcttf des at, interlocked

kheshf , summer place or points, the conical hogan.

residence. ya dahaskhani, (which is

hoghan, the hogan. hollowed below), round hogan,

khin, the house. which is also called hoghan

lehogyedgo hoghan, the bijad huloni, the hogan with

dugout of early days. supports.
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tsfnditrin (tsiditl in), walk d

logs, the heptagonal hogan.

tseblgo da aditl in, (eight

walls), or tseblgo aqa de nil,

(eight put together), the octag

onal hogan.

tsebekhin, house of stone,

stone house, also called tse

nastlingo behoghan. the hogan

of walled stone.

tsfn bekhin, loghouse.

hatqal biniye
1

hoghan, cer

emonial hogan.

chaha 6, shade, shelter, sum

mer hogan; also used for ver

anda or porch of an American

house.

lehogyedgo chaha 6, dugout

shelter.

hoghan shichldi, stacked

hogan, dirt roof shelter.

iJbechaha 6, the shelter of

boughs.

ya dahaskhanigo chaha 6, a

round roof shelter (supported

by four posts); also chaha 6

nakhi bijadi, two upright shel

ter, and chaha 6 dalaf bijadi,

with but one upright. These

are also called chah 6 shichf-

di, stacked shelter, which

usually have a roof of branches

or grass.

akasht osh behoghan, bark

covered hogan (for summer).

lesh aqldltl in hoghan, the

hogan walled with dirt or

mud- plaster.

Ilnazt f ,
circle of branches,

a wind-break or corral of

branches.

hoghan ashM (ishla, adesh-

lil), I build a hogan, I make

a hogan; ashM, I make, is also

used with the various types,

thus: alcHf des al ashM, I am

making a conical hogan, or

chaha 6 ashM, etc., I am build

ing a shelter.

hatqal biniye
1

hasbf, or

hatqal bahasbf , a hogan built

for a ceremony.

hatqal biniye
1

hashbf (qos^l-

bi
, qodeshbll), or hatqal ba-

hashbi (bahos^lbi
7

, bahodesh-

bfl), I trim for the ceremony,

I build a ceremonial lodge.

yahatso, large inside, a spa

cious hogan (for ceremony).

tsin kfnshne (kfnlnS , ki-

deshnil), I fell a tree.

bahashtosh (baMsht osh),

or bakhagi beshne (belne ,

bfdeshnil), I remove the bark,

trim a log.

tsin aqdshkhal (aqalkhal,

aqddeshkhal), I split a log.

tsin aqidishkhal (aqidilkhal,

aqldideshkhaJ), I chop a log

in two.
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bahashtfosh bestsel (betsel,

bfdestsiJ), I trim, chop the

bark, or bahasht osh beshdlad

(beldlad,btdeshdlal), or bahash

tosh bes&amp;lt;5z (bez5z, bldesos), I

trim (tear) the bark.

tsln neheshkhal (neh&khal,

nihideshkhdl), I split in strips.

tsin aq&shne (aqdlne , aqa-

deshnil), I chop a piece from

a log.

tsin aqadashne (aq^das61ne\

aqadadeshnil), I hew pieces

from a
log&quot;.

tsin neheshne ( nehehie ,

nihideshnil), I cut strips or

sticks of wood.

tsin yishqel (nfyf, deshqgl),

I transport logs (on my back

or in wagon).

chizh (tsin) nshqg (nnlyi,

ndeshqel), I pack wood or

small sticks (for fuel).

tsin (chizh) yishjll tFol be

(nljid, deshjfl), I pack logs (or

fuel) on my back (with a cord

or blanket).

binesh a (bfnel ad, bidfnesh-

al), I make a mark, take

measure.

nikhfdistse (nikhidftse, ni-

khfdidestsi), I place on the

ground for a mark, I mark off.

alcHf adisteS (alcHf ad^tsi,

aictii id^stsi), I lock the forks.

tsin baqahashgyed (baqaho-

gyed, baqahodeshgul), I dig

out for the timbers.

tsin nabidiyishM (nabidiyi-

sa
, nabidideshlal), I raise the

poles.

tsin asht 6 nnshtqi (asht 4

nntqa, asht ^ ndeshtqfl), I place

the poles in position.

hoghan bijad adaastsi (ada-

setsi, adadestsi), I set the posts

(for the round hogan).

tsin n&da dashtqi (nada da-

s^tqa, nada dadeshtqll), I lay

the timbers horizontally.

tsin n&go yishtFln ( nago

s^tl in, nago deshtlU), I wall

horizontally, I put the roof

on.

tsin da dishtl in (da dltFin,

da deshtril), I wall up with

timbers (for the walled log-

house).

sa di, (which is raised), the

skeleton or framework of the

hogan.

sa di halgfshi, the forked

timbers for the hogan.

tsin halgfshi, a forked pole.

Individually, the timbers of

the conical hogan are some

times designated as:

shada ad& na &i, the pole

from the south.

nahokhdsd&na ai, northern.
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ge se adse na ai, the western.

cHseetqmdse na &i, the pole

from the doorway, the east

ern pole.

bijad, the uprights (of the

round hogan).

qa a aji nana ahigi, the east

ern (horizontal) beam.

shada aji nana ahigi, the

(horizontal) beam to the south.

se & dji nana ahigi, the (hor

izontal) beam in the west.

nahokhosji nana ahigi, the

beam in the north.

nana a , resting horizon

tally.

i i a (i a ), resting or pro

jecting vertically or perpen

dicularly.

qani a , extends slantingly.

biyahani a
, resting against

and under (like a brace).

sa di bidanishnil (bidaninil,

bidadineshnil) I place (the

small timbers) between the

framework.

tsin behgshtffn (behStltn,

behideshtni), I raise the poles.

biyadi binizhozhi, or bini-

nfligi, the side timbers or

walls of the hogan.

bakhade nanzhdzhi, the roof

(of round types).

ctiilayf nana ahi, crosspiece

of the smoke-hole.

alkstltn, built converging-

ly, walled with horizontally

laid logs.

cliilayf bidagi, rim of the

smoke-hole.

chilayf dahaditl in, or naas-

tl in, crib-work around the

smoke-hole.

cnse^tqln silai, door-jambs

or uprights.

cHseetqm silal nana ahigi,

the lintel.

cnseetqin bakhai nana ahi,

roof beams over doorway.

cugeetqin baghadi nan-

zhOzhi, doorway roof (bridg

ing).

cHseetqln bininfligi, or cfise-

etqin biyadi binizhozhi, sides

of doorway.

destsin bakasht osh, pinon

bark on the log.

destsin bakhagi, the hide

(white rind of pinon).

dilkis bakhagi, green cedar

bark.

azhl
, dry bark.

dilkis bizhf
, dry cedar bark.

dllkls beezhi , with the bark

of cedar.

azhl beheshjegi, the dry

bark covering.

Il, boughs of conifers.

gad bi il, juniper boughs.

ndishch! bi il, pine boughs.
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hoghan behtils nil, the ho

gan covered with dirt.

aehdls nil, covering of dirt

(on the hogan).

hoghan daashdlfsh, or da -

fshdlih (dasheMlish, da desh-

dlish), or akn (meal), tqadklin

(pollen) bedaashdlfsh, or beda -

ishdlish, I sprinkle the hogan

with pollen.

Certain parts and spots of

the hogan are sometimes es

pecially designated:

cHilayf , the smoke-hole.

chseetqln, the exit or door.

dadinabal, curtain or door.

nakat ai dasdbaligi, a cloth

curtain for the door.

dandelkhal, a (noisy) door

(on modern houses).

hoghan binahasgyedi, exca

vated floor area of the hogan.

Jeshtqa , ground or floor.

hoghan bitqat a , crevice or

recess in the hogan.

nastFa ji, in a nook or angle,

(at the base of a timber, or

the space between the uprights

and the wall of the hogan).

Thus, jish binastl a
, or banas-

tl a , the recess or space re

served for masks at the night

chant, in the western angle of

the hogan.

hunt a adas ahigi, twigs

inserted in the crevices of the

hogan at the cardinal points.

khonike (khunike ), the

hearth or fireplace.

biklji i nolkhad, is some

times used for the pole in the

west of the hogan.

ntsftl a
,
at the base of the

western pole.

ydnld, between the fireplace

and the pole in the west.

hunaba
, around the fire,

the space around the fireplace.

hunshqd , designates the

east, south and north of the

fire.

ya alnf, the space between

ydnid and the fireplace, just

west of the fireplace.

bahlstl a
, at the base of the

door posts or timbers.

ydne ,
inside the hogan.

tl odi, outside the hogan.

hoghan bin&ii, behind the

hogan (west).

bakhade, or hoghan bakha,

on top of the hogan.

hoghan cH6hunsho (cHohun-

sho , ctidhodesho), I sweep

the hogan.

binahojitqa}, a ceremony is

going on in the hogan.

hoghan tqanaftshnil ( tqaise
1

-

nil, tqaidesh nil), I tear the

hogan down.
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hoghdn bihodishnil (blho-

dlnil, blhodideshnil), or ho-

ghan dishlfd (dffid, dfdeshiiJ),

I burn the hogan.

hogMn na ishJg (na-fl6 , na -

adesh!6). I pull the hogan

down with a rope.

hoghdn na nshkhad (na anll-

khad, na adfneshkhaJ), I pull

the hogan apart (by spreading

the poles out).

hogha anshkhad (anllkhad,

adfneshkhal), I destroy the

hogan (by throwing- the poles

in a heap).

hoghan (hogha ) anlkhad, a

fallen hogan (which is in a

heap).

hoghan na anlkhad, a de

stroyed hogan (fallen side

ways).

hoghan nlMas, hogan which

fell in.

hoke ghan, a deserted ho-

g-an (owing to death). This

is also used for the site on

which the ruins of a burnt

hogan are visible.

nfya ked, vacated ruins.

THE SUDATORY.

From the preceding
1 account of the hogan and its meager fur

nishing the inference seems justified that the Navaho is indifferent

to bodily cleanliness. Indeed, a modest few make it a point to

wash themselves in the morning, and procure such modern arti

cles as soap, basin and towel for the purpose. It is also well

known that occasionally, say once or twice a week, the head and

hair are thoroughly bathed with yucca suds. The saponaceous

roots of this plant are dug out, crushed to a rough fiber, and

well shaken in a basin or bowl of water, producing a very rich

lather. This, and the plant itself, are therefor called toi&lawhiish,

soap. When the hair has been well soaked, and the lather

worked down to the skin, the surplus water is thoroughly wrung
out by twisting the hair with the hands. The bather then throws

the hair backward and exposes them to the sun to dry, after

which they are brushed with a whisk broom and done up in the

usual fashion.

Not a few keep the hogan neat and clean, removing all surplus
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sand with a broom made of a bunch of mountain grass, and

burning and throwing the offal to the dogs. Pelts and blankets

used for bedding are occasionally spread out on a tree for airing,

though frequently they are rolled up in the morning and put
aside without further ado. Accordingly, old pelts, which have

become infested with vermin and lice, are disposed of at the

stores. Shirts and pants, skirts and jackets, are worn by men
and women, respectively, until they become useless, and another

outfit is made by each individual. Clothes are not washed as a

Native Broom.

rule, but discarded when too filthy, and the wardrobe ordinarily

consists of what apparel one has on his person, with an additional

coat and pants, jacket and skirt, for festive occasions.

Yet, withal, the Navaho uses the sudatory with greater fre

quency than such indifference to bodily cleanliness might warrant,

and thoroughly enjoys the luxurious pleasures of this primitive

bath, some frequenting it as often as two or three times a week.

The sweat-house or sudatory is the conical hogan in miniature,

with the doorway structure omitted. The entrance to it is

variously placed, but most frequently it faces westward. A
number of stones, thoroughly heated over a fire, are rolled into

the hut and placed on the north side, owing to the belief that

colds and cough originate in the north, so that the heated stones,

placed between the bathers and the north, obstruct their passage.

The bathers strip to the breechcloth (women to the tl akhai, or

loincloth) and enter, or rather crawl, into the hut. Though its

dimensions are frequently from four to five feet in diameter,

and less in height, it is not unusual that from ten to sixteen

bathers enter the hut at one time, as a large number of bathers
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is conducive to rapid perspiration. To obtain this object water

is at times sprinkled upon the stones after the entrance has been

closed with a blanket by the last of the bathers. They remain

in this confinement as long&quot; as twenty minutes, and on leaving it

roll themselves in the sand to remove the scales of surplus skin.

Many reenter and repeat the same process several times. In the

vicinity of streams the bathers finally plunge into the water,

otherwise they don their old clothes and return home leaving the

hut undisturbed for future use. The effect of the sweat-bath is

one of momentary drowsiness, which is soon followed by one of

renewed vigor and refreshment. Accordingly, it is used both

in summer and winter, and always at daytime, while in time of

war, and at present in exceptional cases, it is frequented at

night. Women, too, enjoy this bath, but always alone, and not

as frequently as the men.

In accord with legendary accounts, the sudatory often figures

in the course of various ceremonies. Thus, in the night chant,

a sudatory is erected at each of the cardinal points. On four

consecutive days the patient submits to the sweat-bath in one of

these, starting with the sudatory in the east, and completing the

circle in the north by way of the south and west, while the
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singer decorates it with a figure representing the rainbow, and

made of vari-colored sands. In the chant called dine* binlcliiji,

or wind chant, the order is reversed, and the drawing is made

inside the hogan, while the patient is confined in the sudatory.

However, these sudatories, in deference to legendary prototypes,

consist only of the framework or poles, which are covered with

pelts and blankets to receive the drawings, in lieu of the ordin

ary covering of dirt. When the drawing of the rainbow has

been completed the patient is released. Such afflictions as colds,

fever, stiffness and inertia are said to be dispelled by the (cer

emonial) bath.

WORDS.

tqache, or tqache baghan,

the sudatory.

tqache ishle, I built a sweat-

house. This is also expressed

by tqache ndinshje (ndinlje,

ndideshja ), I build the fire

for the sweat-bath, hence, tqa

che ndinlje, the sweat-house

is ready.

tqache dlt ash, let us take a

sweat-bath.

tee Inil, it is ready.

tse ishnil (tse lnil, adesh-

nil), I place the stones inside.

tqache yisha (ylya, deshal),

I am entering the sweat-house.

tqache ylt ash, or yije, we

will enter together.

tqache shije, wo were in the

sweat-house.

tqache stqi, I am in the

sudatory.

tee yanastse (yanatsi, yei-

destei), I put the stones on a

heap (for fire).

tsenishga (tsenilgai, tee** dl-

neshga ), I heat stones.

tee
5

nlgai, heated stones.

tqache yish na (yish na
,

desh na ), I enter (crawl into)

the sudatory.

tqache seda, I am (sitting)

in the sudatory.

tqo shahatqel (shahatqel,

shahadotqfl), I am perspiring.

hatqdsll sfilf (hazlf , hodol^l),

I perspire freely.

tqache qanashda (qanasdsa,

qadeshdal), I leave the suda

tory.

lesh adananshde (adananash-

de, ddandlneshda), I rub dirt

over my body.
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lesh binash na ( bisfs na ,

bid^sh na ), 1 roll in the dirt.

lesh ad&shji ( adishfshja,

adfdeshji), I sprinkle dirt over

myself.

(tqachedse) tse cliaenshnil

(cK&nsh n!l, cHaedesh nil), I

remove the stones from the

sudatory.

tsSnizll tqd bikgshkha (bi-

kisakha
, bikfdeshkhal), I

sprinkle water on the stones

(with a cup or vessel) for

steam, or tqo bik&shkhad (bi-

kis&khad , bikldeshkhal ), I

sprinkle it with my hand.

tqache tqanadsh nll (tqaisfs-

nil, tqaidesh nil), I tear down

the sudatory.

tq6 benash na ( besfs na ,

bedesh na ), I plunge into the

water.

tqd benismas (besamaz, be-

desmas), I roll in the water.

tq6 akSheshkha (akehesh-

kha
, akihideshkhal), I sprinkle

myself with water (with a ves

sel), or tqd akeh6shkhad (ake-

hSshkhad, akihideshkhal), I

sprinkle water on myself with

my hands.

tqsensdzid (tqsenesdzid, tqse-

dfnesdzil), I plunge (dive) into

the water.

tqattla yishyed ( tqaltla

yishwhud, deshwhul), I dive

(run) into the water.

nashbe
1

(ns^bl
1

, ndeshbel),

or na ashkh6 (naselkh6 , na-

deshkhdl), I swim.

do-na ashkho^da, I can not

swim.

tqaltla yishge (tqaltla yl-

go , tqaltla deshifd ), and tqae-

and tqsehishtllsh (tqsehltiizh,

tqsedeshtlish), or tqaltla yish-

tllsh (yitlizh, deshtllsh), I

plunge ( fall) into the water.

nash el (ns^ el, ndesh ol), or

da nash e! (da ns^ el, da ndesh

ol), or da na ashkhd (da ns^l-

kho , da ndeshkh6l), I swim

(float).

qadishjft (qadishja, qadidesh-

ji), I strip, undress.

qadish ne* (qadisdza, qadi-

desh nil), I dress again.

adena ishtlln (adena iy^sh-

tlln, adena diyeshtlll), I put

my clothes on again.

shikhe bi nast es (bl ndst es,

bi ridest is), I put my mocca

sins on. Similarly, sistle,

( leggings ), shitFaji se, ( my
pants) bi nast es.

Minshke (adin4shk6 , adi-

dineshkel), or naneskas (nanl-

kaz, ndfneskas), I cool off.
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shi a? bi nashda (blnasdza,

bl ndeshdal), I put my shirt

or coat on; also chalekho,

(vest), shi &tso, (overcoat or

coat) bi nashda .

natsilid beikha, sand-paint

ing of the rainbow.

sitsi tqan&sgis ( tqasegiz,

tqadesgis), I bathe my hair.

tqalawhush, lather, soap.

tqalawhush tqayishkha (tqa-

yfkha , tqadeshkhai), I make

the lather.

tqalawhush tqadsh nf (tqai-

s4ni
, tqaideshni ), I stir the

lather.

tqalawhush hanshtqa (hane
1

-

tqa, hadfneshtqal), I hunt

roots (amole).

tqalawhush hashgyed (ha-

gyed, hadeshgdl), I dig out

soap (root).

tqalawhush qashtqf (hatqa\

hadeshtqfl), I take the root

out.

tqalawhush yistsid (yitsed,

destsfl), I pound the roots.

sitsf nftltsa (naltsai, ndoltsl),

I dry my hair.

sitsf tqobayishqad ( bayi-

ghad, badeshqal), I shake

water out of my hair.

sitsi tqobayishnf (bas^nf,

badeshnO, I wring my hair

out.

sitsf beeshtF6 (bes^tFo , be-

deshtFol), I tie my hair.

sitsi yisho (ylsho, desho), I

brush, comb my hair.

sitsi kibfdesho (kibishesho

kibidesho), I brush my hair.

sitsi, or tsigha yishe (yishe\

deshf), I cut my hair.

tsigha dishMd (dilid, didesh-

111), I burn the hair.

tsigha nashbezh (nt?se), the

hair are scattered. The Nav-

aho burn the hair after cut

ting, so that they may not be

scattered to the winds.

tsigha ndeztqad (nt se), scat

tered hair.

tsigha nazhjol (nfse), tufts

of hair lying here and there.

tsigha nikhidel a (nfte), the

hair is scattered.

tsigha nikhidintqad (nf),

the hair is scattered in every

direction.
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RELIGION.

The elaborate system of religious worship among the Navaho

lets them appear as a very religious people. Their anthropo

morphous deities are numerous and strikingly democratic, each

excelling in his peculiar sphere of independent activity and

power. They are described as kind, hospitable and industrious;

on the other hand as fraudulent, treacherous, unmerciful, and,

in general, subject to passions and human weaknesses. Their

lives, to a great extent, are reflected in the social condition of

the Navaho as, for instance, in the subordination to local head

men, in the manner of farming, hunting, ceremony, etc., all of

which find an explanation in previous occurrences in the lives of

the holy ones. This is especially true of the ceremonies or

chants, most of which have been established by the diylni, or

Holy ones, for removing evil.

The existence of evil is attributed to the wrath of the din& e
,

or Peoples, such as the Animals, Winds, Lightnings, etc. Much

evil, disease and bodily injury is due also to secret agents of evil,

in consequence of which the belief in witchcraft, spells, dreams

and shooting of evil is widely spread. Accordingly, too, of the

two forms of worship, one against evil (hoch6ji), the other for

blessing (hozh6ji), the former is presumably in greater demand,

but is subordinate to, and always accompanied by, the latter.

The idea of a creator of all things is unknown to the Navaho,

as also that of heaven or hell. The belief in a life hereafter

exists, however, and is a life of happiness with the peoples of

the lower worlds among whom the deceased are numbered. The

deceased, in turn, may injure the living.
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The average Navaho is loath to study the intricate fabric of

his religion and knows little of it beyond ceremonial perform

ance. The singer or shaman, usually a man of excellent mem
ory, is entrusted with whatever pertains to subjects of worship,

though probably no single one is versed in all of its branches

Moreover, the knowledge of the legend which attaches to every

chant is not a material requisite for properly conducting a cere

mony, though the legend furnishes the clue for corrections.

The following synopsis, taken from unpublished legends in our

possession, presents the most salient features of Navaho worship,

together with other subjects of a religious character.

THE LOWER WORLDS.

The legends speak of twelve lower worlds, the home of various

Peoples (dinaVe ). These worlds were small in size, and are

referred to as chambers (dahunakha ), which are numbered as the

people pass through and stand on the several vaults. Their

speech in the several worlds, too, is recorded; hence, the roof or

vault of the first world is called sad laf, the tirst speech; the

vault of the second, sad nakhl, the second speech; similarly, sad

tqa, sad di, sad ashdla , sad hastqa ,
sad tsdsts&l, sad tsebf, sad

naast af, sad nezna, sad ladzada, sad nakhidzada, the third to

twelfth speech, the latter of which we now occupy.

Furthermore, these twelve worlds are subdivided into three

divisions of four, the first four being referred to as nf hodilqil,

or the dark world; the subsequent four as nfhalchf, the red

world, and the upper four as nfhodotFish, the blue world.

Some of the chant legends (hatqalke) begin with events in one

of these three groups of worlds. In this manner some speak of

five, others of eight worlds, etc.

THE PEOPLES OF THE DARK WORLD.

The above mentioned worlds are not spoken of as having been

created, but as already existing. The first world (sad laf) is

inhabited by the Ant People (wolazhin dinaVe ) who are subor-
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dinate to chiefs or spokesmen in the east, south, west and north.

In the second world (sad nakhl) they find woneshclilndi hastqln

and woneshcHlndi esdz&n, the Locust Man and Woman. The

third world (sad tqa) being uninhabited all of these peoples

travel to the fourth world (sad dl) where the following persons

are found: ats hastqln, First Man; atse
1

esdz, First Woman;
ats hastqin, First Man; ats esdzd, First Woman; ats hazlf,

the First Made; ak^dse hazlf, Second Made; ats6 ashkhf, First

Boy; ats at ed, First Girl; and ats hashkke
1

,
the First Angry,

or Coyote. First Man and his eight companions are the first

witches (idanff), and the cause of sickness and fatal diseases.

nfbil hodidezll, he who originated with the earth, is applied

to First Man (ats hastqin). The name corresponds with the

sacred name of the kit- fox.

THE PEOPLES OF THE RED WORLD.

The Peoples of the four preceding worlds ascend to the fifth

world (sad ashdla ) where they are joined by w6spekidi hastqfn

and w6s8ekldi esdz&, the Grub Man and Woman. The sixth

world (sad hastqa ) is uninhabited. The seventh world (sad

tsostsed) they found inhabited by the nishdui dinre e
, the Cat

People. They also met nashjei hastqin and nashjei esdzfi, the

Spider Man and Woman. The Cat People were adilgdshi, evil

shooters (witches), who filled the bodies of their neighbors with

evil by shooting. First Man removes this power from them

and makes it his own property.

sad tsebf, the eighth world, is the home of ashi hastqln and

ashi esdzl, the Salt Man and Salt Woman, and also of hash-

cliezhini, the black hashche
,
or Firegod. (In the legend of

witchcraft the latter is introduced with First Man and his com

panions in sad di, the fourth world.) The Ant People, of whom
mention was made first, also find another colony of Ant People

with whom they immediately associate. The tl Ish dinaVe&quot;, or

Snake People, are also introduced here, together with the sasi
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din& &\ Yucca People; and qosh din e , Cactus People, d6tso,

the Big Fly, nikse ni, a beautiful bird (Owl), and maT dotfish,

the Kit-fox. First Man erects the first hogan here, the type for

the present hogan. He then displays all the material for the

future sacred mountains, for the dawn, the sky-blue, the twilight

and darkness, the future winds, rains, lightnings, the future

hashcM, and so on. To each and every one he presents some of

his evil power, so that all are possessed of witchcraft.

But he also designates various herbs as a remedy for all evils,

poisons and diseases which he has distributed, and designates the

Ret &n (prayersticks) and sacrifices necessary to remove them.

All of the above mentioned peoples therefor require a sacrifice

(biy&l).

THE PEOPLES OF THE BLUE WORLD.

When First Man and his now numerous companions entered sad

naast af, the ninth world, they found it in possession of the beau

tiful wolachi litso altstsigi, the very small Yellow Ant, who

were in communication with wolazhin altslsigi lizhfn, the small

Black Ants of sad nezna , the tenth world. By fraudulent means

First Man and the Salt Man deprive them of their various juices

or grease (aka ), their only possession and sustenance.

THE ELEVENTH WORLD.

The place of emergence in sad Jadzada, the eleventh world, is

called niqaogai, whitish earth. The peoples of this world are

very numerous, counting among their numbers a group of nash-

ddi din& e\ Cat People, the Bear and Deer Families, Foxes,

Badgers, Skunks, Birds, Fishes, and finally Water Monsters.-

The people of the land are subordinate to the Big Wolf chiefs

in the east and west, while the Wildcat chiefs are spokesmen in

the northern and southern villages. These direct their subor

dinates in farming and the chase. The domestic labors and

functions are assigned to the female portion, and all spare time
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is devoted to various sports, as the bouncing stick game, dice,

hoop and pole, football, etc.

This happy and innocent life undergoes a change when First

Man introduces generation, which until then had been unknown

to these peoples. An altercation between the chief of the east,

Big Wolf and his wife, over the neglect of her duties, is the

cause of the separation of all men from the women. Accord

ingly, at tq6 alnaosdlf, where the waters flow in various directions,

the men cross to the opposite shore in boats.

The men now set about their duties of farming and hunting.

The domestic duties of cooking and grinding corn are supervised

by one nadle, an hermaphrodite. The ceremonial method of

planting is observed here for the first time. Thus they had

the circle, the square, the border, and additional farms. Hunt

ing, too, is accompanied by various ceremonial observances.

Their leisure time was given to amusements. Venereal excess is

punished instantly in mysterious ways, though it is always removed

by the power of some ceremony. Respect for these is also dras

tically inculcated by making an example of a stray coyote.

The women neglect their duties while the men are thrifty.

Their passions wax strong, and they become guilty of many
immoralities. In seeking suicide, many drown themselves

without having the hope of resuscitation by ceremony. From

want and starvation they are finally driven to plead for mercy,

after a period of about nine seasons of separation.

The reunion is the occasion for a ceremony of purification,

including sweat-baths (tqache). The routine of labor is again

harmoniously followed out as before the separation, the women

assisting their husbands in planting and harvesting. Incest is

pointed out as the cause of mental derangement. Witchcraft is

deftly punished by First Man, and checked in this manner.

Diseases of various kinds, such as blood-spitting, etc. ,
are cured

by the rites. Dreams are invariably considered as portending

evil. Presently, too, it occurred that at ckl diylni, the Holy Girl,

a virgin (kha adini), who had been impregnated by some
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unknown stranger, gave birth to a shapeless mass, a gourd, from

which sprang two male children. These gourd children (ade*

ishchfni) rapidly attain maturity and develop a love for retire

ment and roaming.

THE EMERGENCE FROM THE LOWER WORLDS.

The Coyote of the west, n&hotsoi alkinadel mA i, who joined

the people below, was an inquisitive fellow. It happened that

one of the children of tq holtsodi (Water Ox) was discov

ered one day floating on the waters near their camp. The

Coyote unobservedly took possession of it, hiding it in his

garments. Presently the waters from all directions threatened

the People with destruction, which is averted by First Man who

hurriedly created four mountains for them, which he bids them

ascend. The Turkey is charged with checking the rise of the

waters, which he does by placing his tail in them. But when

the waters had risen to the summit of these mountains the

Gourd children were asked to assist. (They had entered the

camp shortly before the flood, each carrying a reed (lukiitso)

in his hand, one taken from the west, the other from the east.)

The elder of the two boys then placed his reed on the summit

of the mountains, and when the People entered, the twelve

joints of the reed increased in size as they ascended allowing

them to gain a considerable height. The waters, however, still

continued to pursue them, so that the reed of the younger

brother was placed just over the other. But when, after

traveling through the twelve joints of this reed also, the waters

continue to rise, their suspicions are finally turned toward

the indifferent Coyote. He is searched by the Locust, and the

discovered child is replaced on the turbulent waters which

immediately became stationary. The hard roof or vault which

they had reached is successfully pierced by the Wolf, the Bear,

the Badger, and finally by the Locust, who is then sent to

investigate this upper world.
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Here the Locust encounters a monster from the east who

challenges him to pierce his mouth and rear with arrows. The

Locust, however, pierces his sides, after removing his vitals,

and obtains possession of the land. He is forced, in turn, to

meet a similar challenge from monsters in the south, west and

north, whom he defrauds in a like manner.

Upon his return to his companions they dispatch n&asKidi,

Hunch-eye, and tsetqadebe, the Bighorn, to remove the waters

and make the earth inhabitable. The former discharges zigzag

lightnings east and west, the latter straight lightnings north and

south. The ensuing rush and uproar of waters forces them to

a hasty retreat into the opening, which is covered by the webs

of the Spider Man and Woman. And when the tumult has

finally subsided the Wind People (rilchT din^B e ) were dispatched

to dry up the surface of the earth. Thereupon, the exit is

made by means of ladders which had been made by First Man

for the occasion. The emergence is called hajinai, moving

upward.

THE TWELFTH OR PRESENT WORLD.

The earth was small in size, and here and there small bodies

of water were observed. Some of the people camped at the

shores or banks of these lakes and were known as tqaba din& e ,

the people at the edge of the water; others made huts of mud

(hashtrtshni, mud people); others camped below a ledge of rock,

and so on, each being designated by a peculiarity of this kind.

And when it developed that one of their number was missing a

search was made for him. He was finally located in hajinai, the

place of emergence, but refused to leave, saying that the future

people of the earth would return there. Therefor, the people

of this earth (nihokhd din^ e ) return to hajtnai after death.

The person remaining there sallies forth at times to collect food

and pieces of broken pottery which have been left at the habitat

of the deceased, for he promised his companion to do this.
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THE CREATION OF THE VISIBLE WORLD.

The events after the emergence, as embodied in the legends,

are called diyfnkego oq6t1d, it happened in the holy way, or the

holy events.

The diyfn din^ e , Holy People, then decided to make the

earth a suitable dwelling for its future inhabitants (nihokha

din& e ). Accordingly, after First Man had built the hogan

(hoghan) he created the sky, earth, sun and moon. As a mate

rial he used various precious stones, giving to each the shape of

man, and breathed the spirit of life into them. He also created

summer and winter, which he assigned to the earth (nahosdz^n)

and sky (yadilqil) respectively.

CREATION OF THE STARS. hashchezhini, the Firegod, placed

the various constellations in their respective positions. He is

also accredited with blowing the stars of the milky way across

the sky. Such other stars as he wished to keep in reserve were

scattered by the Coyote (atse
5

hashkhe
1

) over the heavens. The

Navaho, therefor, have no names for many constellations. The

Coyote planted but one star permanently in the heavens, which

is therefor called md i bis6 , coyote s star.

VEGETABLE LIFE. The sacred mountains had been given

their positions by First Man when he invited the various Peo

ples to contribute to the completion and beauty of the earth.

Accordingly, the various animals planted the seeds of trees,

shrubs, plants and grasses, which they had brought with them

from the lower worlds. Thereupon, First Man breathed upon

them so that they, too, might see and live. The clouds, winds

and thunder were placed on the sky (yadiJqil) so that moisture

might be supplied and vegetation secured.

THE BEARERS OF THE SUN AND MOON.

When First Man had made all things for the earth and sky,

and given them stability, he selected the Gourd children, of
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whom mention was made above, to carry the sun and the moon.

These he placed on their left shoulders, leaving their right hand

free to enable them to eat when traveling:. Thirty-two trails

(bitqfn) were assigned to the sun (johona af) for his daily travels.

To compensate themselves both the sun and the moon (carriers)

stipulated one human life for every journey (naly^he, pay).

First Man also placed pillars in the east, south, west, north

and center of the earth (bitsls lagai, etc., white, blue, etc., body

or pillar). And raising the sky (yadilqil) he placed it as a cover

over the earth, resting it on the five pillars (nlya nizini and

yaya nizfni, what is below the earth and sky, pillars of the earth

and sky.)

He then blew the sun (and moon) beyond the ocean (horizon).

And breathing over the earth (and sky) he caused them to expand

(about eight inches in diameter). And breathing (biilyol, blew)

the dawn (hayolkhal) toward the east the sun rose (qaya) there;

wherefore, the dawn is always seen in the east. Since the earth

was small, however, the heat of the sun at its zenith became

unbearable. After four unsuccessful trials the present dimen

sions of the earth and the distance of the sun were retained.

THE SEX OF THE PEOPLES.

The various Peoples (dinife e ) of the lower worlds are consid

ered male and female. The sun and moon are both male, as also

the sky (yadilqil hastqln, the Sky Man). The earth is feminine

(nihosdziin esdz&, the Earth Woman). Ihe earth (mhosdz&n)

may also be considered as mother of all, insomuch as all dinjfj e

proceeded from it and planted the various seeds there. The

Earth Woman (nihosdzdn esdza), however, as wife of the Sky

Man (y&dilqil hastqln), is located in nlhodotl ish, the blue world.

Sex is also assigned to the dawn, hayolkhal hastqln and hayol

khal esdz, the Dawn Man and Woman (east); also to the south

ern blue (azure), nahodfetlTsh hastqln and nahodaetl ish esdza&quot;, the

Azure Man and Woman (south); and to the twilight, nahotsoi
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hastqfn and nahotsoi esdz&, (evening) Twilight Man and Woman
(west); and to darkness, chahalqel hastqln and chahalqel esdz&,

Darkness Man and Woman (north).

THE CHANGING WOMAN.

The goddess esdzan&dle, the Changing Woman, is held in

universal esteem by the Navaho. She is not tainted with crime,

though by mistake this is done in some legends.

hayolkhal hastqln, the Dawn Man, and chahaiqel esdzan, the

Darkness Woman, gave birth to a daughter, which was found and

carried home by First Man. When the girl was of fair growth
she was found to be very beautiful and of good sense. And
when her foster parents called to her in jest:

&quot;

esdzanadlehe,&quot;

she readily answered the call with: &quot;ya? what? She was

therefor called esdzanadle, (who is become a woman, or changed
into a woman), the woman (changed).

At the age of nubility a ceremony was performed for her, and

her nuptials with the sun were then celebrated. (This ceremony
of nubility is to-day celebrated with such alterations as were

decided upon on that occasion.) Exclusively hozh6ji (of bene

diction) songs were used and the songs of other chants barred.

(The vigil, or do-Ighazh, which must accompany every ceremony
in use by the Navaho, consists of prayers and songs of benedic

tion, hozhoji. )

The society of First Man was ever a burden to her, so that

soon after this ceremony she left him and traveled to the west.

Here the holy people of the cardinal points (Dawn Man and

Woman, etc.) had prepared a house for her, which in every

respect was like to that of the sun in the east. And when she

visited the various compartments in the east, south, west and

north, she reappeared dressed in the colors of these directions.

And returning again from the eastern compartment she reap

peared dressed in yolgai (white shell), wherefore she is also called

yolgai esdzan, or the white shell woman. As the wife of the
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sun, then, the white shell woman is also called esdzanadle esdz,

esdzanadle woman, and the sun, her husband, johona af hastqtn,

the Sun Man, by whom she has two children, a boy and a girl.

THE CREATION OF MAN.

The creation of the various nahokha dinaVe
,
or the people on

the earth, is attributed to esdzanadle, and took place at her

dwelling in the west. The Navaho gentes (dinaVe , clans) were

created from parts of her body. With the skin which she

removed from her breast she formed the khlya dni clan; from the

skin of her back, the honagha ni clan; and removing a particle

of skin from below her right arm she made the tqodicMni clan;

and from below her left arm the tqotsoni clan. To each of these

particles of skin she added some of the skin taken from her

hands, making of each the image of a man, and quickening it

by chanting. And when they spoke they spoke the language of

esdzanadle. The animals, such as horses-, burros, sheep and

cows, which she made for them, were not given to the Navaho.

She also created the khis ani, Pueblo, the Mexicans, and the

Americans, as also their domestic animals, but dispatched them

all across the oceans for when they spoke they had a different

language.

She was extremely kind to her children, promised them varie

gated corn, seeds and plants of all kinds, medicines in case of

sickness, precious stones (ntl fs), and her protection in general.

Therefor, all good things, the mild rains, the growth of the

corn, etc., all are due to her beneficent influence, and come from

the west. Finally, she presented each with a pet (II), a bear

(shash), wildcat (nashdtii), bullsnake (tl istso), and porcupine

(dasan), for their journey to their present habitat.

They arrived on the summit of dookoslfd, San Francisco

Mountains, accompanied by hashcli^ltqli and hashcft hoghan,

genii, who deprived them of the valued treasures given them by

esdzanadle. They made the first sacrifice of ntl ts, precious
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stones, on that summit. They then continued their journey,

visited the various sacred places, and affiliated new members to

their tribe, until finally they lived in perfect harmony with the

khis ani, Pueblo. The traces of this early history are to be

found in the numerous ruins of the Navaho country.

THE MAN-EATERS OR MONSTERS.

The manner in which the sun and moon-bearers carry out

their threat of taking a human life on every journey of -theirs is

shown by the introduction of din daiyani, man-eating mon

sters. Similar monsters are said to exist in the Pueblo legends,

since they flourished when both tribes wrere united.

yeitpo, the big yei, was the son of the Sun (johona al biye
1

).

He slew his victims with various knives (besh) which he thrust

at them.

Horned Monster (Delyyed).

delgyed, the young (biyazh) of tqeholtsodi, the water monster,

is described as a plump but fleet quadruped having two horns

on its snout.

tee
5

nahale
5

, the monster crane, which dwelt on the cliffs of

tsebida i, the winged rock, or Shiprock, was made by the sun

from a white eagle (t ajilgai) and white thunder (I ni jilgaf).

ts6naghai, the wandering stone, was an offspring of one of the

tqholtsodi, water monsters of the lower world. The three last

mentioned monsters were the pets (bill) of the sun, who lowered

them, together with his son (yeitso), on the summit of tsodziJ,
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Mount Taylor, yeitso made this his abode, while the others

sought another vantage ground.

josh dilqdshi, the pricking vagina, was formed by the sun and

moon out of the marrow of human bones. She is the parent of

the following monsters, giving birth to them by coition with

various animate and inanimate objects:

tseVlahidzItqali, or the one who kicks from the cliff, and yeitso

labai, the grayish giant, she conceived by tsenastqani, a heap of

stones.

Water Horse.

bina yeaghdni, who killed by (the charm of) their eyes, she

conceived of s6tso dilqil, the big dark star.

bijosh yeda d , the overwhelming vagina, who crushed their

victims with this organ, she conceived of qosh naoMli, cane

cactus.

tse aqeendil, or the cliffs which bound together (crushing), she

bore by combined tsenastq&ni and tseawh6zi dilqil, dark boulders.

shash naalkh^i, the pursuing (tracking) bear, was her offspring

by the mountain.

In a similar manner she brings forth:

jddi nakhidzada, the twelve antelopes, by plants,

luka digfshi, the slicing reeds, by luka, reeds.
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tse\yf donamlntf , the impassable crevice, by tsedokal, tire-

clay (?).

saifad, the rising (whirlwind) sand, by natsflid, rainbow.

Finally, tFish dorit lhi, the impassable snake.

As the names imply, most of these monsters pursued their

victims to death, all, however, were bent on the destruction of

mankind to gratify the sun and moon.

Wattr Ox.

In addition, many evils are personified, as:

dichln hastqfn, hunger, starvation.

tq& i hastqtn, or tqse se f
, poverty.

yahastqm, or ya lgaf hastqm, lousiness, hlthiness; (some men

tion tqalawhush hastqin, cleanliness, as a necessity),

sa , old age, decrepitude; bil, sleepiness, drowsiness,

yeitso laba , the big gray god, and asa nayehe, the beet- beetle,

tqeholtsodi, a water ox; tqell, a water horse.

The monsters usually figure in witchcraft, and are natire

enemies in distinction from foreign or human enemies. Hence,

the special blackening mentioned elsewhere (hoch6ji jint esh).

THE SLAYERS OF THE ENEMIES OR MONSTERS.

The mother of the Slayers of Enemies is the child of yadilqil

hastqin and nahosdziln esdzd, the Sky and Earth. The nubile

ceremony was not performed over her. She was impregnated,

however, by the adulterous Sun, and also conceives of the trick

ling water of a fall. She gave birth to two children, the child
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of the Sun being called nayenezghani, the Slayer of the Giants

(monsters), while the other answered the name of tqobajishchini,

the Child of the Water. When they discover their descent in

early youth the children journey to the sun in order to enlist the

aid of their father in ridding- the earth of its monsters. Though
the petition includes his own offspring the sun grants it, even to

the extent of personally killing his son yeitso. In turn, nayenez-

ghani slays all the monsters and thus obtains his name.

Both divinities occur in many of the legends and the corres

ponding rites, hence, Htso nadlehe, turned yellow, and leyaneyani,

reared under the ground, are probably another name for them.

The sand-paintings designated by the four names, nayenezghani,

tqobajishchlni, litsonadlehe and leyaneyani, differ only in color,

nayenezghani, the Slayer of Monsters, is also invoked as nihu-

neyani, reared in the earth, or ayaya neyani, reared under the

ground, or neidiglshi, the one who cuts. The Water child is

also invoked as altsowenadlehe, he who renews everything, and

tsowenadlehe, he who is versed in all things.

THE WOMAN WHO BECOMES A BEAR.

esdzd shash nadle is the woman who subsequently changes

into a bear, at ed diyfni, the holy girl previously referred to,

and described as the mother of the bearers of the sun and moon,

is again introduced as jikh^ naazfli, the tingling maiden, or the

maiden who makes a noise. Her brothers, twelve in number,

are great hunters. Eventually she marries the coyote, who in

turn is slain by some of the neighbors. The coyote had taught
her how she might change her form into that of a bear, and in

this disguise she slays her brothers with the exception of the

youngest who, at the inspiration of esdzanadle, slays her. The

members of her body, which he scatters in the four directions,

are changed into bears of various kinds.

THE FLOOD.

A flood (tqonahueskhai, or tqonahoskhai), destroying all the

animals and inhabitants of the earth, is attributed to the sun.
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The Slayer of the Monsters and his brother again journey to

the sun in quest of riches which their father had promised. He

grants them on condition that they slay all the inhabitants of the

earth for him, which condition they finally agree to. The sun

then causes it to hail and rain for twelve days and nights, so

that the waters covered the highest peaks. The Holy People

(diyfn dinaV6
?

), however, had hurriedly carried many of the

inhabitants of the earth to a place of safety, and their descend

ants now people the earth. The waters were removed by the

heat of the sun, but the traces of that flood are yet visible

throughout the Navaho country.

THE CHANTS.

The origin of Navaho chants (dahatqal) is more or less a sub

ject of conjecture and uncertainty, though the native theory is

by no means favorable to their foreign origin. But leaving the

question of origin aside, the subject of Navaho chants is, we

believe, sufficiently intricate and varied to be of absorbing inter

est to the lover of folklore, as it is practically virgin soil, offer

ing unlimited possibilities. Wonderful results have indeed been

achieved by such eminent students as Dr W Matthews, U. S. A.,

and A M Stephen, whose published and unpublished works have

been of valued assistance. Yet a glance at the subjoined list of

chants should suggest that comparatively little has as yet been

achieved by way of offering u comprehensive study of Navaho

mythology which, in reality, forms the basis and ritual for the

chants, since the origin and motive of each chant is based upon

its own peculiar legend. And it must be a cause for regret that

very few of the singers now living in the tribe are conversant

with the chant legends and, as a matter of record, are very

indifferent to acquire such information. In consequence, many

of the chants are becoming extinct, and the singers conversant

with legends, songs and prayers are fast disappearing without a

possibility of filling such vacancies. It is also well established
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that much singing and exorcising is continuously practiced by a

class of inferior and ignorant apprentices, whom the Navaho

designate as aza onfligi, who offer a mouthful, implying that

they make a few prayersticks accompanied by a song or two.

Then, too, much of this material is subject for dispute, especially

among that set of singers who fabricate legends to suit their own

pretentions. Hence, the extinction of the existing and more

difficult chants is conceded as inevitable by the remnant of conser

vative and studious members of the chant lodges, for wont

of proper pupils. Efforts are consequently being made to

obtain a complete account of the various legends with a view

of supplementing those already existing, such as the night

and mountain chants, by Dr Matthews.

The various chants may properly be divided into such as do

not deal directly with the yei, or Gods, and such as originated

with and from the Gods.

Among the first class, or. earlier chants, the hanehis&he, or

moving upward, forms the basis for the others, as its beginning

is with the lower worlds, continuing with the emergence from

them up to the time of the creation and dispersion of the yei.

The order of the chants would be about as follows:

The haneln^he, or moving upward, a chant which in its

various forms is still largely in demand. It is often designated

as the hoch6ji, or ceremony for dispelling witchcraft.

The anSiji, or chant for dispelling foreign enemies, more

popularly known as nda, the war dance.

The yei hastqfnike, the rite of the godmen, which was exten

sively in demand on raids and in war, though at present rarely

in use.

The nayehe, or rite for dispelling monsters. This is also

referred to as hochfiji jint esh, the blackening against witches or

native enemies, in distinction to anji jint esh, or the blackening

against foreign enemies, as the Utes, Comanches, Americans,

and the like. The two are war dances, though the an&ji is

ordinarily meant when speaking of a war dance. As both are
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branches of the hanemsehe, and the monsters or nayehe figure

largely in this rite, the designation, hoch6ji jint esh, as implying

native enemies, is not far- fetched.

The hozh6ji, or renewal, and rite of benediction, is essential

to every Navaho chant. Accordingly, the nine night ceremonies

set one night aside for this blessing, which is referred to as the

dolghazh, or vigil, while the five and one night ceremonies sub

sequently require a special set of hozh6ji songs for their comple

tion. Outside of its connection with the chants it appears as a

one night ceremony of blessing upon the hogan, the members of

the family, their chattel and real estate, their crops and occupa

tions, such as weaving and singing, their propensities to greed,

at the nubile ceremony, or the birth of a child, the dedication of

a new set of masks, for the purification of the ceremonial par

aphernalia, in fact, for almost any phase of domestic life.

The nat 6ye bakhaji, a rite for dispelling the darts of the

males, such as lightning, reptiles, and the like.

The tsaha, or awl chant, which is not in vogue.*

The nlose, or hail chant, is also extinct.

The sotsoji, or big star chant, is still in vogue.

The dine blnlchiji, or Navaho wind chant, is much in use.

The winds are personified and injurious.

The ma iji, or coyote chant, is disappearing. The ajfli, or

rite for the removal of mania and prostitution, which is part

of it, is still in vogue.

The ats6siji, or feather chant, is sometimes in demand. The

requisites, however, in the shape of numerous baskets, buckskins,

and the like treasures, as well as the great amount of labor

entailed in the preparation of numerous prayersticks, do not add

to its popularity.

The tqose, or water chant, is not mentioned frequently.

The nidzfji, or corral rite, for corraling antelope and deer, was

largely in use at the chase at large, which has subsided at present.

*A M Stephen gives an interesting account of the manufacture of

the first moccasin. Presumably this is the origin of the awl chant.
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The nat 6ye ba aji, or female branch of the lightning chant,

is still in vogue.

The atsa aql nil, or yoae, or rite for trapping eagle, the eagle

or bead chant, is also in demand.

The other chants, which begin after those just mentioned (or

rather after the emergence), are usually designated as diyinltego

oq6t1d, the happenings of the Holy Ones, as they relate largely

to the yei, or Gods. These are:

The dzilkfji jikha shash nadle (at igi hatqal), the branch moun

tain chant of the maiden becoming a bear, (the mountain chant

of Dr Matthews). This, with the hozh6nse, the chant of beauty,

(relating the metamorphoses of the bear and copperhead [tlIstso],

by which they inveigle two beautiful maidens into marriage with

them), are designated as aqsehoditflgi hatqal, or chants of the

same (legendary) branch which finally meet again.

The tl eji (qat igi), the night chant branch, or yeibichai.

The akh&shgan qat igi, the branch of the claw dance.

The khasi, or feather-shaft chant, which is often designated

as beshe, or knife chant, or inaji, life chant.

The dzilkfji nat 6ye (qat i), the (branch) of the mountain chant

of those sending forth darts.

The yose of tsedez a, the bead or eagle chant of the rock pro

montory. This is the bead chant partly described in the Legends

of Dr Matthews, while the yose, or bead chant mentioned above,

begins with the monster eagle of Shiprock (tsebidai).

The laji sin, or one day song, which is so called from the

legend in which a person is slain by a bear and revived in one

day. This is extinct.

In addition to these, the wolachlji, or red ant chant, the hash-

cMtsohi (hasts^tsohi), or big god chant, and chfshi bfnlcliiji, or

Chiricahua-Apache wind chants, are much in vogue. The latter

is often designated as the wh6ts!ji, or whots&ji, or whotssee

blnlchiji, the tooth-gum wind chant, or by its Apache name,

golaghai.
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In addition to the three branches mentioned for the nat 6ye,

or the lightning
1

chant, the mountain chant, too, has several

variants. Ordinarily the dziikfji bakhaji, or male mountain

chant, is meant when speaking of the mountain chant as such.

There exists, also, a dziikfji ba aji, or female mountain chant,

and another variant designated as ayazhiji, or the mountain chant

to the small birds.

Divination, as preparatory to various chants, is also practiced

in one form or other. Divination by sight (dest l), or star read

ing (sotsoji), consults the stars and such animals whose sight is

very marked, as that of the turkey (tqazhi), or magpie (a a i).

Divination by touch (ndilnfji hatqal) consults the breeze and

winds (nlcnfji), or animals such as the Gila monster (tqinlai).

Divination by hearing (istsa) consults the winds and such animals

whose sense of hearing is highly developed, as that of the wolf

(ma itso), or felines in general (nishdtii).

Of the chants in existence, some are conducted for nine nights,

others for five, and a few for one night only. Thus, the ni^ht

chant (tFeji), the mountain chants (dziikfji), the wind chant (dine

bfnlcHiji), the coyote chant (ma iji, or ajfli), the feather chant

(ats6siji), the water chant (tqose), the big god chant (hashcHetsohi),

and the lightning chants (natfdye), are nine night (naast af tl ei)

ceremonies.

The bead or eagle chant (yose, yoiji), and the nlchfji, wind

chants, and rites of divination, as the big star (sotsoji and ndil

nfji, by touch), as well as the prostitutes chant (ajfli, or ma iji),

are also conducted for five nights (ashdla tl ei), while the witch

craft chant (hochoji, or hanelnsehe) is now always conducted for

five nights only, though formerly nine nights were required.

Similarly, the red ant chant (wolachlji), and the beauty chant

(hozh6n8e), are five night ceremonies.

The hozh6ji, or blessing, is now a one night ceremony, though

originally of four nights duration. The knife or feather-shaft

chant (beshe, or khasi), and the Chiricahua wind chant (chfshi

bfnlcHiji), too, are of one night s duration.
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The list, while fairly comprehensive, may possibly be increased

by some extinct chants, such as the ntji, or earth chant, and

others.

THE WAR DANCE.

The so-called war dance, extensively in vogue with the Navaho

to-day, originated with the mother of the Slayer of Monsters

(nayenezghani) and the Child of Water (tqobajishchlni). For,

it is said, when they had slain the monster yeitso, they carried

his scalp as a trophy and hung it on a tree previous to reporting

to their mother. While relating to her of the encounter with

the monster they swooned and lay unconscious, whereupon, it is

said, their mother prepared a concoction from herbs struck by

lightning, sprinkled them with it, and shot a spruce and pine

arrow over their bodies, thus reviving them.

Accordingly, to-day this ceremony is conducted in cases of

swooning, or weakness and indisposition attributed to the sight

of blood, or of a violent death of man or beast, especially if this

has occurred to a pregnant woman, or even to a husband or father

during the period of her pregnancy. While no special season

seems to be prescribed, the ceremony is most frequently con

ducted in the summer and fall of the year. The singers per

forming it are known as the andji, enemy, or wrar singers, as in

addition to this ceremony they were also in possession of all the

rites prescribed for the warpath and raids.

The special features of the war dance are the carrying of the

rattlestick. the dance of the Navaho girls, and the blackening of

the patient.

The rattle consists of a juniper stick about a yard long, or the

length of a cord held at arm s length from the tip of the left

hand to the right nipple. This stick is held upright in the left

hand the fist resting on the knee, while with the finger-nail of

the right thumb incisions are made in zigzag form to represent

a bow. As custom varies, some of the old people supervising this
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function insist that the opening of the bow, or the end where

the bowstring is slipped over the notch, be made at the upper

right hand corner, while others require the opening in the

opposite, or lower right hand corner.

Similarly, the incision made on the rear of

the stick, to represent the queue, varies with

the opening made for the bow. Such as

make the opening of the bow in the upper

right hand corner make that of the queue in

the lower left hand corner, while the open

ing in the lower right hand corner of the

bow requires a similar opening in the upper

left hand corner of the queue. These figures

illustrate the two prevailing methods.

Front- Rear Front Rea r

First Method. Second Mtthf.-d.

This done the singer applies a mixture of

animal tissue to the stick and blackens it

with the ashes of burnt weeds. He then

places a bundle of weeds at the point of the

stick, together with a yellow tail feather of a turkey. He

crosses the base of the bundle with two eagle feathers, and

adds a buckskin thong previously spliced in four arid knotted

with the small toes of deer, to dangle at its side. The whole is

then wrapped and secured to the stick with sacred buckskin.

Neighbors and friends then trim the stick with hair-cords,

which at present take the form of vari-colored calico bands.

These are tied to the stick between the bundle of weeds and

the grip, in which manner it is carried forth by the patient to a

place usually some ten and more miles distant, where the cere-
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mony is continued. In some instances the scalp of a slain

American, Mexican, Ute or Comanche is substituted for the

bundle of weeds, though at present such scalps are in possession

of very few persons.

WORDS.

aghaltsln, the rattlestick; dilkfs, or gad, juniper.

ab dobil kidesni, stretched (with a cord) from the nipple.

kidlnshni (nt se), I stretch my arm out.

ml kidlnshni (nt se), I measure with my arm.

dalafji bilkidesni, one arm s length.

daaJclifshji bilkidesni, the length of both arms stretched out.

aniiji hatqali, a singer of the war rites.

andji, or anaji nda, the war dance. The ceremony is referred

to by other expressions which occur later on.

hastqdi, or nahastqui, the elders or old people whose customs

are observed in the ceremony.

halashgan be bikiniT nil, or bikeeshchl, marks with ringer-nail.

acHido, or achfji aitqin bikistqa, in front the bow is placed.

atsaji tslyel bikisd a, in the rear the queue is placed.

aqsena a, the outlines of the bow or queue; clioh6tT
,
the open

ing of either; d4go cli6h6tV, the opening is on top; yago clid-

h6t F, the opening is at the lower end, as the case may be with

either bow or queue.

aghal bikini nshnil (bikini nnil, bikfndeshntt), I mark the rattle.

aghal yishtta (s^ltta, deshtla), I grease the rattle.

tla nashchin bestla, it is greased with mixed tissues. This is

a mixture of tallow of the deer (bi
4

), antelope (jadi), bighorn

(debetsetqa), the mountain lion (nishdditso), the wolf (maitso),

the otter ( tqabastqin ), and the buffalo (ayani). aghal yistM,

the rattle, is (then) greased.

aghal nanat esh, it is then blackened.

aghal yisht Ssh (sh^t ezh, desht ish), I blacken the rattle,

altqadedltd be, with burnt mixed weeds or their ashes. The
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herbs used are tsildilylsi (cfilldllyfsi), dodgeweed; tF6 nastq&si,

grama grass; tsefizhf (cheezhf), a sagebrush (wormwood), and

tquikhal, wormwood sagebrush.

aghal qadishle
1

(qadishla, qadldeshKl), I prepare the rattle,

namely, add the weeds, feathers, tassels, etc.

aghal (tsildilyfsi) bfnishtl 6 (bineltl 6, bidfneshtl 61), I tie the

weeds to the stick. The same weeds as above are used for this

purpose.

tqazhi bitse Itisdftsoi, a turkey s yellow tail feather.

atsa bitse, the eagle tail feathers.

ba lasenil, the tassel, or that which dangles on its side. This

is usually called akheshgan, the small toes of a deer (bi behesh-

gan), as these are used in making the four knots in the spliced

buckskin (ab&ni). Weeds, feather and tassel are then wrapped

and wound with sacred buckskin (dokakei bil bikfdesdiz).

tsltl ot bil Itqa, it is carried with the hair-cords, which are tied

to the shaft of the rattle.

ba nda (or bandai) yotqfl, the patient (or he over whom we

sing) carries it.

aghal anshtqi (antqa, adeshtqll), or aghal nshtqi (ntqa, deshtqfJ),

I carry the rattlestick.

ftqi, or diji Itqi, they carry it to-day, that is, it will pass in

the neighborhood to-day. The first day of the ceremony is

therefor called aditqf (ajitqf), he carries it (himself), it is carried

away.

THE GIRLS DANCE.

The carrying of the rattlestick from one locality to another is

always participated in by a throng of interested visitors, and

usually proceeds in a frantic rush. Arriving at its destination

the hair-cords are removed from the shaft and distributed among

the residents of that locality, who anxiously apply for them, and

frequently weave them into saddle blankets and small rugs.
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Toward evening
1 an ordinary cooking pot is converted into a

drum by throwing a few pebbles into it and covering the top

with a piece of goat- or buckskin, which is secured around the

rim with a cord or thong. This improvised drum is continuously

beaten with a small stick while the maidens select a partner from

the throng of visitors to dance with. Married women are

excluded from this dance, though it is permissible to select a

partner from among the married men. Frequently young men

pay for the exclusive privilege of dancing with a sweetheart or

favorite on each of the three nights.

The dancers perform in a circle, though no special order is

prescribed. Each maiden, standing behind her partner, grasps

his side and completes a circle or two with him, reversing the

circle occasionally to avoid dizziness. As all participants hum

and sing while in action the whole ceremony has been popularly

designated by this feature, or as the nda, or ajinda, they all hum

moving, the war dance, or rather the girls dance (squaw dance).

After completing these motions several times the girl releases

her partner and, unless otherwise stipulated, charges a fee of

five to twenty-five cents for the privilege granted, or an equal

amount for the privilege of being released. The dance is con

tinued until about midnight when the party disperses to retire.

On the following morning the rattle is again carried to some

other distant place and is borne, not by the patient, but by one

acquainted with the prayers required for its final deposit, who,

thereafter, takes charge of the rattle until the close of the cere

mony. In the evening of this day the nda&quot;,
or girls dance, is

repeated as on the preceding night, and is in turn followed on

the third morning by the bearing of the rattle to the place selected

for the close of the ceremony. Here the patient is blackened

about noon.

WORDS.

itqd (bitl e), the night after it has been carried, designates the

first night of the ceremony.
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Ich6shi dajilzhlzh, turning
1

they dance; bahastqln adini,

having no husbands, or unmarried girls.

nizhnaeda, we danced last nigrht; nizhnaeda, we have had the

nda, or the close of it was last night; nizhdfnoda, there will be

a nda, or dance, to-night, etc.

nda, the girls dance, the war dance; ajinda, they all sing

moving; nlda (nlda nt se), we all sang moving, we had a dance.

quejfcliosh, or bejicHosh, she turns him, that is, he is her

partner, she selects him. Similarly, shae secHosh, I am her part

ner, she selects me; aenacliosh (aenazhcliosh, sedocliosh), he is her

partner, or shaenacHosh (shaenazhchosh, shsedochosh), I am her

partner.

bil ishzhizMbil aeshzhlzh, bil ideshzhizh), I dance with him or her.

senashcHosh (aeshaacfiosh, aMeshcliosh), I turn (dance with) him.

ba itqi, it is carried for him; ba itqdi, he who carries the

rattle for the patient, the rattle bearer.

ndizd (pr. ndize, fut. ndidozel), they moved (on the morning

of the second day), the second day of the ceremony.

bicHishnje, they are toward it (toward the final place), the

second night.

nanzd (pr. naze, fut. ndozel), they moved, the third day, or the

biji, and last day of the ceremony.

jint esh (jinesht esh, jidlnot ish), he is blackened, or dijl

(alnsege ago) zhint esh, to-day the blackening takes place (at noon).

THE BLACKENING OF THE PATIENT.

At noon of the third day the body of the patient is painted

black. Juniper branchlets (gad ni eli), with yarrow (hazailtsei),

meadow rue (tqazhilchtn) and pine needles (nishchl bi fl) are pre

viously pulverized, then thrown into a bowl of water, and stirred.

One of the assistants now takes a dab of this mixture between

his fingers and applies it in turn against the soles, the knees, legs,

chest, back, shoulders, mouth and head of the patient, who then

sips of the mixture before bathing his whole body with it.

Thereupon, the assistant chews some pennyroyal (tF6 nlchfn) and
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foxtail grass (hazaild^ i), and holding his hands to the sun sput

ters the liquid over them. He then proceeds to press the body

of the patient, who is seated, turning it first one way, then

another, and repeating- this four times. This done his body is

rubbed with sheep tallow and the usual mixture of animal tissues,

after which the ashes of the above mentioned burnt weeds are

spread over the entire body, while the patient s face is painted

red with a mixture of red clay and grease, with stripes of black

drawn across the cheeks and the entire chin. He is now made

to step, or rather rest his feet, in dirt dug up by a gopher, which

is held in a blanket before him, putting first his left then the

right foot into it. The charm, consisting of a tail feather of

the roadrunner wrapped with eagle down feathers, is now tied

to his hair. Wristlets, too, made of braided leaves of slender

yucca (tsazi tsos), are tied to his wrists, while buckskin saddle

bags, studded with white beads (which are purchased from the

Utes), serve as shoulder-bands, crossing each shoulder to the

hips. Finally, the bill of a crow is secured to the palm of the

right hand, and is used in scratching the head, since the fingers

are not to be used in this manner. The patient remains rigged

in these trimmings throughout the afternoon and evening, and

partakes of a plain gruel (gad adin), after previously saluting the

sun by inhaling the surfs breath, that is, accompanying inhala

tion with a gesture toward the sun.

As usual, the day and ceremony is closed with the dance of

the girls, after which the singer removes the trimmings from

the patient, as also that of the rattle, instructing the bearer of

it to securely deposit the shaft. This he does amid prayer,

and a secluded crevice or ledge of rock is selected for deposition.

WORDS.

jint esh, he is blackened, the blackening,

diji zhint esh, on this day he is blackened.

ba ndai nesht esh (nset esh, dlnot ish), the patient is painted

black; nsht esh (nesht esh, dinesht ish), I paint him black.
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gad ni eli, etc., yitsqed tqas&khftgo, the herbs are crushed and

the meal mixed with water.

chil qa ajile (qa ajila, qa azhdolil), the herbs are prepared (from

qa ashM, etc.)

t aafe
1

adajftlo, ho rubs his body.

t aat 4 adishtlo (adsistie, adideshtlo), I rub my body.

hazeilda i tl 6* nlchln aibil ja all benahoznzol, he sputters chewed

grass and pennyroyal.

benasizni/61 (ben&sizn&sdl, benasizdfnos&amp;lt;5l). I sputter it over

something.

deb4 bakd tlanashchfn bil beezhdfltla, sheep tallow mixed

with animal greases are rubbed in (he is rubbed with them).

behodiltla (behodfstla, beh6didoltta), he is rubbed in (with

grease); beshidfltla (besidfstla, beshfdidoltla), I am rubbed in with.

beeshtla (beseltla, beedeshtla), I rub him in.

nishtM (nis^ltla, ndeshtl^), I rub you in.

chl tla bil, red clay with grease.

naazfsi bilesh, gopher s dirt (taken from a gopher hill).

nshtl aji, left: nshn^ji (khe), the right (foot).

bi ndslt is, he steps in (with right and left foot).

blnast es (blnast es, bT ndest is), I make a step, place my foot

into something.

anlji ltl o, the charm of the war rite.

nats^dlozi bitse, the tail feather of a road runner.

bits6si, down feathers (of an eagle).

latsini, wristlets (tsazi tsos yishbizh, braided yucca leaves).

gSghaha ashje, shoulder-bands (made of abani, buckskin, or

Ute saddle pockets).

beedichfdi, the scratching implement; (gage bide, crow s bill).

johona a! bizhf jizhfzh, he inhales the sun s breath.

johona af bizhf yishlzh (ylzhizh [bizhlzhizh], bizhf deshish),

I draw the sun s breath inwardly.

aghaltsin nnazhntqa, the shaft s deposited.

aghaltsln nnanshtqi (nndntqa, nnadeshtxifl), I deposit the shaft.
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dine
5

y8eh6zini bimizhdilt ego nnajftqi, a person well acquainted

with the requirements deposits it.

tseyaji nna a nil, they put them below rocks.

ADDENDA.

In addition to the above it was learned that the war dance is

conducted for dispelling foreign enemies only, whether they be

real or imaginary. If, accordingly, in fancy one is pursued by

foreigners, such as Americans, Comanchcs, Utes, Pueblo, Cliff-

dwellers, or others, and is indisposed on this account, he calls

upon the war singers to destroy these enemies. This accounts,

too, for the custom of coveting a tuft of hair, a piece of a leg

ging, a whole or the part of a scalp, a piece of bone or clothing

belonging to an Apache, Ute, or other foreigner, or purchasing

them when seen at a curio store. When these objects are in

possession of a friend no time and labor is spared to acquire

portions of them if desired for immediate use. A journey of

this kind is termed going on the warpath (dseba, I went, or ajiba,

he is on the warpath\ and the parts of the enemy required, or

designated as desirable for the rattlestick, are usually indicated

by the astrologers and divinators called upon previously to trace

the source of illness. If successfully obtained the bone, hair,

rag, or other trophy, is tied to the horse s tail to avoid contam

ination, and is hurried without delay to its destination. Other

wise, too, such trophies are held at some distance from one s

person while in transportation, being tied to a stick and placed

at some distance from the camp, while at home they are hidden

in some distant hide-spot for future use. This is a remnant of

an old war custom whereby the moist scalp (tstzis ditle) was

carried in a similar manner, and contamination, or rather pursuit,

by the spirit of the slain, avoided by means of the blackening

(jint esh), or war dance, held soon after a skirmish. The medi

cine pouch (jish) of the war singers were, therefor, frequently

provided with such trophies as hair, finger-nails and finger-tips
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of slain enemies, called and boktinltT, or the collar-bone of

the enemy, for the purpose of conducting- their war rites (yei

hastqtnike).

At present the trophy is inserted with the bundle of weeds,

and on the final day of the ceremony, when the blackening of

the patient has taken place, they are carried out some distance 1

from the place of final gathering and deposited upon the ground

by the singer. The throng surrounds the trophy at a respectful

distance, while the singer takes a pinch of ashes and sprinkles

the trophy with it (leshch! iyi nil), exhorting the visitors not to

gaze upon it while this is being done. When the patient, too, has

sprinkled ashes upon it two of the visitors rush up and discharge

their guns (formerly their arrows) upon the trophy. They then

sing the praises of the patient in slaying or running the enemy

down. This is concluded in the evening, just before

dark, by a general celebration of victory. The rattle

bearer, and other invited singers of the war rite, indulge

for about half an hour in yelling and rushing at each

other with firebrands, a turn which is soon taken up by

all men and boys present. The rest of the night is

spent in dancing and merriment.

The blackening (jint esh) is sometimes performed inde

pendently of the other features of the war dance, and

may be done in the open, or in the hogan, or even in a

modern house.

For dispelling native enemies, such as the influence of

the monsters of the legends, and innumerable witches, fw^
another war dance, the hoch(Vji jint esh, blackening

against witchcraft, is conducted.

In the description of the masks mention has been made of the

bow and queue as emblematic of the clothes of the Slayer of

Monsters and his brother. For similar traditional reasons the

openings of the bow and queue are left open on the rattlestick.

As the Slayer of Monsters or Enemies and his brother, the

Water child, are inseparable in the destruction of enemies, the
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symbol of bow and queue are both added to the rattlestick as

indicating the power of these two gods.

PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS OR DANCES.

The night chant, and some of the mountain chantr,, occa

sionally close with a public exhibition by masked personators,

which, however, is not essential to the chant but optional with

the patient. When the night chant is to be closed privately, or

like any ordinary chant, the masked personators perform inside

the hogan, and the mountain chant is limited, in a similar event,

to five nights, with the exclusion of drum and dancers.

In public, the personators perform in a corral, and for the

mountain chant, around a huge fire built in the center of this

corral, which accounts for the popular names of the corral and

fire dances for these two chants. These corrals or enclosures

are made of brushwork, set up after sunset, which, in the moun
tain chant, is done under the direction of the masked personate r

of hashcheltqli, the Speaking God, who gives his directions by

gestures and his usual call only. The corral is of the same shape
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for every public exhibition, and has but one opening in the

east, though at dawn the enclosure is broken at the other

cardinal points also.

The personators for the night chant disrobe to the breechclout

and moccasins, paint their bodies with white clay, and adorn

themselves with a silver belt, and the skin of a kit-fox dangling in

their rear. Each dons one of the masks, after which they are

not allowed to speak, and enter the corral in single file, in which

position they dance to the beat of a drum. They leave the cor

ral after some time and make way for another set of dancers to

whom they give their masks and regalia. This is continued

until dawn is announced, after which the corral is opened.

In the mountain chant the personators, such as the two per

forming the feat of swallowing the arrows, and the fire dancers,

are not masked, but disrobe, and paint their bodies for protec

tion from the excessive heat. A variety of legerdemain was in

vogue at this dance, such as the growing of yucca, the dancing

porcupine quill, and other performances, which took up the

intervals. Originally, custom required the messengers, or meal

sprinklers, to invite foreign tribes to contribute with their magic

for the occasion. Later these invitations extended only to the

shamans of the tribe whose insignia, when they had such, were

borne to the place of celebration by the messenger. Eventually,

much of this formality was dropped, as performances of magic

are exposed to the ridicule of the younger generation, so that

invitations to the various lodges of medicine men are extended

merely as- a matter of courtesy. The various performances,

however, are responsible for such designations of the mountain

chant as the fire dance, growing hashkdn, or hashkan dance, etc.,

just as the night chant is sometimes designated as the yeibichai

dance from the leading personator.

Ordinarily, a ceremony is performed over a single patient.

It is permissible, however, to conduct a ceremony for two

patients of the same sex, so that, for instance, a ceremony may
not be held over man and wife simultaneously. A singer may
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conduct a ceremony over his own wife, but not for his own ben

efit, for which he must call on the services of another singer.

In the event of two patients there are two meal or pollen

sprinklers at the public exhibition in place of the customary

single one. Other changes take place in the various songs, and

especially in the distribution of the prayersticks. (See Prayer-

sticks).

The night chant is performed over persons as well as over

the masks themselves. An instance of this kind has been men

tioned in the dedication of a new set of masks. Another instance

is the purification of a set of masks defiled by the death of its

owner, or that of the patient for whom the chant is conducted.

In this event the masks may not be used again unless the night

chant, specifically its vigil, has been performed over them.

It is customary that guests attending the close of a ceremony

partake of a repast at the hogan where it takes place. At public

exhibitions, where the multitude of visiting guests is unusually

large, this has been abolished, and is now limited to the meals

which the patient must provide for the singer and his assistants.

At the smaller ceremonies of one and five nights duration meals

are served to the guests about midnight. Accordingly, the

meal served there is sometimes referred to as the close of a

ceremony.

WORDS.

naakhai, they appear; or yei nakhaf, the yei appear; or din^

daalzhlzh, the people dance; or yeibichai, the yeibichai dance; or

tl eji, the night chant. The latter refers to all the ceremonies,

while the former expressions have reference only to the public

exhibition and indicate that it will take place.

Iln&shjin (ilnashjinji), the corral, or corral dance, is also used

for any exhibition of a public character.

alll, magic or legerdemain. The swallowing of the arrows,

sprouting of the yucca, dancing feather or quill, are referred to

as alll.
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azhnldd, they go around (the tiro), the tire dance.

dzifflji, the mountain chant.

atsale, the personators. Usually the four leading dancers at

the yeibichai bear this name, though it is also applied to others.

tqo nenfli, the water sprinkler, or clown at the tire dance.

bikehatqali, he over whom they sing, the patient.

nakhi bikehatqali, two patients, who are usually indicated by

the term, aqfdiash, they go together.

do-ighazh, the vigil.

hozh6go nahodlet, they (the masks) should be purified or

restored again.

yahada ilye
1

(yahada isyd , or yahada iya , yahadadiyolyel\ the

meal (or feast) is prepared.

yahada ikha (ydhada iskha, yahadadiyokhal), it is poured out.

The implied meaning is one s intention of attending the close of

the ceremony.

hatqalgi da ilye
1

(nt se), the ceremonial repast (at the close of

the ceremony).

biji, it s day, the closing night of a ceremony.

bijfgo deshal, I will attend the ceremony.

The Choice or Selection of Chants to be Performed.

The decision as to the particular chant to be selected is left

with the individual. Owing to the great variety of causes for

disease and continued misfortune the choice is often a difficult

one. If relief is not obtained the rites and ceremonies of

another chant should be enlisted to secure it. In this manner a

fortune is often spent. Public opinion has it that a person

bitten by a snake, struck by lightning, thrown from or kicked

by a horse, is pursued by some unseen power. The bite of an

ant, or mad coyote, continued prostitution, or venereal excess,

loss of sheep, failure of crops, sickness or death in the family or

relationship, all portend some malign influence. This is also

the case with dreams bearing on misfortune. A pregnant woman
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especially must exercise the greatest care lest she observe any

thing in the shape of violence. The influence of bad dreams

must be removed during the time of her pregnancy, both

by herself and her husband. If this has been neglected the duty

devolves upon the child, even at an advanced age.

In such manner each case is carefully diagnosed and discussed

by the family and their relatives who, in addition, often consult

astrologers and divinators for the purpose of selecting the

appropriate chant.

1 THE EXPENSES.

Expenses vary according to the nature of the chant and aggre

gate for public exhibitions as high as two hundred dollars and

more. For the minor chants the price consists of a horse, cow,

some sheep, calico, etc., according to the means of the patient.

The legends inculcate that the shaman render his services with

out compensation in case of need. A nominal price is sometimes

asked in such instances, though frequently assistance is refused

entirely. Friends and relatives of the patient are, as a rule,

asked to assist in defraying expenses.

THE CEREMONIAL HOGAN.

Ordinarily the chant is conducted in the hogan of the patient.

Should the hogan prove too small and inconvenient for the

proper conducting of the ceremony, as in the mountain or

night chant, a more spacious hogan is erected. This is com

pleted before the arrival of the shaman. A ceremony of dedica-

cation of the hogan does not take place, though the head of the

family, or some other person, may sprinkle the four poles at

the cardinal points with pollen. Upon the completion of the

ceremony the hogan may be used for domestic purposes.

The tqache, or sudatory, is also a feature of some chants.

hoghan alya, the ordinary expression for the completed hogan,

is also used to designate that the hogan is in readiness for the
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shaman. Locally they are designated as medicine lodges by the

whites. (See Navaho Houses).

^ THE CHAXTER OR SHAMAN.

The term hatqali, chanter, implies that the bearer of this tide

is conversant with one or more of the chants, its prescriptions,

songs and requisites. He is a recognized authority on the

requisite ceremonial herbs, earths, paintings, prayersticks, etc.,

and should be in possession of everything necessary for conduct

ing the chant. Persons of an especially retentive memory and

natural alertness are selected as pupils by an elderly shaman.

In some instances he imparts his knowledge to his son, brother

or relative, provided they show some inclination for attentive

study, as many years of patient application and rehearsal are

required for the necessary proficiency. The pupil is ordinarily

bound to repay his preceptor with the fees obtained from the

first four chants after his apprenticeship.

The chanter is not obliged to answer every call for his services,

but is at liberty to refuse. The legends point out that a messen

ger was dispatched to the home of the chanter whose services

were required. He placed a gift before the singer, who in turn

passed it from his left foot upward over his forehead, replacing

the gift on his right foot. He then held it to his mouth,

inhaling its breath, after which he appointed a special day as

that of his arrival. The messenger then carried the pouch (jish)

of the chanter to the home of the patient, announcing the day of

his arrival, which was usually set at four days. At present

the messenger offers the compensation, simply stating that the

services of the chanter are sought. The chanter may then refuse,

but ordinarily accepts upon learning the cause of the disease and

the condition of the patient, and sets the time of arrival at four

days. The chanter usually carries the pouch (jish) personally,

though the practice of dispatching it by the messenger is also

observed.
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As a rule women do not perform as chanters, though some

are known to have dc le so. Many women are well versed in

the medicinal flora of the country and are often consulted.

The shaman is not always in possession of the complete par

aphernalia required in some chants. These are then borrowed

for the occasion, and a similar courtesy is returned if possible.

The patient must furnish the eatables free of charge to the

shaman, as also such calicoes and other incidentals as may be

required in the course of the chant and do not belong to the

jish. These incidentals which, in the hashcMtsohi (Big God

chant), for instance, are very numerous, become property of the

chanter, in addition to the compensation previously stipulated.

While the influence of the chanter is felt it has very little, if

any, bearing on the government of the tribe as such. Appar

ently, their influence is due to their greater

or lesser authority on a given chant.

Very few of the existing
1 headmen are

chosen from the ranks of the chanters.

THE POUCH OF THE CHANTER.

The jish, or pouch, of the chanter con

tains all the requisites for a given chant.

With the exception of the hozhoji rite,

each chant requires a specific jish, con

taining the necessary paraphernalia for

conducting the chant according to tra

ditional ritual. The term is then applied

to the complete paraphernalia which is

always carried in a pouch (jish). This is

an oblong sack made of dokakei, sacred

buckskin, with thongs made of the same

material to secure it. The contents of the

pouch consist of feathers, rattles, stones,

pollens, animal tissues, native herbs, ochres
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and clays, and additional paraphernalia for specific chants, some of

which are difficult to acquire. The lightning chant, for instance,

requires two cane reeds tjukatso) with tassels (biz61), one taken

from Taos (tqowhol), th .* other from the west (Oraibi). Others

require arrow-points (bes est ugi) which have been disinterred by

a badger or gopher. Some call for the generative organs of

the buffalo, the scrotum, etc.; others for arrow-points upon
which a bear has urinated, or at least trodden. A collection of

this kind is therefor made only after .years of patient labor and

research, and is in consequence scrupulously safeguarded. When
the shaman has disposed of his pouch before death its contents

are sold by the heirs, either in part or whole, as the profit may
warrant.

jish, the medicine pouch.

jish be bikfdesdizi, the wrap for the pouch.

THE HOLY ONES.

The meaning of the word hashche (Holy Ones) as employed in

the names of some of the gods is not generally known. More

over, it is not generally made public by the knowing ones who

guard its meaning as a secret.

hashclieltqfi, the Talking God of the east, is the child of

hayolkhal hastqm and hayolkhal esdza, of the Dawn Man and

Woman. hashcR&ba ad, of the south, is the child of nahodsetFish

hastqln and nahodaetfish esdza, of the Skyblue Man and Woman,

hashchehoghan and hadaclilshi, of the west, the children of

nahotsoi hastqln and nahotsoi esdza, of the Evening Twilight

Man and Woman. chahalqei hastqin and chahalqel esdza, the

Darkness Man and Woman brought forth anlfani, the Corn-

beetle, and tqadidf, Corn-pollen. The spirit of life (iilchT)

having been breathed into them, the Corn-beetle (anlfani) was

charged to give speech or voice (bein&) to the others. When

they attempted to speak, however, hashclieltqli could utter only
4t

\vuuhii;
v hashcHehoghaii and hadaclitshi uttered &quot;qawo.
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qaw6;&quot; hashcHebakha similarly, and hashclieba ad, &quot;wu, wu. &quot;

And when it was found that they could not speak, it was said of

them,
&quot;

clisehasdzi, it (the child) did not speak, or attempted

(unsuccessfully) to speak.&quot; By an approximate anastrophe,

cnaehasdzl became hacfi&, or hashcHe
5

,
the root dzi being dropped

completely. Accordingly, hashcHe* designates the speechless or

mute one in the sense given. It is here rendered with gods,

genii, holy ones, or some such equivalent.

When these speechless divinities were leaving for the holy

places they made the imprint (nikSe) of their faces upon yolgai,

white shell, dotFfzhi, turquoise, and other precious stones. At

present these imprints are represented by the masks.

THE MASKS.

The night chant properly requires twenty-four masked per-

sonators, though in late years this number has been limited to

fourteen; the yeibichai, six male and six female masks, with

tq6nenili, or water sprinkler. The masks are designated as

jish, pouch, though strictly speaking they are niRge, or face-

prints of the Holy Ones (diyfni). The latter expression is now
used to designate the mask of yucca which is placed on the

patient. The masks used by the dancers are made of dokakei,

or unwounded buckskin, and are colored and decorated anew for

each occasion.

The following is a list of the personators:

hashclieltqii ,
or the Talking or the Directing God, so called

from his usual role of director or master of ceremonies. He is

also referred to as yeibichai, the grandfather of the yei, or gods.

The night chant is called accordingly, the yeibichai dance.

hashcftehoghan, the House God.

hashcliebakha
, or the Male God, of which there are six.

hashcHeba ad, or the Female God, of which there are six.

tq6nenili, or the Water Sprinkler, who is also called hash-

ctt&ba i, the Grayish God.
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dzahadolzhai, or zahadolzh&i, the Fringed Mouth,

gha askidi, the Hunchback,

hashcheshzhfni, the Black God, or Firegod.

nayenezghani, the Slayer of the Enemy, and

tq6bajishchfni, his brother, or the Child of Water.

hashcti^olt 6hi, the God who Shoots (the arrows),

hadacnishi, the Lashing God, who lashes or whips.

hashcKelchh, the Red God.

hashclid idiltsos, the Whistling God.

The mountain chant requires but one masked personator, rep

resenting hashcBeltqii, who directs the construction of the corral

by his cry, &quot;wmihu,&quot; and by gestures.

The Big God chant also requires two masked personaters of

hashcRetso, the large hashcB6, and bowhoaqfnasgai, or the one

with the double row of white teeth.

The coyote chant (ma iji) requires hashcBeltqli and zahadolzha

(dzahadolzha), the Fringed Mouth. (See infra.}

These chants are designated as yei dahu!6ni, or having the yei,

while the others are spoken of as yei adin, or without the yei,

or masked personators.

The masked personator imitates the cry of the gods, for

instance, &quot;wuuhu,&quot; of hashcft&tqii, etc. The shaman always

enjoins upon the masqueraders not to speak when wearing the

mask. The reason for this injunction is apparent from the above

explanation. It is also feared that the offending masquerader

should inevitably be visited by some misfortune. To insure

against such an event custom requires that the masquerader blow

upon the mask after removing it. For a similar reason it was

prohibited that maimed and lame persons wear the masks, in fact,

only persons of perfect physique and health were admitted. A

greater leniency, however, is gradually taking the place of this

ancient rigor notwithstanding the futile protests on the part of

the better and more conservative class of shamans.
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THE DEDICATION AND DRESSING OF THE MASKS.

The masks being a likeness and representation of the gods

are sacred, and the preparation of them is, therefor, minutely

prescribed by ritual. They should not be made in the home as

one would make an ordinary article of commerce, but require a

ceremony in progress for their construction. The commercial

buckskin is not admissible as material for the mask. The hide

of a deer, shot with an arrow or bullet, is equally rejected, as it

is essential that the animal be run down and lassoed, after which

pollen is placed upon its tongue and it is sti angled to death, (do-

kakei, the hide and other parts of an unwounded deer, sacred

buckskin.) The places for incision are marked off with pollen

through which a light mark is drawn with rock crystal (tsagha-

dlndfni) and the incision made with a stone or ordinary knife.

The sinews, hide, pollen used in tracing the lines, the excretions

of the eye, the toes, and such parts as may serve one or other

ceremonial purpose, are preserved as sacred.

The rear of the neck of the deer is used for the front or face

of the mask. (Some hold that a doe skin is necessary for the

female masks, though others do not make this distinction.)

This piece is fitted to the face of the patient, the proper size

being obtained by placing both hands on it with the thumbs and

index tinkers touching each other. The circle thus made along

the extremities of the hands and fingers is cut out after previously

tracing the mark with rock crystal and pollen. The remnants

of the hide cut out are made into thongs and fringed strips for

decorating and tieing the masks. The back of the mask is fitted

and cut out in the same manner, so that masks covering the

whole head are composed of two halves one of which only is

required for the face masks, as, for instance, that of the female

gods.

The two parts are sewed together with dokakei bitsld, sinew

of the unwounded deer. The sewing is done sunwise (sh&biR6go),

as with the patient seated facing east, the mask is made to face
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that direction, so that the stitching begins at the south end, ter

minating the seam across the head at the north end or side. The

stitches are made with an awl, from ri &amp;gt;ht to left, making an

ordinary winding stitch. To obtain the proper shape it is fitted

from time to time over the head of the patient, which is done

with all masks of a set, as the entire set must be constructed and

dedicated simultaneously. Accordingly, a number of sewers

are employed so that the sewing may be completed on that

night. (If one night is not sufficient to complete the sewing,

coloring and dedicating, the set is carried to two and more cere

monies for completion.) Feathers of the bluebird (doli) and

yellowbird (ayasihsoi) are inserted between the two sections

along the seam, all tips or growing parts (nosel) of the feathers

extending the same way, or upward. To facilitate sewing,

and to preserve the leather moist and pliable, hide and sinew are

occasionally sprinkled with sacred water (tqo alchin, smelling

water), which is used for no other purpose, and is at present

difficult to obtain. Some spring, the bubbling of which seemed

mysterious, or rain water collected into a hole on the summit of

a fairly inaccessible rock, or similar water holes, were termed

holy or smelling water, and set aside for the above purpose. At

the construction of a new set of masks the singer usually dis

patched two of the fleetest couriers in opposite directions with

instructions to bring such water by sundown of that day.

The sewing completed, the masks are in turn slipped over the

head of patient, and the eyes and mouth of the mask are then

marked and cut out in the usual manner (with pollen and rock

crystal). The eyes on most masks are oblong and triangular,

with the base of the triangles facing each other. On some

masks, as that of the Slayer of Monsters, and that of the Water

child, the eyes are square, while the eyes and mouth of the

Talking God (hashclieltqi) are double squares laid against each

other (bina and bi^.e aqlsenil) with one end of

each cube left open. The greater number omit

the nose, which is painted on the few requiring it. U
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The mask is then colored with blue (adishtl fsh), black (Jejfn),

yellow (letsoi), red (chi ) or white clay (dlesh), as the ritual may

require.

hashcHeitqi, the Talking
1

God, is white, with a corn-plant

extending from his mouth to forehead.

hashedhoghan, the House God, is blue.

hashcliebakha, the Male God, and hashcheba ad, the Female

God, each six in number, are painted blue. The female mask is

a face mask and is tied to the rear of the head.

hashcheshzhini, the Firegod, is black.

hashcHelchl, the Red God, is red. This, too, is a face mask.

gh& asRIdi, the Hunchback, and na askidi, the Huncheye, use

the same mask of a blue color.

hadachlshi, the Lashing God, also requires a blue mask.

nayenezghani, the Slayer of Monsters, requires a black mask,

while his brother, tqobajishchfni, the Water child, calls for a

red mask.

hashcli&bai, the Gray God, or the tqonenili, Water Sprinkler,

who is usually the clown of the set, is decorated in blue.

zahaddlzhaha, the Fringed Mouth, is colored in blue and red,

as the right half of his mask is colored red for the branch of

the night chant called to the rocks (tsenfji), whereas yellow is

substituted for red in that branch chant known as to the water

(tqaltla ji). Two masks, therefor, belong to the set for this god,

though the yellow and blue mask is disappearing altogether.

The base of each mask is decorated with a colored line of

yellow and white representing the dawn (hayoikhal) and evening

twilight (ndhotsoi).

Such gods and masks as make use of hair employ drizzling

rain (nltsanajln) for this purpose, which is indicated along the

top and sides of the respective masks. Horsehair (Kgha), or

more definitely, horsetail hair (fi bits^gha), mixed with a tuft of

sheep wool (debe
1

bagha), is at present substituted for the

drizzling rain.

The painting done, the masks are lined up for dedication. As
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the vigil takes place on the sixth day (fifth night) of the night

chant the masks, too, must be dedicated then. This is termed

tqo aklltqa, sprinkling&quot; of water, and is performed by two boys

and two girls, of the age of ten and twelve years, who have not

attained the age of puberty. Each of these carries a feather

(nditql, ndi a), which they dip into water and sprinkle each mask

with it. They then feed each mask with a pinch of steamed

corn gruel (neshjfzhi) previously prepared. This is followed by

a general feast of those present at which they partake of bread-

stuffs, corncake and sweets, provided, however, that some bee-

weed (wa ) is obtainable from which to prepare a tea. Whenever

this weed is not to be had the feast is omitted, though in any

event the feeding of the masks must take place. The masks

then smoke (jish badihilya), that is, the singer prepares a smoke

for them from mountain tobacco (nat o wT
a*i and dzil nat 6), which

he blows up and downward four times, following this by blowing

the smoke toward each mask. The vigil (do-Ighazh) is then con

tinued and is followed by a sacrifice to the talking stone (tseyal-

tqiji) of a prayerstick the length of the hand, while a similar

sacrifice is made for the patient to the shelves in the rock

(tseniniitqi). However, when the dedication of the masks can

not be completed in one night, the unfinished masks are again

exhibited at the night chant on some other occasion, which is

repeated until the dedication has been properly completed.

At the public exhibition at the close of the ceremony the new

set is used for the first time. (See Flagellation.)

A single white feather (tsos lagai), or a tail feather of the

eagle (ats6stso), adorns the side or center of the mask, which

feathers are more numerous on the masks of the Talking and

House Gods. The base, and sometimes the tip of this live

feather, is additionally adorned with tufts of owl (nseshjagha),

yellowbird (tsfdiltsoi) or turkey feathers (tq&zhitsds). At times

the center of this tuft is decorated with a turquoise, but more

frequently with white clay (dlesh), which is subsequently removed

and used medicinally (dlesh za nil).
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Whereas the two bilnfhodidezl!, who originated with the

world, namely, the kit- and yellow fox (ma i dotllsh and ma i

litsoi), are numbered with the holy people, their furs are employed

as collars and decorations for the neck. A pair of each is used

for some masks, as that of the Firegod, of the Slayers, Hunch

back, and Fringed Mouth, the heads of the furs being crossed in

front with the tails dangling in the rear. Some masks, as the

Talking and House Gods, the Male God, and Water Sprinkler

or Clown, substitute spruce twigs for the fox fur, while the

Female Gods, the Whipping God, and the Red God, employ

no decoration about the neck. The collars are known as ma i-

litsoi Ilba, yellow fox collar, ma i dotl lshi Ilba, kit-fox collar,

and cHo* Ilba, spruce collar. The female masks are decorated

at the base with fringed rain (nltsanajln), or horsehair.

The mask of the Hunchback (ghd askidi) is decorated with a

basket the bottom of which has been cut out. The bottom of

the basket thus cut is decorated with zigzag lightning (atsfn

tl ish), while two horns (de), similarly decorated with lightning

and downy feathers, extend from the interior in opposite direc

tions with pieces of red stone (tselchli) lined around the rim of

the basket. The horns represent ornamental headpieces of can-

nelcoal (bashzhini), which at present, however, are made of

twisted sheep- or buckskin and colored with blue (adishtllsh),

black (lejfn), and white clay (dlesh). The basket, which in the

home of the gods is made of cannelcoal, now consists of an ordin

ary native basket cut out for the purpose, and belongs, like the

masks, to the medicine bag (jish) of the shaman. The whole is

placed over the mask as a hat or covering (tqaastqan, put on the

forehead), and is removed after every performance. Similarly,

his hunch, or pack, as it is called (qel, biygel), is made anew for

each occasion. This, to-day, consists of a stuffed sheep-pelt

decorated in white, red and blue, or the color of the rainbow

(natsllid, with white, dsagai), which it represents. Five white

(atselgai) and five red (atsetchl) eagle tail feathers are inserted

into the pack, which is secured to the back by means of cords
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representing sunrays (shabitl 61). He supports himself on a

cane (gish) and seeks attention by his mournful sighs of lyahan.

The decoration of zahadolzhaha, the Fringed Mouth, is simi

larly constructed of a bottomless basket, but in place of the

horns of the preceding mask a large triangular feather (tqaats6si,

forehead feather) of horsehair (ligha) is substituted, and topped

with three eagle feathers (ats6s lagai) wound with tassels of

grass (tl oz6l be bikldesdizi). Five red feathers (atselchi) extend

from the basket. This mask is provided with ears (bija) and ear

cords (jatl 6l). To distinguish the masks for the two branches

of the night chant, as mentioned above, one is designated as

tsenfji zahadolzhaha bin! lichf, the Fringed Mouth with the red

face for them in the rocks, the other, tqaltfa ji zahaholzhaha

bin! Jitso, the Fringed Mouth with the yellow face for them in

the water.

Since the masks represent the gods who supposedly visit the

corral dancing with the personators there, the likeness should be

perfect, and the personator should, in some degree at least, per

sonify the god, carrying such emblems of power about his person

as are known to be the possession of the god. Hence, the per

sonator carries these or is decorated with them, as, for instance,

the drill in the case of the Firegod, or the lashes in case of the

Whipping God (hadacnishi). Presumably, too, the color of the

mask indicates the material of which it was made, such as tur

quoise for blue, white shell for white, and so on. In some

instances the figures on the face of the mask are emblematic of

the god s power, or of his peculiarity. Thus, the lightning on

the face of the Slayer of Monsters illustrates his vocation, while

his garment is a covering of bows (altqm yehadit ego sezigo, he

is clothed in a bow). The personator also carries a black stone

knife (beshdilqil) and a rattle (baghal) of pinon (destsln). The

mask of the Water child is decorated with many queues to indi

cate the manner of tieing the hair (or the scalp. See W^ar

Dance). His body is clothed in queues (tsiyel yehaditfego

sezigo), while his knife is made of blue flint (besh dotFfzhi bibezh)
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and his rattle (baghal) of juniper (gad). Both queue and bow

are left open lest the operator lose his eyesight (cH6h6t f do-

aqfidz6da, the line of the outlet is not drawn together). Other

masks require similar additional paraphernalia, which are added

to the mask when actually in use. And, whereas, the gods

remove these masks upon returning to their homes, the decora

tions of furs, feathers, spruce or drawings are in every instance

removed from the mask before being replaced into the pouch.

As much time, labor and expense is required in the construction

of a new set of masks the old ones are preserved as much as

possible, and few of the living singers of the tribe are conver

sant with the required ritual prescriptions for their manufacture.

These masks usually figure in the night chant unless the public

exhibition is to be omitted. In the mountain chant the various

groups of dancers perform masked or unmasked in a free for

all exhibition. The feather chant (ats6siji) requires the Talking

God (hashcR61tqii) and the Water Sprinkler (tq6nenfli), the latter

carrying a large olla on his back. They dance within the hogan.

The Talking God insists upon a corncake (alkhdd), which mast

be baked for him and his companion before he commences to

dance.

In the coyote dance, which is now extinct, three personators

of Talking God (yeibichii\ the Fringed Mouth (zlhadolzhaha),

and a Female God (yeiba ad) appeared. It is said that the

Fringed Mouth danced carrying a live kit-fox (ma i dotllzhi) in

his hands. This uas done inside the hogan.

Finally, at the najehego hatqal, or a singing (of the night

chant), the close of which is conducted inside the hogan instead

of in public, the Whipping and Red Gods (hadacMshi and hash-

clielchi) appear in the hooran making liberal use of their lashes.

The full set of masks, elaborately decorated, and differing to a

great extent from those used in public, is employed then.

Drawings of these could not be published here.
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IMITATIONS OF THE NAVAHO MASKS.

Owing to the elaborate ritual connected with the construction

of the masks and their dedication very few sets are extant.

These are, therefor, disposed of only with extreme reluctancy,

though the courtesy of their use is readily granted to a friendly

shaman. For purposes of barter, and also for prestige, imita

tions of the genuine masks are made of other than ceremonial

hide. The genuine mask, however, is, for obvious reasons,

preferred and sought in the public performances.

Imitations of the Navaho masks are used by the Zufii in the

Shalako dance. These are made of horsehide, the mouthpieces

or tubes being fitted and lengthened to further greater conve

nience in uttering the usual cries. The Navaho designate the

Shalako as &quot;yeinses,&quot; the tall yei or gods. They are, moreover,

freely permitted to assist in the songs, which are identical with

those of the Navaho ceremonies. Indeed, it has been established

that the better known ceremonies of the Navaho are reproduced

on the night of the Shalako, thus the dzilklji (mountain), tl eji

( night), yose (bead), hozh6nse (beauty), etc. While the Navaho

language is used the accent and difference in cadence of the Zufii

rendition does not efface the peculiarly Navaho origin of the

chants. The yeinses, or tall giants, who perform as dancers

throughout the night have been changed or added to suit the

Zuni. The uninterrupted recitation of the songs of the various

Navaho chants, which is done simultaneously in several houses,

is also distinctly Zunian. The fact that a month or so after the

Shalako has been held, the do-Ighazh, or vigil, must be per

formed for the efficacy of the Shalako, seems again to favor its

Navaho origin. In the opinion of some who have witnessed the

Shalako, and from inquiries made, it appears that the Shalako

originated some seventy years ago, and that the ilnashjin (corral

dance, or night chant), which the Zuni occasionally perform with

imitations of Navaho masks, is of more recent date, namely, after
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the return from Fort Sumner. The opinion that the Zuni

learned and borrowed from Navaho teachers is quite general.

While the Navaho are permitted to attend some of the cere

monies of the neighboring Pueblo, this is particularly true in

regard to the Jemez tribe, whose shamans at times are invited

to hold ceremonies over Navaho patients.

THE SACRIFICE.

The essential feature of most chants is the sacrifice (biy&l),

which is offered to the divinities. The sacrifice consists of

precious stones (q. v. infra), which are offered singly or in con

nection with the prayerstick and the tobacco. When ritual

requires that the sacrificial stone be perforated (alghad^tqal), as

with that for the Porcupine, it is fastened through this perfora

tion to the prayerstick, otherwise it is placed upon the latter and

tied. The sacrifice, like the prayerstick, is not identical at every

chant, and the prescriptions governing both, with reference to

kind and the manner and place of deposit, are very numerous.

The tobacco (nat o ) which forms part of many sacrifices

ordinarily consists of wild tobacco (dzil nat 6 )- This is crumpled

in the hands (dlnogish) and placed in the hollow internode of

reed (luka aqadit an), the bottom of which is previously closed

with feathers of small birds (ayazh), such as the bluebird (doli)

and yellowbird (tsldiltsol). It is then sealed with a layer of

pollen, which is inserted with an owl feather, then symbolically

lighted with rock crystal (tsaghadindlni) and deposited near the

usual habitat of the divinity. In dedicating the offering the

singer invokes the divinity by its sacred name (see Sacred Names

of Animals). The names of the various tobaccos often indicate

to whom they are offered.

debe
1

nat 6 , bighorn tobacco (Oxytropis), is offered to the Big

horn at the night chant; dlu i nat 6
,
ermine or weasel tobacco,

is offered there to the Ermine.

nat 6
,
or dine

1

huneshflgo binat 6 4

, tobacco for alarmed
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persons, which is also called jadi nat 6 , antelope tobacco (Lygo-

desmia rostrata], is offered to the Antelope at the corral chant

(nldzfji).

The bead chant tobacco (y6iji nat 6 ) consists of dzll nat 6

tsOs, catchfly; shash nat 6 , bear tobacco (Trifndw maximw) ,

nat 6 wa i, (Psoralca tenuiflora\\ tllsh nat 6 , snake tobacco, and

atsa nat 6 , eaorle tobacco ( Gilia longiflora).

The ajlle dihllye
1

,
or smoke for lewdness, which is performed

at the coyote chant (ma iji), consists of the following: nat 6

nlchln, (Castttleya minor) , debe
1

nat 6 , jadi nat 6 , tl ish nat 6 ,

dlu i nat 6 , atsa nat 6 , mentioned previously; bi nat?6 , deer

tobacco; debe ku halchin, the seed with the odor of the bighorn;

dja ku halchin, the seed with the odor of the ear; dzilkhelchln,

odor of youth; jikhelchm, odor of maidenhood; dinas and dinas-

tso (?); deb^ haiclildi, scratching for the bighorn; tl o de nayizi,

(Amaranthus albus) , q6sh beldehi, groundsel; tsedide, four-

o clock; khlltsoitso, (Blgelovia alhicaulis) ,
hazaal6 tso (?); bilna-

at 6i, (Eriogonum); tsiyanlchin, pigweed, and ayan ilaghai (?).

These are crushed with the fingers, thoroughly mixed (altqa-

nasdzld), and to insure effect, the secretions of the eyes of the

elk and bighorn (dze and debe
5

tsetqa binayanlchln) must be

added. A pipe (nat 6stse) is filled with this mixture and lighted

with punk made of corncob pith (daatsin). The pipe is stemless,

conical in shape, and provided with a hole in the bottom to draw

the smoke. When necessary they are made of clay mixed with

crushed broken pottery, though frequently pipes found in old

ruins are made to answer. The singer smokes this pipe facing

east, and blows the smoke first downward to the earth; then to

the sky, in front of himself, to his right, rear and left side, and

finally from above downward. This is repeated in turn by the

patient and all present.

nat 6 niysel fshta, I have made your sacrifice (of tobacco).

dlhishle, I make a cigarette (sacrifice).

nat ostse bldihishle
8

, I fill the (ceremonial) pipe with tobacco.
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THE PRAYERSTICK.

Small sticks, varying- in size and color, are offered with the

sacrifice and dedicated by prayer, which possibly accounts for

the name, prnyerstick., though the word Ket aii is not interpreted

that way. Some prayersticks are the width or length of three

finger-tips (tqa bike), some of four; others are the length of the

second joint of the little finger, or the span from the bent index

finger to the tip of the thumb, and so on. They are colored

dark (dilqll), white, yellow, blue, black, spotted (Jfkhfzh), brown

(dinllzhfn), red mixed with black (lichl), or gray and glossy

(disos). Some are decorated with rings about the neck, others

with zigzag lines on the body of the stick; some with cords of

divers colors wound about them in the ritual manner (sunwise),

and the reverse (shada ji bik&stqi); still others require an orna

ment like the arrow-point (beVest ugi), or something similar.

The ket dn for the Sun, for instance, is made of cane reed colored

blue (Idkatso dotl ish), that of the Moon of cane reed colored

white, that of the bullsnake or copperhead (tl Istso) of cane reed

colored dark (Itikateo dilqii), while the so-called track snake

(tl Ish doritT), which encircles many sand painting s, requires none

at all.

Very few ceremonies, such as the hozh6ji, or renewal, and

parts of the hoch6ji, or witch chant, etc., do not require the

prayerstick, while in others, as in the night, mountain, light

ning, and other chants, they are very numerous, and are made

anew for each occasion. The material to be used in their

preparation is minutely described by ritual and tradition.

Thus, the hollou internodes of the reed figure largely when

tobacco, pollen and feathers are to be inserted and lighted sym

bolically, or the prayerstick is made of mountain mahogany

(tseesdazi), wild cherry (ma idjt), juniper (gad), willow (kai),

cherry woods (dzidze
1

), etc., which are cut in various sizes

according to prescription, and usually in pairs of two, one of
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which is thicker, and represents the male, while the thinner is at

times, though not always, provided with a iacet decorated with

eyes and mouth to represent the female divinity. These are

designated according to the divinity they represent, as the pray-

erstick of the badger, porcupine, sun, moon, earth or sky, and

subsequently placed in some convenient and secluded spot where

it may easily be found by the divinity.

When a singer conducts two ceremonies succeeding each other

at short intervals, he usually makes a slight change in the order

of the prayersticks, substituting one for another, or omitting a

less significant one.

Sixteen prayersticks are laid in groups of four each in the

ceremonial or sacrificial basket at the night chant, of which four

Sacrificial Basket.

are held in the hand by the four atsale, or leading and initial

dancers, while the remaining twelve represent the offering of the

patient. In the event of two patients these twelve are divided

between their two baskets giving each basket six prayersticks.

A number of prayersticks are occasionally specified and paid

for by some patients, and are consequently not prescribed at

every night chant. They number twenty-two (which is doubled
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when there are two patients) and are tied together in one roll.

From their number they are known as Refil lani, many prayer-

sticks.

Ket ashchfn is a sample roll of prayersticks which is kept by

some singers to aid in the making of the various prayersticks

for the chants, or certain parts of the chants requiring special

prayersticks, and tracing the order in which they should follow.

Not every singer is possessed of the sample roll as most of them

rely upon memory in preparing and ordering them.

Ret an, the prayerstick, or internode of reed. Some suggest

kat dn, small arrow; others, yilaket an, the reed joint placed in

the hand.

tsa bena infigi, the sacrificial basket (in which the prayersticks

are grouped).

ket d Mni, many prayersticks.

Ket ashchln, roll of prayersticks, sample roll.

THE SAND PAINTING.

Every chant may be said to have its own peculiar sand paint

ings, or drawings on sand, which represent the divinity or some

event in their lives as related in the legends. They are called

Tkha, the entry, or they (the gods) enter and go. Originally,

these drawings were made by the gods themselves upon spreads

designated as naskhH, a sewing, implying that the effigy was

stitched upon some kind of fabric. Of these, five are mentioned:

the naskhd, or dilqll naskhd, the dark spread; keeshchf naskha,

the red spotted spread; khm dsisgal naskhft, the white house

spread; nat d sis lagaf, the white feather belt, and nat ii naskha,

the feather spread, the latter two of which were in the form of

a belt. These were spread out for the ceremony, after which

they were rolled up and carried to their homes by the divinities.

To-day the drawing is made upon a layer of clean sand which is

carried in blankets into the hogan and spread out there.

The colors are obtained with crushed sandstone, charcoal,
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gypsum, etc. (see Colors). The labor entailed is not performed

by the shaman but by assistants under his direction. The heads

of the figures are pointed to the doorway, or east, from where

the gods supposedly enter. Hence, too, the footprints and

trails made of colored sand and leading to the head correspond

to footprints coming from that direction. The body (bitsls) of

the figures is usually an oblong- square terminating in a loin

cloth (tl dkhaJ), which covers the lower body, and is decorated

with such ornaments as the legends require. The dress (bi &

or behadit ei), of various descriptions, like dark arrow-points,

lightnings, etc., is represented in the corresponding colors.

When completed the patient leaves his place on the northwest

side of the fire, walks around the latter to the south side, steps

into the footprints and seats himself upon the drawing facing its

head, or the east. Appropriate songs and prayers are then

rendered, after which the patient returns to his place in the

reversed order. The drawing is then erased and the sand carried

out in blankets.

For local afflictions, and as a mark of reverence, many apply

the corresponding parts of the figure to the afflicted parts by

inhaling the breath of the drawing.

An instance of a tabooed sand painting is found in the bead

chant and the drawing of the eagles, whose claws are omitted

and substituted by kos ishchln, cloud effect, whenever the draw

ing is made during the summer months.

POLLEN.

tqadidln, pollen, is chiefly supplied by cornmeal,

and is carried in small buckskin pouches. Sacred

stones, such as rock crystal, turquoise, and the like,

and sometimes animal fetiches, are enclosed with

the pollen. The eating of pollen occurs very fre

quently during the ceremonies. After taking a

pinch of it from the pouch one blows toward the

smoke- hole, and places the pollen on the tongue and
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head. The singer, patient, and all present, starting- from east

to south, west and north, participate in the order mentioned.

Pollen is sprinkled on the masks, the rattles, and other paraph

ernalia, on the bath, and so on. Pollen is used also outside

of a ceremony, and singers sprinkle it upon one another when

meeting.

Pollen is also called a ndnogad (bandanesgad), shaken off, after

a live bird has been immersed into it and released.

Sometimes it is also mentioned as aqadidin, pollen, or tqel

aqadidin, flag pollen; tqo baqadidin, water pollen.

Pollen is also gathered from plants and trees, tqel bitqadidln,

flag pollen; tsin bitqadidln, pinon pollen; tqadidi dotl ish, lark

spur; tqadid! dotl ish altsfsigi, harebell; chllchm bitqadidln,

sumac pollen, etc.

Other preparations may also be regarded as pollen, ya nani-

ghad, powdered dust from places where the deer, antelope, big

horn, etc., have stood; bizanast an, mouth-crust, or hardened

spittle of these animals; binayanlchin, the eye-crust, taken from

the crust in their eye-sockets; azhazhi nashchin (?); da tq6,

dew, taken from plants (nanse
5

).

tq61anashchln, mixed waters, is used for similar purposes as

pollen. Originally, these waters were gathered at natsis aii (alchfn,

the product of), Navaho Mountains; dokodsMd, San Francisco

Mountains; debntsa, San Juan Range; tsfsnajini, Pelado Peak;

tsDdzil, Mount Taylor: tq6whul, Taos; tq6aq8edli&quot;, river forks in

the south, and from waters in the west and north; from ashf,

the salt lakes below Zuni, or rather from the springs at dzil

ba ad, the female mountain, and bakhd dzil, the male mountain,

at the salt lakes. To this was added, tqaHFahafan, clay from

the bottom of water; tqadidln, pollen; tqo bitqadidin, water

pollen, and tqel bitqadidln, flag pollen.

Placed in jars, this mixture was planted on the east side of

the pueblo by the early khis ani, cliff dwellers, or Pueblo Indians,

and may be found there by digging, tqolanashchln, or water

mixed with that of the ocean, and tqobiyazh, the child of water,
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taken from the east, is also called siz&ziy^ bitqo, the water of

the sizazi, by which name the early cliff dwellers, or Pueblo,

designated themselves.

Another version is offered by Dr Matthews Legends, page

223, stating that the mixture consists of spring, snow and hail

waters, in addition to water taken from the four cardinal points.

This is a wide-spread opinion.

tqo bizhf, the foam of water; tqobideshchi (bit eshchl), water

ashes, are also used after the manner of pollen. (See Masks for

Sacred Water.)

THE RATTLE AND DRUM.

As an accompaniment to song many chants require a rattle

(aghl). Thus, the mountain and witch chants employ a buffalo

hide rattle (ay&ni aghal); the hozh6n8e (beauty chant) requires the

Hoof RattU. Gourd Rattle. Hide RattU.

badger hide rattle (nahashcHfd aghal); the knife chant (be*she) a

hoof rattle (akh6shga aghal), which is made of hoofs of the deer,

antelope, bighorn, etc., while the big star chant (sotsoji) employs

both the rawhide and gourd rattles. The night chant, with the

various branches of the wind chants, and the water (tqoa
1
), Big

God and feather (ats6siji) chants, all employ the gourd rattle
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(ade aghal), Other chants, with the exception of the blessing

(hozhfiji), bead and feather shaft (khasi) chants, use the rawhide

rattle (akhal aghal).

The hide for the rattle is shaped and sewed when moist, and

the handle is platted of the same material as the rattle. (For

decorations see &quot;Use of Animals in Ceremony&quot; infra.} Small

pebbles of white shell, turquoise, abalone, cannelcoal and red-

white stone are inserted to produce a rattling sound. The gourd

rattle is made of a hollow gourd with a stick attached for a

handle. It is decorated with figures of the sun, moon, or some

constellation.

At the close of some ceremonies, or when the close terminates

in public exhibitions from the fifth night until the finish, the

rattle is accompanied by the drum. The drum is the basket

turned down which is beaten with a drumstick made of plaited

yucca (see Basketry). Tradition also mentions the use of a

notched stick which was drawn over the basket instead of the

present drumstick. The drum is not part of the medicine bag

(jish) but is furnished by the patient. The bead, witch and star

chants, as well as all one night ceremonies, dispense with the

use of the drum.

tsa yastqa (the basket is turned down), the drum; tsa deg

nilde, or deg setqa, the basket is thrown up, implying that the

ceremony has been abruptly closed. The singer at times resorts

to this measure to enforce discipline.

MISCELLANEOUS PARAPHERNALIA.

The following is a descriptive list of various paraphernalia

which form part of the medicine bag (jish) of various chants.

EQUIPMENT OF CHANTS.

The term za nil (equipment of chants) literally means that

which is put into the mouth, or taken internally, but ordinarily

designates all that is required by a given chant in the shape of
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medicinal herbs, clays, animal tissues, liniments, feathers, and

the like, which the singer carries in the small medicine* pouches

(aze jish). The make-up of this equipment varies with each chant,

and as several equipments are at times carried in the same med

icine bag (jish), the various aze jish, or medicine pouches, required

for a given chant are usually tied together and marked in some

way to better identify them. Collectively they are then known

as za nil, or the medical equipment of the chant in which they

are to be used.

y6a? za nil, or y6i hatqal za nil, the equipment of the bead

chant. This consists of various tissues of sacred animals, as the

bear, deer, antelope, bighorn, mountain lion, wolf, etc., which

are dried and mixed, hence, aje nashchfn, mixed lung tissue;

ats6 nashchin, mixed tongues; aghls nashchin, dried and mixed

tissue of the gullet of these animals: also powdered atsd aze,

aster, and atsa aze nashchin, aster mixed with animal tissue;

finally, beetsds, or atsazol, the whistle, to imitate the cry of the

eagle and hawk. The whistle identifies the entire equipment.

Indji, or beshe za nil, equipment of the life or knife chant,

contains: aze lichl, red medicine; le aze, Eriogonuin alatum;

aze hajfni, gromwell; ayan ilaghai, an unidentified herb, which

is mixed with jaabani, bat feathers. To this is added the tse
1

dinse, the growing stone.

dzilkiji za nil, the equipment of the mountain chant, may be

identified by the bear-claw attached to it, and should contain:

tqel bitqadidin, cat-tail Hag pollen; shashdd, bear food; lichii,

red bush; aze lichl, red medicine; ina idd, wild cherry, and

others. Another equipment is designated as dzilkfji ashdla tl e

hatqal za nil, the equipment for the five night mountain chant,

which requires nadsilgaikd, meal of white corn, in addition to

the herbs already mentioned.

nat oye diylnkego hatqal za nil, the equipment of the arrow

shooting chant, may be identified by yo dijoli, an olivella shell,

fastened to it, and should contain kh^tlo, liniment, and ntl fs,
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precious stones. Also, le^tsoi, brimstone; lejln, coal; t eshchl,

red clay; adishtllsh, soft turquoise, all of which are required for

sand paintings and for coloring numerous prayer-twigs.

hoch6ji za nil, equipment of the witchcraft chant, includes:

tl 6 nlchln, pennyroyal; t eshchl, red clay; tqadidln, corn pollen,

shaken from live birds; tsaghadindlni, rock crystal; fnlt esh,

lightning-struck ashes, and numerous others.

ma iji za nil, the equipment of the coyote chant, requires

ma idjl, wild cherry; ma iji aze and ma iji kh^tlo, coyote medi

cine and liniment, both of which are made of various herbs, and

ajai, dried lung tissue of the sheep.

anaji za nil, or the yei hastqlnike za nil, the equipment of the

war dance, requires na 6li, beans; tl 6 nlchfn, pennyroyal; cliil

b6 os nf, herbs gathered near a tree struck by lightning; fnlt esh,

charcoal from lightning-struck tree; hazaildt, squirrel food, and

letsoi, brimstone, t eshchl, red clay, and dlesh, almogen, for

spotting the body of the patient.

LINIMENT.

The word kh^tlo (liniment) is probably derived from khe tlo,

the foot is rubbed, insomuch as, in accordance with the general

law of butts and tips, the liniment is first applied to the feet,

and then upward to the prominent parts of the patient s body.

With the exception of the hozhoji, or rite of blessing, each chant

requires a specific liniment which, therefor, forms part of the

equipment (za nil) of the chant. The dried leaves of the herbs

used as liniment are slightly crushed between the fingers, added

to a bowl of water and stirred. In accord with the text of given

songs the singer then takes a pinch of the liniment between his

fingers and rubs the patient s body with it in the following order:

the soles, the instep, the shins, the knees, the sides, the abdomen,
the chest, the right arm from the shoulder down, the hands, the

back, the left shoulder, arm and hand, and the sides, the back,

the front and the top of the head. Thereafter, the patient tastes
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of it at times, and bathes his entire body with the remnants,

commencing and finishing the bath in the same ritual manner.

Occasionally such as attend the ceremony apply the liniment to

themselves in the same manner as the patient, and in turn bathe

their children. The supply is then usually increased by the

addition of more water. As a rule, however, the liniment is

applied only to the patient.

Some herbs, designated as kh^tlo, may be used indiscrimi

nately at any chant which requires the appearance of the masked

personators, yei dahu!6ni, as at the mountain, night, bead and

Big God chants. Others require specific herbs, which are then

designated as the khsetlo of that chant, though frequently, and

especially in the progress of the chant, this designation is dropped

and the herb is merely referred to as kh^tlo, a liniment.

tl eji khsetlS, the night chant liniment, consists of cliolchln,

phlox; bilhazhchf, thoroughwort; tqdlchin, a water plant; aze

ndot ezhi, horsemint; tqakhasakhad, mouse ear; hastqui tsiyjel,

prairie clover, and tsetqa sakhadi, Tellima tenella, some of which

are used also at other chants mentioned above.

yoae kh&tlo, liniment for the bead chant, consists of tFo de

nayfzi, tumbleweed, which is mixed with atsa aze, eagle medi

cine, and atsanlchin, aster. These are used externally only.

chishi bfnlcHiji kh^tio, the liniment of the Chiricahua wind

chant, requires tsaghanlcHf ,
Pectis angustifolia.

hastsetso hatqal kh&tlo, the liniment for the Big God chant,

requires at tso, big leaves, and af& tsos, slender leaves, two

unidentified herbs.

dziJKfji kh^tl6, liniment for the mountain chant, includes cHi

halchm (unidentified), and tslyanlchin, or tsfya tl 6 dei, a pigweed.

anji kh^tlo, liniment for the war dance, consists of tsabi,

wild sunflower, in addition to ki, sumac, and da tsa, mistletoe.
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MEDICINE.

It has already been pointed out that sickness is primarily due

to the magic influence of some divine power, and that the chants

have been ordained for its removal. Hence, all features of a

chant, such as the prayers, prayersticks, baths, wreaths, hoops,

and the like, may be considered as integral parts of a remedy,

insomuch as some medicines can not be made without them.

However, as the term aze (medicine) is usually not applied in

this general way, the present chapter is devoted only to such

herbs as are distinctly set aside as medicinal by the chants, each

of which, with the possible exception of the hozhoji, rite of

blessing in some of its features, is in possession of a specific

medicine for given diseases. This medicine may not prove

effective in every instance, insomuch as the source of disease has

not been properly traced, when a second medicine, found in

another chant, becomes imperative, a process which is repeated

until the source has been correctly traced and the medicine will,

of necessity, prove effective.

As the medicines vary in number and quality for each chant,

they are put up in small pouches called aze jish, medicine pouches,

and added to the za nil, equipment. The singer conducting a

ceremony is always cognizant of the requisite medicines, which

he collects in due season, while the ordinary Navaho is familiar

with many from hearsay. The dried leaves, or powdered herbs,

are usually soaked in a bowl of water, which in turn is dedicated

in one way or other by prayer and song. At times roughly

chipped arrow-points (beVest iigi), of the color corresponding

with that of the cardinal points, are dropped into the bowl from

the four directions. The bull-roarer, too, is dipped into it,

while the thong attached to it is soaked with the medicine pre

vious to whirling it. These and similar objects, like the thunder

arrow (fni bika ), with which the medicines are put in touch,

presumably add to their efficacv.
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Tortoise Shell

Medicine Cup.

The medicine is frequently prepared in a special vessel set

aside for this purpose and called aze beidla, the medicine cup.

This cup is sometimes made of tortoise shell

(tsistqel), or of a gourd (ade), or, an ordinary

earthen bowl (letsa ) is used. In these the

medicine is stirred with the fingers, or with a

feather, and administered directly from the

cup or bowl. Usually the singer sips of it

before offering it to the patient. At times

the medicine is not taken internally, but sput

tered over the patient in the usual ritual man

ner, a process extended also to the parapher-

ernalia in use.

Medicine spoons (aze daditqf), too, are used.

In the beshe, or knife chant, for instance, the

medicine is administered by means of two

spoons, called the smooth stick (gish dilkhd),

and the fledged stick (gish ist an). These are

about a foot in length, and are made of

mountain mahogany (tsesdazi&amp;gt;. which is

wound with yarn, sheep wool or calico. The

smooth stick is decorated with olivella shell

(yo dijoli), the fledged stick with flint points

(beVest ugi), and both are adorned with

plumes of the gray eagle (Stsayai). The

smooth stick is so called from its smooth

surface and blunt point, to distinguish it

from the other which is slightly hollowed or

flattened at the point. These spoons are

placed and held parallelly over the medicine

cup when the medicine is given to the patient.

The same chant also requires the two crane bills (deld& ), of

which one is slightly curved and represents the male crane,

while the beak of the female is straight. The dressing (behadit e&quot;)

Gourd
Medicine Cup.

Medicine Spoon*.
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of the male consists of flint or arrow-points secured with a

buckskin wrap, that of the female of olivella shell (yo dasdfsi,

yo dijoli). The butt ends are fledged with plumes of the gray

eagle (atsayai). The interior of the wrap is filled with various

medicines, such as aze lich! and

aze hajin, inserted in a piece of

reed (luka ). This dressing of

the crane bills is done at a

special ceremony which is very

rarely performed as few of the

living singers are familiar with

the prayers. Hence, allowance

is made for a scarcity of crane

bills, so that one of the sand

hill crane (del), with that of the

twigbill crane (tq6jinolna ), or

the blue heron (tqaltl a hale ),

may be employed, if bills of the

male and female sandhill crane

can not be had. The illustra

tion shows a female sandhill

crane bill in male attire, while

the curved bill is that of a blue

heron in female attire. In the
f Al , Crane Bills.

progress of the chant they are

placed before the patient together with the charm, the medicine

cup and the two medicine spoons, whereupon the patient recites

verbatim with the singer the cH^hoyatqei, or prayer to the gods.

A partial list of medicines is herewith given.

tl eji aze, medicine for the night chant, consists of tqaholch6shi,

rattleweed; aze ladilt ghi, rockcress, and others.

dzflklji aze, medicine for the mountain chant, consists, among
others, of cliil na atlVM, Virginia creeper.
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anaji aze, medicine for the war dance, is made up of gad
ni e li, red cedar; hazeiltse\ yarrow; nishchl bit a, pinon leaves,

and tqazhilchln, meadow rue, which are taken internally, while

hazaildai, a grass, with tF6 nlchin, pennyroyal, are chewed and

sputtered upon the patient (ja algo benahozhnlydl).

naa6ye aze, medicine for the lightning chants, varies with

the several branches of this chant, aze ba ade, lupine, and aze

ba ade tso, rattleweed, are used in the naat 6ye ba aji, the chant

of female shooters; aze bakha e and aze bakha e tso, both male

medicines, are used in the naat?6ye bakhaji, chant of the male

shooters, while dzilklji naat iiye hatqal be aze, or medicine for

the mountain chant of arrow shooting, consists of aze qa ogisi

(aze alkesgisi) and aze qa ogisi ntsaigi, Eriogona.

wolachfji aze (wolachl bohoch6ji aze), medicine for ant witch

craft, requires wolachlda, an Eriogcmum, and bis ndochl, Erio-

gonum fasciculatum, with bis ndochl ba ade, Erlogon um micro-

thecum, both of which are previously boiled.

ma iji aze, medicine for the coyote chant, is also called ajfli

aze, or medicine for lewd men and women, aze nlchin, pepper

mint; ma istqei, a greasewood; ma idli, wild cherry, and others,

are mentioned as ma iji aze.

hoch^ji aze, medicine for the witchcraft chant, are too numer

ous to mention, the list comprising parts of most of the indi are-

nous plants and trees, which are used in one way or other at the

numerous branches of this chant.

It is, of course, impossible to enter here into the details of

every article used at the numerous ceremonies. Some few have

therefor been selected at random and are grouped under separate

titles. Allied subjects, as the law of butts and tips, the pressing

of the limbs, legerdemain, and others, are also treated here.

SACRED CLAY AND PRECIOUS STONES. Clays, animal tissues

used as grease, and precious stones, are usually assigned to the

equipment (za nii) and are wrapped in small pouches of buckskin
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or cloth and then designated according- to their contents. Such

are: tqahlahat a, clay taken from some sacred spring, for instance,

one near salt lake below Zuni; dlesh, almogen or white clay

gathered at some sacred locality; na sela, a clay gathered at this

sacred spot (probably the vicinity of Pueblo Bonito); ashi
,
salt

from one of several salt lakes; chi , reddle or red clay; dzillesh,

dust from the sacred mountains; daakedi lesh, dirt from the

Held, which is not sacred but used as an absorbent when ritual

prescribes emesis.

Clay mixed with grease, or at least an ingredient of sacred

animal tissue, is largely used in daubing and painting the body

of the patient. This sacred tallow or grease is called tl a nash-

chin, mixed grease or tallow. (Cf. also Equipment of the bead

chant.) atsashjish nashchin, dried liver-bag mixture, is used in

pulmonary troubles. The bull- roarer and thong, and the hide

rattle, is frequently rubbed with sacred tallow. (Compare also

Masks, the War Dance, the Moccasin Game, and Colors.)

By ntlls, hard goods, such stones as ydlgal, white shell; do-

tl izhi, turquoise; dichfli, abalone shell, and b&shzhini, obsidian

or cannelcoal, are ordinarily meant, though sometimes tselchfi,

red- white stone, is also included. Other precious stones are

tsdghadlndlni, rock crystal; tqadsis &i, pearl; yo dasdfsi, or yo

dijoli, olivella shell: ntlls altqas af, or ntlls nashchin, a mixture

of vari-colored stones.

Precious stones are frequently employed in connection with

the prayerstick as a sacrifice, though many sacrifices are made
of precious stones only. As a stone is assigned to each cardinal

point, color frequently represents the stones, for instance, in the

figures of sand paintings, where the garments and paraphernalia

are drawn in colored sand instead of the original white shell,

turquoise, etc. Rock crystal is largely employed in tracing

incisions, in divination (dest f, star reading), for symbolic lighting

of sacrificial smoke, as a charm, and otherwise.

A small pouch, about the length of the middle finger, called

aze, medicine, or dzillezh, sacred mountain dust, is held in
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the hand during the recital of legends pertaining to the hozh6ji,

or rite of blessing, as well as during the numerous performances

of vigils (do-Igha/h) of this rite. It consists of five wraps or

bags of sacred buckskin (dokakei) into which precious stones and

rock crystal are inserted or sewed, together with dust gathered

from the various sacred mountains. The five bags are then

wrapped with sacred buckskin. The vigils can not be conducted

properly without this pouch.

nayenezghani bibesh, the knife of the Slayer of Enemies,

which is variously called qal, the club, or bosh, the

knife, or beshqal, club-knife, is an oblong, flat stone

with a slightly beveled, blunt edge, and is used by

the personators of the Slayer and of the Water child

(tq6bajishchlni) in unraveling and cutting, as well as

in the pressing of the limbs. It is the symbol of

these two gods. Knife.

CHARMS. The charm, eltl 6 (it is fastened), consists of feathers

(ats6s), arrow-points (be\s est ugi), turquoise (dotl lzhi), olivella

shell (yo dijoli), and the like objects, which are secured to a

forelock of the patient in the course of some ceremonies. By
some they are worn even after the ceremony, when the charm is

designated as diyln bequ^holdilzm eltl 6, or a mark indicative of

a holy rite. According to ritual, small arrow-points (beVest ugi),

to be worn as a charm, must have been unearthed by a gopher.

Similar regulations govern the use of other objects as charms.

PRESSING OF THE LIMBS. The pressing of the limbs is per

formed at many ceremonies and with various objects. As the

text of the song may require, the object is pressed in succession

to the soles, the instep, the fibula and ulna, the knee, the femur,

abdomen and chest of the patient; thence to the right shoulder,

arm and elbow, the top and palm of the right hand, and back to

the right shoulder again; from here to the back, thence to the

left shoulder, arm and elbow, the top and palm of the left hand,

and back again to the left shoulder; finally it is pressed to the
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side, front, rear and top of the patient s head, after which the

singer or assistant concludes by making a pass with the object

across the patient s mouth, from right to left, and vice versa.

Objects used in pressing are the arrow-points, the knife of the

Slayer, the bull- roarer, herbs employed for dressing (chil se), and

others. After each pressure the singer or assistant raises the

object toward the smoke-hole (cHilayi ) and blows upon it (yeyol,

he blows it away). In the witch chant (hoch6ji) a crow feather

is dipped into the ashes of the fireplace and the ashes are simi

larly blown through the smoke-hole by all present.

ida istsod, the pressing or stretching of the limbs; beVest ugi

ida istsod, the pressing with the arrow-points; nida istsod, I press

your limbs.

asksis, the straightening of the limbs; askds (ikaz, adeskas), I

straighten. This is performed by women upon the maiden at the

nubility ceremony much in the same manner as the pressing.

USE OF BIRDS AND ANIMALS IN CEREMONY. qina bits6s, live

feathers, are so called because they are plucked from live eagles

(atsa daqinago). These are ordinarily meant when reference is

made to the use of feathers.

ats& bitse, tail feathers of the eagle, are also obtained from

live eagles.

ats6stso, the large downy eagle feathers; ats6stso tl 61, the cord

to which a large downy eagle feather is attached, is used in

tieing sacred knots.

nadzed!6zi bitse, the tail of the roadrurmer, is employed
as a charm.

gage bitse, the tail feathers of the crow, are extensively used

in the witch and other chants as a fan or brush for expelling

evil spirits. The singer makes passes with them on all sides of

the patient and in conformity with the text of the songs.

Feathers taken from the bundle are then distributed among those

present to be used in blowing off the ashes. Crow feathers are

also inserted into the throat to produce emesis at some ceremonies.
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gage nlchfni (odorous of the crow), designates the lips (bida )

or beak of the crow used at the war dance (anaji).

dasan bagha, porcupine quills, decorate the handle of the hide

rattle; dasan bitse, porcupine tail, of which a particle is added

to the medicine to remove the spell of the porcupine; dasan

bit esh, ashes of porcupine quills, are employed in coloring the

patient.

nahashcHfd bikhe, a badger s foot, is used in pressing the

limbs; nahashclifd bakhagi, badger hide, or ayani and begashi

bakhagi, buffalo and cow hides, are employed in making rattles,

which are called respectively: nahashcHid, aydni and akhal aghal,

badger, buffalo and rawhide rattles.

tqaba ma i and cha bakhagi, muskrat and beaver fur, with

porcupine quills, decorate the base of the rattle just above its

handle, while ayani or begashi bitse, buffalo- or cow-tail hair,

are attached to the end of the handle.

debe
5

tsetqa bide, a horn of the bighorn, in which the sacred

tallow or fat is preserved.

bizadiJ, blood collected from the mouth of sacred animals.

aqe^ske, a mixture obtained at the copulation, or from the

penis of the buffalo or bat.

bf bitsld benashkhad, the seam of deer sinew, for which sacred

sinew (dokakei bitsld, or bi bitsatsid, tendo Achittis) is used.

COLLARS. ze deilye
5

,
a collar of otter skin, to which a whistle

of cane-reed is attached, is used at public exhibitions of the night

chant. Collars made of spruce, the skin of the yellow and kit-

fox, or consisting of a large downy eagle feather, are required

in the decoration of the masks. Hence: cKo Ilba, a spruce

collar; ma i dotHzhi Ilba, kit-fox collar; ma ilts6i Ilba, yellow

fox collar; ats6stso bllba, its collar is made of a large downy

eagle feather.

Some add the fur of the ermine (dlu i) to the decoration of

the mask.

SHOULDER-BANDS AND WRISTLETS. g&ghahastff, shoulder-

bands, are made of sacred buckskin (dokakei) adorned with claws
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(akh^shgan, claw- footed) and arrow-points (beVest ugi), and are

placed over the right and left shoulder of the patient in the

witch (hoch6ji) and lightning (naat d.ye) chants. These chants

also require the wrist-bands (latsln nastf ), which are placed over

the wrists of the patient. They are made of the same material

as the shoulder-bands, but are decorated with claws of the fore

feet (alashgan, finger-claws).

USE OF PLANTS IN CEREMONY. In addition to the use of

medicinal plants, various articles are constructed of herbs, shrubs

and trees.

THE BULL-ROARER. The prescriptions governing the con

struction of the bull-roarer (tsfn di ni, the groaning stick) are

very minute in detail. It is elliptical in shape and

made of pine wood riven by lightning (ndishch!

bO os nf). Its front is mounted by eyes (bind)

and a mouth of turquoise (dotllzhi), the rear by a

piece of abalone shell (dlchlli), to serve as its pil

low (bitsf al). The whole is then covered with

yucca pitch (tsazi bije), lightning-struck pitch

(bo os nf bije), and charcoal gathered from a tree

struck by lightning (1 nit esh). A thong made of

bighorn or sacred buckskin is attached through a

hole in the butt end around which, too, it is wound

when not in use. The bull-roarer is placed in the

medicine bowl and the thong is soaked with the

medicine by one of the assistants. He then encir

cles the hogan once or twice and violently whirls

the roarer, during which time all remain in silence within.

Upon returning to the hogan the thong is wrapped about it, in

which shape the bull- roarer is then used for pressing the limbs.

The front (bitqel), indicated by the eyes and mouth, is always

pressed toward the limb. Finally the patient uses the bull-roarer

in blowing the ashes, instead of the crow feathers used by others.

Bull-roarer.
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Fire-Drill.

THE FIRE-DRILL. Flint rock (tsetl el)

is sometimes employed in striking fire.

The fire-drill (wolka), consisting of a tin-

derbox of cottonwood and a drill (nayiz,

or dilyfzi, the whirl; or, hogfshi, the drill-

stick; or, beolka, the igniter), is at pres

ent used in igniting the fire at the fire

ceremony (acHldidolje). Cf. Fire.

THE POKERS, CEREMONIAL UNRAVELING OF HOOPS, ETC.

The pokers (h6neshsrishi), four in number, represent four bull-

or copperhead snakes (tfistso), who lay with

their heads to the fire at the cardinal points.

Hence, the sticks of pinon (destsln) used as

pokers are hewn from branches pointing

east, south, west and north, in which respec

tive positions they are placed around the

fire with their butt ends pointing to it.

This is done on four successive days during

the witch chant, after which they are deposited in the branches

of some tree with their tips (nose!) pointing northward.

In connection with them the yeibitsazi 6ltqad, or Kekeholtqad

sasi, fireplace yucca for unraveling and stepping, are used.

These, too, are four in number, and made

of four wide leaves of yucca (yei bitsazi),

intertwined in the shape of a star. One

of them is placed aside of each poker,

where they remain during the entire fire

ceremony (acHldidolje), after which the

patient is made to encircle the fire by

stepping successively on each knot, begin

ning with the one in the east, and finishing

at the north knot. Two of those in attendance now hop over

the fire, stepping from the knot in the east to that on the west

side, and from the knot on the south to that on the north side

of the fire. Thereupon the singer unslips the knots and the

Yucca Star.
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yucca is carried to some secluded spot.

Unraveling (oltqad, wdltqad) is done with numerous objects.

Thus with the hoop (tsabas) made of spruce, or with small hoops

(tsabas ydzhe oltqad), which are used at the witch chant (hoch6ji).

The latter are five square hoops, varying in size, and made of

sumac (ki), chokecherry (dzidze
1

), wild cherry (maid) and scrub

oak (cli^cHii), different twigs being used for the four successive

days. A bunch of grama grass (tl 6* nastqasi), sagebrush (tsezhf),

watercress (tquikhal), dodgeweed (tsil dilylsi), and the like, is

secured to the corners of each hoop by an ordinary slipknot

made with the downy feather cord (ats6stso tl 61). The largest

in size is placed about the feet of the patient, who is seated with

cocked knees; the next about the knees; the third about the

abdomen; the fourth about the chest; the fifth and smallest

hoop encircles the head. Thereupon the singer unslips each

knot, and weeds and hoops are carried out.

The wide hoops (tsabas ntqeligi) are larger in size, but made

of the same material as the preceding, with the difference that

LJJt &amp;gt;

on each of four succeeding days one of five hoops is made of

sumac, chokecherry, wild cherry, scrub oak, with the additional

one of spruce. These are placed on the outside with the one of

spruce next to the hogan, the others following in the order men
tioned. On the first day they are lined up on the east side of
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the hogan; on the following day on the south side; on the third

day on the west side, and finishing the ceremony on the fourth

day on the north side. Two feathers (nditqi), representing light

ning (atsfnltFish), are set crossing each other in front of each

hoop. The patient followed by the singer pass through each

hoop, which is then unraveled by the latter.

The unraveling of wreaths (cHil 6ltqad) is also a feature of

this chant. Strips cut with a claw of the shoulder-band from

wide-leafed yucca (tsazi ntqeli) are tied together (be6stl 6 ) and

then braided at intervals (bitqat a deshbizh) with from two to

nine bundles (naast at dadijol) of weeds. The knot employed is

a single twist and turn around the bundle sufficient to hold it in

place. The personators of the Slayer and Water child secure a

wreath each to the soles, instep, lower and upper leg of the

patient; then to his hips, chest and back; one to the arms and

hands, adding the final one to the forehead. The latter wreath

is distinguished by two turkey feathers (tqazhi bitse) to which

an olivella shell (yd dijoli) is attached. This done, the Slayer

and his Brother proceed to cut the wreaths with their knives

(naySnezghani bibezh) from foot to head, after which each single

knot (bitqat a deshbizh) is severed, and the weeds sprinkled over

the patient, or, his limbs are pressed with them. Finally, the

weeds are cut into small fragments and then deposited in some

unfrequented spot with their tips pointing northwrard.

Unraveling is performed in a similar manner with the spruce

dress (cHo re, or cH6 bi se), a conical shaped covering made of

spruce twigs; with the dress of weeds (chil re), a wrap made of

weeds; and with the mask of yucca (nik^he).

CEREMONIAL BATHS. In the witch chant a bath (tqadidogis)

is prepared in a basket. Two leaves of yucca (tsazi bide, horn-

leafed yucca, or tsazi tsOs, slender yucca) are stirred in a basket

of water by two assistants, one holding the tips of the leaves,

while the other whirls the butt ends between his hands. The

lather produced is sprinkled with a line of pollen from north to
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south, then crossed by a line from west to east, from which

point the singer draws a circle around the four points of the

cross. Within each block of the encircled cross another smaller

cross is drawn with pollen, after which the patient bathes his

body. (Women conceal themselves behind a curtain held by

female assistants.) Cf. also the Sudatory.

INCENSE. Incense (ya didi nil, that which is placed before the

patient) consists of herbs like ayan ilaghai and dahidl ai, mixed

with bat hair (ja&bani), or of amber (tseje), and a stone called

tse bijekhal, the fumes of which are inhaled by the patient.

The incense is sprinkled over live coals raked from the fire, and

to facilitate inhaling a blanket is drawn over the patient.

THE LAW OF BUTTS AND TIPS. The law of butts and tips

obtains with unvarying regularity in a number of ceremonial

paraphernalia. The manner in which the twigs are woven in

the basket, or of applying medicines, and of pressing the limbs,

the position of the figures in the sand painting, or of the eyes

and mouth of the bull- roarer, are but instances of this law.

With feathers, herbs and sticks, used ceremonially, this law is

strictly observed, and is referred to as nosel, or dinosel, the

growing part or tip of a feather or plant. Thus, the feathers

are inserted with the tip extending from the seam of the mask,

or from the ceremonial cigarette, and plants are employed and

deposited with due reference to the tip and butt ends.

Bows AND ARROWS. The small bow (altqf yazh) of spruce,

and the arrows of pine (ndishchika) and spruce (cHo M), are dis

patched over the hogan at the lightning and witch chants. They
are also designated as ma i bilndzfzi, arrows for dispatching the

coyote.

SPREADS. The patient is always seated on a spread of buck

skin or a piece of calico, upon which, too, medicines, feathers,

and other paraphernalia, are deposited in the progress of a cere

mony. These spreads, called nllkhad, or benlikhai (which is

spread out), are given in payment to the singer after the close
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of a ceremony. Both buckskin (aMni) and calico spreads may
be used by him for the smaller medicine pouches (aze dabizfs),

or for thongs and cords to tie them singly and collectively (jish

bfdatFol, thongs for the medicines of a chant, and aze bfdatl ol,

thongs for the medicine bags). With the exception of the bag

containing the sacred mountain dust (dzillezh bizfs), all smaller

bags may be made of spreads, as: ntl fs bizfs, bag with the stones;

tqadidfn bizfs, pollen bag; ats6s bizfs, wrap for the feathers,

and so on.

THE MESSENGERS, LEGERDEMAIN, ETC. aka ninfli, sprinklers

of pollen, are the messengers sent out on the fifth day to invite

singers of other rites to attend the closing exhibitions. Origin

ally they were sent to foreign tribes also, a feature which has

been discontinued long since. After sprinkling the pollen upon

the head of the invited guest, the latter offered the messenger

some object in token of his acceptance. As the singers to-day

are invited for public entertain

ment, they usually carry their

masks, rattles, whistles, paraph

ernalia (called alii, magic or pow

er), and the like, with them. Thus,

at the fire dance (dzilkfji), various

legerdemain (alii) was, until very

recently, still in vogue; for in

stance, the dancing porcupine

quills, the growing of the yucca

or corn, bathing the hands in hot

pitch, walking on cactus, produc

tion of field rats, gophers, and

the like, performances to which

little attention is paid at present.

The illusion of swallowing the

arrow is made possible by the

use of a hollow sunflower stalk,

into which the shaft and arrow- Arrows for Swallowing.
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point are gradually and slowly hidden. The altl, or legerdemain,

was deposited in the medicine lodge (alii bdhogh&n) and women

were not permitted to enter and see them. They were, therefor,

covered and if, perchance, an inquisitive female was caught in

the act of gazing upon them, she was forced to enter the corral

and to dance, nilly willy. The disgrace attached to this chastise

ment effectively checked a repetition on the part of other women.

Otherwise women did not perform as dancers, excepting the

case of young girls who had voluntarily learned to dance.

WORDS.

atsdle, the groups of dancers entering the corral.

qina bl ishle
1

,
or qina ashM (ashla, adeshlil), I animate it.

ilnashjin, the corral (dance), or azhnlda (they move around the

fire), the tire dance; iikha, they enter; 6okhai, the dancers are

now inside the corral; dine
1

daalzhizh, they dance; women do not

perform, but their parts are taken by men dressed as women.

i Ssh, the two enter, namely, the man and woman who enter

the hogan at sunset of the last day of the night chant, after

journeying from sunrise over a course of about a mile.

ye I ash, the gods appear, or kad ye fash, to-day the gods

appear, this is the final day (of night chant). Three masked

personators, girthed with skins of kit-fox, their bodies painted

with white clay (dlesh) and charcoal (t esh), and representing the

Talking God (hashcBeltqii), the Shooting God (hashcH6olt 6hi),

and the Fringed Mouth (zahadolzhai), visit the neighborhood in

search of contributions of coffee, flour, tobacco, and the like, for

the final festivities. Being masked, the Talking God alone is

permitted to make their presence known by his call of &quot;u-u-u-hu.&quot;

They do not tarry very long but move quickly from camp to

camp.

biji, the close of a ceremony; iskh&go biniljf, we close to

morrow; dl hadzi, there are four more nights of ceremony, the

fifth day of a nine night ceremony.

do-Ighazh, the vigil, or blessing of the paraphernalia.
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hatqal, a chant; hatqali, a singer; sin, a song; biyln, his or

its song; tl ejfsin, one of the songs of the night chant.

nahagha, the ceremony or chant of which one has made a

specialty, religious customs and beliefs, as ndahaghaigi h6dinsin

(nt se), I respect the old customs and beliefs; dobiJ illda, he dis

respects and ridicules them.

a honishtqai (a honltqal, a hodfneshtqal), I begin a singing.

a hunitqal, the ceremony began.

queshMl (qurisa , qodeshMl), or naqunshla (naqurisa/ , nahodesh-

lal), or qodishla (qod&sa , qodeshlal), I invite a singer. Hence,

hodagha (qodeya , qodogal), the ceremony is in progress; hodesa
,

or nahodisd nt se, I return from the invitation, I have asked him

to sing; nahald (nohuniya), he is conducting a ceremony.

n6hunshtqal (nomintqal, nohodeshtqal), I close the singing or

ceremony; nomlntqal, the ceremony is over with; nohogha*

(nohuniya, nohodogal), or nohojltqal (noh6zhntqal, n6hozhdotqal),

the ceremony is closed.

do-nadada, no admission, or khtiji do-njaghada, no admission

here.

hunsdzm (h6nesdzin, hodfnesdzil), I bewitch him; ninsdzin

(nfnesdzin, ndlnesdzll), 1 bewitch you; honodzin, he bewitched

him (evil eye).

sizaTa, he put it into my mouth, he performed the ceremony

over me; hazaot a ,
he performed over him.

naakhai, they appear, the yeibichai will take place.

ndhunshM (nohuris&, nohodeshial), I performed the ceremony

in response to an invitation.

katso ist &n, the big arrow fledged, arrow for swallowing car

ried by the atsale (dancers) at the ilnashjln, or corral dance.
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SOCIOLOGY

CIVIL ECONOMY.

Socially the Navaho are not distinguished by classes of nobles

and common people. They are not subject to the rule of one

chief, or to that of hereditary chiefs. Their chiefs are not chosen

from one specific clan possessing such a distinction, but are taken

from all clans, as socially they are all equal. And as a genuine

democracy prevails the chiefs or headmen are chosen from the

rank and file, holding their position by popular choice, and as

long as they fill it satisfactorily.

In the earlier days the tribe was represented by twelve chiefs

who, in council assembled, were subject to four spokesmen,

whose eloquence and discretion entitled them to the choice.

This was, moreover, in accord with the legendary organization

of the lower worlds, in which a chief was assigned to the car

dinal points with the priority of rank in favor of the chief of

the east. There as here, all matters of importance, of war and

peace, life and death, were submitted to the council of the chiefs

for decision. And though some chiefs by dint of eloquence and

their personality exercised such a right individually, the author

ity of the others, or sub-chiefs, was never impaired thereby in

their various districts where they enforced the injunctions of

the council.

The installation of a new chief was not accompanied by a

religious ceremony, though the deposition of an unsatisfactory

chief was at times followed by a feast at which the new chief

was formally installed. It would seem, too, that the government
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of the tribe was not, as a rule, entrusted to the singers, or med

icine men, unless they showed unusual ability and peaceful dis

positions. On raids and in war the singer always accompanied

the party, performing the ceremonies and rites previously to as

well as during and after an engagement with the enemy. And

as many raiding parties often formed independently of the tribe

as such, or without the knowledge of its leading headmen, it was ,

of no infrequent occurrence that some pretentious and ambitious

singer inaugurated such raids to the detriment of the tribe at

large. Hence, to check such influences, the necessity was felt

of tilling the ranks of the chiefs with men making no profession

of singing, unless they showed unusual consistency.

To-day the tribe is represented by a large number of head

men whose authority is confined within the limits of a small

district. Accordingly, the more populated districts are each

represented by a headman chosen by the consent of the people

of his district, and approved and recognized by the other head

men of the tribe (and now generally by the agent). The headman

directs, for instance, in matters pertaining to agriculture, taking

out ditches, or clearing and breaking new soil. He is arbiter

in matters of dispute for the people of his district, whose interest

he also represents at the councils (and with the agent). In mat

ters of importance to the tribe the headmen of the various

districts convene in council. At these gatherings each headman

voices his opinion, arguments are produced pro and con, until

some satisfactory solution is agreed upon, which from the coun

cil is carried to the knowledge of the people at large through

the headmen. (At present such gatherings occasionally take place

at the agencies, and are convoked by the agent, who also safe

guards the observance of law and order.) It may be said, too,

that the Navaho in general cause very little disturbance. In fact,

no trace of the early warlike spirit remains. The chiefs of war

of earlier times have entirely disappeared. Slavery, too, as a

reciprocity measure, is not upheld any longer. The slave was

forced to labor for his captor by agriculture, herding, and every-
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thing arduous. Female slaves were not taught the art of weaving,

which was the sacred trust of Navaho women. In addition, the

captor might take the life of his slave, sell or dispose of him at

will, and upon the death of his master the slave was dispatched

immediately after the burial was performed. This condition no

longer prevails, though occasionally one hears mention made of

members of other tribes who are held as slaves. There are,

however, no instances on record in which a Navaho was subjected

to slavery by his own tribesmen.

The custom of performing a ceremony for the benefit of the

headmen has now entirely disappeared. In the early days the

vigil ceremony (do-Ighazh) was held four times during the reign

of a headman to protect him from misfortune and insubordina

tion. This feature has vanished, as well as that of distinguishing

the headmen by a special mark, such as a costlier robe, an arrow-

point tied to the queue (bes est ugi beestfdni), or an agate (hada-

huniye
1

) or feather (ats6s) instead.

nafani, or binant al, the headman; nant a, a speaker, spokesman.

hozh6ji nafa, a peaceful chief, the chief in time of peace,

hashkheji nat a, a war chief, a warlike chief,

ana &lya, reappointed, or nabideltqi, confirmed or reappointed

to a position (modern words).

THE GENTILE SYSTEM.

The Navaho are divided into numerous clans or gentes forming

a bond of union and relationship between members of the same

clan, as well as between those of affiliated clans. The names of

these clans are entirely locative or topographical, not excluding

names of an apparently totemic character, such as the bear, or

turkey people, since in such instances the locality in which these

peoples were found was suggestive of the clan name. In fact,

totemic names, or even traces of an early totemism, have not

been discovered, and are flatly rejected by the Navaho. Some

clans, indeed, regard certain animals, such as the bear (shash),
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the porcupine (dasani), the bullsnake or copperhead (tl Istso), the

weasel (dlu i), and the mountain lion (nashduitso), as especial pets

of their clan (II, pet; bill, daH, their pet). Yet these were
,

assigned to the respective clans after their creation, and have at

no time been emblematic of the clan, or in any wise affected its

nomenclature. Accordingly, too, the custom of emblazoning

their shields or robes with clan totems, as the Navaho had occa

sion to observe with the Zuni and other Pueblo tribes, never was

in vogue with them, and was ever rejected as of distinctly Pueblo

tradition. And the custom, too, of sparing the coyote, hawks,

snakes, some species of bear, etc., has evidently no bearing on

the subject, since that is done for religious reasons.

With the large number of existing clans to-day it is not at all

surprising that accounts of their origin, and incidentally of their

affiliation and assignment to various groups, are at great variance.

The accounts of their origin are, of course, legendary, and differ

with various authorities, who are often not free from the apparent

desire of creating an eponymous ancestry, or rather, eponymous

localities and peoples, in support of the prestige which their own

clan should enjoy. And as these accounts are fitted into the

numerous chant legends the confusion is by no means lessened.

Still, these accounts agree on the one point, that the numerical

increase of the clans is not due to a process of segmentation of

existing clans, but to one of adoption of new peoples which were!

met in the course of the journey to the present habitat of the

tribe. Accordingly, the phratry is eliminated, in fact, it is

unknown to the Navaho, who makes no such distinction. Each

clan, therefor, forms a separate whole, which is socially the

equal of others with whom it is perchance affiliated by consan

guinity or adoption. Naturally, this affiliation or relationship

caused some clans to be grouped with earlier, or nuclear clans,

which gives the latter occasionally a phratral distinction.

The relationship between the clans was, according to the

accounts, established either by intermarriage, or by closing a

friendship with new and strange tribes or clans as soon as they
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met. Whenever mental derangement was subsequent to such

marriages there could be no question of the prohibitive degree

of consanguinity, and the necessity of intermarriage with non-

related clans was once for all established. Exogamous marriages,

too, were not uncommon, especially during that period in which,

according to their tradition, the Navaho and Pueblo tribes lived

as one, and the new clans thus formed were adopted by the hus-

band^s clan and affiliated to his group of related clans. The

tribes were, of course, destroyed by the flood of Navaho tradi

tion. A nucleus, however, of a new tribe had been saved by

divine intervention, so that representatives of the original clans

still remained. These formed new ties with the Pueblo and

other tribes as a result of concubinage with slaves and captives,

the descendants of which subsequently waxed sufficiently strong

to form new clans and assert their independence of their captors.

And since their relationship with clans affiliated to that of their

captors is not sufficiently well established to be beyond dispute,

they are numerically strong to-day owing to their limited rela

tionship. Strangely enough, some of the post-diluvial accessions,

such as the Jemez, Zia and Ute clans, coincide both in name and

affiliation with the original clans adopted by the Navaho from

these tribes. These latter, however, are not regarded as captive

clans, like the more recent additions, as their relationship with

all the clans of their group is never disputed. And, since the

various bands of Pueblo refugees and captives entered the tribe

at different periods, and even among the so-called ante-diluvial

clans scarcely one is without historical data tracing its origin and

recent progress, the original accounts are now generally embel

lished with modern historical data, which is usually the trust of

some intelligent representative of the clan.

But, withal, the question of consanguinity is paramount in the

gentile system. Though, properly speaking, there is no phratry,

the nuclear, or adopting clan, often enjoys phratral distinction

by choice of the sub-gentes, who sometimes refer to themselves

by their phratral connection, as, for instance, the tqodok6zhi
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m& ideshglzhni , the Jeniez of the alkaline water clan, or, the

khlya ani shash din^ e
, the bear clan of the khiya ani, thus indi

cating their consanguinity by adoption. Double clan names,

however, indicate adoption by one of the two clans, as will be

seen later, and the quasi-phratral connection is therefor, as a

rule, not indicated in this manner.

Among the clans four claim the distinction of originating

directly from the person of esdzanadle, the Changing Woman.
The khlya ani were created from the skin which she removed

from her breast, wherefore their name is said to signify, &quot;those

made of her breast.&quot; In like manner, the honagha ni, or &quot;they

who were made of her back,&quot; were created from the skin which

she loosened from her back, while the tqodiclilni,
&quot;

bitter water

people,&quot; and the tq6tsoni, &quot;big water people,&quot; are so called

because of their creation from the sweat (or skin) gathered from

below her right and left arm respectively. Thus she formed

the nucleus of the tribe to which she presented the pets above

mentioned, and dispatched them to this earth. In the course of

this journey they met with other holy peoples like themselves

with whom they made friendship or ascertained their relationship.

But while the following list does not propose to present the

clans in the order in which they may have entered the tribe, an

endeavor has been made to present a reliable classification of the

related clans as they exist to-day. The clan right is exercised

in the first instance by the mother, hence, all her children belong

to her clan. In addition, intermarriage with the clans affiliated

with hers is prohibited, which prohibition also extends to the

father s clan and those related to it. This prohibitive degree

was formerly also extended to the whole group of the grand

father s clan, but is now generally disregarded and limited to

the two groups in which the father s and mother s clan happen

to be affiliated.

The various groups are indicated by roman letters preceding

the nuclear, or most important clan of the group.
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1. khiya ani, people formed

2. tqehogilni, people of

the white valley.

3. az6tso din , big

medicine people.

4. bit ani, leaf people.

Some derive this

from bitqat &ni, they

who passed along the

side of the canon.

of her breast.

5. dzilt ad din& e , or dzll-

tfani, at the base or lower

side of the mountain peo

ple.

6. sh&sh dinse e , bear people.

7. tqazhi dinSe e , turkey

people.

8. nad dindfe e
,
corn people.

9. khiy& a
, where the houses

stand (up, or on high).

II. 10. honagha ni, the people formed of her back.

11. dziltla ni, the peo

ple at the base, or in

the rincon of a

mountain.

12. tqoqani (tqoaqani),

water is close by.

( The dzilnahodfhri

are now extinct, but

were accredited to this

group).

13. tqanesza ni, poles strung

out at the water people.

14. hashkahadz66, where the

yucca is strung out.

15. nihobani, light - colored

soil people.

III. 16. tqodicftini, people of the bitter water (i. e., formed

of the sweat of her right arm).

IT. bt bitq6ni, people of

the deer water

(country).

18. tsin sakh&dnl, peo

ple at the lone tree.

19. tq6 bazhnS azhi,

where two went for

water.

20. tq6 doR6zhi, alka

line water.

The next two are assigned

to the preceding clan.

21. ma ideshglzhni, coyote

pass, or Jemez people.

22. tl 6gi, fluffy, or grass-mat

people, because they wove

mats of grass and yucca.

Later these were identi

cal with the Zia people.
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23. tseikhei, or tseyf

khei, twin- rock peo-

pie, from pillars of

rock, upon which they

were wont to mount.

24. yod, the bead people.

IV. 25. tqotsoni, the big water people (i. e., formed of the

sweat of her left arm).

26. bit a ni, the folded

arms people.

27. hashtrfshni, the mud

people, because they

made many earthen

wares.

28. tsMeshgizhni, the people

at the rock pass.

29. luka din* 6
f

the reed

people.

30. tsetqa ani, the people at

the monocline.

V. 31. tqabaha, at

dwelt there.

32. halts6i, living in the

meadow.

33. kanani, the living

arrow people, be

cause they were skill

ed in making arrows,

and supplied all

tribes with them.

34. Kaf din& e , the wil-

the edge of the water, because they

low people, living at the

willow grove.

35. chezhin dfai, the malpais

trap dyke (people).

36. tsa hiskfdni, knolls cov

ered with sagebrush.

37. ma ideshgizhni, another

group of the Jemez, as

signed to 31.

VI. 38. hoghan lani, many hogans (ironically).

39. tsenahabflni, people

at the overhanging

ledge of rock.

40. tqoaqaedllnl, at the

crossing of the wa

ters (rivers).

41. nakhai din& , the Mex

ican people, adopted and

freed by the preceding

clan.
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VII. 42. tsfnajini, the black streak of wood people, because

they thrived on a black stalk gromwell, called aze

hajlni. In addition, their country was covered with

a dark soiland underbrush, which from a distance

resembled a black streak a&amp;lt;rainst the horizon. Hence,

they were known as the dark streak of wood people.

43. trashchi (tl aash-

chi), the red left

ies, because the

soil of their coun

try was a bright

red, and its peo

ple strongly built,

and left-handed.

44. khin lichini, the

people of the red

houses.

45. deshchlni, at the

bend of the red

rock (people).

46. tl lzi Jani, many goats, but

this is a modern clan,

sometimes referred to as

the red goats.

47. tsenahablhii, the same as

39.

48. kai, the willows, because

they made many ket an,

prayersticks, of willow,

as they are made to

day.

49. t ls jabani, at the gray

cottonwoods.

50. n6da a
,
the Ute clan.

VIII. 51. tqachmi, the people of the red soil, or country.

52. nanesht Szhi, black

across, because of

their mode of cut

ting their hair

short at the fore

head, and spotting

their faces with

black paint. The Zuni

clan.

53. khin lichlni, same as 44.

The red house people are

identical with the San

Juan Pueblo.

IX. 54. tsenjlkhini, the people of the black houses.

55. tsendzfltsoi, those two holy peoples lived in

of the yellow dark and yellow houses,

houses, as these Those living in the dark
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houses, or the half of the 56.^ashini, the salt people, or

village which was dark or those of the place covered

black, were of a dark with salt or alkali,

complexion, while those 57. deb6 iizhfni, San Felipe,

living in yellow houses a modern clan,

were light, or blond, 58. ma ideshglzhni, another

hence the names. group of the Jeinez clan.

Various informants offer translations of the clan names which

are greatly at variance. However, after consulting the works

of eminent authorities on the gentile system, such as those of

Dr W Matthews, A M Stephen, and of others, and comparing

them with additional data obtained from representative author

ities in the tribe, the present translations are thought to be fairly

reliable. As was suggested previously, there are additional

clans assigned to some groups, or to specific clans, whose rela

tionship, however, is not entirely beyond dispute. Thus, the

tqabaha of group V claim the nanesht 6zhi, or Zuni, and the

dzilghd, or White Mountain Apache, as relatives, in addition to

such spurious clans as the na af (na aha), at the dip of the moun

tain, and the na asaz dinee e
,
or the wanderers (cliff-dwellers).

Similar clans are those descending from captives taken from

the chfshi, Chiracahua Apache; naketl a
, Pima; dilzh& e, Mohave;

ayakhmi, Hopi; bayodzm, Paiute; nashgali dinSe e
,
Mescalero

Apache, etc. , which are fairly well distributed among the older

Navaho clans. At present new clans are not added, and the

distinction between slave and Navaho clans is practically nominal,

as the title of the former to clanship is of long standing and well

established. Yet, while the adopting clan as a rule acknowledge

a tie of consanguinity with the adopted or captured clan, this is

not always done by the clans affiliated to the adopting clan.

Consequently, intermarriages between captive clans and those

affiliated to their captor sometimes take place, yet not without
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criticism from the older Navaho clans, who admit the relation

ship, and wish their traditions observed.

Sometimes double clan names are met with, as the deshchlni

bit d ni, or tl ashcht bitfa m, which indicate that the bita ni clan

adopted girls of the deshchlni and tl ashchl clans, whom the latter

had discarded. Hence, they were deshchlni and tl ashchl, respec

tively, by birth, but bit a ni by adoption. Their descendants,

however, refer to themselves as belonging to the bit a ni, and

reject the claims of their progenitors. Accordingly, their affilia

tion is disputed, and they are referred to as dine
1

dobahozini, the

doubtful clans, or persons of a doubtful clan. Such instances

are few, however, and it is generally acknowledged that a mem
ber is added to the clan by birth only. Moreover, the clan can

not now disown its members, as any effort in this direction is

thwarted by the other clans.

The clan always enforces its right to its members against

other clans. An instance of this may be found in a custom,

which in part is still observed. Upon the death of her husband

general good custom required the widow to marry his brother,

or some close relative of her late husband. In the event of more

than one brother she was at liberty to choose among them, which

she did in the following manner: Some time after the death of

her husband she made two carrying baskets (tslzis), one of which

she filled with cornmeal (for preparing mush, tqa nil), the other

with paper-bread (ast 6 ), and placed two boughs of wild grape

(dzidze
1

) and redbush (lichli), in the form of a cross, over the

whole. She then proceeded with the baskets to the hogan of the

desirable party and placed them some distance from it, so that they

might be gathered and their contents consumed by the family.

This done she returned to her home. Subsequently, after four

days, the husband-elect stripped off his garments, and taking his

bow and arrows, proceeded to place them in the hogan of the

widow, where he slept that night. On the following morning
both washed themselves in a bowl of yucca suds, and combed

one another s hair, which concluded the marriage ceremony.
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Similarly, a widower carried his bow and arrows to the house of

a desirable relative of his late wife, offering and concluding mar

riage in the same manner. But when it was thought desirable

to evade this duty, as in the case of a large family, or otherwise,

the clan was obliged to inform the widow, or widower, of the

ineligibility of the desirable party, thus granting them liberty to

choose among other clans. Moreover, this protestation must pre

cede the formal and public request for marriage made by the

widow or widower in the manner above indicated, lest the party

chosen be forced to submit. (Polygamy is still permissible,

polyandrism was always avoided as adulterous.) Accordingly,

the period of widowhood wras extended to two years to give

ample time for consideration. This period is still observed by

some, though the custom of carrying the baskets and the bow

and arrows has entirely disappeared. The clans also assert their

traditional rights, holding the widow until she obtains her release

either by marriage (and divorce) or by their consent. In the

event of a refusal other clans avoid her, though such a release is

at present often purchased by sexual intercourse with one or

other clan relative of the deceased, after which all obligations

are considered fulfilled.

For other effects of the gentile system see feuds, marriage and

mortuary customs, and other articles.

In addition, it is reprehensible to marry a woman with whom

one has concluded a friendly relationship by frequent visits and

endearing terms (Re jinlgo, when one has called her
^
friend), as

this is equivalent to consanguinity with her.

WORDS.

al & da din^ e ,
or t a danltqa i din& e

,
the various clans: bike

(bikei), his relatives (clansmen); alke ndll, or dalaf dinaVigi nlf,

the two clans are related.

qat fsh din^ e* nlf, or da df&amp;gt; naVe nlf if to which clan do you

belong? ai dinaVe nshlf, I belong to that clan, or shi tqabaha

nshlf, I am a tqabaha.
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shil aqishdilchln, we are of the same clan (related); yashchlni,

related ascending, namely, the father s and mother s clans;

nashdeshghazh, he married back into the clan of his deceased

wife (or husband); clisena i, the privilege of doing this; kenjlkedi,

adultery with relative or related clansman.

Ke cliaetqanagis, it is impossible to disown a clan relative, or

cHge anal i, it is useless to turn a member out.

KINSHIP.

Navaho tribal society is based primarily upon kinship arising

from clan affiliation, as each person is a member of the tribe by

reason of his or her affiliation to one of the numerous gentes.

This kinship is firmly established and well known to the tribe at

large, and some sort of government was introduced largely to

maintain the rights and reciprocal duties of kinship, as in the

case of feuds and criminal offense against any clan member. The

gens, or clan, thus forms one large family within the tribe, the

units of which are linked together by one common parentage.

Even connfrbial vows do not sever the bonds of consanguineal

kindred arising from clan affiliation, since the clan never loses

its right to one of its members.

Accordingly, too, terms which are used to designate real con

sanguineal kindred, such as my brother, uncle, sister or aunt,

are promiscuously used in designating clan kinship as well, and

incidentally indicate the social relation in regard to matrimony
which these consanguineal bonds enjoin.

The present list contains the names of the lineal ascendants

and descendants, which are given in the personal form. The

collateral lines of brother and sister, father and mother, show

many identical names and a tendency to reduce the remoteness

in relationship. Neither is it customary to duplicate terms in

the designation of remote relationship, though this is at times

done by way of exactitude, as shizhe
!

e bizhe bidezhi biyazh

bits!
, my fathers father s sister s son s daughter, instead of the

generic term shinali.
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Relative age is differentiated in some instances, as with the

.younger and older brother and sister. No special term exists to

designate the first-born, or eldest child. The mother usually

designates her child in terms not in use by the father.

WORDS.

shi, self.

shizhe^e
,

or shitqa, my
father.

azhe&quot;e
,
the father.

hazh^
e&quot;,

or bizhg e
,
his or

her father.

sham, my mother.

bama, or qama, his or her

mother.

shindli, my paternal grand

parents, my paternal ances

tors. The entire collateral

line is referred to as shinli

(pi. shindlikhe), such as my
grand uncle or aunt, etc.,

though for these and remoter

kindred such terms as sitsfli,

my younger brother, etc., are

employed.

shichaf, my maternal grand

father; shichO, my maternal

grandmother, or my maternal

ancestors and kindred, shinali

is also used to designate this

collateral line, though more

frequently terms denoting-

closer relationship are em

ployed, such as shida i, my
uncle, for my mother s uncle,

or sizedi, my cousin, for my
second cousin, or shidezhe, my
younger sister, for my moth

er s aunt s daughter, etc.

shida i, my uncle (mother s

brother).

shaka i, my aunt (mother s

sister, who is frequently ad

dressed as shama, my mother).

shibfzhi, my uncle and aunt

(paternal), shizh^ e
, my fath

er, is also applied instead of

shibfzhi, my paternal uncle,

much like the preceding,

shindli is also applied for my
father s uncle or aunt; sizedi,

my father s niece, etc.

sizedi, my cousin (both male

and female).

shflna ash, my cousin (male).

Frequently other terms are

used, such as shfnai, my broth

er (older than self); shidezhe,

my younger sister. Second

or third cousins are not espec

ially designated, but are called

sitsfli, my younger brother;

shidezhe, my younger sister,

respectively. Some, however,
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note a distinction for the

descendants of a maternal aunt,

thus, shicliaV, my daughter,

designates my aunt s son s

daughter; shidd
, my nephew,

my aunt s daughter s children.

shfnai, my brother (older

than self).

sitsfli, my younger brother.

shadi, my sister (older than

self).

shidezhe, my younger sister.

siRfs, my brother (akfs, the

brother; hakfs, his brother),

and shild\ my sister (haM , his

sister), are employed promis

cuously for younger and older

brothers and sisters, respec

tively.

shama yazhi, my niece, or

specifically, my sister s daugh
ter.

shidd
, my nephew and niece

(designating both brother s and

sister s children).

shibfzhi, my nephew s child

ren.

shi.ye
5

, my son.

ay6 , the son.

qay , or biy4 , his son.

biyazh, her son, or little

one, a term not employed by
the father of the child.

sits!
, my daughter.

bitsf, his daughter.

shicHaV, my daughter, is

used by the mother and others

referring to the girl.

sits6l, my daughter s or

son s child, grandchild.

sitsokhe, my grandchildren

and their descendants.

t ala haije, who went forth

together, or dalai aqolchlli,

born from one, relatives, kin

dred. Or, interrogatively:

da t ala hojeish it ? or, da

dalaf aqolchllish it ? are (the

two) related (in any way)?

da bizhe e
, his real father.

bizhe ii fni, his stepfather.

AFFINITY.

shay (shiy^, shaay^), my
son-in-law, the same word des

ignating also my brother- and

sister-in-law.

shizha ad, my daughter-in-

law.

shadanf, my father-in-law,

or, promiscuously, also for

son-in-law, as badanf, his son-

in-law, or, finally, for the col

lateral line, as badanf, my
wife s uncle or nephew, etc.

duish fni (doyish lni), whom
I do not look upon, my moth

er-in-law.
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WAR.

The life of the early Navaho was one of continuous war and

rapine, the neighboring Pueblo and Mexican villages usually

being their victims. This mode of life necessitated a constant

change of domicile, and made the pursuit of native industries

practically impossible, as strenuous activity in war gave way to

comparative indolence in time of peace. Yet, like most of the

Plains Indians, the Navaho was well inured to the vicissitudes of

climate and poverty, as the warrior must needs bend all his

energies on constant exercise, privation and endurance, qualities

which were decisive factors in primitive warfare. This training

was begun early in life. Infants were bathed in the snow for

the purpose of hardening them to the constant change of climate.

Boys and youths were urged to continuous exercise in running,

dodging, the use of the shield and spear, in shooting, cunning,

and every artifice known to the more experienced warriors.

Their diet was meager, consisting wholly of corn aud venison, or

of esculent herbs when corn was wanting, and water to furnish

the wherewith to drink.

When at leisure and peace the tribe roamed over an extensive

territory, the security of which was insured to some extent by

sentinels placed on guard at conspicuous elevations, whose

duty it was to signal by smoke or fire. The signal given it

would change its habitat, as it was preferred to avoid an encoun

ter unless practically certain of victory. Apparently no special

code of signals existed for the various neighboring tribes, and

attacks were usually and preferably made upon isolated bands of

enemies, or unsuspecting settlements, opportunities for which

were very favorable among the scattered Pueblo.

The most experienced headman was chosen leader in an engage

ment, though in the heat of battle each warrior insured his own

safety. An action was always begun with much clamor and a

charge on horse, bringing shield and spear into play. At close

range bow and arrow7 were effectively used, though quite fre

quently refuge was sought in a hasty retreat.
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Raiding parties were usually formed of small bands as this

method insured larger dividends to the members of the party.

In war and on raids, however, the party must be joined by a

singer of the war rite (yeihastqfnike) to celebrate the victorious

deeds of the war gods, such as the Slayer of Enemies, the sun

and moon, etc.

An enemy was usually scalped without previous torture, but

if possible, he was made captive, as raids and war were under

taken to increase the number of slaves in one s possession. In

addition, too, the moist scalp must be carried at the end of a pole,

and kept some distance from the ho^an until the effects of the

sight of blood might be removed by the war dance (andji jint esh),

after which the spear or belt was decorated with them. In the

event of the death of a warrior from wounds received in actual

combat, the captives made by him were killed over his grave.

Among neighboring tribes, the Utes, Apache (White Moun

tain), Mescalero and Comanche Indians were most dreaded

enemies.

WORDS.

nashba (nseba, ndeshba ),

I go to war, I go to raid.

hashkheji, the war chief.

yeike, or yeihastqlnike, the

war rites and songs.

ylsna , booty, a captive.

yishn^ (s^Jna , deshnel), I

take booty, make a captive.

shidilne
5

, (sidisna , shididol-

nel), I was made captive by
him.

hatslzis qash a (qa a, qadesh -

al), I scalp an enemy.
tslzis ditle, the fresh scalp.

naltqe
5

,
a slave.

naltqe* s^li, I become, or

was made a slave.

naltqe
5

ishie
5

(s^li, deshlel),

I make a slave of him, I cap

tured him.

nal ai ishM (s&i, deshlel), I

make him slave.

bayodzin ishle
5

,
I make a

Paiute of him, reduce him to

slavery.

bayodzin, Paiute, is also

used to designate slave.

atqe eshT (nt se), I chastise

him (a slave).

atqlnsh i (nt se), or atqinshM

(atqfnishla, atqindeshlil), I

punish you.

atq^eshle (atqi lshla, atqr

deshMl), I chastise him.
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FEUDS.

Quarrels among neighbors and members of different clans are

common. An amicable settlement is often reached privately and

by representative members of the disputing clans. In some

instances a case may be submitted to a neutral party, as is now

frequently done before the board of Indian judges established by

the Department of Indian Affairs, though an unofficial settlement

is much preferred.

The Navaho exact a life for a life, and in the case of a murder

the relatives and clansmen of the deceased exact the penalty.

Formerly this penalty was most arbitrary, the price exacted con

sisting of almost the entire wealth of shells, stones, earrings,

hides of lynx and otter, etc., of the offending clan. Later,

horses and cattle were exacted, and a penalty to the value of five

and more horses for a woman, and three or four for a murdered

man, was levied upon the offender. At present this crime is

equalized on a similar basis or the offenders turned over to the

State authorities. Still it is by no means of frequent occurrence,

and the position of the wife (taken from an outside clan) is one

of comparative security, which in no small degree is due to the

severity with which justice is visited upon an offender. Other

crimes, such as rape, adultery, deliberate slaughter, or purloin

ing of cattle, and damage to another s property, are often the

occasion of strife and contention, resulting in hard words, blows

and bodily injury. Drunkenness, unless carried on habitually,

is regarded lightly. Offenses given in drunkenness are not taken

seriously as a rule, and damages done are repaired or paid with

admirable equanimity.

For neighboring tribes, such as the Zuni and Hopi, the Nav

aho cherish a sense of natural superiority in addition to a tra

ditional contempt for the latter tribe. The American, though

not equal to the Navaho in rank, is respected according to

deportment, while the Mexican, with few exceptions, comes in
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for a considerable share of paternalism. Together with other

tribes the Navaho share a genuine contempt for the negro.

List of words and phrases bearing on subjects of dispute,

arbitration and crime.

anaqui ahi, a judge, Indian

and American.

do aTlda (it isn t done), it is

forbidden, against the law.

The word law or laws has no

equivalent in Navaho and is

paraphrased by some such ex

pression as this, or by words

like tell, command, Washing
ton or the agent says, etc.

sha.v& ndotll, I ll place it

before a judge or arbiter,

bring it to court.

naqaashtfeyodlil, he will set

tle it for us.

shaashfeyodlii, he will set

tle, arbitrate for me.

doda dishnf, I oppose it.

doda didoniJ nfte, he would

have opposed.

tsfdesyls, I am frightened,

alarmed.

tsfdolyis, he is alarmed.

bize t 66qoyiii(much mouth),

he is agape, amazed, greatly

surprised.

ayoh6sh)i, I have a suspic

ion, I suspect.

hayilhoshli, I suspect him of.

shay6h6j61i, he suspects me.

ayuit gego ay6holi, a very

suspicious person, he looks

very much askance.

bahagi idashishdonil nlzin

ay6holi, he suspects others of

wishing him injury.

biyocfild, he lies, orbiocHid,

it s a lie, he lies.

alghdhodet a ,
an argument.

do-baghahodet ani, there is

no question about it: also used

for I argue.

biyocMd bebenlkhagi tqoha?

badztt e
, caught in a lie the

sweat ran down his face.

clilgo dadaghal, he couldn t

see straight.

binlsego dalichl (sell), his

face reddened, he blushed

visibly.

yahodiltfe&quot;, he was arrested.

awalya setqi, and put in

jail.

bahagi it ei yfnaedlf, he is

bent on meanness.

bahagi, or bighahagi insht
e&quot;,

I am mean, commit an offense,

inflict injury.
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qain^ldsihi, an unreasonable

person.

doya deiimzin, he is war

like, quarrelsome.

do-SehoddshnS et eeda, an

implacable person.

aqfdiyeetff, they avoid each

other, do not look at one

another.

alkedi ni, we hate each

other.

aqfjoM, he hates another.

hakidit d, he accused him of

something.

olctiid, he works against

another, he is jealous of him,

sneaking.

akis actilshdilM
,
he alien

ated a friend.

aytiit sego aint f, backbiting,

evil speaking-.

aytiit a?go dadsagi halm , he

spreads false reports.

t 56q6lnfli halnf, he makes

up false reports.

dabf oyfligi t oqonfli halnf ,

his reports are his own make

up.

aqolniJ t eya nagha (he goes

only for something to happen),

an agitator.

aydit a^go atqa nahalnf
,

a

tale-bearer, who causes hard

feelings among friends by his

gossip.

ayftitfcego asaezfn adzfn, he

who &quot;breaks his neck&quot; to

report something.

ddtso, a gossip, tale-bearer

(lit. a big fly).

dobinal hads6dzl it &da (one

can not spoak in his presence),

untrustworthy.

do-bilhoj61ni it seda, he can

not keep a secret, or confi

dence.

la atsd bitqel nahodlel (it

takes a different front), a con

flicting report or tale, ambig

uous.

dahazhd ma ike naghd,

there s a sample of a coyote!

untrustworthy.

kad se hashnf, (I ll speak

or am ready to speak now), I

am anxious for news.

t a baehozlni, it is apparent,

he is candid, upright.

do-shiibaeh6zinda, ambig
uous, doubtful, unreliable;

also used for suddenly disap

pearing.

do chi ada, he does not

appreciate, unappreciative.

nanshtqln, I advise.

binantqin doyash6da, the

advice is foolish.

t afgisi ntstkha?s, he gives

much thought to a subject, a

deep thinker.
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yina sad benantqin (life s

words with I advise), my ad

vice is based on experience,

good advice.

blninldsil, he has nerve,

backbone.

bahozhd, agreeable in man

ner, or yahot 4
, agreeable;

also used of being satisfactory

to both disputing parties.

bahashnf, I praise, admire

him.

doda yseMfdasetql, he is non

committal.

baquIntV, he is accomoda-

ting.

do tsti adillda, he is not

hasty, but weighs the matter

well. Also, he takes it

easy.

aqinsin, 1 agree with, am

of the same opinion.

do shil anlda, I do not admit

that.

dahadsiigi, his answer,
which is used to express

abiding by another s decision.

bldiyesht f, I am prejudiced

against him.

t afgisi beedila, he talks or

does big, a stuck up person,
&quot;

too smart.&quot;

do bil ilida, very arbitrary,

assuming in manner.

ayuinsht e nfzin, he gives

himself airs, blustering per

son.

boholnfigi t aigisi beedila,

a domineering person, one

who &quot;rides the high horse.&quot;

hadilcKal, a babbler, noisy,

boisterous fellow.

baat e hulo, he is mean

(also used of an unruly horse).

t ayisi baat e ad in, he is

kind, of an even temper.

yichf na6shdli
,

I have a

presentiment, anticipate trou

ble.

t odishni (t 6 ndishnl), I

merely remarked, I was fool

ing.

do hot ego adisfntsa
, you

misunderstood me, a misun

derstanding.

biriqgehunsm, I inform him,

acquaint him of; also, I am

acquainted with.

do-joodla et seda, he is un

reliable, a prevaricator, it

looks suspicious.

shfRajilqfl, he pumped me.

be*eK:aiyil, he pumps others,

making a practice of pump

ing others.

aKMini, dislike, he dislikes,

hates him.

bike
1

aqidisha (go around

him), I avoid him.
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yse nihish d, I intimidate

you.

nil y&hashle, I frighten,

intimidate you.

alnfshndel, rape, I rape.

nil rinishdel, I rape you.

yiyisqf, he killed, an assas

sin, a murder.

adadahasht a , I commit a

crime.

adishle, I commit adultery.

nadishle, I commit adultery

with you.

Isensin, I am jealous of.

yahasin, shame.

bayanizl, ashamed, he is

ashamed.

bayaznfsin, I am ashamed

of myself.

kenash ne (kendsdsa), I

avenge, get even.

ke naasdli, I have apolo

gized, made friends again.

t 6 shilhazkhe
,

I am in

doubt, not clear as to the

course to be taken.

nish ishjeish dola? (ishje,

pasted, glued to), do you

doubt my friendship?

hozh6ji jilt, he has made

friends again; also, he is

(now) peaceable.

kehesdod, straightened out,

a compromise was made.

bfdli a
, he is undecided.

fado biehoztni, there is no

clue to the deed.

yaahalya, he is careful,

discreet.

baahashya (nt se), I am care

ful.

baaholya, have care!

do-daahalydda, he is very
careless.

shlshike (nt se), I don t care,

it is immaterial to me!

baineshfi (ba nsfstld, ba -

ndesht fl), I get him into

trouble.

nainesht i (na nsfstfld, na -

ndesht ll), I make difficulties

for him.

qaya qodisqes (qayd qo-

delqiz, qaya qodidesqis), I

run the bluff on him.

niya qodisqes (qodelqiz,

qodidesqis), I run the bluff on

you.

t o bahodoni, he does not

worry over it.

t o shahodoni (nt se), it does

not worry me.

t o badeshni (nt se), I do not

worry for it.

dohalysida, he is childish.

t o doohalyada, or t o bfni

adin, he has no brains.

t 6 shil qoye, I am alarmed,

frightened.

lidfshchi (lidishchi, Hdi-

deshchil), I coax him.
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lakhan dishnf (dinul, Jakhan

dideshnil), talk sweet, sugared

words; I coax, for instance, a

prisoner, or horse.

lakhan didinil, you must

use nicer language than here

tofore.

ya inll, one who arrests, the

modern deputy sheriff.

khendzin, or khesh6 ni

(nt se), I am his friend, I asso

ciate with him.

bizeq61e land nsin, I am

anxious to see him die, one

who awaits with impatience

the death of another.

tsin, a club.

nanshqal (nanelqal, ndfnesh-

qal), I strike with a club.

nannshqal (nann&qal, ndf-

neshqal\ I beat you with a

club.

SWEARING.

The Navaho swears when angry or excited, and at a turn of

fortune. Abuse is heaped upon a horse, a dunce, or an intru

ding dog, and the like. Women are just as bristling and voluble

as the men, if not more so, and use the same delicious and

forceful language. As a rule, however, the child is not abused,

but treated with all gentleness and utmost leniency, and the

affection of some grown men and women for their parents is

truly touching.

Navaho imprecations are harmless expressions and usually

refer to things tabooed. Delightful imitations of American

explosives are not infrequent, such as:
&quot;

Ssu! Hod dem gid ae!
&quot;

or,
k

you dan sun de bid!&quot;, though many are unaware of their

meaning.

WORDS.

shash, shash (bear); tl Ish, tl ish (snake); ma i, ma i (coyote), or

similar imprecations, often precede a long line of vigorous

language.

shash kheyad^e, from the shash ba ad, you female

bears den! bear!

shash bakha i, you male shash baalchlni, you bears

bear! children!
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jishchadse, disinterred!

jishchadse ma i, you disin

terred coyote!

nf, added to the name or

malediction, is equivalent to

our damned.

ma i ni\ you damned coyote!

chlnditqadse ma i bisga,

from the nether world dried

coyote !

cKlndash, go to h !

cHlnditqago, with a similar

meaning.

cftindi, cHlndi, ghost, or

carcass !

dadzago dini, you have

your nerve to say.

tslke, get out, you talk like

a fool!

dado (fado) ant lni, stop!

t ado dinfni, don t say that,

don t talk so!

bil hodij61i, you blockhead!

dado biniyehego banahachf ,

he makes much ado (fuss)

about nothing.

bizah6chf (sizah6chi\ I

swear), he is abusive, swears.

do-bil ilida, is also used for

abusive.

qo id, I cursed him, abuse.

quesdsf, I cursed him for

good.

ya quesdsf, I cursed him
44

up,&quot; or &quot;right and left.&quot;

shfid, abuse.

hashishkhe
5

, I am angry.

hashkhe
1

, an^ry.

ashg^sh (nt ife), I gnash my
teeth.

ylnsdzl
?

,
I abuse him.

yaesdz! , I abused him.

stedzf, I have abused.

yish i (nrte, or s^ id, di^sh fl),

I swear at.

tl Tsh bizdde, out of the

mouth of a snake, or, you ex

pectoration of a snake! shash

(bear), ma i (coyote), lecha i

(dog), are used in a similar

manner, as also cHlndi bi/ede,

you spittle of a ghost or car

cass! tqafe i bizede, you cast-

out of poverty! dichfn bizede,

you castout of hunger!

Similarly, tqsfe i kheya da^,

you are surely an apparition

from the land of poverty!

dichfn kheya d^e, from the

land of hunger! tl Ish khgya -

d?&, from the land of the

snakes! c Hindi khe.y& da^,

from the land of the departed!

also that of the bear, dogs or

coyote.

Another variation is: tl Ish

bizedeigi, you re just like the

spittle of a snake, or a coyote,

bear, dog, ghost, etc.
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shash bize giine
?

ana, get from the nether worlds, like

into the mouth of a bear, a d

(snake, coyote, etc.) clilnditqago dina, or dinal,

Or, interrogatory, as: go to h !

techai bize guna ish do ana da, Itsa hunfigi, or Itsa ho-

why don t yon crawl into the clilndi, or Itsa hoshkhaligi,

mouth of a dog, etc. cusswords, abuse, impreca-

elilnditqadaVigi, like one tions.

MARRIAGE AND BIRTH CUSTOMS.

At the a&amp;lt;re of nubility a ceremony is conducted for the maiden

which in substance consists in pressing and molding her body.

This completed, the women bathe her body, after which she is

told to run toward the east and back to the hogan again, where

the bath is repeated, her hair is combed, and her body is spotted

with white clay (dlesh) from nasela. IThe two songs accompany

ing the run to the east, and the spotting with clay, are essential

to the ceremony, and are taken from the rite of blessing (hozhojiU

Recently the eating of the corncake (alkhad) has been added.

Should marriage precede the nubility ceremony, as it sometimes

does, the ceremony is then performed after the first menstruation.

A youth desiring a maiden in marriage asks another (usually

his uncle or close relative, or, if an outsider, some friend of

prominence) to intercede for him with the parents of the girl.

This party, accompanied by the father or mother of the boy,

visit the girl s parents, and after due explanations have been

exchanged, offer the customary gift (il llf). This gift is usually

in the shape of from ten to fifteen horses or their equivalent, or

in proportion to the wealth and social standing of both families.

It is not the price paid for the girl, but a gift sanctioned by

tradition, as the Navaho do not sell their children. Formerly,

ten horses were considered a proper gift, and a gift of twelve

horses, introduced later, was prohibited (bahadzid) for religious
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reasons. At present the poorer classes offer as little as one and

two horses.

When the gift or Ige
5

has been decided upon a date is set at

which the family of the bridegroom will appear at the hogan of

his bride (say after five or ten days). Navaho decorum does not

permit of visits to the betrothed, nor is it in accord with good
taste to look upon or show familiarity with the mother of the

girl asked in marriage. Hence the social taboo placed upon
the husband and his mother-in-law, who is therefor called

do-yo ini, she who may not be seen.

In families of some means the most elaborate preparations are

made for a suitable festivity; the boy s folks gather the horses

and stipulated gifts, while the girl s people prepare the meats

and all things required at the wedding. Toward evening of the

appointed day the party of the bridegroom arrive with the horses

and gifts at the hogan of the bride, and both bride and bride

groom are dressed, according to means, in their best clothes, and

decorated with beads and silverware. (The old custom of placing

a buckskin, or the skin of a wildcat, upon the bride, of which

she was deprived by the youth s parents upon her entry into the

hogan, has now disappeared.)

The bridegroom is first to enter the hogan, which he does by

proceeding around the south side of the fire to the northwest

side, where he is seated upon blankets spread there for the

couple. Presently the father or uncle of the bride conducts her

to his side over the same ritual course (shabike), and she is

seated to the right of the bridegroom, slightly to the rear of

him. Friends and relatives now file in and seat themselves on

either side. At the hogan they find all in readiness for a good

meal, as well as a small jar with water (tq6shje yazhi) and a

gourd ladle (ade ) for the washing. The women, too, have pre

pared a plain cornmeal gruel (tq& nil gad ddin, no cedar
porridge)

in a new basket, or one which has not served a ceremonial pur

pose. This they place before the couple with the closed seam

(bida astl dni) pointing eastward. Upon this gruel the father
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of the bride now draws a line with pollen of white corn (nadalgai

bitqadidin) from the closed seam in the east to the west end of

the basket and back again to the east, and another line crossing

this with pollen of yellow corn (nadaitsoi bitqadidin) from south

to north and back to south again. Finally, he draws a circle

with the yellow pollen around the whole, beginning at the closed

seam in the east, and also .completing the circle there. There

upon he places the ladle and water jar before the bride who dips

water with -the ladle and pours it over the bridegroom s hands

while he washes them (hala tqadsigis), and he then performs a

like office for her. The basket with gruel is now turned toward

them so that the closed seam faces the couple. The bridegroom

then takes a pinch of the porridge with his fingers just where

the line of pollen touches the circle of the east side. He eats

this one pinch, and the bride dips with her lingers from the same

place. He then takes in succession a pinch from the south,

west and north sides, where the lines of pollen touch the circle,

the bride s fingers following his. This practically concludes the

marriage ceremony, and now a general summons to eat is given

to the guests. Subsequent to the meal (or the eating of the

porridge) general satisfaction is displayed by rubbing one s limbs

with the hands and accompanying this action by some known

invocation to esdzanadle, the Sun, Moon, She- and He- Rains, and

the divinities in general. This is followed by expressions of

rejoicing at the happy event, and of good and sound advice to

the newlyweds.

It is optional with the married couple to consume the contents

of the basket or to join in the general feasting. As the gruel

is passed to the visiting guests when the couple so desires custom

gradually introduced two methods of deciding the ownership of

the basket. The more conservative opinion assigns the basket

to the bride s mother ( who, of course, can not be present), inso

much as she parts with her own flesh and blood. The other

grants it to the bridegroom s parents, and by mutual agreement

he who drove up the horses always consumed the last portion of
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the porridge, and eventually presents the basket to the boy s

parents. He is therefor said to win the basket, and some desig

nate a basket thus obtained as tsa naobani, the basket won (at

the wedding).

Henceforth the taboo between husband and mother-in-law is

strictly observed, and friends and neighbors assiduously assist in

guarding this injunction. In the absence of the husband the

mother pays her daughter an occasional visit, and in general the

wife is not subject to maltreatment owing to the interest shown/

her by clansmen and relatives. The ancient custom by which

brothers-in-law deprived a husband at will of wife, property)

and home, is at present on the wane.

Marriage between cousins and close relatives, or between

members of clans related to one another, are not viewed favor

ably, and arc prohibited by the more conservative clans. (Cf.

Gentile system. ) To obviate dissension and to insure conjugal

fidelity recourse is had to marriage with the sisters of one s wife,

a course which is favorably viewed by the wife s parents if the

son-in-law prove industrious and decent otherwise. In this event,

however, the marriage ceremony may not take place, but the

second and third wives are added to the first without ceremony

(bandholtqe, she is given to him in addition to the other, a wife s

sister). Others seemingly avoid the taboo placed upon the

mother-in-law by marrying the widow or divorced woman, and

adding her daughters as wives in due course of time. This, too,

is done without the ceremony, which can only be had for a

virgin, thou h a divorced man may readily repeat it. The so-

called ctisena i, or privilege of marrying the sister of a deceased

wife, was also conceded to the widow in regard to the brothers

of her late husband, and many are still faithful to this custom.

Divorce is readily obtained, with or without mutual consent,

and is often due to interference on the part of clansmen and

relatives as above mentioned, but also to mutual infidelity, as

adultery is anything but uncommon. (Frequent recurrence of

divorce on the part of the wife, and subsequent fourth, or even
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second marriage, is akin to prostitution.) No financial difficul

ties are involved in the separation as the property line is strictly

drawn and each party has its own property. The children belong

to the mother, whose relatives frequently take possession of them

in early youth unless otherwise stipulated.

Virginity and celibacy are not practiced. Adultery, it is said,

was punished by the early Navaho with amputation of the ear,

eye or nose (after the manner of the Apache), while, originally,

amputation of the breasts and vagina was inflicted, but proved

too fatal to be continued. With the advent of the American

like customs were eliminated, and at present retaliation or divorce

seem to be the only measures taken by the offended party. A
heavy fine of horses and cattle is levied upon the crime of rape,

and is always exacted by the relatives (clansmen) of the victim.

Modern vices, like abortion, race suicide, and infanticide, are

not very common with them, indeed, a steady increase of issue

is most desirable with the greater portion of the Navaho.

During the period of pregnancy the husband seeks divine aid

through occasional performances of the rite of blessing (hozh6ji),

and both husband and wife carefully avoid the sight of blood by

violence. The birth of a child is the occasion of a joyful gath

ering of friends and neighbors. A singer is called upon to

assist with select songs of blessing (hozh6ji), but does not act as

accoucheur, as assistance, if needed, is rendered by female

neighbors. The laboring woman is placed in a sitting position,

and is supported by means of a stout cord suspended from one

of the beams, and passed under her arms and about her waist.

Hence the popular reference to the suspended cord when speaking
of childbirth. The event is heralded with much taunting and

joking between men and women, and the advent of twins is

always a source of genuine pride and elation on the part of the

parents, who accept of them as a signal distinction of divine

favor, and designate them as such (diyln qaandel, a double divine

gift). Subsequently every effort is made to preserve their lives,

and the ceremonies are even more frequently invoked than after
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the birth of a single child. Consequently it is untrue that

the Navaho dispatch one of twins. (Apropos of this, the event

of twin colts is viewed as an evil omen, qondzfngo it 6, and both

mare and colts are killed. Not so with the goat, cow or sheep.)

A properly born child which gives no sign of life by sound

or crying (do-hadzligi, voiceless) is not recognized by its parents

as belonging to the living (nahokha dinaVe ); consequently it is

quickly deposited in the branches of a tree pointing northward

Uiahokhosji nahosel) and left there. This is done most frequently

at premature births (qa el), which occasionally occur, as in that

event the fetus shows little or no life. In either event, how

ever, \vhen the infant has given signs of life by crying or sound

(hadzfisn) it is immediately recogonized by the parents (da q6, it

is theirs), and subsequent death is always followed by the four

days mourning, and the child is put away like any other mortal.

(Of. Navaho Cradles and Mortuary Customs.) A repetition of

premature births portends evil and necessitates purification of

the mother s womb through the witch chant (hoch6ji).

The mother always suckles her child, and nurses performing

this office are extremely uncommon.

WORDS REFERRING TO MARRIAGE AND BIRTH.

dzilkh, a youth. chdyin, designates the

jikhse, a maiden. menses or menstruation there-

kha adini, a virgin (one who after.

has no husband), which is khinasda usually indicates

also used to designate a widow.
the performance of the nubile

ba ad adini, designates a
ceremony .

widower. Usually widowers
i j v.- i_* u* ^.V6 (asgye, adogye), the

are designated as bizha nagha,
marriage (derived trom ishqe

going alone.

khinalda (khinasdi, khin- (asM, adeshqS), I marry.

doldal), or khinjildii (khin-
na ishqe (na.se.v6, nadeshq^),

dslsda, khinzhdoldal), the first I marry you.

menses. dandkha, the nuptial dish.
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dandkhan dadidll (lit. let us

eat the porridge), let us attend

the nuptials.

tsab! tqadidfn alnaosnil (lit.

the pollen is crossed in the

basket), the porridge is ready.

tqadidln bldziltse (bldzlltse ,

bizdoltsa ), (lit. the pollen

porridge is eaten), the nuptial

ceremony is taking place.

bitsls, her limbs and body.

askas (ikas, adeskas), I mold

or straighten the limbs, which

is performed by women.

oshll (fil, ideshll), copulam

habere.

adishle
5

(adlla, adeshlel, or

adideshlel), I commit adultery.

do-alchlda, she is barren.

ylstsa, conception, or, some

times, awse shidl n^
, birth is

approaching.

awge qansOd (qanfyod, qa-

dfnesoi), I conduct the birth

ceremony, or attend it. This

term also indicates a woman
in childbirth.

tl ol: nat f, the hanging cord,

or tl ot nalt e , the cord is fast

ened around her, or sis nalt e
1

,

the girdle put around her,

terms which are used to des

ignate the approach of birth.

Hence, the woman is in labor.

kad se inilchl, she is now

confined.

ashchf (ash^lchi, adeshchfl),

I give birth to a child.

awse qatlizh, or simply

qatlizh (lit. fell out), the child

was born.

awse biyalaf, the placenta.

ajishchlgo t 6 dsistqi, the

afterpain.

shllt 6 (shilt od, shidolt 61),

I give suck to a child.

adisht od ( adesht od, adi-

desht 61), I wean a child.

shiyazh, my little one, my
child.

shiy^ , my son.

sits!
, my daughter.

shaalchlni, my children.

nakhishchln, twins.

hastqin ostseMi, the first

man; hastqin akhede, the next

man, in case of twin boys.

atse
5

ishchlni, the first born,

and akhede ishchfni, the second

born, in case of twin girls.

y6tqa ashkhi, a bastard.

bayasm, shame, shameful.

bayansin (bayanlzi, baya-

dfnesil), I have some shame,

or I am ashamed.

oni sa a, or on! deya, he is

jealous.

naghahunshtqe
1

( naghahu-

nishtqf, naghahodeshtqei), I

win your wife s affections.
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nchu i (shi nchu i), my dolRtfl, or sisk6d, squeeze!

property. take care! (said to children).

MORTUARY CUSTOMS.

The observance of the traditional customs at the burial of a

Navaho devolves upon two or four mourners, of whom one is a

near relative or clansman, while the others are taken from affili

ated clans, such as that of the father, wife or husband of the

deceased. In the early days one or more slaves, according to

the wealth of the deceased, were forced to accompany the corpse,

and were killed over the grave and left. In deference to the

twelve chiefs of the tribe the number of mourners was set at

twelve, though at present the usual number is four and less.

The mourners appoint one of their number master of cere

monies, whose duty it is to guard over the exact observance of

all traditional customs. He then directs one of the four to

select a site for interment, which ordinarily is a crevice of a

rock, or some secluded spot on the mountain side offering ample

facilities for covering the corpse securely and quickly.

Previously to entering the hogan, or approaching the spot

where the corpse lay, the mourners must disrobe to the breech-

cloth and untie their hair, to avoid contamination with a dead

person. They then bathe the corpse thoroughly, and clothe it

as for a festive occasion. The face is painted, the hair dressed,

new garments and calicoes are purchased, belts, rings, bracelets,

and other silver ornaments, are nicely polished, the beads are

washed, buffalo robes, rugs, blankets, and any other valuable

possession of the deceased, are made ready to be deposited in

the grave with the corpse. This insures the deceased a kind

reception in the nether world.

The corpse is then transferred to the place of interment.

The burden, wrapped in a blanket, was placed on the shoulders

of two slaves, while at present it is carried by the mourners
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unless other arrangements ca*n be made with outsiders, which is

preferred in every instance. During&quot; the procession any chance

traveler is hailed and warned of the presence of a corpse. One

of the mourners usually gives the signal by presenting his back

to the traveler and facing the procession, meanwhile beckoning

with his hands over his shoulder to change the course of his

journey. The desired effect is always obtained. The procession

proceeds in silence. The mourners should not indulge in unnec

essary conversation, they should not expectorate, nor turn in

the direction traversed by the corpse, but complete a circle

before proceeding. They must use the utmost care not to turn

a stone on its side, but replace it immediately to its former posi

tion, as any offense against these traditions may be visited by

subsequent and sudden death.

The position which the corpse should take in the grave is a

mooted question. Some would have it that the corpse be laid

on its side with the head in the north and facing west, whence

the Navaho originated. Others place this origin in th north,

wherefore the corpse faces north with the head in the east.

Others, in recent times, pay no attention to such disputes. Once

in position, the corpse is decorated and covered with beads, belts,

silverware, blankets and rugs, over which a generous layer of

dirt, sticks and stone is built to protect it from disturbance by
wild animals. Usually these services were performed by slaves,

who were dispatched after completing their work, so that their

master might enjoy their services in the world beyond. The

burial completed, shovels, spades, mattocks, or any tool used in

the work, are broken and thrown upon the grave where they are

left and never touched again. The mourners then complete a

circle and return to the family in skip and hop fashion, carefully

avoiding all contact with brush or cactus, as this might delay

the spirit in its flight to the other world.

On reenteringf the hogan they bathe their bodies again, and

now remain in mourning: for four consecutive days with the

family of the deceased. The family, which has been fasting
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since the demise, is now allowed to take food and drink. This

fast, by the way, extends even to babes, who are not given suck

until after the return of the burial party. If this be unusually

delayed wood ashes is applied to the face of the child, or rather

to its forehead, before giving it suck, which will guard it against

the malice of the dead. On the whole, a prompt and early

burial is desirable, both to rid the family of the danger of con

tamination, as well as to terminate the fast as early as possible.

The fast and mourning are not obligatory with the family mem
ber who has not been present at the death and has not viewed

the corpse. Hence, it is permissible upon notice of a death not

to approach the scene in order to evade this obligation.

The four days of mourning begin with the night following

the demise, or with the very night in which it occurred. In

deference to the spirit of the deceased the mourners and family

abstain from unnecessary conversation, from their usual sports,

from travel and labor. They arise at dawn, and leave the hogan

only when necessity compels them, but always in company of the

master of ceremonies. Moreover, the sentry on guard, by the

usual signal, keeps the death lint, or the path from the hogan

to the grave, open during these four days, in which the spirit of

the deceased makes its journey to the lower worlds. But on the

morning following the fourth night the mourners again bathe

themselves, all members of the family imitating their example.

After a brief mourning and wailing the ceremony is concluded,

and the deceased is nothing more than a spirit, whose influence

is to be dreaded.

In most instances care is taken to remove the dying from the

hogan. In the event, however, of a death within a hogan, the

east side, or doorway, is closed, and an opening is made in the

north side through which the corpse is carried out for burial.

The hogan is then burnt and leveled to the ground, while the

earthen pots used in cleaning the corpse, or cooking utensils, are

broken there and then. Ordinarily, too, the finest riding animal

in possession of the late owner is saddled near the grave and
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killed and left to rot. Formerly the animal was strangled and

then killed, while at present it is shot. Saddles and blankets,

too, were formerly left to decay, while at present the precaution

is taken to break and cut them to pieces.

Mourning was prohibited in the case of a warrior dying from

the effects of wounds received in actual warfare, owing to the

belief that death might overtake the mourners in a similar man
ner. The warrior retains his rank and prowess even in the

nether worlds. The fallen foe is his slave, who must serve him

beyond, hence they were buried near by, so that the spirits below

might recognize them as such. On the other hand, weapons and

the shield were scrupulously barred from the grave, as they

might intimidate those spirits, whereas an unarmed warrior is

readily enlisted in the rank and tile of that army. Hence, knives,

arrow- points, and everything suggestive of a weapon, is removed

from the ornaments and barred from the grave even to-day.

Good custom also required a lapse of ten to twenty days

before a division of the property of the deceased was made.

This, as well as some of the customs above described, are not

always observed.

WORDS REFERRING TO BURIAL.

dsistqf, that which lies

there, the corpse.

chlndi setqf, is used, prob

ably of an unidentified corpse.

yo illa i (yofda ila i), he who

puts it aside, the mourner.

yoe elne
, where it is put

away, the grave.

jishcha, the grave.

nchuigi, or nalyehe, the

goods or ware put into the

grave.

do-addda, they do not eat,

the fast.

dahosdlsin, they have regard

or respect.

hok6
,
the burnt ruins (of

hogan).

cHlndi, a spirit.

ctilnditqa , the lower world,

world of spirits.

yihahd! cHmdi! behold! a

vessel (pot, etc.) of a spirit!

bizejitqi, it (the horse) is

strangled.

bilnijilnl, it is struck (with

a stone, etc.)

cnlndi lesh behalkhadi, a

broken burial shovel.
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NAYAHO COSTUME.

The earliest Navaho costume was very meaner and constructed

of yucca and grass fiber. To obtain the pith the yucca leaves

were boiled and pounded with a stone, then twisted and braided

with mountain grass for such fabrics as the roof of the house,

the mat for bedding, the leggings, shoes, and the blanket. This

Yucca Blanket.

yucca blanket was occasionally braided with rabbit fur and, as a

rule, provided with handles of braided yucca on the sides and

ends to better enable one in drawing it close to the body.

tsazi, yucca.

tl 6 beeldladi yistl 6 , the

blanket woven of grass.

Subsequently, more substan

tial buckskin suits were substi

tuted for the yucca fabric,

though the buckskin suit was

expensive, as well tanned skins

were bartered from the Utes.

The accompanying illustration

shows a buckskin shirt with

fringes along the front, the

bitqadadeshbizh, braided at

intervals.

ga clifdi, rabbit fur robe.

Buckskin Shirt.
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shoulders and sleeves, as well as the sides and lower end of

the shirt, which was worn over the pants. Buckskin or sinew

was used as thread, while the fringes were cut after sewing the

strips into the seams. Thongs, which were eventually displaced

by brass buttons obtained from the Utes, were used in fastening

the shirt in front. These shirts were either gray or the natural

color of buckskin, or dyed yellow and red.

With the introduction of wool and weaving the blue and red

striped shirts illustrated on page 248 were added to the men s

apparel.

Another shirt which, like the preceding, was originally bor

rowed from the Pueblo, was still in vogue not so very many

years ago. It was woven of wool yarn in the shape of a woman s

dress, but provided with a longitudinal slit in the center for the

purpose of passing it over the head. It was entirely black in

color and the only decoration was a tassel in each corner. When
too filthy it could be washed and redyed, and from its varied use

in wearing it either side out, or turning the front to rear at will,

it was called re ndhot ali, or bil lizhfn re nahot ali, the black dress

shirt which may be worn either side up. As the surface of the

shirt was very rough (ditsfd), which it was impossible to obviate

even by a loose weave (ilzh61igo istld), a fur collar made of wild

cat skin (noshdui bakhagi) was added and tied with buckskin

thongs. The front sides of the shirt were folded inwardly and

overlapped by the rear, in which fashion it was held close to the

body by means of a cord tied around the waist. Despite this

precaution the wind had free access to it, wherefore the more

humorous dubbed it re akfdanalkf, or the shirt which flaps in the

wind. It was worn in addition to and over the ordinary wool

or calico shirt, and some did not despise to store it away (fnda-

sistsos) for festive occasions. At present it has disappeared

entirely.

The so-called big shirt was made of four-ply buckskin glued

with pitch, and was impenetrable to the thrust of spear or arrow.
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It was used by some in actual warfare, which is true also of the

so-called helmet used in covering- the entire head.

abdni a?, a buckskin shirt.

tsag, the fringe.

tsdgai, the bone awl used

in sewing.

nashkhad(naskhad, ridesh-

khal\ I sew.

yo nlchfn Htsoigi, brass

buttons.

8e tso, the big shirt.

do bag-hallt 6d a, impenetra

ble.

cliahadllkhadi, the helmet.
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which to carry flint, medicine, tobacco, and such trifles. It was

decorated with fringes along both seams, and fastened by means

of four thongs provided at the ends.

sis la aze (the belt complete), the buckskin belt.

The frail yucca leggings, too, were displaced by those of

buckskin, which were wrapped about the leg and secured with

the buckskin legging cord. Eventually the garter of yarn took

the place of the latter, while the fringes along the seam of the

legging, too, have disappeared.

The early buckskin breechcloth has now been displaced by one

of goat hide and ordinary manta. It is worn continuously by

the men, just as the waistcloth is worn by the women. The

blanket and moccasin have been mentioned elsewhere.

tl 6* yist!6, yucca leggings. ja nezhi, the garter,

abani yistle*, buckskin leg- tl estsOs, the breechcloth.

gings. tlakhal, the waistcloth (of

yistle
1

tl oi, legging cord. women).

Women clothed themselves with the blanket dress, which was

fastened with the sash, and later added the shawls. In journeying,

moccasins with long uppers, and foot-wraps of buckskin, were

used. Children s clothes, whenever supplied, did not differ

except in size. Mittens for all were made of wildcat skin.

esdzan dabi se, women s esdzan bizts, the sash,

clothes. khe bikldesdisi, foot wrap

alchfn dabi &, children s (leggings),

clothes. lajish, mitten.

bil, woman s dress. nashdui, wildcat.

THE HEADGEAR. Helmet shaped caps were worn by warriors

on raids and journeys, and hung up outside upon their return,

as good custom forbade the use of the hat inside the hogan.

They were made of buckskin, though some clans preferred
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Figure 1.

mountain lion and wildcat skins, by which caps they were usually

recognized. The cap was decorated with owl, turkey, crow,

and eagle feathers, which hung loosely over the rear of the cap.

The front was decorated with a strand of abalone shell (and

bayeta) without which the cap was practi

cally worthless. Caps were measured by

the spread-out lingers, as the semi-circle

thus described is equal to that obtained by

placing both hands on the back of the head.

The two semi-circles, of equal size, were

sewed together so that the seam passed from

ear to ear. The front was then cut to the

shape of the forehead, and a series of holes

punctured into the top and rear of the buck

skin caps. The latter were also topped by

a straight or curved peak made of twisted

and hardened buckskin.

Figure 1 illustrates the cap made of the

head of a mountain lion; figure 2 that of

the wildcat. Both were provided with a

flap in the rear covering the neck, and were

held in position by means of a chin cord of

the same material as the cap. Two eagle

feathers, set in a cluster of owl feathers,

adorned the tip, and a strand of abalone

shell the forehead. The caps distinguished

the khiya ani clans.

Figure 3 illustrates the whitish cap of

buckskin, which derived its name from the

curved peak of badger or mountain lion

skin whitened with a mixture of almogen

(dlesh) and charcoal (t esh). Two eagle

feathers, set in a cluster of plushy owl

feathers, hung loosely from the tip of this

peak. Figure S.

Figure 2.
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Figure 4, the smooth cap of buckskin,

was so called because it fitted the head

closely and concealed the hair. The eagle

feather, too, which hung over the flap in

the rear, was not visible from a front view.

A single peak of hardened buckskin adorned

the top.

Figure 5 illustrates the pointed or forked

cap, which was so called because of two

peaks extending right and left. Two eagle

feathers, nestling in a cluster of turkey and

crow feathers, were secured between the

two peaks, and a flap with fringed edges

extended over the neck. The front extended

slightly over the forehead, and the cap was

held in position by means of a chin cord of

buckskin.

Figure 6, the cap with opposite peaks,

was similar to the preceding. The base of

the peaks were set close together, while

their tips were curved outwardly in opposite

directions. Eagle and turkey feathers

adorned this cap, which was also provided

with earlaps.

Figure 7, the feathered cap, was provided

with a triangular peak decorated with eagle

and turkey feathers. Between the punctured

lines on the front and rear bayeta cloth and

abalone shell were sewed, and the cap was

secured below the chin by means of two

buckskin thongs from either side.

Headbands made of beaver, muskrat, and

otter skins, were highly prized as a head

gear-, and profusely decorated with precious

stones. These were a mark of wealth, while

Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Figure 7.
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the poorer class were satisfied with buckskin headbands. Women
did not wear a headgear.

WORDS.

cha , the hat, Ivitband.

nashdtiitso clia
, mountain

lion cap (Fig. 1 ).

nashdurtbai, or nashdili

clia , wildcat cap (Fig. 2).

khlya ani cha , the cap of

this clan.

cHa ditl oi, the woolly cap.

cha bfdzlgal, the whitish

cap (Fig. 3).

cha hodolkhd , the smooth

cap (Fig. 4).

cha halgizh, the pronged

cap (Fig-. 5).

cHa altsddtekhai, cap with

opposite peaks (Fig. G).

cHa ats6si, the feathered

cap (Fig. 7).

atsa bitse, eagle feathers.

tqdzhi tsos, turkey feathers.

n^eshja ts6s, owl feathers.

fi tsos, crow feathers.

abdni baghadeshgizh, punc
tured buckskin.

abdni bikfdesdiz do ntl is,

bucksin (twisted and hardened)

peaks.

abdni nahiltsos, buckskin

earlaps.

hayayd andnt r, chin cord.

hatslyadse, the flap in the

rear.

yago ftsa nehest ds, the

fringed rear flap.

dlchfii senil, the abalone or

haliotis band.

nakalchf, bayeta.

tqdbastqln cM , otter head

band.

tqdba ma i cHa , muskrat

headband.

cha cHa , beaver headband.

MODERN COSTUMES.

The ancient national costume, especially that of the men, has

about all but disappeared since their contact with white men and

the advent of the trader among them. Scant remnants may still

bo found, such as the moccasin worn by both men, women and

children, though the American boot and shoe has found favor

with many. The old sash and the buckskin wraps, too, are still

worn by many women, while a headband and the silver mounted
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wrist-guard are worn by many men as a reminder of by-gone

days. But, as the Navaho appears to-day, he may be sketched

about as follows:

The hair is drawn smoothly to the back of the head by means

of a whisk broom made of a bunch of mountain grass. Here it

is done up into a compact club or queue and tied with a white

I woolen cord so as to give it the shape of an hour-glass. A bead

^or two of turquoise, or other shell, sometimes decorates the hair-

Hair Broom.

cord. Quite a number now wear the hair cropped off in a

straight line, about an inch below the ear. A red silk sash, or

vari-colored kerchief, is worn as a turban about the forehead,

and is often decorated with turquoise and silver ornaments.

The broad-brimmed western hat, usually of black or gray color,

has, however, displaced the headband to some extent.

They all have the lobes of their ears pierced, and from them

are dangling ear-pendants, made either of a flat piece of polished

turquoise, or a small string of thin disks of turquoise, or of good-

sized silver rings, some of which have one or more loosely sliding

beads strung upon them. These silver earrings are sometimes

of a pretty generous size and weight, so that when ridin * they

are often turned up over the auricle, as the jolting of the horse s

gait cause them to jerk uncomfortably at the lobes. About their

necks they wear strands of beads, either of coral, turquoise, or

red, white and black stones and shells, or heavy necklaces of

silver beads, and other ornaments of their own make.

The upper part of the body is covered by a short shirt of

bright-colored calico, to which breeches of the same material, or

manta, are added. Coats, vests and pants of American style and
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make, especially corduroys, are not infrequent, and are worn

over the loose breeches of light cloth. Belts, consisting of large

silver disks of silver strung upon a strip of leather, are worn by
both men and women, though the men usually girth themselves

with a leather cartridge belt and sixshooter. Some of the older

men, too, may often be seen with a leather bag strung over their

shoulder and hanging over the left hip. This is used for small

articles, such as matches, tobacco, pocketknife, and the like.

On their feet are low moccasins, dyed a dull reddish-brown

or black, and soled with rawhide. Footless stockings, which

leave the toes and forefoot free, are worn with the moccasins by

many men, in addition to leather leggings, or leggings of buck

skin, which are fastened belowr the knees with the garters or

cord. In winter the foot and moccasin is protected by a kind

of overshoe consisting of green sheep- or kidskins, which are

secured to the foot with the woolly side turned in.

Though the bow and arrow, lance and shield, were formerly

part of the costume of the Navaho warrior, the firearms which

have now replaced them are but ornamental additions.

There is no difference in the summer and winter dress, and

the blanket is worn summer and winter as a mantle. The more

progressive Navaho do not disdain the wrhite man s garb in all

its details, and the Navaho in general take willingly to the white

man s dress.

The women dress the hair like the men but never wear a head

band. Their ears, too, are pierced, but they do not wear ear

rings. Beside their bead necklaces, which are like those of the

men, they wear a number of silver bracelets, rings, etc. They

wear long calico skirts, and use the same kind of shirt or tunic

and robe as the men, though the latter are usually of brighter

colors. About the waist is wound a long red sash, or the silver

belt. The moccasin, too, is of the same shape like the men s,

with slightly higher uppers. On festive occasions or journeys

the moccasin is supplemented by the legging-wrap, consisting of
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a buckskin wound in regular folds around the lower leg, from

ankle to knee, where it is secured with pieces of buckskin.

The children are dressed about the same as the adults, only

their garments are smaller in size, and often very scant.

WORDS.

36, a shirt, dress, clothes.

36 tso, a coat, overcoat.

tl aji at, pants.

chal^kho(Sp.), orda ndish-

d6 i, a vest.

khendotsosi, shoes.

khendotsosi nnsezi, boots.

khetqil, a sock or stocking.

esdzan bi &, woman s dress,

skirt, etc.

akhal yistle, leather leg

gings.

akhai yistlg asht e nbfnsh-

gyesh (asht e nbfnlgizh, asht e -

nbfdeshgish), I cut the leather

for leggings.

yo nlchfni (yoJchfni), or

yo tsfni lagaigi, silver buttons.

a^ bil da nazniligi, clothes

buttons.

baghahodza, a buttonhole.

bilda na dsh a (bilda nsd a,

bilda ndesh al), I button it.

behidesddn, tight fitting

clothes.

behadit ehi, clothes.

chinba ddin, spotless.

chinba adin go ashi^, I

cleanse it.

chinba tqanasgls (batqase-

gis, batqadesgls), I wash dirt

off.

chin baishde (bahilde, ba-

deshda), or baisht od (bahit od,

bddesht 61), I wipe dirt off

(from silver, clothes).

a nfgo siltsos, turned inside

out.

atqel siltsos, an apron.

cM dahaskhani, a round

hat.

clia labdigi, a gray hat.

cHa Jizhfnigi, a black

(modern) hat.

cM bijanel hu!6ni, a tas

seled headband.

cha da dijahigi (sticky), a

silk headband.

cM istl fnigi, a freckled

headband, etc.
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BEDDING.

The early bedding consisted of a round mat of grass woven

sunwise, which was used in connection with the grass blanket.

Buckskin, buffalo robes, and sheep-pelts,

have long since superseded this grass mat,

and at present the sheep- pelt is used

almost exclusively. These are spread out

on the floor of the hogan, and men,
women and children retire here, wrapped
in their blankets, with a saddle, coat or

convenient bundle as a pillow. Ameri

can beds and mattresses, too, are used

by some.

WORDS.

yatqet (yaatqel, which lies

under), bedding.

tlo yatqel, the grass mat.

shabikego yistl d* (bitqdda-

deshbizh, braided), woven
sunwise.

abani yatqel, buckskin bed

ding.

yatqel (debe
1

bakhdsri ya-

tqel), sheep-pelt bedding.

ay&n ayatqel, buffalo robe

bedding.

tsl al, a pillow.

tsaskhe, a (modern) bed.

bakhadantqe
1

,
a bedstead.

nnshkhad, or nrilkhago di-

neshtqei, I ll spread out and

retire.

NAVAHO CRADLES.

When a child is born (qatlish) it is wrapped in a sheep-pelt

(yatqel), woolly side in, and placed between the fireplace and west

side of the hogan at the spot designated as hunaba ji. The old

women (sani) of the neighborhood then make a rude canopy or

shelter of cedar (gad), or other pliable boughs, with which to

cover the head of the child and protect it from sparks of the fire.

This canopy, called binlikfdi, or beniikfdi (face cover), consists
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of three bows, one as a base resting on the ground (1), the

second (2) placed upright and attached with cords to the ends of

the first, while the third (3) extends

as a brace from upright to base, and

is secured with cords at the center of

the upright bow and center of bowT at

base. A cord (4) stretched from end

to end of the bow at the base completes

this temporary canopy, which is held

in position by the weight of the child

resting on this cord. A blanket or Face Cover Cradle.

cloth, and in wealthier families a tanned goatskin, is thrown over

this framework to insure against injury from the sparks of the

fireplace. It is of interest that the legends designate the first,

or bow at the base, as shaitqa (a word of no special meaning);

the second, or upright bow, as natstlid (rainbow); the third, or

brace, as natsilid agudi (the curved rainbow).

aw& binlkfdi, face cover.

The object of improvising this rude cradle is obviously to

protect the frail and tender (dit 6di) limbs

of the newborn babe; hence it is employed

for the first twenty-five days after its birth.

The cradle is now supplemented by a small

blanket for a pillow, and a harder founda

tion in the shape of twigs, which are peeled

of their bark, laced together with four

strings, and placed under the child, which

still occupies the place in the hogan men
tioned in the preceding paragraph. This

second cradle is known as:

awsetsal yistl onigi, the laced

cradle.

Laced Cradle.

tsi istl Oni, laced twigs,

bitsiya siltsos, the pillow.

The laced twig cradle is employed for about two months and
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then displaced by a third type, which is employed for a period

of another month or so, and finally makes way for the cradle

proper, or fourth type. The bottom of this

cradle consists of a single board, which accounts

for its name, aw&tsal Ifi fize, the whole cradle,

while the board on the final cradle is split in

two and then laced together, so that it is suffi

ciently designated by awa^tsiil, the cradle. As

both types are similar in construction, and are

similarly used, the following applies to both,

with such exceptions as are noted.

The wood used for the various parts of the

cradle is such as may be easily hewn to the

desired thinness; hence, cottonwood (fls), pine Whole Cradle.

(ndishchf), willow (kaists6), weeping willow (tfls ts6s), and pinon

(destsfn), are ordinarily employed, though recently some avail

themselves of boards from a coffee or dry goods box. However,

the wood of a tree riven by lightning, or broken by the winds,

or against which a bear has rubbed himself, is never used for

the cradle, as that may prove injurious (bahadzid), hence:

tsin bo os ni
,
or I m bindl a, or fnr bidl-

tsln, a tree riven by lightning.

n!y6l tsin Isehidinlyizhi, or tsin nlyol

qayldztsi, or nly6l bindl a i, a tree curved

or broken by the winds.

shash y^s nahi, or shash bindl a, or shash

bidltsln, a bear s tree, or which he has used

in rubbing.

The upper part of the boards is cut out

in the shape of a frustrum, which gives

them an appearance akin to a long bootjack. Cradle.

Across the width of the board, on the bottom side, a narrow

strip is added which, together with the small blanket head-raise

(tsi al) on the upper side, is secured with thongs through holes
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provided for this purpose in the boards and strip. (All thongs

used for lacing and the loops are of buckskin, or tanned goat

skin if available, otherwise of wool cord.) A small hole is pro

vided in the lower part of the third type of cradle to allow for

a passage of the urine, a provision which in the fourth type is

maintained by lacing the boards loosely in four places in the

center. A foot- rest in the shape of a rounded or triangular

board is lashed to the lower part of the cradle, and the sides of

the boards are provided with eight holes each, with two holes in

the footboard, to receive the lacing loops inserted alternately, so

that the first loop is passed through the first and third holes, the

second through the second and fourth holes, and so on down the

line. Above these lacing loop holes two additional holes are

bored to receive the bows for the

canopy. These bows are con

structed of thin and smoothened

scrub oak, cedar, or other conve

nient wood, four of which are Canopy Bows.

laced together with four buckskin thongs to form a single bow,

and then tied loosely to the cradle to allow of a free movement

back and forth when inspecting the child. The bow in use on

the third cradle is transferred by many to the final cradle. (Some

employ a single wide or two fairly wide bows at present.)

The single decorative feature of the cradle consists in a tassel

of fringed buckskin (now leather), which is knotted and passed

through the hole in the upper corner of the boards. A setting

of turquoise (dotl lzhi) was inserted near this tassel when the

occupant was a boy, with a setting of white shell (yolgai) for a

girl. Silver buttons have now displaced this setting.

The bottom of the cradle is then lined with the plushy bark

of the cliff- rose which, from its use in the cradle, is identical in

name (aw&tsal. This word originally designated the receptacle

in which to lay the infant to be carried on the back). A small

blanket is laid over this bark, the child placed upon it, and the

ends of the blanket securely fastened about its limbs, leaving
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only its head visible, which rests upon a blanket or cloth pillow

(bitslya siltsos) placed over the head-raise (tsi al). The child is

now strapped to the cradle by means of the lacing cord, which
is passed from the upper right hand loop down the line in zigzag
fashion, and finally through the loop on the footboard. (In type
No. 3 the lacing and carrying cords are frequently not used,

though holes are provided for the lacing loops.) A cloth or, in

Woman with Cradle.

wealthier families, a piece of well tanned goatskin, covers the

bow and upper part of the cradle, and is secured to its sides near

the base of the bow. This canopy affords both shelter and pro

tection, and may be raised or lowered at will.

The three types of cradle first mentioned are discarded after

use and made anew for each occasion. The fourth type, how

ever, is preserved for future use whenever a child has been
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successfully weaned from it. Some, therefor, designate it as

aw&tsal yeyl ndlda, the cradle in which it grew up, in addition

to aw&tsal, the cradle, and awtetsal aqldidil, the cradle (in which

the boards strike each other because they are lashed together

loosely). When death overtakes the child in any cradle no

further use is had for it as it is injurious (bahadzid), and the

cradle is then buried with the child. Previously, however, all

knots are untied, the thongs washed, and all parts of the cradle

are placed near the child in its grave.

The convenience of the cradle may be gleaned from its varied

use. At home it may be leaned against the walls of the hogan,

or placed anywhere under the direct and constant supervision

of the mother. When astride, she places the cradle with the

child across her lap over the pommel of the saddle, while afoot

she may rest the cradle in her arms, or slip it over her back and

carry it by means of the carrying cord attached to the sides of

the cradle and passed over her forehead and shoulders. No

attempt has therefor been made to substitute foreign products

for the native contrivance.

To remove the possibility of harm

from other children, or the bite of

red ants, some parents construct a

swing in which to lay the cradle.

This is a flat board punctured at the

corners with two holes each to receive

the cords, one of which is tied at

each corner. Two long cords are

then passed below the board and

secured there with the remnant of

cord at each corner, while the four

ends of the long cords are brought

together over the center of the swing
and tied there in a knot. To this

knot another cord is attached and

the swing suspended from a beam in S-winy.
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the hogan, or the limb of a tree outside, beyond the reach of

children and vermin. Occasionally the mother gives it a swing,

and may thus go about her work undisturbed. The swing is

called aw ndabati, baby swing, or dahidlkha bl ndabai, the

suspended swing with the cradle.

In legendary descriptions the two boards in the rear of the

cradle are constructed of tqadilqil, dark water. They are held

in position by a piece of tqaitl a ji nafcsflid agudi, a curved rain

bow at the bottom (of water). The foot-rest is constructed of

shabitFa jitehl, basic sun-red, in shape similar to the present

type. The decorative fringes at the top of each board were

made of nltsanajin, dark rain streaks. The four staves or bows

of the canopy were laced with natsllid Mgaf, white rainbow;

natsllid dotl fsh, blue rainbow; natsllid Hts6i, yellow rainbow,

and natsllid dilqit, dark rainbow; and the bow itself, constructed

of hayolkhal, the dawn; nahodsetrish, the skyblue; nahotsoi, the

evening twilight, and chahalqel, darkness. The lacing loops,

eight in number, consisted of nltsatFol, rainrays; the bitqeldse

bil idloigi, or lacing cord for the front, of atsinltl ish, zigzag

lightning, and the benaljfdi, or carrying cord, of shabitl 61, sun-

rays.

WORDS.

awsetsal, baby-bed. awtfe biniRfdi, bow or can-

awsetsal, cliff- rose, Cowania opy of the cradle.

Mexicana; order Rosaceae. aw^tsal bitM setqani, the

tsm neheshjf, boards.
brftce in rear of cradle .

bikh^tra setqani, (which is ^^ pUlow
under its feet), footboard. . . , tf ,

,
,

,, u
aw^setsal bizhf, bark of the

aw^tsal biti ol, (baby-bed
... . cliff- rose,

string), lacing string.

aw* benaljfdi, (with which binikfdehs5s, (face cover-

the baby is carried), carrying i). P ece of buckskin used

cor(j to cover child.
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aw&tsal ash!6 (ashla, adesh-

Jtl), I make a cradle.

awsetsal nashjid (nash^ljid,

nadeshjil), I carry a cradle

(on the back).

awsetsal nashtqe (naseltqi,

nadeshtqel), I carry a cradle

(in arms).

aw&tsal nashkha (nasakha,

nashkha do), I carry a cradle

(empty).

aw&tsal dahidishkha (dikha,

dideshkhal), I hang up the

cradle (empty).

awaHsal dahidishtq (dfltqi,

dideshtqel), I hang up the

cradle (with child).

awsetsal ni ninishtqe
1

(niltqi,

nideshtqet), I lay the cradle

down on the ground (with the

child in it).

awsetsal nf nimshkM (ni-

ndkha, ndeshkhal), I lay the

cradle down on the ground

(empty).

awaksal nadistse
1

(dltsi, di-

dests^), I lean the cradle

against something.

awsetsal bildishtl6 (d^ltl 6,

dideshtl 61), I lace the cradle.

awaHsal ke esh ad (ke i a,

kedesh al), I unlace the cradle.

awaHsal bizh! dinishqish

(dinlyizh, dineshqish), I rub

the bark.

awa^tsal bizhf yllzh61i ashM,

I make the bark of the cliff-

rose soft.

awaksal bi!6 bidashtl 6

(das^ltl 6, dadeshtl 61), I put

the strings on the cradle.

awa5 bitsal biyishtq^ (ylltqi,

deshtqel), I put the baby in

its cradle.

aws bitsal biqashtqe
1

(qal-

tqi, qadeshtqel), I take the

baby out of its cradle.

aw^tsal shan&kha, bring me

the cradle (empty).

awsS shdnltqe, give, bring

me the baby (bed and all).

THE CHASE.

The hunting of deer, antelope and elk was always conducted

with many rites under the guidance of a shaman. Accordingly

we find the following rites:

nidzi hanf, the corral hunt rite,

nashdfiike, the rite of the wildcat,

tllstsoke, the rite of the bullsnake.

natl eitsoke, the wolf rite.
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These rites are at present not strictly observed, and the pres

ence of a chanter is not required. However, some of the ancient

customs are still observed. A corral, for instance, serving as

a camp for the hunting party, is built with the fireplace in the

west of it. Such songs and prayers as may be known to the

hunters should be recited, after wrhich they proceed in single file

until ready to disperse in bands of two, or singly, and return to

the camp at dusk. Joking and gambling, or leaving the corral

unnecessarily, are forbidden. The booty is divided between the

hunters, the hide usually becoming property of the person first

sighting the game, unless otherwise agreed to.

Owing to wanton slaughter and increasing settlement game is

not very plentiful, but, notwithstanding the game laws to the

contrary, hunting parties often make raids and kill deer

merely for the hide and sinew.

Various methods were observed in the early days in hunting

deer, antelope and elk. A large corral, opening to the east, was

built of shrubbery and the game driven into it and slaughtered.

Traces of these corrals may still be found in various localities.

A pit, covered with brush and grass, was sometimes concealed

behind an artificial fence, which the game was forced to take,

and thus be entrapped and slaughtered in the pit beyond.

Another method was to dig a pit, or series of pits, in a zigzag

row, each pit being about six feet in depth and covered with

brush and a li^ht layer of ground. A strong, pointed stake,

about five feet in height, was planted in the center of each pit,

and transfixed the prey as it fell into it.

Game was less frequently captured by setting fire to the under

brush around a place of concealment and forcing the frightened

animal within convenient range of a bowshot.

Stalking, too, was known. The skin of a deer or antelope

is fastened around the shoulders, drawing its head close over

that of the stalker, whose body is smeared with clay. The

stalker holds two small sticks in his hands to assist in walking

in a stooped position. Bow and quiver (or gun) are slung under
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his belly, while the headgear is arranged so as to enable the

stalker to throw back the skin and antlers, and disencumber him

self for an opportune shot.

Any one of these methods was permissible in securing hides

and sinew for ceremonial purposes, though the ritual manner of

dispatching the animal by strangling, instead of wounding it,

must be observed.

When a bear
has-been

killed pollen is strewn from chin to

butt along the stomach, and on its arms and legs. The incision

is made along these lines and the pelt removed. The best por

tions of the venison are then severed, carried home, and laid

aside in a heap. A sacrifice, consisting of bashzhini (cannelcoal),

or other ntl ls (precious stones), and prayer, is made over the

venison, after which it may be consumed. As a rule, however,

the bear is avoided.

Badgers, prairie dogs, rabbits, mountain rats, and the like,

are shot with bow and arrow or gun. Rabbits and rats were

also trapped in a stone-trap. Prairie dogs are sometimes decoyed

by means of a small mirror reflected into their burrow, blinding

the animal. This moment is chosen to pierce it with a barbed

arrow. In the vicinity of water they are often flooded. The

drowning dog, which comes to the opening of the burrow for

breath, is quickly snatched by the neck and killed with a stone.

Floods caused by the overflow of arroyos in the rainy season

usually attract a number of Navaho in search of hapless prairie

dogs.

Rabbits are run down in the snow on horse or afoot. A party

combining in the summer time for a rabbit chase will form a

large circle, driving the rabbits to the center, where they are

clubbed to death.

Eagles were decoyed by means of a rabbit dummy, which was

worked forth and back by means of a string attached to it. The

hunters, concealed in a pit covered with sticks and weeds, usually

select a place much frequented by eagles for their operation.

The bird is caught by its feet and neck and pulled into the pit.
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The beak is filed with a stone, and the down and tail feathers

are plucked. If other eagles are in sight he is put aside, and

released with the others who have undergone the same treatment.

Feathers obtained in this manner are known as live feathers (qina

ats6s). The eagle hunt always requires song and prayer.

Squirrels, turkeys, mountain sheep and porcupine are also

hunted at times. Birds were usually ensnared.

WORDS.

dinf , game.

bi hashzh4, or bakhashzhe
1

,

I hunt deer; also jadi, ante

lope; dze, elk; debetsetqa,

bighorn; hazaf, squirrel; d!6-

dzilgai, pine squirrel; tsidit ini,

ground squirrel; dlu, prairie

dog; tqazhe, turkey; dasani,

porcupine; nahashcKld, bad

ger.

tset 6hi hashzhe
1

,
or hansh-

tqa ,
I hunt for bear.

ga tso, or bi shanaagha, I

run jackrabbits or deer down.

Kbe shanaagha, I run them

down with a horse.

bi s^lo, I roped a deer.

na tze nashzhe
1

,
I hunt si

lently (I creep upon).

bi banash na ,
I crawl upon

a deer.

bi bii ideshdo ,
I shoot a

deer (with a gun).

ga dishdd ,
or yishkha, 1

shoot a rabbit with an

arrow.

bi bikinshzhe, I found a

deer on the hunt.

bi
k

s&qf\ or ly^tqi , I killed

a deer.

bi as^sl (sCsl), I missed a

deer.

alkenasha, I walk with

pieces; i. e, I cut and put the

strips aside. (The venison

was cut into strips, hung in

a tree, and covered with a

hide until it might be re

moved).

alR6nsdyii, I have finished

cutting, or altso ndlgish, or

niy&gish, I have cut it all.

da nash&je, I have put (the

meat) on high (in a tree).

nikhfniyf, or nanshgf, I

carry the meat home (afoot

or on horse).

nldzin, building corrals,

corralling the game.

chake ,
a pit.

chaRende (cheklnde), falling

into the pit, trapping game

in pits.
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andhaka, burning
1

around, naazt fa? naazhe, hunt by

smoking the game out. round-up (of rabbits).

bed*
,

with the antlers, ftts& &q^ Qr qa aqfni^
stalking. / ,,.

(pulling- in) eagle trapping.
jadi detqel, antelope antlers.

u _,, t I^ASAI / -
4&amp;gt;6 d&amp;gt; eagle trapping, and the

beda nashtV (nsist a,

ndesh al, or ndesht al), I put
ceremonies in connection with

on the antlers. it.

NAVAHO GAMES.

Amusement and pastime, but above all, a means of gambling-

is furnished by the various games, for the Navaho is a passionate

gambler, and his games of dexterity and chance have no interest

unless a stake is to be won. Indeed, some of the modern card

games are uninteresting, and the fact, surprising to him, that

time is spent at cards for mere amusement.

Most of the native games are now not generally in use, such

as the hoop and pole, various ball games, dice, with the excep

tion of stick dice, though many again are fond of the moccasin

game, and in some districts also of archery. Modern cards have

largely displaced these games, though their present knowledge

of cards is limited to two games, called monte and coon can, at

which some are very skilled.

Native games, as a rule, are surrounded with legendary

accounts, called bdsi haul , legends of games, in which the origin

of the game and its rules are laid down.

bas, the games in general. out, from the manner in which

basi hanf
,
the legends of the cards are turned up in the

the games. game of monte.

dakha, a square, the play- (nezna) dahijf, the (ten) cards

ing card. are held, the game of coon

qaTnlli, which are drawn can.
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The names foi

Spanish words:

basdos, clubs.

Ola, diamonds.

sbada, spades.

gobas, hearts.

as, the ace; as esbada, the

ace of spades; as basdos, ace

of clubs, and so on for the

other spots.

al dos (aldos), the two spot.

tqa igi (sbada), the three

(of spades).

dfigi, the four spot.

ashdla igi, the five spot.

hastqanigi, the six spot, or

ses (esbada), the six (of spades).

the cards and spots are mostly corrupted

tsostsedigi, or sede, the

seven spot.

Eight to ten are missing in

these two games, hence they

are not mentioned.

soda, the jack.

II (sbada), the queen (of

spades).

zhe, the king.

61a dakhad, I played out

diamonds.

61a fshla, I made diamonds

(I am playing for a diamond

run).

GAMES OF DICE.

The game of dice known as dakha tsostsedi, or seven card,

is not in vogue at present, but is mentioned frequently in the

legends as the pastime of the Holy People. In earlier days

various sets of these dice were carried in the leather shoulder

pouch, which to-day is used for tobacco and other trifles, and the

basket used in shaking the dice was carried below the arm.

The dice were cut of mountain

mahogany or black greasewood

twigs, about the length of the

second joint of the index finger,

say an inch long by one-quarter

inch wide, and the stick flattened on one side. Usually, how

ever, they were made in the shape of a disk, about one-half inch

in diameter. The set consisted of seven chips, six of which
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were colored black on one side, and white, or the natural color

of the wood, on the other, while the seventh was colored black

on one and red on the other side. These seven were shaken in

the basket and thrown upward, with the winning count as follows:

Six white and the seventh red is designated hoga, all white,

and wins (niibi); six black and the seventh red also wins, and is

called bicht, the red s (count). Likewise, six black with red

down (or seven black) is hochl, all red, and a winning count, just

ionoooo
CDO O O O O O
i C C

Dice.

as six white and the red down (or six white and one black) is

bichi, the red s (count), and wins. Other combinations of white,

red and black did not score.

The number of points was decided before the game unless

one wished to stake his fortune on a single throw.

Another game of dice was called ashbi i and was played with

four rounded (nfyis) sticks, each four fingers wide (or long).

One end or tip of the sticks was colored black and the stick was

known by the color next to the tip. The body of the sticks was

painted yellow and blue, blue and yellow, white and red, red

and white, respectively. These sticks were thrust against a

blanket suspended above the players, the first two sticks being

thrown in succession by either opponent, and the final two

together. In rebounding from the blanket the sticks fell into a

basket filled with sand, which accounts for the name, ashbi i, it

falls heavily (and does not move on the sand). Counts were made

only when the sticks were crossed in falling, as remarks like
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these indicate:
&quot;

shi akha. Tin on top,&quot; or
&quot;

ni ay& shi akha,

you re below, I m on top.&quot; When unsuccessful the verdict

was: &quot;ala aqihidesdlf, they are side by side,&quot; or &quot;adzf, missed.&quot;

This throwing was continued until a point was scored by crossing

the opponent s stick.

A variant of the preceding game owes its various designations

to the dice employed, being known as nezhi, w6zhi, tq61i and

tsli. These were four sticks or dice four fingers wide (long),

two of which, nezhi and tqeUi, were flat, the other two round,

nezhi was the &quot;white stick;&quot; w6zhi, black on the front with blue

rear; tqeUi, &quot;the one with the breast,&quot; because of its black front

with a flattened back, and tsli, &quot;the one with the head,&quot; which

was black, the body or lower part of the stick being colored

blue. The dice were distributed, each opponent taking a round

and a flattened one. These were shaken in a basket and thrust

against the suspended blanket and caught in the basket again,

the object being to have them crossed in falling, as in the pre

ceding game.
tsfi bandlt ash, let us play the black head, and so on of the

other sticks.

A game of stick dice is frequently played by Xavaho women

around a circle of forty stones. Three billets of wood are thrown

upon a flat stone in the center of this circle, so that they will

rebound from a suspended blanket and fall within the circle

around which the gamblers are seated. Small twigs placed

between the stones are used as counters, and moved back and

forth according to the fortunes of the game. The winning count

is forty, the winner taking the stakes deposited under the stone

in the center. The circle is divided into four groups of ten

each, with an opening left between, or at the cardinal points,

and the scoring twigs are placed at the opening next to the

player. The billets may be flattened on one side and rounded

on the other, or slightly rounded on both sides, in which case

they are colored with two and three black bands in water color

to distinguish them. Accordingly, when all flat sides are turned
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up, the count is five points, while all round sides up scores ten

counts-. Similarly, all three bands up count ten, all two bands

Bouncing titick Game.

count five; one two band with two three band, or vice rersa,

count three, etc. Points are lost by dropping- the sticks outside

the stone circle.

The game is not played after sunset, and is a woman s game.

tsfdil (from tsin dil, stick tsin, the billet, or stick

rebounds), stick dice. Some dice,

also use tsedil, but incorrectly. qaatqln, the opening in the

tsenast f, circle of stones. circle.

HOOP AND POLE.

A favorite pastime of the Navaho,

which at present is rarely witnessed,

was the hoop and pole game. The

hoop was wound with hide or buck

skin, and ranged from one to six and

a half inches in diameter. It was

rolled over a course east and west,

and the pole thrust at it when in Hoo}
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motion in an effort to pierce the opening.

The pole was decorated with thongs of buck

skin, and counts were taken as these strings,

called turkey feet, lay across the hoop. The

number of points to be scored was decided

upon before the game. The following names

show the variety of poles used.

na azhdzh, it is bridged, the pole, the game
of hoop and pole.

mrazhdzh aqadestl Cni, the pole which is

lashed together, when two sticks were lashed

with buckskin.

na azhdzh dilkho i, the polished or slick

pole, a single stick with a single buckskin

thong attached to the grip, or butt end, with

two thongs secured at the tip, or striking

end. Pole.

na azhdzh ditl 6i, the fluffy pole, which was profusely decora

ted with thongs and claws of various animals.

naYizhdzh dilkhd*. the smooth pole. This was a small stick

about the length of an arm, and the hoop used with it was simi-

Pok.

larly small in size, only an inch in diameter. This hoop was

trundled toward a marked line, while the pole was thrust at it

in a stooped position.

bas, the hoop.

tqdzhekhe, the turkey feet, buckskin thongs in center of pole.
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bikfdesdiz, the lashed pole, the buckskin lashed around

the two sticks.

halatl dl, the hand string, attached to the butt end, or handle.

akhalatfol, the striking cord at the tip of the pole.

HALL RACE.

The game of ball race was played in the cooler seasons of

spring and fall, but has now practically disappeared. It con

sisted in kicking a small round stick over a course previously

atnred upon by the contesting parties. Usually the best runners

were selected by both parties, as a distance of some miles was

ordinarily stipulated. The stick must be kicked and touched

only with the foot, so that in the event of its falling into a brush

of cactus, the foot must be used in removing it. Should the

leading runner miss a kick his partner, or partners, strove to

pass it to him in running, the object being to reach the opposite

goal first. The runners always stripped to the breechcloth, as

is done in foot racing to-day.

Horse and foot racing have long since displaced the ball race.

Chicken pulling, too, is a sport much enjoyed by the Navaho.

It is given by the traders, who offer prizes of five and ten dollars

to the horseman who succeeds in extricating a live or dead

chicken, or dummy, buried in the ground. The riders gallop

at full speed, leaning over the saddle, and endeavor to jerk the

chicken from its grave. The victor must return the trophy to

the patron of the sport, an effort which usually ends in a lively

scrimmage.

6 oTis, ball race, also called fdi es.

6 61 is banaldel. they played ball race.

nah6qai, chicken, the chicken pulling.

BALL GAME.

The American game of baseball is at present known as
aqa&amp;gt;-

jfilyedi, the rounding, or running around, a name which was
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given to a game of ball still played some twenty years a&amp;lt;*o, and

similar to baseball. This game was played on a Held with four

bases laid out in the form of a square. The bat used was the

curved shinny stick held at the knotty end. The ball was made

of the soft cliff-rose bark, or rags, covered with buckskin, horse-

hide or goatskin. The pitcher threw, or rather bowled, the ball

to the batter, the catcher returning it. Four strikes were

allowed the individual batter after which the side was retired.

Several batsmen might oppose the pitcher simultaneously and

strike at the ball from either side, or in the event of two or

three strikes, the batter may retire and await a better opportu

nity to hit the ball. If successful, the batsman ran to the base

at the east corner, from which point he completed the circuit

by way of the south, west and north

bases. The basemen and fielders

stationed between the bases must gather

the batted ball and strike the runner,

or touch him with it while running to

a base. The runner might dodge,

jump or leave the base line at will to

avoid being struck or touched with the ball, in which event the

side was retired. At present this game is not played.

aq8ej61yedi, ball game. beakhali, the bat.

joi, a ball. na ilyed, the goal, the north

azhf
4

,
the bark. base.

awg&tsal, cliff-rose. alcHl naalnl ,
the pitcher.

HIDDEN BALL GAME.

The game of hiding the ball is better known as the moccasin

game from the important part which the moccasin plays in it.

It furnishes an innocent pastime for the long winter months, and

is played only at night in that season. According to legendary

accounts it was first played by the people (or animals) of the day

and night for the purpose of deciding whether a difference between
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day and night should exist. As the contest was interrupted by
the rise of dawn and the sun, the question was never settled, in

consequence of which the night always succeeds the day.

The chief features of the game are the burying of four moc

casins, allowing only the tip of their uppers to extend above the

ground. A small pebble is hidden in one of the moccasins, and

its presence guessed at by the opposing party, who win or lose

as they succeed or fail in locating it. One hundred and two

sticks are used in counting, the total number of which must be

won by one of the parties before the stake can be gathered in.

The various details of the game are well established and very

numerous. To preclude fraud, for instance, the moccasins are

exchanged, and placed alternately in a line running east and

west, so that no two moccasins belonging to one set of players

are set side by side. To decide the &quot;ins,*

1

or first chance at

hiding the ball, a bicolored stick, or a playing card, or a coin,

is tossed in the air, each party selecting its color previously.

The winners then conceal their movements behind a blanket cur

tain, and hide the ball in one of the moccasins, after which all

are covered and tightly packed with dirt. A small stick, about

eight inches long, is used as an indicator in striking the mocca

sin. Three chances are allowed, the moccasin struck being

unearthed after each guess to show that it is empty. When the

player has staked all chances on one guess only, he loses ten

points if unsuccessful. This method, however, is not often

resorted to, as it is reckless gambling. Usually two and three

chances are taken, and the counts vary accordingly, six points

being lost for two, and four points for every three unsuccessful

attempts. The ball remains in possession until the opposing
team succeeds in locating it, when the same process is repeated

by the winner until one of the two teams has lost all of one

hundred and two counters. As the counts of four, six and ten

will even up at a hundred, the remaining two strips are given

the value of these three counts, or as much as may be desired,

so that they equal either four, six or ten counts, as the player
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stakes his fortune on one, two or three chances. These two

counters are called the grandmothers, while the others have no

names. The counters are made of yucca, the broad leaf of

which is cut into narrow strands. The stake ranges from twenty-

five cents upward, and it is not unusual that a whole night is

spent on one single game. If at dawn the game is called, the

stake is returned to the owner, but if it is decided to finish the

game after sunrise, the players must paint their faces black by

running a line with charcoal just below the eyes, as is prescribed

by the legend.

This game may be played during the intervals of any cere

mony, excepting that of the renewal (hozhoji), and is interrupted

only in the course of actual singing or sand painting.

WORDS.

kheshjd (or kh shije, the ters made of yucca,

moccasins are lined up), the tqolash6shi, which glides

moccasin game. away, the ball.

clisegetqln, the doorway, the bediltslli, the striker or

moccasin next to the door. indicator.

chgetqm ba, the one next ya iJtfe ,
it is tossed up, the

to the doorway moccasin. stick, card or coin used for

ntsftl a , the base of the west this purpose,

pole of the hogan, the mocca- khushd&, it s here!

sin west. biyf ad in, it isn t here!

ntsftl a ba, the one next to bichu i, the grandmothers,

the west moccasin. two counters which are always

khet &s, shoe strings, conn- played last.

SHINNY.

The game of shinny is mentioned in some legends as played

by the divinities, but is not often witnessed at present. The

object was to put the ball over an opponent s line previously

agreed upon. A bag-shaped ball, sometimes enclosing a smaller
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one of buckskin, was used, and the ball struck with the curved

end of a stick or bat. It is still played by school children, in

Skinny Sticks and Ball.

addition to such modern games as marbles, top spinning, and

the like.

ndashdilkhal, shinny. beakhali, the shinny

jol, the ball. stick.

ARCHERY.

The game of shooting at an arrow is still in vogue in some

districts. Another method of playing it, but which has now

entirely disappeared, was called &quot;shooting at the yucca.&quot; A
ball was made of bark and wound with yucca to which a stick of

scrub-oak was attached by means of a yucca cord to give

momentum to the light ball. This was thrown in the air and

the archers discharged their arrows at it as soon as the ball was

drawn downward by the weight of the stick.

sazf old6, shooting at the arrow.

nadishfo (nadisht cV, nadidesht 6 ), I play arrow shooting.

THE OAT S CRADLE.

The cat s cradle is played by children during the winter

months when the Spider People, to whom it is attributed, are at
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rest. Its object is ostensibly

their attention, and to supply

naMtl 6, the cat s cradle

(na ashtF6, I weave continu

ously).

The figures made are usually

those of constellations:

sotso, morning or evening

star, or one of the first mag
nitude.

hastqfn sakaf, feet ajar.

dilyehe, Pleiades.

so Mni, many stars.

soh6tsl, pinching stars.

so bide hu!6ni, the horned

star.

Or figures of animals:

tFish, snake.

ma i, coyote.

ma i altsayilaghuli, coyotes

running in opposite directions.

nashui dicBfzhi, horned
toad.

to educate the children by riveting

them with an innocent occupation.

nseeshja, the owl.

And other figures:

atsfnltl ish, zigzag light

ning.

altqf, bow.

ka
, arrow.

kos ishchfn, cloud effect.

at 6
, nest.

hoghan data! sa a, a single

hogan.

altsahoghan, double hogan.

din4, a man.

chfzh joye^i, wood carrier.

sis, a woman s belt.

lesis, small stomach of a

sheep.

ay id, sternum with ribs.

who sezlni, a standing

tooth.

wh6shiyfshi, a bent tooth.

SOCIAL CUSTOMS.

BARTER.

An extensive trade was carried on in the early days with the

Pueblo and other neighboring tribes, as well as with the Mex

icans later on, and consisted chiefly in exchanging the serapes

and saddle blankets for buffalo robes, bridles, beads and tur

quoise. The value of money was not known, and its use in trade
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probably dates back to the early sixties, or the time of the civil

war, as would appear from the old five and ten cent paper notes,

the names for which have survived in those for the nickel and

dime of the present day. Subsequently, constant intercourse

and trade with the Mexicans made the introduction of coins very

general, so that it is not surprising- that the names for the coins

are borrowed and corrupted from the Spanish. At present money
has set the standard of value for everything purchased. Still,

beads and turquoise are frequently exchanged for cattle, deer

skins, blankets, etc., which are estimated according to quality.

The ancient custom of exacting a stipulated ransom for a crim

inal offens ^ against a clansman is still in vogue.

As a rule the Navaho is a liberal spender, and by no means

slow in driving a good bargain. The native products, as wool,

cattle, sheep, pinon nuts, silverware, blankets, baskets, etc., are

at present easily exchanged at the various trading posts of the

country for money, merchandise, and foreign products generally.

nalye bahoghan, a store. nalye yd sedahi, a trader.

COIN&quot;.

Coin and paper money are now quite general and are carried

in modern pocketbooks, or in the belt, or wrapped and tied in a

strip of calico and carried in the pocket. Larger amounts are

frequently buried in the ground for greater security. Silver

dollars are preferred to paper notes, as the Navaho are not familiar

with the respective value of the latter unless it be pointed out to

them.

sentao (Sp. centavo), a one cent piece.

Htso, a nickel or five cent piece. Literally, the yellow paper

referring to the old five cent paper note.

dalaf dotl fsh, a dime, or ten cent piece. Originally the blue

ten cent paper note.

dalal yal (Sp. un real), twelve cents. At present this expres

sion is rarely used, though formerly it was frequently a substi

tute for the present dime, and an equivalent for it.
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gtnisi (Sp. quinze), fifteen cents.

nakhi yal (Sp. dos reales), two bits, or twenty-five cents.

Similarly, di yal, four bits, or the half-dollar; hastqa yal, six

bits, or seventy-five cents.

beso (Sp. peso), one dollar, though: neznd yfd, ten bits, or a

dollar and a quarter; nakhidzada yal, twelve bits, or a dollar and

a half, but beso doba a hastqa yal, one dollar and six bits, or a

dollar and seventy-five cents, while beso doba a nakhi yal, a dol

lar and two bits, is also used for a dollar and twenty-five cents.

nakhi dotlfsh (two blue ones), twenty cents, ami so on with

three, four, etc., dimes, excepting the half-dollars, etc., as noted

above. Similarly with the dollars, as nakhi beso doba a hastqd

yal, two dollars and seventy-five cents.

The five dollar note is sometimes designated as ashdlaigi, a

fiver, the others as neznanigi, a ten, and nadlnigi, a twenty dol

lar note. These are also used to designate the gold coins (ola,

gold).

Small change in dimes and nickels, quarters and half-dollars,

are frequently designated by yal (yaligi), as yal adin, I have no

small change.

Private coin, such as is used by some traders, is called besh

t ahi, small or chipped money, or beso bisgd, dried or evaporated

money, or beshkhagi, leather money.

nahashni (nahahri, nahidesh- do-ilida, it is worthless, or

ni), I purchase, buy or sell it. too cheap.

nayisni, he bought or sold ashdld ba illnigi nsJn, I want

it. something costing five dollars.

do-nahanfda, they don t sell dukwi idzi, how much have

here, this is not a store, I left?

ba ilf (ba azli, ba adolel), it nakhi yal idzi, there are

costs so and so. still twenty -five cents due

qago ba ilf, what is the price you.

of iU atsa Ile
1

,
he bleeds a person

dukwi ba azli, what did you (for money), one who extorts

pay for it? what did it cost? money.
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hana be asht e nbfnshyesh,

I looked the goods over, I get

prices or quotations on goods,

as, akhal: yistle
1

asht e nbfnsh-

ygsh (asht e nbfnshyesh, asht e-

nbfdeshyish), I priced a pair

of leggings (but did not buy

them).

atsa IshM (atsa iyela, atsa-

diyeshlel), I extort money.

aM hale
5

, united, clubbing

together in payment for a

thing.

niqinanlde ,
or binanlde

1

(binanide, binadfnoda ), we

cleared this on the transaction,

or t 6oqoyui daaqideshchf

(ntfse), the yield was plentiful.

The professional beggar is unknown to the Navaho, and

instances in which an individual makes a livelihood by begging

from his tribesmen are indeed few. Assistance is offered to

unfortunate paupers, while no attention is paid to the idler.

Acquaintance and friendship with whites offers many facilities

for asking favors and accommodations.

ad6khedi, a beggar. tqsfe f baqodishchf, he was

ad6shkhed (adeshkhed, adi- born to be poor, one who lives

deshkhiJ), I beg unceasingly

(a person who does not hesitate

to ask another for the use of

anything, such as for money,

a wagon, horse, etc.)

tq i bakhae, and

ba ad, poverty and misery

personified, male and female.

from hand to mouth.

tq^e i quye, he is noted for

his poverty.

bil quye, he is noted for

his sleepiness and laziness, he

can boast of nothing but pov

erty and sleep.

BORROWING.

People borrow extensively from one another. An excessive

interest is charged on loans of money, the usual rate being up

to twenty-five cents per month on the dollar. A horse, belt,

bridle, bracelet, or anything of value, is offered in security and

forfeited in default of payment. The Navaho lender is usually
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inexorable, and always claims the security at the expiration of

the time limit.

To obtain money and merchandise much of their silver- and

ornamental ware is pawned at the stores for a limited number of

days. A reasonable interest is charged with a security, often

none at all, so that pawning with the trader is usually preferred.

shahantsC, trust me for this!

(from nahastse, nahatsi, na-

hadestsl, I trust you).

shaha a (nahiii a&quot;,
nt se), I

owe him (or you).

shahajil (pr. shahajtl, shaha-

dojil), he advanced to me.

atsed ish i (nt se), I borrow

it.

do shida, it is not mine.

atse it 4, it is borrowed.

atse nash a (nsa a, nash ado,

or ndesh aJ), I borrow (a dol

lar or wagon, etc.) Other

roots are similarly used: atse

nashtqe
5

,
I borrow a horse:

nashtqi, a shovel; nasts6s, a

saddle blanket: nashle
1

, a rope;

nashja, grain: nashnii, several

objects, etc.

atse na nsh a, I lend you a

dollar, or simply, naiish a

(na na a, nadesh al), I lend you

a saddle. (See infra for other

roots.)

nansh a (nana a, nadesh ai),

I give you a dollar (see other

roots below).

m61tqa i, added to it, inter

est.

naina idestsol, I ll charge

you this rate of interest (from

naina ists6d, naind lltsod,

naina idestsol).

nanadeshdlel, I ll pay you

this interest (form nanTnshdle\

nanaiishdla, nanadeshdleJ, I

pay you in return).

nandnsh a ( nanana a, na-

ndesh al), I return the saddle

to you. (For other roots cf.

pawn infra.)

a nahazld, or a azlaigi, or

d sela, or a nahaznll, pawned

goods.

a nnshM (a nrila, a ndeshlel),

I place a rope or strand of

beads in pawn.

a nnshtqi (a nntqa, a ndesh-

tqll), I pawn my wristlet

(shikt 6 ), or hatband.

a nnsh ft (a nna a, a ndesh al),

I pawn my saddle.

a nnshtqg (a nnttqi, a ndesh-

tqel), I pawn my horse.
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a nnstsos (a nnttsos, a ndes-

tsos), I pawn my saddle blanket.

a nnshja (a naja, a ndeshjl),

I pawn my bow and arrow

(Ka , altqi).

a nnshnil (a nrinil, a ndesh-

nil), I pawn my beads.

na nnshle
5

,
I pawn a rope to

you, etc. of the other roots, as

in the preceding examples.

ndizld bahaz a, or ndizld

banahuna a (nfse), it is in pawn

for a month.

qil basa a, it is in pawn for

a time (or, for instance, he is

in jail for a certain length of

time).

dukwish qil bairina a, for

how many days did you put

it in pawn?

qiJ banna a (banina a), I

paw
rn it for so many days.

qil ydnnaa, he gave him so

many days on it.

se ^ a
,
or bse^ a

, it s sun

has set, the pawn is run out.

yo se ^ esh a (seiira, seidesh-

&}), I lost my pawned beads, or

yo bse ^esh a
, time is up

on my beads, or

sitst se se d (sitsl se i fa,

sits^ se ido al), or sitsl bse se ^ a

(sitsl bae iTa, sits! bie ido al),

my time is up.

baghanahot a* (baghandhot a,

baghanahodot dl), I extend the

time on a pawn.

qil baghanat d (baghanat a,

baghdndot dl), I received a few

more days on my pawn, or

q!l bfnet a&amp;gt; (blnet a, bine-

dot al), time was extended.

qa ashdl^ (qa ashdla, qa a-

deshdlel), I redeem anything

(out of pawn).

yo qan^shdle (qanashdla,

qandeshdlel), I redeem my
beads, or a whip, etc. (Cf.

other roots, with tqil, a, tq^,

niJ, etc.)

6khui dina a, or baghaoz a,

the sun is at or beyond the

point stipulated, that is, a

debt is due now.

anchqf, he is close, he will

exact a debt, he will not

extend the time.

do-binesh ada, I can not

afford to pay.

t aakhi hodlaa adishni (adl-

nid, adideshnii), I granted a

loan gratis, as tsfnabas shadf-

al, lend me a wagon, or li

shadiltqel, lend me a horse;

taakhi hodlaa ndishni, you

may have it (or, I tell you

that you may have it without

paying for it, but return it to

me afterwards).
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t aakhi hodlaa shidinf, lend

me this, let me use it?

anshchf (nt aj), I can not

or will not part with it, hence,

finchf
, he is stingy.

BUGABOOS.

Insubordinate children were formerly subdued by
the use of the bugaboo, four of which were attached

to a beam of the hogan. They were made of sumac

(ki, chllchin), and in shape like

that of the accompanying illustra

tions. The owls (na^shja), as they

were called, were usually hung

up in the evening when, favored

by the scant illumination of the

hogan, the fancy of a child might

easily be led to believe that the

owl sitting there should carry it

off. Frequent mention of the owl

as the mischievous spirit of the

legends fostered this belief. The

bugaboo is at present rarely seen. Bugaboo Owl

Similar allusions were made to the legendary yeltso, or ye*i

laba i, big or gray gods, cannibals, who preyed upon small child

ren. A survival is probably found in the expression, dolk61,

squeeze, whenever a child is in danger.

By way of hyperbole a foolish child or person is often called

nashja (njSshja), owl, or nashjatso, big owl, as this bird is

a good figure of stupidity, digis tso, you big dunce, or yeltso,

or yeitso laba
, you big gray fool, are used on similar occasions,

because the yeitso, or yei laba i, gray gods, figure as very awk

ward persons in the legends, and are now given the role of

clowns and dunces among the personators at dances.

CARVING-.

The Navaho do not practice carving in either stone or wood,

nor do they represent their deities in effigy for the amusement of

Bugaboo Owl.
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their children, or similar purposes. Dolls and images of some

animals, however, are at times carved in cottonwood for cere

monial purposes, which suggests a possible motive for the social

taboo placed on some of them. When the death of a snake, a

duck, a chicken, a bear, a dog, or a pig, and

of a child, has been witnessed by a pregnant

woman, or by her husband during her preg

nancy, or have been at any time killed by

them, and subsequently indisposition and

sickness overtakes the woman or her off

spring, a singer is called upon to remove

such a cause by performing certain features

of a given rite over her. In the snake rite

(nat 6ye bakhaji), for instance, the singer

carves the image of the species of snake, the

rattler, for instance, which presumably has

caused the sickness, and after placing it on

the affected parts of the patient s body, the

image is deposited into the hole of that snake, together with the

prayerstick made for it. Similarly, the image of the bear is

deposited in the den of a bear, and that of a coyote into the

coyote s den. The image of the dog is carried

to an open field, barren of brush and tree, which

has not been used as a thoroughfare (qadohoWeVji,

or kfhunezlaji, an open field). Here it is placed

on the ground with the snout pointing in the

direction of ts^yl i, a canon near Los Torreones.

The aw^shchln, or dolls, the bis6de, pig, m6si,

the cat, and nah6qai, the chicken, are deposited

in any of the numerous cliff dwellings or ruins

(nfya ked, nlya kego, underground place) with

which the Navaho country abounds. The prayers

accompanying the application of these four images

are recited in a foreign language, but the fact Dude.

that descendants of Hopi clans are usually called upon to make
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the dolls and images, and recite the prayers, would suggest that

the language and the custom itself, as adapted to the Navaho, is

of recent introduction and of Hopi origin. The accompanying
illustrations represent the doll and duck with their prayersticks.

awe\shchln, a Hopi doll.

tl ish qadalt eVo, the likeness of a snake. Similarly, shash,

bisOde, lechai qadalt ego, etc.

tl ish qadah? ajfdle, the image of a snake is made (at the

ceremony).

nfyakeji, depository in a cliff dwelling.
*

COUGHING AND SNEEZING.

Coughing and sneezing are often indications of a cold or

indisposition.

diskh6s (nt se), I cough. hadfskhes (hadeskhez, hadi-

d!skh6s (diskh6s, dides- deskhfls), I cough (out),

khds), I cough.
adlqahodishkh6 (nt &), I

hawk,
dokhos, a cough. , x ^ ,

. , .

chatlish (chathsh), phlegm.
dokh6s shildiln^ (shfdolna , hatsiyadishnl (hatsiyadlnid,

shfdidolna ), I have a cold. hatsfya dideshnil), I sneeze.

SPITTING.

People spit anywhere. Ordinarily no significance attaches to

spitting, but at times the leaves of cedar or juniper are chewed

and spit out for better luck, as, for instance, into the face of a

balky burro. Medicines are often sputtered over the parapher

nalia and the patient during some ceremonies. On the other

hand, it is reprehensible to wash beads destined for the grave

with water poured from the mouth. Spitting of blood is usually

cause for alarm.
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WORDS.

she, spittle.

adishe (adlzhe, adidesha ) I

expectorate, spit.

shizhe disht 6 (nt se), I ex

pectorate skillfully (without

spraying).

shizhe dishcHfJ (ntfse), I send

it in a streak, or puff it out.

shizhe bed isol (bed^y61, be-

didesol), T sputter.

disha (nt se), I sputter upon.

(hanlji) ndnsol (naneyol,

ndinesol), I blow (it) into his

face.

cMtl Ish qahidiso, expecto

rate phlegm.

gad benahunsol (nahuneyol,

nahudinesol), I sprinkle with

juniper.

dil habfhidiskhes ( habihi-

deskhes, habfhidokhds), I spit

(cough) blood.

dil qdhidiso (qahidezo, qa-

hididesol), I expectorate blood

(in clots).

dil qahidishe (qahid^zhe,

qahidid^sha ), I spit blood.

dil qahidistsos (qahidetsos,

qahididestsos), I spit (extract)

blood.

nashkhui (ns^khui, ndesh-

kho), I vomit.

FLAGELLATION.

Children are rarely chastised, but generally treated with

considerate kindness and affection by both father and mother.

Flagellation usually occurs at the ceremony of initiation during

the night chant when, on the day preceding the public dance, or

the second last day of the chant, the two personators of yeibichai,

or hashcBe
1

d6di, and of hashcMba ad, appear, to allow the unini

tiated to see the gods. Each individual Navaho, whether boy or

girl, should be initiated four times in life, twice at night, and

twice at daytime. As the initiation consists in looking upon the

masks and personators it follows that four different sets of

masks must be seen to comply with this duty, and viewing the

same set at four different chants or occasions is not sufficient.

As the same set of masks, however, is used frequently, it is not

unusual that some time elapses before an opportunity is had of

seeing four different sets. Accordingly, many are advanced in
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years before this is done. The practice presumably stimulates

respect for holy things, as children below six and seven years

are not permitted to witness the ceremony. At home they are

often told that the yei, or personators at a dance, are living

gods, which illusion is removed as soon as they are able to speak

coherently. On the day mentioned the two gods are asked to

whip the children brought for initiation. The boys strip to the

breechcloth and line up in a row, while the girls take position

behind them. All are told not to look up, but to await events

with downcast eyes. The yeibichai then approaches each one

individually, each boy and girl rising in turn, and sprinkles their

shins, legs, front and back over each shoulder, and their out

stretched arms, with pollen, after which the Female God lashes

each child right and left over the parts strewn with pollen,

accompanying each stroke of the yucca lash with his usual cry

of wu ri. This lashing is the occasion of much bantering and

laughter by the audience, who petition for hard or light strokes,

as they wish the novice to be punished. The hard stroke calls

for its reverse, and is usually followed by a mere tap, while the

light stroke is brought dowrn with all force available.

The girls, however, are not whipped. Instead, the Whipping

God presses an ear of white and yellow corn, wrapped with

spruce, against the soles of their feet, the shins, legs, breast,

back, shoulders, arms, and forehead, accompanying each pressure

with his customary cry. Thereupon the personators remove

their masks, and the yeiba ful then holds his half-mask to each

and every child, fitting it to their eyes with his usual call. This

done, all are told to look up, and never to forget the gods when

they behold the smiling faces of two well-known Navaho. The

ceremony is then closed with the sprinkling of pollen upon the

masks, which each boy and girl does by dropping the pollen

over the center of the face, around the eyes and mouth of the

mask. All are then admonished not to betray what they have

seen to the uninitiated.

A repetition of this takes place at night inside the hogan for
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such as lack one of four initiations. The initiated are excluded

from this ceremony (in the evening).

WORDS.

yei dadziltse, they see the

yei, looking at the gods, the

initiation.

yeibichai, the grandfather

of the yei, who is also called

hashclie d6di, from his call,

do, do, though some hold that

the tqonenfli, or water sprink

ler, performs the whipping.

hashche ba ad, or yeiba ad,

the female god, who is imper

sonated by a man.

beetsqis, the lash, which is

made of yucca strips (tsazi).

adistsqis ( nt se ), I whip

him.

yei yisi (ylsi, yidosll), or

yeisf, the initiated, one who

knows the yei.

yei qasi, or hodzisf (hosi,

hodosll), he knows the yei, he

is initiated.

yei bitsokhe, the grand

children of the yei (the child

ren at actual initiation).

jish banadajihii (banadajilni,

banadashdiyohii), the masks

are sprinkled.

jish banaishni (banaiyeini,

banadiyeshni), 1 sprinkle pol

len upon the masks.

yadidi nii dajilchi (dajilchi,

dazhdolchi), the incense is

inhaled (in connection with

the sprinkling of pollen).

yadidrnil yishchf (yishchd,

deshchi\ I inhale (smell) the

incense.

ya?go nanltsqis, strike him

hard!

hazhogo ndnttsqis, strike

him lightly (tap him only).

ye i ash, the two yei appear,

that is, the second last day of

the chant.

GAPING.

Gaping indicates sleepiness and weariness. The night is fre

quently spent in amusement, conversation, or attending some

ceremony, and it is not unusual that two, three and more nights

succeed each other in this manner. The loss of sleep is some

times made up for during the day, though as a rule the day is

not spent in sleeping. Ordinarily, too, the family rises at dawn
or sunrise, and retires after dark.
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\V

ihlishclifi (ndishctie) nt se, I

gap, yawn.

bfhisin Ibihilzf, biklfnesii),

I am sleepy.

Ml, sleepiness, drowsiness.

na&nashghush (nt se), I fall

asleep, I nod.

naVeshqash (naTllqash, nai-

deshqush), I nod, fall asleep.

ashqush (nt se), I sleep.

ishqash (flqazh, ideshqush),

I sleep.

(atse
5

) anshyll (aneshyil,

ORDS.

adfneshyit), I take a nap.

tsse nsdzid (ts&nsdzid, ts&-

desdzil), I wake up.

naHshghash ( na ishjrhazh,

na ideshwhush\ I fall asleep

again.

ndl nish^hush (nt ), I sleep

sound, I sleep far into the

morningr.

ndishda (ndlsdza , ndidesh-

dal), I get up, arise.

ndish ne
5

(ndish na
,
ndidesh-

na ), I crawl out, arise.

DREAMS.

No special significance attaches to snoring, or talking and

walking in sleep, but bad dreams usually indicate some evil

influence, for which a remedy is sought in the renewal ceremony.

A good dream portends nothing evil.

WORDS.

ashqa (tlqa, acleshqal), I shibfl bahashni (baqiieshnf,

snore. bahodeshnf), or naiseli ba-

nadilgashi, a sleepwalker. hashnr, I relate my dream.

nadishgash (nt fe), I walk in

sleep.

ndishgash (ndishgSsh, ridi-

deshgash), I walk or scream

in sleep.

sitsayashtqi (nt se), or sitsa-

yadfsht(ii (nt fe), I talk in sleep.

naisel (nay^yel, na idesil), I

dream, have a dream.

shibfl yfch(
A

&amp;gt; (yichqcV), a bad

dream.

shibll yixhod, a good dream.

shibfl, or naiseli banahash-

nf (banahosisni , banahodesh-

ni&quot;), I relate my dream.

do hozh6 ishqdshda, I did

not sleep well.

shibfl qishnlsh (qenizh, qi-

deshnish), I do not sleep well

(I am robbed of sleep).

shibfl qishdlad ( qeldlad,

qfdeshdlal), I am disturbed in

my sleep (my sleep is torn

from me).
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LATRINES.

The Navaho have no latrines. They urinate anywhere they

happen to be, and when sick they defecate on sand carried to

the side of the bedding
1 and removed afterwards.

ashlfsh iashelizh, adeshlish), bilizh, or alfzh, urine.

I urinate. cha, bicha, ordure.

ashchi (ashecha, adeshchf)), cha bahoghan, latrine, wa-

I defecate. ter-closet (modern).

LAUGHING.

Tie Navaho laughs when he is pleased and luppy, in fact, he is

much given to laughter. The object of much of his conversation

is to produce laughter, which is true also of the antics of the

Water Sprinkler at the night chant, and of much of the legerde

main which formerly wras in vogue there.

WORDS.

yishdl6 (yishdlo, deshdlo), la asht il (nt se), I do antics.

I laugh. In anfni, a joker.

anashdld (nt se), I laugh niyahodiltqif , funny re-

aloud. marks.

bayishdlo (baishdlo, badesh- niyahodishtqi, or la dishnf

did), I laugh at it. (nfffi), I make funny remarks.

cHidinshd!6 ( chfdinshdl6, sizahala (nt se), I mimic,

chidideshdlo), I chuckle to beinse, with its voice, mirn-

myself. icry.

d!6 nsin (nt se), or Mdlunsin did shlnada (nt ge), I chuckle

(nt ), I smile. with laughter.

bashil hozhd. 1 am content, did shihlgM (dlo shihiya,

happy, or bashil nohozho, or dlo shldogal), I roar with

bashil hunsenl (nt ^), I am laughter.

happy and content. bid!6 qa inil i (nfse), he gig-

la at il, funny things, antics, gles, chuckles.
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LYING AND STEALING.

Lying: is quite general and is resorted to for almost any trifle.

Parents remonstrate with their children for telling the untruth,

yet often seek some plausible pretext to cover their own defect.

Statements made are often taken for what they are worth, or

rather with some suspicion, until they can be verified or dis

proved, while confidence and candor are always due to well-tried

friends. False statements and lies are acknowledged with as

equal grace as they are made or told, since that is manly.

Stealing, or rather appropriating loose property, too, should

be done in the proper manner. The Navaho, as a rule, is a

good thief, or non&quot; at all. Hence, one s property is safe with

him, whenever he has consented to take its charge.

Property lost is re*
&amp;lt;lrre!!.ct&amp;lt;t,

and belongs to the tinder unless

redeemed.

shiochld (nt se, or yicliid, yideshcHit), I tell a lie.

yinshcHtd (yicHld, yideshcHil), I say an untruth, I lie.

do-shioctifda, I tell the truth, I do not lie.

do-dadzai (do-dadziigi) qashnfda (queshnlda, qodeshnfda), I

speak the truth, do not utter falsehoods.

ctiohuish a (cttohuy& a, cHohodiyesh ai), I tell it, tell the truth,

do dadzagi ctiohuistTa da, I do not speak falsely,

daani, it is true (dani dishnf, I assert it).

Words with Reference to Stealing.

ansh i (anre i, adfnesh il), I I steal, or carry otf a child,

steal, pilfer, rustle (cattle), etc. ani ihi. a thief, one who has

II nish i, 11 n& i, K dfnesh il, stolen.

I steal or rustle a horse; sim- ani ihi bildishdel (bild&lel,

ilarly, beso (money): yal bftdldeshdll), I grab a thief,

(small money); tl cV, (hay); catch him in the act.

beeldle (blankets), etc. ani ihi qadinsh f (qadinshl,

alchfn nsh i, or alchfn yo - qadidesh il), I look or hunt

ishtq (yo iH(iu yoadeshtqel), for a thief.
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II yo is!6s (yo ilos, yoades-

16s), I drive a horse off (take

him for another).

II yo ish esh (yo fezh, yoa-

desh ish), I drive a couple of

horses away.

II yoansod (yoanfyod, yoa-

dfnesol), I herd them oil.

II yoanshkhad (yoantlkhad,

yoadlneshkhal), I run a bunch

of four and more horses off.

II yo nshchqe
1

(yoanilchqa,

yoadineshchqel), I run a num
ber of horses off.

yo iya, it went astray, but

s hay 6 i 1 y e d ( shayogelaghiid ,

shayoadolaghul), it has been

driven off (by another).

ndish i (ndel i, ndidesh il),

I hide it away, abscond it,

such as, II ndish i, I hide a

horse off (beso, money; alchln,

children; dine
1

, keep a person

hidden; or, beso leyf ndish i,

I bury money; or, beeldle

bf ndish i, I conceal it under

my blanket, etc.)

ya I ishnil (ya iya^nil, ya -

idiyeshnil), I put him in, I

arrest him.

ya ffnil, a (modern) deputy
sheriff.

PROSTITUTION.

As a rule no license is allowed young- girls previous to their

marriage. Married women frequently offer themselves as they

would for a small compensation, thoug-h less frequently with the

knowledge of their husbands. Some parents offer their daughters
to whites in marriage and otherwise.

WORDS.

aljflni, a prostitute.

khlya zezfni. a public
(American) woman (as seen in

our towns).

tie naghai, busy at night,

the prostitute.

ashjft (nt ), or khinba s6zi

(nt a?), or tl o nasha (nt se), I

prostitute myself.

ashRed (as^ked, adeshkil),

I practice fornication.

oshll (I ll, idesh il), copu-
lam habere.

yishtqesh (nt ife), rem habere

cum muliere.

Similar words are: yishReYl

(s^ked, deshkil), or aqfshked,

conjungrere; akfnnshtq^ (akt-

nnishtqi, akfndeshtqi), accimi-

bere, or qadinshkf (qadinesh-

ked, qadfneshkil), or qadinsh-

ch^ (qadineshcha, qadlnesh-

cha), scortari, scortator.

nil nnishdel (nil nndel, nil

ndeshdil), rape re (raptus).
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SALUTATION.

People do not embrace when meeting each other, though a

loving son is often seen to embrace his gray-haired mother.

Handshaking appears to be quite general at the present day,

while aboriginally an embrace, or a mere exchange of greeting,

was the usual form of salutation. The kiss is not traditional,

but has been borrowed from the \vhites.

WORDS.

binashchid (binshechid, binadeshchil), I embrace him.

ninashchid, I embrace you.

ninashni (nnase ni, nnadeshni), I embrace (squeeze) you.

nzenashchid (nzesechid, nzedeshchil), or nzenashni (nzeseni,

nzeMeshm), I embrace, or throw my hands around your neck.

azansht d (azanesht a, azadfnesht al), I kiss him.

nzansht a ,
I kiss you.

nilake dishn! (nlake deshnf, nlake dideshni), I touch your

hand, shake hands.

alake dishnf, I shake hands with him.

qalahane , qalahodza, how do you do, how are you?

SCARIFICATION.

Scarification is practiced by so-called bean shooters in extract

ing stones, pebbles, and the like, which, presumably, have been

injected by witches. A small incision is made with a piece of

broken glass and the objectionable particle drawn out by sucking

the wound. Body marks and tattooing are not practiced.

WORDS.

aqihojigyesh (nt se), he is aqeeshgyesh (aqi fgi/h, aql-

cut, he cut him. deshgish), I cut him.

aqlshidigyesh, I am cut. tqozis, a bottle, piece of

aqinshgyesh (aqinigizh, aqf- glass,

ndeshgish), I cut you. adilgashi, a bean shooter.
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asts6s (Itsoz, adestsos), I

suck out.

aqaishniJ (aqayaenll, aqadi-

yeshnil), I extract, suck out.

ant f, a witch.

beedilgashi, the particle

injected into the skin.

nishgdsh (riishelgash, ndesh-

gash), I shoot into you.

adishgash (nt se), I shoot

into him.

qodishgash (nt se), he shoots

into him.

shidishgash, he shoots into

me.

bikf-eshchi (bikldaashchf),

body marks, tattoo.

yishchl (nt se), I redden

myself.

adishchi (adeshchi, adidesh-

chi), or adeesh ni (adisis ni,

adidesh ni), I paint myself red.

SMOKING.

Smoking is enjoyed by both men and women, and boys early

acquire the habit. Smoking figures larg-ely in ceremonies in the

shape of a sacrificial cigarette or pipe, which is lighted sym

bolically with rock crystal. Pipes with and without a stem are

mentioned in ceremonies and legends, though the Navaho, with

few exceptions, do not use a pipe. Instead, they smoke cigar

ettes made of foreign tobacco, wrapped in paper or cornhusks.

Usually the smoke is inhaled. Chewing, too, has been intro

duced very recently.

nat o . tobacco.

nat ostse, a pipe.

na&sht o
4

(nallt 6 ,
hadesh-

t 6
,
or ndesht 6 ), I smoke.

dihisMe&quot; (dlhila, dideshMJ),

I make a cigarette.

dat a (dat an), cornhusks,

cigarette paper.

nat o dishtlad (dfltla , di-

deshtlil), I light a cigarette.

nat o bil isdfsi, ready made,

bought cigarettes.

WORDS.

saghalo, (Spanish cigarro),

a cigar.

bil ishtKbillzhil, biJ ideshii),

or bil isdsf (bil ^sdsT, bil ides-

dsl), or bil is6l (biliyol, bil-

f

ides6l:), I inhale, I draw my
breath (or smoke) inwardly.

nat o ntl is, (hard tobacco),

plug tobacco.

nat o yish al, I chew

tobacco.
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THE TABOO.

The term bahadzid, &quot;it is feared or injurious,&quot; is applied to

anything- which should be avoided or dreaded as contrary to

good tradition.

Fishes (lo) and animals living in water (tqaltl a din^ e ) are

not eaten, though the shell of the turtle (tsistqel and cluedaghai)

is used in making beads (yo), and the skins (bakhagi) of the

otter (tqabahastqln [tqabastqm]), the beaver (cha), and of the

nmskrat (tqdba md/i), are used in the make of the headgear.

Ducks (nal eli) are classed with fish. Eggs, too, are not gen

erally eaten.

Custom does not sanction whistling after dark. The singing

of some native air takes its place and is recommended to those

riding alone after dark, and done in a subdued voice. During

the summer months the use of chants and hymns belonging to

the winter season is not auspicious. The cat s cradle is made

only in the winter months when the spiders are at rest. Simi

larly, the game of keshje (moccasin game) is consigned to the

winter season when the originators of the game, the bear, badger,

porcupine, etc., hibernate.

The bahadzid, or taboo, is also placed upon the narrative of

the legends during the summer months, at least of such portions

which relate to the emergence and the peoples there, consequently

which relate to the thunder, lightning, hawks, etc. Portions of

some sand paintings permissible in winter are changed in the

summer to avoid the wrath of the holy ones. Similarly, some

chants are assigned to the winter months exclusively, the season

opening usually after the first frost. This is the case with the

night and mountain chants. The novice is, therefor, usually

taught during the long winter months. Gambling ceases during

the actual ceremony, though it is permitted during the intervals,

excepting the hozhoji. One should not step on or walk across

a sand painting, but walk around it sunwise (sh&bikego), which
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should also be observed in entering or leaving
1 the hogan during

an actual performance. A nine night ceremony is indefinitely

interrupted and postponed upon notice of the (natural or violent)

death of a near relative or family member. The deliverance of

a wife or daughter also interrupts a chant. An error made by

the shaman in the recitation of some of the prayers makes the

continuance of the ceremony impossible. The patient should

avoid the sight of blood and the killing of animals. A masked

personator should not speak when wearing the masks.

Except in the case of serious harm or fatal contingency, a

bear, snake, wildcat, coyote or eagle should not be killed, these

animals being dispatched in other ways. As a rule a bear is not

killed but avoided. The meal consisting of bear meat must be

preceded by a ceremony. The eagle was attracted by a bait

laid near a pit in which the hunter was concealed. After pluck

ing its feathers the bird was released. A bait attached to the

trigger of a rifle by a string is often used in dispatching the

eager coyote, while the rattlesnake is avoided or fanned aside.

One should never approach, much less touch a carcass (cBlndi) of

any kind. Accordingly, a corpse is touched only when necessity

requires, and by persons not belonging to the immediate rela

tionship of the deceased. The burial took place by slaves who

were killed over the grave, together with the best horse belong

ing to the deceased. The house and some of the personal prop

erty of a deceased person are destroyed. Instruments used for

burial are broken over the grave and left. Pots and cooking

utensils are also destroyed. The family of the deceased remains

in mourning for four days, abstaining from all unnecessary

labor, visits and conversation. In general a corpse is dreaded

and not touched, and care is taken to avoid the path from the

hogan to the grave.

Labor ceased during the eclipse of the sun, and travel was

usually interrupted during such an occurrence. Similarly, the

household was aroused from sleep and the passing of the eclipse

of the moon watched in silence.
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A form of the taboo, but which in some shapes is disappear

ing, might be described as the fear of greed. While the char

itable person lives to a good old age, the miser and hoarder of

wealth, who are not open to better promptings, are usually vis

ited with misfortune. The expression, akezhnllltff, would seem

to signify he heaped continuously, and is applied to the inordi

nate greed for wealth, possessions, family increase, weaving, and

uninterrupted chanting. As a rule, therefor, the chanter per

formed the hozh6ji, or benediction, for himself in the summer

so that he might perform many rites throughout the winter,

when he again performs the same rite for protection in the sum

mer. Good authorities would have it that the blanket known as

baghaftl oni, or the slit- weave, was occasionally woven to prevent

the akeitl o, or overdone weaving.

Intermarriage between closely related clansmen, as also cohabi

tation with members of related clans, is not permitted.

The hunt, if it is to be successful, should be conducted accord

ing to prescribed ceremonial custom.

WARNING-.

A journey is frequently omitted or postponed owing to the

belching or noise of the trachea, the noise or the ringing of the

ear, all of which are omens of misfortune. From the following

expressions it would appear that they are ascribed to the influence

of the spirits in the nether worlds.

kash, kash, it is ground, ground!

shldolkazh, (I am being ground), a noise in the trachea.

do-sh!nida, do-shfnida, I have no desire, desire! or, cfilndi-

tqadi do shfnidau, I have no desire to go to hell.

shichf d!stsa\ a noise in my nose; shije dolkfs, my ear rings.

TRANSPORTATION.

Previous to the introduction of the wagon loads were carried

on the horse, or on one s own back, methods which are largely
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in use to-day. The burden is usually lashed to the rear of the

saddle, or is adjusted on the horse or burro after the manner of

pack-saddles. Occasionally the Navaho carry stone and timber

on their backs, the load resting upon the loins, the body bent

well forward. At times a sling is made of the blanket and the

bundle carried over the forehead or chest, in which fashion, too,

the women usually carry the wicker bottle. A carrying frame,

constructed for temporary use in the early days, is now scarcely

remembered, as the carrying basket, or head bag (tslzis), was

more convenient. The temporary carrying basket, made of

goatskin, for collecting yucca fruit, has been referred to else

where, while the mode of carrying infants is fully explained in

the article on the cradle. The use of the wagon, too, and most

words referring
1 to transportation, will be found under this and

the other relevant titles just mentioned. Transportation by

water has been mentioned in the list of words referring to water.

At present the Navaho are employed in hauling freight, car

rying United States mail, as couriers, etc., and are usually willing

to undertake anything for which horse or wagon may be of

service.

ylshcHal (nshclial, deshcMl\ I leap, I pack wood under my
arm; qeshcha (qinshcha, qldeshcha), I carry it walking, as

tsin beheshcha
,
I carry a log below my arm.

nalts6s nayehe, a mail carrier. For other words referring to

tranportaion cf. Wagon, Modern Implements, etc.

WEEPING.

Pain, misfortune, and sometimes joy, cause \\eeping. The

sick weep for pain, and. similarly, tears are shed at the death of

a friend or relative. The loss of a child is a source of pain and

weeping to a mother long after, whereas the meeting of aged

parents and children after a long absence brings forth tears of

genuine joy.

yishcha (yfcha , doshcha \ I weep.
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anashcha 4

(nt se), I weep continuously, loudly.

tsfdishche (tsfdecha , tsfdeshcha ), I weep frequently.

chadishwii (chade\shwa, chadideshwa}), I whine.

chadilwd, he whines.

nchadis! (nchadesi, nchadklesi), I sob.

dish nf (nt se\ I groan.

WHISTLING.

Whistling attracts the spirits, and is therefor avoided after

dark. Otherwise, too, it is not generally in vo. jrue. Popular

airs, taken from well-known chants, are usually substituted, and

are frequently hummed on the return home after dark.

Whistling is done at the war dance, however, and a whistle

for the purpose of imitating the cry of the eagle is in use at the

bead chant, while another is prescribed for the witch chant

(hochoji). The ancient custom of timing the grinding of corn

nt the war dance by means of a flute made of the stalk of the

sunflower, and provided with four keys, is mentioned as a tradi

tion only. The whistle in use at the bead chant is made of the

leg bone of a jack-rabbit killed by an eagle. This is spliced, and

removing the marrow, a piece of the inner ear of the jack-rabbit

is laid between the two pieces of bone and wound with sinew.

When dry the whistle produces a shrill, piercing sound.

WORDS.

Tdfsol (Tdfsol, fdidesol), I ndiylli, sunflower (stalk of

whistle. about an arm s length, with

na idfso (na ideso, na idi- four holes for keys).

deso), I whistle. beets6s, or atsd zol, the

dilnf, a flute. whistle, ea^le whistle, used

dadiinfntfe, they used to in the bead chant.

play the flute. atsd zol beedishnf ibeedinld,

adfdlol, the flute. beSdidesh nil). I call with the

adishlOl (adllol, adideshlol), whistle (at the bead or witch

I play the flute. chant).
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ga tso bikhezhozh, jack-

rabbit ulna.

ga tso bija, the inner part

of the ear lobe of jack-rabbit.

t&n altqa dlnllzhozh, the

bone spliced into with a knife.

altqa dlnlshosh (altqa df-

nishosh, altqa dineshosh), I

splice vertically (with a knife).

Similarly, altqa dinishdlad

(altqa dfniMlad , altqa di ne*sh-

dlai), I tear vertically.

altqa dinishn^ ( altqa di-

nihie
, altqa dineshnU), I fell

it in two with a knife.

altqa dfnlshkhal ( al tq a d f-

nllkhal, altqa dineshkhal), I

chop it in two.

alkfn!sh6sh ( alklnishozh,

alkldin^shosh), I splice.

a}kinishne (alkiniln6 ,
alkl-

dineshnll), I splice.

alkinishkhaJ ( alklnilkhal,

alkldfneshkhal), I splice.

alklnishdlad ( alkinlldlad,

alkldineshdlai), I splice (tear)

in two.

naidfso (nt se), or adishnl

(nt se), I hum a tune.
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ABALONE. 56, 222, 328. 402. 410. 414. 461.
Abdomen, disease of. 114.

Abortion. 85. 450.

Abronia. 195.

Abuse. 444.

Accident. 110.

Accoucheur, 107. 450.
Achillea. 185.

AcMllfa millf folium, 186.

Acorn, 203. 211.

Acreage of reservation. 31.

Actinella Bichardsonii, 186.

Actinella scabiosa. 185.

Action, words referring: to. 91 et seq.
Action in war, 437.

Additional farm. 350.
Address, mode of. 120.

Adobe. 65, 272.

Adopting- clan. 426.

Adoption. 425. 432.

Adultery, 439. 443. 449. 450.

Advice. 441. 448.

Affiliation of clans. 425.

Affinity. 436.

Afterbirth. 85.

Agate. 41. 424

Age, in old aoe walking. 43.

Age. mode of computing-. 59. 77. 82.

Agency, 258. 423.

Agent. Indian. 423.

Agitation. 441.

Agriculture. 259 et seq.. 423.

Air. 46, 53.

Alarm, remedy for. 116.

Alaskan tribes, 28. 29. 30.

Albino. 81.

Albrizzo, Jesus, 126.

Alder. 31. 188, 232. 293. 304. 316.

Alfalfa, 193.

Alfllaria. 189.

Algonquian, 27.

Alkali, 65.

Allivm, 193.

Almogen, 63, 210. 231, 461.

Alnus incana, 188, 232.

Altar, 69.

Altitude, 32.

Alum. 63. 231. 275.

Alum root. 113. 199.

Amarantus albus. 181, 395.

Amarantus blitoides. 181.

Amarantus retro.fiexus, 182.

Amassing a fortune. 509.

Amber. 63. 418.

Ambronia fraprans, 116.

Amelan-chier . 198.

American. 77. 83. 106. 120. 148. 228. 232. 257.

258, 261. 262. 266. 276. 356 362. 368. 374. 439.

444, 463. 467. 484.

American hawk-owl. 158.

American, names for, 129.

American residents names for, 126.

Am&elopri* quinqnefolia. 201.

Amputation. 111. 450.

Amusement. .350. 478. 500.

Analine dyes. 229. 233, 303.

Anastrophe. 384.

Anatomy. 80 et seq.

Anatomy of animals. 143. 144.

Anatomy of birds. 162.

Anatomy of insects. 1(9.

Ancient pottery. 288.

Anger. 445.

Angles. 74, 76.

Animals. 58, 138 et
*&amp;gt;&amp;lt;;.. 346. 353. 356. 412, 413.

Animals, mythical, 177.

Animals, sacred names of, 171 et sen.
Animal tissue. 367, 368. 372. 409.
Ant. 168.

Ant People, 347. 348.

Ant, swallowing of. 116

Antelope. 140. 175. 213. 286, 395.
Anthill. 317. 330.

Anthropomorphous deities, 157. 346.
Antics. 502.

Antidote. 116.

Antlers. 475.

Anvil. 273.

Apache, 28. 260. 291. 364. 374.

Apaches of Navajo. 23, 24.

Aphyllon fasciculatum. 196.

ADlouavvux. 112. 113.

Aplopa&pua lanutrinosus. 186.

Apoplexy. 108.

Apparel. 341.

Appetite. 89.

Apple. 198.

Apprenticeship. 43. 381.

Apricot, 198.

April. 59.

Aptera (zool.). 167.

Arabis. 187.

Arabia comma nis, 187.

Arabia Holboelii. 187.

Arable spots. 264.

Arbitration. 440.

Archery. 319.321. 488.

Arenaria aculeata. 184.

Argueing. 440.

Aristida olioantha, 190.

Arm s length (measure). 73, 366.

Armpit. 84. 116.

Aromatic sumac (see sumac). 181.

Arrow, 251. 318, 352. 432, 433. 437. 465.

Arrow for dispatching the coyote. 418.

Arrow plane. 318.

Arrow-point, 62, 182. 186. 319, 320. 383 39f.

399, 406, 408, 414, 424, 456.

Arrow-point charm, 411.

Arrow shaft, 157, 159.

Arrow shooting (game). 319, 488.

Arrow snake. 176, 178,

Arrow straightener. 318.

Artemisia franserioides. 186.

Articulation. 91.

Art and industry, 221 et seq,

Asdepias Hallii. 182.

Asdepias rerticillata, 182.

Asdepiodora decumbens, 115, 182.

Ashes. 67, 205. 232, 275. 293. 304. 367. 372. 4&amp;lt;&amp;gt;4.

412. 413. 454.

Asiatic origin of the Navaho. 26. 28.

Aspen. 31. 198.

Assassin 440. 443.

Aster. 112. 115, 185. 405.

Aster canescens. 187.

Astragalus. 192. 193.

Astrologer. 42, 374. 380.

Astronomy. 42.

Athapascan. 27. 30. 76. 221.

Atmosphere, 53.

Atriplex. 185.

At the base of mountain people. 428.

At the crossing of water people. 429.

August. 59.

Authority of headmen, 423.

Autumn, 58, 72.

Awl. 241. 275. 293. 297. 305. 387.

Awl chant. 363.

Ax. 269. 273, 331.

Aztec, 142.

Azure Man and Woman. 354.
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BABY SWING, 473.

Bachelor. 118.

Badger. 142. 175. 214. 286. 349, 351. 383. 413.

Badg-er rattle. 401. 413.

Badger sinew, 308.

Badger skin, 305. 461.

Bait. 322. 508.

Baking. 205.

Ball. 485. 487.

Ball game, 484.

Ball race, 484.

Bancroft. H. H.. 21.

Bandelier. A. F.. 24. 25.

Banter. 499.

Barbed arrow, 319.

Barberry, 114, 182.

Barg-ain, 490.

Bark. 48, 229, 232, 267. 33S.

Bark cover, 332.

Bark tray. 69.

Barter, 393. 457, 489.

Baseball. 484.

Basket. 171. 262, 286 ft seq.. 390. 391. 397. 417.

418. 4-17. 479. 480, 481.

Basket design. 291.

Basket drum, 402.

Basket, Paiute. 292.

Basketry, 286 et seq.
Bat, 161, 174, 403, 413.
Bat hair, 418.

Bat Man and Woman, 174.

Bath, ceremonial, 400, 405. 417.

Bathing-. 51, 310, 342. 371. 432. 446. 448. 153.

454, 455.

Bathing hands in hot pitch, 419.

Batten comb. 241. 242.

Batten-stick, 222, 240. 243.

Bayeta, 232. 244,461. 462.

Bead chant. 157. 364. 393, 395. 399. 402. 511.

Bead chant equipment. 403.
Bead chant liniment, 405.
Bead chant of the rock promontory. 364.
Bead drill. 301.
Bead people. 429.

Bead, silver, 274 et seq.
Bead, stone, 300. 309. 372. 453. 489. 49T.

Beadwork. 300.

Beak, crow s, 413.

Bean. 193. 211, 261, 404.

Bean shooter, 505.

Bean stew, 209.

Bear, 139, 174, 286, 349. 351. 356. 383. 424. 441.

Bear clan, 427, 428.

Bear claw, 403.

Bear constellation, 43.

Bear, creation of, 360.
Bear hunt. 476.

Bear s tree, 469.

Bear, venison of, 214, 475. 508.
Beard. 83.

Beard tongue, 199.

Bearers of sun and moon, 41, 353.

Beauty chant, 364, 393. 401.

Beaver. 156. 177, 214.

Beaver fur, 413.

Beaver headband, 462.

Bed. 467.

Bedbug, 168.

Bedding-, 341, 467.

Bee, 166.

Beef, 204. 211 et seq.

Beer, 217.

Beetle, 164, 174.

Bee-weed. 184, 209, 389.

Bee-weed stew, 209.

Beggar, 492.

Begging&quot;, 492.

Belching. 509.

Bellis inttrjri folia, 187.

Bellows, 272.

Belt, silver. 280. 312, 438, 465. 490.

Belt of Orion, 44.

Benavides, Fray Alonzo. 23. 24, 25. 26.
Bent tips (food). 205.
Berberis repens, 183.

Berry. 211.

Betting. 154.

Beverage, 198. 217.

Bible. 26.

Bidens. 186.

Bidens bwinnata, 187.

Big dark star, 358.

Big Dipper. 44.

BiOfloria, 230. 293, 304.

Biofloria albicoulis, 186, 395.
Bwelovia vraveolens. 186.

Bigelovia Vaseyi, 186.

Big Fly. 349.

Big God chant. 364, 385, 401.

Big God chant, expenditures of, 382.

Big God chant liniment, 405.

Bighorn, 140. 175, 318. 352. 394. 395. 413, 414.

Bighorn constellation, 44.

Big medicine people, 428.

Big shirt, 458.

Big star chant. 363. 401, 402.

Big water people, 427, 429.

Big Wolf, 349, 350.

Bird, 157 ft seq., 286. 349, 412.
Bird egg, 163.

Bird snare, 164, 323.

Birth, 450, 467.

Birth cust9ms. 446 et seq., 450.

Birth medicine, 116.

Bit. bridle. 150, 269.

Bite, remedy for, 116, 142.

Bitter water people, 427, 428.

Black Ant, 349.

Blackbird, 162.

Black dress shirt. 458.

Black dye, 230, 293. 303.

Blackening, 119. 359, 362, 366. 371. 374. 375.

Black house people, 430.

Black Mountains, 31. 175.

Blacksmith. 258. 271.

Black streaked wood people. 430.

Bladder pod, 115, 116, 188.

Blanket. 66. 67, 73. 149. 239 et seq., 245. 248.

398, 418. 453, 465. 468, 470, 480, 481, 486. 489.

510.

Blanket designs, old style, 250 et seq.
Blanket pole. i35, 236.

Blessing rite. 41, 222. 329. 346, 355, 363. 396.

402. 404, 406, 411, 446, 450. 501, 507. 509.

Blizzard, 47 et seq.
Block farm, 263.

Blood, 366.

Blood (food), 212.

Blood passing, 109.

Blood poisoning, 109, 113.

Blood poisoning medicine. 113.

Blood sausage, 212.

Blood spitting. 110, 114, 350.

Blowing. 385, 412, 414.

Blowpipe, 274.

Bluebird, 159. 162, 213, 387. 394.

Blue blanket, 248.

Blue border shawl. 246.

Blue clay, 288. 388.

Blue cloud, 45.

Blue dye, 232, 293.

Blue-eye grass, 112, 193.

Blue heron. 160. 173. 408.

Blue ice, 48.

Bluejay, 162.

Blue light, 40, 56.

Blue mirage. 41.

Blue mist, 46.

Blue shirt. 248, 458.

Blue thunder, 61.

Blue wind, 46.

Blue world. 35. 73. 347. 349. 354.
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Blushing. 440
Board. 226. 243. 269 469
Boat. 49. 350
Boat riding-, 52.

Body mark. 505.
Body of constellations 43
Body, parts of. 80 et ,vvBody painting. 377. 404 410 444;Boil cure. 113. 115.
Boiling. 205 ft seQ.
Boiling meat, 211
Bone awl, 305. 314
Bone hoe. 266.
Bones of yeitso. 29 63
Boomerang. 324.
Boot. 310.

Booty, division of 475
Borax, 274, 279
Border. 246.
Border farm. 264, 350.
Border of the earth. 36
Border strand on loom&quot; *w
Borrowing, 888. 4?Si.

Bottle, Hopi. 286
Bottom of basket 293
Bottom of pot. 288.
Boulder. 358.

Bouncing- stick grame. 35o
Boniflona hirsutu 191

Bowstring-. 318.
Bow symbol, 366. 367 375
Bowl, 287. 371
Box elder, 31. 272.
Box stirrup, 148.

Boxthorn, 200.
Boys names. 120.
Bracelet. 64, 281.283
Braiding-, 308. 313, 37-&amp;gt; 4ir jv-
Brains. 213.

Branding-. 258. 259
Brass, 274, 276. 283&quot;

Brass button, 64. 458. 459
Brassware, 287
Brassica. 188.
Bread, 67. 216.
Bread in husks, 207
Bread rolls, 206, 207. 2O9
Breadstuffs, 206, 209
Breaking- horses, 145.
Breechclout. 66. 460.
Breeches, 464.
Breeze. 53, 365.
Brick, 65.

Bride, 447.

Bridegroom, 447.
Bridg-e, 267.

Bridle, 150, 280
Bridle, silver, 281 31*
Brimstone, 65. 68. 388
Brinton. Dr. 24
Broad-leafed medicine. 115.
Broad-leafed yucca, 417.
Broken braids (food) 208
Broken pottery, 288. 352. 395.Broken tools. 454.
Bronchial trouble 114
Broom, 190, 270, 341
Brothel, 93.

Brother-in-law, 449
Brown (color). 69 234
Brush, 68. 289. 304, 412
Buckboard, 151.
Buckle, 281

Buckle, silver 312

Buckskin belt. 459.
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n breeches. 459.
Buckskin cap 461 46-&amp;gt;

Buckskin headband.~463
Buckskin leg-g-ing-. 4flOl
Buckskin pants. 459
Buckskin shirt. 457
Buffalo. 383.
uffalo rattle. 401. 402 413

Bug-, sacred. 166.
Bug-gry. 153.

uilding- material. 63.
Bull-bat. 161 174

Bur-grass. 191
Burial. 451. 472. 508.
Burlap. 270

Bur-marig-old. 186.
Burnt hog-an, 340. 455
Burro. 214. 497
Burro, creation of. 356

BuU^and
tip. 207. 293. 40S. 411 .

Buttercup. 197

Butterfly. 167
Buttes. 216.

Button. 313.

Button, bridle. 281.
Button, silver, 279 2So

-

Buttonhole. 280. 310
Buying- and selling- m
Buzzard. 159. 172.

CACTUS, 183.

Cactus People. 349.
Cactus pickers. 211
Calendar. 58.

Calico. 407. 418. 419.
Call, 376. 383. 385, 393, 420 499
aiochartus. 193

Camass. death, 193.
Camel. 142.

Campanula uniflora 184
Canaigre. 231.

Cancer, 108.

Cancer root. 113. 196
Candle, 40, 66.

Candor. 503.

Candy, 217
Cane, 391.
Cane cactus, 183. 358.
Cane-reed, 190, 351. 383, 396,
Cane-reed whistle, 413.
(ania major. 44.
Canned g-oods. 214. 216.
Cannelcoal. 56, 222. 328. 390. 402 410 476
Cannelcoal Mountain 137
Cannibal, 495.

Canoeing-. 49.

Canopus, 44.

Canopy bow, 470.

Cantaloupe. 183.

Cantinas. 149.

Canyon, 31. 64.

Canyon de Chelley. 198
Cap, 460 et seQ.
Cap with opposite peaks. 462. 463
Captive, 259, 425, 426. 431 438
Caraway seed. 200.

Carcass. 508.
Carded blanket. 247.
Cardinal points, 35. 40. 66, 136. 263. 286. 329

33U 332. 342. 355. 377. 380. 401. 4O6. 410. 415.

Card playing. 478. 479.
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Cardinal flower, 194.

Carding- wool. 225. 226.

Care of sick, 112.

Carpinus Americana, 188.

Carrizo Mountains, 31.

Carrying- basket, 168, 298 ft seq., 432, 510.

Carrying
1

cord, 471.

Carrying- frame. 510.

Cartridge belt, 312.

Ca-rvm, 200.

Carving, 495.

Castilleya, 199.

Vastilleya minor, 395.

Cassilio (Sp.), 271.

Cassiopoea, 44.

Castration, 148, 154.

Cat, 140, 178.

Cat People, 348. 349.

Cat s cradle, 488, 489, 507.

Catarrh, 108.

Catarrh medicine, 112.

Catchfly. 184. 395.

Caterpillar, 174.

Cat-tail flag. 115, 200.

Cattle, 439.

Cattle, creation of. 356.

Cattle raising, 257, 258.

Cause of disease, 346, 379.

Ceanothus, 197.

Cedar, 31, 66, 190, 243, 257, 318, 409, 467, 497.

Cedar ashes, 205. 206, 207, 208, 293.

Celibacy, 450.

Celtis, 200.

Cenchrus tribuloides, 191.

Census, 33, 34.

Center of earth and sky, 35, 36.

Centipede, 168, 174.

Cerastium arvense, 184.

Cercocarpus parvifolive, 198. 232.

Ceremonial basket (see basket), 297.

Ceremonial bath, 295, 343.

Ceremonial farm, 263.

Ceremonial feasting, 389.

Ceremonial hogan, 328. 333, 380.

Ceremonial paraphernalia, 381, 382, 383.

Ceremonial sudatory, 342.

Ceremony, 66, 79, 105, 106, 155, 180, 235, 289,

292, 328. 350, 386. 424, 450. 487, 500.

Ceremony, close of. 38.

Ceremony for hogan, ^9.
Ceremony postponed, 41.

Ceremony suspended, 295.

Ceremony, time for, 366.

Cereus, species of, 183, 184.

Change in ceremony. 378, 897.

Change of domicile, 329. 437.

Change of name, 119.

Changing Woman, 355, 427.

Chant, 58, 69. 105, 114, 178, 347, 361. 362. 507.

Chant legends, 347, 361, 425.

Chant liniment, 405 et seq.
Chant lodge, 362.

Chant with and without yei. 385.

Chant with masked personator, 405.

Chanter (see singer, shaman), 381, 509.

Chapparal jay, 162.

Chapped hand, 108.

Character, 87.

Charcoal, 68. 69, 274, 398. 461.

Charcoal, lightning struck. 404.

Charm, 37:&amp;gt;, 408, 410, 412.

Charity, 509.

Chase, 23, 349, 363, 474 et seq.

Chasing, 275, 281.

Chastisement, 105, 420, 438, 450, 498.

Cheek strap, 281.

Cheese, 216.

Cheilanthes lanuginosa. 189.

Chenopodium, 185.

Cherry wood, 396.

Chewing juniper, 497.

Chewing tobacco, 506.

Chicanery, 106.

Chickadee, 160.

Chicken, 162, 484, 496.

Chicken-pox, 108.

Chicken pull, 484.

Chief, 247, 422, 453.

Chief, distinguishing mark of. 41. 422, 424.

Chief, names of, 125.

Chiefs blanket, 247.

Childbirth, 453.

Chilli, 199.

Chipewyans, 29.

Chipmunk, 178.

Chips (money), 491.

Chiricahua-Apache, 217.

Chiricahua-Apache clan, 431.

Chiricahua-Apache wind chant, 364.

Chiricahua-Apache wind chant liniment.
405.

Choke cherry, 197, 211, 416.

Chronic disease. 106.

Chuska Range, 31.

Cider, 217.

Cigarette, 66, 159, 418, 506.

Cinch, 149, 249.

Cinch bug, 169.

Cinch loom, 249.

Circle farm, 263, 350.

Circle of branches, 335.

Circle of time, 38.

Cistern, 49.

Citrus aurantium and limonum, 182.

Clan, 356, 422. 424 et seq., 439, 449, 453, 460.

Clan affiliation. 434.

Clan right, 427, 432, 433.

Clansman, 449, 450, 453, 490.

Clasp-knife, 269.

Claw, 414, 417.

Claw dance, 364.

Clay, 65, 273, 274, 288, 289.

Clay spoon, 286.

Clay tubes, 272.

Cleanliness, 170, 340.

Cleat, 281.

Clematis ligustifolia, 197.

Cleome punyens, 184.

Cliff dweller, 30, 374, 400.

Cliff dwellers water, 401.

Cliff dwelling, 496.

Cliff monsters, 358.

Cliff-rose, 197.

Cliff-rose bark, 470, 485.

Climate, 437.

Climatic change, 43.

Clock. 39, 270.

Close of ceremony, 38, 375, 376, 378, 402,

420, 421.

Closed rim on basket, 295, 447. 448.
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Close to water people, 428.

Clothes, 341. 457. 463.

Clothing&quot; a corpse, 453.

Cloud. 45. 353.

Cloud effect. 45. 75. 253. 286. 399.

Clown, 379, 388. 495.

Club-knife. 411.

CnicuK Xeo-Mexicanus, 185.

Coal. 32. 63. 65. 66. 68.

Coal, surface. 293.

Coat, 280.

Cocklebur, 116. 185.

Coconino, 291.

Code of signals. 437.

Coffee. 204.

Coffee-mill. 63, 219.

Coffee plant, 198.

Cohabitation, 509.

Coiled basket. 294.

Coin, 64. 276, 278. 280, 490, 491.

Cold, a, 108, 341.

Coleoytera, 164.

Colic. 109.

Collar. 390. 413. 458.

Collar-bone of enemy, 375.

Colombo, 116.

Color, 68 et sea,, 70. 71, 137, 157, 164, 171, 228.

246. 286, 289, 388, 390. 391. 396, 398, 404, 406,

410, 480, 481. 486.

Columns of light. 56.

Comanche. 268. 362, 374, 438.

Comandra pallida, 198.

Comb, 75. 222, 241, 242, 432, 446.

Comet. 45.

Compass (see cardinal points).

Compensation of singer, 380, 381.

Completing a circle, 454.

Compositae, 115, 185, 186.

Conch. 301.

Concha, 281, 312.

Concubinage, 426.

Confidence, 503.

Confinement, 107, 111.

Confinement medicine. 115.

Conical hogran, 328, 330.

Conifer, 203.

Conjugal fidelity, 265, 449.

Consanguinity, 425, 426, 431, 432, 434 et seq.

Conservatism, 251.

Constellation, 38. 42, 353, 402, 489.

Constipation, 109.

Construction of mask, 386.

Contagiousness of disease. 107.

Contempt, 128, 439, 440.

Contents of medicine pouch. 106, 382.

Contrivance, modern, 268, 269.

Conversation, 500.

Cooking, 350.

Cooking pot. 285. 287, 289.

Cooking utensils. 218, 508.

Coon can, 475.

Cooper s hawk. 158.

Copper. 64. 274. 276. 279. 281, 283.

Copperhead. 176. 396. 415. 425.

Copulation mixture. 413.

Coral bead 301.

Cord. 235. 236, 286, 366, 390.

Cordylanthus ramosus, 113, 199.

Corn, 190. 204. 205, 214 et seq.. 260. 265. 267.

437. 499.

Cornbeetle, 383.

Corncake, 391. 392. 446.

Corncob. 288.

Corn husking, 105.

Cornmeal, 205 et seq.

Cornmeal gruel, 432.

Cornmeal, sprinkling of, 332. 448.

Corn people, 428.

Corn pith, 395.

Corn pollen (see pollen), 383.

Corn whiskey, 217. 218.

Corns, 116.

Corpse. 453, 508.

Corral, 56. 257, 262, 335. 475.

Corral dance. 335. 376, 393. 420.

Corral medicine, 116.

Corral rite, 363. 395. 474.

Corvus, 43.

Corydalis aurea, 114, 189.

Cosmogony, 35.

Costume, 457 to 466.

Cotton, 222, 274.

Cottontail, 213.

Cottonwood, 31, 32, 65, 66, 148. 198. 272, 415.

469, 496.

Cough, 341, 497.

Council, 422.

Counters, 77. 481. 486.

Counting. 77. 479, 480, 481. 482. 486.

Courier, 387, 510.

Cow, 288.

Cowania Mexicana, 197.

Cow dung, 288.

Cowlick, 80.

Coyote, 42, 44, 58. 140, 175. 178. 213. 251. 348.

353, 360, 425, 444.

Coyote chant, 363, 385, 392, 395.

Coyote chant equipment, 404.

Coyote, killing of, 508.

Coyote medicine, 409.

Coyote of the west, 351.

Coyote smoke. 395.

Coyote s feather (constellation), 44.

Coyote s star, 44, 353.

Cradle. 467 et seq.

Cradle-band loom. 249.

Cradle, mode of carrying, 472.

Cramp. 111.

Crane, 160, 173.

Crane bill. 407. 408.

Crazy, 92.

Creation. 353.

Creation of clans, 425, 427.

Creation of man. 356.

Creation of stars, 42.

Creator. 58.

Creator of all things, 346.

Credulity. 106.

Crescent, 41.

Cress, 115.

Cribwork, 332.

Cricket. 166.

Crime, 439. 440.

Crimson, 72.

Cross, 279.

Cross of pollen. 418. 448.

Crossbeam. 235. 236. 238. 243.

Crosspole. 222.

Cross stitch. 307.

Croton Texensis, 189.
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Crow, 159, 172, 213, 318.

Crow bill, 372.

Crow feathers, 159. 412. 461. 462.

Crow s fat, 113.

Crucible, 273, 287.

Crucifer, 115.

Crumble, 394. 395.

Crupper, 148.

Crushed pottery, 288.

Crushed tallow. 213.

Cucumls citrillus, 189.

Cucumis melo. 188.

C ucurbita, 188.

Cudweed. 115, 185.

Cunning. 437.

Cup, 219, 233.

Currant, 198, 199, 211, 226, 243.

Cursing&quot;. 444.

Curtain, 328, 332, 418, 486.

Cuscutaumbellata, 187.

Custom, 41, 119, 120, 121. 220, 222. 328. 366.

374, 385, 421 , 424, 425. 432, 433. 446. 447. 449.

453, 460, 489 et seq.

Cymopterus, 200.

DAM, 49 et seq., 264.

Damage to property. 439.

Dancer, 309. 376, 38 1. 420.

Dancing, 309, 371, 376, 392.

Dancing porcupine quill. 377. 419.

Dancing shoe, 308.

Dandruff, 107, 112.

Dark, 39, 69 et alibi.

Dark cloud, 45.

Dark fish, 177.

Dark ice, 48.

Dark light, 40, 56.

Dark mirage, 41.

Dark mist, 46.

Dark moss, 176, 177.

Dark thunder, 61.

Dark wind, 46.

Dark world, 35. 73, 347.

Darkness, 55, 251 328, 349.

Darkness Man, 355, 383.

Darkness Woman, 383.

Datura stramonum, 199.

Dawn, 36, 38, 39, 55, 328, 349, 354, 377.

Dawn feather, 44.

Dawn Man, 354, 355, 383.

Dawn Woman, 354, 383.

Day and night, institution of, 486.

Daylight, 38, 39.

Day of the week, 59 et neq.

Day, principal parts of, 37. 39.

Days of mourning, 454.

Deafness, 107, 112.

Death. 106, 109.

Death line, 454, 455.

Death of a warrior, 438.

Death of the sun and moon. 41.

December, 59.

Decimal system. 76.

Decoration, 288.

Decoration of arrow, 318.

Decoration of cap, 461.

Decoration of cradle, 470.

Decoration of grave, 454.

Decoration of hogan, 328.

Decoration of mask. 388, 389 et seq.. 413.

Decoration of moccasin. 308, 309.

Decoration of pottery, 286, 287. 289.

Decoration of prayerstick, 396.

Decoration of rattle, 402.

Decoration of shield, 317.

Decoration of spear. 438.

Decorum. 120. 447.

Decoying, 476.

Dedication of hogan. 328. 380.

Dedication of mask. 363, 386.

Deer, 139, 140. 175, 213, 266. 286. 303. 305, 318.

Deer constellation, 41.

Deer Family. 349.

Deer grower, 172.

Deer hunt, 475.

Deer water people, 428.

Delphinium scaposum, 197.

Deliverance, 116, 450, 508.

Demand for singer, 106.

Democracy, 422.

Dene nations, 27, 28.

Deposit. 331. 372, 415, 416, 417. 418. 496.

Deposit in grave, 453.

Deposit of prayerstick, 394, 397.

Deposition of chiefs, 422.

Derangement, mental, 110.

Deserted hogan, 340.

Design. 74, 76, 237. 250, 255. 280. 282.

Design of basket, 294.

Design in silver, 277, 284, 285.

Destruction of hogan, 339.

Dew, 46.

Diagonal weave, 243.

Diamond shape, 75, 251.

Diamond weave, 243.

Diarrhoea, 109.

Dice, 311, 350, 479.

Dice game of ashbii. 480.

Dice game of tsii, etc., 481.

Die, iron. 278, 280.

Diet. 437.

Dimension of hogan, 331.

Dimension of sudatory, 341.

Dine nahodloni, 29.

Diphtheria, \Q7etseq., 113.

Dipper, 286.

Dipping, 51 et seq.

Dipping sheep, 258, 259.

Diptera, 166.

Direction, 55 et seq., 137, 341. 386. 395. 399.

400, 416, 417, 447, 454, 482. 486.

Directional assignment, 55 et seq., 295.

Direction from and with the sun (xff

sunwise). 37.

Dirt from the field, 410.

Discipline, 402.

Disclosing one s name, 120.

Disease, 105, 348. 349, 350. 379. 4(6.

Disease, modern, 107.

Disease of horse. 153.

Disgrace. 420.

Dishes, 219.

Disk, 273.

Disk, silver, 280.

Dispatching arrow, mode of. 319.

Disposition. 86.

Disposition of medicine pouch. 383.

Dispute, 440.

Disrespect, 421.

Disrobing. 453
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Distaff, 222, 226. 243.

Distance, 73. 74.

Ditch, 264.

Diuretic, trouble. 109. 113.

Divination, 365. 410.

Divinator, 374, 380.

Divinities, character of. 346. 4 is.

Divinities, influence of, 105.

Division of lower worlds, 35.

Division of property, 456.

Divorce. 433. 449.

Dizziness. 109.

Dock, 231. 233.

Dodder, 187, 210.

Dodgeweed. 117. 186. 369, 416.

Dodging. 437.

Dog. 142 et seq., 175. 213, 251. 444. 496.

Doll, 496.

Dolphin, 44.

Doorway, 56, 332, 339, 399.

Dotted figure, 252.

Double clan names, 427, 432.

Double diamond figure, 252.

Double divine gift, 450.

Double row of white teeth (mask). 385.

Double square (figure), 252.

Double weave, 244.

Doubtful clan, 432.

Dough. 205, 207.

Downy feather cord, 412. 416.

Downy weave, 244, 245.

Draba montana. 187.

Dragon fly, 167.

Dragon s head (bot.), 191.

Drainage, 31.

Drawing, 74, 270.

Dream, 346, 350, 379, 501.

Dress, 391, 399, 407, 408, 465.

Dress of herbs, 412, 417.

Dressing of crane bills (ceremony), 408.

Drink. 51. 217, 218, 437.

Drinking supply, 49.

Drinking vessel, 219.

Drizzling rain, 76, 388.

Dropsy, 108.

Drouth, 25, 32, 54.

Drowning, 52.

Drowsiness. 359.

Drum, 63. 289, 295, 376, 377, 401. 402.

Drum, modern, 270.

Drumstick, 289, 295. 297. 402.

Drunkenness, 217. 439.

Duck. 160, 173. 213. 286. 496. 507.

Duckweed. 1&3.

Dummy, 484.

Dummy pole, of hogan. 331.

Dumpling. 208. 209.

Dung, 288.

Dust, 54.

Dust, silver, 274.

Duty of clan. 432. 433.

Dwelling, primitive. 327.

Dye. 228, 287. 303 et xeq.

Dyeing, 229 et seq.. 233. 234. 293. 303 et *eq.

EAGLE, 157 et seq., 172, 318, 412. 511.

Eagle chant (see bead chant), 157.

Eagle feather. 316. 317. 372. 389. 39u. 391.

461. 462.

Eagle feather collar. 413.

Eagle food, 213.

Eagle monster, 251.

Eagle trapping, 157, 213, 476. 508.

Eagle trapping rite. 364.

Eagle whistle, 511.

Ear (of constellation). 43.

Earache, 107.

Earache medicine, 112.

Ear cord, 391.

Earmarking, 258.

Earring, 284, 301. 439. 464. 465.

Earth, 58, 352, 353.

Earth cord. 222.

Earth, mother of all living, 35. 354.

Earth, sex of. 35.

Earth, shape of, 35, 36.

Earthquake, 36.

Earth Woman, 354, 359.

Earthen bowl, 218, 287, 407.

Earthen pot, 455.

Earthen spoon, 218, 286.

Earthenware, 287. 288.

Eating, 89. 215.

Eating pollen, 399.

Eavesdropping, 88.

Echinospermum Bedowskii, 183.

Echo, 64.

Eclipse, 41, 208. 508.

Egg, 162, 507.

Egret. 160, 173.

Either side hoe, 266.

Elbow s length, 73.

El Cabezon. 29.

Elephant, 142.

Eleventh world, 349.

Elk, 139, 140. 266. 303. 395.

Embers, 66, 205. 212, 213. 274.

Emblazoning, 425.

Embrace, 505.

Emergence. 36. 175, 176, 349. 351. 352. 353. 362.

Emery paper, 275.

Emesis. 289, 412.

Enclosure basket, 294.

Enclosure figure, 253.

Enclosure (of branches), 335. 376.

End strand, 235. 236.

Endurance, 437.

Engraving, 275, 281.

Entrails, 212.

Entrails (food). 213.

Entrance to sky, 35.

Entrance to sudatory. 341.

Epatorium occidentale, 186.

Ephedra trifurcata. 189. 293.

Epilobium, 195.

Eponymous ancestry. 425.

Equipment of chants. 389, 402 ft xcq. . 406. 409.

Equisetum. 189.

Eriaeron Jlaaillaris, 186.

Eriooonum, 115, 196. 395. 409.

Eriooonum alatum, 115, 403.

Eriooonum fasciculatum, 409.

Eriooonum microtfiecum, 409.

Erisymum aspemm, 187.

Ermine, 394. 413.

Error in chants, 508.

Esculent herbs. 204 et *&amp;lt;/., 209. 437.

Exdzanadle, 355. 360. 427. 448.

Esophagus, troubles of. 109. 114.

Ethnology. Bureau of. 26.
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Eupatorium purpurium, 186.

Euphorbia. 115, 189.

Eurotia lanata, 185.

Evaporating, 206, 210. 216.

Evening primrose, 115.

Evening star. 38. 39.

Evening twilight. 55, 328.

Evening Twilight Man and Woman, 383.

Everlasting pea. 193.

Evil, 349.

Evil shooter, 348.

Evil spell, 413.

Exemption from mourning. 455.

Exhibition, public, 40.

Exit of basket, 294.

Exit of hogan, 56.

Exit, line of, 286.

Exogamous marriages, 426.

Exorcising, 362.

Expectoration, 454, 497, 498.

Expedition of 1849, 271.

Expense of chant, 380, 382.

Exploitation of patient, 106.

Extinct chants, 364, 366.

Extracting stones, beans, etc., 505.

Extra-tribal pottery, 287.

Eye-crust, 400.

Eye on bull-roarer, 414.

Eye on mask, 387.

Eye, remedy for, 112.

Eyewater, 159.

FACE COVER CRADLE, 467.

Face mask, 386, 388, 499.

Face painting, 70, 372, 453, 487.

Face print, 383.

Facet on prayerstick, 397.

Faculty, words referring to, 86 et seq. . 163.

Fall, 32.

Fallen foe, 456.

False mallow, 115, 194.

False wallflower, 115, 187.

Family appellation, 119.

Family increase, 450.

Farm, 259, 263, 350.

Farming, 263, 349, 350.

Fasting, 454.

Fawn, 292.

Feather, 157, 158, 387, 389, 390, 391, 394, 396,

407, 408, 412 et seq., 417, 418, 424, 461, 462.

Feather chant, 173. 363, 392, 401.

Feather charm. 411.

Feather cord, 412.

Feather of Orion, bear, thunder, 43, 44.

Feather-shaft chant, 364, 402.

Feathered cap, 462, 463.

Features, 81.

February, 59.

Fee, 370, 380, 381, 418.

Feeding the mask, 389.

Feline. 140, 365.

Female dancer, 420.

Female God, 383, 384, 388, 390, 392, 499.

Female singer, 382.

Female slave, 424.

Fermentation, 217.

Ferula multiftda, 200.

Fetich, 399.

Feud, 439 et seq.

Fever, 109.

Fiber, 203.

Field, 267.

Field rat sinew, 308.

Figure. 37, 250, 255, 282.

Figures of cat s cradle, 489.

File. 269. 275. 278, 279, 282.

Filigree work, 284.

Filthiness, 171.

Findlera rupicola. 116. 170, 199, 243, 255. 318.

Fine. 450.

Finger-mark (food), 208.

Finger measure, 73.

Finger-nail. 366.

Finger-tip measure. 73.

Fire, 40, 65 et seq., 273, 288, 418.

Firearms, 317, 465.

Firebrands, 375.

Fire ceremony, 66, 415.

Fire dance, 376, 377, 419, 420.

Fire dancer, 65, 377.

Fire-drill, 65 et seq.. 391, 415.

Firegod. 42, 44, 348, 353, 385, 388, 390, 391.

Firegod cake, 208.

Fire of constellation, 43.

Fireplace, 272, 273, 412.

Firewood, 66.

Firmament, 36.

First Angry, 44, 348.

First-born, 435.

First Boy, 348.

First Girl, 348.

First hogan, 349.

First Made, 348.

First Man, 137, 348, 349, 350. 351, 352. 353,

354, 355.

First Woman, 348.

Fish, 138, 156. 177, 178, 214, 349. 507.

Fish monster, 251.

Five fingers (bot.), 197.

Five night ceremony, 363, 365.

Fixed star, 45.

Flagellation, 498, 500.

Flag iris, 115, 191.

Flag pollen, 400. 403.

Flash lightning, 60, 222.

Flatiron, 269.

Flatulency, 109.

Flax, 194.

Flaying, 302. 303.

Fleabane, 186.

Fledged stick spoon. 407.

Fletching, 318.

Flint, 66. 316. 319.

Flint knife, 391.

Flint rock, 415.

Flood, 351, 360. 426.

Flooding prairie dogs, 476.

Floor, 328,331.

Flora, 382.

Flour, 207.

Fluffy pole, 483.

Fluffy weave, 244.

Flute, 63, 511.

Fly, 166.

Flying, 163.

Flying snake. 178.

Foam, 401.

Fog, 46.

Folded arms people, 429. 430. 432.

Food, 160, 163, 204 et seq.. 205, 215. 389.
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Fool, 495.

Football. 350.

Foot disease. 111.

Foot ease. 116.

Footgear, primitive. 305, 465.

Foot race. 484.

Foot-wrap, 460.

Fording-. 49, 53.

Foreign enemies. 359. 362, 374.

Foreign tribe. 377. 419, 424.

Forestiera Xeo-Me.ricana , 198.

Forge, 272.

Fork. 219.

Formation of clans. 425. 427.

Fort Defiance agency, 34.

Fort Sumner, 33. 59, 126. 257. 391.

Four-o clock, 195, 395.

Fox, 349.

Fox-tail grass, 190, 372.

Framework of hogan, 331.

Frasera, 115. 189.

Freezing. 48.

Freighting, 151, 510.

Friday, 60.

Fried meat, 212.

Friendship, 425. 433.

Frijoles, 193.

Fringe, 457, 458.

Fringed Mouth. 295. 385. 388. 391. 392. 420.

Fringed rain, 390.

Frog. 156. 251.

Front on bull-roarer. 414.

Frost, 46.

Fruit. 211.

Fuel. 66 et sea., 274.

Funeral, 454.

Fur, 156, 390.

Fur collar. 390. 458.

Furniture, 328.

GAILLARDIA PINNATIFOLIA. 113.

Gambling, 311, 475, 478, 486, 507.

Game legend, 478.

Game trap. 322. 475.

Game, wild, 475.

Games, 91, 350, 478.

Gamot, 200, 210.

Gaping, 111, 500.

Garden daisy. 187.

Gargle, 90.

Garment. 391.

Garnet, 64, 284.

Garter, 465.

Garter loom. 249.

Garter string. 249.

Gastritis, 109.

Gaura yarvijlora. 115, 195.

Generation, 350.

Gens, 356, 424 et *eq.

Gentian, 112, 115.

Gentile system. 424 et seq.

Geographical names, 130 ft *&amp;lt;/.

Geranium, 115.

Germantown blanket. 244, 248.

Germantown yarn. 232. 244. 245.

Gesture, 87.

Giant, 28, 29.

Giddiness, 109.

Gift. 381. 419. 416. 447.

Gila Apache. 23.

Gila monster. 156. 177 365.

(Hlia, 196,

Gilia attenuata, 1 14.

Gilia longiflora. 395.

Girls dance. 366, 369. 372.

Girls names, 121.

Girth, 149.

Glandular swelling. 199.

Glass, 64. 284, 505.

Globe, the. 35.

Glove. 255, 256.

Glucose, 213.

Glycyrrhiza levidota. 192.

QnaphaUvt* Sprengelii. 185.

Gnat. 166.

Goat, 143.

Goat milk. 204.

Goat raising, 257. 258.

Goatskin. 289. 303. 321. 3J5. 370. 468. 170. 471.
Goatskin basket. 299 et seq.
Goatskin rope, 31 \.

Gods. 30. 362. 383. 384.

Goddard. Pliny Earl. 76.

Goitre, 108.

Gold, 65.

Golden rod. 186. 230. 304.

Goose, wild. 173.

Goose-grass. 115, 197.

Gopher. 175.383,411.

Gopher s dirt. 372.

Gossip. 88. 441.

Gourd. 21 8, 407.

Gourd Children. 351. 353.

Gourd dipper. 288.

Gourd ladle, 286, 447, 448.

Gourd rattle, 401 et seq.

Gourd, wild, 204.

Gout tonic, 113.

Government, 34. 126. 143, 151, 225, 257. 276.

Government, tribal. 422, 423. 434.

Grace, saying. 220.

Grain. 262.

Grama-grass, 191, 369, 416.

Granary, 267.

Grandmother counters. 487.

Grapevine, 201.

Grape, wild. 211.

Grass, 32, 190, 353.
.

Grass fabrics, 457.

Grasshopper, 165. 174.

Grass mat, 327.

Grass shoe, 308. 309. 311.

Grass tassel, 391.

Grave, 453 et seq.

Gravel, 63.

Gravy, 210.

Gray cottonwoods people, 430.

Gray eagle feather. 407. 408.

Gray God. 384. 388.

Gray greasewood. 185.

Gray water. 217.

Grayish giant. 358.

Grazing. 257.

Grease. 372.

Greasewood (black). 32. 116. 117. 185. 218.

243, 255, 265. 318. 323. 409. 479.

Greed. 509.

Green. 72.

Green corn, 3iH &amp;lt; I *eq.

Green dye, 233.
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Green frog, 177.

Green lizard, 177.

Greens, 209.

Greeting the sun, 372.

Gregg, 223.

Griddle, 63.

Griddle cake, 206, 207, 209. 219.

Griddle stone, 207, 219.

Grinding, 63, 204, 206, 350, 511.

Grindstone, 64, 269.

Gristmill, 63.

Groaning stick, 414.

Gromwell, 183, 403.

Groove seam shoe, 307.

Ground cherry, 199.

Groundsel, 187, 395.

Growing, 91.

Growing corn, 419.

Growing part (see butt), 387.

Growing stone, 64, 403.

Growing yucca. 377, 419.

Grub, 169, 174.

Grub Man and Woman, 348.

Gruel, 205, 389, 432.

Gum, 230, 288.

Gun, parts of, 325, 326.

Gunnysack, 270, 308.

Gutierezzia euthamiae, 186.

Gymnolomia, 187.

Gypsum. 69, 399.

HACKAMOBE, 150.

Hackberry, 200, 272.

Hail, 48.

Hail chant, 363.

Hail water, 401.

Hair bath, 80, 345.

Hairbrush, 112, 190, 464.

Hair-cord, 80, 367, 369, 464.

Hair-cord loom, 249.

Hair, dressing of. 345, 453, 464.

Haliotis Mountain. 137.

Halo, 37.

Hammer, 269, 275, 278.

Handle, 273, 286.

Handle of rattle, 402.

Handshaking, 505.

Hardened buckskin, 462.

Hard wood, 65, 66, 170, 199, 226, 240, 242, 243,

274, 318.

Harebell, 184, 400.

Hare Skins Indians, 29,

Harness, 151.

Harrow, 267.

Harvest. 262.

Hashch-e, 349. 383.

Hashk-an dance, 377.

Hat, 280, 466.

Hatred, 441.

Hauling, 153, 268.

Hawk. 157, 158. 172, 286, 318.

Hawk (food), 213, 425.

Hawking, 90.

Hay, 262, 268.

Hayfork, 268.

Headache, 107, 112.

Headband, 156, 462.

Headgear, 295. 460, 464.

Headman (see chief). 382, 422.

Head mask. 386.

Head of yeitso, 29.

Head-raise, 469, 470.

Headstall, 281, 312.

Heald, 222. 236, 241, 243, 244, 250.

Healing tonic, 199.

Hearing, faculty of, 88.

Hearing, divination by, 365.

Heartburn, 109, 115.

Heat, 37, 41, 68.

Heated stone, 341.

Heavens, the, 36, 346.

Heavens, inhabitants of, 157.

Hedeoma Drummondii, 192.

Hedge hyssop, 192.

Hedge mustard, 188, 209.

Hedgehog grass, 191.

Heir, 383.

Helenium Hoopesii, 187, 293.

Helianthus, 187.

Helix, 263.

Hell, 346.

Helmet, 459.

Hematite, 65.

Hemp rope, 314.

Heuchera bracteata, 199.

Heptagonal hogan, 333.

Herald, 119.

Herd. 257.

Herding, 257, 423.

Hermaphrodite. 178. 292, 350.

He-rain, 47, 448.

Heredity, 422.

Herrero (/SJp.). 271.

Hewett. Edgar L., 24.

He who cuts. 360.

He who is versed in all things, 360.

He who renews all things, 360.

He who turned yellow, 360.

He who was reared in the earth, 360.

He who was reared under ground, 360.

Hidden ball game, 485.

Hide, 302, 393.

Hide rattle, 401, 410, 413.

History, 286.

Hobble, 149, 313.

Hoe, 266, 267.

Hogan, 40, 68, 69. 267, 288, 292, 327 et seq..

337 et 8Q.. 349, 353. 380, 392. 416. 418, 455,

508.

Hog s potato, 193.

Holster, 280.

Holy events, 353.

Holy Girl, 350, 360.

Holy Ones, 346, 383, 384.

Holy People, 353, 361, 479.

Honaohani clan, 356, 427.

Hoof rattle, 401.

Hoop, 272, 298, 299, 416, 482, 483.

Hoop and pole (game), 159, 350, 482. 483.

Hopi. 213. 286, 139. 497.

Hopiclan, 431, 496.

Hopi doll, 497.

Hopi pot, 290.

Hopi village, 135.

Hopping, 415. 454.

Hordeum jubatum, 190.

Horizon. 36.

Horizontally striped blanket, 246.

Horn. 325, 390.

Hornbeam. 188.
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Horned monster. 251, 357.

Horned toad. 176, 251.

Horse. 145 ft seq.. 262, 439. 446, 509. 510.

Horse, creation of, 356.

Horse diseases, 154.

Horseflesh, 211, 214.

Horsefly. 166.

Horsehair, 47, 81, 149. 297. 314. 323, 388. 390.

391.

Horsehide, 317. 393.

Horse-mint, 191,405.
Horse race, 154. 484.

Horse raising&quot;. 257, 258.

Hosackia, 193.

Hosackia WrioMil. 192.

Houck s Tank. 56.

House (see hogan), 40, 327 et seq.. 355.

House, dedication, 329.

House God. 356, 383. 384. 388, 389. 393.

Houses on high people, 428.

House song, 329.

Humming after dark, 511.

Hummingbird, 161.

Hummingbird food (bot.). 113.

Hummock, 204.

Hunch. 390.

Hunchback. 109, 385, 388. 390.

Hunch-eye, 352, 388.

Hunger monster, 359.

Hunting&quot;, 349. 350. 474. 509.

Husband, 118.

Hupa, 76.

Hyades, 44.

Hydrophobia, 107.

Hymeiiojjtera. 166.

Hyperbole. 495.

ICE, 47 et seq.

Idler, 492.

Illumination, 40, 66.

Imbricated rim on basket, 295.

Imitation of mask, 393.

Immorality, 350.

Impassable crevice monster, 359.

Impassable snake monster. 359.

Implements, modern, 267, 268.

Implements, stone, 62.

Implements, weaving-. 240.

Implements, wood, 62.

Importance of ceremony. 106.

Imprecation, 444, 445.

Incense, 65, 418, 500.

Incest, 350.

Incurable disease, 107. 109.

Indentation. :i88.

Index finger. 69.

Indian Affairs, Department of. 439.

Indian currant. 184.

Indian judges. Board of, 439.

Indicator, 486.

Indigo, 232, 233, 246, 293.

Indisposition, 109.

Indolence, 259, 437.

Industry, 221 et seq.. 437.

Infanticide, 450.

Infidelity, 449.

Influence of singer, 382.

Inhaling breath of sand painting, 399.

Inhaling fumes. 418.

Inhaling smoke. 506.

Inhaling sun s breath. 372, 373.
Initiation ceremony, 498. 500.
Initiation of singer, 43.

Inner bark. 116. 203.

Insects, 164 et fteq.

Inside surface seam shoe. 307.
Insignia. 377.

Insomnia, no.
Installation of chief. 422.

Intercession. 446.

Interest on loans, 492.

Intermarriage. 110, 425, 427. 431, 449, 509
Interment, 453 et seq.
Internode (of reed), 394, 396.

Interruption of ceremony. 508.
Intersection in basket design. 294.
In the rincon people. 428.

Intimidation. 443.

Intoxicants, 217.

Invisible stitch, 307.

Invitation, 381, 419, 421.

Invocation. 43. 69.

Iris, 191.

Irish mail, 273.

Iron, 62. 65. 255, 269. 273. 274, 278 279 316
319.

Iron hoe. 266.

Iron ore, 65.

Iron-wood, 188.

Irony, 128.

Irrigation. 32. 264.

Isinglass, 64.

Itch. 108, 110. 113.

Itch remedy, 199.

JACKET, 66.

Jackrabbit, 175, 213, 511.

January, 59.

Jar, 400.

Jaybird, 162.

Jealousy, 87.

Jellycake, 210.

Jemez, 26, 394.

Jemez clan, 426, 427, 428, 429, 431.

Jerked meat, 212, 216.

Jet black, 230, 245, 246 et seq.

Jewelry, 281.

Jimson-weed, 199.

Jish, 374. 381, 382, 390, 402.

Joint fir, 293.

Joking, 450, 475.

Journey. 114.509.

Juice. 349.

July, 59.

Jumping, 66.

June, 59.

Juneberry, 198.

Juniper, 31. 112. 234. 274. 293. 301. 366. 371,

392. 396. 497.

./uniperm occidentuli*. 232.

Justice, 439.

KEROSENE. 270.

Kettle. 276.

Kliiya-ani cap, 461.

KMva-ani clan, 356. 427, 428.

Kinship, 424, 434 et seq.

Kiss. 505.

Kit Carson s invasion, 34.

Kit-fox. 140, 175. 348. 349. 390. 392
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Kit-fox collar, 390. 413.

Kit-fox skin, 377, 420.

Kneading, 288.

Knife, 47, 62, 212, 219, 275. 293, 386, 456.

Knife awl, 305.

Knife chant, 364, 401, 407,

Knife of Slayers, 62, 411, 412, 417.

Knitting, 255. 256.

Knot, 62. 186, 315, 415, 416. 417.

Knowledge, 87.

Knowledge of rites, 106.

Knowledge of singer, 43, 406.

Knuckles, measure, 73.

Krynitzkia crassisepala and glomerata, 183.

LACED POLE, 483.

Laced twig cradle, 468.

Lacing cord, 471.

Lacing loop, 470.

Ladder, 327, 352.

Ladle, 286.

Lake Athabasca, 29.

Lamb, 258.

Lambs quarters, 185.

Lamp, 40, 66, 270, 274.

Lampers, 153.

Land, 36, 61.

Landmark, 265.

Land tenure, 265.

Language, 91. 356, 393.

Language, study of, 180.

Lard, 212.

Lariat, 314.

Larkspur, 197, 400.

Lassoing, 148, 314.

Lather, 50, 115, 417.

Latrine, 270, 502.

Lash, yucca, 391, 392.

Laughter, 499, 502.

Lava, 63.

Law. 257, 440.

Law of butt and tip (see butt), 404, 418.

Leading dancer, 379, 397.

Leaf people, 428.

Leather, 256, 273, 281. 314.

Leatherwork, 311 et sea.
Left stitch, 256.

Left thunder, 61.

Left wind, 46.

Legend, 28, 91, 171. 222, 286, 347, 353. 355. 360.
361, 362, 425, 468, 473, 479. 485. 487, 495.

Legends. Navaho. by Dr. Matthews. 23
29, 364, 401.

Legerdemain, 377, 419, 420, 502.

Legging, 255, 256. 280, 465.

Legging cord, 249, 460.

Leopard, 140.

Lepidium montanum. 188.

Lepidoptera, 167.

Lewdness. 363. 395.

Lewdness, remedy for, 409.

Lice, 168. 170,341.

License, 504.

Lichen, 204.

Life chant, 364.

Life chant equipment. 403.

Life hereafter, 346. 352.

Life medicine. 114.

Light, 40, 56, 66.

Light-colored soil people, 428.

Lightning, 60 et seq.. 222. 286, 346, 349, 390,

391, 399, 417.

Lightning chant, 192. 363, 383, 396, 414, 418.

496.

Lightning chant equipment, 403.

Lightning chant (female), 364.

Lightning chant medicine, 409.

Lightning mountain chant, 364.

Lightning stroke, 117.

Lightning struck ashes, 404.

Lightning struck charcoal, 414.

Lightning struck pitch, 414.

Lightning struck tree, 469.

Lightning struck wood, 414.

Line drawing on sand. 74.

Line of life. 286, 294, 375.

Lineum, 191.

Liniment. 113, 115, 116, 371, 403, 404 ft teg.
Lintel. 331.

Lime, 64.

Limestone, 64.

Lipanes, 28.

Lipfern, 189.

Lithospermum, 183.

Little Colorado River, 32, 264.

Live coals. 418.

Live feather, 412 et seQ.

Liver. 213.

Liver-bag mixture, 410.

Living arrow people, 429.

Lizard. 156. 176.

Loan, 492 et seq.

Local names, 130 et sea.

Locust, 165,351, 352.

Locust Man and Woman. 348.

Lodge, 377.

Log, 273.

Loghouse, 434.

Loincloth on painting, 399.

Lone tree people. 428.

Longitudinal stitch, 307.

Loom, 222, 235, 237, 245, 250.

Loom pole, 243.

Loom rope, 235, 236.

Loop, 287.

Looped string. 236.

Lophantus urticifolia, 192.

Los Torreones, 496.

Lost property, 503.

Louse (see lice).

Louse-killer, 170.

Louse Man, 171.

Lousiness, 359.

Lower, 137.

Lower world. 137, 346. 347 et seq., 353, 357.

362. 422.

Lukachugai Mountains, 31.

Lung tissue. 404.

Lupine, 192, 409.

Lupinuft. 192.

Lycium pallidum, 200.

Lyyodesmia rostrata. 186, 395.

Lying. 440. 503.

Lynx, 140.

Lynxhide, 439.

MAGIC. 377. 419.

Magic influence, 105.

Magpie. 159. 365.

Mail carrier, 510.
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Maize, 190, 2tt).

Male tish, 177.

Male God. 384. 3S8. 390.

Mallow. 194, 195.

Malpais. 63.

Maltese cross, 252, 29*.

Man-eating animals. 213.

Man-eating flsh, 177.

Man-eater, 357.

Mane, color of, 71.

Manslaughter, 439.

Many goats clan, 430.

Many hogran people, 429.

Many prayersticks, 398.

Marauding. 257.

Marbles, playing, 488.

March, 59.

Marigold, 187.

Mariposa lily, 193.

Marking, 59, 386, 387.

Marriage ceremony, 295, 432, 433. 448. 449.

Marriage custom, 432. 446 et seq.

Marriage gift, 446.

Marsh wren. 161.

Mask, 47. 65. 140, 159. 173. 339. 377. 378. 384

et setj., 386 et seq., 400, 418, 498.

Masked personator. 376. 385, 391. 420. 498,

508.

Masonry, 334.

Master of ceremonies. 453.

Match, 66 et seq.. 104.

Matrix, 278, 287.

Matthews, Dr. W., U. S. A., 23. 29, 43, 230,

231. 232. 271, 361, 362. 364, 401, 431.

Mattock, 265, 268.

Mattress, 467.

May, 59.

Meadow-grass, 191.

Meadow-lark, 161, 173.

Meadow people, 429.

Meadow rue, 115, 183, 371. 409.

Meal at ceremony, 378.

Meal sprinkler, 377. 378.

Measles. 108. 113.

Measure. 73. 94, 306, 331. 366. 386. 396, 461.

479. 481 . 482, 483.

Meat, 216.

Medicine, 106, 117. 179. 287, 289. 356. 402. 403.

406 et seq., 408,410. 414.

Medicine bowl, 407. 41 4.

Medicine cup, 157. 4O7. 408.

Medicine lodge. 3^8. 3S1, 420.

Medicine men (see singer), 423.

Medicine pouch or bag. 106, 374, 381. 382.

390, 392, 402, 403, 406, 410, 419.

Medicine spoon, 407. 408.

Medicine twig, 114.

Melon, 261. 267.

Melted tallow. 213.

Men, names of, 121 et sfq.

Menodora scabra, 195.

Menstruation. 109, 446.

Mental derangement. 350, 426.

Mentzelia. 115. 194.

Mescalero Apache Indian. 438.

Mescalero Apache Indian clan. 431.

Metal. 271.

Metal awl, 309.

Metate, 63, 205, 206. 207.

Meteor. 45.

Messenger. 377. 381. 419.

Mexican, 24. 26, 64, 91. 120. 143. 223 226 232
246. 247. 249. 271. 356. 368. 437. 439, 489

Mexican clan. 429.

Mexican dollar. 276. 278.

Mexican, old. 129.

Mexican rug. 247.

Mexico, 142, 232.

Mica. 64.

Migration. 28.

Mile. 74.

Milestone, 74.

Milfoil, 115, 185.

Milk, 204, 205, 206.

Milk vetch, 115, 192.

Milkweed, 114, 116. 182.

Milky way, 39, 44. 353.

Millstone. 207. 219.

Mind. 87.

Minerals, 32. 64.

Mining. 64, 274. 276.

Mirabilis. 195.

Mirage, 40, 41.

Miser. 509.

Mist, 46.

Mistletoe, 194. 405.

Misunderstanding, 442.

Mitten. 256. 460.

Mixed waters, 400.

Moccasin, 104, 256, 280, 303, 310, 363. 465. 4H5,

486.

Moccasin, decoration of, 295.

Moccasin game, 70, 77, 311, 485. 507.

Moccasin making, 305.

Mocking-bird, 161, 163, 172.

Moderation, 222.

Mohave clan. 431.

Moisture, 265.

Mold. 274. 288.

Molding the body. 446.

Mole, 110.

Molten silver, 274.

Monarda, 191.

Money. 490.

Monocline people, 429.

Month, 58, 59.

Monster. 139, 171, 352, 357. 375.

Monster eagle or crane. 159. 357.

Monster who kicks from the cliff, 358.

Monster who kills by the charm of the

eye. 358.

Monte. 478.

Moon. :K. 353, 359, 402, 438, 448.

Moon bearer. 37. 41, 353, 357. 360.

Moon, death of. 41.

Moon, eclipse and phases, 41 et seq.

Moon, prayerstick of. 396.

Moon, sex of. 354.

Moon trail, 354.

Moonlight, 37. 42.

Moqui reservation, 31.

Mormon. 129.

Mormon tea, 114.

Morning star. 38, 39.

Mordant, 229. 232. 293.

Morice. A. G.. 27.

Mortuary custom, 424, 453 et seq.. 472. 497.

Moss. 176, 203. 232.

Mother-in-law, 447. 449.

Mount Taylor, 56, 357. 400.
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Mountain, 31, 61 tt sea., 358.

Mountain, animals of, 139 et seq.

Mountain chant, 364, 365, 376, 377. 385, 39-2.

393, 396, 401 , 507.

Mountain chant equipment. 403.

Mountain chant liniment, 405.

Mountain chant medicine, 408.

Mountain grrass, 209, 341.

Mountain lion, 175, 214, 425.

Mountain lion skin, 321.

Mountain lion skin cap, 461.

Mountain mahograny, 198, 232, 243, 293, 304,

396, 407, 479.

Mountain, neighboring-, 136.

Mountain rice, 190.

Mountain tobacco. 389.

Mounting-. 91.

Mourner, 453.

Mourning, 451, 453 et seq., 508.

Mourning- dove, 160.

Mouse, 141.

Mouse colored, 72.

Mouse-ear, 184, 405.

Mouth of bull-roarer, 414.

Mouth of stream, 50.

Mouth on mask, 387.

Moving- upward, 362.

Moving- upward chant, 222.

Moqui (see Hopi), 56.

Moqui reservation, 34.

Mud, 272, 288.

Mud-hen, 173.

Mud people, 352, 429.

Mule, 214.

Murder, penalty for, 439.

Mush, 204, 205, 215.

Mushroom, 204.

Muskmelon, 156.

Muskrat fur, 413.

Muskrat headband, 462.

Must, 203.

Mustache, 83.

Mutilation, 112.

Mutton, 204, 211 et seq.
Mutton tallow, 274.

Myth, 30, 178.

NADIR, 55, 137.

Nail, 269, 319.

Naming- a child. 119.

Narrative of leg-end, 507.

Nasturtium alpinum, 188.

Nasturtium obtusum, 187.

Native enemies, 359, 362, 375.

Native Races of the Pacitic States, by H.
H. Bancroft, 27.

Natural phenomena, 35, 45.

Nausea, 109.

Navaho, meaning- of word, 23 et seq.
Navaho, orthography of, 26 et seq.
Navaho, pronunciation of word, 26 et seq.
Navaho blanket. 223 et seq,
Navaho houses, 327.

Navaho Mountains, 400.

Navaho wind chant, 363.

Necklace, silver, 277, 278, 301. 464.

Needle, 269, 305, 310.

Needle, darning-, 238, 242.

Needle, knitting-, 255.

Needle, steel, 255.

Needle, wooden, 241, 242.

Negro. 440.

Nephew, 119.

Nervousness, 116.

Nether world, 453.

Nettle, 200.

Neuroptera (zool.), 167.

New Jersey tea, 116, 197.

Nicotiana. 199.

Nig-ht. 39.

Nig-ht chant. 173, 204, 207, 208, 328, 333, 339.

342, 364, 376, 377, 378, 384, 392, 393, 39i, 396.

397, 401, 413. 420, 498, 500, 502, 507.

Nig-ht chant liniment, 405.

Nig-ht chant medicine, 408.

Nig-ht chant to the rocks. 388.

Nig-ht chant to the water, 388.

Nig-htmare, 111.

Nigrhtshade, 200.

Nine nig-ht ceremony, 363, 365, 508.

No cedar (see plain gruel), 205, 447.

Nomadic life, 327.

North star, 45.

Nose of constellation, 43.

Nosebag, 151.

Nose bleeding-, 108.

Nose bleeding, remedy for, 112.

Nose trouble, 112.

Notched stick. 402.

November, 59.

Nozzle, 273.

Nubility ceremony. 207, 355, 359, 363, 412.

446.

Nuclear clans, 425, 426.

Number, 76 et seq.

Number of Navaho, 34.

Number of patients. 377, 378.

Number of prayersticks, 397.

Number of worlds, 35.

Numerals, 76 et seq.

Nurse. 451.

Nursing, 451, 455.

Nut. 21 1

OAK, 188, 299, 318, 329.

Oats, 190, 262.

Obsidian, 328, 410.

Obstetrics, 107.

Ocean, 36, 50, 354.

Ocean water, 400.

Ochocentrus, 185.

Ochre, 63. 230, 245, 303.

Ochre, blue, 293.

Ochre, yellow, 69.

Octagonal hogan. 333.

October. 58.

Odor. 89.

Oenothera. 195.

Offal. 341.

Oil, 65.

Oil cropping, 65.

Old age. 359.

Old folk, 118,366.

Old gold, 231.

Old smith. 271.

Olivella, 301, 403. 407, 408. 410, 417.

Olivella charm. 421.

Olla, 392.

Omen, 451, 501, 509.

One day song chant. 364.
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One night ceremony. 363. 365, 402.

Onion, 193.

Onion stew, 209.

Open field, 496.

Opening in sky. 35. 36.

Opening in bow and queue. 367.

Opening line, 375.

Opening of corral, 377.

Ovuntia, 183. 184.

Oraibi, 383.

Orange, 182.

Orange dye, 231, 233. 304.

Ordinal numbers, 76 et seq., 78 et seq.

Oriental rug, 223.

Origin of clans, 425, 427.

Origin of the name Navaho. by Edgar L,.

Hewett, 24.

Orion, 43

Ornament, 276, 279. 465.

(}i-thoptera (zool.), 165.

OryzoDsis cusvidata, 190.

Otter, 156, 177, 178, 214, 439.

Otter headband, 462.

Otter skin collar. 413.

Oven, 207, 208. 218.

Overdoing basketry, 294.

Overdoing weaving. :W2. 247, 509.

Overhanging i-ock people. 429, 430.

Overshoe, 47, 308. 465.

Overwhelming vagina monster. 358.

Owl, 158, 172, 349. 495.

Owl feather, 389, 394, 461 .

Owl Man and Woman. 158.

Owls, 299, 495.

Ownership, 258.

Oxidized silver, 275. 277.

Oxytropis, 114, 192, 394.

PACE (measure), 73.

Pack, 299.

Pack-saddle, 149.

Painted cup, 114, 199.

Painting, 289.

Painting of mask, 388.

Paiute, 291, 292.

Paiute clan, 431.

Pajarito Park, 24.

Palpitation, 109.

Paper, 250, 251, 270.

Paper bread, 207, - 19. 43.&amp;gt;.

Paper clay, 304.

Paper money, 490, 491.

Parallelogram. 75.

Paraphernalia, ceremonial. 402 et
*&amp;lt;/.

Parasol, 40.

Parched corn. 205.

Parsnip, ^31.

Passion, 350.

Pastime, 478.

Pastoral life, 257.

Paternalism, 440.

Patient, 66, 69, 119, 292. 342, 343. 371.372.376.

394, 417, 508.

Patient, number of, 377, 397-.

Patient, position of. 55.

Patronymic, 119.

Paunch, 213, 298.

Pauper, 492.

Pawn, 493 et seq.

Pea, 193.

Peach, 31, 198, 211.

Peach stew. 209.

Peanut. 193.

Pearl, 410.

Pebble, 63. 69, 298, 402, 486.

Pectis anvustifolia. 405.

Pelado Peak. 56, 400.

Pelt. 341.

Penalty, 439.

Pendant. 74. 279. 281.

Pennycress. 115, 189.

Pennyroyal. 187, 192, 371. 404, 409.

Pentstemon, 199.

People. 346 et seq.

People at the edge of water, 352. 429.

People at the end of the head. 29.

People formed of her back, 427, 4^8.

People formed of her breast. 427. 428.

People of the earth, 352, 353, 356.

People of the white valley, 428.

Pepper, 196, 217.

Pepper, Dr. Geo. H., 231.

Pepper-grass, 188.

Peppermint, 200. 409.

Peridot, 63, 284.

Periphery. ^63.

Persons, names of, 118.

Personal names 19 et seq.

Perspiration, 111. 342.

Perspiration of feet, 116.

Pet, 356. 357. 425, 427.

Petalostemon candidus, 192.

Petitot, F., 28, 29.

Petrified, 28, 29, 63.

Phaselia glandulosa, 191.

Phases of moon, 41 et seq.

Phenogamous herbs. 180.

Phlox, 405.

Phlox caespitosa, 196.

Phlox Douolasii, 188.

Phoradendron juniperum, 194.

Phraomites andina, 191.

Phragmiles communis, 190.

Phratry, 425, 426.

Physalis lanceolata, 199.

Physaria, 188.

Physician, American, 106.

Picking fruit, 216.

Pig, 142. 496.

Pigweed. 185, 209, 395, 405.

Pillar of sky, 35, 354.

Pillow. 468. 471.

Pillow of bull-roarer, 414.

Pima, 291.

Pima clan. 418.

Pimple. 107, 110, 113.

Pimple medicine (bot.), 113, 115, 202.

Pine, 31, 65, 66. 148, 414, 469.

Pine arrow, 418.

Pine gum. 293, 297.

Pine needle. 371.

Pine wart (see punk), 219.

Pinon, 31. 66, 214, 230, 243. 257, 391. 415. 469.

Pinon butter, 211.

Pinon gum, 297.

Pinon leaves, 409.

Pinon nut, 203, 211.267.

Pinon pollen. 400.

Pinonero, 162.

Pipe, 287, 395, 508.
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Pit, 267.

Pitahaya, 211.

Pitch, 230, 245, 303, 318, 458.

Pitcher, 286.

Pith, 203, 210.

Places, names of, 130 et seq.

Pit trap, 475.

Plain gruel, 372, 447.

Plains Indians, 143, 437.

Plaiting-, 256, 297.

Plane, 269.

Plant in ceremony, 414 et seq.

Plant list, 181. 202, 216.

Plant, unidentified, 201, 202.

Plantain, 196.

Planting, 23. 263, 265, 353.

Planting&quot;, ceremonial method of, 350.

Planting stick, 265, 267.

Plaster. 334.

Plate, 219.

Platting, 313. 315.

Pleiades, 38, 44.

Pliers, 275.

Plow, 267, 273.

Plowing, 265.

Plug tobacco, 506.

Plumed thistle, 115, 185,

Pneumonia, 108.

Pocket, 311.

Pocketbook, 490.

Pocketknife, 305.

Poison, 106, 186, 349.

Poison ivy, 182.

Poker. 66, 68, 329, 415.

Pole, 235, 249, 331.

Pole, measured, 73.

Poles strung out at the water people, 428.

Polish, 275, 301.

Polished pole, 483.

Pollen, 176, 197, 222, 297, 303, 328, 380, 386,

391, 396, 399 et seq., 404, 417, 448, 476. 499.

Pollen bag, 399, 419.

Pollen sprinkler, 419.

Polyandrism, 433.

Polygamy, 118, 433, 449.

Population, 33.

Populus, 198.

Porcupine, 142. 174. 178, 356. 394, 425.

Porcupine constellation, 44.

Porcupine (food), 214.

Porcupine quill. 308, 309, 413.

Porridge, 204, 205, 209, 295, 447, 448.

Post, 235. 243.

Pot, 229, 230, 233, 287, 289, 303. 508.

Potato, 200, 204. 210.

Pot-drum, 370.

Potentilla, 197.

Potter. 282, 286, 288.

Pottery, 285.

Pottery making, 285 et seq., 288, 327.

Pottery material, 288.

Poultice. 117.

Pouch, 280.

Pouch of chanter (see medicine pouch),
382.

Pouch, leather, 311.

Poverty, 359, 437.

Powderhorn. 325.

Prairie clover, 192, 405.

Prairie dog, 142, 176. 212. 319.

Prairie dog
1

hunting. 476.

Prayer, 137, 171. 257, 372, 475.

Prayerstick, 68, 155, 157, 159, 171, 172, 173.

222, 349, 378, 389, 394, 396 et seq., 410, 497.

Prayer to the gods, 137, 222, 408.

Precious stone. 222, 328, 353, 356, 394, 404.

409^^0., 410. 411.476.

Precious stone mountain, 137.

Precipitation, 32.

Pregnancy, 366, 379, 380, 450, 496.

Prejudice, 442.

Premature birth, 451.

Pressing of the limbs, 372, 411. 414, 446.

Pricking vagina monster. 358.

Prickly pear, 181,211.

Primrose, 115, 195.

Privation. 437.

Production of rats, gophers, etc.. 419.

Prohibitive degrees in marriage, 426, 427.

Pronged cap, 462, 463.

Pronouns, 119.

Pronunciation, 91.

Property, 265, 450.

Property, division of, 258.

Prospecting. 32.

Prostitution, 379, 450, 504.

Prostitution chant, 364, 366.

Prototype of hogan, 328.

Provision on journey, 206, 210. 211, 212,

2.37. 267.

Prune, 197.

Psoralea tenuiflora. 193, 395.

Puberty, 389.

Public dance and exhibition. 40, 217, 308.

309, 335, 376, 391, 392.

Pueblo. 63, 80, 120, 128, 143, 218, 221, 226, 255,

285, 286, 287, 291, 300, 327, 356, 357, 374, 394.

400,401, 425, 426, 458,489.

Pueblo Bonito, 410.

Pueblo legend, 357.

Pueblo villages, names of, 135, 437.

Puffs, 210.

Pulmonary disease, 107. 108. 410.

Pulp, 116.

Pulverized stone, 69.

Puma, 69, 140, 175.

Pumpkin, 188, 261.

Punch, iron, 275, 278.

Punk, 203, 395.

Pupil, 42, 381, 507.

Purification, 350, 378, 451.

Purloining, 257, 439.

Purple, 72. 234.

Purshia, 198.

Pus, 108, 110.

Puye, 24, 25.

QUAIL,, 159, 173.

Quadruped, 139.

Quaking asp, 198.

Quarantine, 107.

Quarrel, 439 et seq.

Quarreler Indian. 29.

Quarry, 64.

Quartzite. 63.

Quercus, 188.

Queue, 80, 81. 391.

Queue figure, 252,

Quirt. 150. 314.

Quiver. 140, 321.
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RABBIT, 141. 175. 286.

Rabbit dummy. 476.

Rabbit fur, 457.

Rabbit hunt, 476.

Race. 94.

Race suicide, 450.

Raiding:. 257, 259. 308. 309, 423. 438.

Rain. 46 ft seq., 54, 349, 356.

Rainbow, 46 ft seq.. 251, 286, 343. 359. 390. 468.

Rainray. 47, 222.

Rain-water, 49.

Rake. 268.

Rape. 439. 443, 450.

Rasp. 269.

Rat, 141. 176, 214.

Rattle. 173. 391, 392. 400, 401, 413.

Rattle bearer. 369, 370. 372. 375.

Rattle of deer toes, 367.

Rattle-pod, 192.

Rattlesnake, 155, 176, 508.

Rattle-stick, 366.

Rattle-weed. 192, 193, 408, 409.

Rawhide, 148, 150. 305, 306, 313. 317.

Rawhide rope, 314.

Rayless grolden rod, 115, 186.

Reach (measure), 73.

Recess for mask, 331, 339.

Recipe, 107.

Recovery of sun and moon. 41.

Red. 68, 69, 246 et seq.

Red ant, 472.

Red ant chant, 364.

Red bear constellation, 44.

Redbush. 432.

Red clay, 65, 69, 70, 298, 372, 388, 404, 410.

Red dye. 232. 293, 304.

Red God, 385, 388, 390, 392.

Red house people, 430.

Red lefties clan. 430. 432.

Red medicine, 1 15.

Red pepper, 199.

Red rock bend people, 430.

Red sash, 249.

Red soil people. 430.

Red stone, 390.

Red striped shirt, 248, 458.

Red-white stone, 56, 64, 402. 410.

Red world, 35, 73. 347, 348.

Reddle. 410.

Reed. 190. 323. 394. 396, 408.

Reed arrow-shaft, 319.

Reed people, 429.

Reed shaft. 182.

Refug-ee, 426.

Relatives. 119. 424, 449.

Relatives, names of, 435.

Relic, family, 309. 317.

Relig-ion, 139, 251, 328. 346 et seq.. 425.

Religious character of disease, lOQetseq..

107.

Remarriage, 449.

Remedy. 43, 107 et seq.. 112 et seq.. 180, 343.

349. 379, 402 et seq., 406 et seq.

Removing: wool. 213.

Repairing a shoe, 307, 308.

Report, Indian Commissioner s, of 1854,

223.

Report, Lieut. James H. Simpson. 271.

Report on the Southwest. A. F. Bande-
lier. 25.

Reptiles. 155 et seq.. 176.

Reservation, area of. 30 et seq.

Reservoir, 49. 264.

Residence. 33.

Respect for ceremony. 350, 499.

Resuscitation, 350.

Reunion of men and women. 350.

Rheumatism. 109. 114. 292.

Khus, aromatica, 182.

Rhus tojdcodendron, 182.

Kibes. 199.

Rice. 191.

Riding. 40, 148.

Rifle. 326.

Rind. 203.

Ring. 249, 281. 283.

Ring around sun, 37.

Ringing of the ear. 509.

Ringworm, 108.

Rising sand monster, 359.

Rite. 69. 213, 251, 474, 475.

Ritual, 68. 392. 393.

River. 31.

Road-runner. 159, 372, 412.

Roast, 212.

Roast on stick, 212.

Roasting ears, 208.

Robe, 302, 425.

Robin, 161.

Rock alum, 304.

Rock cress, 115, 187. 408.

Rock crystal. 63, 303. 386. 394, 399, 404. 410,

506.

Rock crystal heald, 222.

Rock lizard, 176.

Rock pass people, 429.

Rock salt, 231, 275.

Rock sulphur, 293.

Rocky Mountain Indians, 28. 30.

Rodent, 141.

Roll-cake (yucca), 210.

Roman cross, 251.

Roof of hogan, 333.

Root. 229.

Rope, 148, 249. 314.

Rope bridle, 150.

Rosa Fendleri, 197.

Rosin, stone. 112.

Rosin, tree, 112, 293.

Roundbill crane. 173.

Round cake, 207.

Round hogan. 332.

Roundup, 258.

Rowing, 52.

Rubbing. 66.

Rubber plant. 115.

Rubber sling, 325.

Ruby. 64.

Rug, 241, 244.

Ruin. 25, 30, 357, 395.

Rumex, 231.

Rumex hymenosepalum, 197. 231.

Run, 94. 437.

Running an enemy down, 375.

Running ear. 108.

Rush-grass. 190. 191.

Russian thistle. 181.

SACK BACK. 94.

Sacred blood. 413.
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Sacred buckskin, 302, 369, 382, 384, 386, 411,

413, 414.

Sacred clay, 409.

Sacred knot, 412.

Sacred mountain dust, 410, 411.

Sacred mountain dust bag, 410, 419.

Sacred mountains, 56, 70, 136, 251, 349, 353.

Sacred name of animals, 139, 171 et seq.. 394.

Sacred place, 357.

Sacred sinew, 386, 413.

Sacred stone, 399.

Sacred tallow, 410.

Sacred tallow horn, 413.

Sacred water, 387.

Sacrifice, 105, 139. 171, 208, 222, 349, 356, 394,

396, 410, 476.

Sacrifice to the bear, 214.

Sacrifice to the shelves in the rock, 389.

Sacrifice to the talking stone, 389.

Sacrificial basket, 397.

Sacrificial stones, 56.

Saddle, 148 et seq., 149, 456.

Saddlebag, 149, 372.

Saddle blanket. 149, 244, 309, 369. 456. 489.

Saddle horse, 455, 456.

Sage, 191.

Sagebrush, 32, 115, 116, 186, 257, 369, 416.

Sagebrush bark, 298.

Sagebrush knolls people, 429.

Sailing boomerang, 324.

Saliva, 274, 279.

SaHva glucose, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.

Salsola Kali, 181.

Salt, 114, 209, 212, 214, 217.

Salt lake, 410.

Salt Man and Woman, 348, 349.

Salt people. 431.

Salt, sacred, 410.

Saltweed, 185.

Salted dumplings, 208.

Salted griddle cake, 208.

Salutation, 505.

Saluting the sun, 372.

Salvia canceolata, 191.

Sample roll of prayersticks. 398.

San Francisco Mountains, 56. 112, 202, 356,

400.

San Felipe clan, 431.

San Juan agency, 34.

San Juan Mountains. 56, 400.

San Juan River, 31, 264.

Sand. 63, 66, 250, 275, 398.

Sandhill crane, 160, 408.

Sand painting, 55, 69, 70, 74. 137, 155. 157,

171, 360, 396, 398, 399, 410, 487. 507.

Sandpaper, 275.

Sandstone, red, 69. 274, 275, 398.

Sandstorm, 46, 53 et seq.

Sandwort, 184.

Santa Clara Indians. 25.

Santa Fe, 46.

Sapsucker, 160.

Sarcobatus, 184.

Sash, woman s, 248. 249, 312.

Sash loom, 249.

Satellite, 43.

Sausage, 212.

Say s Phoebe, 161. 172.

Scabbard, 280.

Scabby, 108.

Scalp, 366, 368, 374, 391, 438.

Scalping, 438.

Scar, 110, 317.

Scarabee, 164.

Scarification, 505.

Scarlet, 232.

Scissors, 269.

Scorpion, 45, 168, 174.

Scorpion constellation, 44.

Scraper, 267.

Scraping stick, 302, 303.

Scratching implement, 372, 373.

Screech owl, 173.

Scrub, 51.

Scrub-oak, 31, 69, 188, 240, 243, 416.

Scythe, 266, 268

Seam, 256.

Season, 58.

Second Made, 348.

Secret name, 119.

Secretion of the eye, 395.

Security, 492.

Seed, 203. 353.

Seed foods, 209.

Seeing the gods, 498, 500.

Selection of chant, 379.

Selling, 491.

Selvedge, 308, 309.

Senecio Douglasii, 187.

Sensitive brier. 115, 192.

Sentinel, 437.

Separation of men and women, 350 et seq.

September, 59.

Scrape Navaho, 223.

Service berry, 198, 211.

Setting of ring, 284.

Settlement, 265.

Settlement of disputes, 439.

Seven card game, 497.

Sewing, 292, 297 et seq., 306, 386, 398. 461.

Sewing needle, 310.

Sex of earth and sky, 35, 354.

Sex of Peoples, 354.

Sex of sun and moon, 37.

Sexual intercourse, 433.

Shade, 40, 334, 335.

Shadow. 40.

Shaggy blanket, 244, 245.

Shalako dance, 393 et seq.

Shaman, 42, 180, 377, 381, 393, 399, 474.

Shaman of other tribes. 394.

Shame, 443.

Shanker, 108.

Shape, 276, 277.

Shape of earth, 36.

Shawl, 246. 249.

Shearing, 257, 258.

Shears, 258, 275.

Sheep, 143, 224 et seq.

Sheep brains, 302.

Sheep corral, 258.

Sheep, creation of. 356.

Sheep-dip, 224, 225, 259.

Sheep dung, 116, 288.

Sheep-head, 213.

Sheep-pelt, 149, 390, 467.

Sheep-pelt basket, 299 et seq.

Sheep raising, 257, 258.

Sheepskin, 237, 272, 390.

Sheepskin shoes, 47.
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Sheep wool, 388.

Sheet lightning, 60, 222, 251. 318

Shell, 507.

Shell bead. 301, 439.

Shelter, 40. 334. 336.

She-rain, 47, 448.

Shield, 317, 425, 437. 456. 465.

Shield, decoration of, 46.

Shinny, 487.

Shinny stick, 485. 488.

Shiprock, 357. 364.

Shiprock agency, 34.

Shirt, 248, 464.

Shoe, foreign. 310.

Shoemaking, 305.

Shoe, sheepskin, 47.

Shoe, snow, 47.

Shoe, wooden, 47.

Shoe, yucca, 308.

Shooting- evil, 346.

Shooting God, 385, 420.

Shooting star, 45.

Shotgun, 325.

Shoulder-band, 372, 413 el SCQ., 417.

Shoulderblade. 266.

Shoulderblade hoe, 266.

Shoulder pouch, 66, 465, 479.

Shovel, 267.

Shrankia, 192.

Shrub, 353.

Shuttle, 241, 242, 237, 250.

Sickle, 262.

Sickness, 105 et seq., 292, 348, 406, 496,

Sidalcea malvaeflora, 195.

Side hoe, 266.

Sifting, 263.

Sighing, 391.

Sight, 88.

Sight, divination by, 365,

Signaling. 67, 437, 454, 455.

Signers of treaty, 125.

Silene Douglasii, 184.

Silkweed, 112. 116, 182.

Silver, 64 el seq., 150, 287.

Silver dust, 279.

Silver ornament, 284, 453, 493.

Silversmith. 271. 277, 287,

Silversmithing, 271 et seq.

Simpson, Lieut. James H., 223, 271.

Sinew, 182, 305. 306, 310, 318, 319, 458, 511.

Sing, 163.

Singer, 42, 66. 69, 106. 107, 292, 295, 347, 361,

362. 367, 375, 381, 397. 417, 422, 423. 475. 496.

Singing, 105. 362. 507.

Sisymbricum incisum, 188.

Sisyrinchium mucronatum, 193.

Site of hogan. 330.

Sixshooter, 312. 326.

Size of prayerstick, 396.

Skein, 237, 242.

Skeleton of hogan, 331.

Skillet, 219 et alibi, 229. 230.

Skipping, 454.

Skipper bug. 177. 178.

Skunk, 69, 142. 175, 349.

Sky, 35, 36, 58. 353.

Sky blue. 40, 55, 251, 328, 349.

Skyblue Man, 383.

Skyblue Woman. 383.

Sky cord, 222.

Sky Man. 354. 359.

Slave. 259, 423, 424, 426, 438, 453, 454. 508.

Slave clans, 426, 431.

Slavery, 423.

Slayer of Enemies or Monsters, 62, 359.

360. 361. 366. 375, 385, 387, 388. 390, 391. 411.

417, 438.

Sled. 270.

Sleeping, 500.

Slender Silversmith, 271.

Slicing reed monster, 358.

Sling. 324.

Slingshot, 75, 325.

Slit-weave, 247, 509.

Small birds. 159, 173, 394.

Small change, 491.

Small hoop, 416.

Smallpox, 107 et seq., 108, 109, 113.

Smell, faculty of. 89.

Smelling water, 387.

Smelting, 273.

Smith, 150.

Smithy. 272.

Smoke, 67, 139.

Smoke-hole, 40. 67, 332, 399. 412.

Smoking, 66, 287, 389, 395, 410. 506.

Smoking game, 475.

Smooth cap, 462. 463.

Smooth pole, 483.

Smooth stick spoon, 407.

Smoothen, 275, 288.

Snake, 155, 178, 251, 286, 425, 444. 496.

Snake bite, 107, 117.

Snake bite remedy, 155.

Snake figure, 284.

Snake People, 348.

Snake rite, 496.

Snare, 323.

Sneezing, 497.

Sneezeweed, 187, 293.

Snipe. 160, 173.

Snoring, 501.

Snout of bear, 43.

Snow. 47 et seq.

Snow bath, 47, 437.

Snowbird, 161. 213.

Snowdrift, 54.

Snowshoe, 47.

Snowstorm, 47.

Snow water, 401.

Snuff, 112.

Snuff, tall (hot.), 112.

Soap, 50. 194. 224, 340.

Sobriciuet, 119.

Social equality, 422.

Soda pop, 217.

Soil, 264, 265.

Solatium, 200.

Solder, 274. 275. 279, 284.

Sole. 306.

Solid, 74 el seq.

Solidago nemoralis, 186.

Solstice. 37.

Sonchus asper, 185.

Song. 38. 79. 119. 137. 155. 171. 257. 446. 475.

Sorrel. 231. 233. 293.

Soul. 87. 353.

Soup. 210. 211. 213.

Sow thistle. 115. 185.

Span. 73.
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Spaniard, 23, 24, 30, 232.

Spanish, 257.

Spanish bayonet, 194, 195.

Spanish language, 91.

Spanish needle, 187.

Spasm, 110.

Spear, 316, 437. 438, 465.

Speckled, 68.

Speckled farm, 264.

Specular iron ore, 65.

Speech, 90, 163, 383.

Speechless ones, 384.

Spell, 346.

Spheralcea angvstifolia, 194.

Spicing, 67.

Spider. 167. 174, 507.

Spider flower. 184, 193.

Spider Man and Woman, 222, 352, 488.

Spider medicine, 116.

Spider web, 167.

Spindle, 222, 226.

Spindle stick. 222.

Spinning:. 226, 227.

Spinningr-wheel. 226.

Spiral beam rope, 235, 236, 238.

Spirit, evil. 509.

Spirit of life, 353, 383.

Spittle. 400.

Spitting, 497.

Spitting blood, 497.

Spokesman, 422.

Spoon, 211, 219, 284, 286.

Sporobolus cryptandrus, 191.

Sporobolus cuspidata, 190.

Sport, 350.

Spotted, 68.

Spotted thunder, 61.

Spotted wind, 76.

Spout, 287.

Sprain, 111.

Spread, 398, 418.

Spring-, 32, 58, 72.

Spring, sacred, 175.

Spring water. 401.

Sprinkling of ashes, 375.

Sprinkling of incense, 418.

Sprinkling of pollen. 400, 417, 419, 448, 499,

500,

Sprinkling of water, 389.

Sprinkling of weeds, 417.

Spruce, 416.

Spruce arrow, 418.

Spruce bow, 418.

Spruce collar, 390, 413.

Spruce dress, 417.

Spruce hoop, 416.

Spur. 151.

Spurge, 115, 189.

Spurious clans, 431.

Sputtering, 372, 373, 407, 409, 497.

Spy. 158. 172.

Square (figure), 251.

Square farm, 350.

Square hoop, 416.

Squash, 188, 204, 211. 267.

Squash-bug, 151.

Squaw dance (see girls dance).
Squirrel, 141.

Stable, 335.

Stacked hogan, 334, 336.

Staff of constellation, 43.

Stake, 478. 481, 486,487.

Stalking. 475.

Stammer, 90.

Stamp, steel, 275.

St. Andrew s cross, 251.

Stanleya pinnatiftda, 187.

Star, 42 et seq., 251, 252, 280.

Star, creation of, 353.

Star reading, 159, 365. 410.

Starwort, 187.

State authorities. 439.

Stealing, 503.

Steam. 46, 68.

Steamed corn gruel, 389.

Steel, 66, 255, 269.

Steel flint, 67.

Steel stamp, 275.

Stellar influence, 43.

Stephen, A. M., 305, 308, 361, 363, 431.

Stepping, 415.

Stew. 206, 209, 210,211.

Stick, 208, 210, 235. 236, 242, 267. 287, 288.

Stick dice, 481.

Stick, measuring. 73.

Stick, stirring, 218, 219, 220, 229, 233, 234.

Stiffness, 109, 292.

Sting, remedy for. 117.

Stirring stick, 218, 219, 220, 229, 233, 234.

Stitch, 256, 306 et seq.

Stocking, 255.

Stomach trouble. 114.

Stone, 62 et seq.. 209, 210 ? 224. 230. 231, 255,

272, 273, 322.

Stone ax, 269. 322.

Stone disk, 301.

Stone file, 477.

Stone flint, 67.

Stone house, 334.

Stone implement. 331.

Stone knife. 62, 303, 305, 391.

Stone quarry, 64.

Stone rosin, 64, 112.

Stone seed gromwell, 115, 183.

Stone trap. 476.

Store, 270, 274, 275.

Storing. 267, 490.

Storm, 46 et seq., 53 et seq.

Stove, 67, 219.

Straight lightning, 352.

Strangling, 386, 456. 476.

Straw, 262.

Stricture, 108.

Strife, 439.

Striking stick, 486.

Striped, 68.

Striped thunder, 61.

Striped wind. 46.

Struck by lightning, 60, 61.

Study of religion, 347.

Sty, 107.

Sudatory, 56, 63, 340 et seq., 380.

Suds, yucca, 340.

Sugar, 217.

Sugar-cane, 189. 260.

Sugar-melon, 211.

Suicide. 350.

Sumac, 181, 230, 232, 292, 293. 297, 303, 318,

329, 405, 416, 495.

Sumac berry, 211.
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Sumac pitch-ochre, 245.

Sumac pollen, 400.

Summer, 32. 58 ft seq., 353.

Summer animals, 58.

Summer chants, 58.

Summer houses, 334, 335.

Summer residence, 267, 329.

Sun. 37, 208, 353, 359. 361, 402. 438. 448.

Sunbearer, 37. 41, 353, 357, 360.

Sunburnt, 37.

Sun cake. 208.

Sunday, 59 et seq.

Sun. death of. 41.

Sun, direction to and from, 37, 46. 55.

Sun dried, 206, 211.

Sun, eclipse of, 41.

Sun halo, 37, 222.

Sunlight, 37. 40.

Sun Man, 356. 359.

Sun, prayerstick of, 396.

Sunray. 37, 222. 391.

Sunrise, 38. 39, 208.

Sunset, 38, 39.

Sun, sex of, 354.

Sunstroke. 37.

Sun trail, 354.

Sunwise. 37. 46, 55, 263. 293, 386. 396, 447, 467.

507.

Sunflower, 187, 323, 419, 511.

Supplies, 267.

Surface, 74 et seq.

Surface coal, 388. 404.

Surgery. 80. 107. Ill, 112.

Suspicion, 440. 503.

Suspended cord, 450.

Swallow, 160.

Swallowing- spider, etc., remedy, 116.

Swallowing the arrow. 377, 419.

Swamping, 264.

Swastika, 252, 279.

Swearing, 444.

Sweat-bath, 341, 350.

Sweep, 270, 339.

Sweetbread, 207.

Sweet potato, 187.

Swelling, 113.

Swimming, 49, 52, 344.

Swing. 472.

Swooning. 366.

Symbol. 251. 375, 411.

Symbolic color. 55.

Symbolic lightning, 394, 410.

Symbolism, religious, 250.

Syinvhoricarpo, 184.

Syphilis, 108, 113.

Syrup, 210.

TABOO. 41, 160, 247, 251, 286, 292, 295, 329.

385. 392, 399. 420. 425. 444, 446. 447, 449, 454.

472. 496. 507, 509.

Tache, Mgr., 29.

Tack, 148, 269.

Tack, wooden. 317.

Tadpole. 157. 177. 178.

Tail of constellation, 44.

Talisman. 190.

Talking God. 175, 356. 376. 383. 384. 385. 387.

388, 389, 390. 392. 420. 498, 500.

Talking in sleep. 501.

Tall giants. 393.

Tallow, 70. 212, 274, 306, 372.

Tallow glucose, 213.

Tallow in the hide. 213.

Tallow rolls. 213.

Tan color, 232.

Tanning, 302.

Taos. 383, 400.

Tarantula, 167.

Tassel. 203, 222, 236, 246, 247, 309.

Taste. 89.

Tattoo, 74. 505.

Taunting, 450.

Tea, 114,204,389.
Teel. 173.

Tellima tenella, 199, 405.

Teloxis cornuta, 185.

Temper, 273.

Temperature, 53 et seq.

Tendo Achillis of deer. 413.

Tewa Indian, 24, 25, 26.

Texas ranger, 127.

Textile fabric. 292.

Textile industry, 291 et seq.

Thallictrum Fendleri, 197.

Thaw. 48.

The Navaho Shoemaker, A. M. Stephen.
308.

Thellipodium Wrightii, 113. 188.

Therapeutics, 106.

Thick medicine (bot.), 115.

Thlaspi, 188.

Thong, 159, 266, 279, 306, 308, 312. 382. 386,

414, 419. 458, 469, 470. 483.

Thorn apple, 199.

Thorn-bush, 174.

Thoroughwort, 186, 405.

Thought, 87.

Thread, 306.

Three ears, 205.

Three tied (food). 208.

Threshing. 262.

Throat, sore, 108.

Thumb, 69, 288.

Thunder, 43, 60 et seq., 251. 353.

Thunder arrow, 406,

Thunder constellation, 43.

Time, told, 37. 39.

Tin can. 216.

Tinware. 287. 293.

Tinneh nations, 27.

Tinder, 65.

Tinderbox, 65, 67.

Tingling maiden, 360.

Tip, 387, 415. 417. 418.

Titmouse. 160.

Toad, 156. 177.

Toad flax, 198.

Toadstool. 204.

Tobacco. 171, 200. 394 et seq.. 396, 506.

Tobacco worm, 177.

Toe rattle, 367.

Tongs, 275.

Tonic, universal, 114.

Tools for burial. 508.

Tools, modern, 268, 269.

Toothache. 108.

Toothache medicine, 113.

Tooth-gum medicine, 113.

Tooth-gum wind chant, 364.

Top spinning. 488.
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Torch, 375.

Tortoise. 157, 177, 251.

Tortoise shell, 301, 407.

Tossing a coin. 486.

Totemism. 424.

Touch, divination by. 365.

Touch, faculty of, 88 et seQ.

Towel, 340.

Toivnsendia, 116.

Townsendia serica, 185.

Townsendia strigosa, 114, 187.

Toy grun. 324.

Tqodich-ini clan, 356, 427.

Tqotsoni clan, 356, 427.

Track, flgrure of, 253.

Tracking- bear, 139.

Tracking monster, 358.

Track snake, 155, 176, 251, 396.

Trader, 64. 277, 490.

Tradition, 29, 30, 180, 223, 285, 286, 309, 425.

426, 446.

Trail of beauty, 43.

Trail of rainbow, 46.

Trail of sun and moon, 37, 354.

Training- of warrior, 437,

Transportation, 268, 286, 331, 337, 398, 509.

Transportation of a corpse, 454.

Transportation of a trophy, 374.

Trap, 322.

Trap dyke people, 429.

Trapping- game. 475, 477.

Travel, 151.

Tray of bark, 69.

Treaty of 1868, 126,

Treaty reservation, 31.

Tree, 203, 235, 353.

Tree broken by winds, 469.

Tree rosin, 112.

Trembling-. 110.

Triang-le, 251.

Tribal government, 382, 422 et seq.

Tribal names, 127. 128.

Tribulus maximus, 201, 3*95.

Trifolium errocephalum, 193.

Trinket, 276.

Trophy, 366. 374, 375, 484.

Trough, 269.

Tseili, 264.

Tube, 272, 273. 274, 393.

Tuesday, 60.

Tumbleweed, 405.

Tumor. 110.

Tunicha Range, 31.

Turkey, 159, 172, 213, 214, 318, 351, 365.

Turkey buzzard, 159.

Turkey feather, 159, 222. 367. 389, 417, 461 , 462.

Turkey feet, 483.

Turkey people, 428.

Turkey tassel, 159.

Turkey track. 159.

Turning a stone, 454.

Turquoise, 56, 64, 68, 222, 284, 301, 312. 328,

389, 399, 402, 404, 410, 414, 464, 470, 489.

Turquoise charm, 411.

Turquoise mountain, 136.

Turtle, 157, 177, 214, 251, 507.

Turtledove, 160, 213.

Tweezer, 83, 284.

Twelfth world, 352.

Twelve antelope monsters, 358.

Twig, 182.

Twig inserted, 329. 339.

Twigbill crane, 173, 408.

Twig shuttle, 237.

Twilight, 36, 40, 251, 349.

Twilight Man and Woman. 355.

Twin, 450.

Twin colts, 451.

Twin rock people, 429.

Twine, 249.

Typha latifolia. 200.

UMBRELLA, 40, 255.

Uncle, 119.

Under ledge of rock people, 352.

Under worlds, 35.

Underground water, 32.

United States National Museum. Pro
ceedings of, 308.

Universe, 35.

Unraveling, 68, 186, 232, 411, 415 et seq.. 417.

Unwinding medicine, 186.

Upper, the, 36, 137.

Uppers, 295, 303, 305. 306.

Upper world, 351.

Upright, 235, 236, 243, 249.

Urine, 232.

Ursa major, 44.

Ute, 64, 246, 302. 309. 362, 368, 372, 374, 438,

457.

Ute blanket, 247.

Ute clan, 426, 430.

VALLEY, 32, 61 et seq.

Vari-colored stone, 410.

Variegated bead mountain, 137.

Vault of sky. 35, 36.

Vault of lower worlds, 36.

Vegetable dye, 231 et seq.

Vegetables, modern, 217.

Vegetation, 203, 257, 353.

Venereal excess, 350, 379.

Venison. 204, 213, 437.

Verbena, 201.

Verbesina enceloides, 114.

Vermin, 341.

Vervain, 200.

Vesicaria alpina, 188.

Vesicaria Fendleri, 188.

Vetch, 115, 192.

Viburnum, 184.

Vicia Americana. 192.

Vigil. 207. 329. 355, 378, 389, 393. 411, 420. 421.

Village, 265, 349.

Violence, 366.

Virgin, 118, 350, 449.

Virginia creeper, 201, 408.

Virginity, 450.

Virgin s bower, 197.

Vitality, impaired. 114.

Volcanic activity, 32.

Vomiting, remedy for, 115.

WADING, 52 et seq.

Wagon, 151, 273, 509, 510.

Wailing, 455.

Waistcloth, 460.

Walking, 66.

Walking in sleep, 501 .

Walking on cactus, 419.
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Walled hogan. 333.

Walnut. 31. 191, 211.

Wandering stone, 357.

War, 25, 119, 120. 121, 308, 309. 362. 423. 437.

War chief, 423, 437.

War dance, 70, 119. 289. 362, 366, 375, 413,

438.511.

War dance equipment, 404.

War dance liniment, 405.

War dance medicine, 409.

War gods, 438.

War name. 119.

Warpath, going on, 374.

War rite, 362, 375.

War singrer. 366, 368 et seq., 438.

Wardrobe, 341.

Warning-, 454, 509.

Warp, 235, 236, 237, 238, 250.

Warp frame, 236.

Warp stick, 222.

Warp strand, 235, 236. 237, 238, 240, 241.

Warrior, 437, 456.

Washing, 49, 51, 340.

Washing beads. 453.

Washing wool, 224.

Washington, D. C., 138.

Wasp, 166.

Water, 35, 36, 49 et seq.

Water animals, 156, 507.

Water ashes, 401.

Water-bag, 298.

Water bottle, 286, 297.

Water-bug, 157.

Water chant, 363, 401.

Water. Child of, 360, 366, 375, 385, 387, 388.

391, 411, 417.

Watercress, 116, 187, 188. 416.

Water-dog, 157.

Water-drops, 50.

Waterfall, 36, 359.

Waterfowl, 160.

Water-horse, 177, 251, 359.

Watering stock, 49 et seq.

Water jar, 447.

Water lizard, 177.

Watermark, 72.

Watermelon, 189, 211.

Water Monster. 349, 357.

Water-ox, 177, 251, 351, 359.

Water paunch, 298.

Water pollen, 400.

Waterpot, 286.

Waterproof, 241.

Water, sacred, 286.

Water-snake, 176.

Water Sprinkler, 379, 384, 388, 390, 392. 500.

502.

Water s edge people, 429, 430.

Wave, 50.

Wearing a hat, 460.

Weasel, 425.

Weave, 243, 245.

Weave, regular, 243, 245.

Weaving, 221 etseq., 237, 238, 297. 308, 327,

424, 458.

Weaving implements, 240.

Weather, 53 et seq.

Web, 352.

Wedding basket, 295. 447, 448, 449.

Wedding feast. 447.

Wedge, 273.

Weed, 367. 417.

Weeping. 510.

Weeping willow. 469.

Weight, 153, 235, 237, 238.

Wheat, 191. 204, 207, 262.

Wheat raising, 262.

Where two went to water people, 428.

Whip, 150, 313.

Whipping, lot, 499.

Whipping God, 383, 385, 388. 390. 391. 392.

Whip-poor-will, 161, 172, 254.

Whirl, 65 et seq.

Whirlwind, 46.

Whisk broom, 80, 340.

Whiskey, 217.

Whiskey Creek, 264.

Whisper, 90.

Whistle, 141. 403, 413, 511.

Whistling, 507, 511.

Whistling God, 385.

White, 68, 246 et seq.

White awl, 305.

White bead mountain, 136.

White clay, 65, 68, 69, 377, 388, 389. 404, 410.

446, 461.

White cloud, 45.

White clover, 193.

White cornmeal, 403. 448.

White eagle, 357.

White earth, 349.

White fish, 178.

White ice, 48.

White light, 56.

White medicine, 115.

White mirage, 41.

White mist, 46.

White moss, 176.

White Mountain Apache. 438.

White Mountain Apache clan, 431.

White of dawn, 36.

White sage, 114, 185.

White shawl, 246.

White shell, 56, 222, 301, 328. 355, 384, 402,

410, 470.

White shell mountain, 61.

White shell woman. 355.

White stone, 64.

White thunder, 61, 357.

White wind. 46.

Whitening silver, 275.

Whitlow grass, 113, 187.

Whole cradle, 469.

Whorl. 226, 243.

Wick, 270, 274.

Wicker bottle, 267, 286. 297.

Wicker bottle, Paiute, 291.

Wicker jar, 297, 298.

Wickerwork, 297.

Wide hoop, 416.

Widow, 118, 432.

Widower, 433.

Widowhood, 433.

Wife, 118.

Wife of Sun, 355.

Wig. 81.

Wildcat, 140, 175, 214. 356.

Wildcat cap, 461.

Wildcat Chief, 349.

Wildcat rite, 474.
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Wild cherry. 192, 198, 211, 329, 398, 403, 404,

409. 416.

Wild currant, 318.

Wild grape, 432.

Wild rose, 197,211.

Wild rye. 190.

Wild sunflower, 405.

Wild tobacco, 199. 394.

Willow, 198. 243, 273, 297, 298, 396, 469.

Willow herb, 115, 195.

Willow people, 429.

Willows people, 430.

Wind, 46, 222. 346, 349, 353, 365.

Wind break, 335.

Wind chant, 208, 343, 401.

Windmill, 53.

Wind people, 46, 352.

Windstorm, 53.

Winding stitch, 306, 387.

Window, 40.

Wine, 217.

Wingless insects, 167 et sea.

Winning of a basket, 295.

Winnow. 262.

Winter, 32, 58 et sea.. 353.

Winter animals, 58.

Winter birds, 159.

Winter chants. 58.

Winter fat, 185.

Winter months, 485, 488, 507.

Winter residence, 329.

Wire, 269, 274, 276, 279, 281, 319.

Wire, silver, 284.

Witch, 505.

Witch chant, 396, 401. 402, 412, 414, 415, 416,

417,418,451, 511.

Witch chant equipment, 404.

Witch chant medicine. 409.

Witchcraft. 105, 139, 172, 346, 348, 349, 350,

359, 362, 375.

Wolf, 140, 175, 214. 351, 365.

Wolf rite, 474.

Woman, names of, 121.

Woman transformed into bear, 139, 360.

Woman s dress, 245, 246, 247, 460.

Woman s industry, 288, 292.

Woman s sash, 248, 249.

Wood, 273, 274.

Wood awl, 314.

Wood flint, 67.

Wood hoe, 266.

Wooden needle, 309.

Wooden shoe, 47, 311.

Wooden tube, 272.

Woodpecker, 160, 173.

Woof-strand, 243.

Wool, 224, 228, 407, 458.

Wool brush, 304.

Wool-card, 225.

Wool cord. 470.

Wool rope. 249, 314.

Woolly cap, 460.

World, 35.

Worm, 169.

Wormwood sagebrush. 116, 369.

Worry, 443.

Worship. 139, 346.

Wreath, 417.

Wren, 161, 162.

Wrist-guard, 312, 319.

Wrist measure, 73.

Wristlets, 281, 372, 413 et seq.

Write, 74.

XANTHIUM STRUMABIUM, 185.

Xymenofxtppus .ftlifolius, 186.

YARD-BEAM, 235, 236, 238.

Yarn, 230, 232, 237. 244. 255, 407.

Yarrow. 115, 186, 371, 409.

Year, division of, 58.

Yeibichai. 364, 498, 500.

Yeibichai dance, 309, 377, 384.

Yeitso. 29, 357, 360, 366.

Yellow, 68.

Yellow Ant, 349.

Yellowbird, 159, 213, 387. 389, 394.

Yellow clay, 65, 68.

Yellow cloud, 45.

Yellow corn pollen, 448.

Yellow disease. 110.

Yellow dye, 230, 231. 304.

Yellow fish, 178.

Yellow fox, 175. 390.

Yellow fox collar, 390, 413.

Yellow house people, 430.

Yellow ice, 48.

Yellow Knives Indians, 28.

Yellow light, 40. 56.

Yellow mirage. 41.

Yellow mist, 46.

Yellow moss, 176.

Yellow ochre, 69.

Yellow thistle, 185.

Yellow thunder, 61.

Yellow wind, 46,

Yucca, 32, 68, 141. 194. 208. 210, 222, 224. 457,

487,488.

Yucca basket, 295.

Yucca bath, 49, 340.

Yucca blanket, 457.

Yucca brush, 68.

Yucca cord, 327.

Yucca fruit, 210, 298.

Yucca knot, 415.

Yucca lash, 499.

Yucca legging, 460.

Yucca mask, 384, 417.

Yucca mat, 327, 467.

Yucca moccasin, 295, 308.

Yucca People, 349.

Yucca sole, 305.

Yucca spur, 308.

Yucca star, 415.

Yucca strips, 417.

Yucca strung out people. 428.

Yucca suds, 80, 432.

Yucca wristlets, 372.

ZEBRA, 142.

Zenith, 36, 55, 137.

Zia clan, 426, 428.

Zigzag, 74, 252.

Zigzag lightning, 60. 222. 251. 318. 352, 390.

Zinnia, 112, 187.

Zoolatry, 139, 171.

Zuni. 33, 129. 206, 213, 275. 300. 393. 425. 439.

Zuniclan, 430, 431.

Zuni pot. 232.

Zuni salt lake, 400, 410.

Zyyadenus venenotwa, 193.
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